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Abstract
Eighteenth century Istanbul displays a complex social and cultural landscape
breaking away from traditional institutions. Combined with two contradictory
tendencies of the Ottoman elite -a movement and reform and an inclination toward
lethargy and mundane pleasure-, the nature and intensity of change are generally
regarded having come from outside. However, the same inconsistency is revealed in
the lives of ordinary people, who were not merely subordinate to the cultures of the
Europeans and the Ottoman elite, but were also participants in unprecedented
activities and thoughts, feelings and beliefs, imaginings and aspirations.
This impetus found its physical manifestation in the expansion of the city along the
Bosphorus. A set of ceremonial and ritualistic festivities that took place in the newly
growing settlements on the Grande Allee was the locus of communication for both
the hierarchically stratified Ottoman elite and people of modest means. To the role of
Bosphorus as a thoroughfare had been added the functions of a theatre. It
incorporated the theatrical movement of people into an architectural scheme
conceived as a world of symbols and rites. This architectural scheme was
communicated in the ephemeral and symbolized by the yalz , the waterside mansions
which vere monument to hedonist life on the vaterfront, and by the bim; , the
processional paths taken in daily visits to kiosks, pavilions and gardens along the
Bosphorus.
In this study the interaction between innovation and tradition introduced on the
architectural space of the waterfront is explored. Through primary Ottoman and
European sources addressing the lives of people vho made an aestheticized way of
living possible at a time of social unrest, this study focused on the activities and
aspirations of the Ottomans in their withdraval to the country. The formal
development of the waterfront residence vas located in this practice as having a
separate, distinct and contained existence and objective.
Thesis Supervisor: Stanford Anderson
Title: Professor of History and Architecture
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION, CITATION AND ILLUSTRATION
Modern Turkish orthography has been used for all Turkish and Ottoman terms in the
text. When a term is first introduced, its translation is followd by the Turkish term
transliterated and italicized. In the cases vhere there is a direct translation, the
English term is used throughout the text. In the cases vhere the term may convey a
special meaning it is used in its transliterated and italicized form. Turkish, Persian
and Arabic vords and proper nouns that have a generally recognized English form
(hamam, caique, tekke ) are anglicized. Words like kiosk have sometimes been used
alternating in its Turkish form, kdgk, vhen references are made to the primary
sources.
All footnotes and figure credits are based on abbreviations indicated in the
bibliographies I and II. The footnotes are located vith each section, and numbered
accordingly, vhereas all the illustrations are at the end of of the text.
The references to a document is given in translation in the body of the text. In these
cases, D. 111/11-1 refers to the first document on the eleventh page of the register in
the istanbul Miuftlugu recorded as "Yenikay/ 11 ". Some examples are appended in
full translation and indicated vith a reference to Appendix II.
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INTRODUCTION
A. THEATRE OF LIFE ON THE BOSPHORUS IN THE EIGHTEE1TH-CETURY OTTOMAN CAPITAL
The Smtindme , the first of fiv potni= in the Ife se-i Ate., a sewntfenth-tentury
poetic compendium, contairs descriptions of istanbul's various quarters vritten in a
language overfloving vith imagery. Illustrated copies of the Hause , dated to the
first quarter of the eighteenth century, introduce the first Ottoman miniatures that
depict landscape vithout figures.1 [Fig. 1] In their imagery, hovever, the depiction
of the Bosphorus is not yet synonymous vith the poetic descriptions in the verses.
While the verses compared the Bosphorus of the pleasant harbours and places of
retreat that vere paradises for the forturiate/nice hub limam var bi-keder /Muhiti
sApihre eder kageler to the Bosphorus in the hearts of restless lovers vho, like strong
currents, see no hope of reaching the shore/Aknti dd-i ak- bi-karar lKi yok anda
her gez umidi kenar, the early miniatures depicted it vith its two citadels. The
conception of the Bosphorus had long been conventionalized by the two citadels of
vhich legends vere told. [Fig.2]
In the early eighteenth century, the Bosphorus vas still traditionally connected vith
conquerors from Alexander the Great vho gloriously joiwed the sea and the land to
Mehmet the Conqueror vho built his citadel on the sare location/rBudur mahzar-z
fer-i iskenderi IKi birbirine koydu bahr-i beri 2 [Fig. 3] The change in
1Te miniature that conesponds t the description of the Bosphorus in Hamse-iAtayi under the
section "szfar-t hsa ve t&f- n&hetgdh-t an dydr ", is the fast viev of nature in the Ottman
miniatue tradition that is unelatd I a composition of human or animal figures. It is considered
different than carthgraphic miniatures of the sixleenth centuy artist Matrakei
Nasuh in Beyan-i Menazu-iSefer-i rakeyn .
RendalTopkapi, p:485.
2T Am gatfn in And ntR Pied~myer who hped n.m in dcpnhef the Saknme (the Book of the
Cup Bearer). All translations are from the copy of Hamse-tayZ:
istanbul: Topkapi Sarayi Mzesi Kiitphanesi-R816 (1728).
interpretation from the Bosphorus as a historical/ conventional defense line to the
Bosphorus as a symbol of an extended. pleasure garden cane in the first quarter of the
eighteenth century and vas rapidly reflected in visual form. The latest knovn copy of
an illustrated Hamse dated 1738 depicts the citadels on their respective banks
together vith buildings and gardens on the vaterfront in a floridly ornate style, and
points to a transformation in the conception and aesthetics of both the built form of
the Bosphorus and its delineation.3 [Fig.4]
The subject of this dissertation is the theatre of life on the Bosphorus in the eighteenth
century. Here the interaction betveen innovation and tradition that marks the age vas
introduced into the architectural space of the vaterfront. This study converges on the
notion of gag, the vithdraval to the country of urban Ottomans, and the meaning of
architectural space inspired and communicated by it.4 It focuses on the activities
Ottomans pursued during their moments of recreation and the meaning that seasonal
retreat had for their lives. It positions the Bosphorus as an architectural entity in its
totality rather than focusing on the particular aspects of a prominent district of
seasonal retreat. Rather than being concerned primarily vith the formal development
of the country residence, this study locates the vaterfront residence having a separate,
distinct and self-contained existence and objective in the practice of gag .
3Norah Titley refers to the miniature in question, as a combination of miniature painting vith
camgraphy, a technique practiced by Otlman artists since the sixteenth century.
TitleyfPersian Miniature, p:152 .
4The erm g6g, referring to a change of abode, has broad conmations in the Ottman conext,
especially vith reference to the nomadic past of the Turkish people. In addition to the periodic
migration of the nomads of Anatolia from one region or climate I another for feeding or breeding,
ever since the sixteenth century, Anatolian lovn dvellers had been accuslomed 1D spending the
smmer mnonths in the country. In the Ottman capital, the seasonal vithdraval to the country
retreat vas in general restricted to the Imperial Court's changing of abode I gd -g Wrayn until the
eigheenth century.
This dissertation aims to reconstruct the architecture of the eighteenth century
Bosphorus vhich has not survived. The reconstruction is not a survey but a narration
because the ephemeral character of the buildings leaves few of them standing and does
not allow raw'rh on th buildings thmslvws. It is therefore not posible to provide
plans, sections or elevations to determine and delineate the form, extent, and position
of the stately residences and to communicate their features invested vith pleasure,
pomp and display, concepts alien for the history of the residential architecture in the
Ottoman context.
The narrative reconstruction, conditioned by the deficiency of some established
methods and theories of architectural history, hovever, evokes questions regarding
its practice today and its application in the study of the architecture on the Bosphorus.
The residential buildings along the Bosphorus vere not meant to last more than a life
time, they did not survive as monuments to hedonistic life they vere intended for and
for this reason they can not be studied by the conventional methods of architectural
historiography. These buildings, vhich possess no parallel in the history of
architecture, therefore, do not fall into the domain of architectural history. This,
hovever, does not qualify these buildings to be assessed in the domain of vernacular
architecture vhich disregards periods of formal development and transformation for
the sake of regional, material and cultural determinants.
The study of the monumental is favoured over the non-monumental architecture
exclusively in the Islamic context. There are only a handful of studies that compare
the domestic environments of the elite and non-elite, and the mutual exchange
between the monumental and non-monumental still has to be examined. A reciprocal
givigand reiving, vhich ronventionally ascribes to the exchange betveen the elite
being the transmitter and the non-elite being the receiver, is integrated in the texture
5of the highly heterogeneous culture in the Ottoman realm, and is best observed in the
making of residences for seasonal retreat in Istanbul. Therefore, this dissertation
aspires to open to discussion the mutual exchange in the context of residential
architecture vhere the monumental and non-monumental, the elite and non-elite, the
transmitter and receiver are continuously defined in terms of one another and aims to
promote the particular vaterfront residential type as a locus of these positions.
It is probably for this reason that the waterfront residences are perhaps least studied
for the mixed culture they represented. Therefore, the aim of this architectural
history is not to offer an assessment of a certain residential type using extant
examples, but to recapture the waterfront as it would have appeared to its audience in
the past. It attempts to reconstruct the stage set architecture found on the banks of the
European shore, as it was envisioned by the patrons of art beginning with Sileyman
the Magnificent. The development of the waterfront residence was part and parcel of
this development. The transformation was motivated neither by imperative need for
space, nor by military purposes, nor by the need to embellish the city as a means of
showing pover. Rather, a complex web of activities and thoughts, feelings and
beliefs, imaginings and aspirations, characterized a society at large concerned with
worldly pleasures which found its expression in a withdrawal from the city to more
rustic venues in the eighteenth century.
It is no coincidence that all extant illustrated copies of the Hanse are from the early
eighteenth century.5 In the eighteenth century, Ottoman courtly society lived
5There are numerous copies of Atayi's Hamse dating from the seventeenth and eightenth centuries.
Levent has discovered 36 Hamses in the Libraries of Istnbul alone. Of the five exant
illustrated copies of Atayi's Hamse, four conlain a viev of the Bosphorus vith the Cidels on
shores of Europe ard Asia respectively.
istanbul:Tirk islai Eserleri Mtzesi-n. 1%9 (1691)
Baltimore:Wallers Art Gallery-W666 (1721)
6extravagantly in a manner often compared to a Fte Champitre of Rococo France.
Far more than in earlier centuries, members of the court vere immersed in court life,
celebrations, feasting and hunting in the kiosks, summer palaces and gardens along the
vaterfronts of the capital. The courtly celebrations had also great popular appeal.
The love of pomp and display shared by the society as vhole vas best reflected in the
depictions of beautifully dressed vomen and men of all the nationalities of the empire
in the costume albums of the time. 6 At the same time, the artists vere encouraged to
capture the pleasures of daily life for the patrons' delight. This can be deduced from
their subject matter vhich illustrates vorldly entertainments of people of all ranks.7
[Fig.5] The miniatures of Hanse-i Atayi, Zenanname and Hubannme depict the
vomen of the Ottoman capital as entertaining themselves in the gardens and parks
around the Golden Horn.8 [Fig.6] Another miniature album of the day, Surname-i
Vehbi, portrays the people of Istanbul as a vhole vhile enjoying pageants, banquets
istanbul:Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi Kitiphanesi-R816 (1728)
London:British Library-Orl 3882 (1738)
The fifth, at the Free Library of Philadelphia-T97, is an undatd eightenth century version.
6As examples, one might name the Zenwunme (Book of Women) and habendme (Book of Men),
as vell as similar scenes by the prominent artists of the time such as Buhari and Levni.
London:British Library-Or7094 ( Zenmndme-40 miniatureslcopied in 1776)
istanbul:istanbul lniversitesi Kitiphanesi-T5502 (Hubam4me ve Zeaznme-83 miniaturesl
copied in 1793)
islanbul:Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi Kiltiphanesi-H2143 (25 illustrations of Konstantin, istrati,
Refail, Mecdi and other artists in varinos lechiques)
istanbul:Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Kitiphanesi-YY 1043 (single page by Buhari)l 1741)
istanbul:Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi Kiltiiphanesi-YY 1086 (single page by Buharil1741)
istanbul:Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Kiitphanesi-YY 1042 (single page by Buharilundaled)
istanbul:Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Kitiphanesi-H2164 (46 miniatures by Levnil1710-1721)
istanbulistanbul tiniversitsi Kitiphanesi-T9364 (22 miniatures by Buharil1735-1744)
7This quality is reflected in the Hanse 's ext as vell. It is not only that the themes are mundane, but
in an atmmpt iw make them more immediat, Atayi employs the first person singular. In love
stories, and also in tales of moral advice and heroism, he ridicules certain aspects of daily life and
introduces a not of social criticism.
LeventlTIrk Edebiyati Tarihi, pp:66-70.
8 Baltimore: Walters Art Gallery, W.666, f.138.
Philadelphia: Free Library of Philadelphia, Levis Oriental Miniatures T.9.
Afler Rendal An Illustraed 18th Century Ottoman Hamse, p:22, p:27.
and firevorks.9 [Fig.7] The miniatures of this period thus stand out first by the
interest of both patrons and artists in the vorldly entertainments of the people at
large, and secondly by the intensive involvement in life on the vaterfront, both along
the shores of the Golden Horn and the Bosphorus that had begun to acquire a
distinctive character. 10
All the arts of the time found full expression as the passion for spectacles and feasts
reached its height. While the poets sought to convey something of their surroundings
and mood of life in their poetry as spectators of these imperial processions, festivals,
and receptions,11 the people of istanbul found meaning in the theatrical setting of the
Bosphorus vhich incorporated the festive atmosphere into an architectural scheme.
The construction vas rapid and intense. The impact of the increase in the
construction of seasonal retreats vas augmented by its ostentatious display on the
banks of the Bosphorus. Soon the architecture of the channel fully represented vhat
vas foreseen in Atayi's eulogy to the Bosphorus vhere he compares its vaterfront to
a magnificent necklace: Nice kasr-z zibi-z ferah zild ISu uzre durur tak-i gerdun
miZsi . An engraving from Charles Colville Frankland's memoirs (1829) shovs the
vaterfront mansions of the Asian shore lined up in the perfect theatrical order that
had inspired Atayi's poetic lines. [Fig.8]
While vithdraval to the vaterfront mansions on the Bosphorus as a means for
pleasurable relaxation constituted an activity inspired by remote traditions of both the
land and its people, it vas the relation of this vithdraval to the vater of the straits that
9istanbul:Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi Kithmphaesi-A3593 (Levnil720-1732)
istanbul:Topkapi Samyi Mizesi Kitiphanesi-A3594 (Levni aned his successers)
10For the change in the style and the subjects of the eighteenth century Otoman miniatue:
1PndaIBatihlasma D6nermi
11EvinrNedim: The poet, p:93.
imbued it vith a sense of special significance in the eighteenth century. The
villeggiatura tradition on the Bosphorus may have had antique roots, hovever, the
Ottomans' nomadic past had overlooked the vater. What once had been remote
zountrysida vith small fishing villaga, dwrtd Byzantina monastaria, and landing
stages for the Sultan scattered here and there, changed dramatically in the course of
the eighteenth century into a setting for lovers of pomp and display. Exquisite
residences, palaces, parks and gardens combined to form a dream-like atmosphere.
The architectural setting for this life of pomp and ceremony on the vaterfront vas
largely ephemeral, embodying the transitory quality of vorldly possessions and
pleasures. This ephemeral character vas represented in the yal ,12 in the
12 The etymology of the vord ya& has not been authorilatively decided. In the sandard Ottoman-
Ottoman dictionary of ;emsettin Sami, the meanings 'coas, 'sea-shore', and 'bank of a river' are
given as precedents to the meaning 'valerside mansion'. The origin of the vord is sought in
yala-k in Turkish, which means 'to lick, to graze'or '10 sweep over a place'. It is, hovever,
further noted that the Greek vord ayalos (aiytakXt ) means 'sweeping over the coast', 'sea-
shore' or 'bank of a river', but this is considered a mere coincidence. [;emsettin Sami, Kamus-i
Tiirki, istanbul, 1901, p:1536. ] Both the sandard Ottman-English dictionary of J.Redhouse [A
Turkish and English Lexicon, repr. Ist. 1978, p. 2192] and the Ottoman-Greek one of I.Chloros
[Turkish-Greek Lexicon, 2 vols. Constantinople, 1899, vol.2, p. 1998] give two meanings:
1. A shore, a beach. 2. A vaterside residence, and consider the vord a loan from Greek yalos
(W L a A). They also both register a varient spelling yahu. In personal communication Professor
;inasi Tekin explained that the derivation of yak from the verb yakmak is linguistically flaved.
Instad, the existnce of the intermediat formyalu convincingly points to the Greek vord yalos
(the dropping of the final nominative ending '-s' of Greek voids in Turkish is vell atsted). The
fact that most the Ottoman maritime (technical) terms were loans from Itlian or Greek makes this
etymology, culturally speaking, very plausible. For a list of examples from Ottoman texts consult
H.& R. Kahane and A. Tielze, The Lingua Franca in the Levant, Urbana, 1958, pp. 499 ff.,
where the references meaning 'vatrside-mansion' are post-seventeenth century.
Now the Ancient Greek vord at t akt is vell attestd in the dictionaries of the classical
and Hellenistic period (Greek English Lexicon [Liddell& Scott, Oxford, 1%8D with references in
Homer, Herodotus, Thucydides and Xenophon. Similarly, Medieval and Modern ones (A Greek
English Lexicon of the Nev Testment [W.F.Axndt, Chicago, 1957], Lexicon of the Medieval
Greek Demotic Litrature [E.Kriaras, Thessaloniki, 1969ff] and Etymological Dictionary of the
Koin6 Modem Greek [N.P.Andriotis, Thessaloniki, 1963 ], refer to the meaning of the vord
a1 t a K s as 'a shore, and beach mostly of the sea, but also of lakes'; yet never with the meaning
'mansion on the vaterfront'. Despite the lack of a dictionary of Greek during the Ottoman period,
it vould be safe to say that valos in Greek never meant 'vatrside mansion' (nor did yah became
an anti-loan into Modern Greek, for that mater), which means that we have here a distictively
processional routes folloved by royalty in their daily visits to the imperial abodes
along the shores of istanbull binig-i khmayun , and in the occasional visits paid by the
people of Istanbul to special promenades/mesire. 13
The models vhich inspired this fashion of going to the shores of the Bosphorus vas
none other than the imperial household itself. Possibly the roots of this custom lay
even deeper, in a Byzantine tradition of exploiting the European shore. After they
had. conquered the city of Constantine, the Ottomans set about creating their ovn
myth. The Koran alludes to the confluence of the tWo seas/macmatl-bahrayn as a
metaphor for the borderland of the material vorld and the realm of immaterial ideas.
The Ottomans applied it to Istanbul, the city at the juncture of the Black Sea and the
Marmara. 14 As a consequence, vWhile a number of quasi-urban settlements developed
on the European shore, the Ottomans by and large preferred to leave the Asian shore
as imperial gardens. In addition to ephemeral and therefore stage set character of the
architecture in question, the difference betveen the exploitation of the European and
Asian shores as vell underlies the conception of a theatrical space. When one shore
vas vatching the other, it vas by itself displaying a scenic stage vhere the spectator
vas also the actor at the very moment.
Otwman Turkish usage, not unlike the beter knovn case of the vord 'istanbu', Vhose
etymology is most probably Greek, but vhich vwas never quit used by the Greeks themselves.
I am gratful ID my colleagues Mrs. Angelika Koiaris and Mr. Yorgos Dedes for their help in
consulting the Greek dictionaries.
13The *rms related I the vitbdraval 1 the yah , such as g65 , bani and tebdd biugt ar
explained in an eightenth century monograph:
"Riguardo al modo con cui sen vanno i Sulani alle villeggiature, e da notrsi che la gia, quando
ratasi di un lungo soggioro del Sulano colla Famiflia imperiale, vien chiman da' Turchi
Gheoci (ge), o trasmigrazione; quando e per un giorno soltene, e senza la Famiglia, dicesi
Binis =imbarcarsi, facendosi uso per lo pii della barca. Se poi la gita 6 senza pompa in qualche
semplice barchata, chiamasi Tebdil-Binisi=imbarco travestil."
Intviil Villegiatura. 51:144-145.
14Koran, 55:19.
The poet Atayi vrote in the seventeenth century that the Bosphorus was the place
which joins the qualities of the Prophet Moses, who parted the sea and the land, with
those of the Saint of the Spring (Hizzr) in Islamic mythology, who comes to the aid of
the needy, therefore it vas the place which gladden the heart and the soul: dif-i cana
ho§ cayiz yabadir ol Imeger mecmaz-i Hizzr ve Musadir al . Majestic in its course,
the Bosphorus indeed resembled an alley winding through an extensive garden, rather
than a sea dividing two continents, Asia from Europe. 15 Barrault (1835), a
nineteenth century visitor to the Ottoman capital, described it as: "le canal, le fleuve,
la rue-mere de la ville," 16 while D'Ohsson (1788), a native of Istanbul, refers to it as:
"une promenade publique aux citoyens de la capitale et des environs I 17 Dallavay
(1797), who confirmed the transformation of the channel into a Grande Alle, also
observed that it was the waterfront mansions, "being built close to the sea, [which]
form[ed] a kind of maritime street, very narrow in general, as the protrusion of the
Thracian hills allows but little space on the shore. "18
The maps drawn towards the end of the century reflect the shift in the fifteenth-
century image of the city from istanbul on the peninsula to Istanbul on the shores of
the Bosphorus which forms its Grande Allie . It was comparable to two similar
waterways in Europe, the Canal Grande in Venice and the Thames in London. When
they compared it to the Thames, nineteenth-century observers vaxed eloquent about
the grandeur and the liveliness of its shores. Abesci (1792) compares their size: "Le
canal qui sspare ce beau pays de l'Anatolie, aenviron deux fois lalargeur de la
Tamise ' Londres. Le rivage opposs pr6sente la mrme chaine de villages, mais ils
15Thornn resembled it to a river vinding through a garden.
Thornin, p:396.
16Barault, p:316.
17D'Ohsson, v.III.2.
18Dallavay, p:140.
sont plus detaches", 19 vhile Hobhouse (1813) compares the activities on the shores:
"...the Bosphorus appears like a majestic river, vinding betveen banks as high and
voody as those of the Wye, and not less lively and cultivated than the borders of the
Thames."20 The picturesque architecture of the Grande Allee vas also compared to
similar sites by travellers of the nineteenth century.
As Smith's (1678) description reveals, those vho made such comparisons vere
themselves puzzled by the richness of the images evoked by the sinuous Bosphorus:
"The banks display every variety of vater scenery. Nov the handsome
villas and palaces remind one of the edges of an Italian lake, Como or
Orta, for instance, the next turn of the stream brings you to rocky
eminences, vith such ruins on them as you might see on the Rhine or
Moselle; and a little further on, gentle hills, covered vith hanging
voods, rise from the stream, as they might do anyvhere betveen
Maiden Hand Bridge and Marlov." 21
The theatrical space combined Ottoman grandeur in architectural expression vith the
natural landscape. The architecture vas not so imposing as comparable buildings in
the Western architecture of the day, but nonetheless it vas monumental in intent.
Pertusier (1817), vho provided vivid depictions of the shores of the Bosphorus as
well, noted its idiosyncratic composition vhich he claimed vas rooted in antiquity:
"An alluring sentiment appears likevise to insinuate itself in the rural
simplicity, or rather, the patriarchal character of the inhabitants. This
taste and inclination are not merely the resemblance, but the
persevering imitation of the first ages, as if produced by, and studiously
copied from the admirable originals. This grateful association
furnishes a panorama calculated to feast the eye, and afford a very
19Abesci, p:161.
20Hobhouse, p-865.
2iSmith, p:102.
agreeable entertainment to the fancy, vhile the understanding is made
acquainted vith subjects that embellish and illustrate poetry and
painting."22
The "picturesque" and "sublime" vere eighteenth century ideals in the West as vell,
but they found theatrical expression in an Ottoman context. The number of vaterside
residences alongside the Bosphorus reached its peak tovards the end of the eighteenth
century. The line of magnificent yalds vas broken only sporadically by plots of green
vegetation, charming little squares, broad meadovs and sometimes pleasure grounds
situated at the mouth of streams. In contrast to a konak or a villa, vhich generally
vas placed in such a vay as to be protected from public gaze, the yal vas alvays in
full public viev from the vater, and vhatever vas in full viev from the sea vas also
in full viev from inside the yalz. In addition to the quality of transparency, qualities
of fragility and ephemerality of the yalz vere also embedded in the theatrical scenic
beauty vhich it created.
A passionate preoccupation vith the fragile and ephemeral character of all the
maisons de plaisance along the channel had long stirred the imagination of the
European traveller. The English romantic poet Byron sav:" Each villa on the
Bosphorus looks a screen, Nev painted, or a pretty opera-scene. "23
The reason for the repeated enchanted descriptions of travelers, all pleasantly
abstracted from immediate reality, can not merely have been inspired by the
picturesque, although the images vere both too alien and too numerous and varied to
be taken in as more than "a screen nev painted". 24 Most travelers had no chance to
2 2PertusierlPromenades, p:iv.
23Lord Byron, afer Miss PardoelBeauties, p:40.
2 4A fey of the travellers had the chance t set foot on the real ground and experience the real lfe.
Thm, who lck dex ytrit in ing sweepg genret.ions or gramdiloqiient comments, cut
short by lUng the reader that more could be said 1n the same effect but it is not necessary;
specifics do not aller the picture.
experience firsthand life in the neighbourhoods or the residences along the shore, nor
had they any more means than modern researchers do to penetrate the mentality of the
people vho construed the theatrical setting and invested it vith meaning. Moreover,
they simply had a taste for the picturesque, and a love of the exotic.
Thus passionate exclamations such as Hervs's (1837) "...this is like some vild vision
in the 'Arabian Nights' Entertainments'. No earth-built fabrics are those for me! no !
they have too light, too fantastic, too scenic an air, to be dull, solid reality! ",25 vhich
vere echoed in more reserved observations such as Smith's (1852) that: "there is a
lightness about these little buildings vhich is very pretty and effective. They look,
from a short distance, as if made of cardboard, and one can not help thinking that a
single candle vithin vould illuminate their entire form...", 26 vere indeed utterly
committed to fervent observation of the exotic. Both confirm the limited European
access to discover the meaning of the architectural space as well as the romantization
of the "other" that characterize the period.
Europeans offered numerous poetic descriptions of the channel and its fascinating
architecture in the Age of Romanticism. A considerable number of foreign visitors to
the Ottoman capital continued piling up adjectives about the beauties of the as city seen
from the outskirts of Pera, by echoing the statements of their predecessors, but by the
end of the eighteenth century the travellers began to use a different rhetoric.
Thornton (1809), strongly felt that "the praises vhich are bestoved on
Constantinople, are ultimately and immediately referable to the Bosphorus alone."27
25 Hevi, p:51.
26" ... ike the cottages the Itlians carry about on their heads in our streets."
Smith, p:10 3 .
2 7Thornon, p:396.
Similarly, Rottier (1829) recognized Ottoman efforts to construct a worldly paradise
on the Bosphorus:
"L'imaginationne peut se figurer un spectacle pareil 'celui que
presentent les deux rives enTre iesque11es notre trick glissait
rapidement. Des kiosks peints des couleurs les plus brillantes et les plus
varides, des palais d'une architecture 16gbre comme les tiges des
palmiers qui les entourent, des jardins ou plut&t un jardin continuel, un
jardin enchante, bordent les deux cotes du detroit. Le pays oriental de
f6es et des gsnies n'est point une chimbre: onle trouve pres du
Bosphore." 28
B. LITERATURE REVIEW
For educated European visitors in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the
shores of the Bosphorus were noteworthy not only for their exotic beauty, but also
because they represented a legendary history; "for all vas yonder, and every spot vas
prolific in classic associations". Most of the antiquarians attempted to capture the
classic, most often copying from each other extensively if not repeating in fragments
the ancient source that had first been made accessible to the Western vorld at the time
of Suleyman the Magnificent.29 A Frenchman, Pierre Gyllius,who was in Istanbul in
1544-1547, wrote the first of a whole series of monographs on the Bosphorus. His De
Bosporo Thracio (1561) vas based on the nov lost copy of Anaplus tu Bosporu , a
description of the ancient topography of the Bosphorus written by Dionysios of the
Byzantion, and has long been the only source for its history.30 This was followed by
scientific treatises such as Osservazioni intorno al Bosforo Trado overo canale di
28 Rottiers, p:311.
29 Bibliography II.
3 0Another incomplete copy of Anaphis Bospom, vhich yas vriten ovards the end of the second
century as a guide for the sailors, vas found in 1871 and published by C.Wescher, Dionysii
By dntie BRmpei navigatione. qus persaint um. cuim supplementis in geographos graecos
minms alisqne eisdem argmumenti frawmentis. Paris. 1874 and by R.Grgerich. Dionyii Bantii
Anaplus Bospoi, una cum scholiis X secuh, Berlin, 1927.
Costantinopoli (1681) by Count Luigi Ferdinando in the seventeenth century; and a
number of monographs such as Constantinople et le Bosphore de Thrace (1828) by
Count Andreossy ; and Le Bosphore et Constantinople avec perspectives des pays
limitrophes (1864) by P. de Tchihatcheff in the nineteenth, which advanced theories
about the formation of the Bosphorus addressing themselves to a limited audience. 31
A series of increasingly accurate topographical maps of Istanbul vere also dravn,
beginning with the 1764 map of Johann Baptist von Reben.32 [Fig.9] All eighteenth
and nineteenth-century maps incorporated the entire channel as opposed to the earlier
maps and panoramas that had conventionally dravn the city boundaries at Ortakoy.
The changes affecting the urban character of Istanbul and its environs can be seen by
comparing F. Kauffer's 1776 map to the geographical list of the districts along the
Bosphorus in Atayi's Hamse .33 At the end of the eighteenth century native
mapmakers were also active in istanbul. The 1791 map of Iria Endezyan and the 1813
map of Kaminar Konstantin are important records that testify to the grovth of the
city along the Bosphorus. 34 [Fig. 10]
A groving interest among the local people in the beauties and pleasures of the
waterfront is also seen in Ottoman literature. Lists of various sites on the shores of
Istanbul can be found in poetry, which constitute the earliest Ottoman references to
3 1For studies on the formation theories and on the geography of the Bosphorus see:
Besim Darkot, Corafi Aragtirmalar, istanbul, 1938.
32Leiden: Universitits Bibliotbeed t Leiden-Coll. Bodel Nijenhuis-P 168 N65
Bosphorus Tracius by J.B. von Reben, Nurnberg (1764)
References to inconect earlier maps of the Bosphorus:
Eyice1Bizans Devrindeki Bogazigi, p: 119.
33F. Kauffer's map vas published first in Melling's alburn He vas also commissned ID dray a
map of the Bosphorus as vell, but this yas not realized.
Bagbakanhk Arivi-HH 8423 (H. 1208)34istanbn-Tonitam Vwwmy Mni7ei itninhATi-VRS1
istanbul:Topkapi Sarayl MiuzesiKiitiphanesi-H1858.
the Bosphorus.35 Unfortunately the eighteenth-century Sevahilndme of Fenni
Efendi and the Saihilnane of izzet Efendi, like the Sakiname of Atayi, do not provide
any historical or architectural detail. An overwhelming number of collections of
divan. , that is collections of poems by a sing~l poet, memorials/tazkire , lyric
poems/gazel, eulogies/kasides and. songs/garkz also give passing references to a
quarter, a remarkable building or some other noteworthy feature of the Bosphorus. 36
Records of ceremonial arrivals/kudumiye and tegrifiye , vritten on the occasions of
a sultan's visits to summer-palaces or kiosks, and chronograms figure among scanty
Ottoman literary sources, but they are useful for building chronology and not for
architectural history. Such chronograms are found in Had katu'l-Cevdmi and
Mir'at-i istanbul as well as in the official chronicles of the day. 37 Events such as the
riot of Patrona Halil vere recorded in partcular chronicles; Abdi's Tarih-i Sultan
Mahmut Han ibn-i Sultan Mustafa Han 11730 and Destiri Slih Efendi's Vak'a-i
ibretnima /1730 provide us with information concerning the events preceding the
riot as well as what ensued. More rarely, references to the topography and social life
of the Bosphorus can be found in some surndmes , the books of festivals. Such as the
SurndMe-i Vehbi by the distinguished poet of the Tulip Age, which chronicles the
circumcision festivals of Sultan Ahmet ill's princes in 1720 (H. 1133) and the Gilgen-
i hurremt by Rifat which narrate the procession from the imperial palace
Dolmabah9e to NepedAbWd, the palace of the princesses, at the marriage of Saliha
Sultan and Halil Rifat Paa in 1834 (H. 1250).
35 For examples of this ileratme, see islam Ansiklopedisi "Botazigi".
36 G6kbilgin, p:694.
37 The chroniclers of the period in question vere, RSgid 11660-1721 (H. 1071-1134), ismail Asim
Qelebiz&ide 11722-1728 (H. 1135-1141), Sami, ;akir and Subbi 11736-1743 (H. 1143-1156), izzil
1744-1750 (H.1157-1163); and Hakim, Qegmiz&ide, Musazide, Beheti Hasan and Enveri, Vhich
vere collecld in Vasif's chronicle lrmiinating in the year 1774 (H. 1188). In addition 1 the
offical chronicler of the Empire, there vere other histories srh as those vritn by Silahdar
Findikhh Mehmet Aa in 1695-1721 (H.1107-1134) and ;em'dani-zide Findikhh Sfileyman
Efendiin 1730-1777 (H.1143-1191).
Among the local sources, an eighteenth century monograph on the Bosphorus, vritten
in Armenian in 1794 by Paul Lucas inciciyan, vho lived in istanbul, vas translated
into French as Description du Bosphore par le docteur Ingigian (1813) and into
Italian as Villeggiature de' Bizantini sul Bosforo Tracio (1831).38 It vas
enthusiastically received in Europe for the personal observations and historical
information it provided. He is also the co-author of eleven volumes of geographical
vorld history vith P.S. Akontz vhich provides crucial information about Istanbul
and the Bosphorus in the fifth volume. 39 Patriarch Konstantios, in Costantiniade ou
Description de Constantinople ancienne et moderne (1846), compiled from
earlier sources, mainly Gyllius's monograph, mixes information derived from
ancient historians and Byzantine chronicles vith mythology and attempted to apply it
to the topography of the nineteenth-century Bosphorus. Another Istanbul native,
Skarlatos Byzantios, also attempted to integrate ancient history as told by Dionysius
through Gyllius vith the Byzantine sources and vithout any attempt to bring the
account up to his time. In this category, a Levantine, AlexandreTimoni, produced a
peculiar romantic collage called Nouvelle promenades dans le Bosphore ou
Meditations Bosphoriques: Ouvrage historique, archeologique, politique,
descrotzf et moral (1844). Joseph von Hammer, the German historian vho lived in
istanbul and had access to Ottoman sources, in his Constantinopolis und der
Bosporos, ortlich und geschichtlich Beschrieben (1822), did not provide any
personal observations either, but he vas long accepted as a major source for the
sketchy descriptions of the legendary sites he gathered. 40
-38Abo vrtten ingigi or ingigian as vell.
39The fifth volume is translated into Turkish as istanbul Tarihi by Hrand D. Andreasyan vith
additional referenmes t another eighteenth century Armenian manuscript by Sargis Sarraf-
Hovennesyan localed in the Library Nubarian in Paris.
40Eyrice discusses the impornmce and the shortominigs of the works of A.Dumont (1869),
A.Dethier (1873), E.Grosvernor (1895), E.Oberhummer (1902), A.D. Mortman (1907), and
articles of R.Janin and P.J.Pargoiie on the Byzantion vhich grev on this tdition.
In contrast to these efforts, the Age of Romanticism produced a vhole series of
colourful, exotic but fragmented descriptions of the Bosphorus in Levantine travel
literature, complemented by the antiquarians' detailed pictorial recordings of
architctura and natura. To this catagory hWaong Thomas Allom and Robert Walsh's
Constantinople and the Scenery of the Seven Churches of Asia Minor (1835-
1840), Choiseul-Gouffier's Voyage Pittoresque dans l'Empire Ottomane (1842),
J.D. Barbie du Bocage's Voyage Pittoresque de Constantinople et des rives du
Bosphore (1819), Miss Julia Pardoe's The City of Sultan and Domestic Manners of
Turks (1838) and The Beauties of the Bosphorus (1840), and Charles Pertusier's,
Atlas des Promenades pittoresques dans Constantinople et sur le rives du
Bosphore (1817). These romantic accounts, in vhich the memories of a pre-
Ottoman past vere no longer perceived as a vorld lost to the infidel, evoked an
essentially exotic, mysterious and picturesque setting where fantastic genies vere at
work. All these authors contributed to the popularity of the Oriental over the Classic
image of the Bosphorus, even though their initial intention had been just the opposite.
The illustrations by Thomas Allom for Robert Walsh's, J.B. Hilair, Fauvel and L.F.
Cassas for Choiseul-Gouffier's, William Bartlett for Miss Julia Pardoe's, Michel-
Frangois Prsault for Charles Pertusier's, Antoine Ignace Melling for Barbie du
Bocage's travelogues added to this romantization of the East. In addition to these
illustrators, several other European painters vere also in Istanbul under the
patronage of foreign ambassadors and they vividly recorded the city and its people in
oils. Among them vere Jean-Baptiste Van Mour, Jean-Stienne Liotard, and Antoine
de Farray.41
41Aniine Boppe recorded these ativities in his Lespeinres da Bosphore au dix-hWidme sidde,
(1911).
In these travel accounts, the Ottoman realm vas conceived as "that alien vorld vhere
the peoples did not fall back upon the past, vhere they vere almost careless of the
future, and vhere the present vas everything". This resulted in a picture of an
Ottoman Bosphorus vhich covered the remnants of the classical past vith rustic
villages along the shores. Visitors to Istanbul vere numerous in this period, but only a
fey like Lady Mary Wortley Montagu in Letters and Works (1717), Aubrey de la
Motraye in Travels through Europe, Asia and into Part of Africa (1723), and
James Dallavay in Constantinople, Ancient and Modern (1797) brought back
unusual and fascinating details about Ottoman architecture at a time vben the
European appetite for the exotic vas met by an ever increasing number of illustrated
publications. More often, hovever, vriters like William Eton in his Survey of the
Turkish Empire (1798) and Charles Robert Cockerell in Travels in Southern Europe
and the Levant (1903) and many others continued to compare the architecture of
Istanbul and the Bosphorus unfavourably to the Classic or Byzantine in a vay vhich
reflects a general misunderstanding of Ottoman architectural traditions. Eton, vho
acknovledges the time as one vben "on the origin of the moresque and gothic
architecture many learned dissertations have been vritten", limits himself to the
observation of merely "traces of superstition" on the architecture of the Ottomans.42
The fact that the Ottomans did not imitate the "readily available" forms of ancient
Greek architecture vas explained by a kind of belief that they vere built by devils and
genii, or that they vere jealous of the Europeans. European's thought, the Ottomans
have taken their general forms from the Arabs and they had added nothing of their
ovn. To these European observers, not only the mixing of the Classic, Christian, and
Islamic traditions of the Bosphorus, but its variety and richness vere
42Etn, p:202 .
incomprehensible. Barrault (1835), vho vas inspired by the magnificence of the
city, described the exchange of cultures as a:
"Centre immense o viendront aboutir les richesses de 1'Europe, de
l'Asie et dce 'Afrique pour s'lclanger entre elles et se distrituer,
suivant les besoins de chaque contrse, y aura-t-il pour cette nouvelle
Constantinople trop de magnificance? Est-il d'ailleurs une position
plus propre a inspirer le genie des artistes? Mais qu'il soit grand, plus
grand que Michel-Ange, l'architecte qui voudra asseoir sur les deux
rives du Bosphore une ville asiatico-europ6enne, dont la mer de
Marmara et les Dardanelles, bordees de villes, de fabriques, de fermes,
seront les avenues et les faubourgs, qui devra bAtir deux grandes cites
unies en un couple magnifique, dont l'une semblera tenir dans sa main
le globe naissant du soleil, et l'autre le recevoir dans la sienne, delirant
et empourprs! " 43
In the tventieth century, studies on the architecture of the Bosphorus have also been
limited to sweeping generalizations covering centuries of its formation and
vulgarizing the above mentioned nineteenth-century sources. The history of the
Byzantine Bosphorus still lacks a coherent study other than Raymond Janin's
Constantinople byzantine, development urbain et repertoire topographique
(195011964). The architecture of the straits also studied by Janin in Lagiographie
ecclissiastique de l'Empire byzantine: Les iglises et les monastbres de
Constantinople (1969) is limited to chronological and geographical identifications of
monasteries and churches. Jules Pargoire's L'anour de la campagne a Byzance et
les villes imperiales stands out since it deals vith the Byzantine tradition of
vithdraval to the country and the summer palaces along the Bosphorus. In addition
to the identification of palaces and villas in the vicinity of the Byzantine capital, it
introduces an insightful picture of the Byzantine pleasure seeking. The york of
Semavi Eyice collected in Bizans Devrinde Bogazigi (1976), together vith aseries of
43 Banault, p:316.
monographs on buildings and districts, is a collection of a few archaeological
findings reassessed in this perspective.
Studies concerning the architecture of the Ottoman Bosphorus are also limited to
chronological and geographical identifications based on the descriptions of Evliya
elebi and Eremya Qelebi K6murciuyan for the seventeenth, as vell as Huseyin
Ayvansarayi and Paul Lucas inciciyan for the eighteenth century. The earliest study
of the architecture of the Bosphorus under the Ottomans vas undertaken at the turn of
the century in the yearbook/ Bojarigi Salnamesi, published by the Sirket-i Hayriye
(1912) and by Mehmet Ziya's istanbul ve Bovazigi (191811928). Sedat Hakki
Eldem, in his seminal vork Reminiscences of Bosphorus (1979), complemented by
the first photographs of the shores and their magnificent architecture in the nineteenth
century, emphasizes the Ottoman presence in its latest stage. His unequalled surveys
of the houses, kiosks, pavilions and gardens of Istanbul made betveen 1930 and 1940,
are compiled in Terk Evi, Kugkler ve Kasiar 1-11 and Trk Bakgeleri. He also
vrote a monograph on the Sadibdd Palace. All these vorks are richly documented
vith European and Ottoman visual, textual and archival sources, and occasionally
vith nineteenth-century photographs. His plans, sections and elevations reconstructed
from primary documents and student surveys have gained increasing value for most
of those buildings recorded have since disappeared.
Architectural histories for the eighteenth century are limited to the monumental
architecture of istanbul. Dogan Kuban vas the first to draw attention to this long
neglected period by introducing original assessments on both spatial and formal
problems and documentary sources, but his Tark Barok Mimarisi Hakkznda Bir
Deneme (1954) remains mainly descriptive. 44 In his introductory remarks on
European Baroque architecture, he interprets the period in question as a time of
stagnation for Ottoman architecture. Although he saw it as an architecture of
ornamentation, and primarily a an imitation of the West, ha striesd the originality
of the "Ottoman Baroque" in its application to religious buildings.
Ayda Arel's Onsekizinci Yazyd istanbul Mimarisinde Batddagma Sereci (1975),
essentially a restatement of Kuban's assessments, tried to place the "Ottoman
Baroque" in a socio-cultural context. She outlined some of the major concepts of
transformation, emphasizing the implantation of Western principles, but did not
develop them into a particular concept or theory. Hovever, she repaired this
omission in her Osmanli Konut Geleneginde Tariksel Sorunlar (1982), vhich is
also relevant to this dissertation. Serim Denel, on the other hand, has defined the time
period she vas covering very broadly in Batddagma Sirecinde Istanbul'da Tasarm
ve Dig Mekanlarda Dejigm Nedenleri (1982). Her contribution to the field is the
translation and compilation of a set of building regulations from imperial decrees and
later lavs related to urban developments, basing herself mainly upon secondary
sources such as Osman Nun Ergin's Mecelle-i Umur-u Belediye (1912/1919).
C. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE ARCHITECTURAL SPACE IN THE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY BOSPHORUS
To recapture the mechanisms through vhich the architectural meaning of the
Bosphorus vas produced vithin its original setting, an analysis of contemporary
sources is required. In this study a verbal and visual reconstruction of the eighteenth
century meaning of the vaterfront has been pursued on the basis of documentation
44His thoniogh iesrarh iih baed nn the monuments; an arcoit of arilectual elements and
decoration and a short description of Western and local artists active in istanbul durng this
period are appended 1o the chapters on mosques, 1ombs, founains and palaces.
found. in archives and manuscript libraries. The primary sources used range from
archival documents such as court registers/Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri, records of
coastal buildings/ Bostancbagz Defterleri to imperial decrees and registers
containing information on construction and repair activities, and furniture
inventories. Also included are the accounts of eighteenth-century European
observers and Ottoman chronicles. The vritten sources used have been
complemented vith such visual records as European maps, engravings and Ottoman
miniatures.
Contemporary sources such as the Bostanczbagz Defterleri are crucial for describing
the social topography of the settlements and the architecture of the Bosphorus. The
Bostanczbasi Deftereri vere the registers kept by a high ranking officer
commanding this army of guards, the Bostancibasi Aga. 45 Commanding the
Bostancdar Ocagj , a corps of imperial guards, the Bostancibasi Aga vas responsible
for the security of the Imperial Palace at Topkapi/Saray-z Cedid-i Amire , the
permanent residence of the Ottoman Court, and all vaterfront palaces, kiosks,
pavilions and gardens belonging to the state along the shores of Istanbul. 46
45"Il exerce les msmes droits que le Mimar-Aga, & 1'6gard des maisons qui se trouvent dans
1'slendue de sa juridiction.. .Les b&tisses, les reparations, et les enjolivemens continuels, y
sont d'un dbtil plus ltendu qu'aux maisons de ]a ville. Les ouvrages d'un quai, d'une remise
de baleau, d'un mur de jardin; la simple permission d'ouvrir me issue nouvelle, de planter un
arbre exlirieurement, sont aulant d'occasions pour sa cupidii: il fait, par les moyens les plus
iniques, une tris-grande fortune en peu de lamps, parce qu'il exerce sa place avec
une viligance & laquelle lien n'schappe."
Digeon, p:33.
46The inspection of the Bosphorus vas entmsted t these slat guards, originally gardeners at the
Palace, vho subsequently became the guardians of the Sultan against the Janissaries. Their
commander vas frequently seen, in the dusk of the evening, in his eight-oared barge, skirting
the viflages on the banks. Europeans notd that, at this time, the minorites vere careful to
extinguish every light, and suspend the sound of music and dancing, vhich vas ofln heard in
passing under their gloomy-looking dvellings.
With jurisdiction over the shores and waters of the Bosphorus, the Bostancibai Aga
was charged with recording all religious structures as mosques, nescids and tombs,
or public buildings such as boathouses/ kayikhane, coffee-houses/kahvehane,
puhs;erbethan , ;zrahane , and mwyhane , hopsidd kkan , cirtrnlmahzen ,
fountains/gegme and sebil, caulking-piers/kafat yeri, fish-ponds /voli yer,
piersliskele and aralzk iskelesi, and bridgeslkapr. In addition to vacant lots, all
private property on the waterfront, such as sahilsarays , kasrs , kdgks , yalhs , and
hanes, were also sequentially listed in the name of their inhabitants. Consequently,
the records of the Bostancibasi Aga reveal the vocational, ethnic and religious identity
of all owners, tenants and endovers of pious foundations living in the waterfront
neighbourhoods.47
In the libraries of Istanbul there are eight copies of Bostancbagz Defterleri .48 The
first in this chronological line, which is located at Fatih Millet Kutuphanesi, is dated
1791 (H. 1206). The other two dated manuscripts were compiled in the first quarter
of the nineteenth century: The manuscript dated 1802 (H. 1217) and the other dated
1814 (H. 1229) have both been published.49 A close reading made it apparent that the
five undated defters were compiled in the immediately following years. The last in
47A checkerboard pattern is used 1D divide the pages of these registers and each one of the divisions
refers 1o a buihling lot. Landing places, vrinten in red ink, help in separating the distric1s.
KoguIBostanc1ibagi Defierleri, pp:39-90.
481.islanbul:Fatih Millet Kitiphanesi, Ali Emiri, n. 1033.
2.isenbul:isanbul Universilsi Kiitphanesi, ibnri'l-Emin n.2608.
3.istanbul:islanbul Universilsi Kituphanesi, Tarkge Yazmalar, n.8830.
4.isnbul:isenbul Oniversisi Kitiphanesi, Tirkee Yazmalar, n.8865.
5.islnbulisanbul Oniversilsi Kitiphanesi, Thrkge Yazmalar, n.8866.
6.isenbul:Topkapi Saryi Kitiphanesi, Thrkge Yazmalar, n.849.
7.Istnbul: Alif Efendi Kitiphanesi, Mehmet Zeki Pakahn, n. 127.
8. isanbul: Sevket Rado, Private Collection.
49 istanbul: ;evket Rado, Private Collection.
Rado, pp:3-32.
isnbul:isanbul 19niversilsi Kutsphanesi, Thrkge Yazmalar, n.8830.
KoguIBostancibagi Deflerleri, pp:39-90.
this chronological line, vhich dates from the reign of Sultan Mahmut II, vas
published in fragments. 50 The Bostanba Defterleri still avait to be studied for
their content. In the present study they enabled to reconstruct an almost
uninterrupted line of ovnership for particular properties in the course of some fifty
years at the turn of the nineteenth century.51
This information has been used to provide, first, a topographical/ societal
reconstruction of the neighbourhoods along the Bosphorus and, second, a series of
reference points to map the clusters of information gleaned from the Court
Registers/Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri, the primary sources for this study. Reflecting
the novel variety of architecture on the shores of the Bosphorus and also a vivid
picture of the housing market, the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri include deeds of sale,
exchange, bequests and donations for charitable or religious purposes. In addition,
there are contracts of lease, and agreements about divisions of and additions to
different types of dvellings. A number of documents are concerned vith disputes
over houses and the settlements reached. In all these cases, the documents, vhich
contain mechanical recordings of the spatial layout of the houses, are structured and
codified in a vay that vhen decoded, can uncover the long unknovn history of
residential architecture in the Ottoman capital.
er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri are usually regarded as records of the intricacies of a
housing market, including trends in house prices and the level and structure of
housing supply and demand. In this respect the data at our disposal can be compared
to urban history vritten in the West through parish registers, fire insurance records,
registries of deeds, or rate books full of lengthy statistical information. Challenges to
50Sehsuvaot1u1Botazigi'ne Dair.
5 1Accoulig t my reading I vould propose the above chronological order.
the accepted historiography regarding the monuments in the Islamic context are
coming to light largely through the recent consciousness of social historians vho have
provided monographs on various cities. 52 Hovever, in the Islamic context, the
information glnd through tha ristars can not uuatty ha ruparimposed on an
existing physical structure. Thus these studies have had to limit themselves to the
derivation of typologies and comparisons vith the few extant examples.
This dissertation diverges from studies that have used similar source material in that
the yalis of the most poverful and the yalis of people of modest means that existed
side by side on the shores of the Bosphorus provide a unique oppurtunity to
reconstruct the relationship. As the study converges on the notion of g, a practice
shared by peoples of varying vealth and status, the Bosphorus vas reconstructed as an
architectural entity vhich embodied both the monumental and the non-monumental in
a totality that is implied by the Bostancbzag Defterleri. Such delineation of the
terrain leads to the discovery of a topos, that is to say, a particular locality. The
Bosphorus being the topos, vithin this particular locality lie individual sites.
The er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri vhich record the proceedings of the twenty-seven
courts of istanbul, provide a rich source of documentation also for studying the
problem on the basis of individual sites. Along the Bosphorus three courts/ rnahkeme
vere active. In addition to the one at Beykoz on the Anatolian coast, there vas one at
Begiktas and another at Yenik6y. For this study, the Registers of the Court at Yenik6y
5 2T1e pioneering examples of such underfkings vould be the findings of Abraham Markus on the
eightenth century real esle transtions of Aleppo, of Nikolai Todorov on the urban houses of
the eighteenth and nineteenth century Bulgara, of AnMine Abdel Nour on sixtenth t eightenth
century houses of Aleppo, of Nelly Hanna on Otman Cairene houses, of Sureiya Faroqhi on the
3ixtenth and sventebnth century Anatlian tvnhouses of Ankara and Kayseri, of Doris
Behrens-Abouseif on the eightenth and nineteenth century vaterfront houses in Cairo, of
Hazem Sayed on the medieval rab in Cairno.
covering the years 1699-1779 have been investigated. The geographical boundaries
of this study lie betveen Tophane and Rumeli Kavak Hisari. It vill reviev briefly the
architectural and social topography of individual sites starting vith Tophane, and
proceeding to Dolmabahge, Besikta;, Ortakoy, Kurugepme, Arnavudkoy, Bebek,
Boazkesen Hisari, Balta Limani, Emirgin, istinye, Yenikoy, Tarabya, Buyiukdere,
Sariyar and end at the most remote citadel at Rumeli Kavak Hisari. [Fig. 11]
The information gleaned from some 3. 000 documents covering this area has been
evaluated statistically. The statistical data have then been supplemented by archival
documents and secondary sources to arrive at a textual reconstruction of social
structure at each particular location at that particular time. The gaps in available
sources are discussed in Appendix I. As a second step, I have attempted to reconstruct
model quarters from the Bogzkesen Hisari and Yenik6y districts. For these
reconstructions the period under investigation vas narroved dovn to the years 1740-
1779 for reasons vhich vill be discussed in Appendix II. The samples of documents
in modern Turkish orthography are supplemented in a separate section. The visual
reconstructions in the quarter scale have no precedent in the literature that has used
the same or similar source material. For the textual reconstruction there are parallels
for Cairo, and interestingly one of them is concerned vith the eighteenth-century
Cairene vaterfront houses. Therefore it vas possible to compare the pleasure-
seeking people of istanbul to those in vhat vas then an Ottoman provincial capital in
an unorthodox domestic environment. For building scale, this study rests exclusively
on Sedat Hakki Eldem's rigorous surveys of kiosks, pavilions, gardens and houses in
istanbul. Appendix III provides a glossary of the architectural terms used in the
primary sources for a comparison vith the extant examples. In addition, a glossary of
the terms used for the evaluation of the vealth and status as they appear in the &r-i
Mahkeme Sicilleri and a glossary of Ottoman terms used in the text are appended.
The early nineteenth century map of Kaminar Konstantin vill guide the information
gleaned from the Bostancbag Defterleri and Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri to identify
the districts on both shores. Tvo other maps from the early twentieth century, the
Q 1 map of Nacip Bay and an unidQntified 1927 map, complement the study in the
detailed analysis of the districts 53
The study of the development of the residential vaterfront and its building type(s)
aims to provide a significant framevork for future investigations regarding the
probable interaction between adopted European models and pre-existent types of
residences, and. the intermingling of the imperial household's ceremonial and
residential activities with the daily or seasonal rituals of the people of Istanbul.
53Cl~nbidge,MA: Herrwd UniversityMap Collection.
isanbulistanbul Belediyesi Haria Argivi.
CHAPTER I: THE GRAND WATER ALLEE
A. THE SETTLEMENT OF THE OTTOMAN COURT ALONG THE BOSPHORUS IN HISTORICAL CONTEXT
soon after Sultan Afmet III vas enthroned in 1703 (H.1 115), knoVing tat tMe people
had censured his predecessor Sultan Mustafa II for his residence at Edirne, he
resolved to return to the capital.1 The folloving month he made his ceremonial entry
into the imperial city and retired to Topkapi Palace. 2 Until then it had been accepted
that "...the Sultan makes a practice every year of repairing to Adrianople at the
beginning of the vinter, and of not returning to Constantinople till the frogs drive
him avay vith their croaking."3
After that, Sultan Ahrnet III stayed in Istanbul and entertained himself vith visiting
various palaces and kiosks scattered along the shores of Istanbul. Just as his
predecessors had done vhen they vere in Istanbul, in the year folloving his
enthronement, the Sultan moved to Tersane Gardens for the summer; and the holy
mantle and the holy flag of the prophet, the relics that vere conventionally kept in the
1Afer istanbul became the capital of the Empire, Edime seems 10 have retained a symbolic meaning
in association with the image of the Ottoman sultan on the battle front, and consequently with
vicry and conquest, since for all the campaigns Ottoman army and the court moved and stayed in
Edime. Therefore, the sultans who preferred staying in isunbul ID campaign vere highly criticized.
As Europeans observed as vell, Sultan Selim II, vho was referred as "the most fatal enemy that
Turkey ever had", was condemned for "being the first Sultan who confined his residence
exclusively 10 Constantinople, an example which cusim has nov rendered binding on his
successors."
Turner, v. 1, p:66.
However, Sulan Mehmet IV, father of both Sultan Mustafa II and Sultan Ahmet III, was convicld
for the misfortunes during his reign because of his absence from the capital and his indulgence into
excessive diversions along the shores of the Danube River in the outskirts of Edine. Weserners
recording his absence from istanbul seems 10 have witnessed the discontent among the peoples of
the capital::"...car il y a sept ou huit ans que le Grand Seigneur est absent de Consantinople; qui est
l'ancienne & ordinaire residence des Monarques Ottomans."
Spon and Wheler, p:146.
2FndikhhaNusretn&me, v. II, p:188.
3Busbecq, p:198.
Topkapi Palace, vere taken vith the Sultan.4 After residing in Tersane Gardens for
101 days, he moved to Karaagag Gardens 5 The folloving month, he moved back to
the vinter residence, Topkapi Palace.6 But vithin six days he vas on his caique again,
visiting his Grand Vizier at a banquet at the Tersane Gardens.7 La Motraye, vho had
an opportunity to see most of the imperial palaces in the absence of Sultan Mustafa II
in 1700, describes the palaces Sultan Ahmet III found in Tetanbul:
"If going up or dovn, one vill stop to viev the inside of divers Pleasure
Houses, they vill be found vorthy of one's curiosity: I say some of
them, the Gilding of vhose ceilings (as I vas assured) cost as much as
the rest of the Edifice; they are indeed for the most part of vood, a
material very common everyvhere, being easier to be made use of than
marble, or other fine stones, that are fit for architecture; vhich, tho' in
great plenty, cost a great deal of time and labour to cut. These houses
are only built upon valls some Toises in height; the roofs are generally
almost flat, pretty much after the manner vhich they call in France ala
Mansarde, vith juttings out like those mentioned before. They are vell
lighted vith glass, vhich they have from Venetians, and vhich is not
the most inconsiderable Branch of their commerce in the Levant.
Round about several of these saloons are galleries entirely surrounded
vith vindovs and lattices, vhich, tho' they have hardly any thing of
fine Architecture, have a lively and agreeable aire. These palaces, or
Pleasure-Houses, are for the most part on the European side, tho' there
are some in Asia; vhere among others, Scutary-Sarai, or the Palace of
Scutary, is one of the most pleasantly situated and the best built; it is
accompanied vith a garden agreeably diversif'd vith fine kiosks,
Bovers and trees, vhich make it a most delightful Place of
Retirement."8
4 Findikhh1Nusretnime, v. II, p:213.
5FindikhhaNusretnime, v. II, p:214.
6 Findikah1Nusretanme, v. II, p:214.
7 FindikhhNusretAnme, v. II, p:214.
At the end of the sevenlenth century, palatial grounds that vere popular and repaired vere:
Tersane, islavroz, Kandili, Begikag, Katithane (Emirgine), Davnd Paga in 1667 (H. 1078).
Bagbakanhk Argivi-Maliye DeferleriKuyudat Defiri, n.4445, p:74.
Erdojan/islanbul Babgeleri, p:156.
8La Motraye, v.1, p:176.
Hammer's famous Histoire de l'Empire Ottoman , vhich was compiled from
contemporary Ottoman chronicles confirms that Sultan Ahmet III and his entourage
stayed often outside the Topkapi Palace:
"A cette epoque Le sa vie, Ahmet III changeait de palais suivant les
saisons; tantt celui de Karagadjsitus l'un au centre, l'autre '
l'extrsmite du port de Constantinople. Quelquefois, il allait visiter la
collection des harnais imperiaux qui est fermse avec son sceau. Dans
ces circonstances, il marchait accompagns seulement de trois de ses
confidens, les porteurs du sabre, du manteau et de 1'strier, de trois
grands officiers de la cour et de 1'$tati savoir: le grand-ecuyer, le
grand -Vizir et le defterdar, et de quattre autres personnes. Souvent
aussi, il se rendait au bassin de l'aqueduc de Constantinople pour y
passer quelques jours dans la socist6 des femmes du harem et de la
Walids."9
This pattern was repeated in the subsequent years: in the summers of 1705, 1706 and
1707, the Sultan visited with his harem his palaces around the Golden Horn, namely
the Tersane Gardens and Karaagag Gardens in rotation and returned to the Topkapi
Palace. 10 But this cycle of gaiety was disrupted often as numerous disturbances were
taking place in the city. Hammer records the upheaval in the early summer of 1705,
vhen the Court was at the yalz of the Sultan's Mother/Valide Sultan at Eyup:11
"Pendant que le kiaya du grand-vizir l'y traitait avec magnificence dans le koeschk de
la sultane-mre, et qu'il s'y abandonnait au plaisir que procure une nature florissante
et majestueuse, ime nouvelle rsbellion menagait d'sclater i Constantinople.-12 In
such cases, when a problem arose during his absence, the Sultan returned to the
Topkapi Palace shortly, giving orders to settle the problem, and returned to his
9HammerlHistire, V. XIII, p:177.
10 FndikhhNusretnime, v. II, p:22 1, p225, p:228, p:234, p:238, p244.
1 1Beetti refened ID Sullan Snlevman II's visit I his mother in her yal& at Eyiip in 1688.
Beretti, p:230.
12HammerlHisbire, v. XIII, p:177 .
courtly party. 13 Every notable occasion for celebration and diversion vas eagerly
avaited for the festive environment in which the Sultan buried himself was a way of
escaping from the troubles of the State. 14 This fact, and the increasing number of
festivities into which the Sultan plunged himself, were confirmed by Hammer:
"Outre les deux fates du bairam, et celles de la naissance du prince, de
1'expwition du manteau du prophete et du depart de la caravane des
pslerins pour la Mecque, on cslsbra sous le regne d'Ahmet III, pour la
premiere fois, la fete du printemps les parterres de tulipes situ6s dans
le jardin dit des buis du serai, furent illumines en verres de couleur. Au
milieu de ces fates, Ahmed oubliait egalement les affaires de l'tat et les
malheurs que les incendies, les ouragans, les tremblemens de terre, les
inondations et la peste faisaient peser sur son peuple. "15
On Ramazan 16th, 1708 (H. 1120), a fire broke at the Arsenal causing considerable
damage at the Tersane Gardens. 16 From this date until the palace was restored in
1718-1719, the Sultan visited the members of the imperial family and his Grand
Viziers, who in most cases were related to the imperial family by marriage, at their
yais along the Golden Horn and the Bosphorus. 17 Among these the Valide Sultan's
yau at Eyup was the most frequented one. In the meantime, the Sultan vas forced
tvice to spend protracted periods in Edirne; because of the danger of var first with
Russiain 1713 (H. 1125) and thenvith Venice in 1715 (H. 1127). Whenhe returned to
the capital the fourth time in 1718 (H. 1130), the old routine of moving from the
vinter palace to the summer palace at the Tersane Gardens was revived. 18
13FirdikhINusretnime, Y. II, p225.
14HammerlHis1oire, v. XIII, p:197.
15 Hammer1Histoire, v. XIII, p:197.
16 FindikhlNusretnme, v. II, p:246.
17 The Sultan visiled Qorlulu Damat Ali Papa at his yak in Kuragegme. He stayed at his Viziers
seaside mansion until midnight, enjoying the candle fesivilies, and returned 1D the Topkapi Palace
at davn.
FindikhalNusretnnme, v. II, p252.
18Upon the decision 1 make var in the summer of 1715 (H. 1127) vith Venice, the imperial
After 1718 the Sultan never left istanbul again, and became the last Ottoman Sultan to
stay in the Saray-z Atik in Edirne. 19 After this date, the larger Ottoman Court also
settled in istanbul. Meanwhile, as his Grand Vizier Damad Ibrahim Paqa (1718-
173f0) undertook a major projaet of restoring and rebuilding all the palaces in Istanbul
and its environs, as the imperial tradition of vithdrawing to the country/ geg-d
hkmayun was revived in the capital 20 Hammer describes this construction and
reconstruction activity as follows:
"Les palais du Sultan ' Kandilli, sur la c te asiatique du Bosphore, et ha
Beschiktasch, sur la c te d'Europe, furent rsparss en toute hate, pour
que les ambassadeurs extraordinaires, que l'on attendait avec les
ratifications du traits de paix, ne recontrassent point de ruines. Dans le
serai, Ibrahim fit rsparer et changer en une bibliotheque un vieux
koeshk, dont la construction remontait ' deux cent ans. Sur son
invitation, les ministres de la Porte se cotiserent pour subvenir aux frais
de reparation des mosquses qui, depuis plusieurs ann6es, staient
tombees en ruines, soit par les accidens de la guerre, soit par suite
d'incendies."21
The Sultan had actually shown an interest in reviving the tradition of geg- himayun
at the beginning of his reign. In 1704 (H. 1116) he had ordered an inventory of the
buildings and the furnishings of the kiosks/kdgks and pavilions/kasirs to be prepared
court decided 1o stay in Valide Sultana's residence at Eyfip since their stay in istanbul would
be mporary. Yet upon their arrival from Edirne, they ceremonially landed first in the Topkapi
Palace and then settled in the yais of the imperial family. During this time ve observe that several
official meetings also took place at Eyiip
19 Afer this date only his son Mustafa III visitd Edirne once in 1768 (H.1182).
20The expenses of these reconstructions were underaken by the high-ranking officials of the sat.
A defter was prepared t registr their shares.
islam Ansiklopedisi: "Istanbul", p:1214120. (G6kbilgin)
2 1HammerfHis10ire. v. XIV, p:10.
In addition 1 the restration of lower of Leander: "Il fait relever & grands frais la porte qui
conduisait & la place des Bouchers, situ6e entre les anciennes et les nouvelles casernes desjanissaites et constie tout a* A de vastes nageasins de draps pour l'habillement de cett
mibce, avec une chambre pour l'aga et une fontaine."
HammerHistoire, v. XIV, p-61-62.
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upon the Bostancibagi's investigation.22 When it vas completed, a series of
renovations vere undertaken in a number of imperial gardens. Hovever, it was after
nevs spread of the extensive restoration that his favourite Grand Vizier and son-in-
lay, Damat Ibrahim Papa, had undertaken a decade later, a craze for building summer
palaces, kagks and kaszrs grey among the members of the court; it spread to the
Ottoman elite and finally to the people of Istanbul at large.
In 1719 (H. 1131), Damat ibrahim Papa built the QiraganPalace in Begiktag, 23 which
was celebrated by the chronicler R^ id in his chronogram: "Dedim bntsine Rfgid
dAadan sonra tarihin IBu b6id kasr-z ziba cilvegdh-z Sadr-i iltdir ".24 But the
major architectural challenge was at Kagthane, where a miniature of the Bosphorus
was created for the Sultan who was said to be frightened of the sea.25 [Fig. 12]
According to inciciyan, the choice of Kagithane rested on such a caprice to satisfy the
Sultan: "Il Gran Visir Ibraim pascia per cappriccio, o per compiacere al detto Sultano
oltremodo pauroso del mare, attese ad abbellire le parti estreme del porto di
Costantinopoli, cioe, il contado di Chiad-kane, dove fece piantare il regio palazzo." 26
22This registr is kept at Bagbakanhk Argivi-Mahye DeferleriMfredat Defteri, n:4763.
Erdotantisanbul Baheleri, p:156.
23inciciyan nots that formerly it vas called Sulan Yahsi.
IngigVilleggiatura, p:135.
For an imperial decree about the transportation of marble for the pool and (s6je) soie for the yak
in Begikta in 1719 (H.1131):
RefiklHicrOnikinci, d.89, d.91.
24Rid1Divan, p:67b. After ipekten and Ozergin, p:146.
25"Cete imilation du Bosphore en miniature reeut le nom de Saadabad, c'est--dire construction
heureuse..."
HamerlHistire, v. XIV, p:63.
"Le Turc n'est pas, au XVIIe sibcle encore, un homme de mer; aucun sulan n'a jamais mis le pied
sur un navire de guerre."
Mantranhisenbul, p:19.
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"Tale e uanD era il suo timor del mare, che volendo una volta andar a visilare il suo favorit
Matbak, o Mutvak-agasi, cos, Maggiordomo, s'imbarc6 sopra una galea per traversare il maie
del suo serraglio, e passare a Balla-limani, dov'era la casa delsuddetw Mutvak-agasi
Ingigilileggiatura, p:13 4-13 5 .
Inciciyan adds that the Sultan used to take a galley to visit the Chief of the Imperial
Kitchen in his yaz at Balta Limani. These remarks supported by various documents
attesting that during the early years of Sultan Ahmet III's reign the tradition which
took Ottoman Sultans on daily visits to imperial abodes along the shores of Istanbul by
caiques was narrowed down to excursions along the Golden Horn. Moreover,
miniatures from Surname-i W ehbi illustrate the Sultan's fear of the sea for he was
often depicted in galleys made for the open sea in his visits to kiosks, pavilions and
gardens in the vicinity.
The complex at Kagithane is often compared in architectural splendour to the
buildings in the age of Louis XIV, Louis XV or Sah Abbas. It began with the
construction of SevketAbAd/the house of eternal desire in 1720 (H. 1131), this was
followed by Sadibsithe house of eternal happiness, HayrAbdd/the house of eternal
goodness, HiisrevabId/the house of the eternal Husrev, HumayunAbid/the house of the
eternal emperor in 1722 (H. 1133) and HiirremAbd/the house of eternal joy in 1723
(H. 1135) between the tvo streams that flow into the Golden Horn.27 [Fig.13] All
these kdoks and kaszrs were given Persian names, a fashion current at the time.28
27For developments in Kajithane, see: EldemiSadabad, Aktpe[Katithane, VeinstinlLe Paradis des
Infidbles, ErdokantLale Devii and EyicelKaeite-Sadabad-Qalayan.
The constution of a school, a hamam, and vatr channels at Hminemsbd testify to community
life at these retreats:
B abakanhk Arivi-Maliye DeftlerilMasarif-i Tamiye Defteri, n:8947, p:134-135.
ErdoeanLale Devri, p:26.
28G6ek, p:77.
Although a departure in the Ottoman litrature and art forms from Persian models is often noled,
and the court poet Nedim is usually refenred t be a prime example as "he used with great facility
the Turkish language as vritlen by divan poets, as spoken in the court and as uttred in privat
company", the naming of buildings and other strtures around Kaithane illustrates this fashion:
"Avn-i insyet-i b&ri ile serzede-i munassa-i husl olan Sa'd-&b&d-i feyz icdin mevce-i
surir ve menba'-i huzir olan mev~zi'-i latifesinde esma-i dilgugisimn ismidir ki zikr
olunur: Kasr-i Mirihur, Cisr-i Fil, iskele-i Hayr-ib~d, Tekke-i Hayr-b&d, iskele-i
Eyyheinas, Kovanh cisr, Havz-i Dery6, Bat-i irem, Vezir iskelesi, Htnkfr iskelesi,
................. , Bahge-i HAs Heem-i Senf Qahyn-1 evvel, K Ase-i Mermer, Kase-i
-1 -- -- _ .2 - - - -7 -if I F IQ1z I I an .
Simmaki, Ejder-i Cri, Qegme-i Nir, Kasr-i Siir'x, Kasr-i Cinsn, Qajiyan-i Sni,
Cisr-i Sirat, Qajhyan-1 slis, Cedvel-i sim, Sofa-i Cin&n, Sofa-1 Mihman, Cisr-i
The imperial kaszr vas completed in two months and was celebrated vith
festivities. 29 [Fig. 14] Damat Ibrahim Papa himself vrote a chronogram for the
occasion and named the palace Sadabad. The historian Subhi mentions that land along
the shores of the stream was distributed to local people and Ottoman grandees/taksim-
i ehali ve rical olunup who soon embellished it with numerous ke§ks, kaszrs ,
gardens, bridges, pools and fountains.30 Similarly, Kiiukgelebizade testifies that
around two hundred members of the elite were given land and permission to
build/temlik ve ihsan ve herkese dilhdh& uzere birer kasr ve drimgdh birnasi
ruhsat verilup .31 In addition to EmnAbid/the house of eternal security, two new
summer palaces were built along the Bosphorus, namely NepetabAd/ the house of
eternal gaiety in Defterdarburnu in 1726 (H. 1138)32 and Serefibid/the house of
eternal honour in Uskidar in 1728 (H. 1141).33
Nevpeyd&, Situn-i Tr, Cisr-i Ebyaz, Tekke-i Asaf-abid, Siik-i Cedid, Havz-i di-ser,
Kasr-i ;ehingsh-1 Cedid, Ferriye-i Hirem-b&d, Cisr-i Ahmer..."
Evin/Nedim: The Poet, p:108.
Topkapi Samyi Mbzesi Kitiphanesi-Hazine : Mecmua. After AklepelKagidhine, p:353.
29Te marble architectural pieces vere brought from Kule Bahge on the Anatolian coast.
30Hundred and fifty-six high officials vere given land by the order of the Sulten: "Ebi Eyyfp-i
Ensi shiline mtnlehi olan Halic-i bahre 6miize§ ve insibab eden nehr-i piir ib u libin
cereyan eyledigi vdi.. .mukaddema Ki idhne ba'de'l-umran Sa'd-&bd ile zeban-zed-i Semiyan
olup ol-mahill-i dil-nigin ve fez^y-i zijmrdinin trafeydnde vski' cibal ye ilsiden Lhdid ye
mes~ha ile WJsim-i ehali ve rici1 olunup sigar ve kibardan tellikine ekseri...birer mikdar
arzi tefrik ve leflik ye m'fimu'l-esmri yuz el alti nefer kimesnelere ale'l-irad
m21antme-i humayun ile ahsis ve lemlik kihudikdan sonra herkes m~lik olduklan arsa-i
hsliyelerinde.. .gars-1 egcr-i mismire ve kiirnm ye ing-yi kusir-i sliye-i zibende risbm
etmeleri ile a zamanda ser sebz i meyve-ressn olan her beg-i bihin..."
Subhi Tarihi, v. I, p:38b. After AktpelKitidh&ne, p:353-354.
3 iKbikelebizide, on the other hand, mentions some 170 kiosks and gardens: "...a'yn-i hiddam-i
devlete temlik ve ihsan ve herkese dlh in bzere birer k&ar ve rinigh bimaina rubat verilup
kirim-1 vsfire ve escar-i musmire gars etmeleri ferman buyurulmudu Zaman-1 kalilde bi'l-
cimle ol mahsilerin daj istleri bat ve bia olunan yiz yetm* aded tarzlan nidide larhlan
matbu' ve pesendide kusir-i bi-kusitm her bii bir cay-i s&yg ve ferat olup..."
Kugikgelebizade, Zeyl-i R""id, v. VI, pp:42-43. After AktepeIKa-idhsne, p:352.
32RgidDivan, pp:65b-66a. After ipeklen, Ozergin, p:138.gt
33Vehbi, pp:560a-561a. After ipekden, Ozergin, p:145.
The two imperial gardens on the vaterfront of the Golden Horn received attention
during the reign of Sultan Ahmet III. A kasir built in 1672 (H. 1083) by Sultan
Murad IV in the imperial gardens at Karaagag, situated tovards Sutluce, grev into a
aasonal retraat in the Rightanth entury.34 [Fig. 15] Rapair and Construction Boohk
from 1700 (H.1112) and 1704-1708 (H.1116-1120)reveals that it vas much
frequented in the Tulip Period. 35 Although it is not possible to reconstruct the
complex mentioned in these documents, it is interesting to note that the two storeyed
kgk of the Sultan overlooking the Golden Horn vas attached to a treasury and a
hamam as in the Topkapi Palace. 36 There vas also a separate room for the Holy
relics.37 In addition to the Harem,38 the Valide Sultan had private quarters.39
Important personages of the Court, such as the Aas of Enderun, had separate yals
in the vicinity as vell.40
It is also interesting to note that, the Koca Yusuf Efendi Gardens, a private garden
situated next to the imperial gardens at Karaagag, also had special quarters for the
Sultan's visits. A kasr-z humayan vas annexed to the yalz on its vaterfront in 1707
(H.1119).41 In addition to the kasr-z kUmayun, a room to keep the holy relics, a
treasury, a Privy Chamber and several auxiliary rooms vere constructed for
34Endoganhistnbul Bahgeleri, p:164.
35Bagbakanhk Argivi-Maliye DefteilerilTamimt Deferi, n:392, p:339. (H. 1112)
Bagbakanhk Argivi-Maliye DeflerlerilTamirat ye ingaat Deftei, n:1655, pp:1-44. (H. 1116-1120)
Aftr Enlotantistanbul Baheeleri, p:164.
Bagbakanhk Arivi-CevdeVtSamy, n:3603. (H.1149)
Bagbakanhk Arivi-CevdeVSaray, n-5645. (H. 1190)
36 Bagbakanhk Argivi-Maliye Def1erriTamirat ve ingaat Deftei, n:1655, pp-8-10. (H. 1116-1120)
37Bagbakanhk Argivi-Mahye DeftrleriTamirat ve ingaat Defiri, n:1655, pp:36-37, p:42.
(H. 1116-1120)
38 Bagbakanak Argivi-Maliye DeftrlerifmiTrat ye ingaat Defiri, n:1655, p-22, pp:26-27.
(H. 1116-1120)
39 Bagbakanhk Arivi-Maliye DefterleriTamimt ye inaat Deferi, rn1655, pp:33-34. (H. 1116-1120)
4 0Bebakanhk Arqivi-Maliye DeferleriTamirat ye ingaat Deftii, n:1655, pp:36-37. (H. 1116-1120)
4 1B abakanhk Ar;ivi-Maliye DefileriTamfirat ye ingaat Defteri, n:1655, pp:24-25. (H. 1116-1120)
personnel. 42 Since this garden vas not listed among the imperial gardens, it can be
concluded that all the construction and reconstruction activity in the Koca Yusuf
Gardens that paralleled such activity in the Karaagag Gardens consisted of the
integration of a private garden vith the imperial gardens in the first decade of the
eighteenth century.43
In the meantime, the imperial gardens at the arsenal, Tersane, remained the Sultan's
favourite. [Fig. 16] Aynal Kavak Sarayi, knovn as the Palace of Mirrors, on the
edge of the harbour at the arsenal, vas reputed for the extraordinary brilliance of its
interior embellishment. After the 1718 treaty of Passarovitz vas signed vith Venice,
the Doge had presented the Sultan vith Venetian mirrors vhich vere placed in this
palace, the setting for his most elaborate parties. 44 It vas rebuilt in 1722
(H. 1135).45 In the dispatches of the Venetian bailos, it vas recorded that "the Sultan
returned to the palace of mirrors after an absence of more than a month in the vizier's
house. It is not easy to find an earlier example of a Sultan's being avay from the
Royal Palaces for so long a time".46
It is apparent that the kasir in the imperial gardens at Tersane, vhich vas erected at
the time of the conqueror Sultan Mehmet I1,47 vas the first preference of Sultan
Ahmet III even after the construction of several other palaces at Ka1thane, the Sveet
42 Erdotantistanbul Babgeleri, p:167.
43 Enoiadisanbul Babgeleri, p:166-167.
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"When Ahmet III had recovered the Morea from the Venetians, and they again solicied his
forbearance or friendship, sumptuos looking-glasses, the most perfect in their manufacture, vere
sent as presents, and this residence adapted 1 the reception of them. What vwas the vonder of its
day, vas in time overvhelmed by dilapidation."
Dallavay, p:119. I
45islam Ansikiopedisi: "istanbul", p:1214148. (G6kbilgin)
46 Shay, p:19.
47 Erdotadislanbul Bahge1eri, p:162-163.
Waters of Europe.48 In 1726 (H.1139) the Sultan had built nev additions to the
complex, seeing that there vas no space for his entourage.4 9 As both Eremya Qelebi
and Evliya 9elebi note, in the course of the seventeenth century there vere already
everal aumiliary structurs vithin the cornplex such as baths, kasZrs , rooms, sofas
pools and. fountains/gadzrva .50 An inventory from 1667 (H. 1078) listed the Valide
Sultan's private apartments, a treasury, a pantry, hamams and rooms for several
attendants. 51 A number of Europeans vere also eloquent in their descriptions of the
palace, mentioning both the quantity of mirrors that lined several chambers and
several large mirrors found in other rooms.52 Among those, an early eighteenth-
century visitor to Istanbul, Cornelius Loos, left invaluable depictions of the palace at
the Tersane Gardens in 1710 (H. 1122).53 But his depictions of the interior of the
48EldemIK6phler ve Kasirlar, v. I, pp:25 1-28 4.
49 Erdoganlistanbul Baheeleri, p:163.
Erdotan ciled Qelebizide's affirmalion that afer these additions the Tersane Garden became a
brillian1 azr&mta among the Imperial Gardens.
Qelebizide Asim, Tarih, p:427.
50 Eremya Qelebi mentions that this kasr vas aOlocald for the Harem and the azqps, Evliya Qelebi
mentions that there were several hamams, kasrs , a number of oom, sofas, pools and fountains.
Eremya Qelebi, p:36.
Evliya Qelebi, pp:414-415.
5 1Erdogantistanbul Bahgeleri, p:1 62-16 3 .
Babakanhk Argivi- Maliye DefterlerilKuyudat Defteri, n.4445, p:74.
There are tMo other repair books regarding the restoration work at Tersane Garden:
Bagbakanhk Argivi-Maliy DefterlerilTamirat Deferi, n:3992, p:312. (H. 1111)
Babakanhk Argivi-M~himme Defteri, n:156, p:165. (H. 1167)
5 2istanbul Ansilopedisi: "Aynah Kayak Sarayi": The kasu at the Tersane Gardens vas built during
the reign of Ahmet I by Kapudan-1 Derya HaM Paa in 1613.
Among others, Dallavay, p: 119, Carbogneno, p:70 and Salaberry, p:175 referred to the Aynah
Kavak Sarayt. Constantios, p:158 refers to the old palace of Sultan Sileyman I in place of it,
vhereas Lady Craven notes the palace of the Grand Admiral in the same location.
Lady Craven, p:223.
5 3Loos, 9a:Dessin de l'appartment du Grand Seigneur, nommi "Sae de Miroirs et Tersane".
9b:Dessin de l'appelemnt any 2me E agt nnmie Terschana Seraile, duGrand Seigneur,
apelle des miroirs.
9c:Dessin des Bains de la Sultane, & Tersana Serail.
imperial kaszr do not shov the mirrors.54 [Fig. 17] La Motraye, another visitor to
Istanbul in 1723, describes the kdgk of the Sultan built on the vater and the baths
recorded by Loos a decade ago: [Fig. 18]
"The Grand Seignior has there a large saloon, or pavillion, vhere he
takes the fresh air; it is built for the most part on piles in vater, over
vhich the Palace stands, and yields an agreeable Prospect of the Gulph
on the right and left. This pavillion, or saloon, has on the top a fine
Cupola, vhich on the inside is entirely beautify'd vith paintings,
intermingled vith flovers after the Persian manner. Tvo fine
chambers vhich ansver to it are not less sumptuous, as veil for their
gilding, as for the richness of their sopha's, and several beautiful
fountains that play in them; in the chief of them there is one of the
prettiest Baths that can be seen, vhich they vere mending at the time
that I vent thither vith the vatch maker. It vanted no other repairs,
but to put in their places some loose squares of China vith vhich it vas
lined, as well as most of the apartments in this Palace. The floor of the
cool roorm were cover'd vith Venetian scarlet; I call them cool, to
distinguish them from the hot ones, and on account of the different
Degrees of varmth that one meets with before one comes to the heart of
the Bath."55
During the 1720 Festival/sur held for the circumcision of four imperial princes and
five thousand poor children, the palace and its surroundings, the kek projecting
over the Golden Horn, and the pomp and display of the Court are described in detail
in the Surname-i Vehbi and in the miniatures of Levni. 56 [Fig. 19] At the time "'la
54The dravings of Loos have delineatd both floors of the kzzr. Eldem argues that the view which
was named as Turkish Kiosk was depicting the room on the ground floor, seen from the opposite
direction. He mts the tiny boats drawn on lover corners of the illustration that indicat the
vaerside location of the kiosk. However, a recent study on Loos's work has identified the room
question as a generic description of a luxurious room on the Bosphorus.
5 5La Motraye, p:174.
5 6For the 1729 festival and its suroundings see:
AtilMSurname-i Vehbi: An Eighteenth Century Ottoman Book of Festivals.
richesse aux Indes, 1'Esprit en Europe et la pompe chez les Ottomans" marked the the
eighteenth century. 57
Starting vith 171Q (H. 1133), tha kacr-z hizmapun in th impQrial gardens at Karaa
was apparently abandoned, and in the following summers the Sultan instead alternated
between the summer palace at Beiktas on the Bosphorus, the Valide Sultan's
residence at Eyup, and the kasr-z hamayun at Tersane Gardens on the Golden
Horn.58 After Damat Ibrahim Papa built his palace in Begikta; the same year, the
Palace of Aynali Kavak on the Golden Horn lost its preferred position to palaces on
the Bosphorus. This loss of favour, which coincided with a second fire at the Tersane
Gardens in 1721 (H. 1133), marks the shift in preference for the palaces, kdgks and
kasirs along the shores of the Bosphorus. 59 The Grand Vizier moved from one
courageous project to another, as opposed to the Sultan vho may or may not have
"recovered" from his fear from the sea. Hammer refers to the Grand Vizier's
intention to make the city beautiful and glorious to the European envoys coming to the
Ottoman capital: "Si l'esprit eleve et lib6ral du grand-vizir Damad Ibrahim Pascha le
portait a ne reculer devant aucune depense dans les circonstances ou' il s'agissait de
l'honneur de la cour ottomane, comme, par exemple, lors de l'arrivse de l'ambassade
imperiale, ou d'illustrer le nom de son souverain par la construction de palais et
d'6difices publics, il sut demander ' une sage economie les sommes nbeessaire pour
couvrir ces depenses. "60
57 Baron de Tott, p:238.
58Edoganstnbul Baheleri, p:163-166.
There are vanrious documents recording the repair and restoraion work regarding the stctures in
the imperial gardens at KaraaTag. First one vas from 1700 (H.1112), another one recorded the
construction activity between 1704-1708 (H. 1116-1120).
ErdotanILale Devri, p:24.
Sultan's Mother's residence was repaired twice in 1721(H.1133).
Bagbakank Argivi-Maliye DeftrleiilTa'mirat Defteri, n: 7829, p: 11, p:5.
59 istanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Divanhane": the &vanhane vas reslred in 1723 (H. 1135).
6OHammerlHistoire, v. XIV, p:35.
In 1722 Sultan Ahmet III spent four nights in Damat Ibrahim's Palace enjoying the
tulip festivals and candle illuminations. Called Wale giragam, "...qui veut dire
illumination des tulipes; et onne connut plus des-lors la maison de campagne
d'Ibrahim Pascha, que sous celui de Tschiraghann-yahssy," these festivals took place
vhen the tulips were in flower. 61 The presence of the imperial family, favourites and
members of the court in the festivals is mentioned by contemporary observers. 62
Until then the intermingling of the high aristocracy together with their families was
rather unusual. Flachat, a French textile merchant, described such a festival at the
time of Sultan Mahmut I (1730-1754), and referred to a mock charity bazaar
organized by the ladies of the harem who received court officials, while the
odalisques acted as salesvomen, selling precious jevelery and textiles.
At the time, the craze for tulips, "Tulipomania", was at its heightin the Ottoman
capital. It had already been refined; the rare blooms were catalogued, exchanged as
most valued gifts and sold at extravagant prices. 63 By 1726 (H. 1139), 836 different
species of tulips could be found in Istanbul, some varieties could be bought for as high
as 1000 gold ducats. The types and cultivation had been studied, and regulations were
established; no one could sell tulips outside the capital on pain of exile. People of
poetic aspiration found names like "the beloved", "Roman", "the crown of the Kaiser"
for different kinds of tulips. 64 In garden parties to celebrate the first blooming of
tulips, countless vases of tulips alternated with glass globes filled with coloured water.
Lamps of coloured glass and mirrors were arranged to display the beauty of the
6 1D'Ohsson, p:172.
Atasoylgiragan Yahsi, pp:22-30.
62HammerlHistoire, v.XIV, p:64 -65 .
63 Aktepe and Erdojan have locaed several treatises on floyers, mostly on tulips, in the eighteenth
century. Archival material also gives delails of bulbs cullivated for planting in the gardens of
the elite.
6 4RefikLale Devii, p:23ff, p:37, p:39.
Refiklislanbul Hayati, pp-96-97 .
tulips. Nightingales in cages vere placed in the trees and in betveen the vases of
tulips. As the festivals continued till davn, candles that vere attached to the shells of
turtles vhich moved slovly around the gardens illuminated a fairy tale atmosphere.65
Flahat, vho visitad Iktanbul in 1766, gives a vivid description of thse garden
parties: 66
"Elie (la fate des tulipes) arrive au mois d'Avril. On construit dans la
cour de nouveau serrail des galeries de bois, on net des deux coths
plusieurs rangs de planches pour distribuer les fioles oii sont les tulipes
en forme d'amphith6atre. On sspare le fiole par des lampes d'espace en
espace, & on attache aux ais les plus hautes des cages de ferins, & des
globes de verre plein de liqueurs de differentes couleurs. La
reverb6ration de la lumiere rcree la vue autant pendant le jour que
pendant la nuit. La vaste esplanade qui est dans 1'enceinte que forme la
galerie, offre 'a l'oeuil des compartiments varies & bien dessinss; des
pyramides, des tours, des cabinets fleuris s'6levent ' certaines distances.
L'art fait illusion; ces concerts animent ces lieux charmants; on se croit
subitement transporte dans ces palais que l'imagination fait produire. Le
kiosque ou pavillion du Sultan est au milieu: C'est-li qu'on 6tale les
presents que les Grands de la Cour ont envoyss. On les fait remarquer
a sa Hautesse, en lui disant de quelle part chaque chose lui vient.
L'occasion est favorable pour signaler son empressement ' lui plaire.
L'ambition & la rivalits de concert s'studient ' imaginer du nouveau.
On suppl6 du moins au dsfaut du mb'rite que donnent la singularite & la
rarets, par la richesse & par l'sclat."67
65"Ce fut encore sous son administration que s'itblit 1'usage des fets des lampions et des tulipes;
elles se ch6lbrirent ios les prinlemps dans les jardin du serai, ou dans un des palais imp6riaux
sitaus sur 1'une ou 1'autre rive du Bosphore. Il beit d'usage, dans ces fetes, d'illuminer les
parenes de tulipes avec des lampions en venre de couleurs differentes, en sorte que les parties
ombries des fleurs, en se riflichissant dans les lampions, paraissaient brnler conme des
lampions, et les lampions comme un second parwere de tulipes.
HammerlHislDire, v.XIV, p:64
also Baron de Tott, v.I, p:79.
6 6Flechat, t.1, pp:13-15.
67 Flahat, t. 1, pp:20-22.
These festivities must have been impressive in a city vhere ordinarily the streets were
not lighted and where outdoor activity at night was unknown.68 Baron de Tott (1785)
gives a short description of the candle illuminations called donanma: "Deux grands
poteaux distans l'un de l'autre de quarante pieds supportaient une corde tendue b leur
extremite superieure. On avait suspendu A cette corde des ficelles, sur lesquelles des
lampes de verre etaient fixses A des distances convenables aux objets que
l'illumination devait representer; le chiffre du Grand-Seigneur, le dessin de son
bateau, des mots tires du Coran & applicables au sujet, decorerent cet sdifice ... "69
Emo, the Venetian Ambassador to the Porte, noted the unusual practice of a Sultan
visiting the Grand Vizier in his private residence although it had been customary for
the Ottoman Court to go to the gardens and kiosks on the straits on daily visits. Both
Emo and his successor Dolfin commented about these sojourns of Ahmet III's at his
Grand Vizier's residences in the city and on the Bosphorus. The visits appeared less
unusual at the time than they would have been if Damat Ibrahim Papa had not been the
Sultan's son-in-law. De Bonnac, the French ambassador, wrote in 1724 that the
Sultan vent to Damat Ibrahim Papa's house every Friday.70 Sultan Ahmet III's third
recorded sojourn at the Grand Vizier's private residence lasted more than a week in
April at the yalz on the Bosphorus, and was accompanied by a variety of
68 Tiere vere no arrangements for lighting the cities until 1856, and except during ramazan,
everybody had 1w be within doors afler the bed-time prayer.
ErgirMecelle, pp:965-967, p:971.
"C'est de l'administration d'ibrahim que dal l'illumination de la grande mosquie, pendant
les nuits de ramazan, au moyen de grands demi-cercles garnis de lampions, qu'on nomme lumes
(mahiye), parce que. pendant la nuit, ils reprisentent autant de demi-hmes et imilent ainsi
celles qui, pendant le jour, brillent au soleil, au sommet des lurs et des domes."
Hanmer, v.XIV, p:64.
69 Baron de Tott, v.I, p:133-134.
70 "C'est dans ce conseil que la question, sil falloit continuer la paix avec les Moscovites on leur
diaclaer la guerre, devoit 6tre agilse le vendredi dens la maison du grand vizir oile grand
seigneur se trouve rsgulierement icules les seinmes au mime jour."
de Bonnac, p231.
diversions. 71 Among the perpetual amusements were some maritime combats and
fireworks. Later in the month, there were daily entertainments in theatrical combats
between boats or little spectacles of illuminating the tulips. Huge expenditures and
rich giftz axhangd mada ruch viitr impresiv;72 and providing ruch an
atmosphere the Sultan's favour for Damat Ibrahim Papa grev everyday. The vizier
wished to keep the Sultan diverted and to prevent him from being aroused by the
successes of the rebels in Cairo.
As time vent on Sultan Ahmet III became increasingly bored with the formality of the
Topkapi Palace, and preferred to stay elsewhere. In a letter to the Grand Vizier, he
expressed his discontent: "I go up to one of the chambers, forty Privy Chamber
members are lined up, I have my trousers on, I do not feel the least comfort, my
esquire needs to dismiss them out, keeping only three or four men so that I might be at
ease in the small chamber." 73 A study of the Ottoman Court ceremonial has shown
that "as much as Western formality stemmed from social intercourse, Ottoman
formality was based on the limitation of the individual's role." 74 The Ottomans'
official ideology differentiated public and private spheres and this was reflected on
the organizationof space. The boundaries of the "paternal and closed" household
were the public boundaries of the Ottoman Court until the eighteenth century.75 It
7 1de Bonnac, p:231.
7 2Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVtSaray2921 (H. 1196): "Begikaa'a g6ele Sadrazam, Darbsade Atasi
tarafindan Padiiah'a takdim edilen zi kiymet rahtlann kaydi"
73"... odaya gikayim kirk has odah dizilir ayagimada eaksir kat'aya rahat olmaz silahar onlan def
edip he dort adam ahkoynaa muhtag ve kink odada oturmahyim..."
Refik Sultan Ahmet-i Sabsin Hayatna Dair, p:231.
74 Necipojlu-Kafadar refers 10 J.C.Flachat vho "notes the contrast betveen the volmutary seclusion
of sultans vho vished to inspire fear and the exhibitionism of French Kings vho desired 10 be
loved by their subjects."
Necipotlu-Kafadarl The Formation of an Ottoman Imperial Tradition, p:593.
EvinI Nedim: The Poet, p:81.
7 5Necipojlu-Kafadar discusses that the groving seclusion of the Sultan in the sixteenth century
vas still the official ideology at the turn of the eighleenth century that "the official historian
seems, then, at this particular time there is a nev, double-pronged development: the
Sultan emerges from seclusion and the private domain of the imperial family is
detached from the Palace. The formal separation of the personal spheres of the
imperial family from those of the general public vas the final recognition of the
changed life style in the Ottoman Court. When the Sultan left the harem to rally the
support of his allies in order to compensate for the seeming instability at the top of the
hierarchy, a nev tradition ensued. It then became a common practice for aSultan to
visit the members of the central administration in their private residences.
The Sultan himself constructed a summer palace on the Bosphorus, the EmnAbd in
Sali Pazari-Findikli, for his daughter Fatma Sultan in 1725 (H. 1137).76 Typical of
the prevalent construction practice, the former ya of Osman Bey (nephev of Kara
Ibrahim Papa) on the site vas confiscated together vith the bakery and part of the yadl
of GaimrkeU Huseyin Papa next to it, piles vere driven into the sea, and the building
vas completed in a fev months. 77 The active participation of the Sultan in the
constructions vas evident in his correspondence vith Damat Ibrahim Papa. He vrote:
" Today I vent to the yaz that is being repaired, the Customs comptroller vas there,
all instructions vere given, it is proceeding vell, my daughter's ydlz needs some
repair, I shoved it to the Aga, the Aga vill go tomorrov and to vhoever he orders
the york he vill give a vritten order for the repair."78 He also supervised the
construction of the palaces built for his nieces, Ayge and Emetullah, daughters of
Naima still emphasised that monarches had 1m remin secluded most of the time, and shov their
face in public rarely in older to preserve their pomp and 1 augment their reputation."
Necipoilu-Kafadarl The Formation of an Ottoman Imperial Tradition, p:593.
7 6Abdurrahman, pp:.397a. Aftr ipeklen, Ozergmn, p:133.
77 isenbul Ansiklopedisi: "Emnb&d"
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-bu gun ta'mir ouman yahya vardim gimrie emini anda idi bilcomle nbih olundu glizel sy
ediyor kizim yahsi biraz amire muhlagdir agaya goslerdim yann aa gider her kime sipari
olunursa kaleme alup ari tenbih olunmak ..."
RefiklSultan Ahmet Sals ye Damadi, p:151.
former Sultan Mustafa II: "guarantee that the palaces of Aype and Emetullah vill be
completed this month; it is better that they move to their palaces at the earliest possible
moment..."79
The Court was so immersed in mundane pleasures that severe contempt arose among
the people of the capital. The annoyance of the people is best exemplified vhen the
manner in which, for the first time in Ottoman history, disruption of a mundane
celebration by a religious festival vas publicly deplored:
"On a Monday in the spring of 1726, the Sultan had invited a group of
his favourite companions to the FerahibAd Palace to attend a banquet
before the advent of ramazan (the fasting month). The court
astronomers had notified the palace authorities that the new moon
would not rise until Wednesday. While the company was happily
drinking and listening to music, minarets were suddenly lit up
announcing the beginning of ramazan. Joy turned to melancholy and
eventually to anger vben it found that the advent of the holy month was
proclaimed upon the testimony of a few mean individuals who had
declared under oath that they had seen the new moon. Had they asked
the opinion of the Sultan, ramazan could have been delayed by a day in
order to enjoy the banquet of the Monday night."80
An important number of public festivals and private parties of the Court were
recorded in the chronicles of the day. The historians criticized the Grand Vizier for
frivolity and waste as well as for covering up the problems of the people of the empire
with festivals designed to deceive the people/ halk aldatacak gey lazzmdir deya .81
79
"Ayge ve Emetullh sultanlann saraylan bu ayda tamam olmasina takayyW idesiz oldu olucak
bir gfn evvel saraylanna nakil etmeleri minasibdir iktiza iderse bser ta'yin idesiz..."
RefiktSultan Ahmet Salis ve Damadi, p:151.
80 EvinIThe Tulip Age, p:140.
"The official chronicler, Kighkgelebizade Asim and the poet of the Cout Nedim vere angered by
the event and decribed it as having been perpetraled by mendacious reactionaries." Afer
RefiklLale Devri, pp:60-61; Kcbkgelebizade ismail Asim, Tarih-i Qelebizade Asim: Rapid
Tarihire Zeyl, pp.424 ff.
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Damad Ibrahim Papa maintained his control over the administration by appointing a
number of his relatives to important posts. 82 Therefore the Ottoman dignitaries vere
also accused of closing their eyes to the problems that the empire vas facing. 83 All
these critics continued to condone the Sultan and put the blame solely on the Grand
Vizier. Finally the discontent resulted in the deposition of Ahmet III and the slaying
of his Grand Vizier in 1730 (H. 1143).84
The highlights of the Tulip Age vere recorded in a number of accounts including the
Sirnam e-i Vehbi , a poetic story of an imperial circumcision festival in 1720, and the
raznames , diaries of people close to the Court. All of them attest that during the
reign of Sultan Ahmet Ill, the traditional setting for daily and seasonal festivities vas
the Golden Horn. Despite Damat Ibrahim Papa's continuous efforts to embellish the
city vith kogks and kasrs along the hills and shores of the Bosphorus, the chronicle
of Rpid, vhich records the events of the years 1660-1721, Ktignkgelebizade Ismail
Asim, vhich records the years 1727-1728, and Silahdar Findiklili Mehmet Aga, in
halki aldatcak gey ]zimdir deyu idlerde At Meydam ve Sulan Mehmet ye Bayezid avblan ve
Yenibahe ve Yedikule ve Bayram Papa Ye Eyydp ve Kasimpaa ve Top-hine ve Sa'd-Mbdi ye
Dobma-bahge ve Bebek ve G6ksu ve Qubuklu ve Beykoz ve Oskidarda Harmanhk nam
mahallerde dolablar ve begikler ye ath-karaca ve sahncakelar kudurup ... "
Sem'd~ni-ide, V.I, p:3.
82
"ibrahim pacha en a profii pour mettre ses cr6atures dans les principales places..."
de Bonnac, p:161.
83"Vaki-a Sadr-i az&m-i Asaf-perer ibrahim PaWa Hazretleri bir zevk u safaya mail ruz u geb hay u
huy ile safada Ye ocakiarda zabitan bir-birine uygun Devleti l-i Osman da bugine hareket
eylemigdir.. .ehl-i mansip olanlann eksei leyl ii nehar zevk u safa Ye geng i cegane ile mecis
arest idi Memaliki 91-i Osman hamb olmak detil canibi erbasim digmen neuzu billah zableylemek
sadedinde olsa belki biz zevkimizde olahm derlerdi"
Abdi, p26.
84" ...lkin Asitanede kalan vezir ibrahim Papa kendi lemine meggul olup enva-'i kabahatla
mnilml oldugundan ma'da padigah-i slemi dah ifilden hal ohnayub..."
Destri SWih, p: 3.
"...ve bu vezirin ulemiya ve sulehya ve ukalfya ve bahsdirlara ve ecilere raibeti yokdur zik&
anar bu misblli etvira rizR vermezler ve sifehya ragbet etmekle siifeh& sulehiya adam
demeydlp isihbza eder oldu ve padigalumiz bu vezire gebine on be; sene emr-i ma'rf ye nehi
ani'l-minker ile megguliken bu vezir padigaha daM missmaha Ye ms&''ade ettirdi ve bu vezir
yahlarda oturup ..."
Sem'dini-zide, v.I, p:3
Nusretnime (Zeyl-i Fezleke) which covers the daily proceedings of the Court
between 1695 and 1721, report that, aside from seasonal gdg-& kamayuns to the
Besikta; Palace, the shift of binig-i hmayuns from the Golden Horn to the
Bosphorus had not yet taken place.
'When the information gleaned from archival documents is complemented by the
chronicle of Abdi Efendi, the Tarih-i Abdi (a history of the 1730 (H. 1143) revolt),
and the Vak'a-i ibretnuma of Desi Salih Efendi which also recorded the events of
1730, it seems that during the last days of Sultan Ahmet III and Damat Ibrahim Papa's
reign, the Begiktaq Palace/kari dii&a-yi Beiktagi had already won favour as a
summer palace.85 From this time onward, daily expeditions to kegks and kasrs as
well as to the yals of dignitaries along the Bosphorus became more frequent than
ever. 86 The summer palace at Besiktaq had long been the seat of extended gag-u
hkamayuns . Information on the seventeenth century history of the waterfront
palaces/saWilsaray is abundant in the form of inventories and accounts of repairs.
Reports on repairs that were prepared upon the order of Sultan Ahmet III in the first
year of his reign record extensive reconstruction at Begiktag in 1704 (H. 1116): At the
time of repair the complex included a kasr-z kumayun on the waterfront, and a
vinter room, a one storey reception room, a Privy Chamber, another kasir covered
with lead, a tiled room for the Sultan, another tiled room overlooking the gardens,
two chambers of the hamam vith tiled ceilings, a throne on pedestals next to the pool,
a pool and a kasir with glass vindows overlooking the sea, an old tiled room, and
rooms allocated to the Valide Sultan, to the favourite concubine of the Sultan, to the
stewardess and the aa of the Darissaade. In the eighteenth century, the Sultan
85Desinr SWlh P.
86The Grand Admiral Mustafa PaW, the son-in-law of the Gramnd-Vizir had a yak at Qengelk6y,
often called "bag-i ferah", vhich vas frequently visited by the Sultan and the Grand-Vizier.
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favoured it over the the summer palace at Uskidar, and it became a stage for the
imperial splendor on the Bosphorus. 87
The tradition of daily visits to far away promenades on the Bosphorus led to extensive
construction at the imperial gardens such as Tokat Gardens in 1727 (H. 1139) and
Kandilli Gardens in 1728 (H. 1140).88 The only kdgk at Tokat Gardens vas furnished
vith cotton cushions, quilts, pillovs, evers, and chairs, the necessary furnishings of
daily visits. In addition to the kasr-z humayun, a fountain/ gadzrvan and cascades
were built and it was still used for daily visits. In the imperial gardens at Kandilli,
hovever, there was a complex consisting of a room projecting on the vater covered
with lead on the roof, a domed room stood next to it, a kasir with lattice vindows,
another single storeyed kasir with a fountain/gadrvan, a room allocated to the
Valide Sultan, a kdgk to listen to the nightingales, a kaszr known after a certain Cafer
Papa, a saydhane odasi, a waterfront pavilion/ yalz kaszri , and a mescid of the
Bostanci Corps. These rooms were furnished with Bursa bolsters, Persian and Upak
carpets, felts from Salonica, satin-covered cushions, tables inlaid with mother-of-
pearl, and curtains made of silver or gold brocade and silk satin.89 It seems, than, the
Sultan and his entourage may have paid extended visits at Kandilli Gardens.
Until then the palace at Oskiidarlsaray-i meserret feza-yz Oskadr, which was kept
under continuous care and repair, had been the only imperial abode that was visited
8 7Euloiantislanbul Bahgeleri, p:167 -170.
Bagbakanhk Arivi-Maliye DefterleriIMifredat Deftiri, n:4763, p:13-15. (H. 1116)
8 8Erdoian/Lale Devi, p:30.
Construcion of a Kasr-1 Humayun, a fountin vith a pooliaduva, and cascades in the imperial
gardens at Tokat:
Bagbakanhk Arpivi-Maliye DefterierlMasarif-i Ta'miriye Defteri, n:8947, p:27.
ErdotanILa1e Devri, p:31.
Repair work at the Kandilli Gardens:
Babakanihk Arpivi-Maliye DeftierlerilMasarif-i T&'fmiriye Defteri, n:8947, p:234.
8 9Ba bakanhk Arivi-Mahye DeferlerifMfredat Defteri, n:4763, pp:29-30.
on prolonged excursions. The Mufredat Defteri from 1704 (H. 1116) records that at
Uskijdar there was a tiled kaszr known after a certain Mehmet Papa, several separate
kasrs on the waterfront and overlooking the sea, the Privy Chamber at the Harem, a
large columnmd reception room with a fountain/;adirvan and corridors, a hamam
vith a dressing room, a kegk called Revan, a kasr where they listened to the
nightingales, a kaszr called after Sultan Ahmet, a vinter room allocated for the
Valide Sultan, a room vith a corridor and a stove, a tiled room with a projection
overlooking the sea, another tiled room allocated to the Valide Sultan, and other
rooms allocated for the efendis, girls and to the aga of the DarUssaade, a latticed
kegk , and a pool next to it, and a Privy Chamber on the side of the garden.90
In the waterfront palace of SerefAWd in Oskiudar, the Mufredat Defteri of 1704
(H. 1116) records that there was a throne at the Harem overlooking the sea, and on
both sides of the fountain/adrvan there were two other thrones, and rooms with
three sofas that belonged to the Sultan, and reception rooms, the pantry of the Valide
Sultan's quarters, and prayer cells/gilehane and hamams next to it, several thrones,
stairs and the like. All the rooms were furnished with vater jars from
Valencia/velence-i sarahlar, white cushions/minder-i ebyar , velvets decorated with
yellow flowers, Persian and U;ak carpets, Bursa bolsters decorated with yellow
flowers, flower pots decorated with mother of pearl, velvet chairs, fans decorated
with mirrors, satins of various kinds, bolsters of gold or silver brocade, and silk satin,
water jars of coarsely glazed pottery, and covers, porcelain cups, metal cups, evers,
copper vessels, bowls and trays in the pantry.91
9 0Bagbakanhk Argivi-Maliye DefrerierMifredat Deftei, n.4763, pp:17-23.
9 1B abakanhk Argivi-Maliye DefrierifMiifredat Defteri, n:4763, pp:23-24.
The third summer palace on the Anatolian coast vas located in the Istavroz Gardens.
The 1704 (H. 1116) register records domed rooms decorated with tiles and with
fountains/selsebils overlooking the pool, a prayer room next to the domed room, a
hamam with a dressing room, a k6gk with a gadzrvan overlooking the pool, a large
domed room overlooking the sea allocated to the Valide Sultan, the rooms on the
ground and second floors allocated to the favourite concubine of the Sultan, rooms
allocated to the efendis, and stewardess and other female members such as the room
for the educated favourites, a kasr-i hfmayun under the pine-trees, the gate to the
hunting grounds, a kogk on the waterfront for entertainments/gorbaci kagku, a place
planted with grapevines and a throne with a fountain/iadzrvan . These rooms were
furnished with various kinds of velvets, cushions, bolsters of satin, Persian and Upak
carpets, felts from Salonica, quilts of kalemkari, hatyi and hindi ornamentation,
and large mirrors. 92
Despite the prolonged crisis that led to the upheaval in 1730 (H. 1143), the Court
continued to turn its back to the city.93 Ironically all the members of the Court vere
still enjoying themselves in their yals and the Sultan was at Uskiidar on the Asian
coast when the revolt actually broke out.94 After the revolt known as Patrona Hdil
isyam, the rebels forced the new Sultan to pull down all the kegks at SadAbid. 95 It
9 2Bagbakanhk Arivi-Maliye DeftrleriMifredat Deftri, n:4763, pp:25-28.
93 ;em'd~ni-zide, v.I, p:3, p:54.
Also depiced in the mniatures of Surname-i Vehbi and various European engravings.
94''ol gin yevm-i hamis ohnakla herkes zevk u sefasinda ve lem ayardan hlii bir kimsenin
haberi ohnayup bu girih-i eghiya dahi firsat bulup izhar-i fitne edip yirtdiler..."
AMd, p:30.
It vas recorded that during the night of the event, the GrandVizier vas at giragan, the Grand
Admiral vas at Qengelkby, the secretary of foreign affairs yas at Beylerbeyi.
95"... Sa'dabad'da kbgki olan bilsuxn ki gevketli padijah hazretleri enir i ferman eylediler
buglinden sonra *9 gine dek cimle mevcud olan kbgk sahibleri kbfkleri hedm edesiz deyi kol kol
minadiler nida edip Sa'dabad *e gin iginde harab oldu..."
Abdi, p:45.
It seems that the destuction vas juslified for the reestablishment of morals on Islamic principles
for Damat ibrahim Paga yas accused of:
seems that the demolition was executed as a symbolic act and the Sultan prevented
them from being burned by agreeing that they would only be pulled down by their
owners.96 According to Hadkatf'l-Cevdmi, some hundred and twenty kdgks and
kasmr were then demolished by the enraged rebels who arrived before the owners
and pillaged the site.97 None of this discouraged pleasure-seeking in istanbul.98
Sultan Mahmut I, who undertook such strict measures, himself remained engrossed
with his entertainments although he had to be careful not to repeat the fate of his
uncle, Sultan Ahmet III. Therefore, what Hammer concluded as: "les nombreuses
fstes institudes sous le regne du sultan Ahmed avaient toutes sts abolies.. ." was not
true.99
Sultan Mahmut I's reign, chronicled by the historians Sami, Sakir and Subhi who
record the events of 1736-1743 (H.1143-1156) and izzi, who records 1744-1750
(H. 1157-1163), marks a golden period in the history of the Bosphorus. While most of
the palaces and kagks were already repaired and newly built during the reign of the
predecessor, he continued to embellish the shoreline of the Bosphorus and ignored the
Golden Horn and Kagithane, the Palace at Sadabd.100 The Tulip Period had came to
"Sadabad-i bdan etmekle bins olunan kbfklerde olan i'lan-i fisk-u ficira rubsat verdi..."
;em'dni-zaide, v.I, p:4, p:7.
96".ihtirakina riza-yi himaymum yoktur, bu kadar a'di-yi din-i deviet olan milel-i nassraya
b&is-i hande olacak bir mevad olmala ancak hedm ye lahribine ruhsat ye izim olmugdur..."
Subhi.,Tarih, v. Ha. After AktepelKgitbne, p:356.
97AyvansaraygHadikat' il Cevami, p:300.
98 "derhal ;evketli hinkanmza arz ve telhis olunup kerametli efendimiz Topkapusima gog-i
himiybn buyurmqular idi, derakab sade nakkare aldnp igaalanna tomk oynadip sabahisi ki
mah-i mezbunm 21. Pazar gimi samadetle nazire-i gilgest-i Bat-i irem olan Gilhane-i
femfez&ya gi11er gibi r1iy- nak bah-i nezifet ye subi1er gibi b 1iy- fitkh rfih-i letsfet
olup gerefy&b-i kud im buyurdular..."
Desiri SMlh, p: 47.
9 9Hanrmer1Histire, v.XIV, p:308.
100 At the time great care yas given tw those strwtures aready existing. For the renovations
unde taken by the Grand Vizier in 1737 (H. 1150):
RefiklHicri Onikinci, p:166.
For the transportation of tiles from the palace in Edirne 1o islanbulin 1738 (H.1151)
an end, but the festival of the tulip vas celebrated on the same lavish scale as before.
In this vein inciciyan compares the tvo Sultans in their search for pleasures, pomp
and display: "Sultan Mahmud I inclinato ai divertimenti, e non cosi pauroso (of the
sea) come il suo antecedente, si accinse a ristaurare ed abbellir gli antichi palagi sul
Bosforo, n permise di alcuno la vendita, da quello in fuori di Candilli." 101
In Sultan Mahmut I's reign the pleasure palaces vere totally shifted from the Golden
Horn and. Kagithane to the Bosphorus. A riuznmne of 1735-1736 (H. 1148-1749)
recording his daily activities refers to daily visits to the imperial gardens at Kuleli,
Qubuklu(Feyzibsd), and Fenerbahge in 1735.102 In the meantime, the Sultan
resided at the summer palace at istavroz. His trips to the Golden Horn vere limited to
visits to the members of the imperial family. In vinter, he spent his days visiting the
kogks around the Topkapi Palace, at Yali, Sepeteiler, incili, GUlhane kdgks and
Sevkiye kaszr . The number of references to Sogkeemelkasr-z addet, and the
spacious Gulhane Gardens/mahall-ifirdevs qgiyan-i rem are also numerous in the
period that immediately folloved the Tulip Age.1 03 It seems, hovever, that the ko6ks
at Saray Burnuand the summer palace at Topkapi built in 1749 (H.1162) vere merely
starting points for the imperial processions setting off for festivals that took place
RefiklHicri Onikinci, p:170.
The recontruction of the Sad&bid began in 1740.
After AktepelKeithane, p:357-358.
10 1IngigilVileggiatura, p:136.
102SehsuvarojiBojazigi, p:12-13.
Sir J&tibi SalAii Efendi, in his Rznme rpt vakayU yevmyet hazret gekriydri located at
istanbul Oniversivsi Kiltaphanesi, recorded tvo years of Sultan Mahmut I.
The kiosk at Fenerbahge was a favourte imperial retreat on the Asian shore since the sixteenth
century. In the course of the eightenth century, hovever, it vas not much preferred. Grelot, in
the seventeenth and Loos, in the eighteenth century, provide a detiled description and an
illustration of it. Grelot, p:45, Loos, p:64-65, pl:11-12.
Among others, Le Bruyn, p:199, Jehannot, p:291, Motraye, p:167 and Tournefort, p:373
describe the kiosk in the eighteenth century.
103 Destli S&ih, p:21, p:23, p:32, p:33. and p:21, p:47.
elsewhere despite its grandeur and magnificent location at the tip of the promontory.
[Fig.20] Carbagnono noted that:
"A queste fabbriche del Seraglio fu fatto aggiungere dal Gran Signore
Mathmut un altro granwtiosa Appartamento, siMUato a pie (1e1 mare verso
l'imboccatura del Bosforo. Ivi il Sultano e solito trattenersi alcuni
giorni prima d'andare alla villeggiatura, e qualche tempo anche dopo il
suo ritorno. Quest'Edificio ha sessanta e piui camere disposte in buona
ordinanza, e simmetria, e tra esse si distingue un kiosk, ossia loggia
detta Valide-jeri, collocata sulla sponda del lido sopra dodici colonne di
finissimo marmo serpentino. Oltre ii mentovato ergonsi presso alle
mura del serraglio quattr'altri kioski di notabile grandezza, chiamati
Alaj-kioskiu, Ingili kiosk, Sinan kioskiu, e Ialy kioskiu. " 104
Contrary to Hammer's passage cited above the festivals the Court observed were still
varied: In addition to five religious festivals, namely the two Bayrams , the feast of
the Prophet's birthday, the exposing of the Prophet's Mantle/hkrka-ig erif and the
sending of the sacred cover of the Ka'ba to Mekka, there were several imperial
festivals celebrating the births or marriages of princesses, circumcisions of the
princes, and gatherings such as the helva sohbeti in the vinter, and the late gragamn
in the summer, which the Ottoman dignitaries offered the Sultan in their own
residences. Halvet , that is, the promenade of the Harem, was also still practiced. 105
In this period, since there occurred neither victory nor a conquest, the banquet given
before the imperial fleet left the capital for its yearly tour in the Mediterranean
continued to be the only military festival. A Persian tradition, Nevruz , or the
celebration of the New Solar Year, was introduced as a banquet which the Aga of the
104Carbagnano. p:24.
105HammerlHistire, v.XIV, p:72.
For halvet, La Motraye, v. I, p:407.
Janissaries offered to the Sultan.106 In addition to these established ceremonies, each
visit to imperial abodes on the Bosphorus vas celebrated. vith banquets and fetes.
The building craze of the nev Sultan embellished the Asian shores of the Bosphorus,
beginning vith the restoration of the palace at Kandilli. As his lengthy stays at
istavroz suggest, Sultan Mahmut I favoured the imperial kagks, kasirs and palaces
of the Bosphorus on the Asian shore, although he built two kasirs on the hills of
Dolmabahee as vel. 107 Construction vas rapid. For example building the kagk at
Dolmabahge took only three days. 108
Flachat, vho vas eloquent in his descriptions of the garden parties, describes the kegk
at Dolmabahge, vhich vas part of the summer palace at Begikta: "Il annongaqu'il
devoit donner des fates sur les montagne de Dorman Baktzie. On construisit pour cela
un kioske adeux Ptages, avec quelques chambres. On fit un amphitheatre de la
montagne, afin que tout le monde put voir commodement les artifices & les divers
jeux que l'on devoit faire sur la terre & sur l'eau. On assembla les meilleurs
Artificiers, les plus fameux danseurs, tout ce qu'il y avoit de bons scuyers & d'habiles
bateliers. Le Vizir se disposoit aussi A donner un grand festin au Sultan dans la
nouvelle place, oii tous les Grands furent convies."109
106HammerlHistoire, v.XIV, p:191-192.
107Two docmnents from 1748 (H .1161), addressing the prefect of islanbul, refer to the drawings
submitted concerning the construction of these kas:
Bagbakanhk Arpivi-CevdeVSaray 5493 "Domabaede sayeban-1 hnaeyan mahalire yeniden
verilen resim iizerine 1stimmat ile beraber bir kasr injesi hakkinda gehreminine"
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVSaray 5496 "Dolmababhede sayeban-1 himayun mahalli olan lepe
izerinde ve seriler arasinda ve ;ehremini marifetide yapilan kbgk ve sair binalar masanfatma
dair"
108Flachat, t.1, p:13.
109Flachat, t. 1, p: 13.
The Sultan's preference for the Asian shores motivated the Ottoman elite. Divittar
Mehmet Papa built the first kasir of Kiiuksu vhich became one of the bini§-i
hamayuns . Hammer describes the other construction activities on the Asian shore as
follovs: "Quant au Sultan, loin dQ vouloir r4nr par lui-nAm, 11 amplyait da
plaisance ou a en construire de nouveaux. Ainsi, il alla voir, en compagnie du grand-
vizir, du kapitan-pascha et du moufti, le tombeau du gant.. .dans le jardin du
beylerbeg, un nouveau palais riverain du Bosphore (baghiferah)...dans le direction de
Tchengelkoei, la Walide fit consruire un koeschk qu'elle appela Maison de Desir
(schevkabad), afin, que ce nom fnlt en harmonie avec ceux de six autres
koeschks... "110
In addition to those along the Bosphorus, the Sultan undertook extensive construction
in Topkapi Palace. He built a summer palace on the vaterfront. This palace, built in
the middle of the century, marks a substantial change in residential architecture. The
kdgk units vere juxtaposed to form a single long facade, an innovation said to
inspired by accounts of Versailles.111 [Fig.2 1] Carbognano records it had some
sixty-odd rooms, including a kegk allocated to the Valide Sultan. Hammer also gives
a short description of the summer palace vhere he notes the marble pillars on the
facade: "Au serai imperial, pres de la porte des Canons, le Sultan fit bAtir un nouveau
koeschk, soutenu par des colonnes de marbre, dont la couleur 6tait celle de l'aurore, et
qui 'devaient rivaliser avec celles du palais, qui figure dans le paradis terrestre
construit par Schedad." 112 The only plan of the summer palace from post-1789 does
not reveal that this and the Sofa Kagku built also at the Topkapi Palace tovards the end
110HammerHistoire, v. XIV p:307.
11 1The summer-palace at Topkapi vas extensively repaired in 1817, vwas finally burned dovn in
1863.
112HammerHis1oire,V. XIV p:308. After Suphi, p:67 .
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of his reign provided a new conception for the kegk .113 Once a centrally organized
free standing structure, it was nov two or three kegks connected by a corridor. This
is observed in the summer palaces at Begiktag and Sadabad as veil. The pillared
facade, a distinguished feature of these imperial palaces, also became a typical of
element of this change. At Begikta;, it took the form of an arcade on the vaterfront.
[Fig.22] The transformation from palaces as "haphazard aggregates of units" into an
axially organized. symmetrically juxtaposed structure was going to be synchronically
reflected in all the residential types of the day.
The pomp and display that Sultan Mahmut I enjoyed in these new imperial kogks
stirred the imagination of European visitors. The French ambassador Vandal and the
French merchant Flachat described the events following the banquets, the guests
vatching horse races, vrestling and games of marksmanship and listening to verses
composed by the poets of the age: 114
"Le lendemain du Bairan le Sultan sortoit du serrail en grand gala avec
toute sa Cour. Il sembloit qu'il efit voulu faire un pompeuxstalage de
tous les tresors qu'il avoit en sa puissance; les yeux etoient eblouis par
l'eclat des pierreries, des broderies, & des galons en or & en argent
dont les habits de ceux qui etoient ' sa suite & les harnois de leurs
chevaux 6toient enrichis. Les uns 6toient vstus a la Tartare, les autres
en Arabes. Chacun temoignoit la meilleure envie de se distinguer.
Je n'ai rien vue d'aussi agrsable que le spectacle qu'offroit
l'amphithsatre de la montagne de Dorman opposee ' celle o' l'on
voyoit le kiosque & la tente du Sultan, du Vizir, & celles des autres
Seigneurs de Constantinople. Elles 6toient pleines de monde, de mime
que tous les environs de cette montagne. La vari6t6 de la couleur des
habillements, & de la pointe des turbans, formoit un point de vue
charmant; elle ressembloit aux pyramides de vases que les fleuristes
forment dans les jardins, pour mettre les fleurs dans les jour qui leur
convient. Les personnes riches qui n'avoient pas leur tentes, stoient
113Undversilits Bibliotheed l Leiden-Coll. Bodel Nijenhuis-P 168 N130
1 14VUdal, p!85-90.
dans des bateaux sur la mer. Le musiciens ne cessoient de jouer, les
Cavalier Tartares & les'Arabes n'attendoient que le signal pour
commancer a se battre. Des que le Sultan eut donn l'ordre, is
s'slancerent les uns contre les autres; is s'attaquoient & se defendoient
avec une adresse & une agilit6 surprenante. Une svalution succedoit i
une autre; aucune ne se ressembloit. Les voltigeurs firent apres cette
cavalerie admirer leur souplesse & leur force. On servoit des
rafraichissements i toute la Cour. La fete finit par les artifices, les feux
& les illuminations." 115
The extravagances of the Sultan and his viziers were maintained at the expense of the
people, who complained against these abuses and the tyranny of the officers of the
Palace. The desire of Sultan Mahmut I to construct his great mosque on the models of
European churches aroused the ire of the ulema.116 Mafmut I's intentions were
noted by a number of Westerners in residence in the capital at the time: "He sent
architects to collect models of the Christian Cathedrals in Europe, that his mosque
might be constructed from the perfections of them all. This heterodox intention,
however, was opposed by the Ulema, who denounced it as a desecration of a temple
dedicated to the prophet." 117 The complaints of the peoples at large did not reach the
throne, though the general discontent manifested itself in frequent fires and numerous
disorders.
In the meantime, the geg tradition spread among the peoples of Istanbul as a whole.
Inciciyan refers to the ulema, who repeatedly preached against pomp and display but
paradoxically settled in stately yals at a prominent site in the environs of Bebek
when they escaped from the catastrophic plague and fires in the city:
"I nobili ed i letterati turchi, detti Julema, hanno ognor preferito le rive
del Bosforo, e spezialmente quella della costa di Romelia, per formarvi
115Flachat, t. 1, p:14.
116Dallavay, p:103.
117 Alom and WaishlSeven Churches, p:12.
ogni anno le loro estive abitazioni. Fin al tempo di Sultan Mahmud I,
cosi comincio a fare anche il popolo, che vassi a poco a poco
modellando sull'esempio de'grandi. Senza che servirono pur di
eccitamento le pestilenze, che spinsero gli uomini alla fuga, ed alla
scelta delle contrade presso il canale, che una volta gustate non piul si
abbandonarono ne'mesi cocenti, cessato anche i1 flagello della peste.
Anche gl'indendj vi contribuirono assai, costringendo il popolo ad
andare in traccia di abitazione, dove pil tornasse in acconcio. " 18
A further indication of tolerance for alien concepts and ideas if not a change in mood
and mentality during the reign of Sultan Mahmut I can be seen in the successful
construction of the controversial mosque vhich vas finished under the patronage of
Sultan Osman III, successor of Mahmut I. Therefore called Nur-i Osmaniye, it is a
prime example of the Ottoman Baroque. 119
Sultan Osman III, vho ruied the Empire for three years (1754-1757), vas knovn to
be against Westernization. His hostility vas demonstrated by burning the Western
furnishings of the palaces. 120 Sultan Mustafa III, vho succeeded him abandoned
many palaces he deemed superfluous, and retrenched the expenditures of the Palace as
well. Hovever, Sultan Mustafa III, had a frivolous, though cruel, character and was
also fond of indulging in diversions in the palaces of the Bosphorus. It seems, then,
although the festival atmosphere and the construction craze that took place among the
Ottoman dignitaries in the Tulip Age continued to be harshly criticized, it did not
come to an end abruptly; on the contrary, it accelerated during the reign of Sultan
Mahmut I and Mustafa III and was continued under Sultan Abdilhamit 1.121
11 8Ingigil1illggiatura, p: 136-137.
119The roots of Werdnzation in Otoman archilecture has long been searched in the constrution
of Kagithane on the plans of Versailles and Marly, brought ID islanbul by Yiumisekiz Mehmet
Qelebi, the first Ottoman ambassador t France, upon the order of Sultan Ahmet III.
120Allom and Walshi Seven Churches, p-xxv.
121"...lskin viizerhya ^ zim olan nizam-1i 1emi yalmz germe kasr etmeyiip bir elinde altun ve bir
elinde kihg ye bainda kilab olmakttr...
gem'd&ni-zade, v.I, p:10.
inciciyan bear witness to the development: "Sultan Mustafa III, per esempio, fece
piantar Bejler-bei, perche fornisse di annua dote la moschea da lui eretta in Scutari, e
Sultan Hamid fabbricb il palazzo di Emirghenoglu-bahgesi per provveder di rendita il
Pum Imarat prsso una dQll porta di Costantinopoli, detto Bahge-capusu, o porta
dell'orto. "122 In the following century the number of stately buildings along the
Bosphorus reached its peak. Sultan Abdblhamit I built an entire district at Emirgan,
and later at Beylerbeyi that vould compare to Sultan Ahmet III's Bebek in execution.
Miss Pardoe explains this building craze in terms of the superstitious aspirations of
the Ottoman Sultans: "During the youth of Sultan Mahmoud, he was induced to
consult a celebrated astrologer, who, among other predictions, foretold, that while he
continued to build palaces, he should be successful in all his undertakings. And it
would appear that he put the most perfect faith in the prophecy, for every pretty bay
in the Bosphorus has its kiosque, and the number of his residences in the immediate
vicinity of the capital amounts to fifty-seven. "123
From the primary accounts of the day, such as the chronicle of Hakim, Qegmizade,
MusazAde, Beheeti Hasan and Enveri, collected in Vasif Efendi's chronicle
terminating in the year 1774, it is possible to reconstruct a chronology of the palatial
preferences of the Sultans along the Bosphorus for the rest of the eighteenth century,
during the reigns of Sultan Abdilhanit I (1773-1789) and Sultan Selim III (1789-
1807). Semdsni-zade Findiklili Silleyman Efendi, in Mar'i't-Tev&i , records the
events of the years 1730 through 1777, in which he too noted the increase in the
number and variety of use of imperial kegks and kasrs just after the Tulip age. 124
12 2Ingigi1Villeggiatura, p:138.
123Miss PadoefBeauties, p:17.
124In addition Sogukjeme (H. 1143), Bahariye (H. 1145), (H. 1147), (H. 1152), (H. 1153),
Beylerbeyi(H.1148), ( H. 115-8), (H. 1168),11 Vidos (H. 1152), Beykoz (H. 1153), Yenibahge
(H.1153), Sadabad (H. 1154), (H. 1168), (H. 1171), (H. 1177), Oskidar (H. 1155),
Begiklag (H.1156), (H.1160), (H.1161), (H.1168), (H.1171), (H.1173), Dohnabae
This is also verified by the numerous documents recording visits, repairs and
constructions related to the palaces and kiosks on the Bosphorus. It seems, then, vhile
Besikta continued to be the major summer palace, on occasion the Sultan repaired to
the Sveet Waters of Europe at the end of the Golden Horn vhere the imperial gardens
at Kasithane and Karaagag vere located. In this period preparations and ceremonies
during the change of imperial seat from Topkapi Palace to Besiktas and Karaaag and
back to Topkapi, codified as Nak-i hkmayun be-s&hi-saray-Begikta125 and Maki-
(H.1161), (H.1167), (H.1171), Karaag (H.1171), (H.1175), (H.1176), (H.1180),
(H.1191), Feyzabad- Anadolu Hisari(H.1159).
125
"Bi-hamdihi sibhinehu ve 1 'i atyeb-i mevisim ve eyysm olan fasl-i bahr idrik ve iym-i
gehre-i zarneye iddet-i zemis1&an&nz olan zeng-i inkibazi mcell& ve t&bnSk edip feyz-i
wmiye-i rebi ile dept i sahr& numine-nima-yi ssha-i cennethl'1-me'v& ve beant-i neb&t
hulel-i zebercedfem ie baj u ragda kamet-efrSz-i ive vri istiina olup halib-i andelib fir&z-i
g1bliinde hutbe-i sullan-i gtih gig-i mutavattinan-i gemene isil ye naathn-i gah-i gil yand
bijbil iide-dil mahfel-i merg-zkxda sitfyig-i Wah-i bahin tafsil ye icms edip:
[ph-i bak hele adi mustedm otsun/Yine eh4i-t glzra etdi Mtf-i amm
Rmayyet-i gememni kaldurp av&zud Yrne gel&I gened o Hfn&-i kadim
Urok-z hugk-i. k9ma nemd edp sereyartCon& suzr- hay&t-.& kihem izm- rambn]
Basit-i gabr& riyihn-i ginmb-gin ile manend-i nak-i bukelamun ve saha-i sed& env&-i
envfr u ezhar ile negat-efz&-yi derm olup fe-li-haz&1tab-i himayfin-1 saf-makrinda meyl-
inezzihi ilaki nakuil derkr ve lbdil-i makarr u rekna hhid ii rabet bedidir olmagla igbu
Cumsdelghirenin 23. hamis gim& mnend-i felek-i gehnm bir burgdan bir burca szim yani
sar&y-i dilrs-yi milikkeden bi';-;evkeli ve'l-ikb&l zevak-sivir-i nakl-i hareket ve
gibla-fermi-yi cmiin-i erbaa olan nilzhet saray-1 Begiklaga s8ye-endaz-i mecd i ibbehet
oldular"
Ahmet Vasif Efendi, p:40.
"Mevsim-i bahgr-i bediul-asar kudumiyle bavnlardan kesifet ve sahrdian sikiet zil olup
ebr-i Nis-n ezhir-i gemen-sit~na ifeze-i hay&t-i lelafet ye nesim-i fazl-i rebi ;ikife-zr-i
hazbn-dideye nefh-i rfi-i tervet etmekle murgan Gi-ecniha sibe-si birer rdhl-i
nevrslyi makam ve andelibn-i bi-nevi ph-i gide biter gine 6gz ie bende-i sil-i
mahwm eyledikieriiden gayri ri-yi dery& mecfi-yi sfdan mcell& ve rezet iseyrinde
fiiziim-i ferah u ne;t hiiveyda olup fe-h-hiz& tab-i ma~li neb-i miliiknede meyl-ilenezzh
ye 1erakkul bedidir ve ratbet-i lemSS-yi sanat-i kirdi-gsr-i pik; r olduguna binwen ;ehr-i
mezkinm yedimci isneyn gi sshilsaray-i Begiklagi nakl-i himaynlanyla re;k-endsz-i
baj-1 item buyurdular"
Ahmet Vasif Efendi, p:255.
"Asiline-i sadet-agiyineye rakl-i hmayin mysimi hull etnekden nSi ibu muhanemil-
harmin ikinci Qaramba ginihalife-iriy-i zemin medd Allah zillehii ale'l-slmin hazretleri
sady-1 dil-sr-yi millueyi refk-emz-i huld-i bexin buyurdular"
Ahmet Vasif Efendi, p:369 .
i hurmayun be-saray- I amire126 as vell as Nakl-i hkmayun-i gehriyi' be-hadika-z
Karaa127 and Nakl-i amayun-u gekriydri ez-bge-i Karaaca be-sarazy-i
cedidl28 vere continously referred to in the chronicles of the day and various
docunents from the State Archives. In this period apparently the Sultan retired to the
Topkapi Palace only during the state ceremonies. Niebuhr, a contemporary observer,
confirms that in 1776: "The Sultan has many houses of pleasure, both in the
neighbourhood of the capital, and on the shores on the channel of the Black Sea. But
the reigning Sultan (Abdilhamit I) goes no vhere but to Kara Agadsch, the gloomy,
solitary, situation of vhich suits the melancoly complexion of his mind. He is
126"y - sayf hikmni icr& ve mevsim-i harif duhliyle havsarda &sar-1 btridet rn-nuim^
ve bu sebeble derini-1 ilh&m-me;hin-1 hazret-i hifet-perihidenr nak ye ebdil-i mekin
hfletleri cilveger ve hiveyd& olmagla binen-aleyh i4bu mfh-1 zilk'denin 5. Pazaertesi gini
Eyledi bir burca tahvil &fitab
rnefhimu ijzere sShil-saray-i Begikagdan kenil-i c~h u ikbi1 ile hareket saray-i dil-kra-yi
amireyi kudmim-i mekrim-liiz m-1 ihaneleiyle mehbit-i env-i saadet eylediler"
Ahmet Vasif Efendi, p:198.
"Eyyam-i ;id ye even-i bsriden berf ye sermi Vkaurib ve bu milibese ie havIla kessfet
terettlib edup Asiane-i saidete nakl-i himayin iride-i aliyye buyurulduguna bminen i4bu
Zilhiccetii-;erifenin 3. Cuma ghni alesseber pidigah-i sutide-siyer dime mrdamwg-;ems ve'1
kamer hazietleris ay-1 Begikadan ref-iraht-i ikamet ye s yi bihigt-sss-yi
mJikse1erine vaz-i psy-i geref ye rabet buymdular"
Ahmet Vasif Efendi, p:290.
"sahilsaray-1 Begiktagin bazi mahallerilamite muhag olduguna bmen Topkapuda miceddeden
inga oluian kusir-i bi-kusir bir mbddet vd6cd-i &lem-sbmid-i mifkne ile kesb-i geref-i
na-mahsir etmigidi zikr ohuman a'mir bu esnsda hayyiz-resn-i hilrm ve diiye-i nakl i
itizim cilveger-i zamir-i pidigih-i dx&a-gulim olmala binsberin i#bu gehr-i Recebil
miireccebin 3. isneyn gini sahilsaray-i Begika" kvim- i meyimin Nzim-1 pdi lehiie
mahsid-i censan oldu"
Ahmet Vasif Efendi, p:341
127"leb-i ciy-i keder-giy-i Sadabadda 'aki Karaatag gilen sarayimn naz~xet-i ezhr-i behget-
efzsimn heng&mi ve lelafet-i ecar-i h&Iet-babsimn eyy~mu olmaila padigih-i riy-1 zemin
ve gehenJi-i gevket-&yin efendimiz hazretleri ni-1 mezb iu3n 18. isneyn gini saray-1
cedidden ;evket u ikbl ye saadet i icll ile ol sahibsaray-i siemr&ya nakl-i humayfn buyuxmaga
her zerre hik-i anber-nskid yimn-i makdem-i p~digshaneleriyle kihkil-cevibir-i dide-i &fib ve
her cay-i gevk-efzisim bersber-i pihr-i nuh ki&b buyuidular"
gegmizade, p:39.
128
"birkag eyysm hazret-i pdigsh-i ensm, devIet i saidetle 8rsm buymxduklan Karaaag
bahgesinden1 3s1f&y-1 haz buyumulup mevsim-i eviasit-i sayf muktezsi 2zere havslann
gerniyyeti dahi istid~d bubnagla letafet-i hav& ve neziret-i Blem-nimn ie cimle-i enmkine rchkm
misellem ve regk-endsz-i dero.n-i bag-i irem olan mi1ekay-1 Babr-1 siyih u sefid ysM sarly-1
mna1&y-t redid-e gehr-i TPeiilevvelin 25 prgni esraf-i Pzminede izz 1 iciel ilp nak*-i himayin
buymuldu.gepmizade, p:47.
suffering the others to fall into ruins: He has caused several of them to be pulled
down, and the materials to be employed in building public baths and mosques." 129
In this period, as Karaagag Gardens on the Golden Horn regained a popularity, some
of the palatial ka§ks and kasirs along the Bosphorus were in temporary use and kept
in repair. The unstable condition in the physical upkeep ;f the palaces had long
surprised the Westerners. In 1789, Lady Craven expresses her disappointment about
the sudden, impulsive and seemingly unmotivated desertion:
"There is one on the Asiatic side in the midst of a fine garden, falling to
ruin very fast -in it there is yet costly looking-glasses and furniture,
these are not removed but suffered to fall and perish as it may please the
vinds and ruin to direct- As no one is to touch or remove anything, the
Porte and the public are equally losers; the garden large enough to
make a beautiful park, is quite vild; and as no one goes into it, one of
the finest spots on that coast, just facing the Seraglio, is lost to everyone
- I find this is the case with every royal residence, which vben
abandoned by the caprice of the sovereign, is not demolished or
unfurnished, but left in the same manner." 130
Some observers did not hesitate to interpret this practice as mere superstition
regarding the continuity of the dynasty: "A very absurd prejudice prevails respecting
the private property of deceased sultans; their women are immured for life, and their
palaces, however gorgeous, are condemned to a most sacred appropriation, and being
left uninhabited, become a kind of mausoleum, till they have yielded to a gradual
decay, and a new edifice, the work of some future prince, rises from the ruins." 131
In fact, each Sultan did appear to mark his reign by promoting a new imperial
residence for seasonal retreats. Since construction within the Topkapi Palace was
129 Niebuhr, p:23.
130Lady Craven, p:231.
13 1Dallavay, p:119.
limited, desertion of waterfront palaces along the Golden Horn and the Bosphorus
that vere favoured by the previous reign in favour of a newly repaired ones among
the already abandoned became a common practice.
As opposed to the earlier chronicles that are referred to for the first half of the
century, in Ahmet Vasif Efendi's Mehdsin?-Asar ve Hakaikf'l-Ahbar , neither the
construction activities nor the gag -& hUmayuns were described in detail. As in other
archival documents, it made references to Sultan's change of abode between the years
1783 and 1787 (H. 1196-H. 1201), but other than Besikta; none of the particular sites
were named. 132 The reign of Sultan Selim III, which has been claimed to bear
similarities to that of Sultan Ahmet III, was indeed marked by a similar construction
activity: (re)construction of palaces and kiosks along the Bosphorus. His personal
involvement has also been marked as similar to that of Sultan Ahmet 111.133 The
palatial complexes at Kagithane and Tersane Gardens were also revitalized at the end
of the eighteenth century. Therefore, as Westerners like Pertusier observed:
"In the fine season, there are few points of the banks of the Bosphorus
which he does not visit; employing on each excursion two days in the
week. These relaxations from affairs and business, when applied to the
Sultan, are termed beniche; but when to subjects, are called to make
keif. This last expression, one of very common use in the Turkish
language, corresponds to joy and joviality. To be in keif, to make keif,
therefore, among the orientals denotes the highest measure of
satisfaction and gladness. It has, however, no relation to the delights
afforded by Momus and his crev; but indicates that happy peace of
heart and mind which rejects all violence of emotion; which places
132Achival documents recording the year afler 1776 (H. 1190) also have the same shortcomings.
All the references are general and made 1D "sahdsaay","sayfiye" , "sahddeki saray naki-i
hmayun", and "etaf yadaa".
133l1Bakan!1k Argivi-Ht-1 Htmrny'n 13414 (H. 1208) "Kaeithaiye vandim, Wpilar aeip, miAi
ebniyesine dikkat olunmuyor, Haskby kiglasim gordim- ahap, bense Tersane kilasi gibi enbih
eylemigim"f
man, in some sort, in an internediate state betveen terrestrial and
celestial enjoynent." 134
From this one can conclude that the seasonal changes of the imperial abodelgeg-&
hamayun and return to the Topkapi Palace/naki-i hamayun, and daily visits to
imperial kegks and kasirs /bini-i hmayun have become major events, a kind of
secular festivity and were shared by the people at large. Immersed in pomp and
display on imperial orderlizn-i hamayun ile velvele endaz-i debdebe-i nakkare-i
sade mateyya kdZnp, 135 these vere documented in imperial decrees as involving a
large group of Palace personnel. 136 The imperial processionslmevkib-i hkamnayun
and alay-z &reyya arranged for each imperial landing consisted of a series of
rituals. 137 Public buildings, such as bakeries, bridges or boathouses vere hurriedly
repaired for an imperial procession.138 There are nurerous documents regarding
134PertusieriPicturesque, p:78
135 Desikri Sli~h, p:47.
In addition 1D an abundant number of documents recording single cases, there a two registers
recording yearly:
Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Argivi-D.6717: A record of "sayfiye" in 1781 (H. 1195).
Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Argivi-D.5040: A record of imperial "gdg" and "b&4n" in 1795 (H. 1210).
13 6Numerous documents recording the tansportation of furnishings, food supplies of all possible
kinds, and even specific amounts of wood and coal hogafbk odwn for specific dishes reveal in
delail the malerial cultuxe at the time. It seems that the expenses of every the g6g vas
meticulously kept, and annually regislers were preparedIsayfiye defteri. There exists several of
such registers but none could have been exploiled for the present investigation.
Topkapi Sarayl Mizesi Argivi-D.6717 in 1781 (H.1195).
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVtSaray 5040 in 1795 (H. 1210).
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdetVSaray 8735 in 1801 (H.1216).
13 7Destiri Silih, p:21.
It vas cuslomary that members of the cental administration offered precious gifts 10 the Sultan
at each occasion of gag . Two documents exemplify the list of gifts two the Sultan. One is from
1783 (H. 1196) and lists the gifts presented by the Grand Vizier and the Aga of Darissaade, the
second one is from1804 (H. 1219) and lists the gifts of Grand Vizier Yusuf Paga:
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdetVSaray 2921.
Bagbakanrhk Argivi-CevdeV/Saray 917.
Sultan himself presened gifts as vell:
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdetVSaray 2309. (H. 1155)
138 There are numerous documents regarding the repair work done especially on bridges, landing
places and boathouses:
Bagbakanhk Argivi-Cevdet1Saray 1858 (H. 1244) "Mevkib-i htmayun lazimesi igin Yenikbyde
buhman fodla furunu ile Tarabya kayikhanesinin tamiri"
the repair of landing stages for the sultans on official visits/sandal- * hsmayun, and
incognito visits/tebdil-i khmayun and for the members of the courtlagalar vhich
indicate a different set of rules and ceremony. A number of chronicles of
ceremonies, such as rznames or tarih-i tegnfiatts, and diaries kept by the private
diary vriter/srkdtib of Sultan Selim III139 and Naim Efendi 140 describe these daily
rituals at the closing of the century vhen the sultans completely left the closed
barriers of the Palace.
When his highness vent on one of those excursions, he vas preceded by a multitude of
caiques and barges, some carrying his officers, pages, and guards; others his horses
and camp-equipment. His officers, in the barges vhich preceded him, sat backwards
in the caique facing the Sultan. In these excursions, the Sultan imitated the Byzantine
emperors, who used to repair, with great pomp, to the villas they possessed along the
Bosphorus. 141 The procession to the summer palaces, kagks and kasirs was as
glorious as the procession to Eyup to gird the holy svord, a ceremony as important as
enthronement. 142 The imperial caique was painted 'white, gilded and crovned with
139 This diary, kept at Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi, records the period between 15 March 1791 and
26 December 1802.
Tahsin Oz, Tarik Vesikalan,v. III, n.13 (1944), p:26-35; n:14 (1944), p:102-116; n:15 (1949),
p:183-199...
140 Fatih Millet Kitiphanesi, SelimiyelPertv Papa 464.
Aziz Berker, Tarih Vesikalan, v. III, n:13 (1944), p: 69-80; n:14 (1944), p:150-160; n:15 (1949)
p:230-240...
141"La main de 1'homme est venue ensuite embellir tuts ces beaulss naturelles du Bosphore, une
suite de bourgs et de villages sur le bord de la mer, depuis Consntinople, jusqu'a l'embouchure
presque de la Mer Noire, de beaux idifices, et de brillants Palais de Sultans, dans lesquels les
descendants d'Osman, a l'exemple des empereurs Grecs, habitent pendant neuf mois de l'arne,
bordent les deux rives du dbtroit, et rendent le sbjour de ces beaux enchanteurs d'une beauti
ineffable."
Philologue et Arch6ologue, p:180.
142"I Greci per esprimere quesla gita diceano Proodos, o Prokorisin (1o slesso vocabolo si usava
eziendio per le solenni visie, che faceevano gl'imperalori alle principali Chiese), ciob
processione, progresso, ecc. (processus appresso i Romani (apresso i Romarni chiamavasi
processus, A pocesin la g~ila Rlenne dei Consoli al Ciuo) anzi cosi chiamavan ghl scritori
Bizantini tutto il tempo di siffatta villeggiatura."
IngigilVilleggiatura, p: 139-140.
an avning, a silk red canopy over the sultans' station, and decorated vith three gilded
lanterns. It vas called the hooked prov/kancabag . This caique, vhich carried the
Sultan to his destination, vas folloved by another one, adorned in the sane manner
but vith a long sharp prov and called a felucca, to vhich the Sultan changed on his
vay back to the Topkapi Palace. There vere twenty six pairs of oars, and the
Bostancibai Aga vas in charge of the rudder. The Harem vas transported in twenty-
four oared caiques vith white silk canopies that were latticed. 143 The heir-apparent/
gehzade had a caique with twenty oars, and a blue silk canopy, he was folloved by the
Grand Vizier in his twenty oared caique with a green silk canopy. The Seyhnlislam
and other grandees had nine oared caiques without canopies. Others in the imperial
procession vere similarly ranked. On his way the Sultan was greeted on several
locations by cannon volleys.14 4 Baron de Tott noted that: "La grace, la lsgsrets, la
richesse de ses bateaux ne peuvent atre comparses ' rien de ce que nous avons dans ce
genre."1145
The hierarchy in the procession of the caiques, the size, number of oars, and the color
assigned for a high ranking official vere all rigidly codified.146 D'Obsson's
For a description of the procession of the Byzantine emperors 1o their seasonal abodes:
IngigilVilleggiatura, p:140-143.
143"La gita del Harem o Gineceo a'palazzi d'esae precede di qualche gioro quella del Gran
Signore, e fassi con estrema gelosia."
IngigilVilleggiatura, p:144.
144Dirimlekint Onsekizinci, p:99
Among others, Lechevalier, Choiseul-Gouffier, Dallavay and Baron de Tott records the
ceremony.
145Baron de Tott, p:239.
IngigilVilleggiatura, p:146-148.
1About the regulation: islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bogazigi", p.689. (G6kbilgin)
"Era di qualche diett il vedere il Sultano venre il mar nero con alcuni de'piun cari sopra caicci di
24 remi ed al remo slavano li buslangi cios, Giardinieri, che servono di guardia al serraglo, ed il
Boslangi bassi loro capo uno de'ministriregeva il timore. Appariva ancora alle vole con un
caicco tutto dorato in fonma di saicca riccambte adorna1o, e cosi andava da un loco all'altro, e
visilava le case de'suoi considenti, iicevendo pretiosi regali, e le prime vole passo mollo vicino i
nostri quartieri, e riguardava le gelosie delle nosre fenestre, dietro le quali noi eramo rimirando,
non potendosi rimaner fuori er aperamente vederlo."
engraving shoving the old Beikta Palace and the hierarchy of the procession of the
imperial caiques better illustrates the discipline and the codes that governed it.
[Fig.23] The imperial galley and a keght-i Sultani are depicted in front of Sultan
Ahmet'r kagk, Harm buildings and kasr of the Privy Chamber of the Old Tersane
Palace. [Fig.24] A miniature from Surname-i Vehbi, vhich shovs Sultan Abmet III
in a galley also illustrates his fear from open sea. [Fig.25]
A number of detailed verbal descriptions of various imperial caiques can be found in
nineteenth-century travellers' records. 147 While one of the most observant
travellers, Dallavay, notes the decoration as a ... grotesque taste displayed in the
shape of these barges, vhich is sometimes that of a dragon, the head and tail being
covered vith burnished gold",148 some recorded only the ceremonial order. Allom,
after repeating the order of the procession, noted that: "...belov the canopy, sits the
Reis, the important person vho guides it, vith its valuable freight. This man is often
chosen for his humour.. "1'49
Imperial caiques carried the Sultan to the mosques on the vaterfront as well. After
the construction of the Beylerbeyi Palace, Friday vorship vas performed at the
Ortak6y mosque. The imperial mosques built after this period vere all located along
the Bosphorus and by their very location on the vaterfront, broke vith tradition. A
case in point is the Nusretiye Mosque. Mosques had been built on the Bosphorus and
the Golden Horn before but until the eighteenth century they all ignored the presence
of the vater: their fore courts vere never part of the landscape. Rather these courts
vere located away from the sea, and served as the neighbourhood piazza. After the
Benaglia, p:61.
147Pocoche, p:126.
148 Dalavay, p:134.
149 AiDom and WalshlSeven Churches, p:3.
nineteenth century, the open, infinite quality of the sea was exploited. Nusretiye and
the imperial mosques on the shores that followed, had their courtyards on the
immediate waterfront to welcome the peoples of faith. The route of the sultans'
ceremonial prayers had also shifted to the shores of the Bosphorus. The many palaces
and numerous imperial kagks and kaszrs, parks and gardens along the shores that the
sultans visited daily, initiated a new religious processional path.
Even the most sacred ceremony of the Ottoman Imperial Court, the girding of the
sword which took place at Eyup, was modified and reestablished in a new
processional path. In 1807, when Sultan Mustafa IV left for Eyup for the ceremony
on his horse's back. After the ceremony he returned to the palace by the imperial
caique. Until then this ceremony was strictly obaserved in the reverse order and the
sultans made a ceremonial entry to the city from the gate at Edirnekapi.
It can be concluded that in the course of the eighteenth century, the tradition of
seasonal gag-u hzmayun in istanbul favoured completely first the waterfront, and
gradually the shores of the Bosphorus. Although there vere imperial gardens inland,
the kagks and kasirs in these gardens were not suitable for lengthy stays by the
Sultan. In this respect, these complexes cannot be compared to giftliks, the country
homes of the wealthy urban Ottomans.150 [Fig.26] From the numerous inventories
and repair accounts, some scattered information can be gathered about the parts of the
imperial garden complexes. The Mafredat Defteri that was prepared in 1704
(H. 1116) for Sultan Ahmet III, which in some cases recorded the interior furnishings
150For an eighteenth century gifdit as conceived by the Europeans a design for Sanislas
Leszczynski, The Duc of Orleans, can be examplary: Slanislas Leszczynski Tschifflick,
Gesamlansicht, Stich von J.F.Duchesnois in J.Rau and G.v.d. Schulenburg, Emmanuel Heri,
Berlin, 1973, Abb.2.
in these garden structures as vell, is more revealing. 151 The inland imperial gardens
that, overlooked the Sea of Marmara, such as the Davut Papa, Iskender 9elebi,
Florinda, Harami Deresi, Vidos, Siyavu Papa and Halkali Gardens, were visited only
for a short period of tine. In the Davut Papa Gardens, for example, the register
records the following: an arched room, a small kagk overlooking the flower garden,
a sofa overlooking a large pool, a pantry, a large room decorated with tiles that was
allocated to the Valide Sultan, another k6k in the flower garden allocated to the
Valide Sultan, a room vith glass vindows, the kitchen of the Valide Sultan's quarters,
the guest rooms, the mosques of the Sultan and the Agas, the kasir of the Grand
Admiral, a kagk that belonged to a certain Mehmet Papa, the garden, the pool, several
underground spaces that were overlooking the private rooms/halvethaneye nazzr
mdteaddid tahtlar, the corridors, the Privy Chamber outside the garden, the room
for the holy relics/hirka-i gerif and the rooms of the accountant Papa and
swordbearer/sildhdar .152 From the other repair accounts it is possible to identify
the women's quarters, a bakery, several stables and straw-ricks, kitchen, rooms for
the guards and the halberdiers, other rooms, a mosque, water channels, fountains, a
hamam, several tiled ovens and the mansions of several Court personages such as the
swordbearer, the messenger at the Sublime PorteIgukadar, the watchman/riabdar,
the chief of the door-keepers/kapu aasi , and the aa of the Privy Chamberlhas
odabagz aasz 153
In addition, the same Mdfredat Defteri records some of the furnishings and the
belongings. In the Florinda Gardens no furnishings were recorded; whereas in the
15 1Numerous documents reveal that on each occasion of g6g countless boats carried furnishings
such as carpets, mattings, kihen utensils and the like vhich vere probably sMred at the
Mehterhanelthe imperial music house.
15 2Erdojantislanbul Bahgeleii, p:156.
153Erdogantistanbul Bahgeleri, p:154-156.
Iskender 9elebi Gardens, there vere bolsters from end to end, cotton cushions,
carpets and prayer rugs from Upak, evers, bovis, and various copper cups. Similarly
at the Vidos Gardens the recorded furnishings and belongings consisted of evers,
bovls, vases for flovers, trays, glasses, cups, a mirror decorated vith mother of
pearl, prayer rugs, curtains, scarfs, bolsters, cushions, carpets and felts. 154
It vould be illuminating to compare the daily life in a summer palace vith the
Topkapi Palace. Since these complexes vere not defined by the Court ceremonial, the
major organizational pattern should have been searched in the ceremonial and
institutional organization of the imperial household on vacation vhere humility meets
the grandeur. Unfortunately, the only information that could be gathered from
chronicles such as terifiyes , kudumiyes and ruzndmges that record daily activities
of the Sultans, does not help to reconstruct the relationship betveen the ceremonial
and formal planning of a summer palace at this state of research. Reviving the
tradition of vithdraval to the country in Istanbul vas connected to the
changing dynamics of Ottoman society as a vhole. Hovever, the differention
betveen the gag-& hmayun and the gag had traditional overtones. This vas
reflected on the architectural topography of the city, as vell as on the making of the
yalz for the vealthy and the humble citizens of Istanbul. While the yahl vas
primarily for pleasure and repose, it could be purely utilitarian and furnish a shelter
for the family. In times of the plague it vas also used as a refuge. In the eighteenth
century, the larger Court, namely the imperial family and the members of the central
administration, acted as intermediaries betveen the imperial household and the rest of
the society in their vithdraving to the yadis. This vas a result of the changing
structure of the imperial household.
15 4Euogntistanbul Babgeleri, p:156-158.
B. THE PATRONAGE OF THE IMPERIAL FAMILY IN SEARCH OF PLEASURE ON THE VATERFRONT
In the eighteenth century, Ottoman Sultans seemed to be eager to arrange marriages
of their sisters, daughters and the daughters of their brothers to high ranking
members of the military bureaucracy. New-born girls in the imperial family were
immediately engaged or married to a high Ottoman official. If this chosen son-in-lav
died of old age, or was killed for political reasons (people did not die from old age
very frequently in those days), she was married to others regardless of her or their
age. These frequent marriages of Ottoman princesses to a succession of appointees of
and above the rank of paga functioned as a way of ensuring the continuity of the
dynasty by revarding the supporters, not only by enfeoffing them, or by appointing
them to lucrative administrative posts but also by taking them into the imperial
family. In this way, the emergence of rival families whose power could challenge the
throne was also prevented.
After the sixteenth century the Ottoman Sultans drew into the Harem. After Sultan
Selim I, the Sultans were not married according to the religious lav. The Harem had
become a household of numerous concubines. 155 As the word harem /sacred itself
indicates, its function of ensuring continuity vas always considered to be sacred in
Islamic courts, but its importance grew under a dynastic rule because of its effect on
political power. In the formative years of the Ottoman Empire, political power was
held by the princes and their mothers coming from dynasties of equal power. 156 In
the eighteenth century, the ranking of the male members of the dynasty became
155 Sultan Sileyman I, vho maried to his beloved Hirrem Sultana, is an exception in this tradition.
156Taewri, pp:247-250.
For the eAy Tnarriges in the fnnation period of the Empke when the princely mothers came
from poverful families and there was a ranking among the sons through the background of their
mothers.
irrelevant because political pover resulted from marriage betveen the royal
princesses and the leading statesmen. This shift in pover from the male to the female
arena, secluded men in the harem and moved the vomen out of the Harem to take
charge of an independent hierarchy of households. This change in socio-political
structure vas soon reflected in the architecture and the topography of the capital. 157
The topographical manifestation of the patronage of vomen illuminates tWo factors
vital to the making of the Bosphorus in the eighteenth century. First, it discloses that
there vas a hidden hierarchy in the settlement of the imperial family on the shores of
the Bosphorus vhich vas folloved by the high ranking statesmen related to the
imperial family and the higher echelons of the administrative command. The distance
of these specific locations to the center of pover at the Topkapi Palace vas vital in the
organization of space. Second, it sheds light on the architectural manifestations of
these quasi-imperial households linked to the households of leading statesmen of
diverse ethnic and geographic origins vho acted as intermediaries betveen the arts of
the different cultures of the Empire.
The birth of Sultan Ahmet III's first daughter, Fatma Sultana, vhich vas celebrated in
lengthy festivals in 1704, marked the shift in the acceptance of vomen as leaders in
the imperial family 158 Thus anev form of a "sultanate of vomen" came into being
157 Suitan's mother having a prinvae residence and a househoid of her ovn coincided with the great
fires at the Old Palace vhere the larger Harem used ID live in 1687, 1715 and 1726. The residence
of the Valide Sultn in the city vas locavd at ibrahim Paga-i Atik in 1730 (H. 1143).
158
"Le grand nombre de soeurs que cette princesse eut dans les quinze annes du rbgne de son pere,
permettent de croire qu'Ahmed, qui n'avait alors que trCnte arm, aurait eu dans les quinze ainees
pricdents, un nombre non moins grand d'enfans, si les princes renfermis dans le serai pour
garantir la succession au tr6ne pouvaient avoir d'autre femmes que des femmes siriles. Qnoique
les Ottmans prient rarement une grande attntion ' la naissance d'une princesse, celle de la
file premibre nrhe,fut cependant cilibrie avec un luxe inaccoutumb. Les corporations
rivalisbrent de magnificence dans leur imarche pompeuse; des feux d'artifices sur l'eau,
reprisentant des chateaux et des fortresses de l'invention d'Ali-Pascha, vieux rensgat frangais
de Marseille, augmentirent la joie publique."
in the course of the eighteenth century: the sultans came to rely more and more on
the support and advice of their mothers, sisters and daughters and stayed for long
periods of time in their residences. At a critical moment during the 1730 revolt,
Sultan Ahmet III turned to his twenty year old daughter Hatie for advice. 159
The connection to the imperial family must also have been important for the Ottoman
grandees vho married the princesses. The princesses vere a secure channel to
transfer vealth to future generations either through endowments or through
inheritance. Hovever, in the eighteenth century, it vas the sultans vho looked for
rich gifts from prospective sons-in-lay and others on the occasions of royal
marriages. 160 In some cases, the chosen dignitary vas in fact forced to marry the
princess. A document from 1803 (H. 1218), for example, reveals that the Governor
of Erzurum vas offered the hand of Hibetullah Sultana, the daughter of Sultan
Abdulhamit I, but declined the offer saying that his family in Erzurum vould suffer
in case of his absence. 161 The insistence of the Sultan on the matter is attested in
numerous documents. 162 Finally a document vas issued announcing the Sultan's
"approval" of this marriage. 163 On the other hand, vhich, among the high Ottoman
HammerfHisloire, v. XIII p:159.
15 9Hammer describes this as folloving, but mistakingly identifying Hatice Sultan as the sisler of
Sultan Ahmet III: "Avant de s'embarquer, le Sulan voulut prendre encore une fois l'avis de sa
soeur, la Sulane Khadidjb, qui lui conseilla de relenir aupris de lui tous ses ministies, afin de
pouvoir racheter sa vie en sacrifant la leur, au cas onA les rebelles demanderaient une satisfaction
de ce genre."
HammerfHisloire, v. XIV. p:221.
16 0UlugayfFatma ve Safiye, p:135-166.
Ulugayistanbul'da XVIII. 've XIX. Asirlarda, p:199-213.
Mustafa III, in order to pay the money he spent on Laleli Cair, vhere his tvo daughters
Hibetullah and Mihrimah Sultanas were buried, manied his four year old daughter Sah Sultana to
his Grand Vizier Damad K6se Mustafa Papa, and his other daughter, the vidov of Ragip Papa,
Saliha Sultana, 1D the Grand Admiral Turgu Mehmet Paa.
161 B agbakank Arivi-Hatt-i Humayon 4840.
162 Bagbakanhk Arivi-Hatt-1 Humayun 5248.
163 Bagbakanhk Arivi-Hatt-i Hiuayun 5285.
officials the sultan vould choose was a source of rivalry, jealousy and competition,
and this was reflected in the ever changing composition of the administrative
conmand.
When everything was settled, the value of the gifts, their presentation and the
festivals, in other words, all that was expected from such a union, was essential to both
parties. From the few scarce sources pertaining to the marriages at the turn of the
eighteenth century, it is possible to find evidence for details concerning several of
these marriages between the princesses and high officers of the Ottoman
administrative command. 164 For example, when Emine and Aype, daughters of
Sultan Mustafa II, were married to the Grand Vizier Qorlulu Ali Papa and
Kapr01Bzsde Numan Papa respectively in 1708, Hammer, relying on contemporary
Ottoman chroniclers, described the gifts presented as follows: 165
"Chacune des princesses regut une dot de vingt mille ducats, c'est-i-dire
le cinquieme seulement de la somme qu'on allouait autrefois aux
sultanes, et le dixisme de celle que Mohammed IV donna ' la fille de
Mourad IV, lors de son mariage avec le grand-vizir Melek Ahmet. La
corbeille de noces que le grand-vizir Ali de Tschorli donna i son
auguste fiancee et qui fut exposee aux yeux du public, contenait un
bandeau, un collier, des bracelets, une bague, une ceinture, des boucles
d'oreilles et des anneaux destines a parer les articulations des bras et des
pieds, ces sept objets, tous spheriques et ornss de diamans, sont
considsrss par les Orientaux comme la sphere septuple de la femme.
Ces presens comprenaient encore un miroir gari de pierreries, un
voile parsemb de diamans, des pantoufles et des socques ornes de perles,
164Hammer, Alderson and Ulugay are the only secondary sources that dealt vith the primary
sources in identifying the female members of the Ottoman dynasty. Hovever, all three suffer
from contradicting factual information. A comparative reading of these three sources together
vith some primay archival sources has enabled the folloving reconstruction of the activities of
the female members of the Otoman Court regarding their residences.
165HammerHis1Dire, v. XIII, p:195-196, afer Rapid V.II, pp:243-246, p:59.
A document that records the ceremony and the gifts is at: Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi Arivi- E.922
des schasses en or et garnies de joyaux pour le bain, deux mille ducats et
quarante tasses pleines de sucreries."
The next year, in 1709, the Sultan married his four year old daughter Fatma Sultana
to Silahdar Ali Papa. Hammer noted that "auquel elle apporta une dot de quarante
mille ducats, de plus, le Sultan ajouta aux biens de la couronne, qu'il posssdait dsja, les
revenus de l'ile de Chypre." 166 The ceremony vas glorious. During the marriage
celebrations, the Sultan, most probably overvhelmed by the splendour of the gifts,
decided to engage his baby daughter Ummugulsum to the Vizier Abdurrahman
Papa. 167
Safiye Sultana, another daughter of Sultan Mustafa II, vas also married during the
reign of Sultan Ahmet III. In 1710 (H. 1122), she vas married to the sonof
Merzifonlu Kara Mustafa Papa, received valuable gifts. Hovever, the marriage
ceremony that most impressed the capital vas the folloving one that united the Kaptan
Papa Suleyman, the Nipanci Papa Mustafa, and Ali Papa, the son of Kara Mustafa Papa,
at the time the governor of Rakka, to the three daughters of Sultan Ahmet III in 1721
(H. 1133).168 At the same time, tWo daughters of Sultan Mustafa II, Aype, vho vas
formerly married to Kapruluzade Numan Papa, and Emetullah, vere married to
Silahdar Ibrahim Papa and Sirki Osman Papa respectively. 169 Each Papa brought
valuable gifts to the members of the imperial family vhich vere immediately
transferred to the treasury. 170
166Hammer1His1Dore, v.XIII, p:197.
167 UlugayfHarem, p:101. UlugayIPaiigahlann, p:85.
168Hanmerflismie, v. XIV p:38.
Since the names of the Sultas are not mentioned, it seems that they vere very young at the time
of the mariage and most probably also died at a very early age.
16 9HamerHi1ire, v. XIV, p:39.
170The histonin Rapid describes the ceremony in deail vhich is cited in Hammer:
"Le swltan, en coisaissat pour inspecteur de la fete l'ispecteur des cismies imp611ales, Khalil,
lui ordonna de faire confectionner en mme temps quatre grandes palmes nuptiales pour les
quatie princes ses fils, et quarmnte autres plus petites avec un jardin en scre. Les pabnes des
The sur-i cihaz, a procession to display the wedding gifts was actually a display of
alliances, and therefore of the vealth and power of the Empire. When Fatma Sultana,
daughter of Abdilmecit, was married, a splendid procession up the Bosphorus took
her from the 9iragan Palace to her vedding gift, the palace at Balta Limam. 171
On the occasion of a royal marriage, one of the first steps was to choose a proper
palace. Hammer notes: "Il fit 6galement r6parer le palais du grand-vizir Biakln
Moustafa, pour la fille du Sultan regnant, Fatima, celui de Sirek pour la princesse
Aisch6, fille du sultan Moustafa II, et celui du chef des bouchers, pour une autre fille
duiSultan la Princesse Khadidj'."172 Inusual practice, royal princesses, dovager
sultanas and leading statesmen (generally sons-in -law of the sultan) possessed a palace
that was allocated by the Sultan. Contrary to the property system prevailing in
Europe, those palaces and parks were under the tenure of the state. They were
granted to the families by the throne, but could also be repossessed by the state usually
when the holder died. Some of the palaces under state tenure in time came to rotate
solely among the members of the imperial family. However, there was no notion of
an extended royal house which passed from mother/father to son to be preserved
from one generation to the next. It is therefore difficult to trace how those palaces
princes, symbole d'une union fertile, avaient treize aunes de hauleur et blaient divisbes en cnq
etages; les jardin en sucre, long de six aunes sur qualre de large, signifiait, dans le langage
alligorique de l'Orient, que les douceurs du marriage ne s'obtiennent qu'au prix de quelque
douleurs physiques essuyees le jour des noces. De grandes vergues et de larges voiles furent
transporties de l'arsenal au serai, pour etre employses & la constrwtion d'une tente
montrueuse, sous laquelle se fabriquaient les palmes de noces; dix autres tentes plus petites
blaient occupbes par des menuisiers, des serruriers, des peintres, des relicurs et des
confiseurs charges de se procurer pour le festin, dix mile assiettes en bois; sept mile neuf
cents poulets & prendre dans les juridictions europeennes de Rodos10, d'Amedjik et de
Scehrkoeiyi, et dans les juridictions siaiques de Goeledjik, de.....
HammerHisloire, V. XIV, pp:39-55.
17 1Ulugay notes that a description of the procession by De Villers-Franqueux vas published in
L'Illustration (2 September 1854).
UlugayfPadigahlann, p:152.
17 2HammeriHisl0ire, v. XIII, p:197.
allocated to the female members of the imperial family at the time of their birth
and/or marriage, and taken back after they died, changed hands. What makes such an
effort more difficult is the fact that because the rate of infant mortality was high, and
namas amng tha imperial family members vere often repeated, unresolvable
confusions occur in any attempt to reconstruct any succession of imperial
properties. 173 Documentation regarding the birth, circumcision and marriage of
royal children becomes available only in the eighteenth century, and is only useful in
later periods.
In the course of the century, the sultan's mother, vives and dovager sultanas had a
number of konaks in the city and. yales along the Golden Horn and the Bosphorus
that were allocated for their residence, usually at the time of their marriages.
Although these residences were dispersed, a few locations were clearly preferred. 174
In contrast to the rapid turnover in the urban residences of the female members of the
imperial family, their yalzs on the Golden Horn that were located at the far end of the
inlet, at Ayvansaray, EyUp and Bahariye, display more stability. [Fig.27] Comparing
the Bostanczbaz Deftereri at the end of eighteenth century and early nineteenth
century with a map from 1845, in the area betveen Defterdar Iskelesi and Bahariye
Sarayi, six palaces belonging to the imperial family can be located. [Fig.28]
The first yalz on the Golden Horn was at Ayvansaray, knovn as the yalz of Hatice
Sultana (1710-1738),175 another daughter of Sultan Ahmet III, according to a
173 Suan Ahmet III had three daughlers called Zeynep, three called 1Gmmbgilsiim and Rukiye, two
called Ayge, Emine and Rabia among others. A Sultana vho vas engaged or married the year
she vas born and allocaled a residence, perhaps even two or three times, and then dies the next
year makes her participation in the rapid turover of royal palaces almost impossible 1o entangle.
174 For a reconstruction of the mansions of the imperial family see Appendix IV.
175 UlugayfPadigahjann, p-91-92.
document of 1758 (H. 1172).176 Hatice Sultana vas married to Qerkez Osman
Pa;azade AhmetPapa in 1724 (H. 1136), and. the very same year to Hafiz AhmetPapa
who then became the Grand Admiral. 177 Hatice Sultana also had a yal at Salacak
referred to in the same document of 1758 (H. 1172).178 Both the yalz of Hatice
Sultana at Eyup and her yalz at Salacak had already perished by the end of the
century, as the Bostanczbag Defteri from 1802 reveals. 179
According to the Nusretnime, in 1716 (H.1128) the yal at Yavedud Iskelesi was the
residence of Fatma Sultana, elder daughter of Sultan Ahmet III, before she married to
Damad Ibrahim Papa in 1718 after the death of her first husband Silahdar Ali Papa. 180
This yalz is not recorded in the Bostancdbagi Defterleri at hand either. The first yalz
that the Bostanczbaq Defterleri record is the one just after the landing place called
Defterdar iskelesi. Its earliest reference is to Sah Sultana, it then appears to have
been passed on to Beyhan Sultana. Both were daughters of Mustafa III. The second
yauz came after the landing place knovn as Baleik iskelesi, and the 1802 Register
176 Bagbakanik Aivi-CevdeVNafia 29677 "iseanbulda Ayvansaray haricinde Hatice Sultan Yahsi
ve Salacakta yahsi..."
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVSaray 1918 (H. 1 156)"Hatice Sultan Sarayi kurbunda ve
mbiarunileyhamn emlakindan ve Arakiyesi ibrahim Qelebi vakfindan bir gimunhanenin 760
guruga talibine veribnesi ve vakifan temessink ahnak partile mnflkname itasi"
T77 HammerlHis1oire, v. XIV, pp:71-72.
Viena Nat.Bib.H.O.95 (Figelno.1101) Surname
At the same time, two other daughters, Atike Sultan was married the son of Damad ibrahim
Paga, Geng Mehmet Bey, and Ommigisum was manried 1D the grand-Vizir's brother's son Ai
Bey in 1724. But we do not have information to locate the palaces that were allocated 1D the
sullanas. However, the Bostancibasi Defterleri consistently refer 1D the yak of Geng Mehmet
Bey at Orlakby.
178 Bagbakanhk Ariivi-CevdetVNafia 29677.
This is in contradiction 1 Ulugay who identifies two sultanas called Hatice in this period, one
who lived between 1710-1738, and the other who lived between 1768-1822. This may only
show that at the time it was still known under the first one, Hatice Sultan (the elder), the daughter
of Ahmet III.
17 9Next 1o the Salacak Bostayan Ocag1, however, was the yak of the daughter of Hamm Sulana
which may refer to the earlier yah of Hatice Sultana.
180FindikhhNusretnMme, p:337.
records it as the newly built yalz of Esma Sultana. It seems that both these yds once
stood in place of the Fez factory, next to the Valide Sultan Yali. [Fig.29] It is
interesting to note that the Bostancibagi Defterleri do not record the yal of the Valide
Suttan, vWhih i aan in Matling's angraving from the last decade of the eighteenth
century and. also recorded as Saray-i Himayun in the 1845 map. 18 1 The palace of the
Valide Sultan, situated in front of the Mosque of Zal Mahmut Papa at Eyup, was
visited very often by the Sultan.182 During the reign of Sultan Ahmet III, numerous
imperial banquets took place there and the Sultan enjoyed lengthy stays at his
mother's. 183 Then came the landing place at Eyydb-el Ensiri where the old religious
quarter was located. The imperial yalzs were concentrated in the area just beyond
the religious and the most prestigious quarter.
After the landing place known as Bostan Iskelesi, a third yalz in rov vas the yalz of
Beyhan Sultana, daughter of Mustafa III in1802, which was seen to be in the
possession of Hibetullah Sultana, daughter of Abdhlhamit I, according to the later two
registers. Eldem identifies the yalz seen in the forefront of Melling's engraving as
181EldemlReminiscences of islanbul, pp:214-215.
Motraye,p:175 noted the insignificant exterior of the palace of the Valide Sulan at Eyip and
mentioned the interior embellishments.
Benetti described the palace:
"E' questo come un gran Chiostro di Regolari all'usanza Italiana, e nel gran cortile sono varij
pergolati di viti contornati di Piante di frulami diversi. Soo all'intorno sotto, e sopra le loggia,
che portana alle Camere, e queste fatte con grandissima spesa, massime quelle dell'apartmenlo
per Ia Regina, con miniature, & indorature all'Araba."
Benetti, p:52, p:230.
182Taking into account some sparce sources, it has been argued that the yak of the Valide Sultan
must have been one of the four in the area between Bostan iskelesi and Bahariye Saray-1
Hiimayumu, but can not be identified.
isanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Bahaiye"
183The yak of the Valide Sultana was built in 1682 for the mother of Sultan Mehmet IV, Turban
Sultana, who died in 1684. There are documents recording Sultan Ahmet III's visits in 1715
(H.1127), 1716 (H. 1128) and 1721 (H.1133). However, itis known that the mother of Ahmet
II and favourite of Mehmet IV died in 1715 during the fire at the Old Palace. Probably, her
waerfront palace was used for the informal and pleasurable meetings of the Ottoman Court.
Hammer, v. XIII p288.
Hibetullah Sultana's. [Fig.30] The fourth imperial yalz , located next to it, was the
yali of Hatice Sultana in 1802, daughter of Mustafa III, which remained in her
possession until it was demolished at the time of Mahmut II. The fifth in the rov vas
the yalz of Beyhan Sultan, built on the site of Esma Sultana's former yal , which in
the later dated Bostanczbaz Defterleri is referred to as Qukur Yal and as the
property of Hamm Sultana and then her offspring. Then came the landing place
named after the Hamam, which vas followed by the sixth ya known as the Hangerli
Yah. The third dated Bostancbagz Defteri refers to a certain Mustafa Papa in
residence at the time. After a number of yals belonging to Ottoman elite came the
imperial palace known as the Bahariye Saray-i Hiimayunu. Along the shores of the
Golden Horn, the Hangerli Yali is the first yalz known to have been a residence of a
member of the imperial family. It survived in the same location for centuries. The
yari known as Hangerli Yal after Hangerli Sultana, the daughter of Sultan Bayazid II,
passed through several hands and was given to Esma Sultana (1726-1788) the
elder, 184 the daughter of Sultan Ahmet III.185 Esma Sultana the elder vas married
first to the Governor of Adana, Yakup Papa in 1743 -186 then the following year after
the Papa died, she was remarried to an unknown dignitary. The famous palace at
Kadirga, the only imperial palace overlooking the Marmara Sea, remained in her
possession. 187 Her third husband was the Grand Vizier Muhsinzade Mehmet Papa
whom she married in 1758.188 Muhsinzade owned another yalv at Ortak6y/
184UluayPadighlan, p:.90-91.
185isanbul Ansiklopedisi "Esma Sultan Saryi"
186 HammerlHisinire, V. XV, pp:53-54.
GalandReceuil des rits et ceremordes, Paris., 1754, pp. 173ff.
isenbul: Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi Argivi- E.367 after U1ugayIHarem, p:90.
187 0em'dini-ide mentions that the ya at Kadirga vas assigned as "PaWa Kapusu" after "Bab-i
Ali" vwas burned in the Hocapga Fire in 1755 (H.1168).
Sem'dini-zide, v.I, p:182.
Sem'dini-ide, v.IIA, p:17.
188And, p:18.
Kurugepme vhich may be related to a yali that appears to have been bought by Esma
Sultana according to a document dated 1762 (H. 1176). 189
In addition to the architectural draving of the glorious palace at Kadirga, vhirh
repeatedly occurs in the documents from 1755 to 1767,190 the inventory and repair
189 Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdetISaray 5039 "Kuniernede vaki mileveffa Mustafa Aga emlakindan
bir yahman mulemilat ile bilmuzayede Esma Sultan jizerinde akarir ederek bahasirn hazine-i
amireye ieslim edilmekle mhiknamesinin verilmesine dair"
19 0For a plan of the Selamhk Quarters: "Drawing of the Paga quarters on top and Harem quarters on
the ground floor to be newly build in place of the Chamber of Petitions and Divan. The area is
1164 sq. zira."
Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Argivi-D.2125 "Esma Sullan Kadirga ve Bojazigindeki saraylann
tamiratina dair",
Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Arivi-D. 10718, Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Argivi-D. 10719 "Az odasi ve
divan yeri mahalline miceddiden bina olhmaicak jizeri Papa dairesi ve tahlti Harem dairesinin
resmidirfTerebiien 1164 zira"
Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Argivi-E.9437 "Kadirgadaki Sarayi Plam"
1.eski daireki kaima lamir olunacakdirlOld quarters to be iestored
2.divanhrane kezalik lamirfreception room to be restored
3....n6nnden bab'a kadar kalfalar dairesiki bazi mabalhi amir bazi mahalli kiliyen tecdidIservants
quarters from the ... 1othe gate some parts tobe restored
4.bahgenin bir kilasilpart of the garden
5.gamagirhanellaundry
6.Bali Paga tarafina agilan kapilgate opening to Bali Papa direction
7.mabeyn meydamalMabeyn (in between) Court
8.k6mr1iik mahallilcoal-shed
9.arz odasi ve divan birlikte killiyen harap olup binadan eser yokdurlCompletely demolished
Chamber of Petitions and Divan
10.selatin (selamhk?) meydarmlImperial (Selamhk) Court
11.vekilhare ve rnasraf dairesiki tecdidi ;eriasi lamir
12.matbah cuzi tamirkilchen to be partially restored
13.odunluklvood-shed
14.arahk meydamlcourtyard in between
15.kezalik ku; dairesilaviary
16.kezalik kubbeli kbgkhdomed kiosk
17.tarik road
18.teberdaran dairesiki kaime tamir olunacaklquarlers of the halberdiers to be restored
19.kapi uzerinde olan dairedirki kaima lamir olunacaklquarters on the gate to be restored
20.Kadirga limammna agilan kapilgale opening to Kadirga harbour
21.uzeri bina tahta alurlarlstables with buildings above
22.kethuida ata dairesidirki kezalik tamir olunacallslevards' quarlers to be restored
23.yine harem agalan dairesi kezalik tamirlagain the quarters of guards of Harem to be restored
24.agir geme larafinda sokata agilan kapilgate opening to the street in thedirection of atir ge;me
25.agajar dairesi mahalli tecdid oluinaak harap haneiquaxlers of etas ruined chamber t0 be
renewed
26.yaldizh cevizli odalgilded room with walnut siding
documents from the Topkapi Palace Archives reveal grandeur of the Kadirga Palace,
requires further investigation. Within the scope of the present study, terminology
used to identify the spatial organization of the palace in 1767 (H. 1181) sufficed to tell
much about the haphazard layout in the eighteenth-century palatial residences.
[Fig. 31] The palace at Kadirga vas given to Hibetullah Sultana in 1803 (H. 1218).191
Other properties of Esma Sultana, vho vas knovn to be extremely vealthy, vere
distributed among the daughters of Abdiilhamit I, Esma Sultana the younger and
Emine Sultana. 192
The yd at EyUp, vas later passed to Esma Sultana the younger. 193 A document
from 1792 (H. 1207) indicates that on the site of the seaside palace of Esma Sultana the
elder and Beyhan Sultana, Zubeyde Sultana had a palace vhich vas given to
27.hamamlbath
28.yeni dairedirki kaime tmir olunacaklnev quarters to be restored
29.yaldizh ginar odalgilded room vith plane-tree siding
30.harem agalan dairesi kezaik mir olunacaklquarters of the quards of Harem to be restred
31.kapi arahgitarea betveen the gales
32.kapilgale
33.harem hamamilbath of the harem
34.mabeyn dairesiki kafes eklinde ocak ile tamii idame buyurlur yahut killiyen hedmi olunur...
mevkuf mahallerimabeyn quarers t be preserved with a latticed oven or should be complelely
pulled down
35.bahe oriasinda kbuk kezalik amir olunurikiosk in the centre of the garden to be reslored
36.kebir havuzibig pool
37.mermerlik mahallimarble paved area
38.limonluk mahallilgreenhouse area
39.divanhane kezalik tamiridivanhane to be reslored
40.hamam harabe olmugIruined bath
19 1Bagbakanhk Arivi- Hatt-i Himayun 7548 (H. 1218) "Benim Vezirim Esma Sullan merhumeden
maIhlkalan Kadirga Sarayinm ieride olan Hibetullah Sulana lemflik eyledim. iktiza eden
milknamesini tanzim ettrip tarafima irsal edesin"
About the repair of Hibetullah Sultn's Kadirga Palace: Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi Arivi-D.2223,
Topkapi Sarayl Mbzesi Arivi-D.9103 (H. 1217)
Ulugay4Padgahlann, p: 115
192 UlugayPadigahlann, p-91.
Kahyasi Qelebi Efendi, Kapu Quhadan Said Aga, Masarif Katibi Miderns Osman Efendi, the
merchant Sakizh Dimitri, all those who also had accumulated wealth in her service, vere
executed after her death and their properties were confiscaled.
islanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Esma Sultan (buyilk)"
19 3istanbul: Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Argivi-A271
Hibetullah Sultana, gives the history of the Palace before it was allocated to Esma
Sultana the younger. 194 At the time of Esma Sultana the younger's residence, Allom
and Walsh gives a vivid description of Palace of Esma Sultana at EyUtp: [Fig. 32]
"In the deligtitrul region of Eyoup, not tar from the tomt of Ansar, and
close upon the waters of the Golden Horn, is an imperial residence
recalling the memory of the unfortunate Selim, who selected this quiet
arm delicious retreat for his sister, to which he might retire in pursuit
of that tranquility his gentle spirit was not doomed to enjoy, among the
perils and tumults that disturbed his reign. It bears the impress of his
hand. Though inclining to and beginning to adopt European usages, his
taste was still oriental. Unlike the bold and uncompromising character
of Mahmut, he halted between two opinions; and while the new palace
of the one exhibits on the shores of the Bosphorus a noble specimen of
European architecture, the new palace of the other is no improvement
on Eastern barbarism; the palace is perfectly Turkish." 195
No document records when this yalz was passed on to Hatice Sultana, the daughter of
Mustafa III. Nevertheless, it is known that while she lived there it burned down. 196
According to a Bostanczbagz Defteri from 1814-1815, it was vacant at the end of the
century; probably Esma Sultana the younger had built a new yalz a fev landing places
upstream. A document from 1808 (H. 1223) also refers to a construction of a seaside
mansion for Esma Sultana, 197 so she may have had two yates at EyUp. Allom's and
Walsh's description quoted above refers to this new yalz located just before one
194Bostacibawi Deftril1802
Bagbakanhk Arivi-CevdeVtSamy 1507 (H. 1207) "Eyiap Esma ve Beyhan Sultan sahilsaray
arsasindaki Zibeyde Sulan sarayimn Kantaila'da konsei yanan Hibetullah Sulana tmlik
edilmesi"
Esma Sulana and Zibeyde Sulana vere Ahmet III's daughers, Beyhan Sultana vas Mustafa
III's, and Hibetullah Sultana was Abdilanit I's daughiers.
195 A11om, p:38.
1I%lsnbul Ansi]lopedisi "Esma Sulan Yahsi"
197 Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVSarmy 3659 "Esia Sultmn derdesti inga olan sahilhanesine muktzi
neft yatimn cebehaneden venilmesi"
reached the landing place of Eyiup. Its site and architectural style were both chosen by
Selim III:
"On passing along the arabesque front, the gaudy glare of the gilded
apartments within are reflected through any open casement with an
almost painful and dazzling lustre, particularly if the sun shines, so as to
repel the gazer. The reception-room, or salaamlik, the only part given
in our illustration, is remote from the harem, from whose mysterious
recesses all strangers are utterly excluded: it is entered by a close
curtain or screen drawn across the door, and immediately falling
behind the person who passes, and gives a kind of mysterious and
jealous precaution even to this permitted room. Here a balustrade of
pillars runs across, leaving a passage in the centre which is ascended by
steps, so that the upper end is raised like the dais of our Gothic halls.
This portion of the apartment is covered over with gilding; the valls
are pierced with various niches and circular recesses, ornamented with
pendent members like icicles... The panels are decorated with embossed
festoons, glittering with burnished gold on a frosted surface. The
ceiling, which in a Turkish apartment is always highly ornamented, is
enclosed in an octagonal moulding with a central embossment, from
which issue to the circumference radiating decorations; the ground is
azure blue studded with gilded stars." 198
Miss Pardoe, who also remarks unfavourably on the taste of the interior and exterior
decor, locates the waterfront palace next to the Fez factory which was flanked on the
other side by the palace of the Valide Sultan. 199 An aforementioned document also
refer to a yalz at Eyup in 1727 (H. 1140) that belonged to Saliha Sultana, daughter of
Sultan Ahmet II1.200 The sources also tell us that like Aype Sultana, Saliha Sultana
died at the yal at EyUp. 201 Emine Sultana (1788-1791),202 daughter of Abdulhamit
19 8Alom and WalshSeven Churches, p:38.
19 9Miss PardoelThe City, p:512.
20 0Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdetSaray 6534 "Eydple kain Saliha Sultan Yahsimn dugenmesi iin icab
eden yastik ve minder gflaflanmn yaptnhb doldurulmasina dair gtmrfik eminine"
201 There is reference 1 some sparce sources shoving that both Salha and Ayge Sulanas had yaks
at Bahariye at the time of their death in 1778 (H.1192) and 1775 (H.1189) respectively.
istanbul Ansikiopedisi "B ahariye"
202UluaPailan jn, p:115.
I, who died young was given a vaterfront palace at Eyiip together with another one at
Kurugeyme and the Kadirga Palace. 203
It raams, then, that thiag kanaks and yahs changed hands quitte n among the
imperial family but the imperial line was not permitted settle in them. Naturally,
there were exceptions to this the idea of preserving the farily seat applied only, in a
limited sense, to the descendants of grand viziers and viziers married to royal
brides. 204 But whenever possible, houses were rebuilt and allocated to another
member of the imperial family rather than inherited. With Sultan Abdiilhamit I, the
allocation of the palaces to the larger imperial family increased, and the site and
situation of the ydzs became totally dependent on the wishes of the Court. The
Jewish and Armenian yals that lined the Ortakay shore were all confiscated in the
nineteenth century and replaced by the ydzs of imperial princesses. 205 The yals at
Defterdar Burnu that belonged to various members of minority groups had already
been confiscated and replaced in the eighteenth century by NegetAhd.
The ycdzs of sultanas along the Bosphorus were located following a hidden hierarchy
in the organization of space regarding the distance of specific groups to the center of
power at the Topkapi Palace. They were situated beyond the imperial seat at Begiktag,
in the area between Ortakay and Kurugegne. An exception to this was Fatma
20 3 Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi Argivi-E.894, Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi Argivi-E.974, Topkapi Sarayi
Mizesi Arivi-E. 1158, Topkapi Saray Mizesi Arivi-E.2811, Topkapi Smayi Mizesi Arivi-
E.8681 in 1787-1790: "Emine Sultan mukatasina ve Eyiipteki sarayi amiralma dair"
204Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi Axivi- D.8646: "ibrahim Papa kizi Tinakgi Safiye Hatun treke
defteri" in 1799 (H. 1214).
ibrahimhanzadeler (descendants of the Sokullu family) and Koprfliizadeler (descendants of the
Koprili family) are the two vell known examples of families descended from the mariege of a
Sultana l a Grand Vizier.
20 5Among those were the yahs of Hatice, Fehime,Naime and Fatma Sultanas.
Sultana's yatz at Salacak-Uskiudar, about which Lady Mary Wortley Montagu
provides a lengthy description at the time of her marriage to gehit Ali Paga:206
"Human grandeur being here yet more unstable than anyWhere else, 'tis
common for the heirs of a great three-tailed pasha not to be rich enough
to keep in repair the house he built; thus, in a few years, they all fall to
ruin. I was yesterday to see that of the late Grand-Vizier, who was
killed at Peterwaradin. It was Built to receive his royal bride; the
daughter of the present Sultan, but he did not live to see her there. I
have a great mind to describe it to you; but I check that inclination,
knowing very well that I cannot give you, with my best description,
such an idea of it as I ought. It is situated on one of the most delightful
parts of the canalwith a fine wood on the side of a hill behind it. The
extend of it is prodigious; the guardian assured me there are eight
hundred rooms in it; I vill not, however, answer to that number, since I
did not count them; but'tis certain the number is very large, and the
whole adorned with a profusion of marble, gilding, and the most
exquisite painting of fruit and flowers. The vindows are all sashed
with the finest crystalline glass brought from England; and here is all
the expensive magnificence that you can suppose in a palace founded by
a vain luxurious young man, with the wealth of a vast empire at his
command. But no part of it pleased me better than the apartments
destined for the bagnios. There are two, built exactly in the same
manner, answering to one another; the baths, fountains, and pavements,
all of white marble, the roofs gilt, and the valls covered with Japan
china. Adjoining them are two rooms, the uppermost of which is
divided into a sofa, and in the four corners are falls of water from the
very roof, from shell to shell, of white marble, to the lover end of the
room, where it falls into a large basin, surrounded with pipes, that
throv up the water as high as the roof. The valls are in the nature of
lattices; and on the outside of them, there are vines and woodbines
planted, that form a sort of green tapestry, and give an agreeable
obscurity to those delightful chambers." 207
Referring to the practice of sultan's visiting his daughters at their residences, Lady
Mary Wortley Montagu describes the embellishment of the chamber destined for the
Sultan as: "vainscotted with mother of pearl fastened with emeralds like nails. There
206islnbul Ansiklopedisi: "Fatma Sullan Sahilsarayi"
20 7Montagu, p:299.
are others of mother-of-pearl and olive wood inlaid, and several of Japan china. The
galleries, which are numerous and very large, are adorned with jars of flowers, and
porcelain dishes of all sorts, so well done in plaster, and coloured in so lively a
marnnr, that it ha an enchanting effect."208 When she comQs to the gardens Lady
Mary refers to the haphazard composition of the landscaping: "The garden is suitable
to the house, whe"a arbours, fountains, and walks, are thrown together in an
agreeable confusion. There is no ornament wanting, except that of statues." 209
Although there are several descriptions and a few visual depictions of the ydzs on the
Golden Horn and the Bosphorus, unfortunately these do not correspond to one
another and do not allow reconstructions. In this respect Melling's depictions of the
Valide Sultans, Hibetullah Sultanas ydfzs on the Golden Horn compares to his design
and depiction of Hatice Sultana's yadl on the Bosphorus. In his accurate engravings it
is seen that both ydxts on the Golden Horn differed from the early haphazard layouts.
These were both three storey structures enclosing a spacious courtyard. With
projections over a narrov quay, they were built on the immediate waterfront. At the
yadl of Hibetullah Sultana, four slender columns that rest on this quay, carrying most
probably the reception room, are the characteristic elements of the facade. Here seen
in its traditional form and context, the projecting kagk on columns is also
characteristic of the plan which already points to a deviation from traditional types.
As in the case of imperial summer palaces on the waterfront, the transformation is in
the form of addition of kagk units along the waterfront by a succession of halls and
corridors. When this type is compared to the yaz of Hatice Sultana at Defterdar
Burnu, depicted in the last decade of the eighteenth century by the German architect
Melling, the direction of the change is evident. In fact, a traditional ycdz on the
208Monagu, p:299.
209Monagu, p:299 .
forefront of the engraving and another that stood next to Sultana's yadl mark the
transformation.210 [Fig. 33] The traditional ydl, which was a two storey structure
like the Hatice Sultana's, projected over the water with a vide bay resting on curved
props/eli bagrande . The wooden supports were exposed on the brick vall of the
ground floor. The vindows, composed of two rows, were open in the lover rov vith
horizontal shutters, or with a combination of horizantal and vertical shutters. [Fig. 34]
The upper rov vere decorated with plaster and stained glass. Melling's Empire style
ydi , on the contrary, had vertically proportioned vindows decorated with
pediments. Its bay, crovned by a pediment, projected over the entrance as in a city
mansion. The slender marble columns that carry the bay rested on a marble
balustrade which flanked the entrance. The ground floor was closed behind a vall
decorated with a series of arched niches and Empire style decorations. This yai still
differed from a third one on its other side, the yadz of Hatice Sultana, which was
located on the waterfront of a huge garden designed by Melling.211 Beyond the
fishing kiosk "lIA commence la palais de la Sultane, compose uniquement d'un entre-
sol ou rez-de-chaussee et d'un beau premier. Les pieces s'etendant dans toute la
longeur, et se composent d'apartements destins a different usages."2 12 A three-
partite division was reflected on the facade. The apartment at the centre, which was
allocated to the Sultan on his visits to his sister, reached to the shore in staggered
projections. It was flanked on both sides with apartments conceived in triple
projections resting on curved props on the second storey that contrasted the
2 10
"La Sullane fit construire par M.Metng un petit h6oel en architectre riguiere: on le voit,
dans Ia gravme, & co16 du grand palais du Sullane.
B. de Bocage, "Palais de la Sullane Hadidg6 a Defirdar-Boumou".
2 11Meing built a kopk at one end of the garden, which: "... communique par une longue galerie
dicouvertl, bgalement grillie dans le milieu et sunron1e d'un kiosque soulnue par deux grands
piliers de bois qui posent dans la mer. En levant une trappe dans ce kiosque, on peut prendre le
plaisier de ]a pcbe & la bgne."
B. de Bocage, "Palais de la Sultane Hadidgb a Defterdar-Bornou".
2 12B. de Bocage, "Palais de la Sullane Hadidge a Defierdar-Boumou".
uniformity of the central section. A garden lied in between the humbler yalz of
Sultana's husband separated by a high vall. Another vall separated the yalz of the
Sultana's steward, seen on the background, which was an example of traditional yals
that projected over the water with bays carried on wooden curved props.
Numerous descriptions of the sultanas' yalhs refer to the yalis of their husbands'
household that were adjoined in an unassuming manner. Moreover, Bostancabagz
Defterleri reveal that the officers of the sultanas' household occupied a number of
yalis and houses in the vicinity. It was the yalzs of these lesser officials affiliated
with the central administration and the Court that continued to function and prosper.
While ve do not have any surviving examples from the eighteenth century of konaks
or yalzs that once belonged to the imperial family or high ranking officials of the
Ottoman administrative command in the eighteenth century, ve do have a few that
once belonged to viziers and pagas and other important families. This suggests that,
although the princesses provided a secure channel by which to transfer the wealth of
senior officers to future generations was granted, their personal material vealth was
not conveyed in their residences. 213 This, at first sight, reveals the shortcomings of
the confiscation system. These palaces, konaks and yals that were temporarily
given to the members of the imperial family and officials of high command were
precisely the ones that disappeared. Those that were once belonged to established
families, whether military, religious or mercantile in origin, were the ones most
likely to survive - a few even to our day. Therefore, the disappearance of an
architectural culture can be attributed not only to the perishable materials that these
palaces were made of but to the institutional set-up that encouraged it.
2 13 islanbul Ansikopedisi: "Esma Sultan"
C. THE SETTLEMENT OF THE OTTOMAN DIGNiTARIES ALONG THE BOSPHORUS
From the architectural manifestations of the "sultanate of vomen" in the eighteenth
century it can be deduced that a comparatively nev component of the Ottoman elite,
derived directly from the Sultan's household and the military, gradually came to
replace these tvo traditional sources of Ottoman patronage. In addition, another nev
group of the Ottoman elite, a social group that assigned to the lesser vizier and paga
households, came to viev by the second half of the seventeenth century and became
active patrons of art and architecture. 214 Abou-el-Haj argued that the Ottoman elite
had gained pover to conduct the affairs of state vith a minimum of interference from
the palace in the seventeenth century. From 1656 on, the povers of rule vere
conceded de facto to K6pri10 Mehmet Papa, and under his family and a coalition of
viziers and pgas vho succeeded him, this mode became a norm: "These grandees
managed the state both on the central and. provincial levels, at first supplementing the
palace graduates, but eventually superseding them in the appointment of their
household members to the highest and most lucrative posts of government. By 1695,
over half of the appointments to high office vere assigned to members of the
households of these vezirs and pashas. "215 Although scholarly research is still needed
in this area, the importance that lies in the rise of this nev group of elites is in the
imminent vays in vhich they came to govern the identity of the architectural culture
that prevailed in the eighteenth century.
The "Ruling Institution" and "Religious Institution" as vell as the askert-reaya
division are not much help vhen trying to elucidate the position of people on the
214Abou-el-HajHouseholds, p:438-447.
2 15 Abou-el-HaYThe Narcissism, p: 116.
margins of the Ottoman elite.216 Modelled after an ahistorical viev of economic and
political activities and social relations, such categories remain questionable today.
The position of the ex-office holders, vives and children, freed slaves of the Sultan,
of the military caste, and of the holders of religious public offices as veil as people of
non-Muslim origin have been ignored. Historically and culturally categorized
organization of Ottoman state and society, a major problem of Ottoman
historiography, vben approached in a different scale and context, such as in the
architectural culture of the capital at a specific period, may reveal important aspects
of this problem. This may then have direct bearings in the understanding of the
making and the meaning of an architecture that totally perished today.
The offices of the administrative command, including the Grand Vizier/vezi-i azam,
chief of the navylkepudan-z derya , secretary of finance/badefterdar, secretary of
foreign affairsireisskdttab, and the geyhilisla , as vell as viziers and papas, both
those in residence in Istanbul and those in the provinces of the empire, comprised an
important component of Ottoman state and society. Their households/ke [lari],
modelled after the Imperial Palace, could drav on economic and political resources
2 i6While simplistic views such as the separation of the "ruling institution" and the "Muslim
institution" have prevailed in early modem research on the Sle, organizational models that
described the society at large have similarly been based on the definition of their affiliation vith
the tax-exempt ruling military castelasked and the society at large, namely the laxpayersl
reaya .
For a critique of Lybyer (1913) and Gibb and Boven(1950) found under the thesis of "Ruling
Institution" and "Religious Institution" see IlzkovilzlEighteenth Century, pp:73-94.
For the division of "askeri " and "reaya" see inalcik in numerous articles, primarily in "The
Nature of Traditional Society", p:44:
"Ottoman society was divided into two major classes. The first one, called askr, literally the
military, diploma, namely officers of the court and the army, civil servants, and Ulema (Doctors
of Islamic Lav). The second included the reaya, comprising all Muslim and non-Muslim
subjects who paid taxes but had no part in the government. It vas affundamental rule of the
Empire to exclude its objects from the privileges of the 'military'. Only those who were actual
fighlers on the frontiers and those who had entered the ulema class after a regular course of
sftudy in a religious semmary could obtain then Sultan's diploma and thus became members of the
'military' class."
Also in inalciklThe Ottoman Economic Mind, and inalcikiThe Ottoman Empire.
and velded power and prestige. 217 "Up to 1654 the Grand Vezir's office was
regarded as the first of several found. in the sultan's personal household. Since
political affairs were inseparable from the sultan's private affairs, the offices of the
grand vezir were housed on the palace grounds." 218 They were removed from the
palace grounds into a palace just outside the Topkapi Palace in the middle of the
seventeenth century. 219 "This event may not have been any more than a symbolic act
which signaled the final recognition of the changed status of the office. What had. in
fact taken place was the formal separation of the personal affairs of the Ottoman
rulers from those of the general public." 220
Those who moved out of the palace in the eighteenth century controlled the social
relationships in the Ottoman capital and were in turn controlled by the source of
power, namely the sultan. Their mutual power, influence, and authority was
manifested by lavish displays of luxury and on the manpower in their households. In
the course of the eighteenth century, "foreigners frequently commented on the
expenditures on consumption and. on luxury articles which entered into Ottoman
styles of life."221 For example, the Venetian dispatches recorded that for his building
"on the canal" the secretary of foreign affairs desired one thousand large pieces of
glass and two thousand of average size. 222 Not having them on hand, and trying to
2 17Ir Damascus, for example Hourani describes a "bourgeoisie", at one time enjoying considerable
autonomous power.
HouranilOttoman Reform and the Politics of Notables", p:1 1.
"The patrimonial seivice elite vwas extremely careful to keep under control any sources of power
that appeared outside the boundaries of the legitimate power structure."
MardinCivil Society, p:259.
218Abou-el-HayHouseholds, p:439.
219 "Cette residence dbnommee Paqa Kapisi (La porte du Pacha), en abrigh Kapi (La Porte), s'est
par la suite appel6e Bab-i Ali (La Sublime Porte).
Mantran, p:102.
2 20 Abou-el-Haj1Households, p:439.
221MardiniCivil Society, p:264 After SA.Ggener, p.96.
2 22 Shay, p:49.
avoid the expense of buying them, the Bailo Gritti asked to reduce the number. The
minister is then said to have become "avaricious and violent". Finally "Gritti sent 450
of large pieces and four bovs of the small size vhich apparently satisfied the
Turk. "223
The people in the household of an Ottoman dignitary numbered in the hundreds of
people at the time in question.224 Uzungarhili notes that in the seventeenth century
the Grand Vizier Nasuh Papa's household housed 1001 people, the Second Vizier
Mehmet Papa's 900, the Third Vizier's 500, the Fourth Vizier's 400, the Fifth and the
Sixth Viziers' 300, the Seventh Vizier's 500, and the secretary of finances 3W0]0. 225 In
the same period the number of servants in the palace itself vas 12,000. 226 The size of
the dignitaries' households continued to grov especially after the seventeenth century
vhen the Ottoman state stopped expanding. "Ottoman voluntaries could no longer
take part in campaigns and receive land grants to improve their status. They started to
attach themselves to the households of Ottoman dignitaries looking for chances of
bettering their lot, hereby entering into client relations vith the dignitaries." 227 With
the incorporation of clientsintisap, the household included his relatives, those raised
and trained in the household, and those who later attached themselves to the household
through marriages according to the Palace model.228 Ottoman dignitaries acquired
2 23 Shay, p:49.
224 A document from 182 1(H. 1236) refers to the yah of Kapucubagi Salih Kog Aga who was
commissioned t %ake care of the aqueducts. He had 200 askeres under his command.
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdetiZaptiye 1837 "Thfekgibagi yahsinda otunip bendleri muhafazaya
memur Kapucubagilardan Salih Kog Aja maiyetinde ikiyiz askednin ulufeleri"
Mustafa Nuri, Nelayic ul-Vukuat, istanbul, 1294-, III, p-92-94 provides a description of
household of a typical vizier of the eighteenth century.
225 UznarihlOsmanh Devletinin Merkez ve Bahriye Tefkilati, p:171.
226Larouche, Histoire de la Turquie, Paris 1855, p:16 7 . After Yediyildiz.
22 7G6eek, p:131.
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"Tn the hnsehold nf any grandee of the Milfity-Administrative Establishment who had been
recruited through Child Levy there hardly could have been kinsmen." Thus "mraniage was
obviously first as a means of exlending the bonds of kinship by blood." The daughters and sisters
slaves and trained them in the skills the household required. The house itself vas a
small palace, and the variety and number of its members was modelled after the royal
household as well.
These large, extensive households were located in the central quarters of Istanbul and
along the Bosphorus. inalcik notes that it was estimated in the middle of the
seventeenth century that the palaces of members of the imperial family and of viziers
numbered about 120,229 and those of other notables and of merchants about 1000.230
The residence of an Ottoman dignitary in and above the rank of Papa was usually a
large complex consisting of men's and vomen's quarters, "a belvedere, a privy, a
stable, a bakehouse, a bath, a shed, an arbour, a storehouse, a'cool room' (serdab), a
mill, quarters for servants or slaves, a hen-coop, a pleasure garden, a well, a fountain.
a geraglzk (a fire kept constantly burning)" as well as a mescid, a school and hospices
serving the neighbourhood. 231 It was recorded in C.de Villa6n that Sinan Paa
bought up 300 houses to built his palace.232 There were 300 rooms in the famous
palace of Siyavu; Papa built by Sinan.233 In addition to such passing references to
grand konaks, there are no descriptions of these konaks in the Ottoman sources; but a
few documents from the archives describe their spatial organization. A vakzf
of the Sulans married 1D senior officers as a vay of consolidating pover and dignity, oflen
onerous and dangerous. Similarly, the member of the ruling elite, especially in the later
centuries, "must have used maiage as a vay Io interlink families of comparable sanding or
perhaps to reinforce already existing kinship bonds."
Findley, p:228-229.
229Encyclopedia Islam: "istnbul", p:236. (inalcik) After Tarih-i Gilmani, p:66, p:69.
230Encyclopedia Islam: "istanbul", p:236. (inalcik) After Hezarfen, Talhis, Paris Ms. f.13b. and
Evliya Qelebi, v.1, pp:322-324.
2 3 1E ncyclopedia Islam: "isanbul", p:236. (inalcik) Refering t the vakf documents recorded in
istanbulVakiflan Tahrir Defteri, nos.732, 780, 1037, 1111,1237, 1648.
2 32 Encyclopedia Islam: "istanbul", p:236. (inalcik) After C.de Villa6n, p:74.
2 33 Encyclopedia Islam: "isanbul", p:236. (inalcik) After Tarih-i Gilmani, p:66.
For the palace of Siyavug PaWa see: K. Alan, Siyavu; Paa Kasn, Arkitekt, v.V, p:268.
document describes the palace of Kara Ahmet Papa at Topkapi. 234 A passage from a
court docunent regarding the Palace of Sokullu Mehmet Papa at Sultan Ahmet district
provides a rare description of a residence of this scale recorded in er-i Mahkeme
Sicilleri.235 Like the plan of tha Kadsrga Yal mantioned Qarliar, thi docunaint if an
234Yaltaya, p:83.
23 5EldemtTirk Evi II, pp:22-25. The document yas published with no reference to its source.
"... the Palace of Mehmet Papa, located in the neighbourhood of Kabasakal at Sinan Aja, is
bordered on three sides by the public street and on one side by the mausoleum of iskender Papa
and the house of Abdi Aja; is a distinctive konak-mansion sunounded by high valls. The inner
quarters enclosed in valls contain on the Sulan Kapisi side a halberdier's room and a porter's
room and a two-storeyed single cell house of the chief porter and one-room quarters of the Grand
Eunuch and the Minor Eunuch and respective lavatories that were preceded by a tutor's chamber
with a fountain and a pantry and a reception room and two large rooms decorated vith Iranian
faience flankig a main central hall with a valer-jet and a large pool opposite to it and a grand
kiosk and a closet-room with windows decorated with mother-of-pearl and meal vire inlay and a
faienced robing room and a faienced room with two fountain end a pool, fourteen arabesque
windows and a closet in mother-of-pearl inlay and eight cupboards and two projecting bays and
above it a faienced-domed kiosk and an excellent faienced private bath and closets and a vinier
chamber decorated with faience with a fine vire inlayed door and, richly adorned, a tiny faienced
retreat cell and a nurses' chamber next to it and a large reception room and a stevards' chamber
and a kiosk above it and five vell sized rooms and a corridor linking them and a pantry with two
side halls and a treasure store with a cellar below and a large bath with three separate chambers
and six basins and a pool and in another courtyard were four sick-chambers and a fountain and a
kithen with two ovens and a large wood-store and four parts of garden and a reception room
with a pool and a lead-covered domed kiosk and the exterior court enclosed by high valls
contained a large reception hall and a chamber of petitions beside it which was flanked by two
rooms and two privy chambers and a hall and two corridors and an excursion terrace and an
ablution room which face a garden and a fountain and a large faienced room with fine metal vire
and mother-of-pearl inlayed vindows and cupboards and another large domed room with
projecting bays, five vindovs decorated fine wire-work and mother-of-pearl inlay and a single
entrance and a blind alcove to one side and two richly decorated baths ard an ablution room and a
water duct and a large house-keepers room and an ablution room and a lavatory and a room
opposite to it and a two storeyed single roomed large guardhouse and a large room for the pages
and a large tutorial chamber and the pages' court and a large tvo-soreyed treasure house and a
laundry and a stone built wood-store and a suit for the miliary band and two saddlers and a
corridor and a second laundry and over the main gae a livery servant's chambers and a store-
room next to it and a guardroom and latrines and an armory and thirty seven laster's chambers
and under it four large stables and a barn with a capacity for enough feed for teems for 1500
caniages and a large cellar and two privy slables containing a well and a fountain and a jeweller's
workshop and a large gatekeeper's room and a court and a founain and a grain store and three
ovens and running water and kilchen facilities and a large room on top and a double -storeyed
tailor's workshop measuring forty ziras in length by twelve ziras in span on lop and a barn and a
sweetshoplhelvahane below and four flour-slores and a double-sloreyed nine cellar-stevard's
rooms and a large kithen with rmning valer and eleven cooks' chambers and a fountain end a
lavatory. This vas the exlent and the entirety of the Palace I inheriled from my father, the house
of late Mehmet Paga..."
important source for comparing a mansion of this size to the houses and yalis of the
modest in terms of the terminology used in identifying the spatial organization.
In some cases the household was divided up and accommodated in a number of
residences: "...neuf maisons dans chacune desquelles il avait femmes, enfans, valets,
cuisine pour les nourir, des ouvriers bitissans par-tout, des voisins qui le redoutaient,
& des crsanciers qui fuyaient sa pr6sence." 236 Although physically divided they
continued to function as single households. The scale on which they lived was also
patterned after the sultans'. A visit of Sultan Abdilhamit I to the yzL of the
Seyhulislam of the day, Durrizade Mehmet Efendi, at Uskudar, is a good example of
luxury and pomp found in the residence of an Ottoman dignitary that equalled to that
of the Palace. This unexpected visit in Ramazan turned into a feast and the Sultan and
150 men in his entourage vere given a luxurious and pompous reception for breaking
the fast at the sundown.237
Miss Pardoe gives a vivid description of the harem of such a residence on the
Bosphorus which belonged to the secretary of foreign affairs. The kiosk of Bebek,
former Humayunabad, was the formal residence of the Reisilkuttab, the secretary of
foreign affairs.238 On her visit to the apartments of the mistress, her description
reveals that the residence was composed of two separate parts:
"On passing the Salemliek ... on reaching the Harem.. .slaves received
us in the marble entrance hall, we folloved one whole the way up a
noble flight of stairs to a vast saloon...
236B arn de Tott lels that this certain Murad Molla did not knov the number of his children, neither
their names nor their mothers.
Bawon de Tott, p:4, p:46
23 7Musahipzade Cel1, Eski istanbul Yagayip, istanbul, 1946. pp:181-184.
23 8Renda, p:114.
The sofa on which she was seated, occupied the deep bay of a vindow
overlooking the Bosphorus, at the upper end of a saloon which
terminated in a flight of steps leading upwards to a second apartment,
that, in its turn, afforded similar access to a third: and this long
perspective was bounded by the distant view of a vine-o'errcanopied
kiosk, beneath which a fine fountain of white marble was flinging its
cool vaters on the air, from the midst of clustering vases, filled with
rare and beautiful flowering plants..." 239
On quitting the apartment of the mistress, Miss Pardoe was able to stroll all over the
palace, which was splendid in its arrangements and so extensive that she found many
places fallen into desuetude with windows and doors closed: "Having at length reached
a spacious saloon, whose cool-looking white sofas occupied recesses in each of which
a vindow afforded the hope of a little air, I not only threv up the sash but the jalousies
also, to the great terror of a couple of slaves who were looking on... "240
The carriage/araba avaited Miss Pardoe's party in the court of the palace, which
probably separated the women's quarters from men's.241 It was uncommon to have a
carriage in the far away villages of the Bosphorus. The courtyard was usually used
for equipment for vater transport.
In a second visit to the palace of the secretary of foreign affairs, Miss Pardoe had a
chance to visit the men's quarters after landing on the marble terrace which led her
upstairs "to the apartment to which I have already alluded as having been honoured by
the temporary occupation of the Sultan", where the secretary of foreign affairs
received her in the spacious Divanhane:
"In the Selarmlik itself there was nothing remarkable. It was a
handsome house, well fitted up, and exquisitely clean, the greatest
239 Mis Padoel The City, pp:211-228.
24OMiss Pardoel The City, pp:211-228.
24 1Miss Pardoel The City, pp:211-228.
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charm to me existed in its open vindows, which, after the closely-
latticed and stifling apartments of the women, were truly agreeable;
nor was the feeling of enjoyment lessened by the sight of a crowd of
birds, that, entering through the vide casements, with the sunshine
glittering on their vings, and the song of liberty gushing from their
throats, sailed to and fro the vast apartments, as though they could
appreciate their magnficent comfort..." 242
The furniture and the decoration of the palace that she vividly described led her to
conclude that: "The only drawback to these costly ornaments exists in the fact that
they are insecure possessions; as in the case of death, or dismission from office, they
are returned to the Sultan..."243 The garden was a paradise to Miss Pardoe, with
white marble fountains, avenues of orange trees, beds of roses, verbena, and
geraniums and a kiosk located on the waterfront:
"The Kiosk of the Reiss Efferdi was by far the most beautiful that I had
yet seen -a painted dome, representing the shores of the channel,
occupied the centre of the roof; and beneath it a graceful jet d'eau threv
up its sparkling waters, which fell back into a capacious bason. The
valls were vashed by the Bosphorus on the one side, and covered with
parasites on the other; and it was floored with marble of the most
dazzling whiteness.... 244
The Bostanczba Defterleri locate the palace of the secretary of foreign affairs
between Akinti Burnu and Bebek. However, as with the residences of the princesses,
the identification and location of the residences of the Ottoman administrative
command is a frustrating attempt. Mansions of such grandeur on the peninsula
belonging to the high ranking Ottoman officials were built in a number of districts,
among more humble dwellings.245 From scarce references it can be understood that
24 2Miss Pardoel The City, pp:211-228.
243Miss Pardoel The City, pp:211-228.
2 44Miss Pardoel The City, pp:21 1-228.
245TI docimntation regarding mansions of this size uuly comes from vakzf documents.
Eighleenth century examples are:Kara Ahmet Paa Vakfiyesi, Kaplan-i Derya Kaymak Muslafa
Paa Vakfiyesi, Derya Kaplam Mustafa Paga Vakfiyesi, Kaptan-i Derya Morah Agi Haci
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their offices vere located in Zeyrek, Qapa, Akbiyik, Vefa, gehzadebasi, Sultan Selim
and Sileymaniye. At the time their offices, originally attached to their residences,
had become entirely occupied by bureaucrats in the eighteenth century, the high
ranking statesman already had several other residences along the shora of the
Bosphorus.
Where the grand viziers' residence in Istanbul vas located in 1715 (H. 1127) is not
knovn,246 but it vas probably at S21eymaniye-Sehzadeba;i as a reference from 1718
(H.1130)shovs.247 The grand viziers later had a permanent residence at Paa Kapisi
in (H. 1152).248
The Seyhulislam, vhose residence vas inZeyrek in 1708 (H. 1120),249 and in 1752
(H. 1165),250 and at Bahekapi in 1749 (H.1162),251 also had a permanent residence at
Aga Kapisi. The secretary of foreign affairs and the grand admiral vere both
resident in Sleymaniye in 1718 (H. 1130).252 In the eighteenth century, it seems not
to have been a common practice for the Ottoman dignitaries other than the grand
vizier and grand admiral to have a residence along the Golden Horn.253 The
permanent seat of the Grand Admiral had been located at the Arsenal since the early
sixteenth century, the Grand Viziers had a ya at Eyiip in 1710 (H. 1122),254 1716
ibrahim Pawa Vakfiyeleri. -
2 46FindikhhNuretnsme, p:333
247 FndikhhNusretnsme, p:380
248 cem'dd-zSde, p:95.
2 49 FindikhalNusretnme, p:244.
2500em'dni-dzde, p:171
About the donation of a palace 1o the Seyhulislam see: A. Refik, p: 1106.
2 5 1 em'dsm-z&de, p:148
252 FndikhaNusretnsme, p:380 and EldemlReminiscences of istanbul, p:150-154.
253The residence of the Grand Admiral vas built in 1515-1516. It vas rebuilt in 1722-1723 and
survived until 1820.
istanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Divanhane"
254 FindikhhlNusretSme, p:260.
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(H.1128), 255 and at Bahariye in 1784 (H.1198).256 The practice may have continued
after that, but by then yalds on the Golden Horn vere recorded in the name of the
princesses they married.
From a number of documents regarding confiscations, disputes and the like, it seems
that former office holders continued to live in the same places unless they were sent
into exile. For those who were stationed in a remote village on the Bosphorus, a
residence on the Anatolian shore was equivalent of exile, for offices in favour and
those who vere allowed a modicum of political activity would reside on the European
shore.257
The grand viziers' summer residences were mainly located in between Kurugepme
and Arnavutkay, either next to their royal brides, or a few landings upstream, like the
residence at Akintiburnu in 1709 (H. 1121).258 Acting eyh:lislams resided mainly at
Bebek at the end of the century, as the Bostanczbagz Defterleri reveal, although
255 FindikhlNusreinsme, p:343.
256 Vasif, p:3 18.
25 7Am ong the former ;eyhnlislams, mostly the Asian shore vas prefened.
FindikhhlNusretnme, p:325 at Kanhca in 1714 (H. 1126).
Sem'dsni-zsde, p:160 at Kanhca in 1751 (H.1164).
Sem'dini-zide, p: 114 at 19skdar in 1773 (H. 1187).
Vasif, p:264, p:333- at istavroz in 1784 (H.1198).
Vasif, p:287 at incirkby in 1784 (H. 1198).
For the life style and vealth of ;eyhulslams and Dirrizades welcoming the Sullan at the yah at
tskldar: Musahipzade Celal, p:181-184.
istanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Diniz&de Yahsi" at Eyup.
istanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Diniz&de Konati" at Dojancilar, O0skiidar describes a visit 1 this konak
at the time of Mahmut II which is narraled by Abdirahman ;eref Efendi (Fuat Papa Konagi
makalesi notu., Tarih Encimeni Mecmuasi)
25 8A number of references 10 a yah of the Grand Vezir in 1719 (H. 1131), 1720 (H. 1132), 1721
(H. 1133) refer ID the Qirajan Palace of Damat ibrahim Paa at BegikUagIQirajan next i the
mevievilume:
FindikhhINusretnsme, p:390, A. Refik, 89,91.
FirndikhINusretn&me, p:398.
FindikhhNusretnime, p:412.
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locations on the European coast are occasionally recorded. 259 The grand. admiral,
urlike the other members of the central administration who were given official
residences only after the eighteenth century, had been allowed a permanent residence
at Begikta; on the Bosphorus since the conquest. 260
Although no examples of these residences of grand viziers' have survived, some of
those that belonged to lesser viziers and pagas still exist. They are comparable, if not
in scale, then at least in the inner organization to the residences of the higher echelons
of the central administration. Therefore, visual and verbal descriptions of yalzs
from the early twentieth century also provide important data for studying the extant
examples of these eighteenth-century yalis .
Despite the fact that some two hundred years separate the yalz located at the Kanica
promontory on the Anatolian shore that Abdulhak Sinasi Hisar used to visit often
when he was a child, his observations tie together the many strands of evidence from
the eighteenth century examples gleaned from various primary sources about the
eighteenth century yais of the Bosphorus. In the absence of contemporary Ottoman
literary sources describing the life on the waterfront, Hisar's sentimental delineations
are valuable for capturing waterfront architecture as it once appeared. The first thing
Hisar recognizes is the posture, the solitude, the melancholy of the yalz :
"We would come to it by caique from Rumeli Hisari.. .[It would take]
three quarters of an hour...Next to the Harem section that we knew
most was the pretty large, well-kept garden with select trees . Though
Bosphorus houses should all have gardens, those with gardens are so
259 $em'd&nii-zde, p:102, Qegmizsde, p:26.
gegmiz&de, p:26 at Bebek in (H.1180), FindikhhlNusretnme, p:239 at Beikag in 1707
(H. 1119). $em'dAni-zide, p:31 in 1773 (H. 1187)., FirdikhhINusretnme, p:306 at Hisar in
1713 (H. 1125).
260isljm Ansiklopedisi: "Bogazigi", p.674.(Gfkbilgin)
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few that to see the flowers that look so beautiful by the waterfront gave
a novel pleasure to the eye. While the railings of the garden was
standing still, the quay in front had started to yield into the sea. Just like
the very narrov Kanica road at the back, this garden with its decaying
quay, rare flowers and beautiful trees lent an undescribable imaginary
state, a feeling of melancholy and an impression to the yalz which, even
then, looked as if it belonged to the past. In this way, the observer's eye
conceptualized the whole yalz, the garden at its side, the terraced
gardens at the back, the relatively small Selamlik section on the other
side of this Harem section and the Selamlik kiosk next to it. This kiosk,
composed of a single room reminiscent of an arbor was also by the sea,
it looked as innocent and lovely as a child. Even before entering the
yalz one would feel the pleasure of this isolated poetry of solitude." 26 1
Second, Hisar notes that the yalz appears as part of the natural landscape. The
transition from nature to the man-made space was emphasized. Gardens, courtyards
and stone paved courts where boats and boathouses were located, jetties and secluded
harbours were attached, occupied an important role in this transition. Due to the
topography of the Bosphorus, in general the gardens behind the yds extended up the
hills. The eighteenth century yals of the Ka9eoglu family at 4engelkoy and Kopriulu
Huseyin Papa at Anadolu Hisari, both having two separate quarters, had gardens that
vent as far as the road and expanded towards the hill on a large plateau. In both
yaws, the harem quarters were larger than the selamlik.
The yalz of the K69eoglu family at Qengelkay, whose selamlik survives, has ten
rooms distributed over two storeys and is about the size of a moderate house.262
[Fig. 35] The hall is central, but the disposition and dimensions of the rooms keep the
plan from being symmetrical. It has a direct entrance on to the ground floor, which
has numerous vindows ensuring the connection between the house and the garden.
2 6 1HisarBogzigi Yahan, p:66-68. All tmnslatio from Abdilhak Sinasi Hisa are mine.
2 62 E1demrTIhrk Evi, pp:190-195.
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Similarly, the yalz of Amcazade K6priili Hiseyin Papa is planned on a central axis
with a centralized hall flanked by generous bays and mitered corner rooms like those
of early seventeenth century structures. 263 [Fig. 36] There were originally eight
roomsg arrange~d around fth .woa, fth largast of which vau on tha Hicar facada . Hisar
then refers to the unused spaces in these spacious yalzs : "such as the Selamlk and
Harem courtyards, sofas on the lover floors, rooms whose doors vould not even be
opened once because of redundancy, places that were dusty and perhaps even ruined
because of negligence." 264 He vividly describes the tagik, a space of sea-veed
covered earth lying towards the landvard end of the boathouses that was continuously
vetted and muddied by the sea:
"At the quay, you vould ascend to the yalz by a few marble steps and
enter a slightly dark, large court with a low ceiling and marble
pavement. One would see many doors here. All these doors were
unknown to me, that is I had not even passed their thresholds once.
These doors, which were all the same size and had the same manners,
looked at each other and it was as if they looked askance. Who were,
what were in these mysterious rooms? Where would these rooms open
to, what would they conceal? Why were they so many in number and
why were they so tightly closed? I did not knov. The Harem floor at
the top was so vide and large that this lower floor became redundant
and turned into a neglected Selamlik. There were many engravings
hanging on the valls of the courtyard which showed epics from the
Bible with explanations in French at the bottom. Aleyhiisselams with
.Jacop and Joseph by the well. Sodom and Gommorra by the fire from
the sky. Images that would all induce sadness. When, much later on, I
saw the same engravings somewhere else, I was amazed to notice how
primitive pictures could open such vide horizons in the imagination of
a child. But at those times, we vould be anxious to reach the upper
floor at once and run through the saddening part of this courtyard,jumping up the stairs covered with matting."265
263EdemTark Evi, pp:190-191.
264HisarIBogazigi Mehtaplan, p:20.
265HisariBotazigi Yahlan, p:68. Dallavay, pp:252-254 menlions that in the houses of
non-Muslims European engravings vere hung.
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In the yah of the K69eoglu at Qengelk6y, the entrance threshold was made of large
marble slabs in accordance with Hisar's description. On the right there was a kitchen
and on the left there were subordinate rooms that open onto the garden. Such an
arrangement on the ground floors was characteristic of the yais . Opposite this
section, a large room enclosed by sash windows protruded over the sea. The staircase
was on the right and surrounded by valls.
Hisar continues with the description of the upper floor which "was the main,
beautiful, sunny, spacious, heart capturing and dreamy part of the yal . From a sofa
covered with matting, the blue waters of the Bosphorus could be seen through the
vindows of two large rooms which protruded over the sea and. whose doors were
usually vide open. .."266 Here he notes features that reminds what Miss Pardoe
recorded at the yaz of the secretary of foreign affairs, the Kiosk of Bebek:
"...after you turned left at the upper floor sofa of the ya , you took a
few steps up and through a corridor above the street, which had a roof,
vindows at both sides, a mat covered floor which looked like a couch,
you arrived at the section on the other side of the yalz at the level of the
terraced garden. If those passing under this corridor raised their
hands, they were able to touch it and if they were tall they would,
perhaps, bend their resigned heads. Don't you find it touching that a
part of the body of a building protrudes and extends to the street like
this? Because I saw a childish innocence and a plant's silent existence in
this, to remember it even nov evokes a compassionate feeling in
me."267
The few steps that were recorded by Miss Pardoe at the Kiosk of Bebek at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, led one to successive halls, indicating an
elongated facade on the waterfront. The description of Hisar, on the other hand,
266Hisar/Bojazigi Yahlan, p:69.
267HisarBojazigi Yahlan, p:76.
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refers to the growth of ydis towards the hills where the public street had to be
crossed by bridges. A comparison with the yd of the Dbzogullari family at
Yenikay, brings forth a particular distinction with the ya1s that had a narrow
seavard facade. Like most of the yVdzs of Venikay, the yVdz of the Diizoglu family,
built by the great banker and diplomat family of wealthy Armenians in the second half
of the eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth centuries, was an example of a ycdz
which "presents a comparatively insignificant facade to the water; but occupies the
whole line from thence to the foot of the height, and traverses the public street of the
village by a covered bridge, which is occupied by a vide gallery leading to the dining
room."268 Hisar, who has also given a description of such transparent passages that
connected the spacious halls of the yals to the gardens leaning on to the hills, would
refer to another yahz with such a passageway with steps:
"At those times, I did not pay any attention to these few steps leading
from the sofas to the rooms. I found them natural. But after many
years, when reading in one of Maurice Barres's books the section taken
from a Bosphorus story of Barres's Armenian friend Tigrane, I
thought my heart leaped from its place when I read his description of a
very big yalz with rooms at unequal levels exactly like the one I
remembered." 269
At the seventeenth-century ya,.I of Zarif Mustafa Papa at Anadolu Hisari, a corridor
linked the original harem which was separated and is now known as the ya4 of Esad
Bey and the private hamam.270 [Fig.37] On the ground floor of the surviving
2 68
"This outlay evokes the cupidity of the Ottoman court, vhich vas at that period much more venal
than it is at present, and his ostentation alarmed its vanity, he yas accused of usury, of treason,
or both-for the nature of his crime vas never very clearly defined -his property yas confiscated,
and he vas hanged at his threshold, from a staple driven into the vood-vork of the gate opening
upon the seavard terrace. The mansion at Yenikeui vas subsequently presented by the Sultan l
Nicholas Aristaarchi, the present Logotheti (Archi-Chancellor of the Patriarchate, and Head of the
Green Synod in 1836) by vhom it is inhabited during the summer."
Miss Pardoe, p:92.
269HisarlBogazigi Mehtaplan, pp:66-69.
27 0 EldemaThrk Evi, pp:40-45.
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selamlik, there is a room with a pool. On top of it was the main reception
roorrdDiv.hae which is said to have had a gilded dome. Another spacious hall vith
a dome and a marble fountain can be found at the yalz of K6pri!u HiIseyin Papa at
Anadolu Hisari. Abdilhak Sinasi Hisar vividly describes the room with a pool where
he used to daydream in his childhood. It was reached by the passageway he above
referred to:
"You arrived to a second sofa by this vay and through the first door at
the right, you entered this room. This did not look like any of the other
rooms. The section opposite to the door was made up of a glass-frame
adjacent to the green house to the left of the garden. The section to the
right was covered with a series of vindows overlooking the garden and
the Bosphorus at the side. In the middle, covering more than half the
room, was a big marble garden pool full of water up to its brim but
whose water-jet did not and would not work any more. Around it, a
mat covered narrov path would encircle the room." 271
Hisar then continues to describe the furnishings and decorations in this room with a
pool:
"On the other two sides of the room vhich vere not occupied by
vindows and the glass-frame, there was, on each side, a set in couch
which you vould ascend to by on a step and on which there were
gracefully coloured mattresses, cushions, and pillows. Thanks to the
vindows and the glass-frame, one might have mistaken himself to be in
the garden or in the green house next door. The top parts of these were
decorated with green, blue, yellov glasswork which was very common
in yatds and kopks at those times. Because of these, some parts of the
room looked more green than the trees and the leaves seen in the green
house, some parts more blue than the waters of the Bosphorus, and
some parts more yellow than the sun shining outside and on the
mattings, valls, blinds and the curtains of the room. As in almost every
room of the yat, here also there were big mirrors with gilded frames
on top of marble tables, and in front of them, there vere tall, light
lamps carrying pink, vellum, pistachio green coloured glasses on their
27 1HisarBogazigi Yahlan, p:76.
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head like the ancient headgears of women accompanied by delicate,
long-handed, pale coloured vases which looked like their sisters."272
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu also records the fountain-pool in one of the rooms she
visited and describes the general outlook: "The rooms are low4 which I think no fault,
and the ceiling is always of vood, generally inlaid or painted with flowers. But what
pleases me best, is the fashion of having marble fountains in the lower part of the
room, which throv up several spouts of water, giving at the same time an agreeable
coolness, and a pleasant dashing sound, falling from one basin to another. Some of
these are very magnificent." 273
Eighteenth century examples of vall decorations have survived in a single alcove in
the corner room of the yal of Zarif Mustafa Papa at Anadolu Hisari, which fully
represents the decorative concepts of the day. This aesthetic is also to be found in the
yalz of the Serifler family at Emirgan, in the yalz of the K6geoglu family at
qengelkoy, and in the yaL of Kapruln Hiseyin Papa, vhere, apart from the closet
vall, all surfaces were decorated with gilded tracery and carving. The closet vall
surface is dominated by metal-vire, mother-of-pearl ard ivory inlayed wood. No
other examples of a whole room with such decoration survive. [Fig. 38]
In the domed hall of the yalz of Koprtlii Hiseyin Papa the bays were covered by
sunken coffered ceilings. The vindows were superseded on the upper part of the
valls by panels. However, although it has undergone large-scale alteration during
restorations, the ya of Sadullah Papa at Qengelk5y still represents the best example
of eighteenth century decorative concepts.274 [Fig. 39] The decorations that marked
2 72HisarIBogazigi Mehtaplan, pp:77.
27 3Monagu, p:253.
2 74Nipeleenth century examples, the yak of Hasip PaWa at Beylerbeyi and the yak of Hadi Bey
offer good examples of a later decorative aesthetic for comparison.
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the eighteenth century aesthetics on a residential scale are, however, the vall paintings
which also represents the introduction of new ideas and new concepts in Ottoman
pictorial arts. Mostly in the form of landscape compositions, these murals, decorating
the spacious halls and reception rooms of palatial konaks and yais, chose Istanbul
and the shores of the Bosphorus as subject matter.275
The vall paintings were either in the form of narrov friezes (best exemplified in the
harem quarters of the Topkapi Palace), or in the form of larger compositions
enframed by Baroque cartouches. During the first half of the nineteenth century vall
paintings were applied on cupolas and vaults; Miss Pardoe refers to such an example
decorating the waterfront kiosk of the secretary of foreign affairs at Bebek.276 In
whatever size, form and technique these vall paintings were made, in content they
were similar, mostly idealized views of the kiosks, palaces and gardens along the
shores of istanbul. Being the only visual sources for the residential architecture of the
period as it would have appeared to those vho made it, they have been invaluable for
the present study to identify the external features of the yalis .
The most common type of yalz vas that which projected over the water. Among the
extant examples only the eighteenth century yalis of the Yasinci family and K6priUi0
Huseyin Papa at Anadolu Hisari extend beyond the shoreline. In these two yds the
projecting parts still preserve their original position, but the yalz of the Serifler at
Emirgan lost this characteristic feature vhen a road was constructed next to it. Hisar
vrites:
"Among the yales, there vere those that projected into the sea lying on
the waters on top of piers. These old, genuine yals of the Bosphorus
2 7 5RendahJathama.
2 76 Miss PardoelThe City, p:273.
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which the pleasure seekers of the Bosphorus particularly liked and
called leb-i derya, carried special features of classical architecture.
The sensitive architect who builds the yalz that gives body to the
elegance, beauty and wonder of arts which we call "the Bosphorus",
relies on some very delicate considerations: he opens the yal in
between the unequalled blue of the sea in the front and the green of the
mountains at the back such that, vhen the doors of the rooms around
the sofas are opened, the vaters in front and the slopes of the
mountains at the back unite in the eyes of the observer." 277
Most Valzs were organized to have vistas on both sides, just as Hisar describes. At the
still-extant eighteenth-century yaz of Ismail Papa at Istinye, the special feature of the
house is the boathouse and the jetty belov. 278 [Fig.40] The jetty is covered and has a
gate opening to the sea. The continuation of this section is open on the garden side,
allowing the gardens on the hills behind to flov under it ard reach to the sea. The
reception room is also on the ground floor as in the ydz of Zarif Mustafa Paga. The
upper floor has a central hall. The two rooms looking onto the boathouse, however,
have a shape that contradicts the plan. The hall with its three eyvas faces both the
street, the garden and the sea.
The gardens of the yatis vere usually cordoned off from the sea by valls to maintain
privacy. The early nineteenth-century yalz of Hadi Bey at Kandilli is an exception;
there the sea facade is not behind a vall, and a section on one side is reserved for the
access of the boats. 279 [Fig.4 1] While most of the yalzs had special structures on the
ground floor for boats and other seafaring equipment, but some also accommodated
carriage sheds. In this particular yalz sea access is via a secluded harbour which is
partitioned off with a high vall. On entering the harbour the pillared facade of the
house can be seen, with an entrance door on the facade. The impression is that the
277 HisarIBogazigi Yahlan, p:16.
27 8EdemT&rk Evi, v.I, pp:286-287.
27 9EiemThrk Evi, v.1, pp:288-291.
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door gives access to the harem, but in fact, the harem quarters are located in the
larger ving of the yale, and the harbour gate vas used by the female members of the
household only vhen necessary. The yale consists of tWo sections. The harem has a
central round hall, an eyvan facing the sea in the upper floor, and eleven rooms. It
has an axial plan. Tvo rooms jut over the sea. The hall in the Selamik section is on
one side and it has seven rooms. The staircase rising from the ground floor is also
linked to the back courtyard belov.
A secluded harbour is also seen in an eighteenth-century plan. [Fig.42] This rare
example of eighteenth-century architectural plans is identified as the yale of
Enderun-u Humayun Pazarbagisi Mustafa Bey at Kurugegme. 280 The yal of the chief
of purchasing agent for the private apartments of the sultan, vhich is also located in
the Bostancabagz Defterleri close to the yale of the Tirnak9i family, seems to be
composed of several separate buildings like the palace at Kadirga. Hovever, this
plan, vhich is more detailed than the plan of Kadirga Palace in terms of architectural
rendering, shovs that the harem quarters in the centre vere centrally planned, vith
an oval hall. Next to it is a smaller building. To the right, a large harbour for caiques
extended into the garden betveen the harem and the reception kiosk. The building on
the left is at the corner of a cul-de-sac and has a hall at the centre. The hamam is
connected to the harem by a covered passagevay like the one in the yal of Zarif
Mustafa Papa. A public quay at Kurugegme along the row of yalis, provided a
promenade. One crossed the gaps giving access to boathouses, or secluded harbours,
on girder bridges. Such quays, hovever, vere not common on the Bosphorus.
Hisar continues reflecting on the characteristic yalz projection over the sea:
280EldermLRemimscences of the Bosphorus, pp:78-79.
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" The whole architecture is built upon the principle of continuous
contact of the yalz with the sea. There is no road in front of the yal.
The yalz is sunk into the surface of the sea and sometimes it is even
built not on earth but on water and the rooms looking towards the sea
extend over the water. As if to feel the water in the yalz itself, there
are boathouses underneath the rooms. In order to listen to the sound of
water more closely and more often and to contribute to the sound of
water within the yalz, there is a pool in each of the sofas and
sometimes even in some of the rooms of these yals . The old Turks
liked continuously to listen to these sounds with which they were in love
with, so much so that these waters vould run everlastingly, this sound
was present there in the yahl day and night. The yalz of the Bosphorus
became the expression of this love of the old Turk who needed to have
the waters he yearned for close at hand. 281
The eighteenth-century plan of the Enderun-u Htimayun Pazarbagisi Mustafa Bey is
also important as an early record of centralized plans. Although the extant examples
of eighteenth century yal(s display centralized plans in single buildings, even if they
were composed of separate men's and women's quarters, Hisar, in the first half of the
twentieth century referred to the dispersed composition of the yalk :
"All the yalks were not adjacent to each other, they were one on top of
the other. Because all the yalzs were each situated inside a garden, they
wanted to add, through the vindows of the rooms on the sides, the
colourful vorld of flowers to the blueness they saw on the surface of
the water and the greenness of the mountains. Through these vindows,
they saw the blooming flowers of their gardens in different colours and
feel their solitude. In this way, they mixed and combined the tastes of
the width, height and solitude of the yal . In the architecture of the
yalk , beyond the world of these rooms and halls which joined side by
side, the other rooms, that are, the rooms of the servants, boatmen,
gardeners and the kitchen, were not allowed into the Harem and
Selamlik of the yalz but were built outside the yalz ..."282
Still surviving examples of the yals illustrates this point. The nineteenth-century
yal of Hasip Papa at Beylerbeyi was built on the site of the former Istavroz Palace. It
28 1HisarBotazigi Yahlan, p::16-17.
282Hisarl ogazigi Yahlan, pp: 17-18.
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consists of a large harem quarter, a selamlik section, private quarters/mabeyn and. a
hilltop retreat.283 [Fig.43] The selamlik section was a single-storey building with a
long facade parallel to the sea. On the rear axis was an oval hall that looked onto the
garden and the sea. On two sides of the hall were two sections, now destroyed,
consisting of four rooms each. In the small garden between the Harem and the
Selamlik there used to be a decorative pond and a fountain. In yals where these two
quarters were separated, it was common for a small garden and a decorative pond to
be placed between them: "...and the women's apartments [vere] always built
backward, removed from sight and [had] no prospect than the gardens, which [vere]
inclosed with very high valls."284
At the yaz of Hasip Papa, the jetty was originally the base of the mabeyn kiosk.
Between this section, which had an oval plan, and the harem section, there was once a
fish pond. The two-storey sea facade of the harem is shorter. The plan is axial but not
symmetrical. The staircases are small and insignificant when compared to the scale of
the building. The staircase in the north section of the house is unusually small, and a
fourth chamber along one side is quite unlike the others. On the four sides of the hall
there are chambers each consisting of four or five rooms. Three of these are
identical, but one is smaller. Access to these chambers can be gained from the
landings of the staircases or directly from the hall. There is no interconnecting space
between the rooms. Every chamber has a separate entrance from the exterior. The
main entrance is on the long axis. The door on the south leads to the sea. The main
entrance is on the garden side and has a marble threshold and a colonnade. The
colonnade has two columns and the sections between are glazed, adding to the
transparent effect of the facade. The small door on the side opens to the subordinate
2 83EldemTfrk Evi, v.1, pp:224-230.
284Montgu, p:253.
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section. The marble porch extends to the courtyard. This courtyard is the opening
courtyard of the harem section: "The houses of the opulent Turks are large, with the
most convenient part appropriated as the Harem, which is usually surrounded vith a
court, h it ever o small, having a fountain in the midst."285 Tha hamam Va= nxt to
the garden gate opposite the main entrance. Opposite the street entrance was a door
leading to the back garden.
The residences of the viziers and the pagas from the eighteenth century that survive
along the Bosphorus are not in their original form. Although the area did not suffer
from fires as the city did, the houses and yals vere continually modified and altered.
Moreover, as a taste for building more grandiose yalvs developed, a number of them
belonging to people of modest wealth and status were demolished and replaced with
bigger ones. The construction of the yalz of the Duzoglu family at Yenikay is an
example:
"When high in favour with the Sultan, he purchased a small kiosque at
Yenikeui; and formed so great an attachment to the locality, that he
determined on erecting there a residence vorth of his princely
fortunes... To obtain sufficient space for the erection of this noble
dwelling, and the formation of the grounds about it, DoozOglou
purchased no less than five and thirty houses, for which he paid, in
every instance, several hundred piasters beyond the demand of their
owner; and once established, he filled his spacious apartments with
costly furniture; and all the luxuries which unbounded wealth and a fine
taste could command." 286
As was the case with the Diizoglu family who had four yafts at Yenikay, it was not
uncommon for grand households to be housed in separate yalzs, usually in the same
district but sometimes quite far away. The Bostanaba Defterleri turn up several
28SDellaway, p:72.
2 86Miss PardoelThe Beauties, p:92.
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examples of this. It seems, however, if such residences were not located in close
proximity, it is more likely that they housed separate households of vives and/or sons.
The dignitaries themselves maintained a particular presence in their quarters.
It is known that in istanbul quarters were not divided up into affluent and poor
districts. The great houses were scattered about among more humble dwellings,
although in some areas the grounds of these konaks stretched almost to those of the
neighbouring konak , preventing any humble dwellings from being built in
between.287 This was more evident on the waterfront where the yazs were lined one
after the other, blocking the sea off for the privileged. Moreover, the privileged, by
"intermittent manifestations of a sort of 'grandee mentality' in a society which in
principle recognized almost no claims to high status or prestige other than those
which the slave-officials enjoyed on the sufferance of the Sultan", were preeminent in
the social organization of the districts: Therefore, "on one hand appear tendencies to
ostentation and social exclusiveness, as in accounts of the lavish decors and costumes,
the deliberate recherche of luxury and idleness, the grand scale of hospitality and acts
of charity, sometimes, too, the snobbish insistence (hadpinaslik) that others 'know
their place'. On the other hand, there was much behaviour of a far less exclusive
kind. Various accounts tell of grandees' sitting down to dinner with their servants or
of marriages between clients and trusted female servants or even daughters of
dignitaries. "288 [Fig. 44]
The yatis of the Ottoman dignitaries, of the central command, and of the viziers and
papas, were, like their konaks in the city, centers of culture. They performed some
of the functions of their European counterparts, hotels and palazzos, but differed in
287E1demnITijik Evi, v.II, p:18.
288Findley, p:230.
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their social role.289 The grand house bore a particular responsibility for the district
which it fulfilled by the establishing endowments. Services had in view the velfare of
the populace in general -vater-supply, paving of roads, public security, street-
cleaning, the shelter and the feeding of the poor, the ill and of travallers and the
distribution of the alms, especially during religious ceremonies.
Abdulhak Sinasi Hisar's descriptions of summer nights in full moon in the early
twentieth century, refer to certain nights which had their own traditions which,
though not vritten in any book, would be known by all Bosphorus people and would
be observed under the auspices of the grandees, who would take turns organizing the
fa te:
"Like the veddings, processions on the birthdays of the Prophet, and on
Bayrams of the times, these nights were also both subjected to formal
proceedings and the doors vould be open to everybody. Although the
carnivals in old Venetian nights always created a spoiled and obscene
frailty, the old Bosphorus, which was always both elegant and a little
sad, vould assume such a state with its beauty, music, its essence; there
would be such a talent, in this community, for ceremonials, refinement
and solitude that these gatherings vould eventually turn into a
procession.. "290
The procession, in turn, had to pay tribute to the grandee by stopping shortly in front
of his yali and playing saz in respect.
2 89EldemVTrk Evi, v.II, p:18.
2 90 HisarfBogazigi Mehtaplan, p:80.
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D. THE HOUSEHOLDS THAT BROUGHT THE SUBCULTURES OF THE EMPIRE TOGETHER
The extant yalis of eighteenth century Ottoman dignitaries provide a visual
vocabulary that can also be applied both to more elaborate and more modest yals.
Therefore, these examples provide the frame work for discussing the problem of
temporality. Why the yazs of viziers and pgas were the ones most likely to
survive, whereas the vaterfront palaces ard yalzs of both the imperial family and the
high ranking officers of the central administration, as well the yazs of the modest
had no chance of surviving more than a lifetime? What is needed is an understanding
of "a different pattern of training and a different gate of opportunity for entry" to the
central administration displayed in the households of sultanas, viziers and paas in the
eighteenth century.291 This change, together with the independent households of the
female members of the imperial family, is most illustrative about the nature of the
socio-economic and cultural connections which made the architecture of Bosphorus,
as well as the innovations, durations, continuities and disjunctures possible.
The households of the female members of the imperial family, the statesmen of the
administrative command and the Ottoman dignitaries in and above the rank of paas
were small replicas of the Ottoman state. They also reflected in the dichotomous
culture of the Empire. If the first of the dichotomy may be called the culture of the
Palace, the second would be that of the "provinces". 292 The "province" does not
necessarily have to refer to geographical separation, "provincial" also existed in the
291''Wilhal as a generic 1rm used t refer t all the household staffs, the sources refer i
them also as atba (folloversthangers-on), gak (officers), adank (men) and kulr (slaves)."
Abou-el-HajlHouseholds, p:441.
292Encyclopedia Islam: 'Turks", "Ottoman", "Histry", (J.H.Kramers), and "Otman Turkish
Literature", (K6prilzade Fuad) .
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capital. It represents subcultures which vere somewhere between highlurban and
popular/rural. It has long been accepted that:
"The Ottoman Empire nourished within its social frame two vays of
lire. Associated with the 'great' culture were such reatures as var and
administration as life-time occupations, freedom from taxation, the use
of language highly permeated with Persian and Arabic words, and
orthodox Islam. The rural masses and particularly the Turkish
tribesmen, on the other hand, used Turkish vernacular, engaged in
buying and selling in agriculture, were taxed to the gills, had access
only to primitive technology and were suffused by heterodox
currents." 293
The Ottoman state has been always concerned with the concept of civilization/
medeniyet which was at the core of the self-image of the Ottoman ruling class. 4
The term'Turk" was used in a pejorative sense because it meant being tribal. The
residences and the household of a dignitary, whether in Istanbul or in the provinces,
included a vide range of activities and members from both worlds. This extensive
ard diverse household incorporated people from all levels of Ottoman society.295
Some household members were cooks, their helpers for preparing food, vaiters,
personal grooms, tailors for clothing, carpenters, gardeners, architects, soldiers,
harem teachers, accountants, treasurers, poets, musicians, physicians, religious
functionaries, scribes, messengers, carriage drivers, and horse grooms. Abdulhak
Sinasi Hisar refers that the nurses were either a Circassian (dadi), or African (baci),
servants Greek (hizmetei), adopted children turks (evlatlik), vet-nurses cross-bred
(melez), housekeepers from Rumelia (Rumelili), stewards Armenian (ayvaz), cooks
29 3MaidCivil Society, p:270.
294MardCivil Society, p:270.
295 For comparative sizes of the households of Grand Viziers and Viziers: Gbgek, p:1 3 1
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from Bolu (ahi), rovers Turks or Greeks (hamlaci), agas of the Harem Ethiopians
(habeq), gardeners Albanians (Arnavut).296
Because of this it is questionable that there was any real clash between the great
culture, represented by the military/religious, and the subcultures, represented by the
rest in an urban setting, especially in the capital of the empire.297 It is also
questionable whether the phenomenon of "cultural isolation", considering the
religious heterogeneity of the empire contributed, to the clash. The structure of the
community living in the capital represented a miniature empire.
The root of the revolts in Istanbul in the eighteenth century has rather in the influx
into the city of immigrants from Anatolia and Rumelia. It was they who brought their
"isolated culture" from their remote backgrounds and resisted being incorporated
into the culture of the capital. But on the whole, the inhabitants of Istanbul vas
largely organized in large households, and imitating the palace, enjoyed themselves in
a festive environment introduced largely by the court.
Much of popular culture was an imitation of palace culture. It has been argued that, in
contrast to the West, where the development of new art forms grev out of the
transformation of the popular culture, no such reciprocity took place in the Ottoman
296 Hisar1Bogazigi Mehtablan, p:19.
29 7MardinlCivil Society, p:272.
It would seem that the Turkish clan was not a real peasant society even after it became settled. Its
culture was not a version of the culture of the elit. It was much more cut off from the elite,
closer to Marx's picture of the 'Asian village', namely, a self-contained and readily reproducible
unit iotally isolated from other cultures.
MardinlCivil Society, p:272
Mardin compares the relation of the members of the elite who lived in provincial lovns to the
peasantry and the nomadic Turkmen was more like that of British administrators on the
northwestern frontier of India.
MardinlCivil Society, p:273.
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realm. No equivalent to the Western novel appeared in Ottoman literature, "nor can
one discover Ottoman Beethovens or Schuberts making use of peasant themes in
music" .298 Popular culture vas not the an equivalent of an Ottoman bourgeois
culture.299 "While Italian Renaissance epics and the French Neo-Classical tragedy
turned to antiquity partly for inspiration, but certainly for exmnple, divan poetry
ignored both the vritten and oral traditions of Turkish poetry dating from the pre-
Islamic period." 300 Yet despite the great variations in their life conditions, in the
course of the eighteenth century all in the capital adopted a similar identification: in
the tradition of gag . The country residence vas no longer the center of a farm,
vineyard or orchard but rather a place of pleasurable relaxation vhich itself aspired
to master the cultures as a vhole.
To observe the intermingling of cultures vhich can not be considered merely
bourgeois or popular in the context of architecture, ye need to question the
previously existing notion that elite and non-elite did not interact, that members of
these two groups lived out their lives in vatertight compartments.
298 MardindCivil Society, p:27 3 .
29 9HourmnilThe Fertile Crescent in the Eighteenth century, pp:91-118.
300 Evin)Nedim: Poet of the Tulip Age, p:75.
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E. THE MEANS AND NEEDS OF THE PEOPLE OF THE BOSPHORUS IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
In the course of the eighteenth century, the shores of the Bosphorus presented a
variety of residential types suited to every level of life, from the proudest Ottoman
dignitary to the humblest fisherman. As a result, next to the seaside mansion of some
high-ranking official of the Ottoman administration, could be found the poorest
fisherman's shack, made of a few pieces of vood, while not far away stood the
splendid seaside palace of the sultan. In this environment a distinctive architectural
type developed over the course of four hundred years. Known commonly as yal
referring to its waterfront location, but more specifically as sahilhane (vaterfront
house) and sailsaray (vaterfront palace) referring to its size, the new residential
type housed the peoples of istanbul in the eighteenth century when they were
beginning to constitute their personal existence outside the traditional/institutional
inertia.
Eighteenth-century istanbul represented a social and cultural complex in the process
of breaking with traditional institutions. Characterized by the two antithetical trends
of the Ottoman elite - an urge for movement and reform, and an inclination toward
lethargy and pleasure, the nature and intensity of change is generally viewed as having
been generated by external stimuli, that is to say as a movement towards
"vesternization". The very contradiction, however, is revealed in the lives of the
people of modest wealth and status. The break with traditional institutions was not,
however, in conflict with Islamic Lav/geriat, nor vere people merely subordinate to
a higher culture, be it European or Ottoman. Rather, they were participants in
unprecedented activities and thoughts, feelings and beliefs, imaginings and
aspirations. The interaction of (sub)cultures within the households of the Ottoman
grandees, and through the households which had brought a new picture on the scene
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of Ottoman cultural realm merged the imperial "high" culture and "subordinate"
cultures in the rituals and architectural culture of the Bosphorus.
Before embarking on an analysis of the social structure of the physical space, on
needs to understand the right to the possession of private property and the policy of
confiscations, rules that vere often taken to be the one and the same. As a result, the
ephemeral character of residential architecture, vhich has long been explained as an
outcome of the short time that a private property remained in the hands of any given
family, vill be reassessed through a discussion of the cultural atmosphere vithin
vhich the yas vere created and used.
E.1. PRIVATE PROPERTY OVNERSHP
Sir James Porter (1766), the English ambassador to the Porte, vas one of the first to
criticize vhat has been ascribed to Ottoman lavs related to private property
ovnership by vhat he observed himself during his stay in istanbul (1746 -1762):301
"The ingenious president Montesquieu (*L'Esprit des Lois, Lib.V
Cap.XIV &XV), led by precarious authorities, has excluded all right to
the possession of private property, all right to successions, all
inheritances in families, or to females and vives, and, indeed, all
(*L'Esprit des Lois, Lib.VI ci) civil lav from among the Turks. In
short, he seems to think, that the Grand seignor's despotism svallovs
up the whole code of right in that empire."302
30 1
"The other part required but a single enquiry, he might easily have been informed by vhat method
they actually delermine causes in their courts of justice, and vhat books they use in Turkey as
authorities for their legal decisions: he vould have found several, vhich formally stipulae, and
fix, the trms and legality of a purchase, vhether of lands, houses, corn, cattle, or merchandise.
From these it may be presumed, he vould have acquired a notion of Turkish despotism very
different from that which he has adoped.
Porter, p-53.
3 02 Porter, p:53.
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On the contrary, according to the rules codified in Islamic canonic lav/geriat that
regulated the succession of property, private property was held, exchanged or sold in
the market, whether among families, to husbands or vives, or to unrelated males or
females. It could not be confiscated by the sultan. Porter observed this during the
rebuilding of the Porte, the vizier's permanent residence in 1755 when:
"The method determined, on, vas, to leave a sufficient void space about
it, and for that end to purchase and demolish several houses that were
contiguous. Most owners submitted to a sale; but there was one old
woman who declared she could not, and would not, part with hers; that
it had been a property in her family for several generations, and no
money could compensate the infinite value it was to her: no offer
tempted her, no threats could avail. The men in power cried out and
abused her; but the injustice appeared too violent to dare take it by
force; the house stood; and when it was asked why the sultan did not use
his authority? take it, and pay the value? the answer was, 'T'is
impossible, it can not be done, it is her property'." 303
The Sultan had rights over the Ottoman grandees who were his slaves. Grants from
the state were not hereditary and returned to the state after the grandee died or fell
into disgrace, but this did not affect property own by private individuals.
E.2. COWFISCATIONS
The policy of confiscations, which has to be separated from the right to private
property in the first place, was an old practice: "The Sultans in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries were able to curb the power of vezirs and pagas who had graduated
from the palace service. Since these men were regarded as the personal slaves of the
303Porter, p:105.
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Sultans, their effects following dismissal or demise, were turned over to the royal
treasury (enderun)." 304
In the course of the eighteenth century, it was still a comrmon practice. Although the
state provided high-ranking officials with generous incomes that many felt free to
invest in trade as vell as in agriculture, any accumulation of fortune was subject to
confiscation and reversion to the state treasury. In fact, it has been argued that "so
long as trade flourished, many high officials were able to count on influence in the
palace to counteract this risk, but after the seventeenth century, when economic life
was stagnating, confiscations became more frequent."'305 Likevise, in spite of the
fact that the Grand Vizier Damad Ibrahim Papa maintained his firm control over the
Ottoman administration by appointing a number of his relatives to lucrative
administrative posts, an aristocracy was able to establish itself only in limited
contexts, and the accumulation of wealth was strictly controlled 306
Nevertheless, in addition to several available loopholes (through which, for example,
Kara Mustafa Papa's yalz at EyUp passed to his son),307 one way to avoid
confiscations was to convert personal fortunes and property into non-alienable pious
family endowments. 308 Religious foundations meant that commercial-residential
304 Abou-el-HajiHouseholds, p:446.
305MardindCivil Society, p:261.
islam Ansiklopedisi: "musadere"
306UzunMih, p:148, p:167.
307Appendix IV.
3 08
"The pretense vas kept up that every effort vas expended in the collections of estales and effects
for the benefit of the royal privale purse. Once the lav had been enforced, and with the
pardoning of the officer in question, no further confiscations vere allowed. A corolary to the lav
vwas a statue of limitations. From these observations, it would seem obvious that the sultans
were not interesed in crippling or making total destitutes out of their demoied high officials or
their heirs."
Abou-el-Hajliouseholds, p:446.
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structures designated as endovments vere free from taxes and the possibility of
confiscation; they financed the religious foundation and supported the sponsor and
descendants. The endovment deed stated that after all expenses dedicated to the
upkeep of the religious foundation vere covered, the surplus revenues vould go to
the founder and his descendants. Thus in the course of the eighteenth century the
number of non-imperial vakfs increased.309 Nevertheless, although the violations
of the rule vere various the law of confiscations vas never abandoned. It continued
to puzzle the European observers, who had already acknovledged the right to private
property: "At present, the political code, relative to successions to property, seems to
be in contradiction to the civil code, if one may judg by the pretentions of the Sultan
to be the heir of all who hold any of the great offices of state. Whatever may be the
validity of this pretention, the Sultan has no claim to be the heir of individuals who
live in private life. "310
309 "les esclaves de la maison royale staient les hommes les plus riches et les plus puissants de
l'empire". After Coles in YediyildizlInstitution du Vaqf, p:163, p:181.
Askeri:Toal 65.07%
Sultan 5.14%
Civil Administors:Grand Vizirs 5.14%
Others 32.31%
Ulema 14.28%
Seyhs of different sects 6.38%
Administrators of vaqfs: men 1.42%
vomen 0.4%
Reaya:Total 34.93%
farmers 0%
merchants and craftsman 1.82%
local notables (Ayan) 1.82%
non-professionals: men 15.17%
vomen: of the palace 6.69%
of diverse origin 10.34%
Although this categorization still dvells on the askeri and reaya classification, Yediyildiz also
acknovledges that the social stratification can not be deduced from available research.
31OPerisierlPicturesque, p:106.
Among others Mac-Farlane, p:329, PardoelThe Beauties, p:92, p:169 and Turner, p:403 refer to
confiscations in the early nineleenth century.
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Be that as it may, the belief that "every house, at the death of its master, is at the grand
signior's disposal" was long cited as the reason for the short life span of both the most
magnificent and modest residences. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, after visiting
sone of the most magmficent residences of 2arly eigtanth century Istanbul,
commented that " no man likes to make great expense, 'which he is not sure his family
'will be the better for (if it be not put into 'vakif', that i annexed to some mosque or
fountain). All their design is to build a house commodious, and that vill last their
lives; and. they are very indifferent if it falls down the year after."3 11
There are countless documents concerning the confiscations and the sale of
confiscated properties at auction. Even the imperial family occasionaly bought
houses in the market. A document from 1762 (H. 1176) indicates that Esma Sultan
bought a yali at Kurugepme at auction from a certain Mustafa Aga.312 It seems that
this yalz vas bought to accommodate the members of the larger household rather
than Esma Sultan herself.
Miss Pardoe, who vividly describes the pomp and display at these imperial residences
so alien to Western ways, preferred to assign to the transitory nature of the worldly
abode to the insecurity of property holding:
" The Turks builds for himself, toils for himself, intrigues for himself,
as his father did before him; and leaves his children to strive and to
create in their turn with the 'Inshallah!' of an earnest and unaffected
philosophy. Fortune, even in the West, is a fickle tenure; but in the
East, it is sometimes the mere ephemera of a day; and thus, as the
Osmanli rises in that favour which alone can lend it, he at once erects
or purchases a residence suited to his brightening prospects, gay with
temporary ornament and evanescent decoration, whose freshness may
3 11Montagu, p:253 .
3 12Bagbakanhk Ariivi-CevdetSaray 5039 (H. 1176)
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even thus chance to outlive his prosperity. Should it do otherwise, he
gladly renevs the paint and the gildirg, and repairs the ravages of the
weather, or the effects of accident; but when, as is frequently the case, it
outlasts his fortunes, he contents himself by making the dwelling
habitable, and avaiting a more golden season to renew its vanished
glories. Thus, as the light caique of the observer skims over the ripple,
the circumstances of almost every householder on the Bosphorus may
be ascertained by the appearence of his dwelling."313
E.3. ARCHITECTURE AS AN EPHEMERAL PRODUCT
Some Europeans doubted the explanation found in the withdrawing of the Muslims
from vorldly prosperity or in the avoidance of gratification in property, and instead
found superstition and fear of the inscrutible East behind this attitute because of its
insecurity:314
"Nor is it only the insecurity of property while living which renders the
Turk so averse to engage in undertakings of great extent and contingent
advantage; the disposition of it by vill affords them little means of self
gratification in viewing their inheritance transmitted to posterity. The
merchants, and others of inferior rank, know, that a splendid fortune,
at the same time that it renders their children objects suspicion, vill not
raise them to posts of honour and respect, without putting them in a
situation not to be able to transmit it another generation to their
posterity; those who hold any office of the porte know that they have
the sultan for their heir, and his pashas or other officers for their
executors; hence it is that posterity is of so little consequence in the eyes
of the Turk, that he is seldom induced to consult much their velfare;
and the hospitals, caravanseraies, fountains, bridges &c built for
charitable purposes, only originate in the ostentation or superstitious
fears of their founders, who built them for the repose of their souls, or
to perpetuate the reputation of their piety. "315
313Miss PardoefBeauties, p:40.
314Among others, Frankland, p:191, Montagu, p:277, Jehannot, p:291, Rycaut, p:78, Salaberry,
p:15 2 , Pardoe, p:13 4 , v.II p:163, p:16 5 , Smith , p:47 and Dallavay,p:73 refer 10 Turks' attitude
lowards temporality of life regarding natural calamities.
3 15 E0n, p:232.
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Westerners who related the lack of permanence and grandeur in Ottoman residential
architecture to Ottoman attitudes towards the temporality of one's worldly abode. An
Ambassador of Ferdinand I to Suleyman I, Ogier Ghiselin Busbecq, who was in
Irtanbu in 1555- 15 62, va on of tha aarIiRrt among tha Wstarn o bsrvarr to
formulate this attitude. Busbecq regarded it as part of a more general Turkish creed
of avoiding dispi;- in buildings:
" They consider that a man proves himself a conceited fellow, who
utterly misunderstands his position, if he aims at having a pretentious
house, for he shows thereby, according to their notion, that he expects
himself and his house to last forever. They profess to use houses as
travellers use inns, and if their habitations protect them from robbers,
give them varmth and shade, and keep off rain, they want nothing
more. Through the whole of Turkey it would be hard to find a house,
however, exalted or rich its owners may be, built with the slightest
regard to elegance. Everyone lives in a hut or cottage. The great
people are fond of fine gardens and sumptuous baths, and take care to
have roomy houses to accommodate their retinues; but in these you
never see a bright verandah, or a hall vorth looking at, nor does any
sign of grandeur attract's one's attention." 316
This attitude was assigned philosophical roots in Islam, and was cited as evidence for a
lack of artistic appreciation among the Turks:317
"In all the Turkish arts, the traces of superstition are observable. Their
architecture does not imitate that of ancient Greece, nor have they
corrected one fault, or conceived any idea of proportion, from the
perfect models they have daily before their eyes. In short, they have
never studied architecture; and as to the practice of Europeans, it would
be derogatory to the muselman dignity to copy infidels. They have
taken their notions of general forms from the Arabs, but have added
3 16 Biubecq, p:90.
3 17Those vho commented on the Islamic mots of the Ottoman archiecture are: Le Bruyn, p:19 9,
Jehannot, p:2 9 1, Busiere, p:29, Moreno, p:125, Rycaut, p:78, D'Ohsson, p:172, Herre, p:64,
p:103, Franland, n:208, Eton, p:202, Benetti, p: 223, Lechevalier, p:198, Pardoe, p:38, p40,
p:67, AllomlWalsh, p:2, Pertusier, p:47, Dallavay, p:118, p:136, p:153, Tournefort, p:369,
Saumery, p:134 , Grelot, p:304, Thhornton, p:18 , p:6 9, Cockerell, p:26, and Marmier, p:105.
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nothing of their own. The church of St. Sophia, however, after it
became a mosque, is the model by which most of the other mosques in
Constantinople have been built; and this perhaps was owing to the
architects employed by the Turks being Greeks or Armenians. Though
many of these have some notion of the rules of their own art, they are
not permitted to pursue them beyond what the Turks conceive to be the
Mahomedan form; they look indeed with a kind of reverance on the
noble ruins of Greece, believing them to have been built by devils or
genii; they are also jealous of Europeans, who wish to obtain possession
of any parts of those remains; but the only use they themselves make of
them, is to pull in pieces the marble edifices to burn them into lime.
The plaster of their valls, made of this lime, is very beautiful; but it is
to be lamented that to produce it, the divine works of Phides and
Praxiteles have been consigned to the furnace. This marble lime,
mixed with pounded marble unburnt, forms a plaster superior in
whiteness to the Indian Chinam; but unequal to it in polish and
hardness. Among the mosques and public buildings at Constantinople,
are copied from Arabian buildings in Asia, where there are much
grander structures than at Constantinople, though of as late a date. On
the origin of the moresque and gothic architecture many learned
dissertations have been written. It is not to my present purpose to make
extracts from them, and I should have nothing new to say on the
subject. With respect to the general form of the mosques, baths,
caravansarais, bazars, and kiosks, in the different parts of the Empire,
the mass is, not withstanding many striking defects, grand and
imposing; the particular parts are devoid of all proportion; their
columns have nothing of their true character, being often twenty nd
thirty diameters high, and the inter columnation frequently equal to the
height of the column. The capitals and entablatures are the most
whiinsical and ridiculous" 318
Rycaut also commented on " the apparent causes of the decay of Arts amongst the
Turks, of the neglect, want of care in manuring and cultivating their lands; why their
houses and private buildings are made light, not durable for more than ten or twenty
years; why you finde no delightful orchards and pleasant gardens and plantations; and
why in those countries vhere nature hath contributed so much on her part, there are
318Etn, p:202
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no additional labours of Art to complete all, and turn it to a Paradise". 319 "...For men
knoving no certain heir, nor vho shall succeed them in their labours, contrive only
for a few years of enjoyment", he concluded that:
"... men are fearful of sheving too much ostentation or magnificence in
their palaces, or ingenuity in the pleasures of their Gardens, lest they
should bring on them the same fate, that Nabals vineyard occasioned to
his master: and therefore men neglect all application to the studies of
Arts and Sciences, but only such as are necessary and conducing to the
meer course of living: for the very fear and crime of being knovn to be
rich, makes them appear outvardly poor, and become naturally stoicks
and philosophers in all the points of a reserved and cautious life."320
E4. REALITIES OF THE OTTOMAN SYSTEM SOUGHT IN ARCHIVAL DOCUMENTS
In practice, the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri list every conceivable variety of property
exchange in the Ottoman realm, ranging from records of sale to bequests and
donations vithin the family or for charitable and religious purposes. 321 There are
also the records of contracts of lease, and agreements about divisions of and additions
to different types of dvellings. A number of them are concerned vith disputes over
houses and settlements made. An equal number of documents in the Ser-i Mahkerne
Sicilleri deals with everything from trivial disputes to serious administrative matters,
from an appointment to a guardianship to a divorce. These are invaluable sources
about the eighteenth century Istanbul society. Unfortunately, the present
investigation could not attempt to penetrate to the material concerning collective
memory, symbols, techniques, aspirations and requirements that made the
3 19R1ycaut, p:78.
320Rycaut, p:78.
3 2 1Thijs section is by aid large deperderd on the findings and inlerprelation of Suraiya Faroqhi in
Men of Modest Subslance, 1987.
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architectural culture in question in that particular place and at that particular time 322
The amount of material is daunting, however, and vill require its own study.
A typical document from the Ser-i Mcakeme Sicilleri vould first name the quarter
in which the litigants lived, which, if not otherwise stated, usually was also where the
property in question was located. After the physical and administrative boundaries of
the quarter are specified, the identification of the first and second holders is given by
their names and titles. If the document was related to litigation, the plaintiff and the
defendant would be similarly identified. A brief statement of intent usually followed
the identification of eyevitnesses and legal representatives acting for the holders in
the court. Next comes the accounts of the eyevitnesses and representatives, on which
the proof of ownership, sale or exchange would usually be based, then the four
boundaries of the property are delineated by listing all of its abutting neighbours. A
detailed description of the spatial organization of the property was followed by the
price paid and the legal deed which might offer incidental information as well,
particularly in cases involved in litigation. The recording of the date and the names of
the witnesses then concluded the case. Taken together, these permit us to reconstruct
the building types and their arrangement in a quarter as well as the social structure of
these quarters.
The main sources of information about Istanbul society come through the
identification of the individuals recorded in the per-i Mahkeme Sicilleri. The names
and titles introduced in the very first part of the document reveal the sex, religious
affiliations and in most cases the social status of the population. In the vast majority of
cases, both Muslims and non-Muslims, men and vomen were identified only by their
322 Such cases are similar tD those of the published aleial from courts of other cities in the Empire.
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given names and by their fathers' names. In most cases, the addition of patronyms or
honorific titles identified Muslims; whereas in almost all cases non-Muslims were
further identified by their vocations. However, in the rapid enumeration of the
neighbours, such supplementary information vas omitted. Oaccionally, ni cknams
were used for both. Muslims and non-Muslims are easily distinguishable by their
given names. 323 However, it is not always easy to distinguish a Greek from an
Armenian, for by and large the Christian names were used in some dimunitive form
or misspelled and simply can not be deciphered. In the vast majority of cases, the
occurrence of Abdullahs pose a special problem. It was a name given to those
converted to Islam in the general practice; ven Abdullahs appear as fathers of
Christian offsprings, it complicates their current religious identification.324
Although this investigation has exploited some 3.000 documents spanning eighty
years in the area between Bebek and Rumeli Kavag1 Hisari, in some instances the place
and time covered narrows to some forty years in the second half of the eighteenth
century in two crowded districts of the European coast. Moreover, among the 1.145
cases recorded in the period between 1740 and 1779, in the Bogazkesen Hisari and
Yenikoy districts of the Bosphorus, 377 vere repeat cases. Therefore, in the end
there was an entry for some 646 of the houses where the first and second holders,
plaintiffs and the defendants were fully identified.325 The decrease in the number of
323Differentiation between Muslims and non-Muslims was further made easy by the custom of
recording a Muslim as Mehmet bin Mehmet and Yorgos vele& Yorgos.
324Among the askeri, Abdullah was a name given to the ones who were freed slaves or those
recruited for the janissary corps among the Christians and then converted to Islam. In case of
women, it was affilited with the Christian women who manied to their masters after they were
set free, or those who converted to Islam on their own vill to marry one affiliated with the militia.
BarkandEdime Asked Kassarm, pp:431-435.
325In 100 odd documents, the data concemring the social slatus of the first and second holders,
plaintiffs and defendants were unidentified during the process of recording for the present
research because of various reasons and were used only for the information related to the
internal organization of space.
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cases almost by half is a curious phenomenon, which is an indication of the complex
nature of exchange. This is partly due to the fact that, in the vast majority of cases,
houses were sold not in their entirety, but in shares/hisse . Therefore, when each
share was sold or exchanged, the same property was named again.
Another intriguing fact is the number of houses which, although sold in their entirety,
are on record as having been owned by a group of people. The explanation is that the
majority of the casesinvolving houses dealt with inheritances. This, inbtrn, indicates
that the majority of the documents investigated in this study referred to inter-
community exchange, that is to say, exchange that took place among the members of
the same district. For that reason they do not show accumulations of wealth or reveal
the Bosphorus as a place of residence that lent status. Neither can the lov rate of
exchange (see Table I), that took place between the people who were actually in
residence in Istanbul or another part of the Bosphorus, be cited as proof that the
Bosphorus was or was not designed as a stage for pompous leisure, or as a place of the
seasonal gdg for the common people. The relative increase in the number of
documents towards the end of the century may indicate a changing pattern favouring
the claim that the Bosphorus was preferred as a retreat because it is unlikely that the
increase in the number of documented cases was related to the changing habits of the
people in bringing their matters to the court. Moreover, and more importantly, it
should be remembered that the documents at our disposal do not record new
constructions, or all transactions but only the problem cases that came before the
court.
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Table I: Distribution of Documents with Respect to Their Location
1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770 T
Undefined Documents 9 25 18 6 37 51 25 226 351
0thers/Istanbul 3 8 14 6 2 3 1 2 39
Other3/Bosphorus 5 9 4 8 7 10 7 13 63
Bebek-Rumeli Feneri 173 424 360 310 382 550 492 214 2905
total 190 466 396 330 428 614 525 455 3358
When one focuses on the nature of the exchange in the second half of the eighteenth
century, the pattern of exchange between Muslims and non-Muslims, as vell as
between men and vomen may also be revealing. Table II shows that in the period
between 1740 and 1770, in the two crowded districts of the Bosphorus on the
European shore, that is, Bogazkesen Hisari and Yenikay, the Muslim to Muslim and
non-Muslim to non-Muslim exchange levels were equal, and there was no important
discrepancy between Muslim to non-Muslim and non-Muslim to Muslim exchange.
Table II: Distribution of Woman/Man and MuslimlNon-Muslim Exchange
ww wm mw mm u mm rnn nn Om t
1740-1770 65 163 183 468 73 235 32 106 477 ) 1145
% 5.67 14.23 15.98 40.87 6.37 20.52 2.79 9.25 41.65
E.5. VoMEN AS PRIVATE PROPERTY OvHERS
However, while women-to-men and men-to-vomen exchange levels were also equal,
exchange between men drastically exceeded that between women. It can be concluded
that although vomen vere freely represented at the court, the mechanisms of the
society still required men to act for them.326 This is also indicated by the level of
female house ownership which decreases drastically if the number of cases where
women are recorded as neighbours to a property sold is taken into account. In other
words, although vonen vere reasonably active as buyers and sellers of houses, they
rarely appear as neighbours to a property that is brought before the court. It may be
assumed that in reality there existed more women owners then were named in the
records. 327 The explanation may be that their private properties would be better
known in the community under the name of the man of the family. Therefore, it
would not be surprising that the documents continued to refer to a house in question in
terms of its prominent male member, even long after the dwelling had in fact been
inherited by the deceased owner's wife or daughters.
This impression is also confirmed by the Bostanczbagz Defterleri which, for a period
of fifty years, vill alternate references to a certain property inherited by a wife or a
daughter with the name of the deceased person and the heir(s). If the transaction was
seen as a way of obtaining an unassailable proof that a property was transfered to a
female, who was not liable to be called to pay taxes or to lend the property to the
treasury after the male member of the family dies, the property would still be known
as belonging to the male member of the family since the transaction would have
remained under cover.328
32 6Jenmings1The Office of Vekil.
32 7FaroqiMen of Modest Substance, p:185-186.
328 Two documents from 1789 (H. 1204) refers to such cases. In the first document when the
house of a certain Sotiraki vwas sealed by way of punishment his wife claimed right to take it
back for it was her property. The second one records a case vhen the properties of two
deceased brothers were confiscated, it was claimed that the yaA at Kuniegme
and other properties belonged to their wife and children.
Bagbakanhk Argivi-Hatt-1 Hbmayun 8323 "Etvan sefihanesine mebni cezasi verilen Sotiraki nam
nasranini zevcesine ait olup Boslancibay 1arafindan laht-11 mhire ahnan hanenin kendisine itasi
zevcesi taefindan istida olduiuna dair"
Bagbakanhk Arivi-Hatt-i Hmayun 8545 "Maktul Dimitri ve biraderi Cabetin zaptolunan
eylan meyamnida gocuklanmn ve kansimn mallan olduiu ve Kuruegmedeki yahmn kansina
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The lov rate of exchange between women vould also confirm the impression that
"females were more frequently represented among first holders than among second
holders, and we must assume that most women acquired real property by inheritance
rathar than by purcha." 329 A houa at Torlak Ali quartr at Bogakaan Hiart,
which had "...tvo rooms, a small kiosk, a corridor, a kitchen on the second floor and
a courtyard and a garden..." was sold together with the personal belongings and
furnishings such as "... a pair of golden bracelets of eight miskals (1 miskal= 1/2
draims), a golden belt of four miskals, a pair of emerald earrings of 5 guru value, and
four cushions filled with vool, a vollen mattress, ten pillows, two quilts, a kilim,
three saucepans, one cupper vessel vith a handle, another large cupper vessel with a
hand.le, a bowl and an ever, dishes for various uses, five other dishes, a green cloak
(vorn by ulema), a dress and a trousers made out of alaca of Damascus (a kind of
striped stuff), and a nev brownish cloak, and a shavl..." to the husband of the owner
for 250 guru; 330 Such cases are common.331
Since female ownership of property tends to occur more frequently among the
vealthy, in the Ottoman Empire as elsewhere,332 the equal rate of exchange between
men and women may be looked upon as a further indication of the popularity of the
Bosphorus among the people of modest wealth and status. However, numerous cases
where the material wealth of vomen vere recorded would contradict such an
assumption. In one of such cases a woman of considerable wealth from Sariyar sells
her share of a house at Tophane, Subasi quarter which had "...two rooms on the
second and first floors, and a vood-shed and a toilet in the basement.." and her
ait oldi-u ba aznuial bildirildiginden i4in tanzimne dair irade"
3 29Faoqhi1IMen of Modest Subsance, p:159.
330D. 113111-2
331D.11315-2, D. 113113-1
332FaroqhifMen of Modest Substance, p:160.
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personal belongings such as ... a belt decorated with pearls, a pair of ernerald
earrings, an old ermine fur, two old dresses, three cushions, eight beledi bolsters,
three quilts made out of cotton fabric, a beledi mattress, an old squirrel fur, one
rourd metal tray, four dishes, a bowl and an ever, and four large deep copper
dishes..." to her husband for 100 guru. It is also interesting to note that in almost all
cases where furnishing and personal belongings were in question, it was a woman
selling her property to her husband.
The same pattern was true for non-Muslims. A non-Muslim voman from Aya Yorgi
quarter sells her share in the yalz and bakery of ships' biscuits which she hold
togetlher with a Muslim to her husband. The yalc /bakery which had "... two rooms
and a hall on the sea-side, another room on the road-side on the secord floor, and a
room, a vater well, a bakery and a landing place on the ground floor..." was sold
toPether with "...three ermine furs, a silver belt of 40 dirhem (400th part of an okka:
2.81b), six silver coffee-cup holders, a silver plate for conserve of rosesiglbeseker
tabag, siver forks and spoons, a used cloak/kaiwa cabbe and another used
cloak/beyaz gal cdbbe , a prayer rug to be used in the hamam, a seat used in the
hamam/~haam rahtz , a used sterlet cloak/guhaferace, 30 endowed different kinds
of copper cupsievau-i nuhas, 10 endowed different kinds of tinned cups/enva-i
kalay , 16 beledi and yemeni bolsters, 9 voollen cushions, 2 mattresses, 4 quilts, 4
pillows, 4 small cushions, 4 light blue sheets, 4 white sheets, three used dresses of
various colorsielvan entwi, three basket-voven chests, two vooden chests.. ."for
950 gru. 333 Moreover, such cases took place between a man and a wife more
frequently when it was the women who sold the property. When it was the men who
sold his property or a share of it to his spouse with furnishings and personal
333D.113186-1
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belongings it is commonly assumed that this was done to avoid taxes.334 The reasons
behind sales between a man and his wife where the wife was the seller seems to be
more obscure than the reverse.
All this reveals an important fact about the evolution of the Bosphorus as an
fashionable district. When one considers the number of hidden women private
property ownership, the actual ratio between men and vomen favours for the women.
However, this state of matters makes an acute indication of the fact that, when the
wealthy and the prestigious had the means to afford a second or a third property for
seasonal use, it was in the form of male ownership. This, indicating that exchange of
real property tend to occur more frequently in the districts of the Bosphorus, reveals
the need and popularity of the seasonal retreat.
Polygamy was very rare, evidentially. Among the documents that were studied only
one case turned up a certain judge of Damascus who appears to have had three
vives335
E.6. ITER-FANLYlINTER-COMMUNITY EXCHANGE
The cases vhere women are involved in exchange of real property, either as buyers
or sellers, almost always involve inter-family exchange. This brings another issue
into focus, that is, purchase or sale by two people was very common. In most of the
cases the women occur as buyers or sellers in a joint purchase, frequently involving
brothers and sisters, rarely mothers and her children.336 It was not uncommon for a
334 The nature of the furnishings and personal belongings do not differ: D. 1 13A82-1
335 D. 113172-2
33 6D. 106188-1: "dahiye benim (refemng to the wife) hariciyenin nisfi benim nisfi zevcem...(partially
mine and partially my husband...'s)"
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group of heirs to sell the inherited property, and to share the proceeds according to
the rules of inheritance codified in Islamic canoric lav/geriat 337 The cases where a
member of the family bought shares from all the other members of the family
invalidates the view of extended family, but it was also common to purchase certain
shares in a house while the owner retained the remainder. 33 8 However, it should not
be assumed that all houses inherited by a large group of heirs were sold in this
manner, since the Ser-i Makeme Sicileri do not record the cases vhere heirs
continued to possess the house in question without dividing it into parts, that is to say,
continued to live in as an extended family under the same roof. Demands for new
housing for those members of a family who could not be accommodated in the
common property were commonly on the agenda. One may observe that vhen a
house w-as purchased on the Bosphorus in the eighteenth century, the purchasers were
usually family members or local people, if not immediate neighbours. Islamic lav
granted neighbours the right of first refusal (preemption) vhen a property was
offered for sale/.ua 339 This right occasionally gave rise to disputes, but often
neighbours bought and sold property from and to one another. In our documents
there are numerous cases where the first or second holders were also listed as the
owner of the adjacent properties to the house in question. However, to conclude from
that that the villages along the Bosphorus were unchanging could be oversimplified
and questionable. The nature of the inter-community exchange that dominated the
real estate market is more complicated.
To explain why inter-family exchange was videspread confronts us with a
phenomenon which can not be assessed within the general framework of the Ottoman
33D.103112-1, D. 103112-2: "aflenm menzili mezkurdan gayri mallan olmadigindan"
D.106,1134-1: "...zarureti deyn ve nafaka ighn..."
338D.1061105-2, D.1061105-3, D. 106106- 1, D.106106-2.
339FaroghilMen of Modest Substane, p:21.
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city. The rapid turnover suggests that transactions involving selling of shares was the
most common type. The data at our disposal have illustrated that the price of the
houses were decided by factors other than the size proper or such qualities as
proximity to tI sea, to the major meydan , the slope location or the viev, and havirg
some prestige element such as girdens, courtyards, or seafaring establishments. This
in turn indicates that inter-commrunal turnover was an outcome of lov extra-
communal demand.340
Another explanation for the large inter-communal turnover was that the purchase of
the house was often simply a cover for a loan, and the house was transferred to the
creditors in order to provide security341 Since this involved the sale of shares in a
property, and litigation concerning such shares did not relate to real numbers and/or
the association of purchaser was purely involuntary, or they happened to be heirs to
the property of a deceased person, our fragmentary and rudimentary knowledge
about the inter communal excl-iange rate does niot necessarily invalidate the
transformation of the Bosphorus into a most favoured district.342 It is difficult to
detect such cases. As in the case of women purchasers and sellers, however, the
implied inter-communal exchange must not be readily accepted. On the contrary,
when these numbers are interpreted as referring to made-up cases, the real numbers
that indicate the exchange where people from Istanbul and other parts of the
Bosphorus are involved, as well as those wishing to possess a second house in the
quarter for the purposes of income, the Bosphorus appears to evolve as a fashionable
district.
340It is very common tn come across cases vhere a house appears to be sold more than once and that
its price changes, and in most cases drops: D. 101157-1, D. 101157-2
34 1D. 106128-2
342 Changes hands three times in three successive cases: D. 118193-2, D. 118192-1, D. 118192-3.
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E.7. PEOPLE OF THE BOSPHoRUS
The data that can irdicate whether a given house-owner was a male or a female, a
Muslim or a non-Muslim, can also., in most cases, irdicate whether ve are dealing
with an official associated with the Ottoman central adiministration askert or an
ordinary taxpayer/reaya . In a majority of cases we also have information about their
vocations. The problem in urderstarding the social structure lies, however, not in the
identification of people who appear to be affiliated with the Ottoman central
administration (including the former officials of such positions), but in the definition
of the status of those of the lover ranks who also practiced a vide range of crafts or
small trade. 343
Members of the janissary ard cavalry corps, and other militia who were brought up in
the oca*s of the standing armed forces and navy who bear titles such as aga, gugks,
bese, bey, gelebi vere usually recorded as craftsmen and small merchants.344 As
the investigation in these two neighbourhoods between the years 1740 and 1779 shows,
among them were many jewelers/kuyuncu., store masons/neccar, fishermen/ballkg-z,
bakers/habaz, cloth makers-sellers/bezetat, grocers/bakal, aktars/ ttar , silk
ianufactiu rers/ kazzzL , cobblers/nalband , ironmorgers/ndbur, physicians/tabib,
boatmen/kayikg, and the like.345
34 3Barkan/Edire Askei Kassam, p:431-435.
This issue has been noled repeatedly by the historians, but has not yet been studied thoroughly.
344BaranWEdirne Asheri Kassanm, p:431-435.
3 45Barkan refers to janissaries at Edirne involved in small crafts and trade vho owned workshops
such as oil extyactionlyghne , taxmerydebbghane, I bak-e1yfm , milldegrmern , candle
manufactormzanhane , saddlery marsaragan , and commercial establishments as
beverage shopslbozahaw: and &ahvehane, vere also busy in leather, linen, alum, timber trade
or in revenue collection for the State.
B arkanEdirne Askeri Kassam, p:431-435.
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Table III: Distribution of the Titles of the People in the ger-i' Maauhkeme Sicileri
acI aa beg.e bey gavuO gelebi dervig efendi elhag molla odaba- seyyid geyh
total 78 127 169 5 2 161 7 145 140 23 7 47 19
% 6.81 11.09 14.75 0.43 0.17 14.06 0.61 12.66 12.22 2.00 0.61 4.10 1.65
Since thev were exempted from taes as members of the sultan's administration, the
majoritv of the wealth in istanbul, as elsewhere, was in the hands of theserz clas;
they were ftar richer than merchants and craftsmen.346 Does their appearant majority
in lt v a the Bosphorus also exp lain the wealth accurnulated there at this
particular period? The question to be asked first, is whether the presence of such a
population of wealth was equalled elsewhere in the city. A second question would be
whether what we see here is a reflection of the gradual abdication of the janissaries
after the sixteenth century, or the stationing of a militia at this strategie location?347
Since no research has yet provided ansvers, the explanation may come through an
understanding of the patterns followed by these nouveaux riches who settled in the
fashionable districts of the Bosphorus.
One might surmise that the presence of askerg had something to do with locally
stationed janissaries becoming artisans, and with artisans claiming affiliation with the
janissary corps.348 We do not have much information about the settlement patterns of
:346inalcikiCapital Formation, pp: 133-140.
347Erliya mentions that janissaries were stationed at Yenikby after the attacks of Cossacks from the
Black Sea in 1624.
Evliya Qelebi, p:317.
34 8BarkarEdirne Asken Kassarm, p:431-4 35 .
Uzungargih argues that in 1687 (H. 1099) there were 38.131 jaissaries in istanbul.
UzungargiihC'Osmanh Devleti Tegkilktindan Kapikulu Ocaklan, v.I, p:6 17.
inalcik notes that in the eighteenth century there were 40.000 janissaries, but it was estimated
that throughout the Empire 160.000 men were, or claimed to be, Janissaries and poins that "the
distinction must be borne in mind, for many individuals who entered the corps to obtain its
privilages were not effective troops." It was always difficult to mobilize the trading janissaries
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the Janissaries stationed in the capital; but Omer Lutfu Barkan notes an increase in
employment provided by pious forundations.349 Hail Inalcik notes that in the
seventeenth century in Istanbul and elsewhere many individuals carrying titles of the
Janissaries were in fact very wealthy ard. influential. 350 Whether or not their wealth
had been gained in trade, or was in itself a reward of office holding (which can not be
answered with the dta at our disposal), has important bearing the issue of private
property rights. However, it is apparent that upon the death or abdication of the
people in question, their wealth and property did not go back to the sultan but
remained in the family. As mentioned above, high-ranking members of the askeri
class were more inclined to found vakifs , partly perhaps for reasons of social and
political prestige, but also as a means of retaining within the family's control capital
derived originally as income from the Public Treasury. 35 1 What is at issue here is the
ways in which all this was reflected in the physical structure and architecture of the
Bosphorus villages.
The reasons why such problems may not be investigated within the scope of this study
lies within the major unresolved areas of Ottoman historiography. To start with,
among numerous unknowns is the structure of the asked which is a major
unresolved problem of Ottoman historiography. Very few of those who composed
the structure of the quarters and displayed affiliations with the regiments of janissary
corps carried the titles such as bey, g or more specifically as artillerymen/
topgu , foot-soldiersicebeci, and head of the janissary barracks/odaba , whereas the
frequercy of cga, bege , gelebi titles is remarkable. The quarters in question were
for service.
Encyclopedia Islan: "istnbul", p:242. (inacik)
34 9FaroqhiVMen of Modest Substance, p:161. After B arkar'Edirne Askeri Kassam1, p:260.
35CEncyclopedia Islam: "istanbul", p:242. (inalcik)
35 1Encyclopedia Islam: "istanbul", p:231. (irlakik)
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composed of the following rembers of the Ottoman central ad ministration:
bureaucrats or religious leaders, teachers in theological schooIsImaderris , and their
students/ mollas descendants of the prophet Muharrimadi seyyids (men) ard serifs
(vcnwn), and thoe baring the title efeondi. Which in thos y desribed a n of
some scholarly attainment. Sons of the members of asker (-zddeler ) would also fall
into this category even if they did not follow their father's career. 352 Furthermore,
beyzddeler, literally sons of beys were those who acquired the title bey because
their fathers had. acquired it, or those who had inherited the title bey having been
designated by the state in recognition of their rulership over a specific group (Kurds,
Albanians and/or Turcomars).353 Among these it is only possible to identify the
Phanariot beys of the Greek aristocracy in regard to their ethnic origins.
The non-Muslim population of the villages were exclusively involved in crafts and
trade. Other than those who had positions in the central administration as scribes or
translators, they practiced vocatiors no different than those of the Muslims.
However, in the case of non-Muslims it is difficult to understand the extent of their
trade arid wealth accrued through. Although the Greek population in the area are
genrerally thought to have been sailors, most of the owners of ships and small sea
trades, known as rezs, were Muslims.354 Greek names attached to titles such as be*ge
3 52Abou-e1-Haj1Househo1ds, p:441.
353Abou-el-HaVHouseholds, p:441.
"In the seventeenth centmxy sources the title vas commonly applied to those men vho held
sacats, hukumets or muhafazat through inheritance." Abou-el-Haj applies the title 1o the
immediate families of the vezirs and pagas.
354 Manrmn points to the laxge number of captains -Turcs and Greeks- in Evliya Qelebi's accounts:
"Ces nomrs sont-ils ceux des mains qui se sont illusti6s par leurs exploits, ou par leurs succis
commerciaux? La prosence parmi eux de celui de l'intendant de la Douane, Ali Aga, ne permet
guire de laisser de doule; il s'agit tres cerlainement d'armateurs et de capitaines, ces demiers
trAVAillent poux leur propre compte on seaPnt anssi d'intPnndiaes entle vpndeurs et negocients
en cereales ou Mieme boulangers."
Mantan, p:19 1 .
1 4F
ard gavg , however, if they do not refer to an affiliatio n with the militia, must have
been merely arbitrary.
Religious furictioraries, both Muslim and non-Muslim, such as LrnMas, maiezzins,
hafirs and papas, were numerous. That they appear in cases does riot necessarily
indicate that lover ranking functions in the religious establishment were always
performed by people of modest wealth. There were several references to vealthy
patriarchates as well. Among these religious personages are only a few references to
dervighes although there were a number of tekkes in the districts under
investigation. Similarly, it seems that no sizeable community of seyyids and ertfs,
another important group among the tax-exempt, established itself along the shores of
the Bosphorus. Since the seyyids and gerifs filled the ranks of the tax-exempt in the
eighteenth century, one would have expected their presence in the fashionable
districts of the Bosphorus would be remarked. 355 However, a number of their
leaders known as nkibalegraf did have residences at Bogazkesen Hisari 356
Haw or elhg , people who had completed the pilgrimage to Mecca, were numerous
in the neighbourhoods in question. This is significant for the pilgrimage to Mecca
was an obligation only to those people who possessed the necessary means.3 57 Among
the non-muslims, were an equally significant number of people carrying the title aa ,
conferred on those who had performed pilgrimage to Jerusalem.
The proportion of has among the wealthier house-owners as purchasers of houses
tended to outveigh the sellers. 358 We may even imagine that a haaz, shortly after his
355 BarkareEdime Asked- Kassai, pp:431-435.
356 BarkardEdime Askedi Kassawm, pp:431-435.
357 FarohiMerL of Modest Substance, p:18.
358FaqhilMen of Modest Sibstance, p:16 2-165.
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return from the pilgrimage, mriight feel inclined to purchase an outstarding house to
symbolize his increased status in the community, and what better symbol than a yan
on the prestigious districts of the Bosphorus. For the vealthier people, the
pilpimagp too a a stap up the laddar.
HaTwa and elhag also referred to the merchants in the Ottoman society, still indicating
a concentration of wealth.
E.8. SOURCES OF FORTUNE
From the Ser-i MAkeme Sicilleri ore gets the impression of an urban civilian elite
living in the prestigious districts of the Bosphorus. Most of the large houses were
occupied by a single family regardless of the size of the household. The existence of
separate units for men's ard vomen's quarters, the extent of service areas, number of
st.reys ard their respective size were indications of a large investment and the wealth
of the inhabitants. Their wealth could come from production and commercial
income. Revenues had also provided the high state officials with enormous incomes
with which to erect spacious yanzs on the much preferred waterfront was possible, as
the Bostaicibai Defterleri records.
Historians analyzed production inputs in the Ottoman empire in rural and urban
terms, with the help of their type and. tax level. Commerce is interpreted via the sales
volume (wholesale and retail) of shops, types of goods and contribution to the taxes.
To understand the production and commercial income, the tax base, a relative but the
only reliable reference point, is necessary. Unfortunately, non are available for the
Bosphors;- Bogazkesen Hisari and Yenikuy, the two districts under investigation in
this study, suffer from a lack of precise demographic and socio-economic
information.35 9 One of the major sources of Ottoman historiography, the non-
Muslim poll-tax/cizye accounts, which supply evidence for the sources of fortunes,
are also lacking for the districts in question. However, considerable maritime
commercial activity which has often been noted at Yenikay, illustrates hov vealthy
were the inhabitants even if we do not have comparative figures.360
From a few sources, it is known that both districts offered a payment to the charitable
fourdation to the Sultan Bayazid Mosque. 361 The residents of Yenik6y were also
chargd with the task of moving the grass of the meadow of Tokat on the Anatoliani
shore. 362 A document from 1795 (H. 1210) refers to the rent paid to the State for
cultivated land in the districtahiye of Terkos, endowed by the vakzf of Sultan
Mehmet II, tirned into pasture for the sub-district of Yenikay. 363 A similar
document from 1809 (H. 1224) refers to a dispute concerning the refusal of the
payment of taxaar on the crops growing in Yenik6v. 364 At Yenikay, ships' biscuits
3 59Appendix I.
360
"Commerce extremenment varin et actif, animb par l'appel constant de Stamboul et qui necessite
dans chaque port, dans l'ineriur aussi des terres, tout un roseau de marchands en liaison avec les
negosiants de la capitale, Turcs et Grecs, pour qui naviguent de nombreux navires, calques,
karamrsels, gekeleve., dont beaucoup ont pour port d'attache Yenik6y, sur la rive europeenne
du Bosphore et qui sont la propniiti soit de capitaines independants, soit de fonctionnaires qui
cherchent ainsi 'a accroitie leurs revenus, soit aussi de negociants; virtable flotte de commerce
rassemblant, aux dires d'Evliya Qelebi, 2000 marms, et dont les propribtaires, posseseurs de un,
deux navires ou mime davantage, sont souvent des Grecs, risidant & Yenikby, hommes riches
qui, selon Eremya Qelebi, placent ainsi leur capital, et darts lesquels il faut certainement voir des
grands negociants."
Mantran, p:A33, p: 184, pp:450-451,p p:48.
361There are several documents such as one vhich records a pub from Yenik6y:
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdetVNafia 16257 (H. 1199)
"Yenikbyde babasindan irsen intikal eden Sultan Bayazid vakfi musahkafalindan gerbethaneyi
bakasi zapteylemekle cuma gunl ar odasinda Sadrazam huzurunda mnrafaalennan icrasi
hakkinda Kostandi imzasile"
A reference to the garden erdoved by the valg-f of the mosque of Sultan Bayazid next lo the
vorkshops of the Church of Aya Yorgi can be found in the Court Registers of 1763 (H. 1177):
D. 1151161-3
3X Asirda, p:164. Cited from Sarraf Hovrennesvan..
3 63 Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdetVNafia 15081 (H. 1210) "Terkos nahiyesinde Fatih Sultan Mehiet
evkafi mukataatlindan Yenikby karesi meralanna ve taanuz vukuundan baisle men'i hakkinda
mezkur karive ahalisi tarafindan"
364 Bagbakanlik Argivi-CevdetINafia 11621 (H. 1224) "Terkos ye Yenik6v karyeleri Fatih Sultan
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vere an important manufacture. 365 In addition to the items taxed over and above the
o:rdin arV p1ll-tax such as prod uctio n and sale of vine,366 Vax,367 custom fees from
the harbour.3 68 fishponds and fishing,369 vocational titles of people coming before
the -court ravaal videsproad involvement in orchards, vinyards, fruit traes,
undergrourud water, stone quarries, timber industries and house and shop rentals
vhich were sources of revenue in both districts. Although we do not have the exact
number of the houses and the shops in the area, it seems that the ratio of shops to
houses was significant. The shops were not only numerous, but their sale price was
higher than for residential units, indicating an active commercial life on the
waterfront.
However, localized production and commercial income can not be the only source of
wealth that was manifested in the quarters that developed as pleasure retreats.
Economic activity on the shores of Bosphorus was limited to small industries and
trades, pointing to the suburban character of the area. We do not have sufficient
information to argue what lay behind the surplus value returned to the eighteenth
century Bosphorus. It may not be possible, then, to argue that the development of the
villages along the shores into prestigious districts was simply gradual and indirect. It
was directly regulated in the eighteenth century by the increase in confiscations and
Mehmet evkafi miiliakatrduan olduku halde Yeniky dahilindeki mezruatin agar ve aidatim
vernekte muhalefet eylediinden itasi hakkinda emir venesi"
365There ale numerous documents concemng the production of ships biscuits.
366Mantranlistanbul, p:218
About vine production at Yenikuy, Manran refers to Evliya Qelebi and to a document from the
Bagbakanhk Argivi-Kamnil Kepeci 2472, p:35.
367Bostcibagi Defterleri records vax ard candle factories both at Bo azhesen Hisan aid Yerdkby.
368For the tmnsportation of the Customs House from Bojazkesen Hisan to Emirgrin:
Basbakanhk Arzivi-CevdetVSaray 1889.
369For fish pords and fishing alog the Bosphorus:
Mantran, p:198 -2 00 .
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alIocations among the high ranking officials. This in turn motivated the people of
modest ealth to imitate the elite.37L
Given the nature of documents available, the return of surplus value can be tested on
the basis of turnover rate rather than the prices of land or dwellings or the extent of
corstruction activity. It has been argued that at the beginning of the eighteenth
century the Ottoman city was not yet subject to land speculation; that a house still
meant to shelter the family but did not act as a source of income; that its location or its
potential for further development were not economically justified. There are
numerous examnples, however, of families who could afford a second house in the
prestigious districts of istanbul. A certain Elha ismail Aga from Elha Osman
quarter of Yenikay sold a house in the vicinity of the mosque of Silleymniye, in the
prestigious quarter of Molla Hiisrev. The house in istanbul had. three storeys: "...on
the third floor there were three rooms and two halls, on the second floor, there vere
four rooms ,a hamnan, a dressing-cooling roor/camekan , and a toilet, on the ground
floor there were the cellar, stables, two toilets, kitchen and the garden with a water
well that was shared..." 3 71 Similarly, after the death of a certain Elhag Abdullah
efendi who was in residence at Bebek, his house at Demirkapi which had separate
men's and women's quarters was sold by his heirs. The house in Istanbul had "...one
room ard a toilet on the second. floor of the external quarters, and two rooms, a sofa,
and a kitchen on the second floor, and a watervell, a garden and a courtyard in the
internal quarters."372 Similarly, after the death of a certain chief of quilt
makerslyorganczbay , a resident of the Elhap Hasan quarter in Istanbul, who had a
:370A quick glance at the imperial decrees at our disposal verify that during the course of the
eighteenth century number of confiscations concerning the yghs on the Bosphorus were far more
thaT those cases elsevhere.
371 D. 102190-2
372 D.102,155-2
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ya at Panaiya with "...three rooms, ard. a corridor on the second. floor, and a
kitchen, a grocer with two shutters ard an harbour...", his property was sold in the
common market/suq-i Sultani because his family was in debt and in need in 1749 373
As Elhai; Ismail Aga from Elhap. Osman quarter bears both the titles aga and elhag,
if he was someone formerly affliated with the janissaries and an wealthy merchant, it
seems that after perf orming the pilgrimage he gave up his residence in Istanbul and
decided to permenantly settle in a quarter along the Bosphorus. There are curious
examples suggesting that some even had two houses in the Bosphorus district. A
certin Ismeragda from the Arnavutkoy district appears to have sold the same yaz at
Panaiya quarter which eleven years later had "...a room and a corridor on the second
floor and a cellar, a jetty, and a grocer with two shutters and two gates opening to the
sea and the street..." 374 The sale which took place after a decade, since it was first
sold at auctior, refers tc) a change in its plan. Unfortunately, in this case the change is
insignificant and can not be traced back to the intermediaries in question and reveal
more about their social or economic status.
Numerous records of transactions registered in the court of Yenikdy concern sales or
other deeds between the residents of one district of the Bosphorus about a property in
another district that would be dealt with by the courts of one of those districts: A
certain grocer of Arnavutk6y sells his house with "...a room and a corridor on the
second floor, and a room, a hall and a courtyard on the ground floor..." in the town
proper and a vineyard at the outskirts of Arnavutkov. 375 This may indicate that one
of the parties was in temporary residence in the area of the Yenikoy court.
373 D. 1061134-1
374 D. 113132-2
375 D. 103126-2
In some cases the fact that the buyer was in temporary residence in the district is
indicated. But it is not possible to detect why he was there, whether it was a seasonal
or an occasional vit.376 In addition to visitors from Istanbul who decided to settle in
the districts of the Bosphorus, there were also people from other provinces of the
empire involved in buying and selling.377 One may assume that these cases referred
to permanent settlements in prestigious districts. An Armenian of Erzincan, most
probably deciding to settle in Istanbul, sells his house in his home town;378 a Patriarch
of Jerusalem buys a rather modest house at Panaiya probably with plans to settle in the
future.379 In fact, the patriarchs of Jerusalem were active participants in the market.
Among the numerous examples, there are also references to yals bought by the
members of the Christian ecclesiastic hierarchy.380
When a property was exchanged between two people whether in residence in Istanbul
or elsewhere, the seasonal character of Bosphorus living is revealed. One vould
assume that the demand for a seasonal retreat on the Bosphorus was so great, the
seeker would not insist on proximity to the sea, or to the market area or be particular
about the size and sturdiness of the structure. More conventionally searched
comforts, such as privacy and physical ease encouraged in a religiously or ethnically
defined environment, were probably given up as well. A certain religious Muslim
from Eyyip Ensari quarter, the most religiously conservative and thus prestigious
quarter on the Golden Horn, who also had a yalz there, ironically bought another ydl
at Aya Nikola from a certain Greek physician from Fener.381 Since his new yalI
3 76D. 106 150- 1( resident of Langa buys a yak), D. 91142-1 (a resident of Bi ykWekmece buys a
house)
37D. 115113 1-1 (Ahpoli), D. 1181117-2 (Tjnye)
3 78D.91174-2 ( an Armenian from Erzincan buys a house in the Aienian quarters)
379 D.90-116-3, (D.9 181-1) ( a Christian Patriarch of Jerusalem buys a house at Panaiya).
380 D. 113116-1 ( Christian Patriarch buying a yak at Aya Nikola).
381llD. 119179-3
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included the adjacent pub or shop for selling fermented grape juiceipahame , which
were numerous in the area, he seems to have given up his conservative expectations
about his immediate living environment.
E.9. PRICES OF PRIVATE PROPERTY
Property value in the prestige districts ought to be reflected in land prices and in a
growing construction activity. Moreover, as after a fire or an earthquake there
would be shortages building materials and one may expect subsequent rises in prices,
similarly during long lasting epidemics, which usually broke out in summer, one ray
assume a greater demand and its reflection on the increasing prices.382 Although an
investigation of such instances would prove useful for understanding the dynamics of
the people's moving to the Bosphorus, housing market seems to be under a complex
This brings us to the issue of the prices as an indicator of how desirable the property
in question was. Unfortunately, the interpretation of data concerning prices is
problematic. 383 Money markets at different districts of istanbul, even in those which
stood in close proximity such as Galata and Yenikoy, have proved to have fluctuating
value for the gold in the same year. 384 As was observed in studies of similar nature,
"quite apart from the difficulties of correctly allowing for periodical debasement and
revaluation of the currency, it is probable that factors not directly connected with the
housing market were of considerable importance in determining the price of a
382tTEighteen mosques, nineteen mescids, 2547 houses and 1146 vere burned in istanbul inl 693.
One eight of the city vas destroyed in the1729 fire, two-thirds of the city in 1756, 20.000
houses in 1782 and half the city in 1833. istanbul suffered 66 shocks between 1711 and
1894, the major ones being the 1766 and 1894.
Encyrlopedia Islam: "istanbul", p:237. (inalcik) After M.Cezar, istanbul Yanginlan, Thrk Sanatt
Tarihi Incelemeleri, v.I, pp:327-414.
3 83Mantran, pp:233-279.
3 84 Sahillioglu has compared such values he studied in the Court Registers of Galata and Yenikby for
the seventeenth century.
FaroqhiiMen of Modest Substance, pp: 116-118.
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house. "385 In that respect, it is very much telling telling to note that while a house at
Bogazkesen Hisari which had a room, a sofa-, a tahtabos and a kitchen on the
second floor, and tw o rooms, a stable, a toilet and a vatervell on the ground floor"
vwa oild fo r 9 gurug, the furnishings inside the house, vWhih vere ". ..nine used
bolsters covered with fabric, six used bolsters covered with cotton fabric., three
beledi mattresses, eight used cushions, eight quilts, one rug to be placed in the centre
ard three rugs to be placed on the sides, one bowl for ablutions, two bowls and evers,
five large and small soucepars with lids, seven large dishes with lids, eight dishes of
smaller size, one copper vessel with a handle, and two cups with lids..." had a value of
65 gurug. The relatively lov difference between the value of the house and of the
insignificant valuables in the house can only be explained by the condition of the
dwelling, which is never included in the documents, or by the presence of a complex
deal hidden in the sale.
It is, however, unquestionable that quite a number of local men purchased dwellings
either for the purpose of enlarging their residence or establishing a separate
household. If they were not local people then they sought a second house at this
particular location as a country retreat if not as a status symbol. On the other hand,
oddly but interestingly we may come across a case where a certain Mehmet Efendi, a
trustee of the pious foundation endowed by a certain Nalburi Mehmet Efendi of Molla
Fenari quarter at Bog'azkesen Hisari,386 bought eight houses in one year in 1755
(H. 1168) in different districts of the Bosphorus. 387 A certain Fatma and a certain
385 FaroqhiMen of Modest Substance, p:15.
386 A document from the stae archives refers Io the Nalburi Mehmet Efendi as the endover of the
pious foundation of the Tekke of Naksibendis at the quar1er of Molla Ferin in 1819 (H. 1234).
Bazbakanhk Argivi- CevdetlNafia 2050
387D. 1~18-1 (Myn) D.115118-2 (Torak Ali), D.11524-2 (ArpaEmini), D.115124-3
(Bagmakgi Silcaeddin), D. 115130-3 (Arpa Emini), D. 115134-3 (Torlak Ali), D. 115181-3
(Meydarn).
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Ugirli (?), were also both very active in the market, selling and buying numerous
properties both at Hisar and Yenikoy, and most probably elsewhere as well. The sizes
of the houses and the prices paid differed drastically in each case. The rational or the
searched comforts and Use can not be detected but it can be assumed that speculation
was already in practice and ownership of an extra house was by then economically
Justified. Although in most cases particular circumstances are not given, some extra-
community exchanges indicate that at the time of purchase the buyer was either
visiting,388 or the sale took place in the common marketisuq-i sultani at auction,
which also suggests speculation and investment.389
Auction usually took place when the deceased was without an heir, or was so in debt
that his property fell to the treasury.390 In some cases when the heir(s) had nothing
to live on, then the property would be brought to the market.391 After the official in
charge of heirless property/beyt-&? mad emini prepared an inventory of the
deceased's possession, together with architects who described his dwelling, his
property was transferred to the treasury/beyt-0? mal and, together with his house,
was put up for auction.
Numerous cases refer to exchanges where "houses were mortgaged, and the sums
mentioned as their more or less fictitious 'price' may have been considerably lover
than the marketable value of the property concerned. "392 When a sale was made
between related people, especially when women vere involved, the prices offered
3 8D. 1011121-3, D. 1061150-1, D.91142-1, D.91164-2, D.91181-1
3 89D. 106128-3 (a resident of Magka buying a house at Panaiya), D. 106138-3, D. 1061134-1,
D. 109164-1 (Appendix II)
3 90D.113149-3
391D.q10311 o2f- 1,e D.u103112-be2s.
392FaroghiMen of Modest Subslance, p: 16.
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would not indicate the real market value. Ovnership of single-family houses was still
the dominant pattern, and the housing market appears to have been limited. It may be
assuned that when data regarding the exchange patterns are studied, the means to
conpare the distribution of prices in different quarters vill be provided, and it may
then irdicate special characteristics of the population in terms of wealth, social status
and relative positions of Muslims and non-Muslims. If the prices of the houses had
constituted reliable data, it would have also indicated the disposition and the physical
cordition of the houses on the market.
Although ownership of single family houses was still the dominant practice, in
contrast to studies of similar nature, registers at our disposal display numerous cases
where houses were mortgaged or rented. 393 Sometimes agreements were made in the
form of sale of shares in cases where two or more related nuclear families inhabited
the same dwelling. Since it was common to secure a loan by transferring the house to
the creditor, sometimes people lived in rented houses because they were in debt. 394
"In such cases, the debtor usually continued to live in what had formerly been his
house, and paid his creditor a yearly rent which constituted a kind of interest upon the
money borrowed." 395 This sometimes resulted in an early example of apartment-
life, where families lived on the same inherited or loaned property even though they
were not related. 396 However, these examples are rare, and can not be compared to
collective housing such as yahMudan-es , hzws or rabs. Nevertheless, the
39 3FaroqhilMen of Modest Substance, p:17.
D. 103175-1 (regarding the renting of an endowed property), D. 11518-2 (a ydAh at istinye vith
hviciye and dahditye quarters was rented for three years to a resident of Davut Papa, quar1er of
Sultan Bayazid-i Cedid).
394BarkarEdime Asken Kassarm, p:37, footnote 35.
395FaroqhiMen of Modest Substance, p:17.
39 6A house being separated into tw~o and sold two unrelated families: D.102124-1, D. 102/24-2.
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Bstcbag Defterleri, d o refer to y (Audhanes at certain locations such as
Tophane and OrtakV.
Contrary to the accepted view, then, renting was not urcommon, although in most
cases it functioned as a cover, if not as a guarantee, for long-term loans. In addition to
endowed properties which had been acquired by bequests, there were houses or
rooms allocated for rentals: 397 Bachelors rooms/bekar odalarz , common in the city
centres, provided accommodation for newcomers, workers, and the poor. A
majority of cases which recorded rental property involved religious functionaries
such as imamns and maiezzins. Since normally religious functionaries were provided
with housing in vaxkf properties, the number of tenants among them is surprising.398
This may be counted as a proof of the aforementioned fact that lover ranks of
religious functions were not necessarily filled by the people of modest means, but
rather they were wealthy enough to afford a seasonal retreat at a prestigious district.
The indefiniteness of property ownership, poor records regarding the nature and
state of properties exchanged, and of zoning for land uses, and the non existence of a
market mechanism for dealing in real estate Mitigated against speculation. However,
as the revival of the tradition of keeping a country house caused a need for a second.
3 97 D. 1121119-2"dokuz bab kiraci odalan"
On rentig endowed property: BarkanlEdirne Askei Kassa m, p:37.
"In all the other tows of the empire, each house pays annually a Quit-rent to these mosques..
The Quit-rents belonging to St. Sophia, arise from Smyrna....
When the Greeks, Jews, and Armenians die vithout male issue, their houses devolve to the
mosque, besides the Quit-rentit before receive'd thereout; but among the Turks, the brothers
and cousins inherit the house, and pay only the Quit rent to the mosque. To redeem or by out
these Quit-rents, it is permitted t purchase for the use of the mosque any shop, or any sort of
effects, vhich may be an equivalent for the Quit-rent."
Lord Baltimore, p:364.
398This may be explained by the fact that the functionaries of lover ranks of the religious
eslablishment was not always performed by people of modest wealth who would be in need of
community help.
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house which may have been difficult to find readily in the marked, it may have
accelerated the construction and increased the inflation. 399 Be that as it may, the real
estate prices can not be determined because they depended on factors other than size,
statp, location or aesthetic appeal. A way to invstigate the real value of a property
may have been sought through the prices paid for the rental property. However,
there may still be complication, since most of the rented property was probably issued
through the vah,.fs and may not refer to real market values either.
In this particular case, rental properties do indicate the popularity of the districts
along the Bosphorus. Those who could not afford to purchase a house, probably
rented one for the season. The visiting purchasers found in record may in fact be
those seasonal residents who rent for a while and then buy a propery. Most of the
short-term rent contracts are probably structures rented by a grandee in need of extra
room for his household while he is waiting a yald of suitable size to be constructed.
However, since rent contracts in record mostly are for long terms, the conditions
mentioned above may be true for most cases. If so the question arises of how these
long-term leases fit in with liability to confiscations.400
It would be useful to compare buyers and sellers of urban real estate with people who
owned the yahls for a considerable amount of time. Unfortunately, such
information, can only be found in the Bostancbap Defterlei, and only for the last
decade of the eighteenth century and. the early nineteenth century. From these names
we can drav certain conclusions with respect to the religion, sex and socio-political
399These houses must have been costly. According to Schveigger (1578-1580), who estima.d the
cost of constrction as 1000, a Burgerhaus cost 200 or Guldens at the time.
OrtayhlBazi 16. Yiizyil, p:152.
400Faroqhi mentions that the enant was generly expected to repair or rebuilt
FaroqhifMen of Modest Substance, p:17.
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status, which confirm the rising importance of the Bosphorus as a seasonal retreat. In
turn, these data can be compared with what has already been established about the
buyers and sellers.
E.10. MUSL2S AND No-M1USL]M
As Table I attests, the frequency of non-Muslims in the Yer-i Mahkeme Scdleri
shows that they turned to the court very readily, although non-Muslims in the
Ottoman Empire were under no obligation to bring their affairs before the Muslim
kd. .401 But when they did, the rules of Islamic law concerning inheritance and
similar matters were applied to non-Muslims as well.402 A feeling of "fellow-
citizenship" of the cosmopolitan capital transcended distinctions of religion and origin
even in the residential areas. It probable that in the un-orthodox environment of the
seasonal retreats the intermingling of the different cultures was much more
comfortable. Most probably, however, the possibility of obtaining an unquestionable
document that a given transaction had actually been concluded must have attracted the
non-Muslims to the court:
"A Greek built a house, and planted a large garden on a piece of ground
which had been possessed by his family near four score years: all the
Hoggets (hiccet), or deeds of conveyance, vere in his hands, passed in
due form of lav by the original Turkish proprietor from vhom it was
purchased. He nevertheless found himself suddenly attacked with a
law-suit by a grand-son of that Turk, who declared that his grandfather
had not sold the ground; that as his father and he had been long absent
on the Grand Seignor's service in the Persian var, they could not lay in
40 1 rialcik argues that "the Islamic ideal, as reflected in the tolerant outlook of the Otoman society,
was really reconciled vith social economic reality, so that from the very beginning Muslims and
non-Muslims worked side by side in the commercial and even (at first) lived inlermingled in
residertial areas; non-Muslims, in commercial dealings among themselves, would resort to the
kadi".
Encyclopedia Islam: "istanbul", p:226 . (inalcik)
402 Faroqhil Men of Modest Substance, pp:154-160 ., pp:218-220.
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their claim before; but that he had nov the witnesses to prove that the
Greek's deeds of conveyance were absolutely false, and therefore
insisted to be put in possession of his ground.
The only resourse the Greek had left was, to remove his suit from an
inferior court, to which he was summoned, to the vizier's divan, which,
as he was under foreign protection, he easily obtained. His intention by
that step was not to bring it to a hearing, he knew that the witnesses
against him were ready, and that he vould inevitably lose his cause; but
the use he made of it, was to bribe some considerable officers of the
Porte, to threaten and deter his adversary; whilst underhand he h- ad
others who were bringing him to a composition, by which means he
stopped all farther prosecution, though at no inconsiderable
expense." 403
Even cases where both parties were non-Muslims were brought before the Islamic
courts. A document from 1712 (H. 1124) describes a dispute between a certain Sinan
and. a certain Bedros. The tailor Bedros built a balcony/tatpu 7.5 zira in length
by 16 n in width on to the Wall of Sinan's house which was located at the
Bagmakgi Sicaeddin quarter of Boazkesen Hisari. This caused rain water to run into
Sinan's single storeyed house. He complained to the court and demanded that the
balcony be demolished. It seems that the matter had not been able to be resolved
between the parties before it was brought again before the court. Bedros had refused
to do so because the balcony was newly built. After an investigation by a committee
of architects, the court ordered Bedros to demolish the tatktpg in question.404
In the long run, the practice of non-Muslims appearing before the Islamic Court in the
seaurch of justice tended to obscure any differences that might have existed between
Muslim and non-Muslim patterns of real estate ownership.405 The disputes do not
point to differences in a way of life either. A random reading of documents of these
40 3Porter, V.2, p:10.
404D.82197-1 (Appendix II)
40 5Faxoqhil Men of Modest Substance, pp:154-160, pp:218-220.
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nature, which is of considerable interest for the social history of districts in question,
does not reveal much information about houses and construction but they do show that
architects were frequently involved in settling disputes and in ordering of space in
terms of regoulations rather than practical matters. 406
Unfortunately Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri do not reveal much about how they practiced
their profession or how they were organized professionally. In many cases in which
architects were involved, the disputed parts of the property mostly revealed the
dimensions of the semi-open or open spaces; but no other architectural detail 407 In
some cases, there are also references to the building regulations. However, the
regulations that vere practiced are found elsewhere and in general they were not
needed not to be included in the present investigation.408
In most cases a discrepancy appears between their application on Muslims and non-
Muslims: they could not built houses or reside near a Muslim place of vorship, 409
their houses were not to be more than nine zira high or built of free-stone,410 and
they could not built construct bathsl.411 At the same time, it was forbidden to Muslims
to sell building sites and houses to the non-Muslirrs and to non-Muslim foreign
406D.961150-2, D. 101147-1, D.103186-1, D. 103189-1, D. 1081103-2, D. 109140-1, D. 1181114-1.
407In addition to such inventories, most of the Registers used in this study contained Sultan's
rescripts adressed to the Kadi, vhich the scribes copied out for purposes of reference at the
back of the Registers in a separate section, and in fact, upside down, so that they vould not be
confused vith the deeds.
408Ergin's seminal Mecelle-i Umur-u Belediye introduces a number of such regulations regarding the
goverment's intervention to regulate land tenure, to prevent fires, to avert valer-shortage, and to
protect the Rfalls, mosques, and other public structures.
Bagbakanhk Arsivi-Hatt-i Himayun 9415 (H. 1203) "B inelann adetten ziyade yidsek
yaptilmamasi , miisliiman evlerinin siyaha boyanmamasi"
4 0-9 ErgindMecelle, v.I, p:10 7 1.
4 10ErginJMecelle, v.I, p:10 5 6 .
411ErginlMecelle, v.I, I, p:1090.
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residents 412 European travellers and Ottoman chronicles sometimes refer to
regulations that differed between Muslim ari. non-Muslim houses at the first glance:
"It is ordered by the Turkish Law that no Rayah's house shall be above
ten pies rhighi from the grounil in Constantinople; tut this lav is nearly a
dead letter, for most of these houses are built on ground belonging to
the mosques, and rented by individuals and houses built on these lands
ha- the privilage, that if the roof be once on the house, of whatever
height, it must be suffered to remain. The inhabitants of houses not on
privilaged lands, by paying a certain sum to the government, are always
allowed to evade the law, which is in fact, only a pretence for extorting
money-(Cornstantinople, December 1814). The regulations to be
observed in building houses are accurately fixed, and an officer called
Mimar Aga (intendant of buildings) is appointed to enforce them: the
height fixed by lav is twelve pies, (a pie is 27 inches) for a musulman's
house, and ten for a Rayah's: the motives of this limitation are, says
D'obsLson to diminish the danger of fires, and to facilitate the extinction
of them; to leave a free passage for the circulation of air in the street,
which, in Turkish towns, are always narrov: and to give greater effect
to the height of the publick buildings, particularly the mosques, which,
it is thought proper, should always Stand preminent over all the other
buildings of the cities. These laws, however, as I have stated, are
constantly eluded, and the office of Mimar Aga is very lucrative, from
the sums which he daily receives to induce him to vink at the violation
of them."413
412ErginlMecelle, v.I, p:1072-1074.
413Tumer, p:382.
"Between Yenikuy and Terapia, a company of cotbn spinners have been long engaged in building
warehouses and a wharf; a complaint being made that they brought out their quay too far into the
Bosphorus, in December 1814, they received an order to desist; they procured a revocation of the
order by a douceur to the Vizir of 25000 piastres, and vent on in their work, soon after the sultan
in passing, saw that their warehouses were higher than is allowed by a late law fixing the the
height at ten pies: he wrote the vizier that if he did riot put the laws in force, he (the Sultan) must
do so, beginning with him (the vizir). The Vizir immedialely sent Bostangis to pull down the
houses to the legal height; this has been done, and the work is now again at a stand, till the
proprietors can by this new obstacle; a petition is lying at the porte against them from the
fishermen, who say that the quay or wharf they have made vill stop the fish from coming into the
bay belnw; the fishermen's rpmnsrtrances will probablv be heard (unless the cottn spinners bid
above them), as that fishery brought into the govenment a revene of 30000 piastres a year.
Turner, p:390.
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in 1700, a decree was issued against Christiars who had bought or rented houses near
a mosque. This situation had resulted "in a contraction among the congregation of the
mosque." The inhabitants were therefore prohibited from renting or selling houses to
Christians in this neighbourhood. In a decree of 1726, Jews near Yeni Cami in
istanbul were removed for "causing many abominate situations near the mosque".
The decree stated that these houses must be bought by Muslims "at fair market
prices". Similarly, in the eighteenth century, as their houses grew in number, in 174-7
(H. 1160) it was forbidden that non-Muslims could built on empty sites in these areas.
As a precaution to prevent the increase of the non-Muslim settlements in Tophane,
Begiktas and Ortak6y districts of the Bosphorus, certain decrees were issued to
prohibit construction by non-Muslims.414 After the mosque at Ortakoby was rebuilt
and the area was gentrified, it was surrounded by the houses of the Jewish community.
A series of documents deal with the Islamization of the surroundings of the mosque at
Ortak6y. After disturbances among the Ottoman minorities in the first quarter of the
nineteenth century, certain decrees were issued concerning the confiscations of the
properties of the Armenians who had been banished from Istanbul and sent back to
their homelands in Anatolia.415
Inialcik argued "it is very probable that these building restrictions -together with the
fear of plague- vere the principal cause for settlement of non-Muslims outside the
valls, on the northern side of the Golden Horn and along the Bosphorus. "'416 It is true
that regulations were related to issues of larger scope. In earlier centuries, the
Ottoman state had placed restrictions on contacts between minorities and the rest of
Ottoman society. This proscription against quarters around mosques implied that all
414lRefikI XII. Asir,p:213. 1757(H.1171)and 1767-1768(H.1181).
415 Bagbaanhk Arivi-Maliye 19909 (H. 1244), Bagbakanhk Arivi-Dahiliye 4159 (H. 1244),
Bagbakanhk Aqivi-Maliye 19190 (H. 1245), Bgbakanhk A4ivi-Maliye 24022 (H. 1244)
416 Encyclopedia Islam: "istanbul", p:23 6 . (inakik)
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Muslim quarters which were centered around mosques were off limits. However, in
the eighteenth century, the Ser- M keme Sicilleri reveal that the number of buyers
and sellers of property on the Bosphorus was more or less equal among the Muslim
and non-Muslim population. Although in the Bostarniczbz Deftereri the pattern of
property onership on the Bosphorus was still strictly related to the general
composition of the quarters, they show that the Muslin properties were most
numerous on the waterfront of mixed quarters. Therefore, the respective shares of
Muslims and non-Muslims buying, selling or disputing house property in specific
quarters can be compared, though one can not determine from this comparison which
quarters were officially considered Muslim or non-Muslim, Greek, Armenian or
Jewish. Nor one can say that the regulations were observed strictly. It is clear that at
the time there was no need for religious segregation for defense and that different
groups cohabited although quarters still grew up around their respective religious
structures.
At the time in question, the separation according to religious and ethnic differences
was no longer necessary for the security of the quarter, but it was still necessary for
fostering harmonious relations among the members of a community.
Segregation was not reflected in the residential architecture either. European
observers point out that non-Muslim dwellings were easily recognized. It is probable,
however, that the differences became more pronounced in relatively recent periods,
when non-Muslims were more inclined to imitate European patterns than were their
Muslim counterparts. But there is no way of guaranteeing that a house sold by a non-
Muslim had not previously belonged to a Muslim and vica versa.
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Three houses that belonged to non-Muslim families of considerable wealth were
surveyed in the first half of the twentieth century and they still stand. The house of
the Kavafyan fatmil at Bebek is not different from any Muslim house. 17 [Fig.45]
There are separate women's and men's quarters. The selamik section and the garden
is surrounded by streets on three sides. The entrance door is level with the stone
threshold and the garden gate is one floor above connected to the upper garden. On
the first floor there is a second entrance that can be used from the garden. The upper
floor overlooks the upper garden. The large store threshold on the ground floor
takes up all the bottom section of the house with the exception of two rooms. The
wooden arches between the pillars carry the weight of the valls of the third floor. In
the center of the ground floor there is an old vell stone. The eyvan used to open onto
this section enabling a view of the street. it was also used as a sitting area. The
staircase leading to the upper floor is still in the form of two adjoining flights of steps
and does not have a significant position in the plan. On the upper floor this staircase is
surrounded by valls. The plan of the house is the central-hall type. The two upper
storeys have identical plans except that the upper floor is larger due to its projections.
The halls have bevelled corners and two eyvans. On the four corners of the house
there are four rooms. On the narrow axis of the house there is a small room and a
staircase instead of an eyvan. Windows ard decoration reveal different conceptions
in the post-eighteenth century period.
The house of the Chief Rabbi at Haskay rises over high basal valls, and cellar strong
rooms, and is entered through a long staircase on one side. 418 [Fig.46] Immediately
opposite the door rise the flight of stairs giving access to the upper storey. This was to
allov access to the ceremonial hall without poassing through rest of the house. The
41 7 EdemTiirk Evi, v. I, pp:178-18 9 .
4 18EdemiTi1k Evi, V. II, pp:88-89, EldenlTik Evi, v. I, pp:260-263.
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kitchen is to be found on the ground floor with its own entrance. On the other three
rcorners were three rooms. A small room at the entrance, finely decorated, was used
as a reception room. The hall on this storey, being on the ground level at the rear of
the hosi, gave nto terracQ- to the rear and the to thQ garden. ThR lattrinaQ ar
placed between two rooms. One of the main features of the hall on the upper storey,
apart from it ha..ng access to both facades, is the existance of a gallery store enclosed
by a grill above the staircase, which was accessible via a small staircase leading from
the room over the kitchen. The decoration survives today is original.
In the house of the istomat family at Burgaz, there is a selamik section.419 [Fig.47]
This section is on two sides of the entrance and is only one storey high. The staircase
from here leads up to the Harem quarters. This house also illustrates the eighteenth
century houses in the Prince Islands, where the tradition of vileggiatura had a long
established past, but which was revived only in the nineteenth century.
The godg to the shores of the Bosphorus was regulated by an imperial decree. Every
year on May fifth, people of Istanbul vere allowed to move to their summer houses
and yalls. On October seventh they were on their ways back to their houses in the
citA.420 The rules they had to observe, such as closing their canophies in front of the
imperial kiosks or the yaeds of the viziers during the transportation, were also strictly
regulated.421
419EldemVTiujk Evi, V. I, pp:258-259.
42InigigVileggiatura, p:171.
-42islam Ansiklopedisi: "istanbul", p:689 -690. (G6kbilgin)
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CHAPTER II: RESTRUCTURING AND RECONSTRUCTING THE QUARTERS
A. REFLECTION OF THE TRADITION OF VITHDRAVING TO THE COUNTRY IN URBAN CONTEXT
The information provided in the Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri regarding the social
structure of the districts along the Bosphorus can be construed in their respective
physical setting when the information about the administrative boundaries of the
districts is interpreted. Since the docurents kcate private properties in a particular
quarter in terms of reference points such as streets, religious and public buildings,
and various topographic data, the first task is to drav the boundaries of the quarters
according to the administrative data, and then place these reference points in them. It
vill then be possible to reconstruct the varying aspects of the urban fabric along the
Bosphorus in direct relationship with the society.
The er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri of Yenikoy locate a particular building in the
administrative division of Istanbul, first in the city of Galata and then in the district of
istinye. When all 3.296 cases documented in the. period betveen 1699 and 1779 are
classified, it becomes possible to identify thirteen subdistricts in the area between
Bebek and Rumeli Feneri. Three subdistricts, namely Bogazkesen Hisari, Istinye and
Yenik6y, vere further divided into several quarters; whereas subdistricts like Hisar-i
Cedide, Bebek/HUmayandbd, Tarabya, Kefeli[koy], Biiyukdere, Sariyar,
Yenirnahalle, Uskumru, Zekeriya and Fener vere composed of single quarter units at
the time. If the cases of Ser-i Mahkeme Scilleri recorded at Bogazkesen Hisari,
Istinye and Yenik6y (Tables IV, VII and VII) are compared to those of the other
districts on the European shore, it is evident that Yenik6y and Bogazkesen Hisari were
the most crowded districts. Istinye ranked third.
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A.I. IDENTIFICATION OF THE QUARTERS
Table IV: Distribution of Cases Recorded in the Quarters of
Bogzkesen Hisari
1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770 T
Ali Bey 5 3 6 4 6 2 1 1 28
Ali Pertek 1 3 4
Arpa Emini 7 13 13 11 21 32 29 18 144
Balta Limni 1 1 1 1 4
Bagmakgi SUceeddin 3 3 4 3 2 11 5 4 35
8ogazke3en 9 8 9 2 3 12 6 9 58
Elhag Kemalettin 2 8 4 4 3 6 3 30
Meyden 1 3 3 5 6 6 4 28
Molla Fenari 2 7 9 5 7 6 23 11 70
Torlak Ali 4 8 6 4 17 12 21 2 74
total 33 54 55 35 67 84 99 48 475
6.94 11.36 11.57 7.36 14.10 17.68 20.84 10.10
Table VII: Distribution of Cases Recorded in the Quarters of Istinye
1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770 T
Cami-i Kebir 1 2 7 3 13
Cavugbagi 5 10 10 11 23 11 9 79
Dervig Reis 3 1 2 5 3 3 17
I3tinge 9 7 3 1 1 2 3 26
KurkgUbagi 6 5 3 3 17 5 7 46
Mahmut Cavu§ 3 2 5
Nesligah Sultan 1 1 2 6 4 15 8 1 38
total 17 23 26 28 21 60 32 17 224
7.79 10.26 11.60 12.5 9.37 26.78 14.28 7.79
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Table VIII: Distribution of Cases Recorded in the Quarters of Yenik6y
1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770 T
Aya Nikola 4 42 46 26 38 75 64 30 325
Aye Yorgi 2 34 41 20 29 50 59 24 259
Elhae Osman 4 5 4 4 8 1 1 27
Guzelce Ali Paoa 5 26 21 26 22 38 23 23 184
Mollaelebi 4 24 3 9 7 14 16 5 82
Panaiya 7 66 47 74 85 115 87 17 498
Yenikby 50 48 23 6 2 1 130
total 72 244 186 165 185 302 250 101 1505
1 4.78 16.21 12.35 10.96 12.29 20.06 16.61 6.71
Tarabya and Biyikdere, the two districts on the European shore vhere the Ottoman
minorities and certain Europeans vere in residence, appear as the second most
populous quarters. Even though it did not even fall into the domain of the Yenikoy
Court, Hisar-i Cedide, the district betveen Kurugepme and Arnavudkay, vas the next
most frequently mentioned quarter in the registers under investigation.
From this one can assume that the non-Muslim population of the Bosphorus vas very
active in selling and buying property in the eighteenth century. Since there vas no
obvious reason for this level of activity among the non-Muslims, it is tempting to
argue that the frequency of cases recorded vas either an indication of a larger
community in residence in the area or of their need to have an unassailable proof of
all transactions.1 Table XI summerizes the rest of the districts of the European
shores that vere subject to the kadz at Yenik6y.
1The number of documents that refer w Sanyar, an equally populaled Muslim district, may
strengthen this viev.
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Table XI: Distribution of Cases Recorded in the Districts of the Bosphorus
on the European Coast
1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770 T
Bebek/HUmayOnibd 3 3 3 3 2 14
BuyUkdere 14 37 25 22 30 32 28 12 200
Fener 7 5 11 10 7 10 18 3 71
Hisar-i Cedide 9 25 24 11 13 11 2 95
Kefeli 1 2 6 4 2 2 2 19
Sariyar 10 11 10 9 7 9 19 7 82
Terabye 8 20 11 14 33 29 34 11 160
Uskumru 1 1 5 4 1 4 16
Yenimahalle 1 4 2 7 5 3 1 23
Zekeriya 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 6 21
total 51 103 93 82 109 104 111 48 701
% 7.27 14.69 13.26 11.69 15.54 14.83 15.83 6.84
In a period that spanned eighty years there vas no significant change in the
administrative and physical structure of the districts in question, and no nev quarters
developed vithin the districts. 2 Although a fev nev districts such as Balta Limant,
Boyacikay, and Emirgin flourished in the second half of the eighteenth century, they
do not appear in the jer-i Mahkeme Sicilleri until the 1780s. This does not allov one
to argue for the groving popularity of the Bosphorus settlements, but it can not be
21n 1871 (H. 1288) there vere 284 Muslim, 24 Greek, 14 Armenian and 9 Jewish mahdlks in
istanbul, and 256 mahdaes outside the valls, along the Bosphorus and the Golden Horn, in
Oskidar and in Kadikby.
Encyclopedia Islam: " isunbul", p:234. (inalcik) Cied from A.Cevad, Malumat al-kifaya,
islanbul, 1289, 111.
The foundation and naming of quarers folloved the tradition: the districtsnkyes grey around the
mosques built by sultans and viziers, vhilst the smaller quarrs/mahales , constituting the nakiye
each grey around a local mosquelmescid serving 10 encourage settlement and prosperity (the
process called gerdkndrme ). Most of the eighteenth century vakfs, vhich record a mosque or a
miescid, vith its appurtenances, are corcerned not with the eslablishment of new nescids and
mahalles, but vith supplements to existing mescids, the provision of prayers for founders.
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interpreted as an indication of a stable population in the area either. While the amount
of nev construction undertaken to house the nev corners may partially explain the
lack of information in the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri concerning sales and exhanges in
these nev districts, the groving popularity is conceded by the fact that the registers do
indicate the preferred districts for the seasonal vithdraval and the rational behind the
choices.
In this respect Bebek represents a typical case. Although in terms of the number of
cases recorded in the period betveen 1699 and 1779 Bebek vas the least active district
in the housing market, vben the cases are separately investigated, it is clear that the
area betveen Bebek to Bogzkesen Hisari must have been the most popular district
among the vealthiest people of the Ottoman administration. All the fourteen cases
recorded refer to property of a certain significance. The relatively small number of
cases also indicate that it vas a favourable seasonal retreat of the grandees rather than
an ordinary refuge from the city.
On the other hand, as the vast number of cases recorded at Yenikay indicate, the
sedentary nature of the districts do not necessarily develop a typical model of
Ottoman quarters, of mixed vealth and status, vbere vealth and poverty, the
priviliged and the under-priviliged rubbed shoulders. No document makes it clear
that a pressmaker for polishing textiles at Yenikoy vould have had simple means to
rank him belov the textile merchants vho vere generally the vealthiest. A non-
Muslim physician or a Muslim slippermaker might as veil have had a considerable
vealth that vould rank him next to the extremely affluent bankers of the imperial
mint. It is the universal quality of pleasure-seeking that relates the people to the
unorthodox vays self-expression. Therefore, the popularity of these districts
altogether allude to the contrasts and similarities in the practice of pleasure-seeking
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that made a pompous vay of life possible in essentially different cultural and material
settings.
It is in this context of contrast and similarity betveen the elitist life style and popular
culture that this dissertation aims to get at the content of Ottoman architectural and
urban culture at the time in question. In this respect, a major discussion of this study
is vhether "Eighteenth century Bosphorus" constitute only relatively virgin grounds
for an elaborated type of seasonal retreats, or vhether it should be vieved as the
beginnings of a nev architectural period vhich found its best expression on the
Bosphorus. The role of vater in the making of the meaning of the architecture in
question is particularly revealing. It symbolizes a break from a traditional country
house, and locates the seasonal retreat in a pompous setting.
A.1. DISTRIBUTION OF THE YALIS IN THE AREA BETVEEN BEBEK AND RUMELI KAVAK HISARI
The insignificant number of yalis on the vaterfront at the Bogazkesen Hisari and
Yenik6y districts that vere brought before the court indicates that the yalds vere
rarely on the market compared vith other kinds of housing. Elhag Kemalettin, the
only quarter at Boazkesen Hisari vhere some yals vere recorded, represents
25.00% of all the transactions that took place betveen the years 1740 and 1779. The
quarters of Yenikoy represent an even smaller percentage: Elhap Osman 14.78%,
Guzelce Ali Papa 4.72%, Molla Qelebi 4.72%, Aya Nikola 9.17%, Aya Yorgi 12.34%
and Panaiya 13.15%. In the years betveen 1699 and 1779, the percentage of the yalzs
recorded vith respect to the total number of cases recorded in the er-i Mahkeme
Sicilleri drops to 13.33% in Elha Kemalettin, 7.40% in Elha Osman, 2.71% in
Guzelce Ali Papa, 2.43% in Molla Qelebi, 5.84% in Aya Nikola, 7.72% in Aya Yorgi
and 8.03% in Panaiya. When compared to the tWo districts under investigation,
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districts in the area betveen Bebek and Rumeli Kavak Hisari reveal a similar
distribution of yals to houses inland. Complemented by the pattern of stable and
continuous ovnership in the course of fifty years that can be seen in the Bostanczbaq
Defterleri, this may be interpreted as reflecting groving stability in private property
ovnership on the shore. Although confiscations vere still common in the eighteenth
century, the reason for the stability is that Yenikoy vas far from the city and vas not
popular among the Ottoman dignitaries who were usually the ones subject to
confiscations.3 The reasons why the vealthy merchants did not go the court as often
as others is a different problem and is not easy to determine. In the area between
Bebek and Bogzkesen Hisari, which vas preferred by the high-ranking officials of
the administrative command, not many transactions related to yds can be found.
Most probably confiscations were frequent. An equally legitimate explanation may
be that the magnificent yalzs of the families of the eighteenth-century religious
establishment, such as the Yesarizades, Elmaszades, Durrizades and Ataogullari, vere
hardly ever confiscated.
However, the unfortunate gaps in the documents studied for the purposes of
uncovering the tradition of gdg to the waterfront can be made up for by various
detailed descriptions of yalzs of considerable size that were brought before the court.
A yalz at Bebek/Humayunibsd, which is comparable to the Kogeolu and Yilanli Yah
nearby, is a significant example in illustrating the grandeur of the yals in the area.4
This yali, which belonged to late Ahmet Efendi's son Mehmet Hanif Efendi, was sold
to one of the celebrated armed guards of the palace in the service of the sultan,
Silabbr-i Sehriyari Elha Mehmet Papazade Halil Bey Efendi for 10.400 guru§. In
3 Cezar argues that the property of the vealthy merchants vho vere in business with the governmnt
vere also due 1r confiscations.
Cezar, p:1 10.
4D.1061171-1 (Appendix II)
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the absence of the buyer, a former Kibris mahassdl Elhag Hasan Aga, son of Mehmet,
acted before the court in his name and paid the money in cash. The yalz was bordered
on two sides by the waterfront residence of another notable, his Excellency Essad
Efendi, and his agricultural land/tarlda, and on the other side by the schoolldebistan
of HUmayuniAd, and on the fourth by the public road. In its internal quarters,
namely in its harem, on the third floor, there were four rooms, a sofa, a hamam, a
kagk, two tahtfis-semas , a corridor, and two toilets; on the second floor, there were
four rooms, a corridor and an ablution room; and on the ground floor, there vere a
kitchen built of brick or stone/kargir, a pantry, a toilet, two wells, another kitchen, a
bakery, a garden with fruit and other trees, and a courtyard. In its external quarters,
namely in its selamlik, on the third floor, there vere four rooms, a three-hall kiosk
enclosed by glass vindows/dg sofah cam1 kagk, two sofas, a reception room, and a
corridor; on the second floor, there vere six rooms, a kogug for the servants'
accommodation, a pantry, a corridor, an ablution room and a corridor; and under it,
there were a pantry, two toilets, three vels, a kitchen, a courtyard, and a garden with
fruit and other trees. In the garden, there were a free-standing one-storey kegk, a
toilet, and a well. Attached to the external quarters were two boathouses. The
complex vas surrounded by a stone vall on the side of the school and the land of the
neighbour Essad Efendi.
Even though very rarely, if a yalz of this size was brought before the court for sale, it
is an indication of an unusual demand among the elite. Those who could afforded to
buy a yal for 10.000 gurus at a time vben yazs and houses of considerable size
ranged between 200 and 500 gurus must have had means to built ina newly
developing areas. Therefore, the growing popularity is more likely to be revealed by
the amount of new construction for which unfortunately we do not have any
contemporary sources.
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B. SOCIO-HISTORICAL RESTRUCTURING
For a socio-historical restructuring of the two prominent districts chosen,
Bogazkesen Hisari and Yenikoy, the documents used vere narroved dovn to the Ser-i
Mahkeme Sicileri recorded in betveen 1740 and 1770. The Bostanccbap
Defterleri provide information for identifying the coast line, and on the status of the
yalz dvellers as compared to the majority living in inland houses. These sources are
complemented by maps dravn in the early tWentieth century. The earliest of them
marks monumental structures, empty building lots and the natural features
encountered in the textual sources, rather schematically but in scale. It is dated 1918.5
The second map is from 1927, and in almost in all cases it accurately reflects the
records of the Bostancabap Defterleri .
B.1. BOGAZKESEN HISARI
As Table IV shovs, the 1699-1779 Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri mentionsevenquarters
outside the valls of the Boazkesen (Rumeli) Hisari, and one vithin the valls. The
extramural quarters vere Ali Bey (sometimes referred to as Ali Pertek, or simply as
Bey), Arpa Emini, Bagmakgi Sucaeddin/Balta Limani, Elhag Kemalettin, Meydan,
Molla Fenari and Torlak Ali. [Fig.48] There is no direct reference to an intramural
settlement, although this is knovn to have existed. A few cases refer to Bogazkesen
Dahili (inner citadel). A close reading of those documents reveals that the name
Bogazkesen Dahili refers to the district in general, and the cases may refer to one of
the quarters listed above. Likevise, cases listed as Bogazkesen Harici (external
citadel), sometimes corresponded to the same quarters. There are some cases,
hovever, indicating that Bokazkesen Harici mre particularly referred to Bagmakei
Sucaeddin quarter located upstream, vhich probably vas extended to Balta Limani by
5Nedjip Bey, Guide de islanbul, Vienne, 1918.
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a rov of yahs . Boazkesen Harici, then, most probably referred to those houses and
yalzs on the waterfront which were situated in the area between the mosque of Ali
Pertek and Balta Limani district. All these quarters, almost exclusively Muslim, were
named after a mosque accentuating the integrity of each quarter. As Table V shows,
an Armenian community was settled in the quarters of Ali Bey, Arpa Emini and
Torlak Ali; however, the district as a vhole appears to be one of the few districts
along the European coast of the Bosphorus where Muslims were in the majority.
Before embarking to a delineation of the coastal line, Table V and Table VI present
the nature of exchange between men and women, and Muslims and non-Muslims, and
the composition of the peoples of the Bogazkesen Hisari who appeared before the
court at Yenik6y in the years 1740-1779.
Table V: Distribution of Exchange Between Men/Women and Muslim/
Non-Muslim Population of the Bogazkesen Hisari
1740-1770 ww wm mw mm u u mm mn nm nn t
Ali Bey 3 1 4 5 1 2 10
Ali Pertek 1 3 3 1 4
Arpa Emini 5 12 21 37 39 2 10 31 100
Balto Limani I
Bagmakg1 Sucaeddi n 22
Boiazkesen 3 7 5 13 27 1 30
Elhag Kemelettin 4 4 2 3 13 16
Meydan 1 7 8 16 16
Molla Feriari 5 4 15 17 41 47
Torlak Ali 6 9 6 9 32 1 6 3 52
total 23 40 58 94 176 3 18 37
% 7.21 13.42 19.46 31.54 59.06 1.00 6.04 12.41
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Table VI: Distribution of the Titles of the People at Bogazkesen Hisari in the
er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri
aci afa bege be y gvu- gel ebi dervi efendi el hag molla ode ba§ sieyyid geyh
Ali Bey 4 3 5 4 4 1
Ali Pertek 2 1 2 1 4 1
Arpa Emini 13 43 23 1 11 11 2 2 4
Boiazkesen 13 9 18 10 11 2 10 1
Elhag Kemal 5 4 11 9 16 3 10
Meydan 3 10 8 3 4 5 2 1 1 1
Molla Fenari 12 39 1 1 11 1 17 7 3 1 1 6
Torlak Ali 9 23 1 42 22 21 2 2 6 7
total 61 131 2 1 119 5 79 76 14 6 36 17
% 11.15 23.9 0.36 0.18 21.75 0.91 14.44 13.89 2.55 1.09 6.58 3.10
In the Bostanczbagz Deftereri , four landing places (LP) are recorded in the area
betveen Kayalar and Seytan Akintisi.6 A nineteenth century photograph shovs the
vaterfront of the district betveen LP 1 and LP4. [Fig.49] The first landing place,
most probably located at the southern end of the citadel, shared a border vith the
district called Kayalar. In the area from Kayalar to LP I there vere eight yalts, and
from LP 1 to LP2, vhere the mosque of Elha Kemalettin, a tomb, a fountain and a
number of shops stood, there vere six yalis . The Bostanczbag Defterleri refer to
three yalis in the area betveen LP2 and LP3. At LP3 vere a school, a hamam and a
coffeeshop. Betveen LP3 and LP4, there vere four yalis [Fig. 50]
An interesting point is the rapid turnover among the ovners of the yalis in the last
decade of the century that vas recorded in the first two of the Bostancbzbg
Defterleri, dated 1791 and 1802. This phenomenon can not be easily explained by
6 Here af1er the landing places vill be abbreviated as LP and vill be numeratd upstream.
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the events in the fifty years that span the earliest records of the waterfront and the
latest, dated to the reign of Sultan Mahmut II. The period was one of relative stability
in terms of private property ownership. If the reason for the rapid turnover was not
a particular event like the allocation of certain buildings and lots to certain officials of
the administration, or the rebuilding of an area after a fire, such an occurrence at the
turn of the nineteenth century can not be explained. In this case, the nature of the
property holders can be of some help. As a representative example, the yalis
between LP 1 and LP2 that changed hands in the last decade of the century, reveal such
a particular aspect of the change. Among the six yalis between LP 1 and LP2, three
were listed under the names of high ranking officers, a late molla of Yenipehir, an
associate of the secretariat of the cavalry soldiers, and an ex-kad of Siroz, whereas
the other two belonged to merchants from Damascus, and the last one was owned by
the son of a hafiz (a certain efendi), in 1791. The Bostanczbagt Defteri from 1802
records that while two merchants from Damascus, who were in fact brothers,
occupied the same two residences until 1814-1815, all the others changed hands. The
ones that belonged to the officers of administration passed to a son of certain
Gelembeli Efendi, a second astrologer at the Palace, and a representative at Istanbul
of the Sherif of Meccainakibulegraf. The last one was rented by the aforesaid
merchants of Damascus. It is clear that confiscations were practiced, because the
yals that were held by the officers of the central administration changed hands, but
the people of commerce and wealth maintained their own private properties.
This phenomenon was observed all along the coast of Bogazkesen Hisari. After a
short while, stability was established and exchange was then sporadic. Under the
general category of Boazkesen Hisari, the Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri refer to the
variety of the citizens, from noblemen holding a fief of from tventy to a hundred
thousand aspers of yearly value to the makers or sellers of spoons, the varden of the
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citadel, cavalry soldiers, ones vho have committed the Koran to memory, chief of the
collectors of garbage, headgearmakers, coppersmiths, imams, and families such as
the Kasapoglus, Tilkizades and Papazades.
ELHAQ KEMALETTIN QUARTER
The first quarter, named after the Elha Kemalettin mosque, covered a vast inland
area in the middle of vhich the citadel stood. 7 If the modern topographical records
are of any help, the lack of streets in the area behind the citadel indicates that it vas
not inhabited at the turn of the tventieth century, and most probably had not been
inhabited for a long period of time. Early photographs confirm the observations
made in the early nineteenth century, such as that of Hobhouse vho records that there
was no settlement in the immediate vicinity of the citadel: "There are no houses near
the fortress which is in the midst of a thick grove, rising to a considerable height on
the steep declivities of the impending hill."8 [Fig.51] The vast field shovn behind the
citadel may, hovever, indicate a fire similar, if not identical, to the one which svept
all the traces of habitation inside the valls.9 A proof of this early settlement is one of
Van Mour's oil paintings from the first half of the eighteenth century which shows
houses dispersed in the area. [Fig. 52]
The location of the mosque at the far end of the settlement on the immediate
waterfront at LP2 is an indication of a linear settlement, rather than a quarter
71927 map.
8Hobhouse, p:865.
9AyanayiHadikat'i#1 Cevami, p:126-131.
"... Rumeli Hisan haxicinde at; zuhur edup, hiric-i suru muhtrik ettikde b&ni-i Hisar Eb'l feth
Sultan Mehemied Han'in askerlerinden ve ricalilahdan Hai Kemleddin Csmi'i dahi muhtrik
olmagla muammer-i bfisd Sultan Mahmud Han hazretlexi c&mi'-i Avsi ve fevkini krgir bini
buyurup itmaminda trgrif buyurup ed&-i cum'a ettikde cevmmi-i sel&tine ilhak buymlu..."
Sem'dsni-zsde, v. I, p:122.
A documert from 1746 (H. 1159) also records a fire at the Botazkesen Hisan.
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developed around a mosque. [Fig.53] However, the topography did not allow a
continuous linear residential development on the immediate waterfront. The
mosque, the tomb and the fountain at LP2, separated from the quarter and facing the
sea, stood in a prominent position on the waterfront meydan, which must have meant
that the yals were all in a rather restricted area. [Fig. 54] This gives us a clue as to
their size, their lack of grandeur and a clue as to the kind of people vho owned them.
The sketch of Gudenus shoving the Citadel illustrates that the yalks were all raised on
a stone base which took the form of a continuous vall. This also seen in Melling's
engraving which was made some fifty years later. [Fig. 55]
These yals when first appear in the Bostanabagz Defteri of 1791 belonged to a
certain efendi , a molla and an halberdier. They were occupied in 1802 by the
family of a certain geyh , a certain efendi, and an ex-secretary at the divan of the
commander-in-chief of the janissary corps and did not change hands after that. Since
such lesser officers of the administration vere always on more secure grounds than
the high ranking officers, the turnover at the turn of the century which seems to have
affected them as well as those between Kayalar and LP 1 remains unexplained.
The mosque of Elha Kemalettin at LP2 was built at the time of the conqueror, but it
was rebuilt in 1746 (H. 1159) by Sultan Mahmut I, and is also known as the mosque of
Sultan Mahmut.10 It therefore had a private pew for the sultan. However, imperia1
religious ceremonial had not incorporated the mosque of Elhap Kemalettin. Thus, not
oriented toward the sea as the imperial mosques were at the end of the century, the
mosque of Elbag Kemalettin is still a representative example of traditional mosques
10AyranamyiHadikat'-al Cevami, p-126-131.
Sem'dsnri-zide, v. I, p:122
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on the waterfront before the innovations of the eighteenth century. 1 [Fig. 56] In
front of the mosque stood a fountain built by the Judge of Galata, Benlizade Rapit
Efendi, in 1777 (H. 1191) and behind the mosque was an open prayer space/
namazgh .12
On the other three sides, towards the slope, the quarter vas surrounded by the Molla
Fenari and Torlak Ali quarters. In this vast area one expects a large population. The
people of Elha Kemalettin, who was all Muslims, did not take their cases to court
often, and that prevents us from estimating the population. However, vhen the
number of cases recording sales and inheritance deeds in the Muslim quarters as Elhap
Kemalettin is compared to the non-Muslim quarters, a discrepancy occurs. This may
only be due to a difference in behavior between the two communities, or to a greater
need for such documents by non-Muslims. The rate of turnover is unlikely to have
differed between the two communities in that particular period.
As Table VI indicates, the population of the quarter was composed of Muslims of
modest means. They had titles such as e1hg , efendi , gelebi and seyyid, and were
most probably involved in small crafts and trade, or in small-scale agriculture in
gardens and vineyards. There were no established families or important personages
of the central administration in the quarter other than the Sabuncuzade and Alizade
families. The representatives of the state vere a varden of the citadel, a chief
associate of cavalry soldiers and an accountant of the Sileymaniye complex. Among
the four entries in the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri regarding the yalzs in the area, none
corresponds to those recorded in the Bostancqbza Defterleri .
11Yazicioglu, pp:96-100.
12 0z, p:33.
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The only topographical references made are to the valls of the citadel. A candle
manufacturing vorkshop, vhich can not be located, vas the only public structure
mentioned. The limited number of cases and reference points in this vast area does
not allow a reconstruction comparable to that along the coast vhere numerous
identifiable buildings vere located.
ALI BEY QUARTER
The next quarter upstream, referred to as Ali Bey or occasionally as Bey in the
documents, may have been named after the mosque of Ali Pertek at LP3. 13
Ayvanssriyi identifies the founder as a commander of the imperial navy.14 Like
Elha9 Kemalettin, the quarter developed on the steep slope and vas cut off from the
shore probably by the retaining valls shovn in Melling's engraving. All public
structures vere on the vaterfront. The mosque of Ali Pertek 1455 (H.859), knovn
also as Hamam Mescidi, and the fountain next to it, vere rebuilt in the sixteenth
century. 15 Ali Pertek is named as a distinct quarter rarely in the course of the
eighteenth century; therefore the grovth of the quarter as yell as the change of its
name from Ali Bey to Ali Pertek must have occurred in the nineteenth century. Its
tWin hamam vas a vakzf of Sultan Bayazid Han, and it stood next to a mekteb built by
9oban Mustafa Papa. 16 The fountain next to it built by Rakim Papa for the pious
memory his father was dated 1768 (H. 1182).
A street runs perpendicular to the waterfront, connecting Arpa Emini quarter on the
slopes to the shore. It reaches the sea in front of the tvo-storeyed/fevkini mosque of
13The mosque is also referred as "Bey Cani" in the documents.
14AyansarayifHadikat' il Cevami, p:132.
15 Aynsaay9iHadikat'ii1 Cevami, p:132.
16 AyvansarayiHadkat'i1 Cevami, p:132 .
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Ali Pertek built above shops. These shops, planned as part of the mosque, were part
of the va-kf and were intended as investments together with hamams, houses and
other commercial structures to provide for the upkeep of the religious institutions.
As these shops indicate, the area was already then probably the commercial center of
the town as it still is today. The pier and the boathouse for the public transportation/
pazar kayiz that run between Istanbul and the shores of the Bosphorus were also
located there. In this part of the quarter, there vere not many public buildings other
than hamams and fountains. Between LP3 and LP4 there were five yalis in 1791;
they belonged to a certain efendi among the judges, a son of the Sultan's personal
bodyguards, a steward of the Seyhulislam, and two other agas . These gradually
changed hands in the following decades, the new occupants were all related to similar
offices of the zuama, noblemen who held fiefs that brought in twenty to a hundred
thousand aspers a year and the kuzad, that is to say, the judiciary. [Fig. 57]
Ali Pertek seems to have been the most prestigious quarter of the district. Its
population was composed of affluent families, both Muslim and non-Muslim in
origin, with names like the Papazoglu, Nazaretoklu, Aksaglizade and Hocazade. The
varden of the citadel also resided there together with some paas and nakibflegraf
There were also references in the Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri of 1740-1779 to a bath
keeper, a steward in a great man's household, a master of a trade or craft, a maker of
heels on boots, a bootmaker and some religious functionaries.
A few references regarding Muslim to non-Muslim or non-Muslim to Muslim
exchange in the Ali Bey quarter indicate the mixing of the quarters. The rock/kaya
or hacer-i kebir that is mentioned both in Ali Bey and Arpa Emini quarters also
indicate that these two quarters had no definite borders but one melded into one
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another. The Armenian church Surp Sanduht stood betveen the Ali Bey and Arpa
Emini quarters. 17
ARPA EMINI QUARTER
Arpa Emini Mescidi vas built by Defterdar Mustafa Efendi vho died in 1542
(H.949). 18 The architect may have been Sinan. 19 We do not have any information
about the date of construction of the Armenian church. Since Evliya Qelebi and
Sarraf Hovennasyan both mention an Armenian community in the seventeenth
century, the church may vell date to before that time. The distant location of the
mosque and the church probably caused the development of separate communities
around them. The rate of inter-community exchange vas 10%. Its population vas
also socially mixed. There vere established families such as the Idrisoglu
Karahanzade, Efendizade, Gurcnoglu, Sandalcioglu, 9ilingiroglu, Kizilbapoglu,
Yedincioglu, Dagbeyioglu, Tenbeloglu, Kebisoglu, Sanizade, Hurmuzoglu,
Mezarcioglu and Cevapoglu as vell as some pagas and the former kadi of Edirne. Its
modest population vas composed of shoemakers, gardeners, coppersmiths,
headgearmakers, plasterers, ironmongers or sellers, candlemakers, boatmen,
carpenters, scribes, vatchmen, clockmakers, vardens of the prison, tilemakers,
conjurors and bakers. These people involved in small trades and crafts frequently
also held titles like bege , efendi, gelebi and aa.
The quarter vas bordered by the hill, the Muslim cemetery, and the Ali Pertek
quarter. Among topographical references vere a stream, a rocky place, a big rock, a
meadov, part of a vall, and a plane-tree.
17Neitber Eremya Qelebi, nor inciciyan refers to the Armenian Church at Bogazkesen Hisan.
18Ayvansaray9Hadikat'i lCevami, p:131-132.
1902, p-6.
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TORLAX ALI QUARTER
The Torlak Ali quarter lay betveen the quarters of Ali Pertek, Arpa Emini and Elha
Kemalettin. On the fourth side it vas bordered by the Muslim cemetery. It reached
the sea next to Elha Kemalettin mosque. Torlak Ali Mescidi vas built by a certain
Ali Dede, but the construction date is not given.20 It vas located close to the
cemetery. A stream and a meadov vere the only other topographical references.
There is also a tekke, Hanci Ahmet Tekkesi, mentioned in the documents, but it can
not be located precisely.21 It may refer to the tekke across the Molla Fenari mosque
vhere the quarters meet. But there is also a stepped street today, called Tekke Sokagi,
far from the tekke of Molla Fenari, vhich may indicate that another tekke vas
located there.
Torlak Ali's mixed population vas composed of established families such as the
9ilingiroglu, Kirmizialioglu, Belgradhoklu, Antonoglu, Panofaoklu, Nalgacioglu,
Arayicioglu, and Mercanoglu. The others vere goldsmiths, barbers, fishermen,
aktars, captains of merchant ships, pastrymakers, quilt-makers, bird (nightingale)
sellers, public criers or brokers and han -keepers.
MEYDAN QUARTER
The location of the quarter called Meydan is unclear. Modern references, folloving
the street called Meydan Sokagi, locate it betveen the quarters of Elhag Kemalettin
and Ali Pertek. But most probably it vas at the junction of Torlak Ali, Molla Fenari
and Elha Kemalettin quarters, since even today there is an irregular open
place/meydan in that location. The second alternative is more convincing vhen one
20AynryilHadikat'il Cermi, p:132.
2 1AyvansaryiHadikat'ii1Cevami, p:132.
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considers the other topographical references in the documents. A mescid vithout any
further indication, a stream and a precipice are mentioned in the quarter of Meydan.
The only other place vhere there is a reference to a precipice is in the Molla Fenari
quarter. The stream that vas mentined more than once must indicate its border vith
the Torlak Ali quarter. Thus the mescid should also be the one at the Molla Fenari
quarter.
If the very limited number of cases recorded is any guide, it must have been a
relatively small quarter vith a population composed of fruit vendors, tinsmiths,
pastrymakers and public criers or brokers. There vere also a fey families knovn as
the Sagiroglu, Muslioglu, and Hasircioglu.
MOLLA FENARI QUARTER
Next vas the Molla Fenari quarter, up on the hills behind the citadel. Molla Fenari
Cami, the extramural mescid, stands next to a hamam and a tomb built in 1768
(H. 1182).22 It vas built by Seyhulislam Molla Fenari, also knovn as Sah Mehmet
Fenari. This vas also a second storey mosque vith a cistern under it.23 There vas
also a tekke across from the mosque. The quarter's exclusively Muslim population
vas involved in trades and crafts including clothmakers, makers of heels on boots,
ironmongers, tinsmiths and labourers such as grave-diggers, scribes, boatmen, fruit
vendors and food vendors. A number of established families such as the Dumanoglu,
Torunoglu, Hamitoklu, Agazade, Mollaoglu, Bulbilzade, Qobanoglu, Celeboklu,
Papucubyiukzade and TUredioklu also resided in the quarter.
22D.1151170-2, D.1151177-2
2302, p:23.
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BOGAZICESEN DAHILI
The references to the Bogazkesen Dahili in the per-i Mahkeme Sicilleri do not refer
to an intramural settlement. This quarter was most probably allocated to the guards,
soldiers and their families and thus the houses were not for sale in the market or
available for any other kind of exchange. We do not knov when a settlement grew
intramural. Officials on duty at the prison and at the trea-ury lived there with their
families.24 The citadel vas a prison of the janissaries. 25 Miss Pardoe, who visited the
citadel in the first quarter of the nineteenth century, notes a few houses: "Within the
valls are clustered about a dozen houses; and their inhabitants are bound by an ancient
lav not to suffer their descendants to marry vithout the precincts of the fortress; they
are consequently all closely related, and no instance has ever been knovn of their
having slighted the injunction."26
The settlement can be seen in eighteenth-century engravings of the citadel. 27 The
miniatures from the illustrated copies of the Hamse-i Atayi also attest to a populated
quarter intramural. Abb6 Sestini, a native of Istanbul, refers to gypsies living
intramural, doing all kinds of jobs: "Dentro poi il Castello vi restano dei Giannizzeri,
e dei Cinghiane, o Bohemiani, che servono per strangolar la gente che viene mandata
2 4AyransaraygHadikat'iil Cevami, p:125.
2 5The Traitor's Ga* is the only seavaul entrance 1o the fortress; and through its lov vide
arch the bodies of the strangled janissaries were flung into the Bosphorus.
2 6Miss Pardoe refers also to the appearence of the settlement, slating again the lav upon the
inhabitnts of the intra-mumos settlement: "The fey houses built vithin the valls of the
fortress are in good repair, and are surounded by pleasant gardens. The tenants many and
intermany continually, not being permitted to form any alliance with the families unconnecled
with the castle... "
Miss PardoelCity, p:256.
27 Among others engravings in Choiseul-Gouffier and Frankland's travelogues, and Van Mour's oil
painting attest t the intramural settlement in the eighteenth century.
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da Costantinopoli essendo le loro case fatte semplicernente di legno, forse per esser
distinti tali carnesici, con fare unsi vil mestiere, per non pagara charaggio." 28
In the seventeenth century, Evliya qelebi compared the houses of soldiers -180 of
them- to pigeon nests stuck to the rocks.29 From his records we understand that the
Turkish community that grew around the Fatih mosque and a fountain dated 1452
(H.856) was intramural, and in addition there were two mescids and two vbeat
storehouses in the quarter enclosed by the valls. Fatih's mosque, located "vut-u
kalede " was built by architect Sucaeddin. It has not survived.30 Ayvanssriyi, on the
other hand, refers to the house of the military chief and the guards'houselnuthane ve
bir serdar menzili ve kale koluhaneleri vithin the valls.31
BOGAZKESEN HARICI
'er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri referring to Bogazkesen Harici do not describe a particular
extramural settlement on the vaterfront either. The documents attest that there vere
no waterfront quarters, but only a row of yalis interrupted by the Elhag Kemalettin
and Ali Pertek mosques at LP2 and LP3 respectively. After the last landing place of
the quarter named after the strong current of Seytan Akintisi, were the yalzs of the
prominent residents of the Bogazkesen Hisari. At the turn of the eighteenth century,
Le Bruyn depicted a rather idyllic scene in the area. [Fig. 58]
Among the five yals in this area, two were yalis of the Seyhialislam and two were
yals of the former kad of Galata and the former chief kadz of Rumeli who ranked
28Sestini, p:8.
29 Evliya Qelebi, p:3 14 .
30AyverdiOsmana Mimansinde, p:491.
3 1AyvansaayiHadikat'ilCevami, p:125.
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next after the Seyhnlislam (the kazasker of Rumeli or sadr-z Rum ). This
picturesque spot vas often delineated by the Western artists. Among those
representations are Melling's engraving, vhich is an accurate depiction of the yal of
the Seyhilislam Mekki Efendi and the fountain in front of it (vhich vas also recorded
in the Bostancbagz Defterleri). [Fig. 59] The yds of the most eminent officers of
the central admir3tration and the other nobles/nakibzlegraf stretched far off
tovards the Balta Limani district.
B.2. ITINYE
After the Balta Liman, Boyacikoy and Emirgan, three districts that grev in the last
quarter of the eighteenth century, came istinye, the district that developed around the
Bay of Istinye and its caulking wharf. [Fig.60] At Istinye, vhich vas composed of
seven Muslim quarters, the population vas mixed. This vas apparent both on the
vaterfront and inland. Here a number of most grandiose yals that vere recorded in
the Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri vere located. The number of documents bearing on the
quarters in question are limited, one can only refer to particular cases and not to the
district as a vhole.
B.3. YENIKOY
As vith Bogazkesen Hisari and Istinye, Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri for Yenik6y give
entries under seven quarters. In the first half of the century a considerable number of
documents vere identified simply as Yenik6y. Later, hovever, this vas rare; instead
three Muslim and three non-Muslim quarters vere distinguished. Three of the
quarters vere named after the churches of the Greek Orthodox, vho vere the largest
non-Muslim population on the European shore of the Bosphorus. The three Muslim
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quarters were named after their respective mosques. At Yenikay, there were two
Armenian churches as vell, but the Armenian community seems to have been
absorbed into the Greek and Muslim communities. The 1918 map delineates the
quarter in full and identifies some of the public structures, but none of them has
survived. [Fig.61]
As Table VII shows, the cases recorded in the Greek Orthodox quarters surpassed the
number of cases recorded in the Muslim quarters. Although the population of the
district was mixed, the quarters were not exclusive, and the non-Muslim probably
out-numbered the Muslim population, the phenomenon reflects a difference in
attitude between the Muslims and the non-Muslims in bringing their cases to court. A
glance at Table IX indicates that exchange between Muslims and non-Muslims vas not
uncommon. Here the discrepancy in the figures seems to result merely from the
difference in size between the Muslim and non-Muslim populations, and does not
reflect a difference in attitude regarding private property ovning and exchange.
Table IX: Distribution of Exchange Between Men/Women and Muslim/
Non-Muslim Population of Yenikoy
1740-1770 ww wm mW mm u u mm mn nm nn T
.Aye Nikola 9 32 36 91 2 10 25 142 207
Aya Yorgi 3 16 23 63 2 4 162
Elhae Usman 2 4 2 5 13 14
GUzelce Ali Papa 7 14 20 39 19 11 13 47 106
Molla Qelebi 7 6 4 13 24 4 2 42
Peaniya 14 50 39 162 1 6 42 245 304
Yeniksy 1 1 1 3 3
total 42 123 125 374 59 29 88 439 838
% 5.01 14.67 14.91 44.63 7.04 3.46 10.50 52.3 1
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The titles that the non-Muslim population held did not differ much from those of the
Muslims. Apart from the abundance of acz , the title given to Christian pilgrims, the
rest reflect a social composition comparable to the exclusively Muslim quarters of the
Bogzkesen Hisari.
Table X: Distribution of the Titles of the People at Yenikay in the
Ser-I MaWkeme Sicilleri
ecl aga bege be y gvue gel ebi dervi efendi lhag/ melIa odebag se y yi deyh
Aya Nikola 18 11 2 1 2 10 1 3
AyaYorgi 26 1 7 _ 4
Elhae Osman 7 1 9 10 15 2 1
Guzelce Ali 1 10 17 12 1 12 19 2 3 2
Molla~e lebi 1 26 12 17 1 16 16 4 2
Panaiya 32 11 1 1 2 10 14 1 2
Yeniky
total 78 66 38 3 1 42 2 62 64 9 1 11 2
% 20.58 17.41 10.02 0.79 0.26 11.08 0.52 16.35 16.88 2.37 0.26 2.90 0.52
According to the Bostancba Defterleri , in the area betveen Mezar Burnu, the
promontory vhich separated Istinye from Yenik6y, and the K6ybasi landing place,
there vere eighteen landing places.
ELHAg. OSMAN QUARTER
The first settlement in the Yenikoy district vas called Osman Reis or Elhag Osman
after the Grand Admiral Elha Osman Aga in the seventeenth century. The quarter
vas located on the slopes vhere the Bay of istinye turns tovards Yenikoy. [Fig.62]
The main street that run through Yenik6y, behind the rov of yalis , starts from there.
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The mosque vas situated on this street towards the sea. It was the only mosque of the
town close to the sea. In fact, the Bostancabag Defteri from 1802 locates the mosque
at the first landing place in the area. However, neither the 1791 register nor the later
ones refer either to the mosque or to the landing place. Evliya elebi mentions a
mosque called after a commander of navy, Kaptan Halil Pasa, on the waterfront at
Yenikay.32 There is no trace of this mosque left and no possible identification can be
made regarding the extant mosques of the district. The map of 1927 shows that the
mosque of Elha Osman was not on the immediate waterfront, it stood next to a
mekteb, and both can be dated from the tombstone of the Osman Reis to 1645
(H. 1055).33 [Fig.63]
From the reading of the Bostancbagz Defterleri , the quarter reaching to the
waterfront seems to have had a few yalds that lay along the shore between the first
pier, named after the cemetery situated on the headland, Mezar Burnu and LP3. The
mosque of Elhap Osman was located at LP2, and there were four yazLs towards LP 1
at the promontory and five yalzs and a boathouse towards LP3 upstream.34 These
vere the yalis of either the lesser officers in the central administration or the former
high ranking officeholders. Among them were certain efendis carrying
patronymics, in other words, sons of gelebis, pagas and efendis who continued to
hold a title because their fathers had acquired one, as well as a former governor/
voyvoda of Galata, a former kadz of istanbul, the minister of the fruit-house, a
functionary of the court (who fixes the shares of an inheritance), a scribe at the Divan,
a treasurer in tobacco customs, and a steward of Beyhan Sultana, someone simply
32 Evliya Qelebi, p:317.
3 3AyvansarayVHadikat'il Cevami, p:139.
34LP2 and LP3 vere indicatd only in one Bostanzbay Defteri (inbu:isenbu1 Universitsi
Kiltuphanesi, ibni'l-Emin n.2608), vhich listd foiur yahs between LP1-LP2, two yahs
between LP2-LP3, and 3 between LP3-LP4. All other Bostancbay Defterkeri lisd seven yaks
alogether and a privaboathouse.
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referred as a fehri. The only yal and the boathouse owned by non-Muslims were
bought by the same person, a member of the upper level of the bureaucracy, later
referred to as an assistant scribe and as former janissary efendi[si], who had a vacant
lot next to the yalz in question. If the limited number of cases recorded in the er-i
Mahkeme Sicilleri indicate that the settlement did not grov further on the other side
of the street towards the hill, the quarter may have been a linear settlement that
stretched behind the row of yals recorded in the Bostancbagz Defterleri . There
were only a couple of vague references in the Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri to men of
religious teaching and writing by their honorary titles, a situation which does not help
us to differentiate between the preferred status of the waterfront and inland
residential areas. The sources at our disposal, the per-i Mahkeme Sicilleri,
Bostanczbazs Defterleri, and the early twentieth century map are not complementary
in this case; moreover, the limited number of cases at hand from the Ser-i Mahkeme
Sicilleri in the years 174 0- 1779 recorded only two cases on the waterfront, and a
reconstruction of the quarter proved impossible.
LP3 drev a line between the Muslim and non-Muslim yaes of the Yenik6y shore.
After this point Muslim yalzs were rare. Between LP3 and LP4 vere three yalzs;
two of them are identified in the Bostaccbaz Defterleri as belonging to lesser
officers of the administration and the other to an Armenian whose profession was not
given. LP4, known as Pazar Kayigi iskelesi, was the pier where the boats and the
boathouse of the public transportation / pazar kayzgz were located. [Fig.64] Between
LP4 and LP5, there vere three yaizs ; two of them belonged to Armenians who were
involved in trades and the other belonged to a Muslim, a molla who was the assistant
secretary of the Seyh01islam, referred to as a religious teacher and the chief of justice
at Aleppo in the later registers. While the other two yalds changed hands, this yalz
remained as the residence of the same dignitary as he was gradually promoted.
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Among the hundred cases from the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri at hand, three cases that
referred to houses on the waterfront came from the years 1750-1755. The social
status of the people who were involved in the transaction processes is very similar to
those recorded in the 8oatancbag Defterleri. It seems that at that time this certain
yalh vas in the possession of a kadz of Egypt.
Between the next landing place, LP5 and LP7, there was only one yalz : It belonged to
the chief of justice at Izmir. 35 The other structures were all commercial. LP5,
known as Qarpi Iskelesi, corresponded to the marketplace and the meydan . Although
there is no information about the kinds of shops and their organization in the
Bostancdbagv Defterleri , a single row of one-storeyed structures facing the sea is
most probable. Two documents from 1724-1725 describe a candle factory endowed
by the Iskender Papa to the suk of Yenik6y which had "a room on the second floor, a
kiosk, stairways and two doors opening to the the street", it was bordered on one side
by the landing place endowed by the same Papa, on the other side by the sea and on two
sides by a slaughterhouse. 36 At LP6, referred to as Nan-i Azizci Iskelesi indicating a
bakery at this location,37 Bostancabagz Defterleri record a slaughterhouse and its
boathouse. At LP7, known as Hamam Iskelesi, were located the other public services,
such as a hamam, the court of Yenik6y and the ateliers of the candle manufacturers.
3 51t was burned dov as one Bostanzbay Defteri ( isunbul:istenbul niversiesi Kibtphanesi,
Tirkge Yazmalar, n.8830) indicates. But it remained in his property as the next Bostanczbay
Deftereri shov (isenbul:isanbul 10niversitesi Kitlaphanesi, Trkge Yazrnaar, n.8865), until it
was rebuilt by the substitut kad/naib of Eyyfap, vho latr hold the same position at 19skdar:
Bostacmbz Defteri (istanbl:istenbuil Oniveritesi Kitphanesi, Tbrkge Yazmalar, n.8866).
36D.925D-2
D.92157-1
37Mant&rn calculates that in the seenteth cenury, aming133 bakeries in istanbul and on the
Anatolian shores of the capital, 25 vas locaed at Galat and Yenikby.
Mantranlistanbul, p:181.
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The listing of the yalzs in the earliest of the Bostancabagt Defterleri , which omits
the landing places between the LP 1 and LP7, can not be easily traced to the second one
at our disposal. Reasons for the rapid turnover in this period remain undetermined.
GUZELCE ALi PASA QUARTER
The two Muslim districts of the quarter ran along the shoreline. The first, Guzelce
Ali Papa, was situated on the hills of the town, reaching the shore only in aforesaid
groups of three yals each that were located between LP3 and LP5. Between the
shore and the main street was a secondary street that ran parallel to the row of yals .
A row of three residential blocks can be seen in the map. A glance at the 1918 map
also shows that the street that runs from LP3 to the Armenian church must have been
the border of the quarter on the Elha Osman Reis side. On the other side, the street
that runs in front of the mosque seems to separate it from the third and last Muslim
quarter, Molla Qelebi. The mosque of Guzelce Ali Papa was built during the reign of
Sultan Osman II (1618-1622), by the Grand-Vizier and former Grand Admiral
GJzelce Ali Papa in 1620 (H. 1030). It vas located far away from the shore aid the
market place, and vas embedded in the fabric of the area next to the Armenian
quarters. Itwasrebuiltin 1670 (H.1081). 38
The Armenian church Surp Asduadzadzin was next to the Armenian cemetery. 39 It
seems that in the course of the eighteenth century the Armenian quarter around the
Armenian church had probably already blended into the fabric of the Guzelce Ali
Papa quarter. Inter-communal exchange is relatively higher there vhen compared
with the other mixed quarters. Its population consisted of established families of
3 8AyvaaayiHadikat'il Cevami, p:139.
3 9PamukciynYeik~y ve Kilisesi.
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mostly Armenian origin, the Bornazoglu, Macaroglu, Matyozoglu, Koroklu and
Khlhancioglu, high officers of the central administration and the Muslim judiciary
such as the kade of Egypt, and the chief kadz of Anatolialkazasker of Anadolu or
.vadr-z Anadolu, as wvll as non-Muslim high ranking religious functionaries such as
the Patriarch of Jerusalem. Its peoples of crafts and trades included clockmakers,
gardeners, captains of merchant ships, tailors, locksmiths, boilermakers, cloak-
makers, pressmakers for polishing textiles, slippermakers, furriers, textilemakers
and silk manufacturers.
MOLLA ;ELEBI QUARTER
Although Guzelce Ali Papa vas the most populated Muslim quarter, Molla Qelebi
seems to have housed the central institutions of the Ottoman tovn quarter. The
quarter, vhich had the longest shoreline of the Muslim quarters of the district
betveen LP5 and LP12, vas named after the mosque built by Fazil Efendi, the son of
Seyhuislam Zembilli Ali Efendi vho died in 1583.40 Hovever, other than the
aforementioned yalz of the Molla of Izmir at LP5, almost all the yals in this area
belonged to non-Muslims. All the public structures vere located avay from the
shore. The tWin public baths/Qifte Hamam (also knovn as Iskender Papa Hamami),
located off LP7 in the market place next to the mosque of Molla Qelebi, vere built by
Iskender Papa vho endoved the candle factory and the landing place at Elhag Osman
Reis quarter.41 The seventh landing-place from Mezar Burnu, Yenik6y Iskelesi, vas
called Hamarn Iskelesi. The court of Yenikoy vas situated across the mosque. On the
shore, stretching on both sides of the Yenikoy Iskelesi, vere the bakery for ships'
40AynsarayiHadikat'iil Cevami, p:140.
41There .e nimerous examples 1D the hamm of Yenikby. In a document from 1730 it is referred
as one that was open for womerndnsvana maksus (D.967-1). However, chronicles refer 1D it
as a Qfle Hamam.
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biscuit/ peksimetgifirwm, the konak of the superintendant and the guards'
houselkolluk intermingling with the yats of Islamic teachers and judiciary/egraf-z
kuzad in betveen LP7 and LP8. According to the Bostacwbaz Defterleri, these
yalzs remained in the possession of the same people for a period of approximately
fifty years.
Among the topographical references in the documents were a Muslim cemetery in the
vicinity of the quarter. It probably lay along the stream on the upper fringes of the
quarter. A vakzf residence for religious teachers, and numereous vakzf houses for
religious functionaries are repeatedly mentioned in the er-i Mahkeme Sicdleri as
well. References to a vacant lot where a mosque once stood/cami-i erif arsasz may
indicate the site of the mosque Evliya 9elebi referred to.
The inhabitants were involved in providing basic services for the modest quarter, as
caulkers, public criers or brokers, bathkeepers, captains of merchant ships, tailors,
personal body guards of the sultan, sveetmeat sellers or makers, silk manufacturers
and. pressmakers. Caretakers of a mosque and scribes performed more specialized
functions for the tovn.
The quarter of Molla Qelebi betveen LP8 and LP 12, had a number of yalzs, all
belonging to affluent Greek families. Betveen LP8 and LP9 there vere tvo yals
among the above mentioned guards' house, the mill and the bakery of ship's biscuits.
The owners of these yalds changed in time, but one was alvays a Muslim, the other a
non-Muslim: first a poll-tax collector of Yenikoy and an Armenian banker, then a
bath ovner and another banker. Between LP9 and LP10 there were three yals and a
boathouse, all belonging to vealthy Greeks. All three changed hands in the first
decade of the nineteenth century: The nev owners were either merchants, like the one
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who had his working place at Vezir Han, a manufacturer of silver wire, a seller of
dyes, a son of a boiler maker or seller or local men like a butcher and a bone-setter.
Between LP 10 and LP 11 vere the ydzs of two vealthy Greeks, and both had a
puh;/rbethane on the ground floor. There vas also a mill in the area. This mill vas
later converted into a residence, but it continued to function as a mill on the ground
floor. The yalz -pubs remained in the possession of the same people for fifty years. In
the area between LP 11 and LP 16, different classes of the Greek society mingled.
AYA NKOLA QUARTER
Assuming that the stepped street shown in the map of 1927 that reaches the shore at
the LP 12 was the border of Molla 9elebi and Aya Nikola quarters, there vere ten
yalzs on the waterfront of Aya Nikola that ran up to LP 16. [Fig.65] Between LP 12
and LP 13, were eight yalis in a row. These yalis were owned, in the course of the
fifty years, by a cloth merchant, a dealer of precious stones, a timber merchant, a
shop-keeper, a stone mason, a banker, a banker who was the former treasurer af the
state granary, a chief tailor of the Grand Admiral, a physician, a broker and another
foreign broker, a tobacco merchant, a chief of the blacksmiths, a grocer, a scribe, a
furrier and some members of the famous Armenian families, Duzogullari and
Tingirogullari, who hold important positions in the central administration for almost
a century.42 The exchange in the course of time was gradual and usually took place
among the members of the families. There were a number of Christian pilgrims/acz
among this group of yal owners. The property of Tmngirogullari rose from the
shore to the slopes next to the church of Aya Nikola (Saint Nicolas) and covered a
huge area that corresponded to LP12 to LP14.43
42isanbul Ansklopedisi: "Dbzogujllan
43EldemThirk Bahgeleri, pp:55-56.
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Between LP 13 and LP 14 therdivere three yals . From the earliest of the
Bostanczbaz Defterleri on, there is the record of a yals of a Muslim religious
functionary at this particular location which changed hands but always remained the
property of a Muslim functionary in this exclusively Greek neighbourhood. The
other yaL? owners were cloth merchants and the chief tailor. The church, located off
LP 14, is cut off from the shore by the main street that runs behind the row of yads,
and is reached by several steps. Its spacious garden is connected on the other side to
the street on the upper level which probably used to run along a stream. A Greek
school still stands there.
Between the LP 14 and LP 15 were eight yalzs; three of them owned by carpenter-
architects and the others were in the possession of a physician and a physician-
surgeon, a cloth merchant, a timber merchant, a merchant, and a scribe of the Bishop
of Jerusalem. When they changed hands it usually took place between the members of
the families or peoples of similar rank.
Another stepped street that runs off midway between the LP 14 and LP 15 separated
the Aya Nikola quarter from the Aya Yorgi quarter. These two quarters were almost
indistinguishable; in some documents a particular house appears alternately under
both quarters. Between LP 15 (known as Yemipci iskelesi or Simitgi Iskelesi) and
LP 16 (referred to as Istanbul iskelesi) there were two yalzs . The one that appears in
the possession of a physician in the early Bostanczbagz Deftereri was later recorded
in the possession of other physicians. The other belonged to a cloth merchant and was
then passed to a furrier.
The topographical references of this populated quarter vere a Muslim cemetary,
probably located at the border of Molla gelebi, a Greek cemetery, the gardens of the
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church of Aya Nikola, and a hill. The guards' house on the vaterfront vas also a
landmark for a long period.
The inland inhabitants held occupations as diverse as furriers, flour merchants,
tanners, captains of merchant ships, gardeners, carpenters, boatmen, coopers,
grocers, coinmakers, tailors, upholsterers, soup-kitchen ovners, manure sellers,
blacksmiths, mill ovners, butchers, maker or seller of combs for the manufacture of
textiles, slippermakers, vatchmen, clothmakers, [grave] diggers, fruit vendors,
masons , fermented grape juice sellers, musicians, physicians, maker or seller of
carpets, shoe makers, goldsmiths, vineyard or orchard ovners, boiler makers, timber
dealers, and bakers. Among the affluent families recorded in the Ser-i Mahkeme
Sicileri vere the Maverdioglu, Bezdakoglu, G6bek9ioglu, Mirkoroglu, and
Markiroglu, the Patriarch of Jerusalem and a fev Muslim officials.
AYA YORGI QUARTER
The narrov block vhere the church of Aya Yorgi (Saint George) is located at LP 16,
separates the Aya Yorgi quarter from Aya Nikola. From numerous references in the
jer-i Mahkeme Sicilleri it seems that the church had a vast garden vhich vas
probably connected to a Greek cemetery. Greek cemetery mentioned in relation to
the houses of Aya Nikola and Panaiya might also have been connected to the gardens
of the respective churches as well. Hovever, since the gardens of the churches are
sometimes separately mentioned, one might argue for one single cemetery that lay on
the other side of the stream vhich ran all along the quarters in question. The other
topographical landmarks vere stone steps, a mill, a cistern, a soup-kitchen/ pagw
dkkam, several pubs/ gerbethane, grahne, meyhane, a vater yell, and a
vorkshop vhich provided income for the upkeep of the church.
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The quarter that developed around the church of Aya Yorgi had a commercial
character oving to its proximity to a landing-place. Its inhabitants, in addition to a
number of vealthy families such as the Ertemoglu, Yavakoglu, Dokuzoglu,
Abacioglu, Kokoglu, Kokozoglu, Totyozluoglu, Koroglu, Galkisoklu, Aliksinioglu,
Sagiroglu, and Paleloklu, consisted of pub ovners, bakers, milkmen, salers or makers
of ship's biscuits, master builders, coopers, captains of merchant ships, upholsterers,
blacksmiths, butchers, makers of heels on boots, timber dealers, svordmakers,
tovelmakers, barbers, physicians, carpenters and flour merchants. A few officers of
the central administration, a few pagas and the Patriarch of Jerusalem vere also
recorded in the Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri .
According to the Bostancabaz Defterleri betveen LP 16 and LP 17, there vere
eleven yals . [Fig.66] Although the social status of the ovners of the yalds, vho vere
again vealthy Greek merchants, vas no different there, in the first decade of the
nineteenth century, an acceleration in the exchange of the yals in this particular area
can be observed. The yalzs changed hands betveen the carpenter-architects, the
jevelers, the rice merchants, the syrup makers or sellers, the bankers at the mint, the
silver-vire manufacturers, the shoe merchants, and the fish merchants. Miss
Pardoe's describtion of the yalzs of vealthy Greeks in the area vhich: "... overhang
the sea; and the beating of the vaves against the narrov terraces, as the rapid current
forces them onvard, keeps up a constant murmur, vhich, in the hot months, is
extremely refreshing. The heights above the hamlet are profusely vooded; and many
vealthy Armenian bankers and Greek merchants have their maisons de plaisance
among them." most probably referred to the yales in the area betveen AyaYorgi and
Panaiya quarter.44
44Miss PardoelBeauties, p:92.
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PANAiYA QUARTER
The third and last Greek Orthodox church of the town named the quarter that
developed around it. A do not have information about the Churchi' of Panaiya
which is reached in a few steps from the street as the previous church of Aya Nikola.
The yalis that stretched in a continuous line from LP 16 to LP 18 did not differ in
relation to the status of their owners, but might have been more spacious than the ones
between LP 1 and LP 16 when one considers their number and the area they
occupied. It is unlikely that they resembled those between Aya Yorgi and Panaiya. At
LP 17 vere located the bakery and the local pub. The street that ran from the landing
place met the church of Panaiya. According to the Bostanczbagz Defterleri , there
were fifteen yds in this area and their owners were again vealthy Greek merchants
involved in trades similar to the previous ones. There were a fev who were identified
by their native province, as Sakiz and Mudanya, and a fev who held the title of Bey.
The quarter grev on the hills behind a rov of yalhs that extended from the landing-
place to the Austrian Embassy. The area between the church and the embassy vas
referred in an early modern map as a rocky and slippery place. The second Armenian
quarter of the town most probably developed around the Armenian Catholic church
towards the Panaiya, and vas absorbed into the Greek quarter. The particular
orthogonal residential area between the two churches, probably a nineteenth-century
development, is indicated in the earlier residential pattern. The topographical
references, other than the Greek cemetery which can not be located accurately, are a
meadov that is repeatedly mentioned, and a street that passes under an arch. Several
pubs and a bakery were also among the landmarks on the vaterfront. Its population,
no different than the others, was composed of several established families such as the
Konstantinoglu, Selamoglu, Serbeteioglu, Papazoglu, Kandiloglu, Sondioglu,
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Mumcuoglu, Bezdakoglu, TabibogIu, Kasparoklu, Todorioglu, Abacioglu,
Papazoglu, Sakizhoklu, and Ganasoglu.
The Greek bishops of tovns on the Black Sea coast such as Midye and Terkos and the
Patriarch himself had their summer residences in the Panaiya quarter. The
population vas composed of feltmakers, makers or sellers of fermented barley
drink/boza, boatmen, breeder of domestic fovis, vineyard or orchard ovners,
furriers, coopers, captains of merchant ships, shoemakers, shepherds, gardeners,
plasterers, ovners of a dairy, tailors, goldsmiths, police superintendents and the chief
of the quiltmakers.
In the area betveen LP9 and LP 18, the coastal line vas very uniform both in the
social status of its population and in the continuity of its linear residential setting
vhich vas interrupted only by landing places and boathouses. The occupants vere
Greeks of all ranks, practicing all possible crafts and trades. The exrhange in the
course of the eighteenth century does not reveal any particular trend other than the
rapid turnover in the last decade of the century that vas observed at the Bogazkesen
Hisari as well. Hovever, vhen compared to the Bogazkesen Hisari, Istinye, or to the
other districts on the European shores of the Bosphorus, the number of cases
recording the exchange of property in several forms and the density of the turnover
in the Yenikay district poses several questions regarding the features of a seasonal
district versus a tovn quarter.
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C. TOP4OGRAPICAL RE9TRUCTURIIG
If a reconstruction of the quarters along the Bosphorus is to display the variant aspects
of a seasonal retreat from a pleasurable promenade to a tovn quarter, both in a
synchronic description of aspects of place and a diachronic description of a
transformation of place, the next task is topographical restructuring. Through the
analysis of 3er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri in the period betveen 1740 and 1779,
topographical landmarks that vere identified at Bogazkesen Hisari and Yenikay are:
a. coastal structures:
yalis (Boazkesen Dahili, Elhag Kemalettin, Elhag Osman,
Gfizelce Ali Paga, Molla gelebi, Aya Nikola, Aya Yorgi, Panaiya)
landing places (Molla gelebi)
boathouses ( Ay(Z'Nikola )
b. religious structures and the related buildings:
mosques (Bogazkesen Dahili, Meydan, Ali Bey, Mla Fenari, Arpa Emini)
churches (Aya Nikola, Aya Yorgi, Panaiva)
tekkes (Torlak Ali )
schools (Elhag Osman)
Muslim cemeteries (Molla Fenari, Torlak Ali, Arpa Eminz, Elhag Osman,
Molla gelebi, Aya Nikola )
non-Muslim cemeteries (Aya Nikola, Aya Yargi, Panaya )
c. public structures and related buildings:
vax/candle factories (Elhag Kemalettin)
hamams (Ali Bey, Molla Qelebi)
bakeries (Ali Bey, Molla gelebi, Panaya)
endoved rental rooms (Molla gelebi)
endoved teacher's lodge (Molla pelebi )
guardhouses (Aya Nikola)
cisterns (Aya Nikola, Aya Yorgi)
mills (Aya Yorgi)
vorkshops (Aya Yorgi)
d. spatial man-made features:
gates of the Citadel (Bojazkesen Dahili, Ali Bey)
valls of the citadel (Bojazkesen Dahili, Elhag Kemalettin)
meydans (Meydan, Molla Fenari)
stone steps (Aya Yorgi)
arched streets (Fanaiya)
e. spatial natural features:
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streams (Botazkesen Dahili, Meydan, Torlak Ali, Arpa Emini, Molla gelebi)
valls (Bojazkesen Dahili, Arpa Emini)
precipices (Meydan, Molla Fenari)
rocks (Ali Bey, Arpa Emini )
rocky areas (Arpa Emini )
hills (Aipa Emini, Aya Nikola)
valleys (Torak Ali)
meadows (Arpa EMini, Panazya)
plane trees (Arpa Emini )
When these are complemented by the reydans , market places, outstanding yalzs ,
vacant lots, private landing places, public landing places, boathouses, coffeehouses,
pubs, mills, candle manufactories, slaughterhouses, hamams, shops, bakeries,
fishhouses, fountains (sebils and gegmes), mosques, tombs, mescids, religious
schools, cemeteries, clock-rooms of the religious time-keeper, guards' houses and the
courthouses recorded in the Bostanwbagz Defterleri and analyzed, three residential
models of the quarters in question can be reconstructed. A hypothetical visual
reconstruction is possible through the correlation of the first and second holders and
neighbours of the building lots that bear reciprocal relations with the sea, the listed
topographical landmarks and the streets. The choice in the reconstruction of
particular clusters is based on the identity of the quarter; it is based on their
relationship in the first model vith a publiclurban structure, in the second with a
religious structure, and in the third with the sea.
C.1. A CHARACTERISTIC URBAN STRUCTURE
Among the physical aspects composing the urban environment in the quarters of the
Bospborus in the Pighteenth rentury, the most striking is the divergence from the
traditional town center planning and the variety of the patterns available; for
example, the citadel at Bogazkesen Hisari dominated the formation of a particular
linear pattern vhich linked various nodes.
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The plan of the citadel is oblong. [Fig.67] It occupied an area 250m north to south
and 125m east to vest, located on the eastern slopes of a hill that reached dovn to the
shore along a steep escarpment. At the time of its construction, its eastern vall, vhich
in adjusting to the topography nakes a sharp turn after the command tover knovn as
Halil Papa, vas located by the vater's edge. The barbican or fortalicelhisarpege in
front of it survived only in the north at the entrance to the tover of Halil Papa.45 At
the southeast corner lay the tekke and the tomb of Durmuq Dede. That it vas
folloved by a series of yds is testified by the Bostanabagi Defterleri and Melling's
accurate dravings. Melling's engravings also attest to a stone quay all along the
cemetery at Kayalar vhich continued in front of the eastern facade in the eighteenth
century, and a number of yalds vhich vere located along the valls of the outer bailey.
The Muslim cemetery at Kayalar reached the southern vall of the citadel and
contemporary visual records from the miniatures of Hamse-i Atayi to Melling's
engravings shov that there vas no habitation on that side. [Fig.68] The vestern vall
betveen the tvo highest points, dominated by the command tovers of Zaganos Papa
on the south and Sarica Papa on the north, vas probably bordered by the gardens of
houses of the Elhag Kemalettin and Molla Fenari quarters.
There vere five gates to the citadel. Four of them vere described by Evliya and
named Dak Kapisi (a), Dizdar Kapisi (b), Hisarpege Kapisi (b 1) and Sel
Kapisi (c). The fifth one (d), vhich vas on the vestern vall, is unlikely to be the one
referred to in the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri , for it is more probable that gardens, not
houses, adjoined that side of the vall. Instead of the usual three-meter curtain valls,
the vall vas five meters high on that side.
45Gabiel algues that the babican which was demolished for the constrution of a police station that
is also shown in the map of 1927 most probably extended tovards the south but did not
surrounded the lover at the southeast.
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Although the miniatures of Hamse-- Atayi illustrate no such development in the
early eighteenth century, the Ser-i Mahkeme Sicdleri attest to what the Bostancbagz
Defterleri recorded at the end of the century: the houses overhanging the barbican.
However, both the sketch of Gudenus and Melling's engraving do not shov any
housese on the valls.46 There are nine documents in the er-i Mahkeme &cdileri
that refer to houses adjacent to the valls of the citadel. Among these, two also refer to
a stream. Although this encourages one to locate the houses in question in relation to
the vestern vall vhere a stream used to run, a reference to the Aja, the varden of the
citadel, as one of the owners of a house near an unspecified gate, makes it possible to
locate that house on the opposite vall at hisarpege, on the waterside barbican. If it
was located in the barbican, it was most probably built on its valls close to gate b 1,
which is also called after the varden, Dizdar Kapisi.47
While a number of documents refer to the house of the citadel's varden next to the
valls, others locate the house of the varden in other quarters such as Ali Bey and
Molla Fenari.48 The vardens appear to be so active in the housing market buying and
selling property that an assumption concerning a permanent house allocated for the
residence of this office seems to be doubtful. On the other hand, although there are no
further specifications, these might as well be ex-office holders. It is also possible,
then, that an ex-varden's house next to the stream might have indeed been located at
the vestern vall.
46EldemnReminiscences of the Bosphorus, pp:146-147.
4 7Also Gabriel argues that according t Evliya's naming of the gale bI as Dizdar Kapisi, the house
of the varden of the Ciladel must have been localed there.
48D.91P54-2(valls) D.91155-1 (Molla Fenari)
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With this information at our disposal, it vas possible to reconstruct the relation of
private property to the valls of the citadel as seen in Text Illustration 1.49
Text Illustration I
A EC F
[G]
Despite the strict restrictions about building on the valls, Bostancwbag Deftederi
also reveal that there vere eight yalis located at the eastern vall of the Bogzkesen
Hisari. 50 Beyond the landing place, vere six more yals and three other houses
located on the slope tovards the mosque of Elhag Kemalettin. The barbican vas not
integrated into the main bailey but formed an appendage vhose structure vas
insignificant in comparison. Its thin vall acted as a protective screen for the
bombardiers rather than a bulvark against determined attack. Although there vas
considerable effort to strenghten the defensive establishments on the Bosphorus
against possible attacks from the Black Sea in the course of the eighteenth century, at
the end of the century a series of yalds vere built on its valls indicating the
diminished urgency of defence.
49Text Illustration I:
a: D.1061164-2; b: D.1061119-2; c: D.109137-3; D.109173-1, D.113110-4, D.1181148-1,
D.1181148-3; d: D.1181180-4, D.118179-1; e: D.102164-1; f: D.1181124-2; g: D.118186-1,
D. 118184-3
50 To pro1ect the valls, mosques and other public buildings fiom fire and 1D facilitatz approch to the
city's gafts and landing -sages, orders vere isud beginning from 1558 tD demolish all house
and shops abutting on the valls, leaving a clear spae of 4 zir& It vas reissued in 1718, this time
requiring 5 zira (3.80 mn).
Refiklistanbul Hayatl 1100-1200, p:67.
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The yahls lining thp eastern vall of the citadel, that is to say, the extension of the
coastal line, also allowed the construction of a platform outside the valls for harbour
activities and other community uses vhich developed a particular meyden on the
vaterfront at Bogzkesen Hisari. The meydn near Elha Kemalettin mosque acts as
a tovn square and constitutes the major focal point. It is an example of a traditional
exterior space, shaded by plane trees and cooled by ornate fountains. [Fig.69]
Important structures vere on the meyda , although occasionaly mescids and tombs
vould be interspersed in the urban fabric. With the coffeeshops and rovboats lining it
on both sides, this meydn, vhich took the form of a promenade, vas for recreational
activities rather than a religious congregation. All along the Bosphorus some jetties
vere for private use, but others vere left open for the public. Fishermen even had the
right to spread their nets over them if need be. Lantern and flag keepers, and men
vho tovs boats stood by on the quays at promenades vhere there vere dangerous
currents. Hence none of the jetties vere truly private, they vere more like streets
vhere people of istanbul met in their leisure time. The people and the visitors of the
Bosphorus idled through the day in most glorious keyif. The inactive amusement
along the promenade vas found in the coffeeshops, in drinking, smoking and
contemplation on the sea, and it vas complementary to the pleasures offered by the
shores of the Bosphorus in sailing and rural ecursions-5 1 [Fig.70] Pertusier referred
to this practice as a characteristic of "the different nations that compose the Turkish,
[vho] seem to place their happiness in repose, or, rather, in a state of complete
inertia."52
51Smith, p:130.
AllomWalsh, p:9.
52Pertusier, p:48, p:78.
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C.2. A RELIGIOUS CORE
The second examplary reconstruction vill describe this characteristic meydan
development around the Muslim religious centre, the mosque, in accommodating the
ipcial foatureo of a seasonal retreat. The Molla Qelebi quarter, vhere there are
several references to vell kno-vn public structures, seems to be the most revealing
vhen construed as an urban center in a non-Muslim district. Although the number of
cases recorded in sales and inheritance deeds at our disposal is limited, the area vhere
the mosque, the hamam, and the courthouse vere located has been reconstructed vith
the help of early twentieth century maps.53
Text Illustration II
[D] E G H
5 3Text Illustration II:
a:hammn; bmosque; c:courthouse; dRiza Eferdi Yahsi; e: Yenikby iskelesilHamam iskelesi,
f:Molla Hbseyin, son of Mehmet Eferdi's bakery of rolls across the mosque of Molla Qelebi vas
bordered on one side by the hamam iskelesi, on the other by the store of Memtamfuda
attar ds*Amu, on the third by the mengeneci yakst ald on the fourth by the ak-i im:
D. 115137-3 , D. 115176-1; ftMengeneci Yahsi (former Mengenecizade Ali mola); g:Hamamci
Mustafa Aga Yahsi.
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The 1927 map, which is the earliest accurate visual source, locates the mosque but
does not idify h location of either the hamamun or the court. The scheiatic 1918
map, on the other hand, marks a public structure to the south of the mosque, but does
not identify it. Since both AyvansarAyi and Inciciyan refer to the hamam as in the
vicinity/kurbunda of the mosque, 54 and a Bostanczbag Defteri refers to it as in
front / pigahznda of the mosque,55 the mark in the 1918 map may indicate the
hamam. Moreover, the closest landing place to the mosque, LP6, is called after the
hanar/Haan Iskelesi, so it seems that the hamam vas located to the south of the
mosque. A document at our disposal refers to a street that was named after the
hamam/ hamam yolu .56 It seems that this is the street that vinds up the corner of the
block, the most appropriate location for the structure in question. Nevertheless, if a
comparison of fifteenth and sixteenth-century twin hamams built by the grand viziers
in Istanbul (such as the Gedik Papa Hamamt, Qinili Hamam and Haseki Hiirrem Sultan
Hamami) can be of any guide to the size of the Iskender Papa Hamarm built at the turn
of the sixteenth century by the Grand Vizier of Sultan Suleyman I, then the only
possible location for the twin hamam may have been the south of the mosque of Molla
Qelebi.
The courthouse of Yenikay seems to have been located to the north of the mosque.
Neither the 1918 nor the 1927 map identifies the courthouse, but there vere two
streets that were called after the court/mahkeme sokagi in the 1927 map. One of
them surrounds the block that meets the street running from LP7 on the north, then
54Ayyansaryi9Hadikat'il Cevami, p: 140.
inciciyan, citing from Sanaf Hovennasyan vho localed the mosque vith reference o the Hamam
next 1 it, described the market place:
inciciyanlXVII.Asirda, p:164.
55 isinbu:isianbuiv eiiKitiphankesi, ibni'l-Emin n.2608.
56 For a reference to a house vith a pavement on the Hamam Yolu indiatng that such public features
vere countd privae porperty probably because they vere built by the individual owners:
D. 109157-2
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makes a turn to border the vest side of the block. The living quarters of the kad
vere probably in the same building 57
Both the mosque and the hamam, and probably the courthouse, were surrounded by
houses on the vest. A rare correlation between the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri and the
Bostancibagz Defterleri permits us to delineate fully the structures around the
Hamam iskelesi vith the keep of maps drawn some one hundred and twenty years
later. The yalz of Mengeneci, the maker or seller of presses for polishing textiles,
which appear in all Bostaabagz Defterleri, was described as a neighbour to a house
in the per-i Mahkeme Sicilleri, bordered on the other sides by the Hamam Iskelesi at
LP7, a store and the public street.58 The Bostanabagz Deftereri locate the candle
factory next to the yalz of the pressmaker. Two documents from 1720 refer to a
candle factory on the shore endowed by Iskender Papa which was located in the
marketplace of Yenik6y/Yenikdy suku . It was bordered on one side by the jetty
endowed again by iskender Papa, on the other by the sea and on the other two by a
slaughterhouse. 59
Like most pre-eighteenth-century mosques, the mosque of Molla Qelebi was not
located on the immediate vaterfront. Public open space was available at the landing
place as usual. However, it seems that the opening at LP6 can not be described as a
haphazard growth of a meeting place at the landing corresponding to the mosque. It
can be concluded that at Molla Qelebi, the Yenikay district had a perfect town square
with all public structures and activities located in relation to it. Such a combination
57"...il n'exist pa, ni & Stamboul n dans les autres villes, de b&timent public affec1 au kadi: c'est
la propre demeure de celui-ci qui devient le siige de son administration."
Mantranlisanbul, p:133.
58D.11537-3, D.115176-1
5;9D.92M5-2 (D.92157-2)
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usually produces a residential center with religious overtones. At Molla Qelebi the
religious center was not reinforced by any additional attention given to the mosque.
The street that ran from LP6 did not axially front the mosque. Moreover, it was
named after the hamam. Later, after the Mihriyah Sultan fountain built next to the
mosque came to face the street, it was named after the fountain. One can argue that at
Yenikay, the town center accentuated by a Muslim religious structure in the middle of
a Greek community, allowed the Muslim community, which already adapted to
unorthodox ways of living, to participate fully in the pleasures of the leisure time.
From this reconstruction it is understood that houses could be in close relationship
with public structures. A house could be attached to the great mosque and at the same
time lean on the hamam. Since most of the shops were under houses, the
neighbourhood grev into a shopping street that ran in a north-south direction. The
ribbon formation of the shopping area was an Ottoman tradition, but the linear
meydan, or a promenade, as a defined exterior space was a novelty. The
Bostanczbagz Defterleri refer frequently to meydans on the waterfront at Yenikoy,
so it is understood that there was not one center but a number of focal points. But
these did not develop into a promenade. The square opening, near the landing place
of the market at Molla Qelebi, finds an echo only in the meydan of the Panaiya
quarter which constitutes another major point of attraction in the Yenikoy district.
C.3. THE SEA
For a reconstruction of the relationship between the houses and the sea, the quarter of
Panaiya at Yenikoy was chosen, since it offers a variety of residential patterns. The
largest number of houses on the vaterfront recorded in the jer-i Mahkeme Sicilleri
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vas located in the Yenikay district. Especially the non-Muslim quarters such as Aya
Nikola, Aya Yorgi and Panaiya had numerous houses on the vaterfront.
The quarter of Panaiya slopes dovn from vest to east and from south to north. In
viev of this topographic order two residential patterns emerged. The church of
Panaiya vas located at the junction of these tvo patterns. Using the quarter of
Panaiya as a base, it is possible to reconstruct the traditional random disposition of
houses around the church of Panaiya, reaching tovard the sea. Second, it is possible
to reconstruct regular residential blocks to the north of the church vith their
narrover sides facing the sea. Third, it is possible to reconstruct the yalzs that vere
located betveen LP 16 and LP 18, the longest uninterrupted rov of yalzs in the area.
Text Illustration III reconstructs the arrangement of private property around the
church of Pariya.60 Text Illustration IV illustrates the area around the Greek
cemetery vhich must have had direct correlation to this pattern since there are
documents referring both to the church and the cemetery as neighbours to a
property.61
60Text Illustration III:
a: D.102174-1; b: D.1061106-1, D.1081154-2; c: church of Panoiya; d: D.101'100-3, D.1091139-2;
e: D.1061105-3, D.1081112-1, D:109163-1, D.109185-3, D.109188-1; f: D.1091140-1, D.11017-1;
g: D.1091115-2, D.1091117-1; h: D.106161-2, D.106161-3; i: D.10115-2; j: D.1061105-2,
D. 107131-1
61Text Illustration IV:
a: D 108118-2; b: D.106?1110-2; c: D.107181-1, D.10851-2, D.1081100-1; d: D.102137-1,
D.109181-2; e: D.1061126-2; f: D.10982-1, D.109182-2; g: D. 1011112-2, D.1131107-1;
h: D.107118-2, D.107119-1, D.107165-3, D.10821-1; i: D.107110-2; j: D.10720-2;
k: D.10914-2, D.109126-1; 1: D.1011139-3, D.1011140-1; m: D.103175-2, D.10375-3;
r: D.106128-3; o: D.10314-1; p: D.107143-1; r: D.10835-1; s: D.106133-1, D.107125-2;
t: D.1061109-1, D.110135-1; u: D.101169-2; v: D.108187-2, D.108121-1; y: D.107131-1
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C.3.1 FIRST RESIDENTIAL PATTERN
The hypothetical reordering of the houses around the church can be made by
correlating the neighbours on four sides and topographical features that had been
located. Among the topographical landmarks were a non-Muslim cemetery, an
arched street and a meadov. There were no public structures other than a bakery.
The scale of the ydis at Panaiya was modest in contrast to those of Aya Nikola and
Aya Yorgi. Both yadls had living quarters on the second floor separated from the
service areas on the ground floor. The rows of houses on the waterfront displayed a
more coherent and continuous fabric with the houses of the inland.
The first rov vas a group of three-storey, attached and narrov facade ydets without
gardens. The second row of houses reached to the church over the main street by
their gardens. The gardens were apparently transformed into a meydan in front of
the church of Panaiya off LP 17 in the following century.62 Since the church was
located in terraced gardens, the enclosed space was much different from meydans
formed either at the landing places or encased in the fabric of Muslim quarters. It vas
like an amphitheatre overlooking the opening in front of the row of yals and the sea.
The second row of houses were not obstacles to block the view, but they rather
enclosed the space as a stage. This rov vas neither a single-storeyed row of shops and
workshops, nor totally private residences. It was composed of multistoreyed houses
with shops and workshops on street level like the fabric inland. The yals in this area
also had public services on the ground floors. There are several references to pubs
run by the owners of the yds who in most cases lived above. The internal
organization freed the ground floor for commercial activities and domestic uses, such
as boathouses, stables and storage areas. The third group of residential buildings
62For a meydan named Nafi Reis at Parmiya quartr:
D.92n71-2
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displaying the general characteristics of the inland houses were scattered on the gentle
slopes around the church of Panaiya.
On undulating terrain the streets were laid parallel to the slope and the perpendicular
street that cuts through runs to the sea. In most cases there were provisions for steps.
Similar to Bogazkesen Hisari district, the majority of the building lots were large:
there are, however, fever examples with only one house occupying a spacious
building lot, with four-sided street frontage. Such a land use, that is to say, detached
houses in large gardens, is accepted more appropriate in the Ottoman city model.
C.3.2. SECOND RESIDENTIAL PATTERN
The reconstruction shoved that to the south of the church of Panaiya lay its garden.
To the west, up the slope, were the houses laid out in the traditional pattern: long
streets parallel to the slope and short perpendicular streets that connected the
circulation to the two main perpendicular streets running from the landing places. To
the north, between the church of Panaiya and the Catholic Armenian church, were
residential blocks laid out in a grid pattern.
In this relatively flat area, regular blocks of two sizes were reconstructed. The larger
ones were probably composed of six or seven houses on one side, and three houses on
the other side. 63 The other blocks, corresponding to those on the narrower side, vere
smaller and were composed of three or four houses on one side and three houses on
the other. 64 Building lots were as deep as two houses located back-to-back.65 These
63 Text Illustration V:
a: D. 1011100-1; b: D. 107163-2; c: D. 108101-1, D. 109184-2, D.1091122-1; d: D. 108121-2,
D.1081?2-2; e: D 10989 2 f: D. 101178-2?, D. 10219-3; g: D. 106129-1; h: D.109120-2, D.109121-1;
i: D.10835-1, j: D.103187-2; k: D.103167-2
64 Text Illustration VI:
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houses had gardens, and probably were separated from one another by the gardens
that lay between them. The narrower sides of the blocks faced the sea. The vista of
the sea was then captured by the projecting halls and rooms on the second floors
overlooking the streets perpendicular to the sea.
Text Illustration V
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a: D.102119-1; b: D. 10269-3, D.102170-1; c: D.1061109-1, D. 11035-1; d: D.101169-2;
D. 102126-2; e: D. 109185-1, f: D. 102141-4, D. 110142-2; g: D. 106169-1, D. 107127-1;
h: D. 102186-4, D. 103115-1; i: D. 101138-2, D. 103162-1, D. 1031103-3; j: D. 103112-1, D. 103112-2;
k: D.103175-2, D.103175-3
65 Text Illustration VII:
a: D. 102170-3, D. 102171-1, D. 102178-4, D. 109184-1; b: D. 102172-1, D. 102172-2; c: D. 102199-2;
d: D. 103134-1, D. 103134-2; e. D. 101141-3, D. 101142-1; f: D. 101122-3, D. 1011124-1;
g: D.101177-3; h: D.101141-2; i: D.10280-3; j: D.106191-2; k: D.102126-1; 1: D.101128-2,
D.101129-1; m: D.10112113; n: D.10772-2
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Text Illustration VI
NJ
The absence of such organized blocks in the upper regions of the quarters was dictated
by the topography. All the houses up the slopes of the hill vere dispersed according to
the topography and had a free view overlooking the sea. This part of the Panaiya
quarter, which was laid out as a modified grid with perpendicular street crossings
behind the row of yalzs , had no organized commercial activity comparable to the
markets of the Molla Qelebi quarter. The shops vere located on the ground floors of
the yalis on the waterfront. In the area that corresponded to the residential blocks,
the scale of the yals that stretched tovards LP 18 also changed from modest to
grandiose and did not house any commercial activity on their ground floors. Text
Illustration VII summerizes the possible combination of individual blocks as seen in
the 1927 map.
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Text Illustration VII
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C.3.3. THIRD RESIDENTIAL PATTERN
There vere fifteen yalis in the area betveen LP17 and LP18. As such, this area had
the longest uninterrupted vaterfront in the Yenikoy district. The documents at our
disposal provided two partial reconstructions. The first one depicts the main road
passing behind the row of yalis.66 The second one describes the possible integration
of building blocks into the traditional fabric. 67 Like those at the promontory at
66Text Illustation VIII:
a: D. 102173-1; c: D. 107110-2; d: D. 101116-2; e: D. 108197-2; f: D. 10848-3, D. 108149-1;
g: D.106134-1; h: D.106135-1
67Text Illustration IX:
a- D. 102114-3; b: D. 10362-1, D. 1031103-3; c: D. 110154-2; d: D.101170-3, D. 10814-2,
D.108114-3, D.108148-2; e: D.106135-1; f: D.108120-1, D.108122-2; g: D.108196-2, D.108141-2;
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Seytan Akintisi at the Bogazkesen Hisari, vhere the yalhs of the Ottoman dignitaries
were located, here the scale of the yalis differed but the social status of the ovners
remained the same. Allom's vivid descriptions of the yalzs of Yenikay testify to the
variation in cal. [Fig.71]
Text Illustration VIII
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h: D.103 35-2, D.109161-2
N
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Text Illustration IX
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It is probable that the quarter extended tovards the Armenian Catholic church, and
the meadov and the rocky area mentioned in the documents lay betveen. The
Armenian names in the documents that provided a reconstruction of clusters in this
area also testify to the presence of an Armenian community vhich vas most probably
located around their church.68
6 8Text Illustration X:
a: D.I06DE134-2; b: D. 101 132-3; c: D.106132-2, D.106137-3, D.1061124-2; d: D.103131-3;
e: D.102196-3; f: D.103184-2; g: D.108110-1; h. D.103133-2; i: D. 10677-1
Text Illustration XI:
a: D.109189-2; b: D.103174-1; c: D.1081101-1, D.109184-2, D.1091122-1; d: D.107159-2;
e: D.1011144-1; f: D.106131-1; g: D.103157-3; h: D.103190-3
Text Illustralion XII:
a: D. 102125-2; b:D. 103118-2; c: D. 1017-1, D. 107122-1, D. 109171-2, D. 109172-1; d: D. 108133-2;
e:D.1021103-2; f: D.102199-2, D.1021102-3; h: D.10634-1
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Text Illustration XII
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Text Illulstation X I
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Text Illustration X
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When these clusters are studied vith regard to the spatial organization of each
property, one can arrive at certain conclusions regarding the nature of the clusters as
vell as the districts. As each individual property relates to the cluster in a particular
vay concerning their reciprocal relationship to the centers (recreational, conmercial
and residential), to the street layouts (direct or indirect entrances, street frontages), to
the sea (direct and indirect relationship vith the sea), and to the greenery, each cluster
relates to the size of the building lots and number of the floors, as vell as to the
internal organization of each unit in a particular vay.
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D. ARTICULATION OF SEA AM LANDSCAPES
The structural analysis of Bogazkesen Hisari and Yenik6y, divided into socio-
econ.Iromic andl. physical restructuring and reconstruction in the previous sections, can
be integrated by the interplay of these dimensions. Integration of the socio-economic
structure analysis, that is to say, the analysis of the nature of wealth and status of the
property owners, with physical structure, both man-made and natural, occurs via the
analysis of the meaning of public structures and dwellings with respect to water and
gardens, orchards and vineyards, namely the sea and land escapes that characterized
the settlements along the Bosphorus. At the same time, gardens, orchards, vineyards
and the sea were by themselves the social spaces mirroring a philosophy of life in
which the people of the city, both Muslim and non-Muslim, fully participated.
D.1. MEYDANISLAMICIURBAN
Bogazkesen Hisari and Yenikay displayed different aspects of Ottoman public spaces.
The meydans , the open spaces in the Ottoman city, were always attached to the
mosques located in dense residential quarters. The inland mosques of the Bosphorus
showed similar patterns. The ones on the waterfront, however, developed a new
character in the eighteenth century. They were traditionally located off the
waterfront, although there were exeptions to this as early as the Semsi Papa complex
at Uskiidar on the Asian shore. In other words, mosques had been built on the
Bosphorus and the Golden Horn before but their architects and patrons ignored the
presence of water until the eighteenth century. Their courts were never part of the
landscape, but were sited in relation to the meydans of the residential quarters.
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The mosque of Ali Pertek at Bogazkesen Hisari, for example, vas located on a slope at
the end of the promenade; the landing activities and the provision for commerce and
other community activities that took place on the vaterfront integrated its vakif shops
on the ground floor. The commercial activity vas centralized around the mosque, but
in parallel conception to the houses of Yenikoy, housing and commerce intermingled
vas characteristic at the second urban center at Bogazkesen Hisari. 69 The mosque
vas still oriented tovards the neighbourhood. Similarly, the mosque of Elhag
Kemalettin vas located avay from the vaterfront; although there vas no obstruction
betveen the sea and the mosque, it vas not conceived of as facing the sea. With the
fountain and the coffeeshops around, it provided a gathering place at the landing that
vas extended in the form of a promenade.
in this respect, two meydans on the vaterfront of the Bogazkesen Hisari, although
still related to the respective mosques, displayed a secular character, provided an
enclosure for commerce, and acted as a gathering place for leisure and pleasure. Such
meydans on the vaterfront vere usually marked by a majestic plane-tree and vere
cooled by decorated fountains similar to the ones at Emirgan, Tarabya and
Buyukdere, vhere people sat and contemplated the vaters of the Bosphorus. [Fig. 721
After the eighteenth century, the open quality of the sea vas exploited. The mosque
of Beylerbeyi on the Asian shore vas the first to have its courtyard on the immediate
vaterfront to velcome the people of faith; other imperial mosques on the shores of
the Bosphorus folloved by shifting the path of the sultan's ceremonial prayers to the
69The commercial centers in the Ottoman cities vere organized in covered markets constructed 10
protect merchant's waes and wealthy citizen's fortunes against theft and were regulated by strict
measures. The natute of comnercial activity in the districts of the Bosphorus did not necessited
such establishnerits as bedestans, hans or blocks of shops.
Encyclopedia Islam: "istanbul", p:228 . (inalcik)
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shores of the Bosphorus. The sultan in residence at one of the many palaces and
visiting numerous royal kiosks, parks and gardens along the shores daily also initiated
a new religious processional path between the palaces and the imperial mosques. In
this way mneydans developed a religious function.
Not only at Boga'kesen Hisari, but also elsewhere, the waterfront mosques built in the
pre-eighteenth century did not have a ceremonial character. Important public
structures with religious overtones were still on these rmeydans , as veil as
interspersed throughout the residential tissue, but at the same time the secular
gathering plares developed around the landing places The traditional structure
around the mosques that denied the linearity of the coastal line made these quarters of
the Bosphorus similar to the other quarters of the city. However, linearity was
manifest in the overall repetitions of these commercial, recreational and religious
centers of activity. For example, it is understood that there is not one center and town
square but a number of focal points at Yenikoy, displaying similar commercial,
recreational and religious overtones. The meydan at the landing place called Yenikoy
at Molla 9elebi quarter may have been considered the town square of Yenikay. The
reconstruction revealed that it was surrounded by the mosque, the courthouse
(assessed by the Ottoman state registrars), a public hamam, the guards' house and the
marketplace, all indicating an administrativelcivic center quality. What distinguished
it from the other public spaces is not the religious overtone nor the presence of public
structures but the concept of recreation and entertainment. The presence of the
mosque seems to complete the picture rather than set the scene.
Similar to extended public activities which vere dispersed at other landing places at
Yenikoy, the location of the churches off the main street also provided focal points.
Since all these centers of gathering vere integrated by the main street, the ribbon-like
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formation of the public open space was predominant at Yenikoy. The street that
passed behind the row of yazs became an important axis which vas unique at the
time in the districts of the Bosphorus. Such a ribbon-like formation of public space,
hovavar, gained mor specific character when it vas in the form of a continuous quay
or promenade in front of the yals . As was the case at Arnavutkoy or Buyikdere, or
Boazkesen Hisari, such public spaces were solely recreational.
At Yenikoy, rather than corresponding to the idea of a leisurely walk in a public place
for the pleasure of display, the ribbon formation of a shopping area was in
conformity with the Ottoman tradition. In the Ottoman cities, on each side of the four
main roads leading away from the four gates of the bedestan and of the streets parallel
to them, rows of shops were built in a checker-board pattern for merchants and
craft<:mnn The intermingling of the working place and living space on top of it,
which is not typically Ottoman, appears as a particularity of the waterfront
settlements and was predominant in the quarters of the Bogazkesen Hisari and
Yenikay.
It can be concluded that Yenikay had a civic center at Molla 9elebi which was not
spatially designed in the form of a meydan but defined by the related buildings and
pleasurable activities. Bogzkesen Hisari, in contrast, qualified as a district with a
major center spatially designed in the form of a meydan at Elhag Kemalettin. The
rebuilding of the mosque during the reign of Sultan Mahmut I can be seen as an early
attempt to welcome the people of faith to the the waterfront for leisurely activities as
well.
All this is an indication of the summer qg tradition. The primary function of the
quarters was seasonal, hence the quarters offered no classical Ottoman city buildings.
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There were no medreses and lover schools. The tekkes were also few. There were
no kUlliyes on the European side. For a district with such a lively sea trade as
Yenikoy, the absence of a bedesten , the special market building, pivotal place in the
majority of Ottoman commercial centers, also illustrates the powerful recreational
character which did not require a physical manifestation of commerce.
D.2. SEASONALICOMMERCIAJRESIDENTIAL
While the commercial, recreational and religious nature of the meydans in these
districts also allows the identification of the yalts of the first type with commercial,
the second with seasonal and the third with residential overtones to be reflected in
their inner organization, it reflects the major difference between the two districts
under investigation. While the waterfront at Bogazkesen Hisari vas occupied by the
seasonal yds of the Ottoman elite, Yenikoy displayed a more complex picture.
The distinction between commercial, seasonal, and residential character of the yals
can be seen in the presence or absence of courtyards, gardens, shops and direct or
indirect entrances. Among the 61 yales recorded in 99 cases (this also covers the
shops and workshops and repeat cases) in the &er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri, eight with
gardens also had courtyards, and twenty yalis only had courtyards at Bogazkesen
Hisari and Yenikoy in the years between 1740 and 1779. Since in almost all cases
these courtyards corresponded to the yals with extended structures related to the use
of the sea, it seems that the courtyards were the transition areas between the sea and
the street rather than functional open spaces. When the number of yals with
courtyards is compared to the number of houses with gardens in the period under
investigation, it is clear that the houses inland vere almost always located in large
gardens, but they also had courtyards vhere housevork and the preparations for the
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vinter took place. However, these houses as vell as their gardens and courtyards on
the undulating terrain vere apparently different from the yls . One of the examples
at Bogazkesen Hisari, Bagmak9i Siicaettin quarter, "...a room on the second floor and
a courtyard of 50 zira (2S.88 rm2)... " display the ratio of enclosed space to open space
and as such points to the acute demand for open space. 70
All the inland houses had gardens with fruit trees, but among the 6 1 yds, only 11 had
gardens with fruit and other trees. Three had a single tree, a lime tree, a fig tree and
or a pomegranate tree, located in their courtyards. 71 Other nine references to
gardens on the waterfront without trees vere most probably modest vegetable
gardens. On the other hand, a yaz at GUzelce Ali Papa and another at Aya Yorgi had
majestic gardens continuing beyond the street over the slopes of the hill. 72 These
ydzs were to the south of LP4 and to the south of the church of Panaiya. The
pattern, however, seems to have been common, especially in the Elha Osman and
Aya Nikola quarters. Although courtyards and gardens can not be easily located
within the complex with the data at our disposal, their existance might be taken as an
indication of indirect street entrances, and therefore vill emphasize a residential
character.
Working below and living above, an arrangement which is not considered a typical
Ottoman city pattern, applied to the districts under investigation.73 The 61 cases
from Bogazkesen Hisari and Yenikay recorded thirteen yadls with shops and
workshops. Seven shops had ordinary lodging rooms, most probably bachelors'
70 D. 119140-2
7 1D.1151161-3: "... bir kebir ihlamur escan...", D. 108196-2, D. 1081141-2, D. 1151147-1,
D. 1151190-4: " ... bir dip inci ajaci....", D.102158-2: "...bir dip nar ajaci..."
7 2D.113149-1 D.1151161-3
73For the general belief that it vas cormnon pratice 1D keep house and shop physically apart:
FaroqhilMen of Modest Subslance, p:13.
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rooms for workers, and five others had more rooms sufficent to house a family.
There was also a boathouse at Molla Qelebi quarter with room for five boats. 74 Also
in the Bostanabaz Defterleri are references to yaks with public services on their
ground floors.
Since this investigation does not cover shops and workshops unless related to a
dwelling, the sampling of shops discussed here does not represent the variety and
nature of the shops and workshops in general. Therefore examples at our disposal
here are not helpful in detailing the public/ commercial center at Molla Qelebi.
Among the public services there was an oil-mill and a shoemaker at Aya Nikola
quarter, and a boot-maker at Aya Yorgi and a barber at Panaiya quarter, all located
on the vaterfront.75 The first one had "...three rooms, a sofa on the second floor and
a room on the ground floor, with stables and. a garden..."; the second, vhich was
annexed to a bakery, had "... a room and two storage rooms on the second floor and a
small room on the ground floor with a boathouse for six boats..."; the third, on the
other hand, was a three-storey structure which had "...tvo rooms, a sofa on the third
floor, two rooms on the second floor and the shop of the boot-maker with half a
boathouse... " that he probably shared with his neighbour. The barber house at
Panaiya was annexed to a grocery and there ere "..four rooms, a sofa, and a kitchen
on the second floor, and a cellar on the ground floor with an harbour ..."
The majority of cases were the bakeries of ship's biscuit, bakeries, mills, grocers,
stores and pubs, all of which had living quarters and extended structures similar to
those described above. The three enteries for bakeries of ship bis-uits were all in the
7 4D.961114-2
75D. 10887- 1: ".yaghane... ", D. 113160- 1: " ... ralbardIfirancala fm....", D. 103141-2:
"...izm ci..",D.106191-2: "..berber ... "
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Aya Yorgi quarter. It seems that in addition to bakeries run by Ottoman officers to
provide ships' biscuits for the commercial fleet, there were also private bakeries.
One of these, which was a three storey structure, had "... two storage rooms for vheat
onthe third floor, and another for the ships' biscuit on the second floor and two
pieces/kit'a of mill-wheels and two pieces of mill-stones and a boiler on the ground
floor..." 76 the second had "...a room and three storage rooms for vheat, a room for
piling the ships' biscuitldestegah and another for piling the wheat, a large boiler, two
horos, a mill and halfajetty... "; 77 the third was annexed to the living quarters of the
owner with "...tvo rooms in the directionof sea, a sofa, and a room in the direction
of the street on the second floor, and another room and two storage rooms on the
ground floor with a shop where a malt drink was made and sold/bozac , a watervell,
three horos , one carcun, a toilet, a kitchen, a small storage room on the ground floor
and a jetty... "78
There were also bakeries for bread/firancalafzrzn and habbas fzrzn and rolls/
simitgifrm . One of them vas located at Aya Nikola quarter next to the guards'
house, and was annexed to the above mentioned blacksmith and the grocer,79 and the
other was located in the Panaiya quarter with "...three rooms in a row on the second
floor and a boathouse on the ground floor... "80 Some mills with the living quarters
for the owner also had bakery shops next to them such as that described above at Aya
Yorgi. 81 There was one mill at Aya Yorgi specified for ships biscuit.82 It is clear
76D. 10114-1
77D. 107193-3 (D. 113186-1, D. 115129-1)
78D. 1091126-2
79D.1o976-1 (D.113160-1)
80D. 1011112-2 (D.1131107-1)
8 1D. 10190-1, D. 10686-3, D. 1181175-3
82D. 10916-2
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that the large number of mills and bakeries in the area serviced the trade vessels that
vere probably anchored in the bay of istinye.
Pubs on the vaterfront served the sailors. The two at Aya Nikola both housed
inhabitable quarters of considerable size. One of them had "...three rooms, a
corridor, and a kitchen on the second floor and a boathouse, a cellar and a grocer on
the first floor..."; the other also had "...three rooms, a sofa, a corridor on the second
floor, and four sofas on the ground floor, on top of the grocer it housed, there vas
another room, and there vas an harbour, a jetty, and tvo gates opening to the street
and the sea... "83 The one in the Aya Yorgi quarter, on the other hand, vas separated
from the living quarters of the ovner vhich had "...tvo rooms, a corridor on the
second floor and a stairvay reaching to it, two rooms and a room tovards the sea,
another small room, a corridor, courtyard, a cellar a gate opening to the sea...", and
was located in proceeding from the street to the sea.84 At Aya Yorgi there is also a
referenc.e tc. a pub adjoirinig a cellar with a gate in betveen.85 The fifth reference to a
pub vas in the Panaiya quarter with two rooms on top of it.86
There are entries for three grocers in the Aya Nikola quarter, also three grocers and
two stores at Aya Yorgi, and five grocers and tvo stores at Panaiya as well. The size
and the plan of the living quarters related to those were in complete conformity with
the rest of the yadts having public services on their ground floors. Commercial
structures were more expensive than houses, and this also indicated that, in most
cases, these vere real sales.
83D. 1081122- 1: " ... gerbethan... ", D. 114117- 1: ".grhn..
84D.114141-2: "...meyhane..."
85D. 114116-3: " ... 4irahane..."
86D. 11518-3: "...m reyhane..."
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D.3. DIRECT STREET ENTRANCESISTREET FRONTAGESISTREET LAYOUT
The placement of the three types of yalzs in their gardens also provided three types of
relations of the residential unit to the street and the location of the main entrance. The
first type located the entrance through the garden on the street, the second had a direct
street entrance, and the third had its main entrance on a side street. In all three cases
the yals may have had a second entrance for approaches from the sea.
This pattern, which can not be narrowed down to determine what was typically
Ottoman or Islamic, needs investigation in terms of privacy to be achieved in
everyday life regarding direct street entrances.
In the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri two types of streets are mentioned. The major
streets/ tarik-z im were most probably the ones parallel to the slope and those
perpendicular to the slope and the tarik-z dMs were the secondary and more private
streets, which were not readily accessible to outsiders/tarik-i has .87 Danlaldk, a
special term that refers to the space between two houses on vhich the eaves drip, was
often used to identify a border.88 It also acted as a private passageway between two
properties. A main street connected the landing places to the inland with major
perpendicular streets running up the slope. The street network was also oriented by
meydans around the landing places. However, vhether these meydans were
architecturally defined by the surrounding buildings can not be traced in all cases.
The grandeur of the yals and the organization of their ground floors in relation to
.meydans could be the only key for determining the meaning of open spaces.
87Faroqhi)Men of Modest Substme, p:39.
88D.1181142-2: "...darkktabir okm saa...
It was sold and exchanged as part of the property: D.113135-3
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Most of the shops and. vorkshops described above vere not free standing structures.89
However, one side being on the vaterfront, in thirteen cases shops located on the
ground floor had streets on two sides, and one side adjoined another structure. In
most cases two shops occupied the ground floors of the ydlis . Since there was no
continuous quay at Yenikoy, all the examples seem to have had entrances from the
street betird the row of ydis . In the absence of large inner gardens that would
cordon off the ydz from the public, the ycdi had a street frontage as vell. The public
services they offered on their ground floors required particular street frontages.
This may also allude to the fact that the street facades of the yadls differed both from
the traditional city dwellings and from their sea facades since the main rooms, the
dominant feature of the facades on the upper floors, vould have been oriented
towards the sea The central plan type is operational in the realization of frontages of
equal importance, with main rooms facing both the street and the sea. However, how
this was reflected on the two facades is not known. We do not have any evidence other
than iron-grilled vindows and large pull-down shutters on the facades. Since the
number of ydlis with a garden is also lov, it seems that direct street entrances were a
norm also for the dwellings which did not have shops or vorkshops on their ground
floors. Even vaterfront houses had gates opening on to the street suggest that the
entrance to a yd was emphasized and probably manifested the grandeur of the
establishment in architectural terms.
D.4. SIZEINUMBER OF STOREYSMNTERNAL ORGANIZATION
There were ten three-storeys yas built on lots with a narrow facade on the sea. One
might assume that due to lack of space, shops located on the ground floors were the
main reason for this increase in height. However, among the three-storey yaes only
8 9D. 10114-1
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three had shops underneath. Nevertheless, public services with direct relationship to
the street reveal also about domestic uses of the ground floors in the yales, as much as
about the transition between the garden and courtyard and the private sections of the
vali , becaus, contrary to the accepted view, the ground floors were not totally
uninhabitable and there was no functional difference in the ground floors of Muslim
and non-Muslim houses.
All the yds located in Aya Yorgi quarter with shops on their ground floors had
simple plans. Oi lau. "... ro om I QQ, a sofa on the third floor, andi a stairway rezcing
to it, one room on the second floor, and a corridor, on the ground floor, there was a
grocer, a vacant shop, and a courtyard, garden, vater-vell, and a boathouse for three
boats... ";90 the other had "...tvo rooms, and a sofa on the third floor, three rooms on
the second floor, a toilet, and one room on the ground floor, a small bakery, a grocer,
agate to the street, and a boathouse... ";91 the third had "...tvo rooms, asofa on the
third floor, and two rooms on the second floor, and a bootmaker's shop on the first
floor and a boathouse..."92
The other three storey yalzs without shops on their ground floors were not much
different in plan: The one at Aya Nikola had "...two rooms, a sofa, a pantry on the
third floor, a kitchen, a balcony, a toilet, a corridor on the second floor, and a cellar,
a toilet on the ground floor; there was another room on the second floor towards the
sea, a kitchen, a corridor, a toilet, a balcony, an harbour and a gate to the street..." 93
There were "... tvo rooms, a sofa on the third floor, one room, a kitchen on the
second floor, and a cellar, a toilet, a water well and a courtyard on the ground
90D.1061133-1, D.1151103-1
9 1D. 107193-3
92 D. 103141-2
93 D.103181-1 ( D.103186-1)
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floor ..." of the yal also at Aya Nikola.94 Similarly, the third example at Panaiya
had "... tvo rooms on the third floor, one room, a sofa, a kitchen on the second floor,
and a cellar, a vater veil and a garden on the ground floor... "95 The last example
from Aya Yorgi, also had "...tvo rooms, a sofa, a corridor, a toilet on the third
floor, tvo big and one small rooms and a toilet on the second floor, and a cellar, a
courtyard, a vater veil and a garden vith fruit and other trees and a kiosk in it..."96
The other three-storey yaizs vere parts of complexes vith separate vomen's and
men's quarters. In these examples the ground area is uncomparably large. The
harem quarters of such a complex in an example from Elha Kemalettin quarter had
".four rooms, one large and one small sofas, a balcony, a corridor on the third floor,
and one room, a pantry, a corridor, a toilet on the second floor, and a kitchen, a
bakery, a toilet and a harbour on the ground floor...m" The men's quarter had "...tvo
storeys: tvo rooms, a kiosk, a sofa, and a corridor on the second floor, one room a
toilet and a boathouse on the ground floor..."97 Similarly, the second example from
the Aya Yorgi quarter had "...three rooms, three sofas, two balconies/ tahtabog and
kiremidbog , a corridor, a toilet on the third floor, eight rooms, a sofa, tvo corridors,
a pantry, tvo toilets on the second and two rooms, a corridor, a toilet tovards the sea
and three rooms, a pantry, a toilet, over the street, another room tovards the sea, a
pantry, a cellar, a kitchen, a kiosk with a pool, a boathouse, a stable beyond the street,
three cellars, a kitchen, a toilet, a courtyard, four vater veils, a garden with fruit
trees and other trees, and a majestic lime-tree..." 98
94D. 1151124-2
95D. 107120-1
96D. 101190-2
97D. 11428-3
98D. 1151161-3
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These can be compared to a yalz at Gizelce Ali Papa quarter which in its vomen's
quarters had "... four rooms, a kiosk, a coffee room, a belvedere, a corridor, a toilet
on its second floor and a kitchen, a hamam, a dressing-cooling room, a vater well, a
courtyard, a garden vith fruit and other trees and an harbour for the landing of the
women on the ground floor ..." In the men's quarter, there were "...tWo one-storey
kiosks, and four rooms, a sofa, a reception room, the hot room of the hamam, a toilet,
the stables and a garden.. 99 While the women's quarter only had the service areas on
the ground floor, men's quarters has all the living and service areas collected on the
ground floor.
Whatever the number of storeys, a yalz vith two rooms and a sofa on the uppermost
storey was the preferred type. An extra room on the ground floor, sometimes two or
even three, was common in the tvo-storey yals , but three-storey yals seldom had
living rooms on their ground floors. Especially when the dwelling was ajoining a
commercial establishment, it was very rare to have inhabitable rooms on the ground
floors regardless of the religious identity of the owners. The average of 1.4% of
rooms per yalz in 68 examples that included the ones with shops and workshops
changed insignificantly to 1.6% when those offering public services were omitted.
Some of the multistorey houses had very few rooms, but since the number of families
living in the area is not known, there can not be statistics for the number of rooms per
family that vould then allow us to identify how spacious and specialized the living
arrangements were.
On the other hand, it is possible that in some cases grandeur was sought in terms of
prestige rather than necessity, and spatial organization varied exposing degrees of
9 9D. 1081126-1
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accentuation on the service areas. Spaces like kitchens and toilets incorporated vithin
the building do not seem to indicate social status. It is equally hard to detect a
differnciice in scial stitus between those vho had yalis on the vaterfront and spacious
inland houses by reading the spatial descriptions in the er-i Mahkeme Scilleri.
Whatever the number of rooms vere, service areas vere provided for all. Tvo
rooms, a sofa, and a kitchen type vas most common type both for the yalzs and the
inland houses.
It seems that the grandeur of the yalz and the status of the ovner did not prevent the
house from housing public services; in fact it vas often precisely the yalks of vealthy
merchants vhich offered such services. Most of the yalis vith a shop underneath
vere large; one had "...four rooms, a sofa, a reception room, a corridor on the
second floor, and three rooms, a hamam, a courtyard, a garden and five shops.. ."100
Therefore, it was the grand yalzs of wealthy merchants which were usually located
close to the marketplaces rather than those isolated in their gardens. Houses with
shops underneath and storage areas inside seems to be also the most popular on the
housing market.
The majestic three-storey yalzs were, hovever, solely private. Among them the
example from Elhag Kemalettin was sold by an official accountant of the Siileymaniye
complex. 101 It was flanked by the yalk of the chief associate of cavalry soldiers/ on
one side, by the sealleb-i derya on the other side and by tarik-z dMs on the other two
sides. This yal had harem and selamlik quarters. The second example is also from a
Muslim quarter, Gzelce Ali Papa at Yenikoy, which was sold by the kadz of Cairo to
the daughter of Kazasker Yahyazade Ahmet Efendi. It was bordered on one side by
100D. 107170-2
101D.114128-3
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the sea, and on the second side by the tarik-z dn and the garden of the purchaser, and
on the third side by the property of the pressmaker for polishing textiles and on the
fourth side by the property of the vitness and a tarik- has . It had separate men's and
vomen's quarters. The third example, located at Aya Yorgi, vas sold by a high-
ranking non-Muslim couple, a certain boyar, a title given to those members of the
Romanian and Russian aristocracy next n rank belov the ruling princes. 102 It vas
flanked by Greek families on two sides and the vakf garden of the mosque of Sultan
Bayazid and the vorkshops endoved by the church of Panaiya on the third and by the
sea and tarik-z dm on the fourth side. It also had tWo separate living quarters. 103
Another example from Panaiya belonged to a Greek family and vas surrounded by
Greek families on three sides and by a tarik-z am on the fourth side. It had external
and internal quarters. In its exterior men's quarters it had "...a room, a sofa on the
second floor and a room, a cellar, a gate to the street and in the internal quarters there
vas a roomon the second floor, and a kitchen on the ground floor..." 104
A house of such modest dimensions vith a differentiation betveen the men's and
vomen's quarters reveals hov videspread the separation vas. Since these vere
Greeks it vas also not religiously bound. This is contrary to the common assumption
concerning the physical segregation of men and vomen in both Muslim and non-
Muslim societies. It seems that the separation of men's and vomen's quarters vas
commanded by the size of the household and grandeur of the yalz . Although
according to the general belief such a distinction does not conform to the Ottoman
city, the quarters of the Bosphorus offer the exception. The analysis of the gag
10 2Until its abolition by Peter the Great.
10 3D. 1151161-3
10 4D.841161-2
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tradition provides an explanation for this apparent contradiction and offers an insight
into th, sAr u turu of the social classes in the Ottoman capital.
Unfortunately we do not possess much information about the physical dimensions of
the grandeur displayed other than the dimensions of the building lots. The dimensions
of the lot for a yahl at Aya Nikola is given as 594 zira, with 10.5 zira (7.98m) on the
seafront, 13.5 zira ( 10.26m) on the street front, and 49.5 zira (37.62m) from front
to the back 105 This yd, which had "...two rooms, a sofa, a balcony/ tahtabog, a
kitchen, a toilet and a cellar on the second floor and two rooms towards the sea, and
one room towards the street, a sofa, a cellar, a kitchen, a toilet, a water-vell and a
jetty on the ground floor..." is a typical example. Therefore, the dimensions given
for yalhs in other quarters of the Bosphorus can be compared to those of Bogazkesen
Hisari and Yenikay that can be read off from the available maps. On the other hand,
dimensions given for the inland houses may provide data for comparison. An
example from the Panaiya quarter illustrates that a three-storey house with "...tWo
rooms on the third floor, and one room, a sofa and a toilet on the second floor, had a
cellar 13.5 zira (1 0.26m) long and 5.5 zira (4.18m) vide, and a courtyard 12.5 zira
(9.50m) long and 7.5 zira (5.50m) vide, and a grocery store with four shutters..."106
Another example from Aya Yorgi locates a "...two room single storey..." house on a
246 zira (142.08 m2) lot. 107 On the other hand, a house surrounded on three sides
with tarik-z d' in Aya Nikola quarter which had "...two rooms, a dressing-cooling
room, a kitchen on the third floor, and one room, a sofa, a pantry, a toilet on the
second, and a cellar and a store on the ground floor, as well as another cellar with two
rooms, a grocer, an hearth, a garden, a vater well and a toilet next to it ..." was built
10)5D. 114197-1
106D. 102172-1
107D.11j37-3
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on 486 zira (280.71 m2). 108 A similar house at Aya Yorgi which also was
surrounded on three sides by a tarik-z im was built on a 378 zira (218.33 m2) lot and
two rooms, a kitchen and a sofa on the second floor and a cellar, a toilet, a coop, a
garden vith fruit and other trees, a courtyard, a vater veil and outside the gate to the
street a vacant lot of 30 zira (17.32 m2)..."109
While it seems that 300 to 600 zira was the average size of the building lots, at
Panaiya, a house which was surrounded by street on two sides was built on a small lot
of only 72 zira (41.58 m2) and had "...tvo rooms, a kitchen on the second floor and a
toilet, a cellar and two pieces of garden... "110 The smallest one-room house,
however, was located in the Arpa Emini quarter and was built on 58 zira (33.50 m2)
and 18parmak ( 57.15 cm).111 At Aya Nikola a house of similar organization
"...tvo rooms, a kitchen, a corridor on the second floor and a cellar, a garden with
fruit and other trees, and another room in the garden..." was built on 2,900 zira
(1675.04 m2). 112 In other words, houses could occupy a small part of the building lot
leaving the rest to large gardens. Examples from the Molla Qelebi and Aya Yorgi
quarters illustrate this. The one at Molla Qelebi was built on 625 zira (361 m2) plot
and had "...tvo rooms, two sofas, a corridor, a toilet on the second floor, and a room,
a dilapidated kitchen, a toilet, a vater well, and a garden with fruit trees...". 543 zira
(313.63 m2) vas then separated from the house and sold. 113 The house at Aya Yorgi,
which had "...tvo rooms, two corridors, two toilets on the second floor and two gates
to the street..." was built on a lot 22 zira (16.72 m) long and 13 zira (9.88 m) vide,
108D. 114147-3
109 D. 1141103-1
1 10 D. 115141-2
1 11D.119161-1, 1 Parmak=1114 inch.
1 12 D.115144-2
113D.1181145-1
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that is 286 zira (105.19 m2). The garden vithin the borders of the property
measured 947 zira (546.98 m2). 114
Similarly two portions of building lots, measuring 3.5 zira (2.66 m) vide and 30 zira
(22.80 m) long coming up to 105 zira (58.54 m2) and 3.5 zira (2.66 m) vide and 4.5
zira (3.42 m) loug 'oming up to 15.5 zira (8.95 m2) vas separated from the parcel
of land of a house at Aya Yorgi vhich vas located in a garden vith ... a butcher, a
store and a cellar next to the street and a room, a sofa, a toilet..." 115
In general both yalzs and houses vere occupied by one family, regardless of the
number of storeys and public services they housed. Hovever, there are cases vhere a
house was divided into tvo and sold to apparently unrelated customers. One such case
records a house at Aya Yorgi which had "...tvo rooms on the second floor, a cellar, a
courtyard and a gate to the street...". It was divided, and "...one room on the second
floor, and half of the cellar, a portion of the courtyard and the gate to the street..."
were sold. 116
In Bogazkesen Hisari, the majority of the building lots for thie yalzs were spacious.
On the contary, small lots, narrov frontage and attached housing were typical for the
waterfront at Yenik6y. This was in part due to the availability of space on the
extended coastal line of the district tovards Balta Limani, but it was mainly a result of
the dominant pattern of property ownership in the area, that is to say, confiscations,
which did not not alloy successive division and exchange of the land.
114D.96119-3
115D.1151102-1
116D.113143-1
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D.5. DIRECTINDIRECT RELATIONSHIP VlTH THE SEA
Among the 99 cases from the per-i Mahkeme Sicilleri, 40 had referred to private
structures using the sea for transportation. These yalzs were a specific type with
narrov fronte and cul-de-sac landing stages betveen them. There are references to
fourteen boathouses, twenty-four closed and open harbours and eight jetties. In
addition to these, the Bostanczbag Defterleri record all the private and public
boathouses, jetties and landing places. Eleven had stables and three had both stables
and structures related to the sea. It can be concluded that both private and public
transportation was dependent on sea vessels. In a rare example from Istinye a
majestic yali vas surrounded by the properties of neighbours on all three sides that
left the only possible approach from the sea. 117
D.6. GREENERYISEA
When one considers the residential patterns in relation to the sea, the gardens have a
curious pattern. Among the 61 yds recorded in 99 cases at the vaterfronts of
Bogazkesen Hisari and Yenik6y districts, twenty had gardens. A glance at the
distribution of the gardens in quarters reveals that the yalis with gardens were in
majority in the Muslim quarters. 118 On the other hand, when the 1918 and 1927
maps are studied together with the BostcMcba Defterleri, it seems that the building
tracts on the waterfront at Elhag Osman, the exclusively Muslim quarter of the
Yenikby district, vas larger in area and vider in vaterfront frontage when compared
to the other quarters of the district. Although the jer-i Mahkeme Sicilleri at our
disposal do not record any large scale gardens in the area, with respect to the number
117D. 106157-4
118Bogazkesen 011, Elhag Kemaettin 215, E1hag Osman 012, Gbzelce Al Pa 212, Mola Qelebi012,
Aya Nikola 8116, Aya Yorgi5119, Panaiya 2125
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of yakzs per meter in shore-line, a few yalzs, all located in gardens vider and deeper
then those of the other quarters, evolve as a type.
The second type appeared in the area betveen LP4 and LP 13, vhich vas the
public/commercial center of the Molla Qelebi quarter. The building tracts on the
waterfront were divided in two longitudinally, allowing the yalz to be on the
immediate waterfront, sometimes projecting over the sea. Another building adjacent
to it had a street frontage. These yas did not have gardens but shops and workshops
on their ground floors. In this area greenery was pushed behind the residential area
in the form of large parks, orchards and vegetable gardens. The Muslim cemetery
with tatll eypresses ard meadows also contributed to the landscape.1 19 There was also
a non-Muslim cemetery at Aya Yorgi. 120
The yalis on the waterfront of the Aya Nikola and Aya Yorgi quarters between LP 13
and LP 16 vere also located in gardens similar to the first type at Elhag Osman, but the
gardens were less deep. Between LP 16 and LP 17 at Panaiya, yatds were again on the
immediate waterfront, projecting over the sea and did not have gardens, although
unlike the Molla Qelebi quarter this area was not commercial. As the 1918 map
reveals, a third type was seen at Panaiya after LP 17, where there vere yalds with
smaller gardens adjacent to the street. A pleasure garden called cuneyne, 30 zira
(22.80m) long and 9 zira (6.84m) vide at Arpa Emini, indicates that early formal
gardens were also found inland on a small scale.121
119For the meadov at Paaiya: D.101128-2, D.101129-i
120 D.10111-1
12 1D.841120-3
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CHAPTER III: WATERFRONT RETREAT OF THE URBAN OTTOMANS
A. LEISURE AND ITS SETTING
In its classical form the Turkish house vas not fully developed in the sixteenth century
even in the Ottoman capital. Some early descriptions of the houses in Istanbul refer to
single storey, simple houses similar to those found in the provinces.1 Among many
vho provided descriptions of the houses in the Ottoman country, Ogier Ghiselin de
Busbecq, the Austrian ambassador to the Ottoman court, remarks that the houses in
Amasya on the Black Sea vere built of vhite clay and had flat roofs in the sixteenth
century. 2 Hovever, by the eighteenth century travellers recorded mansions on the
banks of the river Yeplirmak in Amasya similar in concept and appearance to those
that already enchanted them on the Bosphorus. The vaterfront houses vere to be
found on the shores of Istanbul's seas and rivers, on the Bosphorus mostly, but also on
the Golden Horn, on the Kirishane shore of Edirne, and on the banks of Tophane in
Salonica, on the bay of Izmir and on the Dardanelles. There vere similar vaterfront
villas stretched along the promenades of the Mediterranean coastal tovn of
Iskenderun and Beirut, built over infills at the vater's edge. In the eighteenth
century, in a far avay province, in Cairo, pleasure-seekers also preferred to dvell
along the shores of the Nile and on the banks of vater channels and ponds. Their
architecture, although it grev from a similar concept of a seasonal retreat, assumed a
purely regional appearance.
1Among others Schveigger, Dernschvam and Gerlah describes the houses of islnbul in the
eighlenth century.
Or1ayhlBazi 16. Yuzyil Ahnan Seyahatnamelerindeki Tirkiye Sehir ve K6ylerine Ait Bigiler.
2Busbecq, p:152.
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Water in the Islamic culture has long been studied. "And We made everything alive
from vater" states the Koran repeatedly and thus sets the keynote for the role of the
lifegiving vater in all of Islamic culture." 3 The Bosphorus, the major vatervay of
the Ottoman capital, is loaded vith ancient and classical legends, as much as vith the
symbolic value of vater in Islam vhich carries multilayered meanings found in both
Pagan and Christian vorlds. The development of the Bosphorus as a seasonal abode
for the peoples of istanbul vas achieved in several stages and displayed multilayered
symbolism of vater as vell as several modes of planning that exemplify Ottoman
settlement policies. To evade any attempt to penetrate this complex set of values and
policies, this study focused on a particular aspect of Ottoman urban aesthetics,
namely its being simply a search for the picturesque vben compared vith certain
formal principles linked vith other cultures both from the East and West and
searched its relation to use of vater in urban scale.
What is at issue here is not vhether Ottoman urban aesthetics, vhich developed in a
country vhich is neither geographically nor culturally homogenous, reflected the
variety of its social and cultural landscapes in the capital, or vhether the capital vas in
each case the motivator. The regional differences observed in its urban settlement
patterns as vell as in the forms of its vernacular architecture are vell acknovledged
in the Ottoman realm. In the scale and complexity of the terrain, differentiation of
local traditions vas only natural. But there vas also a necessity to develop a central
style, especially one that vould be favoured by the nevly established culture and
vhich vould speak in the name of it. Naturally, all these regions under an imperial
political rule and a socio-economic and cultural realm that developed in the post-
3SchimmeJThe Waler of Life.
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fifteenth century -ould melt togther; at the same time, hybrid applications of types
and models of different origins vould be encountered in different milieu.
What is at issue is vhether Ottomans searched an "expression of material vorld vith
immaterial ideas" in the formation of a residential type in the eighteenth century: the
vaterfront mansion vhich assumed regional and cultural appearances. The yalz is a
type that vas introduced in the capital (center), and as such it needs to be considered
before a representative picture of the age it developed. Therefore, another issue
overlooked in the study of the Islamic City comes to viev. The use of promenades or
meydans, on vhich all sorts of non-religious public gatherings, processions and
festivals took place, are so far mostly treated out of the Islamic City realm. All
peoples of the society, often the acrobats, story tellers, knaves, magicians and
musicians but even rulers displayed their skills on these squares either by simply
contemplating or joggling their discs or riding horses. 4 The promenades around the
city, as vell as the secluded places vhere drinks and music vere enjoyed, vere the
important elements in the life of traditional Islamic city since they attest to the
existence of a leisure class as veil as to the concept of organized rest and amusement
vhich is an inherent part of urban life. 5
The yais, as vell as the promenades and meydans on the shores of the Bosphorus, are
therefore a subject of study not only for the picturesque beauty of its setting. While
the Islamic City has been regarded by the Muslim philosophers as the ideal
environment in vhich men could attain the highest level of perfection in ethics, social
organization and political rule, the presence of free leisure and modes of its
4CerasvOpen Space, Walr and Tees in Ottoman Urban Culture in the XVIIIth-XIXth Centuries.
5ibid. iote 4.
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organization and consumption can not be overlooked. 6 In this respect, change of
seasonal abodes, a tradition practiced in most parts of the Islamic vorld due to the
climate and vhich became a particular context for a particular architecture to
develop, is crucial in the understanding of the Islamic environment.
In the Ottoman realm, close ties to nature have their roots in the nomadic past of the
Turkish people. The attachment to nature seems to have revitalized the tradition of
vinter and summer residences in Anatolia after the nomads settled dovn. The
expression of this attachment in the cities vas noted by the Westerners:
"Ce n'est peut-etre ni au defaut d'art, ni au bon goat qui prise la
simplicit6 qu'on doit attribuer le soin que les Turcs ont de conserver la
nature pour en jouir telle qu'elle se presente, ils chsrissent sur tout
l'ombre des grands arbres, ils sacrisient pour les conserver jusqu'au
plan de leurs maisons. J'en ai vu une o un bel orme de plus ancienne
date que le propristaire, avait ts conservs par l'architecte dans le
milieu d'une galerie qu'il traversait pour en ombrager le toit. Tous les
arbres d'un terrein y sont conserves, de quelque maniere qu'ils y soient
placs, ils rsglent communsment le dessin des bAtiments,& cela sans
doute parce que si dans un climat chaud, l'ombre des grands arbres est
necessaire, sous un Gouvernement despotique, il faut jouir de ceux
qu'on trouve, on n'a pas le temps de les voir croitre."?
In public realm, the leisure time in the capital, either daily or seasonal, vas spent in
the theatrical atmosphere of the Bosphorus vhere everyone vas an actor and a
spectator at the same time. Baron de Tott describes the mis-en-scene during the
festival to celebrate the birth of Hibetullah Sultana in 1759:
"Des poteaux plantes ' trois ou quatre pieds de distance devant les
boutiques & sur le bord des trotoirs qui prolongent les deux cot6s de la
rue, sont rsunis n leur extrsmits superieure par des arceaux qui
6ibid. not 4.
7Tott, p:64.
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joignent aussi les maisons. Cette petite charpente recouverte ensuite en
branches de lauriers, me1es de papiers frisss de differentes couleurs,
forme des berceaux auxquels on suspend des feuilles d'oripeaux, que le
moindre vent agite avec bruit; leur surface brillante reflschit, la
lumiere des lampes de verre & des lanternes colorses dont on garnit
tout l'sdifice. Les portes des particuliers sont sgalement dscorses avec
une recherche proportionnee 'l'importance ou'lavanite du
propristaire; mais les maisons des Grands offrent dans leur decoration
le plus grand exces de magnificence. Les rues qui y aboutissent sont
recouvertes, jusqu'i une certaine distance, en berceaux assez sleves
pour quo les rampes & les scoupnres ne gsnent point le passage des gens
a cheval: on conduit ces portiques ainsi dscorss jusques dans les cours
intsrieures des Palais, & l des falles construites expres, richement
meublses, 6clairses par une quantit6 de lustres dont la lumiere se rspete
dans un nombre infini de miroirs, presentent aux curieux un point de
repos dont le maitre fait les honneurs suivant la qualite des personnes
qui s'y arretent. D'autres se bornent % faire meubler le de(ous de leur
porte, dont les deux battans ouverts, invitent i s'y arriter & a prendre
une tasse de cafs ou d'autres rafrichissemens que le maitre ordonne
toujours,& que ses gens s'empressent de distribuer."8
The yah, located at the vaterfront in this theatre, vas very little different from a
house or mansion in plan, the main difference being that it vas built over the sea
(leb-i derya), on a man-made jetty, or over the shore (sahd-i bahr), vith its ovn
jetty jutting out into the vater. Among many others vho provided lenghty
descriptions of the yalzs on the Bosphorus, Miss Pardoe captures its particular
relation to the sea:
"In many instances the buildings are raised along the extreme edge of
the shore, and are unprotected, even by a terrace; and upon the upper
stories generally protecting beyond the basement, they hang over the
vater in a singular manner. Nor do they alvays enjoy this privilage
vith impunity, as the channel is several feet in depth under their very
vindovs; and it not unfrequently happens, that the vind failing vhen a
vessel is beating on a'track', and the current impelling it onvard vith a
force vhich it is unable to resist, portions of the rigging become
entangled vith the houses, bovsprits enter the vindovs of the salons
8Tott, p:169.
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and carry avay the roof, and the most ridiculous accidents are the
result. But the inhabitants vill not sacrifice a positive enjoyment to a
probable evil, and thus they built their vater-palaces as daringly as
though no intrusive bark ever parted vith its gleaming prov the bright
vaves over vhich they fling their long dark shadovs."9
The architectural conception of the yalz is identified also vith the domed central sofa,
its extensions along the axes, the kiosks in general and the vaterside kiosks in
particular.10 Esin, vho looked for the meaning of the yal in cosmological symbols,
argued that: "the yali, vith its principally vooden parts, looked like a domed kiosk, so
light that it might be blovn avay by an inauspicious gust of vind, as vas the tent of
nomadic Turkic king Mu-Han"11 Folloving the same remote royal symbols of a
nomadic origin vhich situates "the ovner of the lonely tent lost in the endless
Eurasian steppe" through some constant signs, it vas argued that the yalz found
expression in the centralized plan in its search for orientation vith the cardinal
points.12
The heavens vere described in a cross-axial plan in many cultures, vith four
cardinally pitched poles, an ethereal cupola and four valls of light, vind, vater, and
fire. The romantic parallelism of the dome and the cardinal points has long been
accepted despite the danger of speaking in the name of an ideological position in the
choice of prototypes. 13 It is argued that the kosk and yalz materialized such concepts
9Miss PardoeBeauties, p:42.
10Esin,1 Atti, p:84.
11Esin, Atti, p:83. After Liu Mau-Tsai, Die chinesischen Nachrichen zur Geschicht der T'ukije,
Wiesbaden, 1958, p.20.
12For the significations of the cardinal points and inermediary directns in t tnt, according I
K6k-Turk and Uighur txts, Esin refers I H.H.Orkun, Eski Tfirk Yartlan, volII (The Orkhon
Texts) p:56, p:118, p:128.
Esin, p:87.
13The tevnt figured amongst the royal symbols of Turkic and Mongol dynasties of nonadik origin.
"Tie gilded 'ordu', the Qaghan's ent, esablished the link b the li of dynastic legitimacy of the
nomad kings. The Jenghizkhaid kings of Khiva kept their ceremonial'oagh' in the courtyard of
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in the Ottoman realm. To locate its appearence as a distinct type in Ottoman
architecture, or a search for a prototype in general, is an endless effort as geography
and time vill be ever expanding beyond every possible limit. The methods for
search, either through the sweeping comparisons of generic names in Turkish,
Persian, and Arabic, or through epics, or through a search for the antecedents of the
Ottoman vaterside structures in the repertoire of architectural types, be it Central-
Asian, Islamic or Mediterranean, could only end in one or another ideological choice.
Whether in the case of Ottomans ye vitness a direct evolution, from the imperial otaj
to the ceremonial domed kiosk vhich vas the prototype of a vaterside kdgk and yaz,
or vhether it was through the Mediterranean or Islamic cults cannot be answered
hastily. This type of architecture, however, may be located within the world of
symbols at a particular time and geography once the universal character of such
concepts are recognized. The question is what did a cupola, four cardinal points or
water mean for an eighteenth-century "Istanbullu"? What did a celestial paradise or
cosmic rivers mean for those who chose their seasonal houses along the Bosphorus to
be axially oriented around a central sofa and covered vith an inner dome? Does the
originality of the Tulip Age and what followed after lie in the subject matter or is it a
result of the architect Mehmet Aga's, the miniaturist Levni's or the poet Nedim's
quest to say something striking vithin the framework of existing themes?
If the Ottoman ceremonial kiosk, an imitation of the imperial tent, was at the root of
the spatial organization of a yaz type, such connotations would have been
acknowledged in either contemporary literature or chronicles of the day. Indeed,
Niima notes this fact in connection with the rebuilding of the Sepet K6akd in 1640:
..As to the little sea-side pavilion built on a fort near the Sinin Pasha Kiosk called
the palae, beside the vooden 'divimahna'."
Esin, p:85.
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Sepet Koshk where the captains have been vont to kiss hands on the occasions vhen
the fleet sailed out, an imperial edict having ordered its basic enlargement and
reconstruction, a heart-robbing pavilon, in the style of the imperial tent (otagh-i
hnimyn tarzmda), vas built..."14 Nedim, the poet of Tulip Period, vben he
observed these mansions and felt the links of a civilization to its remote past and
compared poetically the central domed rotunda to the "wheel of ecliptic", the perfume
of flowers in the park of the kiosk to "tibetian musk", the painted valls to "temples of
China and Hotan" provided necessary images.15
The symbolic content of certain forms investigated only in a handful of studies with
far-reaching conclusions remains outside the scope of the present study. The term
"Turkish House Type" came to be videly used after Sedat Hakki Eldem's seminal
survey on still standing examples of houses within the borders of Turkey today was
classified into types based upon differences on their formal structure in Turk Evi
P&n Tipleri (1954). This "frozen mechanism" took a number of forms in different
geographies, adapted itself to a variety of climatic and topographical conditions.
Although many external factors that contributed to variations of the type vere
14After Esin, p-96.
150 traveller initiated to the world of similitudes
Contemplate this pure canopy full of ornaments and images
It is as if nature had evened up the earthy sphere
And Tibet had descended and China and Khotn ascended
Fancy not that the brilliant valls are painted
It is but the refleclion of Paradise in bloom
Strange, hov strange that Heaven may be composed...
We had then misesteemed the four elements
It is the trine of Jupiler, joined by Mercury
0 thou vho art the conservant inmate and the master of the auspicious Cancer!
S. .May thy solar-vheel castle be ever ornate
Esin, after Nihd, Nedim Divani p:77
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acknovledged, the continuity underlying geometrical structure, merging them into
the Ottoman house, vas the "Turkish element", a life style and an aesthetic, vhich
connected this type vith remote and mythicized past. The "Turkish House Type", as
such, stands against the very concept of "type" vhich implies the idea of change or
transformation. 16 This viev, vhich disregards the diachronical and syncronical
transformation of the architecture of the cities, also blends the tovn house, provincial
house, country house and the houses at the capital of the empire, and seems to adhere
to a specific notion of a type vhich is conceived at the level of iconography. 17
Any questioning, on the other hand, about the vays in vhich ye account for a change
or transformation, gives rise to unresolved epistemological, historiographic and
practical issues involving "innovations, durations, continuities, recollections and
disjunctures". 18 But such theoretical issues are driven historically and tested by
historical examinations of conventions. 19 Thus, before the introduction of the
versions and reciprocities of the question "vhen does a type change or transform?",
the historical data available for a reconstruction of residential architecture in the
Ottoman context has to be revealed and analyzed.
Using features of extant yaizs to interpret the vritten sources poses certain problems.
First, by using the few extant examples from the nineteenth century, ye run the risk
of glossing over the changes that took place over the course of the previous four
hundred years in the Ottoman capital. More than being a type that embodied origins
16MoneolOn Typology.
17SilvettigOn Beauty of Shadows.
18AndersonrA Presentnews of Inriprelation and of Artifacts: Toward a History for the Duration and
Change of Artifacts, AndersoniTypes and Conventions in Time: Tovard a Hisimry for the Duration
and Change of Artifacts, AndersonrCritical Conventionalism in Archifcture, AndersonCitcal
Conventionalism.
19ibid. mole 18.
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and permanence, being developed in the tradition of vithdraval to the country, a yali
represents a change and a transformation of Ottoman residential architecture 20
Second, it is equally misleading to look after the extant examples for a history of
residential architecture for they survived only because they belonged to the vealthy
and the poverful. Unfortunately, the eclusions, that is to say, the residential
architecture of the humbler people and minor urban environments, vhich have yet
remained in the domain of vernacular architecture, is not susceptible to change or
transformation. 21 In the negation of such immutable trans-periodicalltrans-
geographical reconstruction of the architecture in question, this study particularly
tries to bring to discussion the issue of change not as a discontinuity but vithin the
domain of more durable aspects of life and in the continuity of forms in that
particular context of the vaterfront.
The written sources, on the other hand, unsupported by any visual evidence, scarcely
alloy us to visualize either the houses or hov they changed. er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri,
although they are mechanical records of spatial organizations formulated in a
uniformed and codified language, offer a typology free from ahistorical ideological
reconstructions. The descriptions of the contemporary observers have been of great
help in translating the descriptions of the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri into reality. The
typical features of the residential architecture in question can hardly be passed
unrecognized. Contemporary observers noted that: "Ma tanta si e l'uniformith delle
private abitazioni orientali, che si direbbero calcate sopra un tipo comune, e basta,
quindi, il dare idea di una di esse, per descrivere, poco pii, poco meno, tutte le
20 Moneoion Typology.
21This viev hs been c nicized by Swiy. Faloqhi iegading the supposed immuability of the
vemacular archilectue.
FaroqhilMen of Modest Subsance, p-67.
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altre."22 These sources vere complimented by the only Ottoman descriptions of the
architecture in question, that is the murals, in the search hov the house on the
vaterfront differed from the tovn house and the country house in Istanbul. It vas
then possible to search for the differences and similarities betveen the monumental
and the non-monumental, in other vords, betveen the houses of the vealthy and the
modest.
The extant vaterfront palaces of the Sultan represent an imperial image of the civil
architecture that developed over four hundred years. In the course of its development
the palace vas both a receiver and a transmitter. Historian Rapid recorded that in the
early years of his reign Sultan Ahmet III ordered a kagk to be built at the Topkapi
Palace in the style of houses in the city. 23 The houses of the Ottoman dignitaries vere
also modelled after the Palace and incorporated the features of the houses of Istanbul.
In the eighteenth century, the Bosphorus as vell appeared as a majestic stage vhich
vas a receiver and a transmitter betveen the different activities and thoughts, feelings
and beliefs, imaginings and aspirations of the Ottoman society in the capital. The
complex interplays betveen mentalities, institutions, aggregate interests and the
exercise of pover alloyed the "provincial" examples of the gdg tradition in Istanbul,
namely the retreats of the modest in search of escape from hot veather, plague and
fires, to coexist vith the "differentiated style" that the capital offered for the elitist
Ottoman ruling class and its servants in their vacation residences.
22Baatta, p547.
23islam Ansiklopedisi: "islabul", p:1214119.
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B.TERMINOLOGY REGARDING THE FEATURES OF THE HOUSES IN THE ER-iMA4AIEME SILCLER
The eighteenth-century 4er'i Mahkeme Sicilleri of Yenik6y refer to a house as bir
kit'a midk menzil and to one on the waterfront as yalz tabir olunur bir kdt'a milk
menzil. In some cases both are referred to simply as bir kt'a menzil. Suraiya
Faroqhi points to the ambiguity of translating the term milk as "freehold property",
and argues that the term might have been used for purposes of clarification vhere
most pieces of land were not explicitly described as serving a purpose other than a
dwelling.24 In the documents from the Yenik6y Court, however, descriptions of
land, whether vineyard/bag or vacant lotlarsa, were explicit. Similarly, edifices
serving purposes other than a house, such as pubs/meyhane, ferbethane and
prahane, cisterns/mahzen or different kinds of shops/dakkan, vere specified. The
term menzil simply referred to the ephemeral and the worldly quality of one's
dwelling 25 A malk menzil, which would then mean a "house held as freehold
property", points also to the use of the word malk to identify the problematic nature
of the property ownership rather than the nature of the property.
In the contemporary non-imperial vakif documents, a house, when referred to as
menzil, meant a "rssidence en ce sens qu'elle dssigne un lieu construit, gensralement
luxueux, o6l'on rsside" alarge house was referred to as konak, whereas yalz ,
"couvrait un espace assez vaste qui touchait nscessairement la mer; d'oui vient son
nom, le yali qui signifie littsralement la rive". 26 Oda and hane, terms that we do not
come across in the proceedings of the Yenik6y Court, referred to single room, single-
storeyed structures that vere in fact in the majority on the peninsula; "la plupart des
24 She refers to the urban setting of Ankara and Icayseri during the course of the seventeenth century.
FaroghilMen of Modest Subsance, p:65.
25Menzil , an Arabic void, means a halting-piace, a house.
26 Yediyildizllnstitution du Vaqf, p:10 4 .
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ces petites maisons s'appelaient mate'ehhilin otasi ou logis des mariss qui
contenaient generalement, au rez-de-chaussse, une chambre, un sofa et un cabinet
d'aisance et au premier etage une chambre et un sofa."27
The variety of terms used in different documents sheds light on the codification of
documents describing residences in the eighteenth century Bosphorus. Oda and
konak are the two terms which both have their origins in Turkic military terms; oda
comes from otag or royal tent, and refers to a single room, a chamber; konak
originally meant an alighting or halting place, a way station, an inn, and came to mean
a mansion, or alarge house and was used in the spokenlanguage. These terms vere
not used in the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri of Yenikay. Menzil, a polysermic Arabic
word synonymous with konak , was preferred in the acts of courts and vakif
documents, in which both meant a mansion of a certain size.28 Saray is a Persian
word for a palace, and sahilsaray is a palace on the waterfront that is apparently
more imposing than a sahilhane, or a yali, names given to a mansion on the
waterfront. These two terms were used interchangeably, and do not indicate a
particular difference.29 However, yali vas more commonly used.
27 References 1 "saray" in imperial vaqfs, refened ID a house of equal grandeur but on gardens
vhich vas not only "un jardin de vigilaux utiles, mais, au contraire, un jardin d'agriment on il
y avait des pavilions (qasr) qui se distinguaient de l'6difice principal, kiosques (kbgh), jets
d'eau, place de joute (girid meydam) pour l'exercise du combat singulier & la lance et & cheval,
tous blant destinis A a distraction."
YediyildizVInstittion du Vaqf, p: 104-105.
"C'est le menzril qui constitne & peu pris 70% de ces bbtimens immobilisis."
YediyildizrInstitution du Vaqf, p:104.
28The Ottoman royal residence, the qonak, in accordance vith the linguistically defined
temporarinessvas a temporary stop. An aspect of Ottoman housing in the use of light
construction material, as vell as an unbuilt first floor, both giving to the house a detached, fragile
and transitional feeling vhich is often related to the nomadic tent cities should also have a link with
the urban land regime in the Ottman city vhere houses for the dignitaies were exchanged in terms
of allocations and confiscations.
2954JAhim is a compound word in Turkish, combining sahi, meaning sea-shore and banks of a
river, and hane, that is a dvelling, house, family or household, or a compartment, a subdivision.
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Some clarification is needed also for kt'a (a piece or portion cut off, a vhole thing, a
piece, an individual thing), vhich refers to a single piece of property as opposed to iki
ket'a , birbirine mttasil and manteki vhich refer to a free-standing, an attached, or
a semi-attached house respectively. 30 Biyzpt-i adide refers to houses that vere lost,
that is to say, those that vere partially or totally in ruin at the time of the recording.
When it comes to the internal arrangement of the houses, the documents emphasize a
notable feature: the houses vere conceived not in plan layout but in vertical
organization of space. In contrast to the earlier European sources vho almost
unanimously remark that Istanbul houses vere rarely more than one-storey high in
the eighteenth century, er-i Makkeme &cdlleri reveal that multistorey houses vere
already common.31 In modern scholarly work the vertical grovth is usually ignored,
and the Turkish house type is alvays thought of as involving a single floor plan
depicting the living floor that vas located above the service areas.32 The formulation
in the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri, regarding the identification of the parts of a house,
brings out this neglected aspect by clearly identifying the floor levels first. One can
assume that specialization of use vas unavoidable. The documents do not refer to
such specialization directly, but identify the upper floorltabaka-i zdya, the second
floor/tabaka-i vasta, and the ground floor/tabaka-i sufla in the process of
30 D. 106l126-2, D. 107125-2: "...birbirine mttasil .."
31Fatih Vakfiyesi refers mostly t single stlrey houses, but in a similar document from the reign
of Bayezid, it is underslood that double sMrey houses vere already more common at the beginning
of the sixeenth century.
Kubanisenbul'un Tarihi Yapisi, p:30.
"Le plan et l'architcture des maisons de Rosett formis de plusiers 6ges dinoent une influence
turque"
Lezine et AbdulTavab, p:188. Afer Abdel-Nour, p:126.
32
"Les maisons moins aisies n'avaient qu'un seul espace central, mais une pi ce particulibre
(murabba & Alep, qasr & Damas, abaqa & Sayda) iit reservee & l'accueil du visieur, et il
acidait & cett salle, situs au premier bege, par un escalier donnnt directment dens la cour,
le plus pris possible de la port de la maison."
Abdel-Nour, p:126.
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clarifying internal organization then proceed vith the description of the units on each
storey.
Similar to the previous studies of same kind, the attention of the architectural
historian is first caught by the surprisingly rich terminology used in the ser-i
Mahkeme Sicilleri of Yenikay in referring to the parts of a house. On each storey
the documents refer to rooms vithout any special characteristics as ada. Basic
activities, such as eating and sleeping vere carried out in an oda provided that the
accompanying furnishings vere stored in built-in-cabinets vhen not in use. 33
Hovever, some specialized terms vere used for particular activities. One of the most
notable living spaces vas the divanhane, the traditional spacious reception room in
the men's quarters vbere the official meetings/ divan vere held.34 There are vivid
descriptions of these special rooms in the travel accounts of the eighteenth and
nineteenth century Europeans in Istanbul. The divanhane of the yalz of Esma Sultan
at Eyup vas described in Allom and Walsh. Melling provided us vith the depiction of
a hall in the palace of Hatice Sultana at Defterdar Burnu. [Fig.73] Le Bruyn
described a divanhane as "L'apartement des hommes est compose d'un Divan, qui est
un vestibule oi l'on regoit les visites, lequel donne communicationi un salle
d'Audience, aux Chambres du Maitre, & a celles des Esclaves "35 a native of istanbul,
D'Ohsson, referred to a divanhane vhere: "L'escalier aboutit ' une espece de salon
qu'on appelle divann-khane, et qui est tres-vaste dans les grandes maisons: il tient lieu
d'antichambre, et communique a presque toutes les pieces qui composent cet etage et
qui sont distribubes autour du msme salon." 36
33For the organization and uses of rooms:
Onder Kikernan, Anadodaki CeenkseIT-rk Evinde MekanOga&asyonu Agzsdan
Odalar, islanbul, n.d.
34islanbul Ansiklpedisi: "Divanh&ne"
35De Bruyn, p:148.
36D'Ohsson, p:172.
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Among the other specialized rooms were the mabeyn odasi . It was a transition room
or a passage located in between the men's and women's quarters, an informal
reception room most probably serving for the members of the household. Kahve
adan , also a kind of reception room, was vbere coffee was served for those visiting
on business. It seems, then, even in their country residences Ottoman dignitaries
were on duty. Kou§ probably referred to the servants' quarters. D'Obsson
describes that "les rez-de-chaussse. .. est compos6 de deux ou trois grandes pieces, que
l'on appelle coghosch, et qui sont communes a tous." 37 gam ao da, referring to a
room vhich was temporarily or roughly put together, could be a separate structure or
inside the house.38 It is an indicator of the gradual vertical or horizantal growth of a
vooden house by adding parts. Other specialized rooms, are the libraries/
kitabhane,39 dervish conventicles for religious music and dancing/semane ,40 and
rooms where the pleasure loving country resident used to listen to the nightingalesl
bilblhane .41
Another distinct unit of the house was the hall/sofa. Extant examples of houses have
shown the sofa as a partially open or completely enclosed area providing access to
other rooms in the house. As the documents studied do not contain any evidence to the
contrary, a central hall seems to be a reasonably appropriate translation.42 In a few
37
"Le logernent du Maitre est toujours partagi en deux ailles, dont l'une est consacrse a 1'habilation
des femmes."
D'Ohsson, p:172.
38D.106130-1, D.1061111-1.
39D. 113172-2.
Miss Pardoe describes the hbrary of Muslafa Paea, a former governor of Albania.
Miss PardoelThe City, p:249.
40D. 1011153-1
4 1D. 112152-8
42 FaroqhilMen of Modest Subslane, p-66.
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exceptional cases, side hall/yan sofa or central hall/orta sofa vas identified as a
term to describe the position as vell as the function of the sofa. The central hall/orta
sofa, vhich for the modern researcher can be further described according to its
position in the extant examples as outer, inner, and central, vas also the place vhere
the vhole household assembled. All the secluded parts of the sofa, vhich vere free
from circulation, vere kept for particular uses during these assemblages. In some
cases vooden shutters vere used to partition off the sofa ; these shutters vere called
kepeng, and the hall vas then called kepengli sofa .43
Verandas and other porch-like spaces seem to have been popular among the pleasure-
seekers' houses on the villages along the Bosphorus. Of the secluded parts of the sofa,
the loggia or the kiosk next to it, called the kegk , vas most common.44
Table XV: Distribution of Semi-Open Spaces
1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770
F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T
Kosk 2 215 3 1 3 3 2 1 5 6 1 4 4 6 1
Eyvan 1
5ahnigin 1 3 2 2 2 2 4 2 1 2 2 3 5 1 1 1
cihanniima 1 1 1 2
Tahtabos 8 4 2 5 1 1 2 1 10 1 6 1 6 1 1 1
Tahtabend 1 1 1 2
Taht-i sema 1 2 1
The vord kagk vas used synonymous vith a variety of terms that described similar
kind of spaces. The kdgks attached to the houses vere usually in the form of a
4 3D. 113121-1
44D. 1181124-2
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pergola or a balcony projecting over the garden or the courtyard, and in such cases
vere also called gardak or kameriye .45 There vere frequent references to a
fountain placed in the centre of the kdk .46 In other cases the loggia vas simply an
area separated from the main floor of the sofa by a fey steps, and in regional parlance
vas called taht, taht-t seki, seyirgdh, sergdh or mehtabiye , all referring to its
role to viev the full moon, stars or the sea and its position being under the sky, in
open air.47 Rarely do ve find the terms eyvan and fahnigin to denote specific parts
of the sofa. The eyvan, aniche betveen the rovs of rooms, vas usually an enclosed
space. The gahnizn vas also a veranda-like structure similar to a kdgk or a hayat,
for both usually offered a pleasant viev.48 In certain cases it is referred as being
attached to a particular unit,49 like oda or sofa, and there are also references vhich
45A kiosk is generally knovn fD be a free swnding stmcture vithin a garden, or it can be placed
on the gairden vail.
Ogel, p:227, p:231.
The tahrir defteri from 1455 refers 10 one or two-storeyed gardaks , especially in the
courtyards of the monastries.
Encyclopedia Islam: " istnbul", p:225. (inalcik)
46D. 1151161-3
470gel adds that some more unusual names vere given to the kiosks such as gin sacwct in
Safranbolu, and gagngir in Alanya.
Ogel, p:228.
48D'ohsson,p:172. "...motpersanquisignifiesisgeroyal.
"...balconi, od altare, muniti da tutle e tre le parti con vetri e gelosie, e superorment, di
apposilo tt, diconsi, in turco, sciak-niscir, e sono rivolli a due scopi: ilpimo, cios, di
gusare, sedendo, la vista di cbi passa in istrada, squadrandosi, da col&, benissimo tut la via,
quan1 i% lunga, a meno che, come spesso accade, qualcbe altro sciak-niscir, non lagli,
invidament la linea visuale, frapponendo l'opaco suo corpo; il secondo, digodere unaria assai
pii libera e ventilaa, siccome quella che entra da tre part diverse, ed i presa nella correnti
della via, anzichi essere inspirata quando gi& slagna entro il carcere delle domestiche pareti.
Indicibile si e la smania che hassi in Levante per quest sciak-niscir, e le donne speciahnent
passanvi, pu'O dirsi, l'intra lor vita, sedendo, a gruppi, sui morbidi cuscini di che sono
lastricati, ora occupat in cucine o ricamare, ora cicaleggiando colle compagne, ecc.
...11 comodo di ali scbiak-niscir, o casotti sporgenti, fu, del res1t, benissimo compreso andre
dagli artfici nostrani, i quali, regolarizzatre e %mperatme alquan1D le dimensioni e le fonm,
i introdussero anche il alcune delle citti europee, ove sar& facile il rntracciame, ancor oggidi,
le vestigia Genova, Venezie e Malta pii di tute, moltissime ne presentano nelle fabbriche lro."
Baratta, pp-551-152.
49D. 10 1192-3: "...gard oda....
D.971126-2: "...;ahanld sofa..."
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indicated that it may be a space enclosed by vindovs.50 It seems, then, gahniin vas
a jutting or protruding balcony, that is to say, a gzkma . This last term never occurs in
the documents, but is used for protruding parts of the houses today. Hayt, vhich in
modern parlance refer to an exterior sofa, vas sometimes a part of the sofa; it vas a
balcony. Although the use of both terms in the same document to describe different
parts of a building irdicates the existance of a difference in their meaning, the
distinction betveen these terms remain somevhat unclear. Hayat may have referred
to a courtyard as it did in Anatolia. One example refers to a hayat as a hallvayl
dehliz in front of a stable. 51 In numerous cases the tahtabog, another term used for
a verandah-like space, also appears to be on the ground floor. This can not be
attributed solely to the negligence of the scribe. Perhaps the exterior sofa vas on the
ground floor; and tahtabog ,52 like fahnigin and hayat, vas a balcony or veranda-
like structure attached to it. In early modern literature, in Istanbul, the term is used
also for a jetty protruding over the sea.53 Certain descriptions specify, hovever, that
the semi-open structures such as tahtabog , taht-z sema , taht-i bend, are situated
above another room, like the uppermost room, a belvedere on the roof of a house/
50D). 108112- 1, D. 109M7-: "... timurpencereli ;ahnigir&."'
5 1D. 113149-3: "... .ahmda aun ve onwde hayat tabir okmur dek..."
52Indeed Ogel mentions that in Konya vhere the extrior hal is on the ground floor, it is called
taabog.
Ogel, p:228.
The confusion of the erm tahtabog regarding its location finds an explanation in the Kavafyan
Evi, Vhere a hayat vas locatd at the front of the gate t the upper garden. It vas oval and
covered by a decoratd cupola. It is level vith the upper level of the garden and open on tvo
sides. It may vell be Vhat vas called a tahtabog . In all cases vhere tahabog appears on the
upper floors referred to such different levels in the organization of the houses due to topography,
since it might as vell be on the ground floor.
D.1 13129-2, D.113166-1 ,D. 113r?6-1
Alasoy, p-28.
53 flnaydin, p:16: "... .zira kahve suya dkrikmig bir w*tbo;d..."
gehsuvaroglu, p:193: "...kb-ideryada suya degien ankrik...
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cihanndma .54 Cihannama vas common; but our documents use another term,
kiremidbo. , for such semi open-spaces on the top of a house or a yat as vell.55
The trerd tovards having a large number of permanently inhabitable rooms vas
accompanied by an increase in the number of seasonally usable, semi-open spaces.
Hovever, at the time, the construction of semi-open spaces vas tightly regulated.
Despite the introduction of regulations, roof terraces continued to be a source of
continuous contention betveen householders and authorities. The reason for disputes
betveen neighbours vere usually concerned vith disturbing privacy, or the
obstruction of the viev.56 Together vith broad eaves they vere also means of
spreading fires against vhich restrictions vent unheeded. The long term struggle to
restrict cornices and overhanging storeys also proved to be fruitless. The demand for
extra space and viev vas more acute than ever.
The documents recorded in the per-i Mahkeme &cilleri rarely mention staircases/
nerdfiban, although there are a fey particularly detailed references to their number
and size, and the material they vere made of.57 In even fever cases the stairvay's
dimensions are given.58 Its common ommittance reveals certain doubts about the
deficiencies of the documents in question; such that most probably the passages, toilets
54D. 1181174- 1: "..atssem..."
55 D. 1151161-3
56 Bagbakanhk Arivi-Hatt-i Hiimaym (H. 1211) "Emin Bey mahallesinde Yahya PaWa birderzadesi
Ibrahim Bey kerinesi Emine hamnnn taht-i sema yaptirdiki yksek binamn civar eviere nezaret ye
havalesi oldutamdan yiktnmasi"
57D. 10914-2: "W nerdban"
D. 103147-: "tag nerd6ban"
As in the Kavafyan Evi at Bebek, a stone stairay most probably referred 1D an extrior connection
of different levels, in addition I an intior connection vith a vooden stirway.
58D.821153-1 "...iki ziranerdiiban arsasi.. .
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and. the like were considered unnecessary to be recorded and have simply been
omitted.
The earlier yalis were usually single storeyed in the men's quarter, 59 but later two,
three, and four-storey structures including the cihannama, are mentioned. 60 The
women's quarters were most often multistoreyed. In these, extant examples show that
single stairways took different positions in the courtyard connecting the ground floor
to the upper floor(s). When men's and women's quarters were juxtaposed in the
following century around multiple sofas, double stairways, later triple and even
quadrain stairways, appeared. 61 At the same time they became an important element
in the inner organization of the house. They then not only connected parts vertically
but also horizantally, by connecting two or more separate units in the house. If the
records of stairways in 'er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri vere reliable, a typology would
have been possible, but with the data at our disposal we can only argue that in the
eighteenth century stairways were still merely functional. They were therefore
probably steep and narrov, and did not contribute to the plan layout of the buildings.
On the other hand, hallways/dehliz, another functional passagevay, are frequently
mentioned. Bir mikdar dehliz, that is to say, a certain quantity of a passageway,
refers to a relatively undefined space which was sometimes confused with a large
hall/sofa or hayat, other names given to halls.62 The same passageway is sometimes
referred to as both hayat and dekliz Mhayat tabir olunur dekliz .63 These
59Anadolu Hisan: Amcazede Htseym Paqa, Emirgan: Serifler, Vanikby: Nazif Papa.
EldemlThrk Evi, pp:190-191, pp:198-1 99 .
EldemlTiirk Babgeleri, pp:126-127, p296.
60D. 113126-1
6 1D.10914-2, D.109126-1
62 D. 10825-1
63 D. 113149-53
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passagevays connected rovs of rooms and vere sometimes hidden betveen the rooms
to maintain privacy. In the course of the eighteenth century, hovever, they vere
transformed into spacious corridors and aided the development of combined and
complex housa plans together vith the stairvays.
Although eating and sleeping vere not assigned to any specific rooms, almost all
houses contained one or tvo rooms set aside for special purposes, such as the storage
of food stuffs, and for cooking and vashing. The use of vater indoors, vhich must
have been common after the construction of the aquaduct at Bahgekay, differentiated
these rooms in the first place. The houses recorded in the Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri of
Yenik6y refer to them frequently on the upper floors. This vas also noted by
Pertusier: "There are many houses that have fountains in the interior, by
communication with the canals. The konacks, or hotels, are sure to possess this
advantage, and along the banks of the Bosphorus, where the level is lover, water is
made to ascend the upper stories."64
Among the special purpose rooms the kitchen/matbah was the one most frequently
referred to. The kitchens, strangely enough, vere usually placed on the upper floors.
The pantry/kiter and the granaryanbar, vere also placed on the upper floors near
the kitchen. A cistern/ mahzen was almost alvays located on the ground floor, but
very rarely in the basement. A ferban, an underground storageroom, a cool room
like a serda , a characteristic of southern provinces, was also oddly located on an
upper floor, as were the rooms for drying fruits1cerih and the like.
64He also mentions that: "The houses that are supplied from the pubhc founlains have valer-caniers,
vith leather bottles, that conain as much as a slout man can carry."
PertusierPicturesque, p:40.
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Table XVI: Distribution of Special-Purpose Rooms
1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770
F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T
Matbah 4 8 17 20 2 16 22 11 20 16 27 2 37 88 43960 1 25125 7
Kiler 1 1 8 1 2 15 2 4 2 8 3 9 21 5 11 2 2
Anbar 1 1 2 2 3 2 1 1 1
Mahzen 55 121 82 4 70 2 1 1 15 5 1 2 243
As Table XVI indicates, a large number of kitchens were on the upper storeys. In
those where the kitchen was on the ground floor, and most probably outdoors, the
kitchen was probably for seasonal use. A few references are made to outside
kitchens/dz matbah located in the garden.65 Whether the kitchen on the ground
floor was a separate structure or incorporated in the dwellings is important for the
development of a new type of house along the Bosphorus. In some extant buildings
elsewhere in the capital, there is some indication of kitchens both for the summer and
vinter use separated from the main building. It is possible that summer kitchens in
the city fell into disuse vhen families started to spend summers in their gardens,
vineyards, yals along the Bosphorus. The kitchens then found a place inside the
house. The change could have resulted in the evolution of a new type revealed by its
appearance on the upper floors. The records shoving a storage room for food stuffs,
a granary and a cellar is easily explained if we remember that many of these people
moving to their sunuer houses along the Bosphorus also had a garden or vineyard
and thus stored dried fruits and vegetables, pickles, or other food stuffs for vinter
consumption.
65 D.10170-3, D.103119-2, D.92119-1
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Other special-purpose rooms vere the baths/hamam or masel. Although it vas
common that bathing vould be most convenient in a public hamam, vhich provided
socializing as vell in the Ottoman realm, in the documents at our disposal one notes a
fev but often very elaborate bathing facilities. These vere usually annexed to the
main building and vere associated vith a dressing room /camekan adasi and a stoke-
hallIkeiihan or klluk. Abdesthane and gusulhane refer to ablution rooms. In
contrast to the few examples of this kind, toilets/kenef vere often recorded. Indoor
toilets on the upper floors existed vithout question. It can be assumed that in the
eighteenth century the sanitation problem vas taken care of even though severs as
yell as plumbing vas not readily available.66
Table XVII: Distribution of Bathroom and Lavatories
1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770
F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T
Kenef 179 58 18 1 28 9 50 9 59 22 2 107 32 4 11127 1 48 26
Hamam/masel l 1 1 3 2 2 1 1
Abdesthane j 1
When one considers the common use of vater indoors, it is curious to see hov fey
baths vere recorded in the houses.67 It seems, then, the tradition of public baths
66
"Grandissim si 6, come vedemmo, l'abbondanza delle acque cosantinopolilne, e molte e mirabili
le fabbriche che le recano, da remoti siti, entro le varie ciserne della capitale. Ma lineugaglianza
del suolo e la costrzione lignea ed inperfetta della case, viel finora, e vielr& forse lunghi anni
ancora, cie un ben isieso sistma di tubi conducesse le acque medesime entro alle case per servire
alle gioraliere esigenze della ccina e del lavre. Il portar l'acqua divenue quindi, in
Constantinopoli, come in Egitto ed altrove, una speciale professione, i cui membri sono distinti col
nome di sacc&, ed appartengono, per massima parte, al popolo armew. La acqua 6 da essi portala
appesa ad una spalla entro cere apposile bisaccie di cuoio, ed una strana corazza, essa pur di
corame, difendeli dall'umidore che sempre i minaccia in quel si penoso esercizio."
Baratta, p:750.
6 ?To conserve vater, the corstinction of nev palaces and baths needed the sultan's permission;
sometimes indeed the building of baths vas forbidden.
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continued in the villages of the Bosphorus. Hovever, as seen from the extant
examples of the houses of the vealthy, as vell as from European accounts, it vas a
common practice in the eighteenth century to have a hamam annexed to or built in the
houses of the vealthy: "Each house has a bagnio, vhich consists generally of two or
three little rooms, leaded on the top, paved vith marble, vith basins, cocks of vater,
and all conveniences for either hot or cold baths."68
Pertusier, in describing a vealthy mansion at Topgular on the Golden Horn gives a
depiction of the baths vhich might as vell apply to those on the Bosphorus:
" The baths are composed of two small apartments, lined vith marble;
the domes of the roof supported by slender columns. A number of little
spouts supply vater, heated into vapour by a furnace fed from the
outside of the building, circuiates in pipes through the substance of the
valls; and raising the air in the rooms to the desired temperature,
passes off through the roof. Tvo reservoirs supply the boiler and the
baths vith requisite cold vater. Round the rooms are raised vooden
benches, and in the middle, are marble vessels, for the various modes of
supplying the bath. In Constantinople, the baths consists of three
chambers; the first vhere the person undress, and the other tvo heated
to different degrees of temperature. It is scarcely necessary to add, that
all are lighted from the roof. Cooling himself gradually as he quits the
inner bath, the person passes into the first or outer apartment, vhere he
finds sofas for repose, pelisses to cover him, coffee and the pipe to
refresh him. Such is the ground floor of the villa: the upper floor is
distributed in a similar manner for the females. "69
Almost all houses had toilets, set usually betveen two rooms vith an alcove in
between. In seventeenth century toilets vere introduced into houses. In a few cases
Encyclopedia Islam: "istanbul", p:236. (inalcik)
Most of the examples recorded in the per-i Mahkeme Sicieri vere locald in the vomen's
quarrs. Therefore, the limitations of the cases recorded regarding dvellings composed of two
separale parts, may also explain the vhy few baths vere recorded.
6 8Montagu, p:253.
6 9PertusierlPromenades, p:87.
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in the ;er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri , they were on the ground floor or in the courtyard
but there was no indication that they were ever separated from the main structure. In
the cases where no reference is made to a toilet it is probably an indication of the
negligence of the scribe rather than its location in the garden. 70
A freehold property, a milk menzil, regularly consisted not only of a building
proper but of a garden/ bahge, a courtyard /havlu , and related structures as well.
Other than paved courtyards/ta1ik (a very rare reference for a courtyard in the
waterfront residences) no references shed some light to the possible uses of the
courtyard in the houses of the Bosphorus.71 The gardens are identified by what was
grown in them; that is to say, fruit trees/esgar-z musmireli bahge and/or shade
trees/gayri musmireli bahge , and by their size. The occurrence of various terms
shows that a variety of garden designs existed. A hadika, which vas more like a
park, an orchard, or a meadov, or which may simply referred to some pleasure-
grounds that surrounded a particular dwelling, was definitely different than a
cuneyne , a small paradise-like garden. It seems, then, a cuneyne was a designed
garden with parterres and elements of water, as we see in the miniatures of the day. A
bostan, which was a kitchen garden, and a vineyard/kurum or bag , vere usually
attached to all these different types of gardens. gayer, a meadov, referred generally
to the surrounding lanscape, whether or not it was attached to a private property.
The structures within the gardens, whether free standing kiosks /kogk ,72 pools!
70Hovever, in one of the prime examples of eighteenth-century yaks in Qengelkby, at the yak of
Sadullah Papa, there vas no space reserved for the loilets. This is completely foreign1t the
conception of such a house and must be the result of the limits of geometry and symmetry of the
plan.
7 1D. 103159-2
7 2D. 106147-2
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havuz, vater jets/fiskiye, or stables and covshedslahur, coops/kilmes,73 and stray-
ricks/samani'k, or vater vells/su kuyusu , springs/ ayazma and cisternsisarng ,
also tell something about vhat kind of garden it vas. In general animal husbandry
vas insignificant. In a fey cases, gardens of houses vhich vere bordered by a
vineyardl kurum or bag suggest that the garden earned income as do the presence of
a gardener's lodgelbahgevan odas , a labourer or a farmhand's lodge/rengber
odas ,741 ean-tos/sundurma 75 or shacks temporarily assembled/gatma oda.
Transportation vas more dependent on boats than animals, though many houses
provided accommodation for both, and stables vere still common. Unfortunately, the
term for stableslahur, is vague and permits no conclusions concerning the kinds of
animals kept.76 Except for a fey references to a covshed/mandzra there is no
information about animal raising or deeper involvement in rural affairs. It seems that
other than coopsIkimes, indicating poultry, husbandry vas on a minor scale. Sheds
for the storage of strav and fodder vere generally built next to the stables and
covsheds.
The configuration of uninhabited service areas are of particular interest for the
present study since they indicate not only the household tasks such as cooking, baking,
drying and storing, but the raising of animals and other activities that suggest life in
the residences of the Bosphorus vas more practical than merely relaxation and
entertainment. Hovever, the differences that distinguish betveen remote country
houses vhere domestic activities vould be carried on in the compound and seasonal
retreats vbere some tasks vould conveniently be transferred to public institutions or
73D. 1141103-1
74D. 119193-4
75 It can also be located in the house D.961109-1, D.108156-1 (upper floor of a house)
7 6A sable? ahu on two floors may also indicale the scope of the term which may housed vanous
kinds of animals: D.1011114-4 (Arpa Emini)
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simply be omitted, did not seem to apply to the nature of vithdrawal to the Bosphorus
in the eighteenth century realm. Courtyards still distinguished spaces related to
family structure and housevork, but can not be used to determine whether or not a
garden was also meant to serve any purpose other than pleasure.
A distinctive aspect of a garden or a courtyard on the Bosphorus was the way it was
related to the sea. The sea and the greenery seems to constitute the major components
of meditation, that is to say, the Ottoman's keyzf in his seasonal retreat.77 Therefore,
the houses along the coastal line with large gardens that were leaning to the hills were
found. only in a few districts. Others with small vegetable gardens or designed
pleasure gardens might have existed along the waterfront as well as attached to inland
houses. The use of the gardens in relation to the sea was mostly reflected in the
numerous structures located within the garden, however, its relationship with the
building proper and the maritime structures can not be read off through the
documents at our disposal and must be searched elsewhere.
The documents do not reveal much about how the houses related to the water either.
Sahi-i bahr and leb-i derya, two terms that indicated the waterfront position of the
yalts, might have referred to the yalds on the shorelsaki-i bahr and projecting over
the sealleb-i derya .78 A number of terms were in current use for housing private
boats, the main vehicle of transportation, such as boathouses/kayzkhane , kayzk
77A vord that best coresponds o keyif among the veslrn languages can only be found in Ilaian:
doce fr nnte .
78These two 1erms, sahil-i bahr in Arabic and eb-i derya in Persian, both mean sea-shore.Although
their position on the valerfront indicates above distinctions, there are also cases vhere they vere
alternatively used as vel:
D.1011139-3, D.1011140-1
Very rarely a house which yes not on the immediate valerfront yas identified vith reference 1D
the sea.
D. 10814712
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iam , kara kayzk liman , su iiMam , liman and piers/arazlk, iskele. The
differences betveen these terms are insignificant. In addition, custom houses/
balkhane for duty on fish brought to the market and fishponds/dalyan vere also
mentioned in the documents in relation to both private and public uses.
The presence of shops or vorkshops on the ground floor of the houses, such as a
bakery/furun, or a shop/dukkan of any kind located vithin a garden have indicated
public uses of this part of the property. In addition to the problematic existence of
structures of semi-private or public uses in relation to a private house in this
conventional society vhich arises questions about the nature of the neighbourhood
and the neighbours, their possible dispositons need elaboration. Unfortunately, the
documents do not reveal much about the separation of public and private domains. A
distinction is dravn betveen a shop/dukkan and a large store/maaza ,79 and houses
sometimes possessed a girahane , a room in vhich grape juice vas allowed to ferment
until it turned into vine as yell. There are also numerous references to
pubs/meyhanes and ferbethanes in and near houses despite the prohibition on the
sale of vine. A dairy1mandtra may also be added to the list of shops, but since there
is no indication of large scale animal husbandry in the area, vhich may have led to the
interpretation of the term as a dairy farm rather than a shop vbere the dairy products
vere sold, it seems that it referred to a small covshed attached to the houses. 80
Each property had several gates. One opened on to the street/sokak kepsz , one to
the garden/bahe kepsz , one to the vegetable garden/bostan kgpsz , and one to the
harbourliman kczsz . Privacy vas controlled by the hierarchical order of the plan
79D.114137-1, D.1141143-1, D.1141144-2
80D.89M54-2: "...mmdiza odan dmekle mwvffevkat dort bab oda.."
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introduced at the entrance to the property. 81 A majority of the gates were identified
as shared/magterek. This may indicate that the house in question was probably
located in a garden that housed another dwelling inhabited by the same family.82 This
may also explain the use of the term ving/kanat often in relation to gates,83 but it
seems to refer to a gate by itself. Otherwise, mentioning of it as part of a gate is odd
vben one considers the lack of detailing in the identification of the more prominent
parts of the house.
The description of the properties in the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri do not take the form
of an itinerary of what one vould record as one enters through one of these gates.
The formula used is recursive in the sense that it starts with the overall conception of
the building by stating the number of floors first. Reference was occasionally made to
the houses with three floors /tabaka-i selaseye muhtevi, and then proceeds to the
very specific on tabaka-i ulya , tabaka-i vusta and tabaka-i sufla .84 This is an
indication of the grandeur of the building regardless of the size of the compound,
including courtyards, gardens and harbours.
C. PRESTIGE OF THE SEASONAL RETREAT
C.1. GRANDEUR SOUGHT IN ELEVATION
In the Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri no attention was paid to the location of the building(s)
within the compound. The relationship between the built areas and unbuilt areas can
81D. 114116-3: "...grahane-i mezAure agudr kgu ..."
82D.97197-2: "...mistakikn ve mn4terek sokak kqpusu..."
D. 1061161 -1: "... Ahg sokak kqpusunu mvgterek hav&..."
83 D. 113143-1
84 Althugh the documents do not present further specifications about the sloreys, it yas common
knovledge that: ".. .les maisons ne sont communiment qu'& un ou deux 6tages; uis-peu en ont
trois. Le rez-de-chaussie, qui dans la plupart des h6lels forme le premier, est abandonni aux
officiers et aux domestiques de la maison."
D'Ohsson, p:172.
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not be reconstructed. Therefore, the grandeur of a property can only be sought in
terms of the building proper. The number of floors stated at very beginning of the
description of the building is crucial for the visualization of the scale of architecture
in question.
A European observer noted: "the space covered by each louse is what we would
consider immense. It has usually only one storey -never more than two"; but this was
not really true. 85 The study of the topographical and architectural features of
Bogazkesen Hisari and Yenikoy revealed that the location of a yalz in a quasi-urban
context required some modifications from the earlier and palatial examples that are
known to the modern historian. Those on the Bosphorus were no longer haphazard
aggregates of separate units spread in huge gardens, but were centrally planned
structures located in gardens designed to achieve a particular relationship with nature
and the dwelling. The inland houses, vben set in a garden, were usually placed on the
corner of the plot and faced south, that is to say, tovard the Bosphorus. The
arrangement and size of individual plots and the pattern of the entire settlement
depended on this, and on their placement on the slope so that one house could not
block another's view regardless of the number of floors.
A significant number of buildings recorded in the 3er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri were
several storeys high. Documents usually refer to taktani and fevkazni in identifying
single and multistorey houses.86 The single-storeyed houses vere called tahtani, as
distinct from sigle-storeyed fevkani, or so called sultan yqpzsz .87 The fevkani
85 Cockerell, p:26.
86 A fragment of a Thrir Defter for islanbul and Galata, datd December 1455 have distinguished
the houses as oie-sloreyedlsfi, two-sloreyedi udv2 and large, sumptuousmklef .
Encyclopaedia Islam: "islanbul", p:225. (inalcik)
87 A single room, single slorey house vas sold for 15 guru; in 1740: D.1011144-1.
Hovever, this does not mean that single-storey houses veie alvays of modest means. There ae
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type vas not alvays tvo-storeys. It vas sometimes slightly raised above the ground
to insulate it against humidity. It vas usually erected on pillars and the space
underneath vas left vacant or used for storage. This construction technique vas
romnon in the houses of Marmara ard its central region. Be that as it may,
architectural historians considered fevkani type mostly referring to tvo-storey
houses vhich had uninhabitable spaces on the ground floor. This is not totally
applicable to the houses of the Bosphorus; there are curious cases in vhich such
uninhabitable spaces as a courtyard, a stable or a cistern appear to be on the second
floor. This, in fact, is an indication of the use of the topography vhich allowed
entrances in different levels and incorporated the external parts of the houses
vertically.88 It also indicates that topography vas instrumental in the construction of
three or four-storey houses on the shores of the Bosphorus. In contrast, the yals
vere usually limited to tvo, or at the most, to three storeys. It may be for this reason
that Westerners, vho usually saw the houses most accessible to them -in the city and
on the vaterfront, failed to note the multistorey examples.
Table XII: Distribution of Houses With Respect to the Number of Floors in the Area
Subject to the Yenikay Court
1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770
single-storey 11 26 22 19 19 13 14 18
two-storey 92 226 177 153 204 311 269
three-storey 9 24 31 26 24 42 15 28
also examples of single s1oreyed houses with dispersed and complicated plans: D.9736-2.
The still standing Byzantine buildings vhich Suln Mehmet II, the conqueror, made over to the
vakfs of Aya Sofya, vere recorded as sutan . A 1olof 1428 such houses recorded in the
Aya Sofya Evkafi Tabrir Deferiin1 49 2 shows the popularity of two-sloreyed houses in the
Byzantine city.
Encyclopaedia Islam: "istanbul", p:225. (inalcik)
88D.98126-2 (cistern), D.971164-1 (stable), D.102179-2 (courtyard).
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Table XII shows that houses with two floors far outnumbered the rest. Single-storey
houses were rare. The per-i Mahkewe Sicillerireveal that the number of inland
houses with three floors were definitely more than those of the waterfront. As
discussed before, this may be due to the topography, but the nature of the increase in
population in the course of the period in question may also interpret the preference
for multistorey hLures. Unfortunately, the documents do not show any direct
evidence of any far-reaching disorder or disaster that would explain the increase in
the wealthier population of the Bosphorus. Retreat to the Prince Islands and to the
Bosphorus from disastrous plague was recorded both by the Ottoman and European
observers, but this appears to be a commonly accepted seasonal event. No major
calamity was recorded in the course of the eighteenth century that would have caused
a drastic vithdraval from the city and increase in the population of the districts on the
Bosphorus. 89 Yet if the general overpopulation in Istanbul made an impact on the
population of the Bosphorus, it is not unlikely that those new corners vould have
found space inland.
Inalcik argues that "the old ban on building more than two 'storeys' led to the
construction of all sorts of 'extensions' upwards -gardak, balakhane , cihannuma,
gah-ara " in Istanbul and refers to early examples of such structures seen in the views
of Melchior Lorichs, a celebrated sixteenth century visitor to Istanbul. 90 The
upward extension, however, does not seem to be a result of a need for extra space but
of a need for a belvedere, and was established as a characteristic unit of the Ottoman
houses that command a view.
8 9PorterlPhilosophical Transations, p:97-103.
9 0Encyclopedis Islam: " isnbul", p236. (inalik)
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An increase in the number of storeys according to years or preferred districts may
reflect a change in taste, a search for grandeur in elevation. The fact that in most
exchanges of property which took place among family members (an indication of the
change in the extended fanily structure), and the cases of separation vere usually
continued in rebuilding in the form of adding new rooms, also suggests a change of
taste rather than a relative increase in population and demand for extra space.
Unfortunately, we are not informed about the location of new additions after the
division of a property among the family members. Nevertheless, land was not scarce,
so there was no practical need to build upwards rather than expand horizontally. One
may also argue that if the entire increase in the number of floors was due to the
scarcity of land on the waterfront, then houses inland would not have needed to be
built upward. It can be concluded that as they were built upward for the view, they
initiated a change. The yalds of the wealthy and powerful, wh6 vere looking for
grandeur and prestige, then adapted to the change in the taste.
Whatever the number of storeys, there were certain regulations that controlled the
height of structures so that the obstruction of others' viev vas prevented. Westerners
also noted the different rules that applied to Muslim and non-Muslim houses:91
D'Ohsson recorded that: "...des rsglemens de police en fixent 1'61svation; elle est de
douze pies pour les maison des Mahomstanes, et de dix pour celles des non-
Mahomstans, de quelque nation ou religion qu'ils soient."92
It is unlikely, however, that these regulations were effective. Yet, regardless of their
number of floors, the yaks in the districts such as Kurugegme, Bebek or Bogazkesen
9 1
"La loro ellzza, conforme le regole prescritte dal govero, non ecce de i 26 piedi. Sono per
l'ordinrio divisi in due piani...
Carbognano, p:50.
9 2D'Ohsson, p:172.
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Hisari developed horizontally with a more direct relationship with vater. On the
contrary, the multistoreyed yds at Yenik6y were on narrow building lots. The
earliest Bostaccbaz Defteri at our disposal (1791) records most of the waterfront
dwellings in the Yenikay districts as houselhane, a humbler term which distinguishes
from the apparently more grandiose yais in the same district. The coexistance of
two types disqualifies the argument that a variant type of waterfront mansions may
have been developed to adjust to large demand for housing on a rather limited
vaterfront at Yenikoy. It is not possible to look for an explanation in the differences
of wealth and status of the owners either, because Yenik6y was a district of
considerable wealth and it was distributed homogeneously.
This differentiation between a hane and a yali on the waterfront was occasionally
made in the other districts on the Bosphorus, but as in the case of Sariyar, it usually
referred to the vealth of the owner and the status of the district as a whole. The
interchangeable use of hanes and yaes is not found elsewhere other than Yenikay.
This distinction, then, is an indication of not a recent change but rather a long-existing
difference.
There is a point in the fact that the grandees of the central administration who were
generally granted large pieces of land did not live in Yenikay. The population of
Yenikoy, which predated other densely residential districts of the Bosphorus with the
exception of Arnavutkay, was relatively free from the dominant patterns of
compulsory exchange. Arnavutkoy, in fact, which was also free from confiscations,
shoved a similar disposition of yalzs; that is to say, on its waterfront multistoreyed
units were lined up side by side on narrov lots. However, these vere not called
hanes. Therefore, to determine what was dominant in the making of narrov facade
multistorey yalis would involve figuring out who settled where along the Bosphorus,
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the nature of the property ownership there, its changing dynamics, and the size of the
family household in the summer residences, but the question regarding the
architectural manifestion of the differention between a hane and yal would
remain.93
When one considers that three-storey yals were most numerous in predominantly
non-Muslim quarters, one may easily conclude that the prevailing waterfront
residential type at Yenikoy had a cultural basis (restricted in terms of religion). The
attributed aspect of the non-Muslim domestic life, namely its being simply informal
and unrestricted in practice of vomen's privacy when compared to certain formal
principles linked with the Islamic principles, comes forvard in relation to the
generally accepted view that multistorey houses were more likely to have semi-public
spaces on the ground floor and it has to be reevaluated. Ser-i Mahkeme Sicillerihave
revealed that, whether Muslim or non-Muslim, shops and workshops were common
on the ground floors of both yalis and houses, regardless of their number of floors.
One can not argue that multistorey houses grev in these districts where public and
private spheres were not defined strictly by Islamic principles, and the occupation of
the ground floors by commercial activities necessitated extra space for the living
quarters. Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri illustrated that inhabitable spaces were not
common on the ground floors of the non-Muslim residences, and it was not unusual
for the Muslim houses to have shops and workshops on their ground floors.
Although a house may have had several storeys, it is generally accepted that it never
had more than one main living storey. Yet one can not tell whether the main living
93As mentioned earher, it is uifortunat that we do not have infonmation either about the size and
tnjt ue of families or about the endency to break up vith the larger family. Since these vere
seasonal vacational houses, it vas more likely that those vho could afford vould rather have a
large mansion I bring members of the exantd family 1ogether.
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and reception floor has always been the higher storey. Because of this direct
relationship with vater, most of the yal1s have special plans on the ground floor. In
contrast to the common belief that the ground-floor was uninhabitable, it is found that
in the yalis the ground floor was in fact preferred for reception rooms. In a number
of examples the divanhanes and/or large sofas were located on the ground floor.
Supported by some extant examples these also point to the change to central planning
which developed around the reception rooms and inhabitable sofas. This change first
occurred in the men's quarters, receptions rooms such as divanhane , kahve odasl
and mabeyn vere located on the favourable ground floor while the women's quarters
still maintained the service areas in relation to teh garden.
In some extant examples such as the yalz of the K6eoglu family at Bebek, between
the ground floor and the upper storeys, the living quarters of the servants were
located. The documents do not refer to mezzanine floors directly but one can not tell
whether there were none. In extant examples they are found over the courtyard-like
enclosures. 94 A taht-z bend, which literally means "beneath anything that binds or
articulates", may have referred to a mezzanine, or gallery.95 The extant examples
show that this floor vas common in the yalds of larger size. It was generally smaller
in plan than the top storey and did not extend above the whole of the plan.96 It
indicates that the vide-spreading of the floor plan with auxillary structures was no
94D.8484-1 (D.84184-2):". ..vustada b& deklizi kWe ..."
95 D.891101-3: "fevkei", D.89166-3: "sonradan b~bbia "
96
"Imperocchi mentre i nostri edifici, (sia per Ia natura della construzioe in pietra, La quale poco
1ollera ghl sporgimenti, sia per l'indole dell'arte nostrana che moD inchina alla perpendicolai
delle linee), hamo le loro mura apiombo, e sow, anzicherb, piutst aceminati verso la cima; le
fabbriche turche, ivece, 1anto pin siallorgano e portendono, qaanlo pin s'aano dalsuolo, di
modo che il primo piano i piu largo del pian teneno, il seconde piano 6 pin vaslo del prmo, e cosi
via discorendo, sio al letto; le quali maggiori dimensioni si ottengono col mezzo di travi
sopravanzati dalle inferiori pareti, e sorretti, alcunavolla, verso le loro estremid, da altri legni
ricurvi, inchiodati nel muro, a foggia di rozzi mersoli o pun*eli."
Baratta, p:550.
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more popular; vhen all living quarters vere gathered under the same roof, it
contributed to the rise of elevation.
Analysis of the docunents shovs that multistorey houses vere shared among the
members of a family, as vell as unrelated nuclear families. In such cases inhabitable
spaces vere usually distributed vertically.97 Examples are not numerous, and the
spatial organization of the vertical separation cannot be reconstructed; hovever,
cases vhere a vertically separated house vas sold to someone totally a stranger to the
family are quite common.98 This may or may not pertain only to dvellings of the
Bosphorus, but at this stage of research far-reaching anomalous observations have
been avoided in the scope of the present study.
It may be concluded, hovever, that the revival of the g6 tradition vhich brought
important personages of the central administration to the Bosphorus vas vhat
produced the yalis that expanded horizontally to house their large households. While
already existing non-Muslim quarters maintained their character vith multistorey
narrov facade yalds, a nev type of vaterfront dvelling grev on a centralized plan,
and characterized the transformation of both variants.
C.2. VIDE SPREADING GRANDEUR OF THE YALE: MENS AND VoMIES QUARTERS
Other then the occasional references to dimensions, the number of inhabitable units in
a house is the only clue regarding its actual size.99 A close reading of the documents
97For a house separated and then sold 10 two non related famibes:
D. 102124-1,J D. 102124-4
98D. 113143- 1, D.1I13M6-2,I D.1I13n78-2
99rare infonnation about the size of houses in Istanbul dats back 1 1513 and is recorded in a
Registration Book of Ayasofya (Ayasofya Tahrir Deferi), however, it is not knovn vhether the
given dimension of "200-4M caun rfabba" (50-100 m2) coresponds 1o the ground floor or the
addition of floors.
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that deal vith rebuilding folloving an exchange often display addition of habitable
spaces that indicate a change in the nature of housing in the area. If there vas no
corresponding change in family structure, one can assume that seasonal gag came to
involve more and more space. A document from 1716 describes a construction at
Bogazkesen Hisari, Arpa Emini quarter in vhich ...a room, a sofa and a corridor..."
vere built on top of "...tvo rooms, a sofa and a courtyard on the ground. floor..."100
Unfortunately, other examples are not detailed enough to reveal a particular trend
that vould elucidate more on the change. In this respect, cases of separation are
revealing vhen the dimensions of the building lot, the garden or the courtyard
proper, and in a few cases an inhabitable space is added to the description of the
internal organization. 101 The cases of separation in the per-i Mahkeme Sicilleri
did not display important discrepancies either in the number or in the content of
recorded Muslim and non-Muslim exchanges, nor did they refer to differences in the
family structure. 102
The size of a yai generally correlated to social status and the family structure.
These, being components of religious or ethnic identity, have long confused the
understanding of the Ottoman houses' composition in tWo parts. The per-i Mahkeme
Sicilleri distinguish tWo separate quarters, interior/dahiliye and exterior/haricZye ,
corresponding to harem and selamik.103 This separation vas also recorded by many
Kubanrislanbulun Tarihi Yapisi, p:30.
"50 rira havku": D.119150-2
For the dimention of the plot: D. 113160-3, D. 114147-3, D. 114196-1, D. 1141103-1, D. 115141-2,
D. 115144-2, D. 1151102-11 D. 1181145-1, D. 119161-1, D.76114-3, D.96119-3.
100D.84145-2
10 1Such cases of separation proved 1 be disappointing in ternms of reconstruction even vhen some
detail regardig the direction or the sizes of the separeted parts vere given.
D. 103133-2 refers 1k a room next ib the road. Hovever, since the road itself is an unknown,
identification of the room separeled by a refernce t the oad is not helpful.
102A case of ifraz detailed in the legal process:
D. 108103-2
10 3For an indication of the terms dahilye and hzriciye corresponding t harem and selamhk :
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observers: "Riches ou pauvres, grandes ou petites, les maisons turques sont toujours
separses en deux parties bien distinctes, le selamlk (appartement des hommes) et
l'odalik ou harem (appartement des femmes). Le selamlik est, en general, meuble tres
imhplement et tout lQ luxm est rservs pour lW harem, asile mystsrieux oi nul arm, mil
parent msme ne penetre."104 To have separate quarters in a palatial house vas only
an indication of the vealth of its ovners, 105 but normally it could only have been
found in a Muslim household. The er-i Mahkeme Siciller testify to this; out of
forty-nine cases that recorded separation of men's and vomen's quarters in the years
1699 to 1779, only one vwas a non-Muslim property, and it had been bought from a
Muslim.
Considering the large amount of turnover, hovever, there is no vay of guaranteeing
that a house sold by a Muslim had not previously belonged to a non-Muslim and vice
versa. Moreover, some extant eighteenth-century non-Muslim houses do have a
harem-selamlik division. 106 It seems, then, vithout any discrepancy betveen the
Muslims and non-Muslims, the observation "every house, great or small, [vas]
divided into two distinct parts, vhich only join[ed] together by a narrov passage" is
likely. 107 The majority of documents indicated vhat some Europeans observed:
D.115140-1
However, this does not necessarily correspond t two physically separaed structures, hariciye
could have been a single room ".. .hiciye tabir okurw odazin varukqp..."
D. 106147-2
104 Duckett, p:229.
105D. 106157-4 (Qavugbagi), Pefhegi ;ehriyari
D. 1061130-1 (Bebek) , Fatma Sultn, the daughter of Damat ibrahim Paa
D.1061171-1 (Bebek), certain revnak-1 efza
D. 1081124-2 (Guzelce Ali Paga), former Judge of Egypt
D. 113172-2 (istinye), former Judge of Damascus
D. 1131102-1 (Ali Pertek) , varden of the Bogazkesen Hisan
D. 114128-3 (Elhag Kemalettin), diary vrier of the Sileymaniye Mosque
D. 115140-1 (Elba; Kemalettin)
106An example of this kind, known as Slomat Evi, is locald at Burgaz.
EldenThrk Evi, v.I, pp:261-263.
107"The first house has a large court before it, and open galleries all aroun it, vhich is 1o me a
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"Tanto le abitazioni dei raia, quanto quelle dei Musulmani, sono, del resto, poco piu
poco meno, fabbricate sul tipo medesimo... "108 Therefore, the segregation may
indicate only the size of the households and the vealth accumulated rather than an
ethnic or religious preference. Why houses of such grandeur built by the non-
Muslims vere not on the market is the question to be asked, but it can not be ansvered
by the findings of the present research.
The external quarters provided space for community services by nobles; if not for the
execution of their offices. The inheritance deed of an attendant of gift exchange in the
service of the sultan, pegkegci-ig ehriyari ElhaI Mustafa Aga, son of Hasan, located
his yalz at Qavupbagi quarter of istinye district. The yalz vas bordered on one side by
the sea, on another by the property and gardens of the descendants of a certain Elha
Osman Efendi, on another by the gardens of the vife and orphans of Imam Molla
Mustafa, and on the fourth side, partially by the house of Haci Ahmet and partially by
the house of Haci Ismail. In its external quarters it had special rooms, such as two
kogks, a kahve odasz and a mabeyn odas, vhere ovner held meetings vith various
groups visiting him. The internal quarters had three rooms and a kogk on the second
floor; the kitchen, the dressing room, and a hamam vith tWo domes on the ground
floor. The garden housed a free standing kogk and four vells. 109
thing very aggreable. This gallery leads 1 all the chambers, vhich are commonly large, and
with two rovs of vindovs, the first being of painted glass: they seldom build above two stories,
each of vhich has galleries. The stairs are broad, and not often above thirty steps. This is the
house belonging 1I the Lord, and adjoining one is called the haram, that is, the ladies' apartment
(for the name of Seraglio is peculiar t the grand signior) it has also a gallery running round it
lIvards the garden, 1I vhich all the vindovs are turred, and the same number of chambers as
the other, but more gay and splendidi, both in painting and furniture."
Montagu, p253.
108"Queste partizione ed i mille archiletbonici particolari che ne discendono, danno alle case turche
una tutt'altra ortografia che le nostre non hanno, ni se anco si scrivesse, a significarla, un
grosso volume, potrebbesi altrui bene spiegarla, senza l'aiuto di apposite avole raffigurative.
Baratta, p:549.
10 9D. 106157-4 (Appendix II)
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The separation of men's and vomen's quarters corresponded to such a basic
functional segragation of living units that it does not require an explanation in
differences of life styles in religiously or ethnically isolated communities. The
consulted documents also reveal that the internal organization of the houses may have
implied a hidden segregation. Therefore, the recorded number of cases that indicate
harem and selamhik quarters may only be part of the picture.
Even if the harem and selamlk quarters had not been indicated in the descriptions of
the (er-i Mahkezne Sicilleri, the simple occurrence of more than one sofa, if not
identified as a side hall called yan sofa or a half hall named as mnsif sofa or nim
sofa, vould have implied such a division.110 Sofage is a small hall vhich also
indicates its distinction from a sofa and therefore points to the multiplicity of halls
and organization of separate quarters around them.'ll In houses vith an outer sofa it
vas not possible to have numerous sections unless the facade vas lengthened or the
house vas extended along the sides of the court, but the inner sofa and particularly
the central sofa type of a house provided a number of sofas vhich may be related to
one another in a variety of vays.
Although it vas very rare, it is also curious to see that a vertical division used for
separating vomen's and men's quarters was not unknovn in the dvellings of the
Bosphorus.112 The absence of such an identification in the 3er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri
110D.84160-2: "...nim sofa..."
D.76184-2: "...orta sofa...yan sofa..."
11 1D.831119-2
112For both floors having the same plan:
Beykoz: Ahmet Mithat Efendi (Yazic1oglu, esim 136, p:156)
BeylerbeyiHasip PWa
EldemiTrk Evi, v. I, p:224-230.
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may be the result of scribes' neglect for they followed the same standard form for
recording every case.
In the eighteenth century, harem and selamlik quarters vould still have been two
separate buildings, independent in their architectural layout but closely connected in
function. If only one part of the complex was sold, there was no need to refer to the
rest.113 Therefore, we do not always knov whether the deed in question is concerned
with one distinct part of a complex.
Two quarters in two attached buildings was not atypical either. The men's and
vomen's apartments could be attached by a bridge or a staircase, or other junctions
accommodated in the plan such as bath rooms. Other than frequent references for a
room in between/ mabeyn odast , or a bridging rooml kaprilerme, references to a
room on the road/yol uzerinde ada,114 or kaprfi uzerinde ada,115 and over the
roadlyol aguru oda 116 may also have referred to connections between men's and
vomen's quarters. This also provided scope for plans which vere highly original and
peculiar to the architecture in question in the eighteenth century. It could be argued
that in the eighteenth century the separation disappeared, and the two quarters vere
gathered under the same roof. 117
11 3D.96186-2 (D. 98174- 1): "... yah tarafada...
114D.101178-1, D.101.92-3
115D. 1141145-1
116D.921161-3
117Anadolu Hisan:Zuif MusWfa Pasa
EldemlTbrk Evi, v. II, pp:40-45.
Kanhca: Saffet PaWa
EldemTiirk Evi, v. I, p:38.
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References to tWo boathouses also suggest tvo landings, one for the female members
of the household from vhere they could go directly to their private quarters.
Therefore, cases vhere separate landings or more than one boathouse is mentioned
ran he interpreted a relating to an implicit harem and salamlik division.
In all these cases, the question that remains is vhy the formulation failed to record
harem and selamik. The only explanation lies in the possibility that all houses of
considerable size, regardless of religious or ethnic origins of their inhabitants
provided a separation of vomen's and men's domains. The ones that are recorded is
most likely to indicate vealth, status and grandeur and its direct reflection on the plan.
In the folloving century the residence of the vealthy and the poverful undervent a
transformation that reflected changes in the society. For example, the increase in
polygamy complicated the harem quarters. It found an original expression in the
Bosphorus residences. In the areas vhere the vaterfront lots vere not narrov and
deep but spacious and broad, separate quarters vere organized in double, triple or
quatrain groups emphasizing linear disposition .118 In some cases, in addition to
harem and selamik quarters in a single building, a second harem vould be attached.
These vould usually have separate entrances outside and an internal connection. 119
Hovever, the transformation favoured the centrally planned type vhich organized
harem and selamlik quarters distinctly.
118Kanhca: Prenses Rukiye
EldenMirk Evi, V. I, p:37.
Beylerbeyi: Debreli ismail Paa
EldemTiirk Evi, v. I, p:37.
119Kuzguacuk: Ahmet Fethi Papa
EldemTirk Evi, V. I, p:116.
Vanikby: Nazif Papa
EldemlTirk Evi, v. I, pp:126-127, p296.
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This development may also serve as an indication of the the transformation of the
residential character of the Bosphorus districts. One may argue that the relatively
lov number cases recording harem and selamik division is an indication of the fact
that in the eighteenth century the yatzs vere exclusively seasonal retreats. When the
families vithdrav to the shores in May to stay until October, they overlooked some
discomforts. As the tradition settled, the standards of do'nestic life vere carried
along. This is a double-pronged development. First some unorthodox vays of living
vas accepted and tolerated; second, by the transformation of the seasonal retreat into
a permenant residence, already adapted ways of living were accommodated in the nev
residences.
C.3. COMMANDING POSITION OF ROOMS AND HALLS
The discussion whether most important of the factors influencing the plan vas the
rooms or the sofas has not been resolved. &er-i Mahkeme Scilleri shed some light
on the identification of the most preferred types in terms of the number of rooms and
sofas, and their possible combinations. The terms of grandeur sought in the rising
elevation or expanding frontage can also be searched through the types that are
indicated by the combinations most preferred.
A glance at Table XIII shovs that houses with single rooms, regardless of which floor
they were located on, vere by far the most numerous in the first half of the
eighteenth century. Tvo-room houses were equally common. While second half of
the century favours the tvo-room-houses (especially on the second floors), the
number of rooms increases in general.
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Table XIII: Distribution of Rooms
1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770
oda F S T F S T F SIT FISIT F S T F S T F S T F S T
I Room 20 44 5 4610' 6 60 101112 40 7111 70 80 8 92 1 19 7811 8 23 38 17
2 Rooms 13 49 3 27 95 15 12 81 16 20 77 7 18 98 11 2215 13 30 13 5 12 52 8
3Rooms 1 6 6 36 2 19 3 2 22 3 2 42 1 47 9 2 25 2 4 13 2
4Rooms 2 1 1 11 1 1 5 2 3 5 1 16 1 1 6 2 1
5Rooms 3 3 1 3 3 2 1 3 1
6/more 1 2 1 1
The rooms on the ground floors does not indicate one storey structures. Since the
ovners of the smallest houses vere also the least likely to go to the court to document
their transactions this vould have been a puzzling phenomenon. They do refer
instead to multistorey houses vith rooms on the ground floors. The large number of
rooms on the ground floors compared to the number of rooms on the third floor is
equally surprising and support the above argument that number of floors did not
increase because of the demand for extra space. What is at issue here is a
transformation that affected the house on the Bosphorus in its totality regarding its
relationship vith the sea.
The dvellings containing three to five rooms vhich could be inhabited seasonally or
assigned to guests do not seem to become more popular in the course of the century.
Houses of five and more rooms appear to have been rather a luxury. A few
references made to houses vith five to ten rooms suggest that they did not come up for
sale very often, probably because houses of that size stayed in affluent families and
vere usually subject to confiscations.
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Some types of plans could only be realized with a set number of rooms, in others the
number of rooms was necessarily restricted. 120 [Fig.74] In that respect, the number
of sofas that the documents at our disposal reveal needs to be interpreted in direct
correlation to the number of rooms in order to deduce the favourable plan types.
Table XIV: Distribution of Sofas
1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770
sofa F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T F S T
1Hall 8 39 5 19 84 12 15 6310 1256 9 15 88 1316 4 17 27 067 8 38 15
2fHalls 5 8 1 1 1 1 6 5 7 3 2 4 1 4 1
3 Halls 1 2 1
4 Halls 1
Given the insignificant proportion of the houses on the waterfront to the sum total,
however, it is difficult to generalize about the transformation of the yat type using
Table XIII and XIV. A certain number of rooms did not necessarily develop the same
type of plan.121 Nevertheless, in some cases, such in houses and yals with four
rooms and a sofa, it is possible to detect a particular type. Although the per-i
Mahkeme &cilleri have a few references to yalis with four or more rooms, extant
examples reveal that the inner and central sofa plan type yals requiring that many
rooms were the most common on the Bosphorus. If the number of rooms in the
registers does not refer directly to the development of this particular type, then one
may consider the evolution of the central sofa type to indicate a distinctive change
towards multi-sofa types. A particular unit we find in the per-i Mahkeme Sicilleri,
120A reviev of the plans of the eighleenth and ninetenth centuries suveyed and published by Sedat
Hakki Eldem in his seminal work, Tihrk Evi, may aid w 1D visualize the possible organization of
then upper floors of the houses ye are dealing with.
12 1EldemTirk Evi, v. I, p:
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referred to as a particular room vith a hall/sofal mufrez oda 122 or a k6k vith
three hallslag sofalt kogk123 are descriptive about this change. The extant examples
also remind one that if conclusions can be derived from the number of rooms, they
should then be compared to the disposition of second distinctive part of the houses in
questions, the sofas.
The outer sofa plan required tWo or more rooms in a rov -it vas an early type, and
vas probably no longer preferred in the eighteenth century Istanbul. A side sofa type
could not have more than two or at the most three rooms and vas probably one of the
preferred types since two or three room houses vere common. A central sofa plan
required at least four rooms; its appearance on the shores of the Bosphorus can be
dated to the mid eighteenth century if extant examples are taken into consideration.
Single sofas on the second floors vere the most common. Since the sofas vere
usually located on the second floor, comparing Tables XIII and XIV, it can be argued
that although the ground floors vere inhabitable, the main living quarters vere still
on the second floor. The third or fourth floors vere usually cihannitmas vhich vere
large rooms reaching the size of sofas and assuming their function.
The few recorded double and even triple sofas serve to fill the gap of information in
the documents at our disposal regarding the houses of the vealthiest since they are the
most apparent signs of grandeur that the people of means vould have looked for. 124
122 D.92164-2
123D. 113172-2 (Appendix II)
124D. 107178-1
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Particularly characteristic of the yalds vas the domed sofas and in some cases rooms
decorated vith fountain-pools.125 There are several references to fountain-pools in
the registers but a few to domes. The symbolism of a dome in an Ottoman royal house
is veil knovn, but the few references to domed rooms in the houses of the modest are
particularly important. The Kavafyan Evi at Bebek, dated to the reign of Sultan
Mahmut I, is the earliest example of this kind along the Bosphorus.126 The surviving
harem building has central sofa, vith two eyvans on the first floor repeated on the
second floor but expanded vith protruding eyvans tovards the street and the garden
on both sides. The five rooms on the second floor are decorated in the eighteenth-
century style. 127 The domed room, vhich vas added tovards the garden, is carried
on curved props/eli bogrande leaving the space under it empty. The dome vhich is
not visible from outside is highly decorated in the interior. 128 A more prominent
example at 9engelk6y, the yalz of Sadullah Papa, had an ellipsoid dome over its
central oval-shaped sofa. The dome is not visible from the exterior, it is flattened and
concealed under a bulky roof. 129 Among the still extant yalhs that vere surveyed by
Eldem, the yals of Amcazade Kaprnilu Huseyin Papa and Hasip Papa also exemplify
the domed sofas.
125Miss Pardoe refers to the domed sofa at the palace of Mustafa Paw, a former governor of Albania
"The grand saloon (whose form was a fine oval), built above the marble hall, was the
embodiment of Eastern splendour. Its magnificiently-painled dome was suppored by forty
porphyry pillars with gilt capitals; its valls were lined with plate glass; its doors veiled by silken
draperies; its floor covered with Persian carpets; and the lattices which veiled the entrance 10 the
women's apartments richly carved and gilt."
Miss PardoelThe City, p:315.
126EldemrITrk Evi:1957, p:138-9.
A piece of a fountain which vas formerly placed on the sofa of the first floor has the dat of 1750
inscribed.
Asoy, p:23-42.
127 Atasoy, p:26-28.
128The decoration as Atasoy describes in detail is from early ninetaenth century.
129
"The high dome emerging from the roof in the manner of a tent cupola had been on the vane
since the seventeenth century."
Esin, p:104.
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The 3er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri give no detailed information about decoration,
fenestration, or any other identifying features of the rooms and the exterior
expression. 130 The only references to the exterior appearance is made by the records
of vindovs. Occasionally iron (grilled) vindovs/timur pencere , vhich vere
probably on the first floor, are mentioned. 131
From the eighteenth century onvard, the houses seems to have more fenestration.
This had armajor impact on the plan, which lost its closed introverted character. The
main rooms on the top floor had many windows. Moreover, an upper course of
vindows was introduced. Many Europeans, and Pertusier as well, recorded that :"in
the houses of the great, the apartments are lighted by two stories of vindows; those
above are double, fixed in stone frames, and at times filled with stained glass." 132
Such vindows were noted in the beginning of the century by Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu vho observed: "The second row of vindows is very lov, with grates like
those of convents."133 Carbagnano and Baratta, who also described the disposition of
the vindov rows, pointed to the wooden grating that vas located in the first row. 134
The lateral shutters were illustrated in a number of miniatures and engravings.
No document or building can definitively date this multi-vindov style. [Fig.75] The
second rov vas usually in the form of rectangles resting on a vall-moulding above
130D.96149-1 refers 1 a room in the shape of a triangle: "m~iseles- e"
131These vere most probably the vindovs of the safe rooms built out of sione. Therefore, these
examples also indicales houses of considerable vealth since the location of such rooms vere wt
common in the houses of the modest.
D. 114116-3, D. 109186-1 ID. 10918-2
13 2The ceilings, necessarily very lofty, are the principal ornaments of the edifice, divided into
compartments, and enriched vith carving of flovers and fruits, or vith arabesques of maslerly
execution.
PertusiertPicturesque, p:73.
133Montgu, p:253.
134Carbognano, p:50.
Baratta, p553-554.
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the vindovs. They vere semi-elliptical designs in stucco frames knovn as elephant's
eyelfil gaz . This type of vindov vas mostly in use in Istanbul and its surroundings.
"The rooms are all so contrived as to have vindovs on two sides at least, and
sometimes on three, and the vindovs are so large that the effect is like that of a glass-
house. The Turks seem to be the only people vho properly appreciate broad sunshine
and the pleasure of a fine viev." 135 The vindovs vere equally important in shaping
the exteriors as they vere for providing light or viev. European engravings
provided us vith some examples of interiors that illustrate both the vindovs and the
decoration embellishing the stately the halls in the houses and yalis of the dignitaries.
[Fig.76]
Any record of interior expression is also totally absent in the er-i Makeme
Scileri. The cupolas in the reception rooms and sofas have infact provided the
spaces of representation vhere the unique representations of space vere found as seen
in the depictions of interiors provided by D'Ohsson, Melling and Allom. [Fig.77]
D. REPRESENTATION OF SPACE AND SPACE OF REPRESENTATION
In the course of the eighteenth century vall paintings gradually replaced the
traditional painted floral decoration in architecture. As early as the sixteenth century
murals that depicted pictorial scenes vere mentioned by European observers: " ... I
vas allowed to enter some of the royal kdgks . On the folding doors of one of these
palaces I saw a picture of the famous battle (the battle of Tschaldiran, Aug.23, 1514)
betveen Selim and Ismail, King of the Persians, executed in masterly style, in
tesselated vork "136
135Cockerell, p:28. -
136 Busbecq, p:128
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What changed in the eighteenth century was probably their subject matter. As the
space of representation became the representation of space, the earliest examples of
murals found in Istanbul from the mid-eighteenth century show that "painted directly
on plaster, usually enframed in Baroque motifs, these were mostly landscapes, often
topographical representations of istanbul...". 137  That vall paintings were a major
element of interior decoration in the eighteenth century is confirmed by European
engravings of the day, such as those of D'Ohsson's, Melling's and Allom's, which
depict interiors.138 The topographical and architectural representations that vere
initiated in the capital vere soon copied in the houses of the wealthy all over the
empire. 139 Murals in the harem quarters of the Topkapi Palace form the largest and
best preserved examples. Several others survive mostly in the yalis of Ottoman
dignitaries on the Bosphorus. 140
Narrov friezes with landscapes depicting the shores where the yals stood seem to
have been popular. They are found in the Kavafyan Evi at Bebek, in the yal of
137 RendalBatthlayma, p:263.
138D'Ohsom also testifies this verbally.
D'Ohsonn, v.IV, p:173.
Abbe Toderini describes a sea battle depiced on the valls of the Grand Admiral's country retreat
at Levent Qiftligi.
Abbs ToderiniLittrature des turcs, v.III, pp:61-62.
Castellan refers tD vail paintgs and depictions of the Bosphorus at the Grand admiral's palace at
Tersane.
Castellan, pp:75-76.
Choiseil-Gouffier also refers t val paintings in some of the residences he visited.
Choiseil-GouffierlVoyage pittoresque de la Grece, v.IV, p-97
139Renda's survey of buildings from various parts of the Ottoman vorld has shown that the Otwman
provincial elit soon folloved the capital and decoraed their houses mostly vith scenes of
istanbul. The Ottoman artist vho had ' pographical painting' in his tradition vhich can be traced
in Ottoman miniature painting back tn the time of painter Matrakg Nasuh in the mid-sixteenth
century, combined the nev techniques of perspective vith the traditional vay of rendering
physical detail b produce murals which delineae the archilecture and landcape of their day.
Although they are imaginaxy scenes they ae our sole source for Ottoman vievs of pleasures of
the Bosphorus, and can keep us visualize the architecture of the vaterfront
140Erliest vel paintings at Topkapi Palace are dated l the reign of Abdilhamit I because they
are found in the sections built at his time.
Rendal Batuhlagma, p-80.
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Serifler at Emirgan, and in the ydL of Sadullah Papa at Qengelkay in addition to
apartments of Harem at the Topkapi Palace. Larger compositions enframed by
Baroque cartouches vere also favoured in the second half of the eighteenth century.
Complete panoramas vere also found in the domed rooms of these houses, including
the Kavafyan Evi and the yadz of the Pavlidis family at qengelk6y. 141 Renda argues
that: "in vhatever size or form these murals vere made, the content is similar. Ycds
or small kagks on the Golden Horn or the Bosphorus are depicted vith a bridge or a
fountain completing the viev. Usually flocks of birds fly in the sky and boats of all
shapes and size float on the streams running into the sea."1142
These scenic representations shov several types of vaterfront residences. The yaz
of Sadullah Papa, one of the prime examples of eighteenth century ydiis at
Qengelkoy, has two vall paintings that represent scenes from the shores of the
Bosphorus. The two yaes represented in these paintings open to discussion the
evolution of the central planning in the eighteenth century as opposed to the
haphazard grovth of living quarters.
The one in the southvest room depicts a geometrically planned yad. 143 [Fig.78]
From Eldem's reconstruction it is understood that "there vas a hall in the centre and
one projection on each of the four fronts."144 Comparing visual representations of
the kiosk, he notes that "the position of the vindov sills visible in the dravings follov
141Rendalathlama, pp:1 15-118.
142RendeBatthlagma, p-263.
143Whhle Eldem identifies this yah as the ;erefb&id at Oskijdar, Renda argues that this yak
resembles the Kiosk of Bebek, the seat of the secretary of foreign affairs. A vall painting from
the apartments of Kadinefendi in the Topkapi Palace Harem quarters is very similar 1D this yah.
The Leander Tover depicted next t it, it yas identified also as the ;erefabid by Eldem.
EldemaKbfkler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:382 [Fig.331]
RendalBatihlagma, p:114.
144EldenmKokler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:388.
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the normal floor levels. [Fig.79] This indicates that the staircase must have been
situated in the rear and. not a visible part of the building. In this case, the upper floor
must have consisted of three exedras connected to it and four rooms in the four
corners." 145 The ground floor must have been in the form of a large reception room
vith smaller rooms on each side. On three sides of the reception room there vere
exedras separated off by columns. Eldem notes that before the latest repairs, there
vas a closed room or an exedra on the main axis too, but this vas later transformed
into a terrace.
One located in the northeast room shovs another centrally planned two storey
building standing in an enclosure separated from a naturalistic garden, vhere a
fountain, belvederes and fences vere spread at random in a rustic atmosphere. The
two rovs of yds on the opposite shore and a settlement upstream may have been a
representation of Arnavutk6y and the outskirts of Bogazkesen Hisari. Then the
building on the foreground might be the yal of Sadullah Papa itself. [Fig. 80] The
yd of Sadullah Papa had an axial and symmetrical plan around a central sofa.146
[Fig. 81] The bevelled corners on the ground floor are rectangular and the ones on the
top are oval. It is modest in scale. On both sides of the axis are identical stairs. The
staircase on the north has a concealed continuation leading to the musandra, the large
vardrobe for storing mattresses. On the ground floor are four entrances in the
centers of the facades. The door on the north originally opened onto the selamlik
section. On the northeast section of the yalz there had originally been additional
kitchen quarters vith a large stove and a high ceiling.
14 5E1demK6§kler ye Kasirlar, v.1I, p:388.
146EkdemThrk Evi, pp:218-220 .
The oval sofa emphasizes the centrality of the plan. The yaz of Sadullah Papa
therefore stands as a prime example of eighteenth century yalzs and distinguishes the
evolution of a type in the age of Bosphorus. Tvo eighteenth-century plans published
by Eldem attest to this development. The plan of the yalz of the chief purchaser at
Kurugepme, vhich had a selamik section and a separate harem section around an oval
sofa, reveal that the eighteenth-century yalhs already had developed into free
standing geometrically planned structures as opposed to the haphazard layout of
earlier complexes that incorporated different units under one roof.
The plan of an unidentified yalz developed around an oval sofa similar to that of the
Sadullah Papa's yale, constitutes a typical example of the transformation from the T
shaped kegk to the centralized plan. [Fig. 82] Eldem argues that this eighteenth-
century plan "vas used as a prototype for most of the yalis built tovards the end of
the eighteenth century, its main innovation being in the oval shaped sofa, designed to
suit the style of the period. Some rooms have as many as fifteen vindovs. The
building vith its small interior hamam departs from the dispersed composition
tovards a centralized plan."147
D.1. CENTRAL HALL: EVOLUTION THAT CAN BE TRACED TO THE T SHAPED KIOSK
What is at issue here is the evolution of the central plan type. The central unit of the
so-called Turkish House Type has long been analyzed in its broad symbolic,
functional, and historical context vhich conventionally denied change in time. 148
147EldemlReminiscences of the Bosphorus, pp:165.
148For a summary and criticism of all approaches taken in proposing a typology of Turkish House,
Ael's Osmard Kort Gelenegin& Tariksel Sonrdr is an enlightening source.
ArellOsman]h, p:20-33.
Hovever, she also covers the evolution of central sofa very broadly, both geographically and
hislorically. Therefore, her concluding remarks about the spreading of central plan type in the
eighteenth century residential archilecture do not reflect a specific transformation or a change, but
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Ottoman historians have acknowledged the "the difficulty with handling the concept
of change or transformation is no doubt coupled with a certain intellectual demand
that is too often rejected in the discussion of traditional societies, with a gesture
toward the great number of concrete problems that need to be treated." 149 Hence the
question what did a dome, four cardinal points and vater mean for an eighteenth
century istanbullu can not be answered at length, and the architectural historian turns
to the study of a few extant examples.
The ter-i Mahkeme Sicilleri illuminates an important issue regarding the
incorporation of T shaped kegks into waterfront residences. A document from 1760
lists a sale at istinye by the family of a former kadi of Damascus, Elha Ibrahim
Kadri Efendi. His daughter OUmmigulsum Hanm, who was in residence in istanbul in
the Sultan Bayazid-i Cedid quarter, sold her 21/24 share in the yalz in question to her
mother. Her two stepmothers continued to hold their 1/24 shares, her mother, in
addition to her own 1/24 share, then acquired 22/24 share of the yalz .150 The yali,
bordered from one side by the sea, on the other by the yal of a dealer of precious
stones - a certain Korya (?), on the other with the landing place and on the fourth with
the public thoroughfare, was of monumental dimensions. "... In the internal quarters
on the second floor it had four rooms, a sofa and a large kdgk with three sofas, a
library, a bath, a dressing room, an ablution room and two toilets; and on the ground
floor it had another large kagk with three sofas, three rooms, a bath, a dressing
find a shallov explanation in the transformation of social structure.
ArellOsmanh, pp:50-54.
149
"Many investigators have lended to treat non-European societies, and Ottman society in
particular, as entities that scarcely changed in the course of history. Only very recently have
researchers become avare of changes in social mores, and thereby come to realize the importance
of not assuming, without pior investigation, that an observation made in the six1senth century is
necessarily valid for the ninetenth as vell."
FaroqhilMen of Modest Subslance, p:6.
150This is the only case of apparent polygamy in an esablished Ottoman family.
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room, tWo kitchens and a garden vith fruit trees. In its external quarters vas again a
kOk vith three sofas, two rooms, a coffee-room, a reception room, a large room,
an ablution room, a toilet on the second floor, and tWo rooms and the servants lodge
on the ground floor vith the stables, a certain amount of garden and the gate to the
street..." 151 The three T shaped kagks in the internal and external quarters of this
yali, formulated in the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri as a kiosk vith three hallslig sofalz
kagk, may be reconstructed vhen the extant examples and some archival sources are
studied. The depictions in the vall paintings testify to vays of possible
incorporations. 152
Text Illustration
k 6k kbfk
R1 R2 R1 R2
libary ISofa #1iV63 Coffee alwioh
R3 b R4 large sofa reception
room room
Internal Quarmrs External Quarters
Second Floor Second Floor
15 1D. 113172-2 (Appendix II)
152A kiosk composed of separate parts protrudes over a square pool. At a central position is a two
storey structure protruding over a pool on marble columns. The upper belvederelcilmnima is
domed. In the middle of it is a semicircular projection. The two T shape kiosks on the sides
project over the pool on marble columns as vell. These two kiosks are also domed.
EldenlThrk Baheleri, pp:260-261.
RendalBatihlagma, p-95.
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Intrnal Quarters ExternalQuarters
First Floor First Floor
The palatial kdgks of the Bosphorus, such as the Qinili K6;k at Begikta; (1679), vere
the prototypes for yatds such as that of the Amcazade KopralU Huseyin Papa family at
Anadolu Hisari (1699), the yal of the Serif1er family at Emirgin (1782-1785) and the
ya of Kogeoklu family at Bebek (1797). It seems that the T shaped kiosk acted as an
intermediary betveen the transmitter and the receiver, the monumental and the non-
monumental, and the imperial and the elite. The same element is seen in the imperial
kiosks such as in the vaterfront kiosk of the Qiragan Palace (1719).153 In the extant
examples the T shaped kegk vas connected to the auxiliary buildings on one side.
The free standing T shaped kegks vere often depicted in the vall paintings mostly as
part of a shore garden. 154
153Eldemsurveys the kiosks in the Forest of Belgrade (1717), the Fountain Pavlion at the Vizier's
Konak at Edirne (1719-1720) and the early eighteenth century kiosk of Floria as examples of T
shaped kiosk plan.
EldemnIKokler ve Kasirlar, v.II, pp:180-222.
154Curved in the middle part, the kiosk vwas built directly on vatr as part of a pond curved on one
side as vel.
EldemlThrk Bahgeleri, p:206.
A two sirey T shape kiosk overlooking a pond with a cascade. The shutters on the ground floor
and the curtains on the upper strey are fully open, the kiosk sands in the middle of nature
without any obstruction 1- viev. Aside it is a single strey building of no partiular incorporation
t the kiosk.
EldernMTirk Bahgeleri, p:204.
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The Qinili K6bk at the Besikta; Palace stands at the breaking point of classical
Ottoman style. 155 [Fig. 83] From a number of references in both European and
Ottoman historical documents made to this kiosk, veil known for its rich tile
embellishment, Eldem reconstructed it as it stood before its demolition around
1854.156 The 1808 inventory was the bases of setting its dimensions for the
reconstruction. It was a two-storeyed structure, axially and symmetrically planned.
The large reception room covered with a vooden decorative dome, cupolas and a
roof overhanging the valls in the form of eaves was the dominant feature of the
plan.157 The valls were completely covered with tiles, the number of vindows was
the maximum allowed by the construction of the building, and there were numerous
fountains, waterjets and pools inside the reception room. The search for the close
relationship with water vas confirmed by the plan of the kiosk. The side facing the
Bosphorus was enhanced by three projections facing up and down stream and the
opposite Anatolian shore. These projections were fitted with divmns all around for
the view on three directions. 158
The still standing selamlik kiosk of the yah of Amcazade K6pr0U H0seyin Papa,
which was the main summer reception room, adopted the same arrangement, that is
that of a central area with three projections. The T shaped plan of this room was
interpreted in its similarity to q'a in Egyptian houses.159 The discussion about its
155Eldem1K6k1er ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:149.
156E1demIKugk1er ve Kasirlar, v.11, pp:125-150.
For description of the palae in the European accounts see: Chapler IV, "imperial seat".
157For the interior see H.Catenacci's engraving made for A. de Beamnont, L'illustration, 1847.
158Among the eighteenth century freeslanding T shaped imperial kiosks, Eld m surved the kiosk
at Negabid and the SeYkiye K6;k at the Topkapi Palace.
EldeaMkler ve Kasirlar, Y.11, p:328.
EldemIK6gkler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:336.
159 Saain, M.., R. Mesguich. Le Yak des Kepndi & An to-Hssar Cte Asiatique &
Bosphore, Pais, 1915.
Reuther, 0. Die Qa'a, Beitrdge zr Kunst des Islam-Fescriftpfir F.Sare, Leipzig, 1925.
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origins remains outside the domain of the present investigation. Rather, its extensive
use on the vaterfront in the search of opening to the viev on three directions is
addressed in the context of an eighteenth-century transformation, in other vords, in
the incorporation of free-standing kiosks into residences. 160 Although much smaller
in scale, the selamlk kiosk of Amcazade K6pril0 Huseyin Papa's yal , vhich vas
separated from the harem quarters by a garden, is a replica of the Qinili K6pk in
conception.161 Its extensive decoration covering all surfaces vith gilded tracery and
carving, the number and position of vindovs, and its attempt to bring vater inside
vith the central pool and the T shaped kiosk protruding over the vater vhen
compared to the Qinili kiosk display hov both the monumental and the non-
monumental applied the same principles in their respective settings. The yalz in
question also reveals that innovation vas not limited solely to the domain of the
palace. One of its characteristic features, the vindov arrangement, brought a unique
solution to vater reverberation. Although it vas open to the viev on three sides, the
extensive light vas controlled by panels which superceded the vindovs on the upper
part. The height of the vindovs vas less than half of the height of the valls.
The vaterfront kiosk of the Ka9eoglu yal at Bebek was also reconstructed by Eldem
who argues that the plan proved to have great similarities with an imperial kiosk in
the forest of Belgrade. 162 He adds that both seem to have been built around 1797.
The kiosk consisted of a large reception room vhich projected over the high vall
overlooking the sea, and two smaller ones at its sides. As such it is slightly different
16 0EIdem discusses that the explmation sought in the limilations of the construction lchniques and
methods for the popularity of the T shaped plan can not be tu because in some contmporary
kiosks the span of each arm yas around 10-12m.
EldemK6;kler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:150.
16 1The harem quarers is seen in a photgraph of Kargopulos pubbshed in Eldem vho also
reconstruced the originallayout of the estat of Koprli Hiiseyin Papa at Anadolu Hisan.
EldemlK6;kler ve Kasirlar, v.11, p:160 -161.
162EldemIK6fkler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:359.
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from the previous examples and probably comes closer to the unsophisticated kiosk
units in the yalzs and houses of the more modest people recorded commonly in the
per-i Mahkeme Sicilleri.
The selamlik kiosk of the yd of Serifler family, on the other hand, displays a more
sophisticated layout vhere the T shaped kiosk vas integrated in a larger complex.
The selamik kiosk vas also separated from the harem quarters by a garden. The
square reception room flanked by three rooms protrudes over the garden vall. On
the fourth side vas the main reception room to vhich three other rooms vere added
vithout regard for regularity. As such the kiosk vas in the form of a Latin cross.
The main reception room vas extended out to the rear in the form of a gallery vhich
is the entrance to the kiosk. The kiosk survived vithout any alterations to its plan.
Eldem notes that apart from the kiosk in the Tersane gardens on the Golden Horn, no
other kiosk of the eighteenth century has been preserved in its entirety.163 The
variations of this development, hovever, is observed in imperial examples that
survived in plans and contemporary descriptions vhich vere reconstructed by Sedat
Hakki Eldem.
D.1. FREE STANDING T SHAPED KIOSK ON THE VATERFRONT
The vaterfront kiosk of the Qiragan Palace stands at a point to testify the
transformation of the T shaped plan. Eldem reconstructed the kiosk on the shore at
the Qiragan Palace by information deduced from a plan made by Gudenus. 164
[Fig. 84] He argued that the engraving of a vaterside kiosk vhich vas identified as
Vue d'un Kiosque entre Defterdar-Bournou et Kourou-Tchechmi in Choiseul-
163 MenK6;ler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p283.
164Gudenus, Philipp Franz. "Iirkische Reise 1740-42" in G.Fritsch, Paschas und Pest
Gesandtschaft am Bosporus, Graz and Vienna, 1962.
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Gouffier's Voyage pittoresque de !a Greece, made by Fauvel illustrates the same
building.165 [Fig. 85] According to Gudenus's sketch plan a large kiosk set in the
middle of a garden vall vith three projections and a square fountain in the centre. A
anond rov of rooms vare located behind a large vater basin. On both sides of the
kiosk parterre gardens were laid out. The kiosk on the waterfront reconstructed as
shown in the engraving of Fauvel takes the form of a Latin cross by the addition of
side rooms. As such the kiosk which projects over the vater in the centre resembles
the selamlik kiosk of the Amcazade Kopral# HUseyin Papa's yal. The overall layout
resembles two vall paintings from the Topkapi palace harem quarters. [Fig. 86]
Even if Fauvel's engraving was not an illustration of the waterfront kiosk at the
Qiragan Palace, it can be reconstructed to show that it displayed a similar type of
arrangement, that is to say, a square room with a fountain in its center, flanked by
three projections which contained sitting accommodations in the form of lov
divans.166 [Fig. 87] As such it is typical of the eighteenth century waterfront kiosks.
This engraving, which resembles another one in Choiseul-Gouffiers Voyage
vittoresque de la Greece, made again by Fauvel and identified as the Vue d'un
Kiosque du Grand Seigneur & Defterdar-Bournou, reveals a second way to
incorporate the kiosks into the complex. [Fig. 88] The reconstructed plan of the
Armcazade Huseyin Papa's yal illustrates the same development. 167 [Fig.89] This
solution can be found in the Kiosk of Bebek (1726), Kasir of G6ksu (1751) on the
Bosphorus and Kasir of Aynali Kavak (1791) on the Golden Horn. Another vall
16 5The engraving labelled the kiosk as one between Defterdar Burnu and Kurwgegme. Eldem builts
his argument on the basis of the fact that there vere no other references in histrical sources t a
kiosk on that location other then the kiosk of Zekiye Sullana's yak vhich replaced Negatibi.
He identifies the domed mosque seen in the engraving behind the kiosk as the Asaiye mosque t
clarify his argument
EldemlK~kler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p218-219.
16 6EldemIK6;kler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p222.
167Compare 1 the plan of the selamhk kiosk that stads today in Fig.36.
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painting from the Topkapi Palace Harem quarters illustrates hov kiosk units could
possible come together around a central space. [Fig.90] Although in this case the
central space is occupied by a pool, reconstructions of the three imperial vaterfront
palaces of Istanbul testify to the the development of the plan by the addition of kiosk
units.
D.2. TRANSFORMATION INTO A GREEK OR LATIN CROSS
Kiosk of Bebek, reconstructed by Eldem according to Fauvel's and Jouannin's
engravings, and a sketch plan of Gudenus, uncovers the variations. [Fig.9 1] The kiosk
was completely renovated in 1748 (H. 1161) by the Grand Admiral Cezayirli Hasan
Papa. Yet it is more likely that the plan layout was not changed even if there were
some additions at the back of the complex. The unidentified Gudenus plan, which was
made in 1740-1741 and presumed to represent the Kiosk of Bebek for the similarities
it bears with the engravings, illustrates a remarkable symmetry. 168 [Fig.92] The
reception room, which occupies a central position on the vaterfront, is a central hall
with projections added on its three sides. It protrudes forvard from the main front,
and, since the central section was made to project even further, the outer vall takes
the form of a series of gradual progressions, allowing in this way the number of
vindows to be increased to a maximum. It continued inland in a succession of halls
and groups of rooms. Although no definite conclusion can be reached concerning any
part of the plan of this section, Gudenus's plan shows that the front section of the kiosk
took a cross-shape by the addition of a stair hall. It was followed by a passage with
two rooms, and a great hall vith vall fountains facing each other. At the back of the
kiosk vere four rooms which faced a vater basin with a small T-shaped kiosk built
168EldemiK6fkler ve Kasirlar, v.1I, p294.
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over it.169 Melling's engraving depicts the kiosk prior to its renovation around 1800.
The plan reconstructed according to this illustration was similar to the old one. 170
Elem argues that "the lover reception room is built right on the water line and is
surrounded on every side by openings which can be closed by means of shutters. The
bay vindow overhanging the water is situated directly under the projection of the
upper storey, but it is slightly smaller in size. The same reduction in size is to be seen
in the other parts of the building and it is because of this that the exterior valls of the
lover storey have been further set back than those of the upper storey. Oving to this
difference in size between the two stories, the elevation narrows towards the lover
floor and thus a typical architectural feature, characteristic of Turkish houses is
achieved." 171 This is confirmed by the 3er-i Mahkeime Sicilleri which reveal that the
reception rooms were preferably located on the ground floor.
Another particular characteristic of the kiosk was its location on the vall vhich
conceals its garden. This vall, which had a pavilion at each end, rises in height as it
approaches the kiosk until it reaches the level of the floor of the upper storey. The
perforation and the trellice along the top of the vall attest to the garden design
concerned with the privacy of the pleasure-seekers.
Discussing Fauvel's two engravings showing a waterfront mansion between Defterdar
Burnu and Kurugesme and the Kiosk of Bebek, which illustrate that the spaces
between the columns supporting the lover storey were left open and these openings
were fitted with shutters moving up and down, Eldem argues that "the upper shutter
169EldemK6;kler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p295.
170 E1demK6#k1er ve Kairlar, v.II, p:303.
17 1ElderiK6okler ve Kasirlar, v.11, p:307.
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vas made larger than the lover so as to cast shadov as possible vhen it vas raised.
On the outside, the shutters vere ornamented by means of laths. The front of this
reception room was set upon a supporting vall set slightly back from the main facade
and the corners of the projection vere bevelled." It is impossible to give a conclusive
answer about the factors that resulted in the choice of this type of construction.
Eldem argued that the lover part of the projection vhich performed the function of
the sea vall had bevelled corners in order to provide greater protection against the
action of the vaves. 172
The second imperial kiosk, the Kasir of Kuguksu, displayed a similar arrangement.
Using archival documents supported by a number of European engravings, Eldem
reconstructed the plan. [Fig.93] He argued that most of it vas one floor high, only a
rear section, parallel to the Bosphorus, had two storeys. The kiosk vas set on a
central axis, and the main reception room, vhich vas flanked by three rooms, was
built directly on the water. The central hall took the form of a Greek cross by the
addition of four rooms at the front and four rooms at the back of the complex. While
the reconstructed plan closely resembles the imperial kiosks at Bebek and Tersane
gardens, the external expression strongly bears similarities to the selamhk kiosk of
Amcazade Huseyin Papa's yali.
The third imperial example, the Kasir of Aynah Kavak at the Tersane gardens, has
been noted for its similarity to the kiosks of Kutiksu and Emirg-n. Therefore it is an
exemplary case to illustrate the common characteristics of the imperial and the
modest. 173 At the same time it illustrates the transformation of the three sided hall
and the central hall into a rectangular space. [Fig.94] The main reception room vhich
172E1demIKophler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:307.
173E1demIK6#1er ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:323.
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consists of three exedras and a central section, the corners of vhich are bevelled, is
located at the back of the building. 174 The central projection of the is in the form of a
fountain porch facing the garden. On the opposite side, the rectangular hall facing the
GoLdn Horn projed betven tvo rooms. This is also an exemple of the
transformation of the T shaped kiosk into a central hall type vith separate rooms on
both sides as in the case of the kiosk of Sultan Osman III at the Topkapi Palace.
The non-imperial examples, from the selamik kiosk of the yalz of Serifler family to
the yalz of Hadi Bey at Kandilli, display the transformation of the T shaped kiosk into
a Greek cross plan in its addition to another centrally planned unit. [Fig.95] These two
examples attest to the fact that the addition of units may have also taken place either as
an extension in depth, locating the T shaped kiosk at a prominent position on the
vaterfront, or in a long expanse on the vaterfront, placing the kiosk on the side.
DA. ELONGATION ON THE VATERFRONT
Where an elongated vaterfront vas preferred, the T shaped ke§ks vere transformed
and added to the centrally planned units to act as linear extensions of the yalks. In the
course of the eighteenth century ye observe that the pleasure houses that grev in the
successive addition of kiosk and hall units in the depths of gardens vere rotated in
order extend on the vaterfront vith their full facade. The Sofa Kosku (1752) and the
Osman III KbpkU (1754-1755) at the Topkapi Palace are examples of the elongated
facade, although in these examples the elongated form vas a result of limited space
available for nev construction at the Topkapi Palace in the eighteenth century. 175
174Eldem/K6ler ve Kasirlar, v.I, p:250-284.
Eldem/K6gkler ye Kasirlar, v.1I, p:3 11-324.
175The kiosk of Sofa yas built on the retaining vaUl of theTilip garden, vhereas for the kiosk of
Sultan OSJWL III, a hanging garden yas created in front of the imperial sofa and the kiosk yas
built along its lenght. The kiosk of Sultan Ahmet at Topkapi Palace is another example of a
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[Fig.96] Eldem argues that "the reductionof depth of the kiosk to a minimum vas not
vithout its effect on the plan. Whereas othervise the rooms vere usually located one
behind the other, in these kiosks they are arranged side by side. The main axis of the
reception room vas perpendicular to tha main facade and the hall of this room vas in
the form of a projection, since this space had to be built over the void, as unobstructed
as possible. To avoid the side rooms to obstruct the viev of the central reception
room, they vere arranged so as to have an empty space in betveen."
In the aforementioned yalz of Mehmet Hanif Efendi at Humayunbsd/Bebek in 1749,
ter-i Mahkeme Sicillerirecord a T shaped ka§k enclosed by glass vindovs on the
third storey of the internal quarters. In addition there are four rooms, two sofas, a
reception room and a corridor vhich probably vas connected to auxiliary service
areas that are not mentioned. Although no definite conclusion can be reached
concerning the orientation of the succession of the rooms and halls, this yalz vith two
sofas may be reconstructed as an example of the palatial multi-sofa type. It is
possible that its long facade vas on the vaterfront. It then becomes possible to argue
that it vas not necessarily built on European model but developed by the
transformation of kagk buildings. 176
fevkaii kiosk vhich is "perched on the roofs of earlier buildings and to be reached only through
Snarov slairvay."
EldemIK6;kler ye Kasirlar, v.I, p:260-268.
EldemKkler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:269-273.
EldengMK6ler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p-285-287.
Eldem discusses a garden pavilion at istinye, the Lead Magazine kiosk at Galata and the kiosks
overlooking the Great Reseivoir at the Forest of Belgrade as other examples of eigheenth centmy
kiosks on valls.
EldemIK6§hler ye Kasirlar, v.II, p:308-310.)
EldemKbkler ye Kasirlar, v.11, p:18 0-187.
EldemKoeler ye Kasirlar, v.1I, p:188-193.
176D.1061171-1 (Appendix II)
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Among the extant examples the eighteenth century yalz of the Yasinci family at
Anadolu Hisari was developed around two interior sofas .177 [Fig.97] The Yilanli
Yali and Kogeoglu Yah at Bebek, both of which survived only in the meticulous
surveys of Eldem, indicate this development as veil.
The Yilanli Yal is composed of separate men's and vomen's quarters. [Fig.98] The
harem was larger and had two juxtaposed cross shaped interior halls. At four corners
of the halls there vere four rooms, two additional rooms were located at the
juxtaposition. The halls opened off the sea and the gardens on three sides of the cross,
and the fourth side was the intersection point. 178 As a two-sofa type it lies in between
the monumental and the non-monumental, and imperial and the elitist. However,
some Ottoman dignitaries in the eighteenth century owned yalis which had already
reached to the scale of imperial vaterfront palaces with multi-sofas.
The plan of the yalz of the Kogeoglu family at Bebek from the second half of the
eighteenth century is an early example of the three-sofa type. 179 [Fig.99] The
selamlik had a central sofa, and the harem had both a central and an interior sofa at
one end overlooking the garden. The central sofas projected into bays on both the
garden and the shore facades. There were some twenty rooms. The ground floor of
courtyard at the harem was surrounded by suspended mezzanine galleries. It was also
a good example of a paved courtyard. The evolution of the three-sofa type with two
sofas and a kagk annexed to it was also recorded in the er-i Mahkeme Sicillerias in
the above mentioned example from Hiumayunibidl Bebek.
177EdemITiirk Evi, pp:76-79.
178EldemReminiscences of the Bosphorus, p:315.
179EldemtTirk Evi, pp-68-75.
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There are more references in the Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri which clearly identify the
three-sofa types. A house of considerable size in the Elhag Osman quarter of
Yenik6y, after a long period during which the members of the deceased Elha
Mehmet's family shared it, finally became the sole possession of his son Ahmet Aga in
1751.180 It was bordered on one side by the properties of Kadri Efendi, Haci
Selimzade and Haci Bayrakdar; and on another by the properties of Deli Zeragasi,
Mehmet Efendi, Cabizade, ironmonger Haci Mustafa, Ibrahim elebi, and on another
by the property of Emine Hatun; and on the fourth by a public thoroughfare. Its
external quarters had "..tvo rooms, a sofa, and stables on the second floor, and a
room and courtyard on the ground floor; in its internal quarters were two rooms,
three sofas, a reception room, and a pantry on the second floor, and a room, a
kitchen, the door, a hamam, and a dressing room on the ground floor...". The stables
recorded on the second floor indicate that this house was adopted to the topography;
there were several approaches from different levels. In this case the stables which
was located on top of the courtyard probably had a separate entrance from the
adjoining street. This brings us to the understanding of the organization of the
exterior spaces of the yalis adjusting to the changing topography of the Bosphorus.
It can be concluded that monumental yalis of the Ottoman dignitaries intermingled
with the waterfront palaces of the imperial family. Among the imperial examples that
survived in the surveys of Eldem were the nineteenth-century tWin palaces at Kabatag
and Arnavutkoy. 181 [Fig. 100] A vall painting from the Topkapi Palace testifies to
the linear growth on the waterfront. [Fig. 101] Another vall painting from a konak
at Kasimpaga, and an embosed representation on the coverlit of a box at the Topkapi
Palace Museum shov the projections of the palace at SadAbsd over the channel resting
180D. 107178-1 (Appeidix II)
18 1EldemnlTirk Evi, v.II, p:156 .
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on marble columns. [Fig. 102] When compared to the earlier depictions, such as the
engraving in D'Ohsson and the miniature from the Zenanname, the linear and
additive grovth of the plan can be dated to the late eighteenth century. [Fig.103]
The shore palace at the Topkapi Palace, vhich vas also built in a space limited in
depth, also seems to have been developed as a linear addition of kiosks and halls along
the vaterfront. [Fig. 104] Although ye do not have any information about the internal
organization, the ninetenth century engravings attest to its similarity to the kiosks of
Sofa and Sultan Osman III built over the valls. The kiosk of Sevkiye built by Sultan
Selim III in the last decade of the eighteenth century on the vaterfront of the Topkapi
Palace, on the other hand., is an example of the centralization of the three hall type
into a multi-room kiosk around an oval hall.
D.5. PERFECTION OF THE CENTRALIZED PLAN
It can be concluded that the transformation vas twofold. While the succession of halls
and rooms alongside the vaterfront grev in palatial yads, a central plan type formed
by four rooms and a sofa, the kegk annexed to the building vith three sofas enclosed
by glass vindovs, and the kegk in the garden vere the typical features of the
eighteenth-century ya4 type. Both the elongated and the centrally planned yai
differed from the earlier vaterfront complexes vhich vere haphazard aggregates of
living and service quarters covering an area that trancends all ordinary urban bounds.
The additive grovth of units evolved into a cruciform form kiosk vhich has its
Ottoman prototypes at the Topkapi Palace.18 2 [Fig. 105] The imperial examples,
182Eldem suveys the Lead Magazine kiosk at Galata (1716) as an early example of cruciform kiosk.
EldemIK6kler ve Kasirlar, v.11, p:180- 187 .
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from the Kasr-i Negat at Kagithane (1722) to kiosks of Nispetiye at Bebek, Izzetabad
at Arnavutkoy, and Hiinkar imami at Acibadem, as veil as the kiosk of K69eoglu
family at Qengelkoy, which were all built circa 1800, shoved that the development
of the central plan type was also embedded in the transformation of the single kagk
unit into a complex by the linear addition of successive units.[Fig.106] As in the case
of Tomak Kosk#, a kiosk with an open reception room presumably located at the
sporting fields of the Topkapi Palace, the T shaped kiosk transforms into a cruciform
in its addition to another centrally planned unit. 183
In such cases, the sofa naturally assumed different forms according to the number of
rooms in the house. When there were four rooms, the sofa was usually a cross, if
there were six rooms, it was a square or, as in the case of yalz of Hadi Bey at Kandilli,
a circle. Its separation from the auxiliary buildings refined the form, which was then
executed as a free standing centrally planned yali . Most of these kiosks built at the
turn of the nineteenth century had oval shaped halls. Similarly, most of the yais,
such as the Hasip Papa Yal at Beylerbeyi and the Sadullah Papa Yah at Qengelk6y, had
oval shaped sofas. These two yalis attest to the fact that the scale of the yals may
differ without necessarily effecting the layout. While at the yalz of Sadullah Papa four
rooms were symmetrically arranged on the four corners of the cross, at the Hasip
Papa Yali, on the four corners of the cross four living quarters, each composed of
four rooms, were located. At the KogeogluYali atQengelkoy, on the other hand, the
four arms of the cross were turned into rooms, and increased the total number of
rooms to eight. The central sofa may also take a T shape as in the cases of the Ismail
Papa Yal at istinye and the Zarif Mustafa Papa Yali at Anadolu Hisari.
183EklemK6§kler ve Kasirlar, v.1, p:226-229.
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F. GARDENU AND COURTYARDS
The gardens on the Bosphorus were usually located behind the yalzs which allowed
thQ naturm t fltow through its Spacious vindovs and reach to the sea. The relation of
the gardens of the yalzs that were extended over the hills took different forms with the
main street of the district cutting through and with respect to the topography of the
settlement. In other words, the location of the yalz in relation to the varying distance
of the sea from the hills on the banks of the Bosphorus was crucial in its inner and
exterior layout. The banks of the channel changed from one district to the other
allowing either narrow and deep or spacious and broad lots. In some
neighbourhoods, where there was no space for extended gardens reaching to the parks
on the hills, the yalzs lay in a row in their respective spacious gardens and the street
passed either in front or behind them as in Besikta;, Ortakay, Bebek, Bogazkesen
Hisari, Balta Limani, Emirgan, Tarabya and Kireeburnu. Yalis that vere separated
from the steep slopes behind by a road, such as those in Kurugesme, Arnavutkoy and
Yenikay, were usually approached by bridges or tunnels across their inner garden
and their parks extended over the hills. 184 When the road was relatively far away
from the yalz the inner garden lay in between. Those houses that were completely
detached from the sea either by a public jetty or by the road were still regarded as yalz
as were the ones in Kurugepme and Bilyikdere. When a yal was separated from the
immediate sea, there might be a kugk on the waterfront that maintained its ideal
contact with vater.
The gardens constituted an integral part of the dwelling on the Bosphorus. The vast
majority of the houses documented in the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri had a garden. The
184D. 113126-1 (Bogazkesen Dahili), D. 1 13149-1(Gilzelce Ali Paga), D. 1151161-3 (Aya Yorgi)
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inner gardens of the yalis that Sedat Hakki Eldem surveyed in Thrk Bahgeleri
displayed different features: In most cases they vere situated along the shore in line
vith the yalz, betveen the harem and selamlik quarters. In some cases, they vere
open to the sea and to the street that passed behind the complex on the other side.
When situated behind the yal , the garden sometimes continued under the building
proper and reached to the sea as a continuation of the courtyard. 185 This vas done to
prevent the building from blocking the viev of the sea in the garden behind the house.
The large reception rooms and halls, namely divanhanes and sofas that protruded
over the sea, had rovs of vide vindovs for the viev.
The relationship betveen the yalds and their gardens is difficult to observe today,
because in addition to the disappearance of the buildings themselves, their gardens
have been turned into nev building lots. Very few examples of these gardens survive
today, and most of them are missing the building they vere the part of.
The per-i Mahkeme Sicilleri do not specify any particular details about the gardens.
We do not possess information about their spatial organization, but we do have a
number of terms used in identifying gardens vhich could be helpful in interpreting
the miniatures and the murals of the day. A cuneyne is an inner paradise-garden as
distinct from an ordinary garden/bahge; it recalls a parterre garden vith flover beds,
usually surrounding a pool, and adjoined by kiosks and fountains. 186 A hadika is a
pleasure ground surrounding the building; a sedli bahge is a terraced garden vhich
vas usually located behind the building against the hills; an egcar-z musmire andlor
18 5Eldem points 1D nv inexislant yahs such as Oengelkby: KUeoilu, Anadolu Hisen: Yasinci,
Beylerbeyi: Hasan Pava, Oskildar: Tutrake; Recai Bey, t shov this paticular characerislic.
EldemWTrk Evi, v.I, p:190-195,
EldemlTirk Babgeleri, p: 117, p:104-107, p:166-169.
186To compae caneyne and bahge:
D. 113112-2 (Aya Nikola), D.91 7-2 (Arpa Emini), D.9111110-1 (Aya Yorgi)
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gari" musmire garden has fruit and/or other trees surrounding the building; and a
bostan is a kitchen garden located close to or far from the house depending on its
size. If there is also a reference to a shop in a house with a garden, the shop would
necesarily be located on the street front, and the garden vould therefore be located at
the back.
A caneyne was usually located between the selamlik and harem quarters, and was a
defined space. It can be interpreted as a parterre garden when miniatures and murals
are studied. Parterres, that decorated one or more levels of the terraces vere
common despite the early observation of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu on these
gardens: "There are none of our parterres in them but they are planted with high
trees, which give an agreeable shade, and to my fancy, a pleasing view." 187 An
undated eighteenth-century version of the Hamse-i Atayi illustrates a voman seated
under a tree while her attendants play music. [Fig. 107] In the background are seen
the flower beds laid out in geometrical order and a fountain with a vaterjet. Wall
paintings from the Topkapi Palace often depicted gardens vith geometrically
organized flower beds as well. 188 An eighteenth-century plan that is located at The
Topkapi Palace Archives shows two kiosks standing at the opposite sides of a parterre
garden. [Fig. 108] Moreover, unlike Lady Mary, some eighteenth-century observers
recorded parterre gardens. Dallavay refers to the courtyards behind the palace of
istavroz as: "designed for parterres, with fountains entirely of marble, giving
coolness to kiosques of extreme lightness," 189 D'Ohsson describes the atmosphere of
the gardens on the Bosphorus vbere he records parterres as irregular flower beds:
187Monlagu, p:253.
188E1demITuk Bahgelei, p:95-111.
18Dlflavay, p:136.
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"...ils n'ont qu'une foible idee de ce qu'on appelle tapis, gazon,
boulingrin, charmi lle, espalier, cascades, allses regulieres et couvertes,
moins encore de ces nouveaux embellissereris qu'' l'exemple des
Chinois on a adoptes dans les jardins de France, d'Angleterre, et de
Hollande. Des kioschks ornss de riches sophas, de vastes bassins avec
des jets d'eau qu'ils appellent schadirvann, des sentiers ou des allbes
garnies de cailloux disposss en mosaique, et des parterres ornss de
toutes sortes de fleurs, entasses presque sans ordre et sans goit, sont les
seuls objets qui interessent les Mahomstans." 190
A similar observation vas provided by Abbe Sestini about the Ottoman garden:
"Piuttosto potre da me aspettarsi quello, che non puol dirsi avere ne del barbaro, ne
del bello, ne del simmetrico, no del raro, ne del vago, ne del dispendioso, nn del
magnifico, n il lusso, ma solo quello che si conta al gusto Ottomanno, che a lor
piacendo si puol dire esser buono, anzi che no." 191 It seems that, hadika, another
term used for gardens in the er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri, referred to gardens on the
Bosphorus described by D'Ohsson and Abbs Sestini. Hovever, references to sedli
bahge indicated an eighteenth-century development in the Ottoman formal garden,
the terraces.
When the gardens expanded up the -ills in terraces along the shores of the Bosphorus,
sometimes on eight levels, a garden type that characterize a "paysagiste garden"
evolved. 192  er-i Mahkeme Sicilleri referred to this type as the sedli bage. 193
These gardens, reached by ramps and steps, took their form from accommodating the
topography rather than from a design principle, or an indication of a development in
the taste for the baroque. 194 The uppermost level of the terrace vas often surrounded
19 0D'Ohsson, p:172.
191 8estni, p:1 15.
192EldenThrk Bahgelei, pp:35-94.
19 3D. 115124-3 ( Bagmakgi Siicaeddin), D. 115129-1 Aya Yorgi)
19 4Yenikby:Tingirog1u, Yenikby: Allahverdi family, Yenikby: Ohannes Kuyumcuyan, Yenimkby
Said Halm Pag
EldemlTiirk Babgeleri, pp:55-56, pp:62-69, p:74, p:75.
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by a row of pine-kernels, which were common along the Bosphorus. The terraces
were embellished with parterres, arbours, bovers, alcoves, obelisks, pagodas, kiosks,
pools, fountains, avnings, lattice-vorked screens, and trellises. Even in a modest
hou like the Kavafyan Evi at Babek there was a fountain in a cave in its three-levels
garden.195 In some, trees were planted in a checkerboard pattern. Between the
levels, service buildings such as baths, laundries, cisterns196 or decorative elements
such as fountains 197 vere located on the bearing valls constructed in the arches. The
first level was usually connected to the yalz by a bridge. Wall paintings depicted
idealized terraced gardens. [Fig.109] Remnants of some of these gardens survive in
Arnavutkay, in the gardens of the long perished yalis of the Allahverdi family,
Tngirogullari family and Kuyumcuyan family in Yenikoy, and in the garden of
Ipsilanti family's yalz in Tarabya. [Fig. 110]
Another speciality of the yalz gardens on the Bosphorus was way of achieving
privacy in open spaces. The gardens along the shore also provided space for private
embarking harbours of the women's quarters. In such cases the gardens had their
narrow side on the sea and were separated from it with a high vall pierced by grilled
windows. As one vall painting indicates, the perforation was sometimes part of the
design and decoration of the garden. [Fig. 111] The historian Silahdar Findiklih
Mehmet Aka tells that the garden at Dolmabahge was confined within valls,
perforated and decorated from the seaside, with the construction undertaken in 1719
(H.1131).198 Pouqueville (1820), with reference to the waterfront palace at
195Alasoy, p:28.
196Yenikby:Alahverdi Family:
Eldem)Tiirk Bahgeleri, p:62-69 .
197Tarabya-Ipsilanli Family, laer the French Embassy.
EldemITirk Bahgelei, p-58-61.
198 Silaar Findikhh Mehmet AgaNusretnime, p:388.
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Begikta;, notes that the whole outside was painted to represent a landscape. 199 The
decorated perforation can be seen from the exterior on the valls of Hatice Sultan's
ydi at Defterdar Burnu vhose garden was designed by Melling at the end of the
century. [Fig. 112] Miss Pardoe comments on the privacy of the gardens and the
embarking harbours of the yalis :
"Not the least beauty of these singular residences consists in their
hanging terraces, frequently latticed in for the convenience of the
Harem, which make the Bosphorus fragrant with the breath of flowers;
and the little canals terminating in arched entrances for the calques of
the establishment, which thus admitted to a large basin in the centre of
the courtyard, where the fair inhabitants may embark and disembark at
their pleasure, without being subjected to the profaning gaze of the
passers-by. "200
Inner gardens of the yazs that were situated behind a vall, if not designed in
parterres, pools, fountains and kiosks, had trees planted either randomly or in
checkerboard pattern along the alleys. Sometimes trees planted in pots decorated
these gardens. The vall paintings usually depicted thick groves behind the buildings.
The abundance of references in the Ser-i Mahkeme Sicilleri to coniferous trees in
gardens indicate they were mostly for pleasure. In the early nineteenth-century yal
of Fethi Ahmet Papa at Kuzguncuk which survives with the selamik quarters, the
garden witha pool is bordered with buildings on three sides like a courtyard. The
two-storey kdgk that was placed axially on the harem garden was built on pillars. As
such the garden was hidden behind a high vall vhich did not obstruct the view to the
sea. Eldem mentions an earlier boathouse beneath the larger yal4 and refers to the
possible connection of the inner garden to the Bosphorus.201 Similarly, at the mid-
eighteenth century yalz of Kamil Papa at Beylerbeyi the garden lies behind the one
199Pouqueville, p:307 .
200Miss PardoefBeauties, p:42.
201EldemxTrk Babgeleri, p:116.
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storey building, but vide vindows allowed a view of the sea from the garden.202 In
most cases the inner gardens merely separated the harem and selamlik quarters, and
sometimes were transformed into courtyards. At Yenik6y and other districts where
spac vas limited for exdended gardens over the hills, such courtyards were common.
The early nineteenth-century yalz of Recaizade at Yenik6y gives an example of the
inner gardens on the scale of a courtyard. 203
The courtyards themselves, though occasionally planted with a few trees, were
different from the inner garden. It was rather like an extra room in the house, the
space onto which porches/sundurma or gatma ada opened. The courtyard porch
with a marble entrance allowed families to sit behind an open door in good weather.
In Buyukdere several houses had this Mediterranean characteristic. In the Stomat Evi
of Burgaz, the entrance through a colonnade leads to a marble paved courtyard.204 If
the house possessed a well, it was most probably located there. This arrangement
allowed the women of the household to go about their tasks without concerning
themselves about possible male visitors and passersby, who vould probably have
transacted their business in the outer courtyard. The courtyard also provided access
to storage sheds, stables, and jetties.
The houses inland were like town houses on the Bosphorus. Usually they sat on a
steep plot. When the street was high and the garden vas lover than the street, the
entrance to the ground floor was the second storey up from the garden. This resulted
in small scale terraced gardens.
202Edem'Thik Baheeleri, p:128.
203EderpMTk Bahge1eri, p: 112.
204EdemTbirk Evi, v.I, p:258-260 .
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In the Kavafvan Evi at Bebek, the selamlik section and garden are surrounded by
streets on three sides, the entrance door is level vith the stone paved courtyard and the
garden gate, is opened to the upper garden one floor above. On the ground floor,
vere rooms for the grooms and coachmen vith vindovs opened to the street. On the
adjacent street these rooms are level vith the main entrance gate and lover garden or
courtyard. This is vhere the stables and the cartshed vere located. When as in some
cases there is a reference to a fevkani ahur,205 or a fevkzni havl, 206 namely a stable
and a courtyard on the second floor, the only explanation is that the house is built on a
very steep lot.
The gardens served both as pleasure grounds as yell as small vegetable gardens.
Sestini records that large-scale agriculture to supply needs of the population vas not
practiced on the shores of the Bosphorus. 207
We have seen that vealthier households, vhether located on the vaterfront or inland,
had tvo separate quarters around an inner garden or a courtyard. 208 There are also
references to houses or yakas vith two courtyards/iki trafdn havlu vhich does not
alvays mean that the men's and vomen's quarters vere separated. 209 Tvo
courtyards may have referred to internal and external courtyards. When the house
vas situated directly on the street(s), vith no garden in betveen, the entrance and
20 5D.971164-1 (Bokazkesen)
206D. 10279-2 (Bogazkesen)
20 7
"E'Vero, che lungo il Canale, le sue cost, e la qualiti della arra non permnetono una 1e coltura;
b altresi vero dall'altra pat, che nelle vicinanze le tere sono mollo buore, e le queli sono 1asciat
pure incolle.....Turchi, Greci, e Schiavoni poi tutti insieme travaglano e lavorano la tena, con
gettare in piccola quaniti lungo la costa quest tre specie di semi, la di cui coltura niente differisce
l'una dall'atra."
Sestini, p:57.
208"...iki lamfdan havlu... ": D. 107141-1 (Aya Yorgi)
209D.107141-1 (AyaYorgi)
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staircase were probably in this external courtyard. Whether there was any functional
differentiation between the outer and the inner courtyards can not be understood
from the documents which do not reveal direct information. Nevertheless, even a
casual reading suggsts that the alamhtk (outer) courtyard would be more public, and
the harem (inner) courtyard with its own garden, kagks and terraces, constituting the
house proper, performed a variety of functions and indicated an elaborate hierarchy.
E. L FREE STANDING KIOSKS IN THE GARDENS
A prominent feature of the gardens on the Bosphorus were the free-standing k6ks.
Typical of Ottoman architecture, they were most appreciated and vividly described
by foreigners. Even the fastidious critic Cockerell vrote that: "...the most charming
things are the kiosks. You can imagine nothing slighter than their architecture is.
They are entirely of vood, and even the most extensive are finished in about two
months. They display the customs of the sultans, and they are such as you might
imagine from reading the 'Arabian Nights' -golden halls with cupolas, domes and
cullices hanging over pools of water, with fountains and little falls of water, all in the
genuine Turkish taste." 210
The shores of the channel vas indeed covered with such magnificent pavilions, whose
porticoes were supported by pillars of marble. Murals from the Topkap1 Palace and
yalzs of the dignitaries provide a glossary of the variants. It seems that the T shaped
unit was the most common. This type was usually preferred on a location on the
immediate waterfront as in the case of the selamhk kiosk at the Nepetabsd Palace.
[Fig. 113] There vere also L, U shaped kiosks and their additions. [Fig. 114] Tvo
storey ones were also common. [Fig. 115] The ephemeral quality of architecture was
21Coch11eU, p:28 .
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communicated initially by these airy kiosks vhich appeared to European observers
like Forbin "to be merely temporary, and to have been erected vith a viev to a
festival." 211
Many Europeans vho provided a description of the term kagk tried to compare it to
an architectural type they vere familiar vith:
i y a un petit batiment, que les Turcs appellent kiosque (c'est ' dire
belle veu_..."212
S... un chiosco (loggio, 6 Belvedere..."213
...kiosk means a summer-house vith blinds all round..." 214
...a kiosk is a small Pleasure house, vhich ansvers to our summer
houses in gardens..." 215
"...kiosque (kyos) qui est comme un cabinet eleve sur des colonnes, oil
l'on nous fit monter par un petit escalier portatif..."
Their descriptions vere usually of the imperial kiosk at Fener Babee. Grelot, a
seventeenth-century visitor to Istanbul, also provived visual depictions of this kiosk,
noted that: "Ce mot de kiosc en Turc signifie galerie couverte, aussi tout ce kiose du
Fanal, de mesme que presque tous les autres, ne sont fait que de plusieurs colonnes
dispos es en quarre avec des galeries tout-au-tour qui sont couvertes d'un tres-grand
tict assez bas en forme de pavillon."216 Loos, another early eighteenth century
visitor, similarly provided vivid visual depictions of the kiosk at Fener Babee.
[Fig. 116]
211Forbin, p:13.
212Quclet, p:135.
2 13 Sagredo, p:462
2 14Lady Craven, p:199.
215La Motraye, p:168.
216Grelot, p:45.
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Others, like Boscovich, vho vas in the entourage of the English ambassador Porter,
and de Bruyn also observed the role of kiosks in the tradition of vithdraval to the
country in the eighteenth century. Boscovitch noted the abundance of free-standing
kiosks in the middle of gardens of the Ottoman elite: "Si osservb ivi il sito, in cui vi
era una volta un buon numero di bei chioschi (specie di sala isolata, che i turchi fanno
fabbricare in qualche sito ameno dei lor giardini, per istarvi in compagnia e godere
delle belle vedute) di molti signori turchi... "217 De Bruyn, who was in Istanbul
during the reign of Sultan Ahmet III, described the kiosks on the vaterfront opposite
Galata, and testified that the Sultan used to take a galley to go the the pleasure gardens
on the Bosphorus.218 De Bruyn then continues to describe the kiosk at Fener Bahee:
"Ce mot de kioske signifie, en langue Turque, une galerie couverte. Les kiosks ne
consistent ordinairement qu'en plusieurs colonnes disposses en quarrs avec des
Galeries tout autour, couvertes d'un Toictbas en maniere de Pavillon. La situation de
ce kiosk est tres-agreable, parce qu'elle occupe le milieu & l'endroit le plus elevs d'un
tres-beau Jardin, le plus regulier de tous ceux qu'on voit en Turquie." 219
Pertusier described a kiosk located at Toppular on the Golden Horn that could be
compared to the vall paintings of the day:
"From the summit of the hill, the viev is very extensive; and adjoining
is an object of much curiosity to the European, a country villa, or
belvedere, commanding the enclosing vales. The advanced part of the
structure is a kiosk or summer house, of many vindovs in all
directions. Beside it is a level space, in vhich spreads its shade an aged
plane. In the midst of neglected gardens stand another kiosk, and the
2 17Boscovich, p:15.
218" ...un kioske, ou maison de plaisance, qui n'est pas fort blevie de tuc. La structure en est fort
bien enlendue, & sa couverture est soulnue par quelques pilliers de marbre. C'est-A que le
Grand Seigneur vient souvent pour prendre 1'air; & c'est de-1k aussi qu'il entre dans sa Galotle,
quand il veut se divertir sur l'eau."
de Bruyn, p:142.
2 19 de Bruyn, p:199.
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principal building. The kiosk consists of one chamber, paved and lined
with marble, in the form of a Greek -cross, that is, vith four aisles of
equal length, each furnished with sofas and vindows. A niche, painted
in fresco, is intended to receive a collection of flowers and fruits. In
the centre is an elegant marble fountain. From the kiosk, a double
flight of steps leads up to a platform, adorned with a basin and fountain,
in front of the mansion. The entrance opens into a large square hall,
which occupies the breath of the building. On the side are saloons for
receiving company, as well as for taking meals, for the orientals eat in
the room of reception of strangers."22
The vall paintings also shov what kiosks look like when the yalz was not on the
immediate waterfront. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu refers to a kiosk at Edirne: "In
the midst of the garden is the Chiosk, that is a large room, commonly beautified with a
fine fountain in the midst of it. It is raised nine or ten steps, and inclosed with gilded
lattices, round with vines, jessamines, and honeysuckles, make a sort of a green vall.
Large trees are planted round this place, which is the scene of their greatest pleasures,
and where the ladies spend most of their hours, employed by their music or
embroidery."221 Wall painting also attest to the fact that kiosk were usually located
on platforms raised from the ground. An eighteenth century plan of a kiosk from the
Topkapi Palace archives shows this arrangement which quite similar to one shown in
a vall painting at the Harem quarters of the Topkapi Palace.222 [Fig. 117]
22OPertusierlPromenades, p:87 .
2 2 1Montagu, p:253.
222 Examples of vail paintigs depicinfg a variety of kiosks on plalforms are from theTopkapi
Palace, privale quarers (Mabeyn Dairesi) of Sultan Abdilhamit I.
EldemlTirk Bahgeleri, p:228.
House at Danm stieet
EldemrTirk Baheeleri, p:231.
Yah of K6geoglu family at Bebek:
EldemThfrk Bahgeleri, p:228.
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There are also vall paintings shoving terraced platforms.223 Occasionally Ser-i
M-Mkeme Sicilleri refer to free-stand.ing kiosks in the gardens as vell.224
2 23Examp]es of val paintgs depicting kiosks on eraced platforms:
Topkapi Palace, the apartments of the Valide Sultana:
EldemlThrk Bahgelexi, p:240.
Kugeojlu Yahsi at Bebek:
EldemaTirk Bahgeleri, p:233.
2 24D. 106157-4 (Appendix II), D. 1061171-1 (Appendix II)
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CHAPTER IV: RECAPTURING THE PAST
A. ANOTHER VAY OF TELLING
Epitomizing the inadequacy felt by all those vhose imagination vas captured by the
"beauties of the Bosphorus", a ninteenth century observer confessed that:
"Any attempt to unite vividness and truth in reference to the
Bosphorus, since that first knovn narration by Dionysios of Byzantium
of nineteen centuries ago, has accomplished not more than a
recapitulation of successive names vhich in different centuries have
been borne by each bay or promontory or settlement. Around each
cluster the multiform and accumulated legend, history, and association
of more than three thousand years. Enthusiasm and learning may alike
be baffled, because there is so much from vhich to choose. Whoever
undertakes its delineation must be painfully self-conscious at the start
that his omissions vill be manifold than all he says."
The story of the Bosphorus is mythic and historic; pre-classic, classic, medieval, and
modern; Pagan, Christian and Islamic; transmitted and preserved in every form -
legend, fable, tradition, poetry and architecture.
"Fable seems fact, and reality seems romance"; all, hovever, are equally real or
unreal in the narration of the architecture of the Bosphorus. Therefore capturing a
broader context for architectural meaning is only possible vben monuments and
archaeological evidence are reconstructed together vith the historical mentality.
Such a project, consequently, has to be delimited. This chapter undertakes such a
reconstruction limited in time and in scope: It is based on eighteenth century primary
sources that provide sufficient information for an exploration of the beginning and
unfolding of a process vhose mature expression is revealed in the panoply of the
building type knovn as the ya . To put it differently, this chapter examines the
IGrosvrenor, p:120.
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making of a theatrical setting in the course of the eighteenth century vhich expresses
the "Bosphorus Civilization".2
The tvo principal aims of this chapter are to investigate the making and meaning of
architecture and the history of settlements and to narrate their particular social
histories in a parallel excursion. The conventional/ahistorical portrait of the
Bosphorus has so far been dravn in literature by intermingling the mythic and
historic, pre-classic, classic, medieval and pre-modern in a geographically set order,
in the successive disposition of the districts starting from Tophane. What is examined
here is a certain point in history in vhich each district is characterized vith a different
quality of the Ottoman presence on the Bosphorus. The conventional geographically
successive disposition of the districts is pursued in this examination, a story of a
process is told at the same time.
The location of private property in Istanbul reflected class and cultural distinctions.
The sultans, the imperial family and the Ottoman dignitaries established their
residences in particular districts in Istanbul. A comparative reading of the
Bostanczba Defterleri and the archival sources shov that the yales on the
Bosphorus vere located according to the status of their occupants as vell. Hovever,
the linearity of the Bosphorus had strikingly ordered the vaterfront settlements that it
became possible to observe the order imposed by imperial protocol vhich vas based
on relative distance from the court and the city.
The settlements along the Bosphorus vere therefore characterized by pre-planning.
The vatervay vas crucial in military, commercial and leisure purposes. All these
2This em vas coined by Abd1hak ;inasi Hisar in his Bogarig Mehtquan.
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vere centered at Tophane at a hybrid stage, at the closest to Istanbul. Up the stream
was the seasonal imperial seat in Dolmabahge. Then came the heterogeneous districts
at Besikta; and Ortakoy vbere, as in all other parts of Istanbul, quarters grew around
respective religious centers and most of the public buildings of any Ottoman town
quarter intermingled with the residences of the people of all ranks. Until the
eighteenth century, these two districts, corresponding to Usktidar on the Anatolian
shore, constituted the border of the city on the Bosphorus. As the search for a
pleasurable life became fashionable at the retreats away from the city, first a stage vas
set for the imperial family between Ortak6y and Kurugesme. The Grand Viziers, in
most cases were related to the imperial family by marriages, were also located there.
Further upstream, a place for the power of the past and the present, for the Greek
Princes and wealthy Armenians and Jews, was established at Kuruepme.
Arnavutk6y, a pre-Ottoman settlement, remained exclusively Greek and modest;
their traditions endured in the non-imposing but all exciting communal festivals and
individual pleasures they have long experienced in the beauties of the Bosphorus. In
contrast, next was a new residential district that grew from scratch in the first quarter
of the eighteenth century around an imperial kiosk at Bebek; and it was allocated to
the grandees of the central administration. Then came the Citadel of Mehmet II, the
Conqueror, in Rumeli Hisari. The Citadel, a locus of myth and real, housed both the
powerful and the obedient, the wealthy and the poor. The making of new towns
beyond the Citadel, in Balta Limam, Boyacitkoy and Emirg&n, all showing different
policies and execution, exemplify the patterns of Ottoman urban growth at best. A
settlement based on a maritime activity, the caulking wbarf in Istinye, was in fact the
seat of former officers of the central administration, mostly of those of the religious
establishment. The second pre-Ottoman town in Yenikay displayed a variety of
features that were typical of the Ottoman urban centers, at the same time the
waterfront residences developed an alternative type adapted to the property
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ovnership pattern in the area. There all cultural groups of the Empire intermingled.
They had one thing in common: pover and vealth. The summer resorts of those not
vanted in the city, the embassies in Tarabya, then in Buyukdere came next. Betveen
them two already Europwanizd districts lay a modest figharman'R vilagR at
Kefelikay. Further one moved upstream, humbler the settlements got. Such remote
fishermen's villages could be seen in Sariyar and Yenimahalle. Finally, with
structures and settlements for the defence of the Bosphorus and the Capital, one
reached the mythological entrance to the Black Sea. At this point one turns to the
Asian shore vbere, at first sight, the imperial parks and religious complexes
outnumbered the palaces, yal1s and settlements on the European coast in the Ottoman
times.
The expansion of istanbul up the channel in the course of the eighteenth century
transformed the status symbols of urban rich. They rejected the traditional practice
of vithdrawal to the country and searched instead for the sublime and the picturesque
on fresh ground. The earlier conceptions of the Ottoman sultans of the Bosphorus as
a pleasure park on the Asian shore and a series of villages mingled vith the summer-
palaces, kiosks, and kasrs of the royal household on the European shore was
transformed into a monumental project.
While a number of quasi-urban settlements developed along the European shore, the
Asian shore for the most part remained a continuous imperial garden interrupted by a
few rural settlements. Moreover, only two early religious complexes, both under the
patronage of the Grand Admirals Sinan Papa (1553-1555) and Kili Ali Papa (1580),
were built on the European shore, whereas Rum Mehmet Papa in Papalimani (1471),
Mihrimah Sultan (1548), Semsi Papa (1555), Atik Valide (1584), Qinili (1640), Yeni
Valide (1708), Ahmediye (1730), Ayazma (1757), and Beylerbeyi (1776), the
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prominent foundations of the Bosphorus, vere all located on the Anatolian shores, in
or on the outskirts of Uskiilar.
The imperial summer-palaces, kiosks and pavilions of the European coast viev the
vast natural parks of the opposite shore: the Asian coast velcomed the visitors to
vieved the beauties of man-made creations on the other side. The European coast vas
semi-urban character, vith a vide range of societal, cultural and economic
differences betveen one village and another. The Asian shore vas totally uniform.
The contrasting character of the European and Asian shores of the Bosphorus assured
that vith such a defined and diametrically opposed architectural vocabulary, "the
Bosphorus may be denominated in strict propriety, the creative and tutelar genius of
the imperial city",3 an iconic example of the Ottoman system.4
Although the discrepancy vas often verified by observations such as La Motraye's
noting that "these palaces, or Pleasure-Houses, are for the most part on the European
side, tho' there are some in Asia...", 5 vhat vas behind the vision of the Sultans in their
choice of the Asian shores became clearer only after the eighteenth century. Their
pleasure parks embellished vith kdgks and kasirs suited their taste in the ephemeral.
It vas contrasted vith imperial summer-palaces, symbols of the continuity of the
dynasty, merged vith the linear residential development along the European shore.
The contrast uncovers that this vas a theatrical setting; both shores vere envisaged to
vatch the other. When vatching the other, it vas by itself displaying a scenic stage
vbere the spectators vere also the actors at the very moment.
3
'ThoM n, p:396.
AIn his Sakime, the poet Alayi, oo, dveels on the differeme of the two shores.
5La Motraye, p:176.
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The 1831 map published in Venice for Ingigi's Vieggiatura marks the locations of
the daily excursions/binig-i hkmayun of the sultan.6 According to this map not one
of these places vas on the European coast. This has been supported by another
observation from the end of the century vbere d'Ohsson, a native of Istanbul, records
that:
"Nous ne parlons point de celles d'Ainaly-Cavak, de Cara-Aghatsch, de
Defterdar -Bournou et de Davoud-Paschas, parce qu'elles sont peu
considerables et peu frequent6es. A l'6gard duchteaude Mourad IV a
Scutary, il tombe en ruines, et aucun des successeurs de ce Prince n'a
t6moign6 le moindre desir de le faire reparer. Tout ce qu'on voit
d'ailleurs ' Gucuk-souyi, ' Idriss-Kioschky, ' Hunnkear Iskelessy ou
Tocath, ' Keaghid-Khane, a Bebek-Baghtschessy, a Schemsy-Pascha, '
Dolma-Baghtschessy etc. ne consiste qu'en des kioschks, ou en de
simples pavillons oii le Sultan, dans ses promenades ordinaires, va
prendre du caf6 et se reposer quelques heures: c'est pour cela qu'on les
appelle Binisch-Yerlery, qui signifie station de la cavalcade
imperiale." 7
The reasons for the theatrical setting envisaged as early as the sixteenth century may
be found in the acceptance or rejection of a Byzantine past, vhich still remained on
the Bosphorus in the form of military, royal, religious edifices and the modest
shelters and supply establishments of sailors and fishermen. The poverty of research
and information on the Byzantine history of the area does not, hovever, reveal an
imperial practice in Byzantine times in the Bosphorus, nor a preference for one or
another of the shores, their summer palaces and villas vere found in prominent
locations as Ottoman Begiktap, Arnavutkoy on the European side and Qengelkoy and
Kuik Goksu on the Asian side.8 Such rudimentary information does not favour any
6 1ngigi, Villeggiatura.
The bu4 locations marked on the Asian coast are Fenerbahee, two at Kavak, Semsi Papa, Kule
Bahgesi, G6ksu, Qubuklu, Sultniye, and Hbnkar iskelesi.
7D'Ohsson, VIII. 2.
UPargoire argues that the shoies of the Bosphors vere not considered safe even at the tine of
considerable military pover: "Ce n'est pas, je 1'avo, que le Bosphore n'at&t qmlques
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argument about the Ottomans' building on Byzantine past that could be compared to
that on the peninsula.
The earlier preference of the Anatolian coast over the European for non-military
settlements, particularly in the choice of pleasure grounds (parks, gardens, hunting
grounds, promenades and kiosks ), can be dated back to the Conquest. According to
legend, it vas Sultan Mebmet II, the Conqueror, vho initiated the Tokat Bahgesi in
Beykoz vhen he learned that the Citadel of Tokat had fallen.9 The preference for
settling on the relatively virgin Anatolian coast might have contradicted Mehmet II's
policy of building the Ottoman capital on its Imperial Byzantine past if modern
research had provided us vith ample data. It is equally curious to observe the later
shift in the opposite direction, that is, the settlement of the court on the European
Bosphorus.
The nature of the settlements, their building types, and the chronology of their
development do not provide a homogeneous picture at first sight. Which imperial
abodes vere preferred continuously changed. One vould be frequented over a
certain period and then capriciously abandoned. At certain times the construction of
certain types of buildings vere accelerated. At the very beginning of the Ottoman
presence in the Bosphorus the construction of military buildings shaped the channel;
Byzantines, et ceux-lk, certs, ne s'y trouvaient que trop, en 712, qui y perdirent la vie ou la hberi,
surpris par une soudaine iruption des Bulgares. Mais les riches particuiers, fonctionnaires pour 1a
plupart ou courtisans, plagaient de prif6rence leur naisons de campagne dans les rigions
suburbaines on Ia prisence des villas impiales souvent hablies concentrait plus de monde et de
soci6 en criant plus de vie et de mouvement Ils n'allaient au Bosphore que faul de mieux."
Pargoire, p20.
Janin also cane upvith a list of three imperial summer palaces, nineteen churches, sixteen
monasteries and a charilable hospital on the European shore and three imperial palaces (Brockhloi,
Meludion, Sophianae), fourteen monasteries, eleven churches and five charilable hospitbls on the
Asian coast
JanConslantmople byzantine, p:468, p:482.
9Eliya Qelebi, p:322.
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later palatial complexes or residential settlements and even complete neighbourhoods,
preceded by the erection of mosques, piers and fountains, took place. Such
monumental projects, a curious process in the Ottoman settlement policy, began
uMay with the didtribution of the land helonging to the Statalmrz'. The preferences
of the sultans and the high ranking officials, and later, of the urban rich, were
operational in the settlement policies. As a result, it is perfectly possible to concoct
separate military, religious and imperial architectural histories of the Bosphorus,
each of which could provide material of interest to the specialist; the approach taken
in this study tries to arrive at an overall understanding of what may be called
"political topography" in the making of the eighteenth century Bosphorus. What is at
issue here is an examination of the impact of the settlement preferences of the Sultan
and the imperial family and the Ottoman elite, at different times for different sites.
As one probes deeper into the evidence, both archaeological and historical, one finds
reasons for a given site being occupied by a particular building and a particular group
of people.
A very real political motive may have existed for these choices, which, together with
equally real political ideologies, can be explored at length. The reasons for the
differences in exploitation may also lie in a complex series of rituals and ceremonials
that might have initiated an unspoken policy for such choices. Whatever the reasons,
in an a posteriori evaluation, in the Ottoman case (until further archival vork is
undertaken) the evidence for the topographical choice can only be based on vague oral
tradition and may only be supported occasionally by sparse textual and archaeological
evidence.
The oral tradition starts with the naming of the channel. The ancients derived their
name for the Bosphorus from a legend of the Olympian gods. Zeus, although
3a
omnipotent, could not protect his mistress lo from the incessant pursuit by his jealous
vife Hera. Pursued from land to land, lo reached the eastern shore of the strait.
There, transformed into a vhite calf (bous ), she plunged into the current, svam
across the passage (porus ) safely, and hid in the recesses of the Golden Horn.10 The
story of her suffering and daring passage is preserved in the vord Bosphorus, the
passage of the coy".
The Ottoman sources refer to it more objectively as channel of the "vestern seal
hdic-i bahr-i rim, channel of the Black Seal halic-i bahr-i siyah, channel of
Constantinople/halic-i Kostantiniye, passage of Alexander the Great liskender
Bogazz, passage of Constantinople or istanbul /Kostantiniye Bogazz, islambol
B*zz , istanbul Boazz , the confluence of the tWo seas/macmal-bahrayn,
marczl-bahrayn or simply passage/ Bogaz ."11
As one nineteenth century romantic and the antiquarian observed: "There is not a
promontory or recess in all its vindings, that is not halloved by the recollection of
either fictitious mythology or authentic history."12
This timeless image of both shores vas perpetrated by European travellers in the
nineteenth century. The picture is that of an extended line of palaces, vaterside villas
10IHahkarns Bahkgisi refers 1o bos (trak) and poros (greek) meaning passage.
Hahkanas Bahhgisi, p:27.
1B esim Darkot refers t tha Ottman sources belov concerning the naming of the Bosphorus:
Ali, Kuhn al-ahbar, unpub.Ms. islanbul U9niversilesi Kiitiphanesi, n.5959, v.448 and 532.
Kktip Qelebi, Tuhfat al-kibar fi asfar al-bihar, no page given.
K&tip Qelebi, Cihannm, p: 664.
Sideddin, Tac al-1avarihi, v.I, p:148.
Urne Bey, Tarih-i al-i Osman, p:65
Asim, Tarih, v.I, p:59
Evliya Qelebi, Seyahatnsme, v.1, p:37, 41.
islam Ansiklopedisi: "islanbul", p:656.(Darkot)
12 AlomWalsh, p:9.
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of the wealthy, humbler dvellings and mosques, which are cut from the water either
by a narrov quay or project over it. This fringe of habitations broadens into many a
village, which clambered over the hill sides and levelled in the amphitheatric form
into valleys. On the European side this sucession of villages was almost continuous
up to Buyiikdere. The Asiatic side vas less densely populated; a grove of trees, a
projecting cliff, or a large plain cut the continuity of its houses. After the last
northward bend of the Bosphorus the whole aspect changes on both shores. As if to
mark the sudden transition, the Giant's Mountain rises abruptly from the water, and
dominates the view. Beyond this point, the villages became rare and the houses were
scattered on both sides. The perfection of the picturesque in the interplay of nature
and architecture gave way to nature pure and simple close to the Black Sea.
The Tower of Leander, situated where the Bosphorus reaches the sea of Marmara on
the other end of the channel, symbolically represents the point of contact between
Istanbul and the Bosphorus. This vas the entrance to the country vhere the people of
Istanbul preferred to withdrav in the course of the eighteenth century. Symbolically,
the majestic project of restoring/making the Bosphorus started vben:
"Damad Ibrahim fit remplacer, par une tour construite en pierre, le
phare en bois place sur un rocher isole pres des cotes asiatiques, et
qu'un incendie venait de detruire. Cette tour, que les Turcs nomment la
tour de la fille, parce qu'elle leur rappelle une tradition romanesque
intimememnt liee 'al'histoire chevaleresque du premier Cid, est elle que
les Europeens nomment la tour de Leandre, avec aussi peu de raison
qu'ils donnent i la tour qui s'6leve ial'embouchoure de la mer Noire, le
nom de tour d'Ovide."1 3
The entrance to the Bosphorus is actually outside the Galata valls in Tophane.
13Hamr, V. XIV, p:6 1.
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B. EARLY OTIOMAN PRESENCE ALONG THE BOSPHORUS
"Hele sekdirme sifbanlerle bugun tavri garib
Falya vermig gibi Tophanede yariyle rakib" 14
The junction of the Golden Horn and Bosphorus vas formerly indicated by a narrov
bay on the east side of Galata. This bay vas filled in by the Ottomans. One of the
earliest military and commercial settlements along the Bosphorus vas located there;
the cannon foundry/Topkane , the artillery barracks and the palace of the head of the
artillery/Topgubag since the conquest. 15 Once it became the end of a three-foot
bridge connecting it to Oskidar and Besiktas, Tophane developed commercially. The
expansion of Galata tovards the Bosphorus due to this commercial activity can be
dated back to the reign of Suleyman the Magnificent. Hovever, until the time of
Evliya Qelebi, Tophane, vhich had served as the private gardens of the Sultans since
Sleyman I, remained a favourite promenade. 16 Occasional visits of the sultans to the
cannon foundry vas an accustomed ceremony and vere recorded by the official
chronicles. 17
The mescid of the foundry, Tophane Ocag Mescidi, vas built by Sultan Suleyman I
and vas rebuilt by Mustafa III in 1761.18 The BostanabpDefterleri record two
mosques on the vaterfront. The first one vas at the landing place. In H.988 (1580-
1581), the Grand Admiral Kili Ali Papa built a mosque, a hamam, a fountain/sebd
14Fenni Mehmet DedelSahilname.
15It vw Mehmet II, the conquieror, vho had a cannon foundry, the barracks for the artillarymen
and a palace for the Topgubagi built at Tophane. Bayazid II had enlarged the foundary.
Siileyman II rebuilt the five domed foundary that still stands. It vas under continuous repair. For
the reslration in 1742 (H. 1155) see RefikIXII.Asir, p:157. It vas lotally rebuilt by Selim III.
Eremya gelebi, p.259.
inciciyanrXVIII. Asirda, p.95.
16Evliya Qelebi, pp.307-310.
17 islam Ansikiopedisi: "Boiazigi", p.672.(Gkbilgin)
18islam Ansikiopedisi: "Boazii" p.672.(G6kbilgin)
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and a medrese on the area that vas reclaimed from the sea. 19 The architect of the
mosque vas Sinan.20 The hamam vas one of the most important hamamns in Istanbul.
Aar= from tha m%qua tod tha founWtain contruwted by Siyavus Papa in 1632 and
Mustafa Papa in 1636. The Tophane fountain that marks the meydan of the quarter
vas built by Sultan Mahmut Iin 1732 (H.1145).21 The construction of the fountain
vas part of a larger project that accelerated the settlement on the Bosphorus: vater
vhich supplied the fountain of Mahmut I vas brought from Taksim as a result of a
series of constructions that took place in the course of the eighteenth century.22
The meydan in front of the fountain vas crovded vith plane trees and under the trees
the cannons brought to Istanbul as trophies vere on display.23 The Bostancabag
Defteri of 1791 refers to this square as the place vhere preachers delivered their
sermons/hatip meydwu . inciciyan records that, on the second day of Bayram, a
large group of prominent personages/ ekabir used to go there to enjoy themselves.24
19According ID inciciyan, the land on vhich these structures vere built and the meydm vhich
once stood in front of the foundry, was a large bay. The Grand Admiral Kihe Ali Paa brought
Christian peasants from the arsenal on the Golden Horn and had the bay filled in. For those
vorkers he had a church and rooms built. At the time of inciciyan the ruins of this church still
stood vhich vas burned down with the rooms.
inciciyanVileggiatura, p.112.
2 0Evliya Qelebi, p.306.
21The construction of the fountain, however, was sarld by Ahmet III in 1730 (H. 1143) just
before his deposition.
islam Ansiklopedisi: "Boiazigi", p.672.(Gokbilgin)
22 Sadi Nazim NirvenJ islanbul Sulan.
Naci YiingiWTaksim Suyu Tesisleri.
23Eremya describes the display of cannons that were brought from "Unga mmekets".
Eremya Qelebi, pp:42-43.
For a descrption of the display and the meydm:
Himraire de Jerome Maurand, p.204, p.259.
Gio Francesco Gemefi Cared, p.70.
Pitlon de Tournefort, t. 1, p.509.
2 4inciciyanVXVIII. Asirda, p:95.
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In 1792-1793, upon the order of Sultan Selim III, the cannons on display vere moved,
the plane trees vere cut dovn and the meydan vas given over to the training and
parade grounds of the Nizam-i Cedid soldiers.25 This change, vhichis recorded in
the later Bostanabagi Defterleri referring to the meydan as the place of training
and paradeltalim meydamz, transformed the neighbourhood. At the time of Evliya
Qelebi it had seventy Muslim, twenty Greek, and seven Armenian quarters and
several Jevish households.26 These houses vere demolished and the shops vere
removed and relocated adjacent to the Galata valls. The Sultan built a mosque for the
the barracks of the coach drivers/ arabaalar kiglas on the site vhere the Nusretiye
Mosque nov stands.27 In the nineteenth century, the imperial procession that took
place on the Night of Poverl Kadir Gecesi (the 27th of ramazan, vhen the Koran
vas revealed) incorporated the mosque of Nusretiye, vhich is one of the outstanding
examples of Ottoman Baroque, into the religious ceremonial settings of the Ottoman
capital.
Several coffee houses, typical of Ottoman meydans, lined the shore. There vere no
major boathouses nor vere the landing places numerous, but the yalzs in the area all
had private piers. There vere also boarding rooms for the fishermen at one of the
public landing places.
Evliya Qelebi states that there vere fey notables and nobles at Tophanel Tophanenin
ayan ve kibarz adr . Hovever, as he himself lists several yaizs that belonged to
high ranking Ottoman officials, this statement turns out to be inaccurate. Tophane
25inciciyanXVIII. Asirda, p.95.
26 Evliya Qelebi, p.309.
27 Since the mosque and the barracks were demolished in the 1823 fire vhich burned dovn the
area down lD Dohnabahee, Mabmut II built the Nusretiye Mosque on the same grounds in 1825.
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indeed vas much favoured by the Ottoman elite for its proximity to the city.28 In
1593-1594, the complaints about the English ambassador vho vas residing at the yalz
of Arap Ahmet Papa reveal that the Tophane district vas inhabited by the nobility. In
1701 a splendid pala vas constructed by the fierca Grand Admiral Hiimyin
Mezzomorto. 29
From the Bostancbagz Defterleri, ye learn that the population in the area from
Tophane to Dolmabahge vas mostly composed of the lesser officials of the Ottoman
administration, in complete contrast to Tophane itself, vhich vas inhabited by the
artisans and craftsmen vho vere mostly non-Muslims. The earliest among those at
our disposal records captains of the imperial fleet, accountants and scribes in the
central administrationImukasp, mesarif katibi, mufelles katibi, kethkda katibi,
enderun-u hkmayun kitabhane katibi, the official varden of fortresses, the khan-
keeper of the furriers, public-criers in the covered market and ex-office holders such
as the chief astrologer, the minister of the porte, the treasurer of the granary, the
governor of Bolu, svord-bearers, the official entrusted vith the delivery of the gifts
sent to Mecca annually by the Sultan, the aa in charge of the vardrobe, and an
associate of the state lands held in fief by a private ovner. Here also vere to be found
a fey established families, vhich also indicates former or active holders of offices
such as the Borazanzade (family of the trumpeter), Kuyumcubagizade (family of the
head jeveller), Qekdiribeyzade (family of the a Bey commanding a class of var
galleys vith sails and oars), Hasekibagizade (family of one of the Sultan's personal
bodyguards) as veil as those vhich do not refer to a link to the administrative
28The reference, could have been according D the large number of vorkers of the foundry, as
vel as t the soldiers and sailors. The landing s1age of Tophane, vhich yas also called
"Qavugbasi iskelesi", vas the largest on the Bosphorus and on the Golden Horn .
Evliya Qelebi, p:306, p:309.
2 9Grosvernor, p:128.
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command and therefore may indicate an involvement in commerce, a fey high
ranking officers such as the molla of Galata, the kadz of Egypt, the summoning
officer of Anadolu as veil as several zagas, t vives and children. From this list,
it is clear that not a single resident on the vaterfront vas involved in crafts or trade at
the end of the eighteenth century.
In the fifty-year period lying betveen the first and last Bostanbcagz Defterleri, the
number of yalis recorded in the area did not increase but the existing structures
changed hands frequently. The status of the residents, hovever, did not change.
There vere six landing places and thirty seven yazs dovnstream and four yalis
upstream from the summer Palace of the Sultan in the area between the landing places
at Tophane and Begiktag in 1791. The latest Bostanabagt Defteri, vhich vas kept
during the reign of Sultan Mabmut II, registers twelve landing places and an equal
number of yates . The only change that occurred was the demolition of a rov of yalzs
just beyond the Summer Palace.
"Baglanup kalm iken zUlfi siyeh karinda
Savdu bapdan ben ahir Salipzinda" 0
The first yal& that belonged to the imperial family, the Emnibid, stood at Sali Pazari,
on the grounds of a large market area vhere on Tuesdays itinerant merchants sold
their vares.31 It was built by Damat Ibrahim Papa in 1724-1725 on the grounds of an
earlier yal owned by the nephew of Kara Ibrahim Papa, a certain Osman Bey, and
30 Fenim Mehmet DedelSahilname.
31The prominent landing place known as Qivici iskelesi lestifies that once it was a commercial
centr. Tle Grand Bazaar at Sah Pazan was also relocatd at Tophane afer the constrwtion of
Emnabad. Lalr in the nineleenth century Twin Sultan Palaces built for Cemile Sultan and
Adile Sultan replaced the Emnsb&d.
"...there are nov two palaces, absolutely alike, it is said, in every detail. They were erected
by Mabmoud I for two nieces whom he loved equally."
Grosvernor, p:13 1.
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Girnrnikg Huseyin Papa and the market area.32 It did not survive the end of the
century, and its site vas used for the yals of the dignitaries recorded in the
Bostancdbag Defterleri. There vas a mescid, Yusuf Aka Mescidi, before the
larding place called after the Sali Pazar and a mosque next to it. In 1740 this vooden
mosque vas rebuilt by a certain gentleman-in-vaiting on the sultan, musahip Sihely
Bey, noted for his vit and pover to amuse.
Inland, high on a hill, the construction of Cihangir Mosque (1559), an unusually
situated early mosque built by Sinan for Sleyman the Magnificent in the memory of
his beloved son Cihangir, is evidence that the expansion tovard Beiktag took place at
the end of his reign; the neighbourhood became crovded very rapidly.33
"Tutsa us;k mahaldir kirilur gibi taref
Buldu ol gOzleri bW dm ile Findikh eref-34
Dovn the hill, tovard the neighbouring quarter on the shore, Frndikli, the pleasure
loving Mehmet IV frequently came on a visit to Huseyin Aka Fmndikli, a vealthy
Ottoman.35
"Il ne se passoit point de semaines qu'il ne re91t le sultan dans sa maison
appelse fondoukli, situ6e pres du faubourg de Pera, ' la vue du palais
imperial. On y avoit biti ' grands frais plusieurs chambres avancees
sur le Bosphore, afin que des fentres le sultan p t prendre le
divertissement de la psche: le poisson qu'il prenoit stoit envoys en
signe de faveur A ses courtisans lorsque le present stoit apports par un
32For the confiscations: Qelebizsde, p:347.
33 This mosque vas burned five times in 1720 (H.1132), 1724 (H. 1136), 1822 (H. 1238), and it
vas rebuilt. The sanding structure is from 1890 (H. 1308).
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34Fenni Mehmet DedelSailname.
35Hammer refers 1o Firdikh as a derivation of Fondaco , mearng khantfudq , in Arabic and
transferred 10 Italian as fondao in the course of the medieval commerce.
HammerlConstantinopolis und der Bosporus, b.2, p.187.
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simple champellan, la recompense ordinaire devoit etre une bourse. Si
le messager stoit un tchouadar ou maitre de la garde-robe, celui ' qui le
pr6sent 6toit adress6 ne pouvoit dormer moins de cinq bourses. "36
The Bostacuwbawz Defterleri refer to Findikli as the caulking vharf. The mosque of
Findikli vas located at the landing place. The neighbourhood, preferred by the
prominent personages of the central administration/rical , vas adorned by a number
of mosques, schools, fountains, and hamams built by them.37 In 1787, the Grand
Vizier Koca Yusuf Papa built a sebd in front of this complex.38 Next to the tekke of
Hatuniye, in 1755-56 the Grand Vizier Biyikli Ali Papa built a school and a fountain.
Eremya mentions a number of gardens and promenadesteferrfigh for the small
artisans and craftsmen. Being the closest to the city, all vere much frequented. 39
Evliya further provides us vith a detailed description of these places such as the
Ayazpapa Havuzlu Mesiresi, Samsunhane Mesiresi, Muneccim Kuyusu Mesiresi,
Pelidcik Ayazmasi and the garden of Seyh#1islam Ebu Suud. 40 About the tovn
proper, he says that there vere 800 shops, vhich contained so many kinds of goods
that there vas no need for a bedestan. He mentions that the tovnsmen vere mostly
from the Black Sea coast and vere involved in small business, in agriculture and in the
military. Most vere merchants, grocers, and most probably former members of the
military as artillerymen. 41 Hovever, the number of mosques, mescids and the like
36Lechevalier, p:50.
3 7Qivici Limam Mescidi, built by Mahmut Qavu, Siheyli Bey Canmi built by
the admiral Sifheyli Bey, Hatuniye mescidi, lekke and fountain built by the wife of Admiral Arab
Ahmet Papa, Molla Qelebi Cami (1589) known as Findikh Cami built by Anadolu Kazaskeri
Mehmet Vus]il Efendi and the meklb and a hamam added from its vaqf; it vas a crowded
neighbourhood. Pigmniye Cami built by the kadi of Bursa, Kadi Mescidi built by Kfitb ibrahim
Efendi, Emir imam Mescidi by Seyyid Yahya Efendi, at the end of 17th century, all indicale that
the neighbourhood vas preferred by the religius nobilityfricd.
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38 This sebi yas carried 1k Kabalag during the construction of the shore highvay.
39 Eremya Qelebi, p.43.
40Evhya Qelebi, p:307.
4 1Evliya Qelebi, p:309.
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shovs that from early on the district vas occupied by prominent jurisprudences and
religious teacherslilmiye ricali 42 A palatial vaterfront residence, standing next to
the tekke of Hatuniye and Biyikh Ali Papa's school and fountain, has been noted
avrat timas ait changpd hands from ona notable to the otr. In I543-1549itva
allocated to the English ambassador as vell.43 At the time of inciciyan the population
of Fiudikh vas exclusively Muslim.
Evliya 9elebi then continues to describe the physical characteristics of the quarter -
that the houses leaned on one another in terraces, that the streets vere paved, that the
public fountains vere a fev, but all the houses had veils, that there vere many
nescids close to one another because the people living there vere very religious, that
it resembled istanbul because of its proximity to the city. 44 He also describes the
Qizmeciler Tekkesi vhich is referred in the Bostancbag Defterleri .
The records of the vaterfront then lists the fountains of Hekiroglu Ali Papa 1732
(H. 1145) and Silahdar Yahya Aga (1788).45 The imperial boathouses/sandal-i
hkmayun vere folloved by the Karabili gardens. This area, knovn as KarabSli
Bahgesi in betveen Findikh and Dolmabahge, starts to appear as a separate quarter in
our documents from the early nineteenth century, and is then called Kabata;. 46
Previously, there vere a number of lodging rooms in the gardens and the vineyards.
42islam Ansiklopedisi: "Botazigi", p.673.(Gbkbilgin)
Refiki XVI. Asuda, p.157.
43The allocation of an palatial residence t a foreign ambassador has no other parallel.
RefikXII. Asuda, p:15.
44Evhya gelebi, p:309.
45islam Ansiklopedist " Botazigi", p.674.(G6kbilgin) After Ai Saim, istanbul ye Eski Eserleri,
islanbul, 1933.
46According l Saiaf Hovanrnsyan, a large piece of stone fell in at this location vhen a church
called Gifgormiez at Atmieydam exploded. It is argued , hovever, during a repair work in a ydk
in the first quarler of the ninetlenth century, an antique piece of skne vwas found and localed on
the pier.
3s<
Senkdil Afeti nerm eylemese mil her an
Hie tehi mi dayanurdu Kabata rindan"47
The Bostanabap Defterlen also register the presence of the mosque of qakir Dede
next to the Karabili gardens, several coffee-houses and the religious school of Sipahi
Agasi Mehmet Emin Aia, as vell as a fountain and a sebil annexed to it (1740).48
The fountain is one of the important monuments of the eighteenth century. A
boathouse vas located at the landing place vhich vas built of stone.
The houses of the less vell to do clambered up and over a steep and projecting hill,
forming a picturesque backdrop to the narrov shore. Where the hill recedes, it gave
vay to the valley of Dolmabahee.
C. IMPERIAL SEAT
"Kalmadi hie kimsede hie nan alacak bir akge
Servi kadlerle pur olah Dolmabae"49
The valley of Dolmabahge lies at the place vhere the slopes of the Karabili and
Beikta; gardens meet. A garden belonging to the Sultan vas built on a landfill at the
vaters' edge. The exact date of the landfill is controversial. Eremya Qelebi dates it to
the reign of Sultan Ahmet I (1603-1617) and attributes the construction to his Grand
Vizier Nasuh Papain 1614.50 Evliya Qelebi dates it to the reign of Sultan Osman II
(1618-1622).51 inciciyan, on the other hand, quoting Gyllius, dates the landfill to the
islam Ansiklpedisi: "Bojazigi", p.674.(G6hbilgin)
47 Fenni Mehmet DedelSabiame.
48Thee vs also mescid Bat Odalan Mescid built in 1705 (H.1117), and Kabal Cami and the
Esat Mahmut Efendi fountain. The mosqu of Qalur Dede, vhich vwas next to the sebil, vwas
demolished at the time of the constction of the road.
49Fenni Mehmet Dede)Sahilname.
5 0Eremya qelebi, p.43.
51Evliya Qelebi, p:311.
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time SQieyman 1.52 According to Inciciyan, this vas undertaken by Karabolus,
knovn as Beiktasi Kara Abal Mehmet Baba, and the garden in the area vas called by
his name, Karabili. 53 He refers to later enlargements as to be undertaken by Nasuh
Papa during th reign of Sultan Ahmet 1.54
The land that vas reclaimed from the sea has served as the site of a succession of
kiosks and vaterside palaces. The Register that vas prepared for Sultan Ahmet III in
1704 recorded a kasrw overlooking a field vhere crid vas played and a nev kiosk in
the Karabili Gardens. 55 But Evliya 9elebi, vho mentions a kiosk and a pool of
Selim II in Besikta; Gardens, does not mention a palace, and in fact indicates that there
vere no other buildings.56 He describes gardens and belvedere-like structures
organized in layers/kat kat bahgeler ve gakminler .57 The first building knovn as
the Begikta; Palace, hovever, is dated to thE time of Sultan Ahmet 1.58 This seven
52 inciciyadXVIII. Asirda, p.157.
53 Erdolan identifies the founder as Kara Bsli Zini Qelebi.
Erdotatistanbul Bahgeleri, p:170.
54 inciciyanl Villeggiatura, p.118.
The road that passes by vas opened in 1719 (H. 1131) after the older one vas svalloved by the
sea. SilaMar Findikhh Mehmet Aja tells that the garden (Dolmabahge) yas than confined
with valls, perforaled and decorated from the sea, and solid from the land. Arap iskelesi vas
closed and imperial boathouses vere localed here. Ney road passed through the neighbourhood,
reaching Kara Abah gardens lied lovards Beikta.
Silahdar Findikhi Mehmet AgaINusretnime, p:388.
These constructions and the Bostancibagi responsible for it were than criticized for the amount of
money put inlo it as well as damage the change caused in nature.
Silahdar Findikhh Mehmet AalNusreinsme, p:413.
55Bagbakanhk Argivi-Maliye DefterlerilMiffredat Defieri, n.4763, p:16.
Erdotanristnbul Bahgeleri, p:170.
5 6Evliya Qelebi, p:311.
5 7Evliya's reference 10 ;dag4i as an outldoor space ;/nmiga recalls vieving platforms or
structures at the edges of terraced gardens.
5 8Exdojantistanbul Bahgeleri, p:167.
irciciyanlVilleggiatura, p.119.
G6kbilgin notes that Sultan Ahmet I yas bom in BegikaV Palace.
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Grosvernor also refers 1D the kiosk of Sultan Ahmet I:
"Ahmet I aspired to construct a palace, not upon the shore, but in the middle of the syift-flovirig
stream. With a sudden frenzy of enthusiasm, the entire population rallied his assistance: A
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domed kiosk vas situated, hovever, on the slopes of Magka. In 1748 and 1753, on the
hills covered vith cypresses behind the Dolmabahge garden, Sultan Mahmut I rebuilt
kaszrs and kiosks vhich are referred in the documents as Kasr-i Cihannumi,
Siyeban-i Humayun, Bayildim Kopku, Iftariye and Servilik. The exact locations, nor
the building histories of these imperial structures can not be identified.59 The kasir,
referred to as exhilarating and pearl-like, vas probably the one vividly described by
Flachat in 1766. It is possible that it vas on the site of the seventeenth century kasir.
As the landfill vas gradually built up, the palatial buildings had come closer to the
shore. 60 There are continuous references in the Ottoman chronicles to this process.61
Sultan Mehmet IV undertook the enlargement of the imperial grounds by demolishing
the yalz of Cagaloglu further upstream that vas confiscated during the reign of Sultan
Bayezid II. The ground of this palatial yaltz vas knovn as Besiktag Bahgesi. 62
During the demolition of the former structures only the valls of the Harem and the
kiosk vith lead roof on the valls vere preserved. The construction of one of the
principal kiosks called Qiili Kosk (tiled kiosk, knovn also as ginili mabeyn-i
hmayun, gindi odalar, ginili sway , gindi daire ) took place in 1679-1680. Its
pier, eight hundred paces long, vas thrust out into the valr. At its fariher end, before three
months had passed, there rose, as by enchantment, a fairy fabric, that seemed ID hover between
the sea and the sky. Before another three months vere over, a violent storm rolled dovn the
strait, and svept pier and palace, and abiost their memory avay."
Grosvernor, p:156
59The histrian izzi refers to a kasirkasr- d&=a vith 22 columns vhich vas built in 1747 vhich
can not be located either. Afer izzi, v.122.
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60Anog others Bussiere, p:30, Constantios, p:163, Hobhouse, p:860, Lechevalier, p:53,
Pouqueville, p:307 and Dallavay, p:136 describes the palace at Dolmabahee.
6 1For the Palace at Begikta*:
Naimi, Tarlh, v.II, p:107.
R& id, Tarih, v.1, p:245, v.III, p:284, v.VI, p:267,
izzi, Tarih, v. 122ff.
islam Ansiklopedisi: "Boazigi", p.675.(G6kbilgin)
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architect vas Ismail Aga.63 It vas built in front of the Privy Chamber on the
vaterfront on top of hollov arches that vere made out of stone/bir saray-z dilksgd ve
has oda nunnde dahi leb-i deryada mucewef ye sengtn kemerler kzerinde fevkant
bir kasr-z ztbd .64 At the same time, the treasury, pantry, and the barracks of the the
palace guards/zfiuflfM baltaci vere restored. Water vas brought from the
Galatasaray Palace, and cisterns built for the harem on the upper part of Dolmabahge
and for the Privy Chamber next to the old prison. The vegetable garden vas leveled
to serve as a playing field for cirid. Then the sultan moved from the summer palace
at Uskidar to Bepiktap.
"Bescik Tasce-Serii (Palazzo della Pietra del Bersaglio) che appartiene
al Gran Signore, il quale per lo pi si porta ogni anno a passarvi l'estate
con tutto il suo Harem, e Cortigiani, ritirandosi sempre verso il
Ramasan. 65
In 1719, the structures vithin the garden valls vere restored and were annexed to the
Begiktap Palace.66 In the eighteenth century, Besiktap palace continued to grov
haphazard in a manner similar to Topkapi. Sultan Ahmet III (1703-1730) had started
the enlargement of the palace which was completed by Sultan Mahmut I (1730-
1754).67 In 1709 (H.1121)the yal that was confiscated from Kara Mehmet Papa had
added to it rooms and kaszrs , and part of the court moved in.68 A beloved
palace/kasr-z dildra on22 columns was built in 1747.69 The palace was under
63Erdotantisenbul Bahgeleri, p:169.
6 4 Silaar Findikhh Mehmet AjaINusretn-me, v. I, p:732.
Rapid adds that the sulan vw not contnt vith the nev slrcture vhich vas built in sixteen
months. Reid, v.I, p:354
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6 5 Sestini, p.6.
6 6Erdotanisfenbul Baheleri, p:169.
6 7 Siadar Findikhh Mehmet ANusretnsme, p:388.
6 8Erdoiantisunbul Bahgeleri, p:169.
69izzi, Tari, v. 122ff.
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continuous repair due to the harmful effects of the southwest vind, but was badly
damaged by the earthquake of 1766. The restoration was immediately undertaken
upon the order of Sultan Mustafa 111 (1757-1774) and was continued at the time of
Sultan Abdiilhamit 1 (1774-1789) who built a quay and boathouses. 70 During the
reign of Sultan Abdiihamit I, the kiosk dated back to Selim II was rebuilt and
decorated by tiles in the Persian style.71 Sultan Selim III, who visited the palace
often,72 commissioned Melling, the German architect, to completely rebuild the
palace in wood in 1780.73
The architecture of the Summer Palace stirred the imagination of the observers:
"The style is very remarkable, and truly oriental. In the centre is an
edifice with projecting roofs, and surrounded by a cluster of similar
ones, intended, it is said, to represent the original varlike habitations of
the Turcomans -the tent or pavilion of the khan, in the centre, and those
of his officers pitched round it as in encampment: but the present
Sultan, in his zeal to abolish the old and establish a nev order of things,
is everyvhere changing the architecture..." 74
A curious observation by Pouqueville reveals hov vell it was suited in the landscape:
"...it stands upon the sea-shore, and is separated from the sea only by a
very narrov quay. The whole outside is painted to represent a
landscape. The gardens are uncultivated, the soil is bad; and I have
been assured by Monsieur Melling, who was employed at work in the
70 While a number of sebils and fountains vere built by the members of the imperial family and
grandees in the eighleenth centuy, the mescid of Qakir Dede vas rebuilt in 1709 (H. 1121) by the
tresuror of the Arsenal, Hiseyin Efendi.
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72 Mehmet Ziya, v.II, p:243.
73 Mahmut II (1808-1839), vho decided ID abandon Topkapi Palace, built the nev Begikag
Palace on the place of the summer palace and lived there more ofen. Kirkor Amira Balyan vas
the archiect SOtil slnding Dohnabahge Palace yas built by his follover Abdilmecid in 1854.
The architect this time vas Karabet Balyan.
74 AllomuWalsh, v.2, p:2.
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interior of the palace, that every thing vithin is very paltry and
insignificant."75
Hovever, it vas the Qinili Kask that attracted the Europeans most:
"... le plus bel appartement de ce Palais, est un salon assis sur une
chaussee de pierre, qui s'avance dans la rner. & qui iW procure la ve
du grand serail, d'une partie du Port& du Canal; ce salon est orns &
revstu de tous cotss tant au dedans qu'au dehors, de porcelaines tres-
rares & tres-fines le plat-fond & ceux de tous les appartemens qu'il a
sur le derriere sont en dedans superbement decorss..."76
"The ground upon vhich the palace stands vas formerly occupied by
an elegant kiosque, built by Sultan Selim- a glittering gaily-tinted
pavilion, looking like a huge tulip amid the cluster of cypresses in the
centre of vhich it rose... "77
"Its finest apartment (Apartment of China) is a saloon, vhich is built
upon a stone causevay that runs out into the sea, and gives it at once a
prospect of the Seraglio, part of the Porte, and Part of the straights, and
consequently of a prodigious number of boats, as light as the Venetian
gondola's..." 78
It vas referred to as a koeschte Persan . It is a prime example of kiosk architecture.
It vas similar to the chamber of the heir-apparent/Veliaht Dairesi in the Topkapi
Palace. It may also be considered as a prototype of the yalz of Amcazade Hnseyin
Papa at Anadolu Hisari and the yah of Serifler at Emirgan. The Qinili Kiosk vas on
two floors. There vas a central Divzahae and three eyvans tovards the sea opening
to the Divnhane. It vas multi-domed but had a uniform external appearance. 79
75Pouqueville, p:307.
76 Saumery, p:15.
77Miss Pardoe, p:17.
78La Montraye, p:175 .
79Among others, Saumery, p:1 15, Pouquevile, p:307, Caslellan, v.III, p:30, Allom, p:40, Pauloe,
p:17, Beretti, p:53, Turrer, p:418, Hobhouse, p-860, Moraye, p:174, D'Ohsson, p:172, Careii,
p:302 and Conslantios, p:165 refer o the palace at Begik1a.
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The second palace vhere the court long inhabited on the European banks of the
Bosphorus vas located to the north of the Besiktap Palace, it vas knovn as the Qiragn
Palace. When the gardens at Beikta; vas confiscated by Sultan Bayazid II,
Kazanciogu Babesi vas given by Sultan Murad IV to his sister Kaya Sultan, vife of
Melek Ahmet Papa.80 Further along the shore, at a place called Kile Ali (so named
for an earlier palace of the Grand Admiral Kili Ali Papa on this site), Damat Ibrahim
Papa had a palace built on its endoved building lot in 1715. This yalz vas rebuilt by
Damat Ibrahim Papa and presented as a gift to his vife, Fatma Sultan, daughter of
Sultan Ahmet III. In 1719, it vas called the Palace of Qiragan after the candle
festivities that frequently took place there.81 Next to the palace stood the
Mevlevihane built in 1602.82 During the reign of Sultan Selim III both the Palace and
the Mevlevihane vere rebuilt in 1803 (H. 1218).83 The Qiragan Palace changed
80Evliya Oelebi, p:31 1.
81 Pid, v. V, p:205, v.VI, p-29, p:284.
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82Miss Pardoe records that dunng the rebuilding of the Qiragan Palace by Sultan Mahmut II:
"... a Tekib or chapel of Turning Dervishes; whose community, undauned by the displeasure of
the Sultan, persisted in the occupation of their dwellings, although the valls of the new palace
grew higher from day ID day, until they fairly overtpped the more modest roof of the holy
building. To the frequent orders vhich they received 1D vacate their Tekib, they replied only that
they were not free 1D depart, as they guarded the ashes of a saint whose 1omb, surrounded by a
lattice-work of bright green, about half way up the height above the channel, was indeed a
conspicuous object from their vindows. In this dilemma, the Sultan applied t the Chiik Islam,
or high priest, ID enforce their removal; but he was again met by a stady refusal; the Chaik Islam
pleading the danger of such a precedent, and declining all inteifrence. Sultan Mahmut heard him
in silence, and did not again agiate the question until the chapel vas fairly built in, vhen he
simply informed the chief Dervish of the precise day on which he was 1D vacate the premises; or,
in default of his so doing, the roof would be pulled about the ears of his community. The holy
man stood aghast, but there was no alternative; and the brotherhood in a few hours tok quiet
possession of a handsome house on the edge of the valer, which had been made over t them by
the Sultan, on the death of then court jester, 1D whom it had previously belonged."
Miss Pardoe, p:17.
But the Mevlevihane survived 1D the reign of Sultan Abdi1mecit and was demolished for the
rebuilding in 1871. The convent vas first moved 1D Magka in 1868, thento Eyip in 1871 where
Bahariye Mevlevihanesi was built.
83The Grand Vizier Yusuf Ziya Papa himself bought the yah of Ahmet Aga from Rodos and
demolished it tgether with the Qirajan Palace and built two new yaks and presented than t the
Sultan as a gift. The Mevlevihane was then restred and a a private pew was added next to the
Semshanelandience hall for music and dancing of the Whirling Dervishes.
3S7
harnds several times in the course of the eighteenth century and at the end of the
century vas given to the sister of Sultan Selim III. The Sultan bought this vooden
palace and the yalz next to it in order to build a nev palace on the site of the old one.
When he had to giW up the idea due to finanial contraints, ha had the pala restorad
and the private apartments vbere the Sultan usually received visitorslMabeyn
Dairesi built on the site of the yali .84
"The imperial Palace beyond Dolma-Baktche, at the following village
of BeshikTash, was built for Bey-Khan, the sister of Sultan Selim, and
is also a favourite retreat of the present Grand Signior. Mr. Melling,
who was employed in fitting up the interior of the mansion, gave no
favourable report of it to his friend Dr.Pouqueville, (Voyage au
Constantinople, p:207, he calls it "mesquin et mdiocre" but the author
of Constantinople Ancient and Moderne, describes it in very different
terms, p: 139) nor is there any magnificence in the exterior appearance
of the building. The white panels and coloured pents, with gilded
lattices, are, however, of a character more suitable to every
surrounding object than the domes and colonnades which an European
taste might have substituted for the present serai of Beshik-Tash.' 85
D. NEIGHBOURHOODS AROUND THE IMPERIAL PALACES: BE~iKTA; AND ORTAKOY
"Tifl iken sina hiramt bedi agretdigi9un
Dilerim hazreti Hakdan o Beik-ta; olsun"86
The village of Besiktas vinds along behind the Dolmabahge Palace. It has been said
that beyond this point it was considered countryside.87 The Bostanczbagz Defterleri
84Mahmut II rebuilt the giragan Palace vith a Classic facade in the place of Begilag Melevihanesi
in 1836. After Dolmabahge was built, Abd#1mecit vho also used 1 prefer Qiragan ID other
palaces, demolished it l be rebuilt in 1859-60 (H1276).
It was during the reign of Abdblaziz that it was taflly rebuilt. It burned down in 1909. It was
rebuilt in 1871 by archilet Serkis Balyan. Today the remains of the 1871 Palace which vas
burned in 1910 survives.
85 Hobhouse, p: 860.
86 Feni Mehmet DedeSablname.
87 lngigi, Villeggiatura, p:174.
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record the theological school and the mosque of Hayrettin Papa next to the summer
palace.
The gardens at Besikta;, the vestern slopes of the the hills that the summer palace
rested upon, vere frequented by the people of Istanbul. "Da luogo eminente in un bel
vedere gode il Gran Signore nel secondo e terzo giorno del Bajram lo spettocolo
de'giuochi, che ordine suo si eseguiscono nella detta pianura alla presenza del popolo
che da tutte le parti accorre in folla, e vca disponendosi sui colli circonvicini."88
After the landing place of Hayrettin Papa came several yaks in a rov. These vere
folloved by the second meydan vhere the preachers used to deliver sermons/Hahp
Meydam . Together vith several coffee-houses, the tomb of Barbaros Hayrettin Papa
and a mescid stood in the meydan .
Besikta; has long been important for the navy. It vas here that the imperial fleet
vould start a campaign.89 In addition, it vas customary for the Grand Vizier to give
a banquet every year at the beginning of summer on the occasion of the imperial fleet
leaving Istanbul for the regular patrolling of the Mediterranean. 90 It left the capital
on Hidirellez, the fifth of May.91
"E'questo il luogo, ove annualmente il Gran Vizir con altri uffiziali
della Porta, suol dare un ziafet, a sia un Pranzo al Capitan-Pascii,
88Ingigi, Villggiatura, p:170.
89 Vasif, Tarih, v.I, p:49.
islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bogazii, p.674.(G6kbilgin)
90
"Per l'addietro i grandAmmiraglio nel giorno di Kidreles, dopo di essersi congedalo dal Gran
Signore per andar colla flotta alla visia delle isole dell'Arcipelago, e degli altri paesi maritbmi di
suo diritto, e per riscuolre le solite asse, nceveva qui un magnifico pranzo dal Gran Visir."
inciciyanVilleggiatura, p:171.
91 "...Kidreles... Corresponde al 5 Maggio, giorno rinomato fra i Tuchi, nel quale d'ordinio si
cominciano in Coslantinopoli gli affitti de'casini del Bosforo. Questo giorno somigia a quello del
7 Ottobie, deto dai Turchi Casim, in cui per lo pin si conchiudono i contrtti, e si fanno i
riscotimenti, e gli esborsi del denaro."
inciciyanVVilleggiatura, p:171.
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allorche dopo la festa di San Giorgio, si suol portara con la Flotta al
Mar Bianco per andare a riscuotere i Caraggi o Tributi per il Gran
Signore, restando tutti accompati sotto le Tende, Festa da vedersi per
un Forestiere. 92
As if to symbolize the importance of Begiktap to the navy, the Graxi Admiral
Barbaros Hayreddin Papa (Barbarossa) vanted his mausoleum to be built there.
Every admiral, before departing vith the fleet, used to offer his devotions in
Barbaros's mausoleum in the hope of glory and success. From its landing place, the
sacred camel, blessed by the ulema, and laden vith offerings for Mecca, embarked
each year for Uskildar, thence to head the procession of pilgrims in their journey to
the holy cities.
The yaks of the admirals/kudan paas , beginning vith the Barbarossa's, vere
also located there, at the mouth of the river Ihlamur. 93 It vas this yah, called
Caloglu, that passed to the sultans and totally disappeared due to the construction of
a series of palaces on its site, Besiktap Bahgesi.
On the shore vere a number of yaks that belonged to high ranking Ottoman officials
in the hierarchy of Muslim judiciary, such as muftis and kazaskers. Evliya Qelebi
mentions a couple of these yals of considerable size that belonged to those high-
ranking Ottoman officials vhich had hundreds of rooms, vith private hamams and
nescids. 94
92 Sesini, p:6.
93 Gokbilgin, dals the yah as early as Bayazid II's reign (1481-1512) vhen the yak of the
Cagala)Cigala, a family of Itlian origin, vwas confiscaed and became the pxroperty of the state.
islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bokazigi", p.674.(G6kbilgin)
9 4Evliya Qelebi, p:3 10.
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According to the Bostancabazg Defterleri from 1791, the vaterfront inhabitants of
the area betveen Tophane and Besikta; consisted in the main of lover-level officials
associated vith the central administration in the capital, officials such as the chief of
the coach drivers, the official agents in charge of business vith the government acting
for a governor of a province or a non-Muslim community, as vell as ex-officeholders
such as the imams in the service of the sultan, the officials delivering the gifts sent to
Mecca, aas in charge of the vardrobe, messengers of the palace detailed to carry
despatches betveen the Porte and the private secretary of the sultan, the secretary to
the commander-in-chief, the aa of the capital, the chief of the regiments of cavalry
attached to the Janissaries, and a fey pagas . Hovever, in addition to those
individuals associated vith religious foundations such as mollas , and dependants of
the Palace, a fey established families such as the GUmruk Katibizade (family of the
secretary of the customs), Hazinedarzade (family of the imperial treasurer),
Kiremidgizade (family of the roof tile-makers), Qakalzade, a noble holding a fief of
from tWenty to hundred thousand aspers of yearly value and a fey high ranking
officers such as the kadi of Rumeli, the kad of Istanbul, the molla of Medine, chief
associate of the secretariat to the stevard in the Grand Vizier's establishment, and a
diverse group of small tradesmen and artisans such as the quiltmakers, fishermen,
dealers in handkerchiefs, bath keepers, men vho tov boats vben the current is strong
also resided in the area.
There vere thirty-nine yalis and tvo landing places recorded betveen the landing
places of Begiktap and Ortakoy in 1791. The Qiragan Palace vas among the yalis
recorded as belonging to Beyhan Sultan, the sister of Sultan Selim III.
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After the Mevlevihane came the yal of Sah Sultana. The latest Bostancbaez Defteri,
hovever, does not indicate the resident of the Palace at §iraan and refers to the yalZ
in place of Sah Sultana's as the private apartments of the Sultan/mabeyn-i hkmayun .
Evliya Qelebi refers to Begikta; as a vealthy tovn. Yalds and gardens of this vealthy
class, hovever, already had been taken over by the sultans by Evliya's time. After the
conquest, Besiktas vas a favourite summer resort of the sultans. With eastern
grandiloquence, Ottoman vriters of the time expound on the ceremonies and pomp
attendant on their successive imperial gog . But the palaces vberein the sultans sought
diversion and change vere fragile structures. More stately than this fringe of palaces
vas the host of evergreen cypresses that lasted long after the palaces have crumbled.
Evliya gives a full account of the gardens, parks and dairy farmsimandras of the
neighbourhood.95 Among these vere the Be;ikta; Babeesi, Civan Kapucubasi
Babgesi, Kazancioglu Bahesi and Yahya Efendi Bahgesi. The Yahya Efendi
pleasure grounds lay all along the Ekmek9i stream, but the slopes vere rather steep
and the valley vas thus shortened. The garden, and the tekke and tomb of Yahya
Efendi, the foster brother of Sultan Sileyman I, vas a popular place for the sultans to
visit until the nineteenth century. At Ihlamur, Silshdar Seyid Mehmet Papa had a
nazgad, an open prayer place, built in 1779. With three target pillars, a marble
pool and Sultan Abdillhamit I's fountain, it vas a preferred park of the sultans. The
hill, vhere the Yildiz Palace stands today, vas crovned by a kaszr built by Sultan
Selim III's mother. 96
95 Evliya Oelebi, p.311.
96First kiosk vas built by Mahmut II. It vwas enlarged during the reign of Abdblmecid I. His
mother built the Kasr-i Dilkiga. Abdilaziz also built nev buildings on the Yildiz gardens.
Abdilhamid II left Dolmabahee completely for security reasons and settled at Yildiz.
"The present Sultan, feeling all the recollections of hov it had been the theatre of slaughlr 1o his
predecessors, declined residing there, and lives sometimes in one, then in another, of his
numerous palaces, having rather a mania for building more, several being in process at the
time I vas in Constantinople."
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Besikta; was a heterogeneous settlement where all religious and ethnic groups of the
Empire vere represented. The valley was originally watered by tvo streams and vas
bordered by the landing stages of Besikta; and Ortak6y. In 1555 the Grand Admiral
Sinan Papa had a large mosque built by Sinan which, at the time, of all the Istanbul
mosques was farthest from the city. According to Evliya at one corner of this
mosque was the courthouse/ feriye mahkemesi .97 Beiktap vas the first town with a
courthouse on the Bosphorus. The valley served as an imperial vegetable garden.
The town itself grew around the mosque, the fountain, the hamam, the market place
and the theological school also built by Sinan Papa, the brother of the Grand Vizir
RbstemPapa, in 1556. The mosques of Darilssaade Aasi Abbas Aka (1650?), Kaptan
Ibrahim Aga (1655) and Suleyman Aa (1760) vere located inland. The mosque of
faban Halife bordered on one side by the stream called after the Yahya Efendi and on
the other by the grounds of a timberdealer vas located on the waterfront. In Begikta;,
mosques, founded and maintained by Muslim beneficence, the convent of the
Whirling Dervishes, the abode of Muslim piety and asceticism, and tombs, reputed
holy for housing saintly Muslim dead, alternated with one another.98 Every
Wednesday, the Mevlevis had their religious ceremony at the Mevlevihane which
stood next to the Palace of Qiraan until 1868.99
...passai in barca per lo canale a veder l'altro convento di altri Dervis
posto nel canale di Biscitasi, dove vidi un simile ballo, in una famosa
camera dipinta, presso al lido del canale. Vedendo un Turco, che mi
rideva di quella pazzia, mi disse: questa e come la disciplina, che fanno i
Hervs, p-96.
97 Evliya Qelebi, p.311.
98 Ayyansaray9Hadikat'ii Cevrmi, p:98ff.
99 EYliya gives a description of the semhan.
Evliya Qelebi, p:3 12 .
G6kblgin dals the construction of the Mevlevihane t the first quarer of the sevenleenth centuy.
islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bogezigi", p.674.(Gokbilgin)
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Religiosi vostri. Nel ritorno trovai, sulla fine del detto Casale, un
superbo palagio vicino al lido, col tetto coperto tutto di piombo, e con
vistose loggie sul mare. Quivi vicino era anche un serraglio del
G.Signore, fabbricato per Sultan Memet, il quale vi veniva alle volte a
diporto; pero non abitandovi di presente nissuno delle Corte, va in
ruina. Entratovi, trovai lungo il canale una confusione di molti
appartarmsti buona parte di legno, e senza veruna architettura, ed
ordine: pochi passi lontano v'6 un gran giardino senza mura, e pi
sopra un bel palco da cipressi circondato, con una loggia nel
mezzo." 100
The Greek community also had been settled there since the conquest. There vas an
Orthodox Greek Church of the Repose of the Holy Virgin associated vith Barbarossa.
It is said that Christian captives that the terrifying Grand Admiral brought to the
Ottoman capital vere allowed to come there to pray. 101 The Armenian church,
Surp Asduadzadzin, had been demolished in 1759 as a result of a minor dispute. The
Armenian church, vhich replaced it, vas built in 1828. There vas also a large Jevish
community.
"Oldu dil olmus iken kaydi cihandan reste
Ortak~yde yine bir muy meyana beste"102
As in Be;ikta;, the population of Ortak6y vas heterogeneous. The Jevish community
vas the largest and had a synagogue on the shore. 103 The Ottoman Jews had started to
lose their positions of influence in the course of the eighteenth century. As their
mercantile relations vith the West had lose out to Ottoman Greek and Armenian
competition. The only exception vhere the Jevs retained their position as supply
purchasers vas vithin the janissary organization.
100Gemelli Careri, p:302.
10 1Grosvernor, p:155.
102Fenni Mehmet DedelSahilname.
103 it as rebuilt in 1825.
inciiyanlVileggiatura, p:177.
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The Armenians had a church called Surp Kiragos further away from the shore which
was enlarged in 1726. The Greek community also had a church, called Fokas, on the
shore, and a cemetery and two sacred springslayazma called Aya Paraskevi and Aya
Yorgi further inland. To these sacred springs were attached the strongest and most
ancient practices of the Greek church. Certain prayers were repeated at particular
seasons. To drink of their vaters was held to be a salutary act of their faith. The
church at Aya Yorgi (Saint George) was demolished in the eighteenth century during
the reign of Sultan Ahmet III.
In the eighteenth century, to prevent the increase of non-Muslim settlements in
Tophane, Besiktas and Ortakoy, imperial decrees were issued to prohibit further
construction. 104 A series of documents testifies to the Islamization of the area around
the mosque of Ortakay, which was surrounded by the houses of the Jewish community
after the mosque was rebuilt and the area was gentrified. 105
Ortakay was typical of a quarter on the Bosphorus. Around its landing place were the
candle manufactory, the slaughterhouse, coffeehouses and shops as well as the guards'
houselyasakgz kollutu . Next to those was one of the collective houses of the Jewish
poorlyahudhane . Further away, beyond a few yalis with coffeehouses on the
ground floor, was a fountain across the meydan of the mosque of Mehnet Kethda.
104Refik intoduces documens from 1757 (H.1171) and 1767-1768 (H. 1181).
Refiki XII. Asir, p:213.
105 Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVtBelediye 6440 in 1721 (H. 1133) "Ortakby caminin etrafi Yahudi
zengineri tarfindan ahmp islamlar uxak kaldigindan bu evierin alnarak mbsltianlara ican
hakkinda"
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVBelediye 1754 "Ortak6yde yapilan cami civannda birgok islamhaneler
inga edilip ve bir iskele dahi yapilditindan yahudi evleri onlinden gegen yol fizerindeki eski
iskeleye kayiklann yanamamasi hakkinda"
Bagbakanlik Arivi-CevdeVBelediye 5221 in 1815 (H.1230) "Ebubekir Paa msahkafatindan
yahsi ve yahsimn kargisindaki epelere ykselen etrafi duvarlarla mahdud ba mulsarnfi Kam
HisarhzadeSleyman Bey arafindan Ermeniere satlim; ve bunlarda reaya mahallesi tefkil etmek
istmi; oiuundan islamlann pikayetii zerine men edilditi hakkinda"
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The mosque stood on a promontory vith another fountain, a religious school, several
other coffeehouses and a barber shop.
The Ortakoy valley soon lost any reenhlanwa to a pleasuro round, a the villaga
grey quickly. Only the banks of the stream, Dereboyu, managed to preserve its
beauty for some time. There one could rov far inland, up to the celebrated flower
gardens. The stream, hovever, slovly silted up until finally there vas nothing left of
it. Eremya 9elebi tells us that the yalhs of distinguished owners left no space for non-
Muslim subjects on the vaterfront/Sahd boyunca ileriye dogru siralanan birbirinden
gezel konaklara bak. Bog yer grinmyor isede, rayann oturacak yeri
yoktur 106 The Bostancbagi Defterleri from the end of the eighteenth century,
hovever, records those grandiose yales as Armenian and Jevish residences. Evliya
mentions 200 shops vhich vere mostly pubslmeyhanes .107
The mosque atOrtakay vas built by Baltaci Mahmut Aga in 1617.108 The Muslim
quarter vith houses and shops developed around it. Ortak6y attracted the Turkish
population only after the mosque of Defterdar Ibrahim Papa at the tip of the
promontory called Defterdarburnu vas built. The district vas in ruins vben Kethida
Mehmet Aga (son-in-lay and assistant of Sadr-i azam Damat Ibrahim Papa) rebuilt it
in 1721 (H. 1134) starting by rebuilding the mosque in stone. 109 A fountain vas also
builtin 1723. The Tekeli Mustafa Aga fountain (1640) vas on the vaterfront. 110
106Eremya Qelebi, p:45.
107 Eriya Qelebi, p:313.
10 8EVliya Qelebi, p.313.
109 Today's Ortakby Mosque vas built in 1854 (H.1271).
"Mohammed aga, le kiayabeg, qui, par sa pareni avec le grand-vizir, joussait d'un pouvoir
presqu illimilee, suivit l'exemple de son beau-fr6re. Ii fit construire une nouvelle mosquie a
la place de celle que Baltadji-Mohamred avait fondse sur un trop peit modble a Ortakoei,
village situb sur les rives du Bosphore. Ce grand village est habili en majeure partie par des
juifs et des grecs, "parmi les maisons desquels, dit Raschid, une mosquie figure d'une maniere
aussi btrange que le doigt de la profession de foi figumrait A la main d'un chritien."
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The Bostanabag Defterleri record that beyond the mosque of Mehmet Kethiida
there were twenty yals and mansions of established families, both Muslim and non-
Muslim, tovards the mosque of Defterdar Ibrahim Papa, built at the promontory of
Defterdar Burnu in the seventeenth century.111 The inhabitants, who judging by
their trades, might have been a diverse group of small artisans and craftsmen, were in
fact wealthy. Conventionally, the trades referred to are considered in the literature as
indications of the petite bourgeoisie, but the per-i Mahkeme Sicilleri indicate that in
reality these individuals possessed considerable fortunes. Among the trades listed are:
timber dealers, fishermen, carpenters, seller of muslin for turbans, and numerous
bankers and lov-ranking officers of the administration such as scribes, customs
official, treasurer of the corps of heralds and messengers, chief cook, captains of
trading vessels, both Muslims and non-Muslims. There vere also a few members of
the Islamic teaching and judiciarylkuzzad, ex-officeholders and pagzas. Some of the
non-Muslims whose occupations were not indicated were referred by their
hometowns.
E. IMPERIAL FAMILY
Next to the mosque of Defterdar Ibrahim Papa stood the outstanding waterfront
palace Nepetabad which changed hands among the female members of the imperial
family in the eighteenth century. It was followed by a number of yas that belonged
to the sultanas. European observers noted the distinguished character of the district
between Ortak6y and Kurugesme where the waterfront palaces of the imperial family
were gathered:
Hammer, v.XIV p:61.
1OEyliya Qelebi, p.313.
1110z, p:19.
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"The first objects that present themselves on ascending the Bosphorus,
are the palaces of the several female members of the imperial family,
hanging, as it vere, over the vater. They display long fronts, vith
coarse balconies of vood, having little of architectural beauty to
recommend them. Each balcony is supported by sloping beams of
timber, the upper projecting beyond the lover, so as to impend over the
vater, leaving a narrov quay as the public street beneath. The
vindovs are closed up vith more than Turkish aperture, to vhich the
inmate of the Harem applies her eye vben she vishes to contemplate the
busy and living picture continually before her."112
In the nineteenth century, the sultans' vaterfront palaces on the European coast vere
preceded and also folloved by the prince's yalds , called feriye . Hovever, in the
eighteenth century, before the princes vere free to leave the harem, the imperial
family settled on the Bosphorus vith the yalds of the sisters and the daughter of the
sultans. The Bostanabagz Defteri from 1791 records five imperial yalks in the area
betveen the tWo promontories, Defterdar Burnu and Akinti Burnu, vhich belonged
to the daughters and sons-in-law of the reigning sultan. The yalis of the Grand
Viziers, vho vere in most case the sons-in-lay of the sultans, either stood modestly
next to those of their royal brides or vere located tovards Arnavudk6y.
The later Registers refer to the same yals and illustrate the pattern of exchange
among the imperial family as yell. It is understood that these residences undervent
great changes in the course of time: yet old attitudes and conventions remained. To a
certain extent the seaside palaces of the imperial family on the shores of Bosphorus
vere preserved out of obligation or respect for the notion that it vas the seat of
nobility.
112Al1omJWalsh, p:69.
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The first of these, the NepetAbad, vas the family seat of Damat Ibrahim Papa and his
royal bride, Fatma Sultana. It vas flanked by the Ortak6y Bostani Ocagi and the
mosque of Defterdar Ibrahim Papa. The yales belonging to vealthy members of the
minority groups vere replaced by the palatial grounds of Nepetbad vhich occupied
the site of the yals of Deretrius Cantemir, the governor of Moldavia, in the 1690s.
[Fig. 118] On the same site once also stood minister of finances, Defterdar Ibrahim
Papa's yalz vhich, in the early eighteenth century, vas allocated to the Grand Vizier
Sehit Ali Papa, the first husband of Fatma Sultana. After his death, it became the
property of the state. 113 Then it vas allocated to the second husband of Fatma
Sultana, Damat Ibrahim Papa. It vas rebuilt by the Grand Vizier Damat Ibrahim Pasa
to be presented to Sultan Abmet III in 1725.114 The construction vas completed in a
year. Although the Sultan often visited NepetAbWd, it stayed in the possession of the
Grand Vizier.
Fatma Sultana appears to have been entrusted vith the residence at the famous
Nepetabid at Ortakay according to a document from 1744 (H. 1157).115 Since in
1725, the Sultana vas already married to Damat Ibrahim Papa, and Damat Ibrahim
Papa began to built on this site in 1725, it is possible to assume that Damat Ibrahim
Papa rebuilt the yalz of his predecessor vhich had passed to him through his royal
113 Sultan Ahmet III visited Qorlulu Damat Ali Papa at his yah in Kurugegme. He stayed at his
Vizier's seaside mansion till midnight, enjoyed the candle festivities; he retumed t the Topkapi
Palace at davr.
Silabhdar Findikhh Mehmet A alusretnime, p225.
114Qelebizide, p:384.
115B abakanhk Argivi-S6057 "Fatma Slan uhdesine kayit olunan Nigatabat ye Bahariye yahlan
mblknameleri"
At the time Fatma Sullan vas in possession of the yah at Qiragan vhich yas also rebuilt by
Damat ibrahim Paga.
Silahdar Findikhh Mehmet Aja bitterly records that the nuptial chamber yas at the yah of the
Sultan at Begiktag" Sadrazam sultan yahsinda gerdege giriyor" for he yws not offered any gifts
on the occasion he describes to ake place in 1720 (H. 1132).
Silahdar Findikhh Mehmet A&alNusretname, p:398.
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bride. 116 It seems that the deedl midknue of 1744 vas merely a restatement made
for some unknovn purpose. Tvo documents that recorded other repairs in 1728
(H. 1140) mention a quarter for the ags of the inner palacelenderun galarz dairesi
and a small kiosk/ksgsk kdgk, vhich attest that the yal at Defterdar Burnu may be
compared to the palatial complexes in the city for it seems that its organization did not
yet make into aunit or acoherent vhole 117
NegatAbad vas among the gifts given to Rabia Sultana at her birth in 1780 (H. 1194).
Unfortunately she died the very same year.118 The famous yalz at Defterdarburnu
changed many hands and vas repaired occasionally. 119 At the end of the century
vhen it became the property of Hatice Sultana, sister of Selim III, daughter of
Abdulhamit I, it vent through an important stylistic change under the architectural
guidance of the French architect Melling. Annexing the neighbouring yalk of Selim
Papa, Melling carried out various repairs and alterations to the palace vhose
architecture and gardens became famous for exemplifying the change in style
prevalent at the time (1793).120
116 ErdotadILale devri, p:28.
About repair in 1725 (H.1137):
Bagbakanhk Arivi-Malye DeftrlerilMasarif-i Ta'miriye Defleri, n:8947, p:190.
1 17 ErdoeanLale devri, p:31.
About repair in 1728 (H.1137):
Bagbakainhk Arivi-Maliye DefererifMasarif-i Ta'miriye Defleri, n:8947, p. 233, p: 212.
1 18 Bagbakanhk Arivi-CevdevSaray 8142
Bagbakanhk Arivi-CevdeVSaray 8145 "Padiaun kizi Rabia Sultana ihsan ve lemlik olunan
Orakbyde kain Nigalabat sarayi igin yazilacak mlkname"
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVtSaray 8567
119 Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVSaray 5586 (H.1211) "Kereslci Simon kalfamn Defterdar
iskelesindeki Sultan sarayi igin verdii kereste ve malzeme esmanile amele ve saire masanfi olan
7900 kurugun Mustafa Papadan aldigim miibeyin"
12OAfler Hadice Sultan's death at the time of Mahmut II, the Palace vas firt allocated t Kazasker
Mustafa Rakim Efendi, then passed to his daughters. For his elder daughter Saihha Sultan the
Palace yas repaired. It then passed 1D his other daughters. During the reign of Abdilhanid II
two separate yas vere built for his daughters Zekiye and Naime replacing the Nege1&bid.
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A distinguished traveller to Istanbul in 1810-1817, vho not a professional architect as
his brother Samuel Pepys Cockerell, gives some architectural details of a vaterfront
palace that belonged to the sister of the sultan. Charles R. Cockerell mentions that "It
vas at the peril of the poor gardener's head, and I vas obliged to bribe him vell for
the sight. I vas able to make a sketch of the place, and to glance at the furnishing,
vbich vas all nevly done up for the Sultana's reception."121 Although his sketch can
not be located yet, it seems that the description he provided belongs to the the ya of
Hatice Sultana at Defterdar Burnu:
" The sofas vere all splendidly embroidered by native work-people, and
there vas a magnificent profusion of Lyons silk, the colours and the
gilding on the ceilings and valls as brilliant as you can imagine. One
room vas entirely, as I vas told, of gold plaque. There vas frosted and
embossed york as a relief to the colours, and the effect, if very gaudy,
vas striking. Generally this sort of splendour in Turkey, is expended
on the carved ceilings, but in this case the sofas and vindow frames
vere as rich as the rest, and the niches vith shelves for floyers on
either side of the entrance.
The baths, vhich form a principal feature in every serai, are very
elegant here. The pavement, the fountains, and the pillars are all
marble, and carved and gilded and painted besides.
But the apartment vhich gave me most pleasure is the reception hall. It
has something the form of a cross, vith a great oval centre vhich is 72
feet by 51 feet, and, to the extremities, looking, one on the garden, the
other on the port, the range is 114 feet by 105 feet. I do assure you the
effect of the room, vith its gorgeous ceiling and the suspended
chandelier, is enchanting -quite one's ideal of vhat ought to be found in
the Oriental style. I am told that the Sultana entertains her brother here
by displaying all the beauties of her household. 122
He also noted the the palace of her husband that is depicted in Melling's engraving:
"...Near this serai, and communicating vith it, is the Palace of the Pasha
to vhom this Sultana vas married; and his living here is an
extraordinary exception to the rule, vhich is that the husband of a
121Cockerell, p:30.
122Cockerell, pp:30-32.
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Sultana should never be alloyed to live vithin 20 miles of the capital -
for political reasons, no doubt."123
An engraving from Choiseul-Gouffier in 1822 represents an Imperial Kiosk at
Defterdar Durnu vhich most probably depicts the Nepetat& prior to Melling's
design. It attests to the difference in style. Cockerell, vho despised Turkish
architecture, found the kiosks on the Bosphorus most charming and genuine, and
admitted that "...although it is a subject no one has hitherto condescended to threat of,
they do shov an artistic taste in the cheerful disposition of their apartments, gardens,
courts, and fountains vhich is vorth attention."124 He also added. "as a decoration, -
vas bitterly disappointed to find that nov they have no manner peculiar to themselves
of ornamenting these fanciful interiors. They are done in the old French crinkum-
crankum (?Louis XV-Ed.) style by rascally renegades, and very badly."125 It is
interesting to note that he did not refer to the exterior embellishments in the Empire
style, vhich he might have taken for tasteless Turkish ornamentation.
All the Bostanczbazg Defterleri at our disposal register the ydl of Nepetabad as
belonging to Hatice Sultana. Tvo of them also reveal that Hatice Sultana vas
inhabiting another ya4s located just beyond the mosque of Defterdar Ibrahim Papa in
the first quarter of the nineteenth century.126 In the 1802 register, the second yalz
appears under the name of her stevard. 127 This can be explained by the fact that, to
house the large households of the members of the imperial family, renting auxiliary
123Cockerell, p:32.
124Cockerell, p:28.
125Cockerell, p29.
126 islnbu:islanbul t9niversilsi Kutiphanesi, Tbrkge Yazmlar, n. 8865.
islanbul:islanbul tniversilsi Kitphanesi, Tirkge Yazmalr, n. 8866.
127 0evket Rado, Privat Collection.
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mansions must have been common. This phenomenon is often recorded in the
Bostacnabaz Defterleri .128
The Bostcaucb Defterleri of 1791 and 1802 record the yal next to the mosque of
Defterdar Ibrahim Papa, the second imperial yalz betveen Ortakay and Kurugesme,
as belonging to Sah Sultana, daughter of Mustafa III. As all the later records of the
vaterfront reveal, this yald vas later allocated to her sister Hibetullah Sultana.
Hovever, a document from 1802 (H. 1217) points that the yd of ,ah Sultana,
daughter of Sultan Mustafa III, at Ortakoy vas sold after her death.129 The
Bostancabagz Defterleri locates this yalz just next to the stream, called Ekmekeioglu
Deresi.
In the 1791 Register the third yalz, vhich stood just next to this, also vas also
registered to a female member of the imperial family, referred to by the title of "very
exalted"/sultan ayetag-§an. This record may have indicated the yalz of Aype
Sultana (the younger) vho is also knovn to have a yalz in Ortak6y. 130 Hovever, all
the later registers do not record this yalz and continue vith the next.
The next yalz vas knovn as the yalz of the Tirnakgi family. It vas the largest
vooden yal on the Bosphorus and vas built by the Grand Vizier Kara Mustafa Papa
in the last quarter of the seventeenth century .131 All the Bostanctbagz Deftereri
refer to Esma Sultana (the younger) in residence at the yalz of Tirnak9i at the end of
128 ah Sulana's personal stevad also had tvo yahs in the vicinity of his patron.
Sevket Rado, Private Collection.
129Bagbakarhk Argivi-CevdeV Saray 1256 "Merhmn ah Sullan Bogaziginde Ekmekei deresindeki
yahsimn 250 kese akga ile sarraf Muhi yahudiye satildigindan m#1knamesinin itasi hakkinda
sadr olan irade-i seniyeyi mibelab"
130istanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Ayge Sullan Di&ii"
13 1In place of this yak Sulan Abdlamit bult a palace for his daughter Atiy in 1838.
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the eighteenth century and in the early nineteenth century. 132 The Bostancbag
Defteri of 1802 also refers to tvo houses that Esma Sultana had next to the Tirnak9
Yah. It is possible that at that time Sah Sultana's or Esma Sultana's household
occupied the third yahl mentioned only in the in the 1791 Register. Since there is no
other reference either to the this yadz or to the tvo houses Esma Sultan possessed in
1802, it seems that the structures in the area vere demolished and the building lot vas
added to the Tirnak9i Yah.
Allom/Walsh gives the description of Esma Sultana's yai at the turn of the century.
It is interesting to note that they do not mention the preceding imperial ydeis as
outstanding as the Nepetabad but proceed vith the ydz of Esma Sultana:
"The first of these palaces is that of Asma Sultana, the sister of present
Sultan. It is distinguished by its brazen doors, and by the sounds of
music continually issuing from it, particularly at night; vhen concerts
attract multitudes of boats, and caiques of all sizes, filled vith company
of every grade, crovd the Bosphorus before it. "133
Miss Pardoe also gives a full description of Esma Sultana's vaterfront palace:
"We arrived at the gate of the Palace-an extensive and handsome edifice
on the border of the Bosphorus; vhere a guard of soldiers and a throng
of servants vere to be traversed ere ve could reach the staircase
leading to the ante-room in vhich ye vaited, vhile our presence vas
announced to the princess. As her highness vas in the bath vhen ye
entered, ye vere detained a considerable time in this apartment...
At length ye vere requested to move forvard, and attended by half a
dozen individuals of the imperial suite, ye traversed several apartments
neatly matted, but quite destitute of furniture; until at the extremity of a
long gallery, lighted on either side by twelve spacious vindovs,
commanding the channel on the one hand, and the palace gardens on the
other, we reached the lofty doors of the harem, vhich vere flung back
13 2 "isnetli Esma Sullamn Thmagi yahsi"
For Esma Sullana the younger:
islanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Esma Sultan (kheik)".
13 3AlomVWalsh, p:69
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at the first signal of our attendants, and as instantly closed again vhen
ye had crossed the threshold.
A train of female slaves, dressed in the most gaudy furniture chintzes,
received us as ye entered, and led us across a lordly hall lined vith
vhite marble, and supported by numerous pillars of the same material,
through vhose open doors ye had a delicious viev of the extensive
gardens, vith their fantastic flover beds, stately fountains, and
gleaming terraces."134
Miss Pardoe adds that "the Palace of Ortakeuy fronts the Bosphorus, from vhich it is
only separated by a broad path or terrace of marble, extending along a considerable
portion of the channel, and only broken at intervals by the projection of the different
palaces and dvellings that are built against the edge of the stream."135
The yalb of Tirnakgi, vhich belonged to the family of the Grand Vizier Kara
Mustafa Papa and vas in the property of his grand son, the Grand Admiral Mustafa
Papa in the first quarter of the eighteenth century, vas folloved by the next imperial
yal. The Bostance bag Defteri of 1791 records this yal as having been allocated to
Fatma Hamm Sultana, the daughter of Saliha Sultana, vho vas the daughter of Sultan
Ahmet III.136
The fifth imperial vaterfront palace betveen Ortakoy and Kurugesme, the yal of
Sahile Sultan, vhich is described by Allom/Walsh in 1838 as standing next to Asma
134Miss PardoelCity, p:302.
13 5Miss PardoenOity, p:309.
136The Bostaczba Defteri of 1802 registers the fifth ya to Fatma Hanmm Sulanzade and to her
daughter, vhereas the two Regisers that came before and afler the one datd to 1814 refer to its
holder as the daughter of Fatma Hamm Sultn, or Hamm Sulana's daughter Emine Hamm.
Ulugay mentions that Saliha Sultan, the daughter of Sultan Ahmet III, died in 1778. Her
property vas given to Esma Sultan (the younger). However, he also nots that Saliha Sulan had
two daughters, Emine and Fatma Sultanas. It seems, then, her daughters took a share from her
property and had their yahs next to Esma Sulana's Tirnakgi Yah.
UlugaylPaigahlann, p:90.
In fact, the yak of the chief purchaser of the palace appear to be flanked by these two imperial
yaks in the registers beginning with the one:
istanbul:islanbul Oniversitesi Kitiphanesi, Turkge Yazmalar, n. 8865.
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Sultana's palace, however, belonged to another Saliha Sultana,137 the daughter of
Mahmut I1:138
"Next to this is the Palace of the Sultan's daughter, the Princess Sahile,
and beside it the humbler edifice of her spouse -the difference of rank
still scrupulously observed, that the son-in-lav may not forget that he is
married to the daughter of the Sultan. Immediately beyond is the
Palace of Said Pasha, lately united to the Princess Mirameh, the
youngest marriageable daughter of the imperial family. The Pasha has
availed himself to the privilege denied to the rayah, by painting his
house of 'a rosy hue', alluding, it is said, that emblematic color, to the
happiness of his nuptial state." 139
Miss Pardoe also refers to the waterfront palace of Saliha Sultana and to the " palace
of her less high born husband, which is attached like an excrescence to the far
spreading edifice occupied by the harem of his imperial partner, stands upon a spot
vhere the stream videns, as if to reflect more perfectly the golden shores that hem it
in."14 0 She notes that:
"There is something amusing enough to a foreigner in the one sided
dwellings of the Sultan's son's in lav. Without the palace as well as
within, they are constantly reminded of the superiority of their
imperial spouses. As they glide along in their gilded caiques, they pass
the harem, vith its tall doors of bronze, and golden lattices; its far
stretching terraces, and guarded avenues; and they arrive before the
small landing place which gives ingress to their own diminutive
salemliek, vith its single entrance, and its vindow draperies of white
cotton." 1
137 Mistakeny referred 10 as "Sahile" in AllormlWalsh's description.
138Ulugay, hovever, mentions that Saiha Sullana, vho vas married o Hall Rifat Papa, the field-
marshal at the canmn fondry, vas given the palace at Findikh at the time of her marriage in
1834.
UluayPadigahlann, p:130.
139 A1omJWalsh, p:69.
140Miss PardoelCity, p:160.
141 Miss PardoelCity, p:160 .
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She also noted the unusual paint of the Grand Admiral Said Papa's ya, vho vas
married to MihrimahSultana, the daughter of Sultan Mahmut II in 1836:142 [Fig. 119]
"An arrov's flight beyond the Palace of the elder Sultam, stands that of
the imperial bride of Said Pasha; a long, irregular, rose coloured pile,
pleasantly situated at the mouth of a lovely bay, vhose shores are bright
vith groves and many-tinted villas..." 143
Other than these five yalts recorded in the Bostancbazg Defterleri, a ydl knovn to
be close to NepetAbsd vas allocated to the daughter of Selim III, Fatma Sultana.144 In
the 1802 Register there is another reference to a yalz of a certain Fatma Sultam
before one reaches the landing place of Arnavutk6y. Since there is no other Fatma
Sultana in that period vho lived long enough to possess a yal of her ovn, it
seems,then, it vas this second yal vhich came into Fatma Sultana's, the daughter of
Sultan Ahmet III, possession through her first husband 4orlulu Ali Papa a century
ago.
It is also knovn that Sultan Ahmet III's other daughter, Esma Sultana (the elder) also
had a yal in 1762 (H. 1176) at Ortakoy. Based on a description of Madame de Tott,
the Baron describes Esma Sultana's Palace in 1755; but it is not possible to identify
vhere it vas located from vhat he says:
"L'Intendante de l'extsrieur du Palais fut chargse de les venir prendre
& de les conduire jusqu'i la Sultane. Arrivee au Serail de cette
Princesse, (le mime oi' le Visir fut logs, ainsi que je l'ai dit, apres
142UlugayPadigahlann, p:130-132.
14 3Miss PardoeCity, p:162.
144Ulugay does record any daughter of Selim III. He refers to a sister of Sultan Selim III called
Fatma Sultana, but notes that she died in 1786 vhen she avs four years old. The undated
document from the Bagbakanhk Argivi seems t refer to the allocation of the yah at the time of
her birth.
Bagbakanhk Arivi-CevdeV Saray 1036 (n.d.) "Selanik mulasarnfi Selim Pagamn
;ehsadebagindaki konagi ile Ne[;]etabad civanndaki yahsiran Sullan selimi sabsin kerimesi
Fatma Sultan namina mubayaa edilip senedat huzurda tahdim edilditi hakkinda balsiH
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l'incendie), la conductrice fit ouvrir une premiere & une seconde porte
du fer, .. trouverent-elles en entrant dans ses appartemens, 1a Sultane
richement vstue, paree de tous ses diamans, & assise dans1'angle d'un
riche sopha qui meublait son salon, & dontles tapisseries & les tapis de
pied etaient d'etoffes de Lyon, or & argent, cousues par lez de
differentes couleurs, des felictes couvertes de satin rays d'or, apportees
& 6tendus devant la Sultane, servirent ' les asseoir, en mleme-tems que
soixantes jeunes filles, richement vietues & robes d'troussees, se
partagbrent i droite & i gauche en entrant dans la falle, & vinrent de
chaque c te se ranger en haie, les mains croisees sur leur ceinture..."145
After dinner they had the chance to visit the gardens:
"afin de conduire plus promptement ses hates dans le jardin: de
nouvelles troupes d'Esclaves y avaient st disposses pres d'un fort beau
Kiosk oii la compagnie devait se rendre. Ce pavilion richement meuble
& d cord, biti sur un grand bassin d'eau, occupait le milieu d'un jardin,
oh des espaliers des roses blevees de toutes parts, cachaient aux yeux les
hautes murailles qui formaient cette prison. De petits sentiers tres-
6troits & cailloutees en mosaique, formaient, selon 1'usage, les seules
all6es du jardin; mais un grand nombre de pots & de corbeilles de
fleurs, en offrant i l'oeil un petit fouillis agr6ablement colore, invitait i
en jouir dans 1'angle d'un bon sopha, le seul but de ces promenades. On
y fut i peine assis, que les Eunuques qui avaient precede la marche, se
rangerent en haie ' quelque distance du Kiosk pour faire place ' la
musique de laPrincesse. ...."146
Esma Sultana (the elder) vas married to the Grand Vizier Muhsinzade Papa vho
owed a yal at Kurugesme; it may be the yali that vas apparently bought by Esma
Sultana according to a document from 1762 (H. 1176).147 The yal of Muhsinzade,
vhich at the time passed to his son, vas located beyond the yalz of Saliha Sultan and a
number of yalhs that belonged to the high ranking Ottoman dignitaries in the
14 5Baron de Tott, p:72-74.
146Baron de Tott, p:72-7 4 .
147Bagbakanhk Arivi-CevdeVSaray 5(139 "Kviugepmede vaki mftieveffa Mustafa Aga emlakindan
bir yahran mpteumiati ile binlzayede Esma Sultan uzerinde takanrr ederek bahasimdn hazine-i
amireye tesim edilmeke m#1knamesmin verilmesine dair"
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Bostancibagz Defteri of 1791. Rest of the Registers refer to the yal in the name of
Muhzinzade Papa's offspring.
According to Inciciyan, the gardens and the yal of Esma Sultana, the daughter of
Sultan Abmet III, built in 1763 during the reign of Sultan Mustafa III,148 and the
palace of Tirnakei Hasan Papa,149 vere the only three e:isting structures at his time at
Kurugesme across the small rock island/Kurugesme Adasi. On the hills behind the
yals of Tirnakgi, Damat Ibrahim Papa ordered a kasr-z Sdreyyd' , built in 1726.150
Although the tradition reigning the allocation of the yalis on the Bosphorus vas
already established in the eighteenth century, confiscations continued: the yal
allocated to the former official entrusted vith the delivery of gifts sent to Mecca vas
taken from him and given to Beyhan Sultana, the sister of Sah Sultana. 151 The
Bostanbczba Defteri of 1814, and the two earlier ones do not refer to the fifth
imperial yalz .152 This may be interpreted as an indication of a plan for the
construction of a nev yal for Beyhan Sultan. The last Register, hovever, shovs that
148Babakanhk Arivi-CevdelfSaray 1161, Babakanhk Argivi-CevdetVSaray 2025, Baqbakanhk
Arivi-CevdeVSaray 5039
Esma Sulten, daughtr of Sulan Ahmet III and sister of Mustafa III and Abdnlhamit I vas active
in politics and made :
"Celebre appresso i Turchi 6 il su nome, e si pub fraucamente chiamar l'unica fra le donne di
quella nazione per la savieza e la facondia. Tutt due i suoi fratlli spesse fiate si
consigliavano con essa intrao al modo di governare, e qahmque di lei richiesta venia subit
rallegrat dal pieno soddisfacimento senza incontrar la menoma difficolti."
inciciyanVVieggiatura, p:182.
14 9Esma Sultan, daughter of Abdilhamit I and sister of Mahmut II, married 1D Admiral Htseyin
Pau;&"Abila ora nel maestoso palazzo detto dapprima Timakgi-Jalisi"
iniciyan/Villeggiatura, p:182.
15 0Qelebizide, p:480.
15 1islnbulistnbul tniversitesi Kiitphanesi, Tirkge Yazmalar, n.8830.
15 2islanbul:istanbul l9niversitesi Kitaiphanesi, Tiirkge Yazmalar, n.8865.
istanbul:istenbul l0niversitsi Kitfphanesi, ibnu'l-Emin n.2608.
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the same lot remained in the possession of Fatma Hamm Sultana's daughter, vhile
Beyhan Sultana's nev yalz vas built at Arnavutk6y.
There vere a fey yafs that vere not located in this particutar area attoiated for the
female members of the imperial family in the eighteenth century. The first vas
located next to the Mevlevihane at Besikta;. The Bostancabag Defteri of 1791
registers it to ah Sultana. The later Registers have no reference to it.153 The second
yalz that belonged to the imperial family came after the yals of non-Muslim
dignitaries at Kurugepme and before the landing place at Arnavutkoy. This vas the
yalz named after the Grand Vizier Qorlulu Ali Papa. The first three Bostaczbag
Defterleri record that at the end of the eighteenth century this yalz vas allocated to
the princess Fatma Hamm Sultana, probably the above mentioned daughter of Saliha
Sultana. While the next three Registers refer to the daughter of Hatice Sultana, the
last one still refers to Hamm Sultana. There vere also a number of shops and
boathouses next to this yalz . The third one vas Beyhan Sultana's yalz beyond Akinti
Burnu.
BeyhanSultana, daughter of Mustafa III, vho vas given the yalz at Qiragan, 154 vas
allocated anev yalz, built in 1801 (H.1216)at Akinti Burnu.155 The seaside garden
15311seems, hovever, it vwas allocated 1o a member of the imperial family, Gene Mehmet Paazade
Elhag ibrahim Bey and later to his son Ali Bey.
154Ulugay gives the date of reconstruction as 1791-1795 (H. 1206-1210) and notes that a
certain Yorgi Kalfa had undertook it.
"Beyhan Sultan aliyyeth-;an efendimiz hazretlerinin bina ve imasina irade-i aliyyeleri taalluk
edib Qiragan yahsunun(yai-i) atikinin hedmi ve cedid binasina guru' oldutu i4bu laihe gelince
yed-i acizanemle vaki' olan masarff-i keresle vesair levazim ve egya baha bldcimle amele
yevmiyeleri olarak..."
UlugayIPaiiahlann, p:103.
155Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVSaray 1987 (H. 1216) "Beyhan Sultaman yaptrmakta olduju yah igin
t; kirdinlhak izere miri rayiele barut verilmesi"
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVSaray 1262 (H. 1216) "Beyhan Sultamni Bebekte Hasan Kalfa
arsasina mtceddeden inga ohuacak sahilsaray1 igin setlerin lesviyesinde kulamiimak i2zere bir
miklar barut itasina dair Sultan kethidasi tarafindan"
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of Hasan Halife became state property and was given to the nobility. Here at the end
of the eighteenth century Beyhan Sultana's yd was built by the architect Todori. 156
Dallavay provides us with a description of the yd that stood in place of it in 1797:
"Close upon the shore of the canal, and projecting over a part of it, this
specimen of Turkish architecture in the first degree of embellishment is
constructed, vith a front extending more than three hundred feet, and
entirely of vood. The eye is in some measure prepared for the
profusion of ornament with which it is fatiated on the inside, by
external decoration, rich in the most gaudy colours, gilding, and
resplendent brass.
As in all Turkish houses, the habitable rooms occupy the first floor,
after ascending ve entered the grand saloon, 18Oft long, but not
proportionally lofty, out of which are communications with many state
chambers in their choicest taste. Simplicity of science of ornament is
not understood by them; for all that they attempt is brilliancy produced
by a quantity of colours and gilding. In the inlaid compartments the
designs, though regular, are clumsily conceived, and the perspectives
(probably for vant of practice, or the prohibition of their lav) are
below criticism. But it must be allowed that in their ceilings there is
somewhat to admire, the intersections being studded with fantastic
rosettes. In one of the rooms, the sun is curiously represented, by many
luminated radiations, on a large scale. In the carving of the marble
Topkapi Samyi Mizesi Arivi-E.135 (H.1216) "Begiktag Akinti Bmundaki saylann irna ve
anirleine dair"
Bagbakanhk Aqivi-Hatt-i Hnmayun 5092 (H. 1217) "Beyhan Sullamn sahilsarayi ingaati wtil
ettirilip mniman Arif efendiin azile kegif rica ettirildike yetmigyedi kese borcu giktijina ve lkm
muharebesi g6rblecetine dair"
Topkapi Saayi Mizesi Arivi-D. 4225 (H. 1218)".. .bu def'a muceddeden ima ye anzim oluman
misanna' beJe Ye gathyan ve selsebil ye havuz Ye kasir ve havlu derunma mener dogeme Ye
bazi mahalleide sed duvarlan mevcud dauelerin binm boyalan %hvil ye kupun boru ve kink
feri ve sahlhane vemrsimn krgir serdab binasi ve milmist-i sairesi..."
Topkapi Sarayt M~izesi Aivi-D.2250, D2917, D4225 (H.1239) " "Begikle~t Akinti
Burnundaki saraylann ina ve =mirlerine dair"
Bagbakanhk Aqivi-CevdeVtSaray 5805 (H. 1219) "Botaziginde Beyhan Sulamn sarayim yaprm
olan Todori kafamn ve ogullanmn ye iki hizmetkann lkablfen muafiyetleri hakkinda"
15 6
"Beykham Sulane habit a Consantinople & sur le canal de la mer noire, ou elle reside 1'ets,
dans un tr6s-beau palais, dont l'inleieur a e61 ornb sur les dessins & par le soins de
M.Meling, artiste distigus, connu par ses W]ens, & qui a livri a 1'exposition de 1805. des
ves chamanles & tris varies de Constantinople & de ses environs."
Beauvoisins, p:13.
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basins for the fountains and baths, the statuary, either the design or
execution, is by no means contemptible.
With this sumptuous display, the vhole vould be incomplete vithout
the quotations from the Koran, or panegyrical verses, frequently
vritten in large gold letters in every room."157
Adjoining the palace vas the house of Beyhan Sultana's husband, a governor of
Morea. 158 As all the others vere, it vas a comparatively unassuming edifice, vith a
gallery leading to her yali, for it is a point of etiquette that the husband of an imperial
princess should openly profess the homage of a subject.
In 1809 (H.1224)the TvinPalaces knovn as the yal4 of BeyhanSultanavere
allocated to Zekiye and Ulviye Sultanas, daughters of Abdblhamit I, but they probably
continued to be knovn after Beyhan Sultana. 159 Hatice Sultana, another daughter of
Mustafa III, also resided in Arnavutk6y. 160 Hovever, Bostanaba Defterleri do
not record her yalz . After her death, her property also passed to Beyhan Sultana. 161
Together vith the Tvin Palaces that replaced EminAbad, these nineteenth century
structures illustrate a break vith the tradition. The photographs of the Tvin Palaces
157
"Several palaces in this vicinity are approprialed tD Sulanas, or ladies of the imperial race. As a
matter of singular favour, I vas permitled, in the suie of his excellency Mr. Liston (vhose
urbanity I can not sufficiently acknovledge), to inspect that nevly built by Bey Khan, the sisler
of Selim III vho had given her in her maniage to his favourile, the Pasha of Morea..."
Dallavay, p:136.
158Ulugay refers t Silahdar Mustafa PaWa as the governor of Aleppo at the tine of their maniage.
UlugayIPadigahlann, p:103.
159Bagbakanhk Arpivi-CevdetSaray 4334 (H. 1240) "Beyhan Sullanmn Bogaziginde Akinti
Burnundaki yahlanman iamirine dair"
There ae also documents regarding the repair of the Zekiye Sultan Palace at Ortakby in the early
nineleenth century.
16 0That Hatice Sullana bought a plot at Arnavutkby:
Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Arpivi-E.6124, E. 11284.
That the property at Anavuthby vwas sold, and her inheriance and debts:
Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi Arqivi-D.7205,D.8245, D.8990, D. 10610 in 1809-1822 (H. 1224-1238)
Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi Arivi-D.8845 "Devletli Hatice Sultan aliyyet ii -;an efendimiz
Negelabad' da kiin sahils~ray-i &1ilerinde inga ve lekmil olunan..."
UlgaylPadiahlann, p:105:
16 1Uluay#Padigahlann, p:105.
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both at Kabata; and Arnavutkay reveal a nineteenth-century aesthetic. The latter,
vhich still survives also displays in plan a drastic change tovards symmetry,
monumentality and uniformity.
The terraced gardens and pool of the palace vere typical of the formalized Ottoman
garden of the nineteenth century. "The courts behind the palace are designed for
parterres, vith fountains entirely of marble, giving coolness to kiosques of extreme
lightness." 162 It vas a prototype for the terraced gardens of iragan Palace,
Beylerbeyi Palace and numerous private gardens.
When ye return to the area betveen Defterdar Burnu and the Kurugesme landing, ye
note that princesses' palaces alternated vith the palaces of viziers and dignitaries.1 63
Among the latter vere the yald of the chief physician, and of several prominent
families, among them former ;eyhillislams and grand viziers. Then came the yahs of
the high ranking non-Muslim officers, among them provincial governors vho
claimed to be descended from the old Byzantine aristocracy.
F. GREEK ARISTOCRACY
Eylemekden o mehin ;ahsi firskiyle sava;
G6zlerimde Kuru-pegme gibi hig kalmadi ya;"164
At Kurugesme, there vas a string of large vooden houses, painted in dark colours,
belonging to thp Grpek aristocracy, and ecclesiastics of the Fener and the richest of
the Armenians and Jevs. 165 In Fener, the seat of Patriarchate, had grovn "a genuine
Greek aristocracy of eleven families made rich by trade and by iltizam-contracts, vho
162DallaVay, p:136.
163islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bogzigi", p.677.(Gbkbilgin)
164Fenni Mehmet DedelSahilname.
165Hobhouse, p:865.
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claimed descent from the great families of the Byzantine Empire." 166 They supplied
the sultans with personal physicians and commercial agents and by filling the posts of
chief interpreter of the Divan and of the fleet in the seventeen century. In the late
seventeenth century, the Phanariot Greeks established virtual autonomy as
interpreters at the Porte at the expense of other Ottoman minority groups. 167
Dallavay noted that: "Although the renowned names of Comneni or Paleologi no
longer exist, they are yet claimed by consanguinity, and several of those families, who
are nov the principal of the Greeks, can boast, with a certain degree of precision, a
lineal descent from, or agnation to them."168 Their status in Ottoman society changed
vhen the Porte started to appoint themas governors to the Danubian principalities;
they generally stayed three years and, retired with great fortunes. As those
appointments became hereditary, influential families developed. The Phanariots
came to hold a unique position in Ottoman society between the Ottoman and Western
cultures. It is for this reason that the Greek aristocracy, who resided initially in the
district of Phanar/Fener, vben they returned from governing Wallachia or Moldavia
and the ecclesiastics of the Greek Orthodox Church vere allowed to live in grandeur
on the Bosphorus at a picturesque point, at Kurugegme, with their relatives and
dependents. European observers often noted that: "The remains or rather renovation
of Greek beauty is often to be seen among them, but their patriotic spirit seems all
centered in this age, in a violent attachment to the borders of the canal." 169
166 Encyclopedia Islam: "islanbul" p:241. (inalcik)
167"...they obtained from Mohammed II the neighbouring quartr, with certain immunities; and as a
present Patiarchal church is situal in the centre, the necessary attadence of the patriarch and
twelve synodal bishops, with the archondis, o: princes, have rendered it populous. In former
times it vas much more so; for most of the latter description have nov houses at Koorootchesms
and Arna6otkeuy, on the canal"
Dallavay, p:98.
168Dalavay, p-98.
16 9Lady Craven, p:237.
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With its churches and schools, it vas a congenial place to live, and sometimes a refuge
for the Greek Patriarches. One Greek school founded by the Mourousis family, and
taught by men eminent for their learning, patriotism, and piety vhich played a
notable role in the nineteenth century, had its roots in the revival of Greek education
in the eighteenth century. Lechevalier, along vith many other European observers,
noted the sombre appearance of the houses blackened so that they could be recognized
at once as non-Muslim:
"Le promontoire du Tefterdar est suivi du village de Kouru-Tchesms,
on sont les maisons de campagne des princes et des evsques grecs. On
les distingue de celles des Turcs ' la couleur sombre dont elles sont
peintes. Quoique la plupart de ces maisons n'aient aucune apparence
exterieure, elles sont tres-richement dscorses en dedans: aussi, toutes
les fois que le Bostangi-Bachi fait sa tournee sur le canal, les grecs, les
armeniens et les juifs ont grand soin de fermer leur fenstres, de peur
que cet officier n'apergoive chez eux quelque trace de leur
magnificence, et ne leur fasse une avanie." 170
The dvellings of the reayas vere almost exclusively painted tvo different colours
on the outside, in order to give them the appearance of separate quarters, and thus
deceive the passersby as to their size; vhile Muslim houses perfectly reflected the
transient condition of their ovners. 171 [Fig. 120] It vas considered a privilege to be
allowed to paint a house a sort of ruby tint and many paid for permission to do so.
Sometimes it vas granted in return for specific service to the sovereign.
"La msme loi somptuaire qui leur interdit la faculte de peindre leurs
maisons de la msme couleur que celles des turcs, leur defend aussi de
paroitre en public avec de riches vstemens; mais la vanits qui, comme
toutes les passions, devient plus impdrieuse a mesure qu'elle est plus
comprimse, les rend industrieux i se d6dommager de leur humiliant
esclavage. Vous rencontrez dans le jour au milieu des bazars un
17 0Lechevalier, p-55.
17 1Amng others Casti, p:5, Bussiere, p:32, Ma-Falane, p:247, Digeon, p:29 and Dallavay, p:142
refer o uses of different colours 1o differenciate between the minrities.
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marchand couvert de haillons: allez le soir ' sa maison du canal, vous le
trouvez revetu de pelisses magrifiques, et ayant les plus beaux diaman
aux doigts. Les princes grecs, qui osent' peine se faire suivre d'un seul
domestique dans les rues, ont un cortege immense dans l'intsrieur de
leur maison; il nomment leurs grandes et petits officiers, et passent des
journss entieres ' recevoir 'ahuis-clos les sollicitations et les hommages
de leur cour."l 7 2
Moreover, there was a regulation which further distinguished between the non-
Muslims:"L'Armeno debbo adoperare un grigio carico, propendente, quasi, al nero;
il Greco un grigio al quanto pif chiaro;1 'Ebreo una tinta vinosa, che non sapremmo
ben definire, ma che riesce disgustosa molto a vedersi." 173
Greeks benefited from the rising Western presence. It was the group mostly involved
with Western embassies. They enjoyed the patronage of Christians from Europe, sent
their sons to Western universities, and cultivated Western ties in general. The
Phanariot families, of which the better known are the Callimachi, Moroozi, Montagu,
172Lechevaier, p:55.
"Touts les maisons sont en bois et peintes de couleurs rouges, noires et grises: le Turc seul a le
droit de les faire peindre en gros rouge. Les fagades des palais des ambassadeurs sont blanches."
Forte-Maun, p:33.
"The houses of the Armenians and Greeks are universally painted a dull red, or lead color; the
gayer tints in vhich the Turks delight being prohibited to them, vhile the jevs are compelled to
confine themselves l black; and among the wealthier raiabs, or vassals to the Port, it ia
common to paint a residence vhich is unusually spacious, in two distinct colors, t produce the
effect of its being separat dwellings."
Miss Pardoe, p:41.
"J'ai dsj& observs, dans ma pricidente lette, que la miRme distinction existe pour les biiens:
les 6difices publics et ceux qui appartiennent au Grand- Seigneur sont peints en blanc, ceux des
smir en vert, ceux des Tucs en rouge; enfin, les maisons des rayas et autres sujets sont grises."
"On distingue quelquefois les propristaires des maisons par les diff6rentes couleurs dont elles
peuvent ^tre ext6rieurement ornses."
Digeon, p:29.
"By a kind smnptuary law, no subject of the empire is permitted to paint the outside of his house
of more than one color, and that of the gravest hue. The following anecdole may evince the
singular vanity of the Greeks, and hov highly they estimate any privilege enjoyed only by the
Turks. Abduihamid had been long indisposed, vhen a Greek, of no rank or fortune, offered a
nostrum which restored that Sultan to health. The grateful monarch proposed to him to name his
revard, when his sole request was that he might be allowed to ornament the exterior of his house
according to his own tt."
Dallavay, p:142.
173Baratta, p:548.
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Capulet, Ipsilanti, Mavrokordato 174 resided in the most magnificent yalzs and estates
in the district stretching from the guards' houselbostanc kollugu at Kurugesme down
to Akinti Burnu.
"Many of these sombre-looking edifices have sufficient magnificence
within, nor is the mode of disposing or furnishing their apartments
very different from that adopted by the richer Turks. The valls are of
white stucco, sometimes relieved by numerous prints imported by the
Franks, but paintings are seldom seen.
Amongst the princes and bishops the retinues are large, and what is
deficient in external parade, is amply made up in the submissive
homage of their domestics. Deacons are the menial servants of
bishops." 175
Beside the pier there were also a few Armenian and Jewish yals. The Armenians
were vealthy merchants vho, since the seventeenth century, controlled the silk trade
between Persia, Turkey and Italy. Many of them were those who made their fortunes
from iltizan -contracts and banking.176 Dallaway described these wealthy merchants
in their yals :
"The merchant, who passes a long day, from sun-rise to sun-set, fixed
vith crossed legs to his counter in the bazaar, and sordidly habited, no
sooner arrives at his house on the canal, than he is received by his
servants, dressed out in rich satins and pellices, and is ushered to the
females of his family, who vait his attendance at the evening repast,
where the delicacies of a luxuriant climate abound, and native hilarity is
indulged without interruption or restraint. "177
A narrov path vinding its way between the residences and terraced gardens,
underneath passages and connecting bridges led up to the steep hills behind. [Fig. 121]
174 Dallavay, p:101-102.
175 Dallavay, p:142.
176Enwyiopedia Islam: "istanbul" p:24 1. (inalcik)
177Dallavay, p:142.
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There vere considerable Arnenian and Greek communities vith two churches and
three quarters. The Armenian church dedicated to the Holy Cross and the Greek
Church to Saint Dimitrios. Both the Greek church St. Dimitrios and the Armenian
church of Surp Hag vere built in 1798. The sacred springs of Ay' Dimitrios,
Analipsi and Ay' Nikola vere in their gardens. The rest of the population of
Kurugesme, may be some eleven thousand people, vas Jevs. There vere three
synagogues.
According to Evliya, vho mentions several yals of Muslim notables on the
vaterfront, there vas also a Muslim quarter in the river bank vith a mosque and a
hamam.178 Bostancibasi Registers from the late eighteenth century do not mention
any Muslim institution in Kuruepme, and so Muslim residents must have been rare.
The Bostancabagz Defterleri identify the population at large as employed as
craftsmen and in trades like oil extractors, public criers, physicians, surgeons,
merchants, bankers, jevelers and lov ranking officers such as the bankers at the
mintlzaphane sarraft and zarphane kapgbz , but vere indeed as vealthy as those
of the several stevards of large households vho had their ovn yalis alternating vith
those of the Greek aristocracy, former and active governors of Moldavia and
Wallachia, and several Russian or Romanian Boyars. In the Bostancbagz Defterleri
some thirty odd yalzs vere r-gistered betveen the landing places at Kurugeme and at
Arnavutkay.
F. TOWN OF TRADTION
"Takilir ardina Al ile rakibi nai pk
178Evliya Qelebi, p:313.
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Arnabud karyesine gitmi; ol h dellak"1 79
Similarly, Arnavutkay had an exclusively non-Muslim population. In the area
betveen the landing places at Arnavutkoy and Akinti Burnu, the Bostancba&
Defterleri recorded some twenty yaks . The inhabitants vere mainly craftsmen and
merchants, physicians, gardeners, voolen drapers, captains of merchant ships and
lov-ranking bureaucrats in the central administration such as scribes, interpreters,
and the official agents for business vith the government. Several established Greek
trading families lived there vhose fortunes vere comparable to those of the Greek
aristocracy of Kurugesme.
Arnavutkoy vas a vasteland in 1468. Mehmet the Conqueror settled Muslim captives
from Albania there. Therefore, it vas called Arnavutkoy, meaning the village of
Albanians.180 Later, it vas exclusively inhabited by Greeks. The Greek church vas
called Arhangelos or Mikhail Archangel (Saint Michael). 181 There vere also sacred
springs: the one in the valley vas called (the prophet Eliya) Aya Ilya, and others vere
Aya Kiryaki, Aya Paraskevi and Ayios Onufrios. According to Evliya there vere no
mosques, mescids, medrese or imarets there. 182 After the 1812 uprising, the houses
of the Greek nobility vere confiscated and sold to Jevs. 183 Hovever, the district vas
still exclusively inhabited by Greeks. At Arnavutkoy, on Orthodox Epiphany, the
ancient ceremony of the Baptism of the Waters vas celebrated in the early morning.
Grosvernor described this ceremony: "In the midst of an immense concourse, the
bishop, clad in his episcopal robes and attended by his clergy, repeats the customary
179Fenni Mehmet DedelSahilname.
18 0Grosvernor, p:161.
181 In 1452, every Christian structure was razed and used in the constrction of Rumeli Hisar.
The Great Church of Saint Michael was also destroyed. On its sacred sit a new structure stood.
182 Eliya Qelebi, p:314.
183inciciyanVileggiatura, p:184.
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prayers, and vaves a golden cross before the crovd. Then suddenly he throws it into
the stream. The boldest and strongest swimmers plunge into the fierce current to
rescue the consecrated emblem."184
Arnavutkoy was the second town after Yenikoy in the production of ship's
biscuits. 185 The tovn was completely burned down vith its newly built church in
1798, but was soon rebuilt by the Grand Vizier Mehmet Izzet Papa and shortly
thereafter became more crowded than ever. Mehmet Izzet Papa himself built a kiosk
for the Sultan overlooking the Akmti Burnu. The kiosk, called Izzedabad (or Boyali
K6k or Vezir K6kii), was built together with a fountain in 1791-1792 (H. 1206) on
the grounds of the former Hasan Halife Bahgesi. It stood just next to the yah of
Beyhan Sultana, the last of the yalts belonging to the imperial family.
H. SEAT OF THE OTIOMAN DIGNITARIES
The boundaries of the town of Bebek were not defined in the eighteenth century. The
coastal line that embraces the bay like a bov from Akint Burnu to the cemetery at
Rumeli Hisari, including Kayalar, is known as Bebek. A steep slope down the middle
of the bov divided the district into two, one part called Ku90k Bebek and the other
BUyUk Bebek.
"YAreli bir gijzelin aski ile didei ter
Arnabud k6yu akintisi gibi durmaz aker" 186
184 Grosvernor, p:161.
185 Mantmn, p:84, p-89.
"Il n'est pas jusqu'au ravitaillement en biscuit de mer qui ne soit aiss & se procurer: des
vilages de la c6le europeenne du Bosphore se sont fait urte sp6cialis de sa fabrication."
Mantran, p:89n.
For the bakeries of ship's biscuits at Arnavutkby in 1684 (H.1095):
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVBahiye 4347.
186Fenni Mehmet DedelSahilname.
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Akinti Burnu vas the longest and the strongest current along the Bosphorus. It vas so
poverful that crabs and other crustaceans vere not able to svim against it, so that they
came out to the shore at this point and continued their peregrinations on the shore.
Inciciyan mentions that traces they left on the rocks on the shore vere still visible in
his day. 187 Small boats could not ascend vith oars, and had to be toyed against the
current by a group of men called yedekgi.188
"H geker r hi Hasan Kalfanevayi nmeste
Piggahinda okundukpa Huseyni beste" 189
The Hasan Halife gardens, founded by the ag of the janissaries at the time of Sultan
Murad IV, vas located beyond Akinti Burnu on the vaterfront.190 The Mafredat
Defterithat vas prepared for Sultan Ahmet III in 1704 (H. 1116) recorded at the yalz
of Hasan Halife a domed room overlooking the sea, an outdoors reception room, a
mabeyn odasi , a room overlooking the sea in the harem, and several other rooms and
sofas and indicated that the sultans often visited this garden. 191 There vas, in fact,
another imperial garden called Bebek Bahgesi vhich dates back to the sixteenth
century.192 It seems that it lay betveen the Hasan Halife gardens and Deli Huseyin
Papa gardens upstream.
18 7inciciyangXVIII.Asirda, p:161.
18 8AllomaWalsh, p:69.
189Fenni Mehmet DedelSainame.
190Eremya gelebi ocates it on the vaterfront.
Eremya gelebi, p:45.
After Hasan Halfe vas killed by the janissaries in 1602 (H.1011), his property vas confiscaed
and became a garden under slat 1nure. It continued 1D be known after Hasan Halife; there are
references in the documents staing vith 1642 (H.1052).
19 1Erdokantislanbul Babeleri, p:182.
Bagbakanhk.Arivi-Mifedat Defieri, MD, n:4763, p:16.
The same documents also indical that the funituie of the yah vas moved o the imperial gardens
at Alibey Ky in (H. 1121).
19 2Erdojantislnbul Babgeleri, p:182.
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"Oldu muhtag gonul tifli civani gayre
Gitmeyince Bebege merdumi didem seyre"193
Bebek, located in a very deep recess, vas a site preferred by Sultan Ahmet III. He
often paid daily visits to the imperial kiosk and garden at Bebek. When Damat
Ibrahim Papa started the construction in 1725 that created HimayunAbSd (that is to say
"royal city" in Persian) the district from Hasan Halife gardens to Kayalar vbere once
stood a kiosk of Sultan Selim II vas cleared. 194 He sold the area taken from the
Hasan Halife Gardens to Greeks, Turks, Armenians and Jevs for residential
constructionKayalar ve Hasan Halife yalzszna varnncaya kadar sakd ve cebel
taraflarz ragbet edenlere tara- mtrtden bey ve temlik.195 [Fig. 122] The
vaterfront vas then allocated to the notables. Folloving this, betveen 1725 and 1790
a number of yalks vere built along a2200mshoreline.196 Tvo documents from 1723
(H. 1136) vhich allocated building lots that belonged to the state around the garden of
Bebek to the Chief Judge of Rumelil/Rumeli Kazaskeri Seyh Mehmet Efendi and
Himmetzide Seyh Abdussamed Efendi, and another document from 1724 (H. 1137)
vhich recorded the sale of a 2000 zira building lot at the same location to the former
kadz of Aleppo, Mevlana Lalelizade Seyyid Abdullah, for 150 guruq, testify that the
members of the Islamic judiciary and learning class vere given priority in the
distribution of land. Judging by the size and price of similar lots recorded in the er-i
Mahkeme Sicilleri the sale the sale price seems to have been nominal. 197
193 Fenni Mehmet Dede/Sahihname.
194 Evliya dales this kiosk that vas still stnding at his time back o Selim I (1512-1520).
Evijya Qelebi, p:314.
19 5islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bokazigi", p.677.(G6kbilgi) After Qelebizide.
196Erdotan/Lale Devri, p: 1.
Refers 1 two documents frnm 1723 (H. 1136)
Bagbakanhk Arivi-Tezkir-i Ahkim ve Berevat Deftein :9912, p:131, p:443.
197Erdotan/Lale Devri, p-91.
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After Arnavutkoy, the change to a Muslim neighbourhood vas sudden, and
deliberate. The Bostawczbazg Defterleri record some forty yals and gardens mostly
belonged to officers of the Palace and the State in the area betveen the Arnavutkay
landing palace and the Citadel among them the chief of the fishermen, chief of the
providers of onions, chief of the scribes, chief of the artillerymen, associates in
charge of external accounts, associates in the secretariat of the cavalry corps, scribes
of the svord-bearer, ex-officers of the state such as the treasurer of the minister of
foreign affairs, chief of the infantry of the old corps of armorers. There vere also
several high ranking officers such as the minister of finances, minister of foreign
affairs, and a number of former and active geyhflislams. In addition to the
eyh0lislams in the families like Himmetzdes, Dfrrizsdes, Yesarizades, and
Elmaszades, some vealthy merchants/ kapan taciri vere settled in K290k Bebek.
The composition of the neighbourhood vas not much different than the others. The
vaterfront vas occupied by the yalis of the influential families, the rest settled
tovards the hill. [Fig. 123]
inciciyan refers to a Basmacilar Karhanesi, a vorkshop vhere scarvesiyemeni vere
made from muslin, vhich predated the large construction program. With the
constructionof the Sultan Ahmet Mosque in 1726 (H. 1138), a school, a bath, a
camek-n, fountains/ a selsebil, a musluk and several gegmes, a number of shops and
rooms, a mill and a storehouselkiler, and a village/kariye vas completed in six
months. 198 The district, once a place vhere the rebellious and vagabonds
gathered/gerir ve serseri yatag, vas turned into an elegant residential area by Damat
Ibrahim Papa. In H. 1138 (1725), Damat Ibrahim Papa disqualified the voyvoda of
19 8AyvansaayVHadikat' W Cevami, p:124.
EndogandLale Devri, p:30.
B abakanhk Arivi-Maliye DeftrieriMasarif-i Ta'miiye Deftri n:8847, p:207.
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Galata from office and named the district Humayun&bAd after the imperial kasr that
stood there. The change in the physical layout of the district started with the
reconstruction of Hlmayunibid, the imperial kiosk.
The exact construction date of the kiosk at HbmayunibAd is not known; it is usually
dated to 1720. A document that records the construction of several structures in 1726
also mentions a kasw 199 A preexisting kiosk at the same location from the time of
Sultan Selim I (1512-1520) may allude to even earlier structures. It was continually
replaced until the last was erected in 1801. The Bebek Sarayi, rebuilt in 1780, was
used on a temporary basis for the daily visits of the Sultan/ Binig-i Hmimayun , and was
given a particular purpose in the second half of the eighteenth century. In Hadikat0'l-
Cevami, Ayvansariyi refers to the palace as Hu-mayunibad, next to the Mosque of
Bebek, but also mentions that it was known as Anadolu Beyi K6pku. 200 However, at
this time the palace had already been given over to serve as the seat of meetings with
the foreign ambassadors.
"At the porte no levees are held for foreign ministers. On their arrival
they have each his audience with the Vizier and Sultan, but on their
departure with the former only. During the whole of their residence
all business is transacted by memorial and confidential message, which
are presented on Thursdays, the Divan day, by the senior dragoman of
each mission; but should any matter of more moment arise, a private
meeting is arranged between the minister and the reis effendi, at a kiosk
called Bebeck Serai on the Bosporus." 201
Melling engraving showing a typical view of the shores of the Bosphorus taken from
Kandilli illustrates the relationship of the kiosk with nature and vith the yals of the
199Erdogan/Lale Devr, p:30.
Babakadnhk Argivi-Maliye DeftereriMasarif-i T'miriye Defteri n:8847, p:207.
200AyansaayHadikat' W1Cevyami, p:124.
2 0 1Dalavay, p:12 5 .
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dignitaries. [Fig. 124] Allom and Walsh poetically describes the kiosk in relation to
its mission.
"Here, in the darkest shade, is seen a lonely kiosk, vhich strikes the
traveller passing in a caique, as having something more than ordinary
connected vith it. The kiosk is shut in vith valls, the entrance entirely
closed up, and no human being is ever seen to enter or depart from it.
The jealous precaution usually visible about a Turkish house alvays has
a desolate and repulsive aspect; but this kiosk, it has been remarked, has
a solitude even more than Turkish, and , vithout the usual marks of
desertion, decay, and dilapidation, it looks as if abandoned by
inhabitants, or devoted to some secret or mysterious purpose. It is the
retreat of Turkish diplomacy-the appointed spot for secret
negotiations." 202
While Pertusier refers to both its architectural style and its mission as an European
inspiration,203 Allom and Walsh continuous vith a description that is marked vith the
fascination in the unknovn:
"Mystery and deception, the vheels on vhich it usually moves, are here
practically exemplified. The bureaus of the Porte are appointed for the
transaction of ordinary business, but on extraordinary occasions it is
transferred to this place; and this solitary recess of the Bosphorus is
resorted to in order to prevent any possibility of the secret transpiring.
When it is necessary to meet a foreign minister, or any affair of
importance, he is directed to repair to this place. Hither he comes in his
caique, divested of pomp or parade, and endeavoring to pass vithout
any notice. He climbs the rapid, and creeps along the shore of this
sequestered bay, to the mysterious kiosk, and is, vith due precaution,
admitted. He finds, vithin, the Reis effendi, or minister of foreign
affairs, vho vas approached by land vith similar precaution. The
doors are closed, and the conference commences. When the affair is
202AllOml-Walh, p:61.
203"... kiosk des Confiences... l'achilcture se rapproche beaucoup de la notre, et mime avec une
application qu'on est loin de trouver dans aucun des nombreux bdifices de la capitale des
Ottomanes. Son nom de kiosk de Confbrences explique l'emploi auquel il est consacr. A1oigni
du tumull des affaites, dont la sublime Porl est le siege, il sert a menager les entrevues que le
reis-effendy a quelquefois avec les ministres stranger."
PertusierlAtlas, pl:8.
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arranged, the diplomatists separate, and the kiosk is abandoned, and
closed up till another mysterious conference at
this place necessary."204
Before the eighteenth century, Ottoman diplomatic contact vith Europe had been
limited; the Ottomans had no permanent representation in Europe, although most
European states vere represented in the Ottoman Empire. The Grand Vizier Damat
Ibrahim Papa took more interest in the West than his predecessors had done, and met
frequently vith the English, Dutch, and French ambassadors in Istanbul. In addition
to the usual imperial reception, he initiated additional receptions and festivities in
their honor.205 At the end of the century, the chronicler Ahmet Vasif Efendi as well
various imperial decrees recorded meetings of the government vith the ambassadors
at Nepetabad, at the yal of the minister of foreign affairs, and at the selamlik of Esma
Sultana's yah . The reason ambassadorial meetings vere shifted from Bebek vas
probably related to complicated diplomatic games. But it also points to the increasing
acceptance of Westerners in Ottoman houses. 206
The increased Western presence in the Ottoman Empire during the eighteenth century
should, in theory, have increased communication betveen Westerners and Ottoman
society. The ever groving number of European residents of Istanbul mingled more
and more vith the Ottomans. It vas not uncommon for distinguished Ottomans,
Muslim and non-Muslim, to entertain members of the foreign diplomatic corps.
204Allom1Wah, p:61.
This attempt at concealment is highly characteristic of the court and the people; but it defeated
altgeiher. The prying jealousy of the ministers of the European povers resident at
Constaninople, continually on the alert: the chief dragoman of one mission makes a daily report
to his ambassador of vhat every other is doing, or about to do: he visits the bureaus of the Porte,
and vorms out the most secret intentions; and vhile the principals are shut up at Babec, as they
suppose, unknown to all the vorld, the tattling dragomans are everywhere disclosing the subject
they are discussing, and then conference at Babec is no more secret than the nevs of a public
coffee-house.
2 05There are countless imperial decrees that refer to ambassadorial meetings that took place at Bebek.
20 6VasIf, Tarih, v.1, p:8.
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Hovever, language vas a formidable obstacle. Foreigners needed the mediation of a
very significant group in Ottoman society -the Ottoman minorities- to act as
interpreters of the Court and the society at large.
Himayunibsd vas restored by the Grand Admiral Gazi Hasan Papa during the reign
of Abdilhamit I for the Sultan. The most characteristic feature of the Bebek kiosk,
totally rebuilt by the German architect Melling at the end of the century for Sultan
Selim III and given to his sister Beyhan Sultana, 207 is the fact that the garden, its
surrounding valls and the building proper vere conceived as a vhole. The valls
embrace the building from both sides, curving upvards until they reach the level of
vindov tops. This creates an impression of breadth, for the kiosk itself vas not really
very large. Tvo small pavilions vere constructed at each end of the vall to create a
balance. Thus the kiosk vith its annexes covers more than 11 Om on the vaterfront.
The village is hidden behind the trees in its garden. Due to its specific mission as an
ambassadorial conference house, it vas kept in good repair. 208
Damat Ibrahim Papa also built the kaszr of Nisbetiye on the slopes of Bebek. Selim
III frequented this kasir rebuilt in 1800. As well as being a prestigious seasonal
retreat of the Ottoman dignitaries, Bebek vas also preferred by the fishermen of the
Bosphorus. European depictions illustrate fishponds all along the shore. [Fig. 125]
These became a characteristic of this district:
"It is one of the numerous stages erected on many parts of the
Bosphorus, from the Euxine to the Propontis, to arrest the numerous
shoals of fish that are migrating from the sea through this channel. It is
formed in this manner: posts are driven into the vater at a short
207Ba4bakanhk Argivi-CevdeVtSaray 5805
208Hnayunabad vas demolisbed in 1845 by Abdblmecid I but the kiosks that vere later built in
its locatiorn vere called Bebek Ko;kii.
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distance from the shore, vith which they sometimes communicate by a
platform; these are strengthened by cross-posts, forming a ladder by
which the platform is ascended. On the summit is raised a shed, ten or
twelve feet above the surface, over which is drawn a rude covering of
mats. Below, is an enclosed area, marked by piles, into which the
passing fish enter, and cannot again make their way out. A man
continually on the watch in the shed gives notice of this to the fishermen
on the shore.....
The present Sultan is so fond of it, that one of his apartments at
Beshiktash has a trap door over the water..."209
I. TOWARDS THE CITADEL
"Fiske tipyle eger Urker ise gu;lenden
Bulb01i zare Kayalar kadar olmaz mesken"210
Kayalar is the third promontory from Istanbul along the Bosphorus. It is the
narrovest point where two shores come together. For this reason it was called
Lemokopi by the Greeks, and Bogazkesen (cut throat) by the Turks. The early
presence of religious establishments here explains its Muslim population. The large
cemetery by the shore is the second most important cemetery on the Bosphorus after
Oskidar. According to Evliya, in the area called On Kayalar were forty to fifty
houses, 211 and the mescid of Reisulkittab Sidki Ahmet Efendi, who became the
Niganci Papa ( died in1662).212. Built in 1640, the mescid of Nipanci Ahmet Efendi
was also known as the mescid of Kayalar. Close to this mescid, on the shore, was a
fountain, built by the ReisikUttab Mustafa Efendi, known as Tavuk9u Reis, dated
1763 (H. 1177).213 The source of the water for the fountain is located at the mosque.
Ayvansariyi mentions a quarter and a cemetery around the mescid.
2 09A11ormWalsh, p:40.
2 10 Fenni Mehmet DedelSahilname.
211Eviya Qelebi, p:314.
212AyarayiHaikJat'il Cevami, p:124
213AymansarayiHadikat' lCenRA, p:124.
The fountain vas demolished durng the construction of the road in 1914.
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In fact, near the fishery enclosure at Kiik Bebek to the mescid at Kayalar, vere
several yals of dignitaries such as the chief physician and the minister of the foreign
affairs, and prominent religious functionaries. The secretary of foreign affairs had a
spacious yalz located in a large garden in the area. It was often visited by the Ottoman
high officials and European ambassadors. This area was the most fashionable section
of the district. There was also a tekke for the order of Kadiris in the vicinity of the
mescid of Kayalar. The gardens of the yalis and the gardens and the vineyard of the
Deli Huseyin Papa extended as far as the top of the hill and the tekke of Nafi Baba,a
Bektai convent, behind the citadel.
Towards the end of the eighteenth century, a level path was gradually formed on the
direction of the coast, and it became possible to walk from there to the tekke of
Durmu Dede and Rumeli Hisari. The Durmuq Dede Tekke, situated at the end of the
cemetery on the vaterfront, occupied a particular place in the ritual life of the
Bosphorus. It was visited by the sailors who used to leave offerings on the shore
before they started a campaign. 214
J. B05A2KESENIRUMELi HISARI
"Yari agyar ideyim dey u zevrakde kensr
Topa tiltulmusa dondUrdu ehali-i Hisar"215
Rumeli Hisari is the earliest Ottoman structure on the European coast of the
Bosphorus. It was founded by Mehmet the Conqueror.
2 14AyvnmsmayiHadikaJCameei, p:E125.
215Fenni Mehmaet DedelSahilnamMehmt Efendi
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Before deploying his forces against Byzantium, Mehmet achieved the tWin objectives
of securing his north eastern flank and initiating a partial maritime blockade of
Constantinople by creating a pair of forts at the narrovest point of the vinding
Bosphorus channel. Traditionally, defense of the Bosphorus had been concentrated
at its eastern end, at the entrance from the Black Sea, vhere there vere Byzantine
forts, at Rumeli and Anadolu Kavagi. In H.797 (1395-1396), hovever, Bayazid I had
built a small castle some nine miles dovnstream, in a defensible position on a
triangular spur at the confluence of the G6ksu and the Bosphorus. In 1452 Mehmet II
enlarged Anadolu Hisari by creating an outer bailey vhich enclosed Bayazid's keep
and inner enceinte. On the European bank opposite, tovard vhich ships vere forced
by strong current, Mehmet constructed Rumeli Hisari; and he equipped both the outer
bailey of Anadolu Hisari and the bailey of Rurneli Hisanlhisirbege outside the main
entrance of Rumeli Hisari vith massive gun-sites on ground level.
Houses surrounded by gardens climbed the hill on terraces. In the seventeenth
century, Evliya Qelebi mentions that there vere 1060 houses terraced outside the
valls. In these Muslim neighbourhoods, there vere three mosques, eleven mescids,
seven sibyan mektebi, a hamam, and 200 shops.216 There vere four tekkes in the
vicinity of the citadel: Durmup Dede (ibani, Wednesdays), Sehitler (Bektagi,
Thursdays), Nalband Mehmet Efendi (Bektai, Thursdays), Karaba; (Cerrshi,
Thursdays).2 17
In the eighteenth century, Inciciyan observes that many more Turks lived outside than
vithin the valls. This, hovever, is in total contradiction to Sarraf Hovennasyan, a
contemporary of Evliya. According to his records, the extramural Armenian
216Evliya Qelebi, p.316, p:318.
217istmbul Ansiklopedisi "Dergih".
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quarters vere densely populated. 218 The Armenian community clustered around the
church of Surp Sanduht. From this we may conclude that in the course of the
eighteenth century, the character of the neighbourhood considerably expanded. Both
Turkish and Armenian communities settled outside the valls. Evliya 9elebi noted
that there vere seven Greek families permitted to live there. There vere no Jevs.
The fer-i Mahkeme Sicilleri also testify to this observation and to his record that the
population of the citadel vas composed of fishermen, soldiers, boatmen, small
artisans and craftsmen.
The large gun on the lover rampart vas fired after a criminal vas executed, to
announce to the Sultan that the guilty one had paid for his crime. It vas also fired
vhen the Sultan visited one of the imperial gardens or kiosks on the Bosphorus, and
on Fridays and Bayrams. A document from 1734 (H. 1147) relating to firing of this
cannons refers to the Sultan's frequent visits to the Bosphorus. 219
"Eski agyar deri meygedede oldu revan
DugdU eytan Akintisina gdy& rindan"220
At Seytan Akintisi, behind the yals of Mekkizade and Kopriluzade Asim Efendi
some mansions that vere located overlooking the square vith a fountain projecting
over the sea have already been noted. This picturesque point has been depicted in a
number engravings such as Melling's.
2 18inciciyanlMXVIII. Asirda, p:162.
2 19B agbakanhk Arivi-CevdeVS ary 208
Bagbekanhk Ar4ivi-CevdeVSaray 6233 (H. 1147)
islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bogazigi", p.678.(Gkbilgin)
220Fenni Mehmet DedelSahilname.
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The extramural population consisted of high ranking notables, vho had yalts there
but actually resided in Istanbul. In the area betveen eytan Aknttsi and Balta Limani,
among the pre-eighteenth-century yals there are references to a Valide Yalisi vho
vas the mother of Sultan Mehmet IV 221 at the end of the eighteenth century, the
Bostanabagz Defterleri record a number of religious functionaries vith titles such
as geyh , seyyid , molla, haa , and muderris , but high officers of the administrative
command like the Seyhinlislam, and the minister of finances, ex-officers such as
provincial judges/Halep Mollasi, and the chief judge of Rumelia vho ranked next
after the Seyhilislam/sadr-z rum vere in the majority and had their seasonal abodes
in the area from Hisar to Balta Limani. Lover-ranking officers such as the secretary
in the ministry of foreign affairs, secretary of customs, the representative of the
janissaries, the treasurer of the janissary corps, the arresting officer, the associate in
the secretariat of cavalry corps, the stevard of the ;eyhblislam, chief of the ushers at
the palace, someone vith a honorary title after the Ottoman household cavalry, the
varden of the guild of tanners, vere to be found grouped around the landings, or the
hamams and mosques. The larger households vere situated right on the Bosphorus.
K. NEIGHBOURHOODS BUILT
"Gel seninle bulahm saklanarak mahfi mekin
Baltaliman- buguun dalgalik ey servirevan"222
In three districts the physical layout vas implemented by imperial decrees. The first
of these is the Balta Limani district vhich had been inhabited since the conquest. A
fev Turkish families vere settled around the bay named after the Conqueror's Grand
221 Bagbaanhk Argivi-ibnlemin Saay 633
islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bogazigi", p.678.(G6kbilgin)
22 2Fenni Mehmet DedelSahiname.
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Admiral, BaltaogluStleyman Bey.223 The mescid of Balta Limani, built in the
memory of Baltaoglu Sileyman Bey by Bagmakci Sicaeddin in 1457, vas restored in
the course of the eighteenth century. 224 Eremya Qelebi refers to the district as
occupied vith konaks and gardens in the seventeenth century.225 The er-i
Mahkeme Sicilleri also indicate that the tovn of Balta Limani vas leased by the vakzf
of the Sultan Bayazid 11.226
In 1798 (H.1212) an imperial orderlirade-i seniye gave some Greeks and
Armenians the right to settle there, vhich led to the grovth of the neighbourhood at
Balta Limant. Next to the landing place vere a coffeehouse and a tobacco shop
endoved by the vamkf of the Sultan Abdtlhamit 1.227
The buildings dating from the beginning of the eighteenth century vere grand and
highly decorated. There vere also a number of large yals from the late eighteenth
century that belonged the Regid Papa family vith terraced gardens behind them
crovned vith pine-kernels. In front of the yalz vas a public embankment 2-3m
vide. The boathouses lay in the vaults beneath this embankment, in vhich "... ye say
many small trading vessels belonging to Frank merchants, stopped in their progress
tovards the Black Sea by an order of the Porte."228
Up until the time of Selim III the land through vhich tvo large streams, also called
Balta Liman, floved dovn to the sea formed an inlet deep enough for ships to
223Te fleet Vhich vas iken over the hils 1 Golden Horn vwas prepared in this bay.
224 AyvanarayiVHadikat'i1 Cevami, p:133-134. It vas reconstred in 1826.
2 25 Eremya gelebi, p:46.
226 D. 1141153-1
227 Regarding the illegal seize of the structures and the constution of a boathouse:
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVNafia 12159 (H. 1224).
228 Hobbouse, p:866.
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anchor, but this inlet had been completely filled in at the point vbere the river Balta
Limani ran under a vooden bridge into the bay.229 Grand Vizier Hezarpare Ahmet
Papa built a fountain there in 1647-1648 (H. 1058).230
The valley behind the vaterfront palace of Refit Papa was flanked by the meadow on
one side along the river. The checkerboard pattern of a tree plantation was
interrupted every 300m by three levels of terraces. There was a pool at the first
terrace. A kiosk that has been mentioned in Hadtkat&'l-CevdMt may have been there
as well. According to Hadtkati'1-Cevdin, Giritli Yusuf Aga, the steward of Selim
III's mother Mihrisah Sultan, had built a modest kiosklmuhtasara binig kegka in the
meadov for the daily visits of the court.231 At the times of imperial festivals/sar-i
hamayun , tents were located around the kiosk where entertainments were given.232
The woods along the road must have been planted at the time the palace was
constructed. [Fig. 126] In between the two rows of trees the opening had been made
vider to recall European alleys: "From Balta Liman to a bay, Stenia, there are no
houses, but the remains of ancient foundations are to be seen near the vaterside." 233
The second district that was planned was Boyacikoy, immediately beyond the bay of
Balta Liman. The district was chosen by the Kafkaryadi family who moved to
Istanbul from Kirkkilise in 1806 (H.1221) to teach the craftsmen of Istanbul hov to
dye serge and fezes. The family, together with forty other households of Boyacikoy,
2 29Bilyik Regid PWa vho built the a palatial yah then sold it to the slat and vas given back to the
family through Fatma Sultan maied t the son of the Papa, Ali Galip Paga. The royal palace of
Balla Limam vas built at this location in1865.
2 30islam Ansiklopedisi: "Botazigi", p.678.(Gokbilgin)
2 3 1islam Ansiklopedisi: "Botazigi", p.678.(Gokbilgin)
AyansarayHadikat'l Cevami, p:134.
2 32Bgbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVSaray 1178 (undaled).
2 33Hobhouse, p866.
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was engaged in that business, but there is no reference about the location of their
workshops. Beyond the pier and the slopes of Boyacikay, vere the Armenian and
Greek neighbourhoods. In this area there vere a number of sacred springs. The
Muslim district began at the Kanli Kavak stream with yals mostly built in the mid
eighteenth century. They were generally owned by vealthy merchants. Among these
vere watchmakers, interpreters of the embassies, those who held honorary titles such
as silah§dr §ehriyarzi, those vho held a fief of from twenty to hundred thousand
aspers of yearly value, members of the Islamic judiciary and learning, employees in
state offices, and scribes in the imperial treasury.
The town was enlarged by a project designed in 1853. A plan shoving the first
orthogonal plan on the slopes of the Bosphorus was prepared by an Italian
engineer. 234 [Fig. 127] This project can be compared to the orthogonal planning of
the Selimiye district on the Anatolian side around the military barracks constructed
during the reign of Sultan Selim III at the end of the century.
The district beyond Boyacikay was the third town where a physical structure was
implanted upon the orders of the Sultan. After the conquest of Revan in 1635
(H. 1045), Sultan Murat IV had given the gardens which were known as Feridun
Babgesi (belonging to the Nipanci Feridun Bey who died in 1583) to Tahmasb Kuli
Khan ( the commander of tt. Revan citadel) knovn as Emirgaineoglu ( EmirgaOn
Han). 235 The first palace in the former Feridun Bahesi was built for Tahmasb Kuli
Khan. The waterfront palace which was known as the yat of Emirgane had a kiosk
2341 e p1an that Luigi Florari prepared is kept at:
Topkapi Smayi Arivi-E.9408.
235B abakanhk Arivi-Maliye DeflerlerilKuyudat Defieri, n:4445, p:74.
A docrnent from 1685 (H.10%) records the garden in question as belonging 10 the
Slelhadia-z Sukantye vhose crop that year vorth 10 9000 akga.
Bagbakanak Arivi-CevdeVtSaray 5818
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in the Persian style. Called as the sultankhankar konct, the kiosk vas often visited
by Sultan Murad IV. There vere separate harem and selamhlik sections and a built-in
hamam.236 After the Sultan's erstvhile favourite had been executed, his palace vas
allocated to the Grand Vizier Kara Mustafa Papa,237 then to an ex-Seyhilislam Mirza
Mustafa Efendi.238 After this the palace remained in the hands of high-ranking
religious establishment; the first recipient vas his son Mehmet Salim Efendi vho also
succeeded him as a Seyhulislam, then it passed to the next Seyhflislam Vassaf
Abdullah Efendi. Official and family linkage established this succession.239 The
foundation of the first Emirgn^ne Yah is said to survive under the yalz of Serifler.
"Bizi beylik gam ile itti felek pivende
Mirgane varalim seyr idelim gulende" 240
The village called Mirgun, later Emirgan, after Emirguin Han, grew at the time of
Sultan AbdUlhamit I as a result of a specific building program comparable to the one
undertaken at Bebek. On the location of the kiosk and the yalz , vhich at the time
belonged to Seyhnlislam Mehmet Esad Efendi, a complex consisting of a hamam, a
fountain (1780), a marketplace vith series of shops and a mosque dated H. 1196
(1782) vas built.241 A document dated 1781 (H. 1195) recorded the right to build a
mill and bakery at Emirgin to serve the area betveen Istinye to Balta Limani. 242
"A long street, terminating at the vater's edge, stretches far into the
distance, its centre being occupied by a Moorish fountain of vhite
marble, overshadoved by limes and acacias, beneath vhich are coffee
terraces; constantly thronged vith Turks, sitting gravely in groups
236 Eremya Qelebi, p:46.
23 7islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bogazigi", p.679.(Gkbilgin)
23 8One part of the garden became under stat enure.
23 9AynsarayHadikat' W1Cevami, p:135-137.
Eviiya does wt refer 1D Emirgin, from Rumeli Hisar onvard he proceeds to describe istinye.
240eun Mehmiet Dede/Sahinanme.
241islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bogazigi", p.679.(G6kbilgin)
2 4 2Babakanhk Arivi-CevdeVtBelediye 722.
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upon lov stools not more than half a foot from the ground, and
occupied with their chibouks and mocha."243
Miss Pardoe gives a full account of the daily life around the fountain and the coffee-
houses.244 There was an earlier fountain, haseki Kadin which was built in1630 by
Sultan Murad IV. Moreover, the customs houselgfimruk, which until then was
located at Rumeli Hisari, was transported there.245 The Bostancbaz Defteri of
1791 registers only some of these structures at the landing place together with a
convent of Nakibendis overlooking the area. Emirgin vas given as vakf to the
imaret at Babgekapi. 246 Inland, there was also a tekke of Kadiris, known as the tekke
of Kavaf Huseyin Efendi, meeting on Fridays.247
The quarter grev during the reign of Sultan Selim III but substantially only after
Hidiv Ismail Papa had built his kiosks and yalis there. He also had a hospital built in
the woods/Emirgin Korsu. A document from 1781 (H. 1195) concerning the
243Miss Pardoe, p:16 7.
244
"The moorish fountain, which forms the subject of the accompanying sketch, is of an extremely
graceful character, and built of a marble whose whiteness is almost dazzling. It occupies the
trmination of the main street of the village, vhere it touches upon the channel; and is entirely
overshadowed by the far strething branches of a glorious maple-tree, which after spreading
its gay green canopy over the dome and richly-vrought roof of the fountain, finally mingles its
leafy honours vith those of two other trees of the same description, beneath whose shelter the
cool wooden terraces of a couple of coffee-kioskques have been erected.
Crovds of calques dance on the heaving cunent within twenty paces of the fountain; the
transparent nets of the fishermen having in festoons from the branches; veiled women come and
go with their earthen vessels in the quest of the pure vater of the village spring; the gay sounds
of the zebec ring out from the coffee-kiosques; the chasnnelvind, as it sweeps along the ripple,
awakens the mysterious music of the leaves which over hang it, the vhife sJs of the passing
vessels glimmer in the sun-light-the fruit merchants heap up their luscious stores in
tempting profusion, ready 1D be conveyed in boats D the markets of the city-and the vhole scene
is so cool, so shaddy, and so still, that it is not vonderful that the nature-loving orientals should
have selected it as a village site, even in a land abounding vith pleasant glens, and nooks leeming
vith loveliness.
Miss PardoelBeauties, p:111.
245I ts revenues were dedicated 10 the members of the palace.
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdetISaray 1889.
islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bogazigi", p.679.(Gokbilgin)
246inciciyan, p:163.
247istanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Emirgan Tekkesi"
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establishment of a mill and a bakery reveals more about the implementation of a large
scale settlement plan.248
" The broad street, opening from the shore, climbs the hill behind it; its
irregularity gabled and many coloured houses finally terminating in
vineyards and olive-groves; vhile a mountain stream, feeding the
vheels of a mill, goes dancing in the light, nov fully visible, and nov
buried beneath the dense vegetation upon its banks, until it throvs itself
into the Bosphorus. A very pretty, yell-kept, and rather extensive
garden, belonging to Achmet Pasha, occupies a portion of the height
behind the village; and is succeeded by a small forest, vhere groups of
Turkish and Greek ladies are constantly to be seen during the summer
months, enjoying the dolce far niente so congenial to the climate;
forming Gipsy-parties under the trees, or sauntering slovly along
beneath the dense shadows of boughs, collecting the beautiful vild-
flovers vhich abound in that pleasant place.
Many of the Greek merchants have their summer residences at
Mirgheun; and there is, consequently, an air of cheerfulness imparted
to the village by the freshly-painted houses of these gentlemen, vhich
adds much to its attraction..." 249
In the coastal area from Balta Liman to istinye, later Bostancbag Defterleri record
yalis of loy-ranking officers such as interpreters, those vho held honorary titles
such as silahgdr,chief secretary of the state offices, and commanders-in-chief of
soldiers incorporated vith the janissaries such as sekbanbaz and gavubag, and
both Muslims and non-Muslims involved in small crafts and trade.
L. CAULKING WHARF
"Rnzgarin siteminden oluruz azade
i9elim yar ile Istinyede tenha bade" 250
2 48Bagbakak Argivi-CevdeVBe1ediye 722 (H. 1195).
2 49Miss PardoelBeauties, pp:111-112.
2 50Fenni Mehmet DedelSahilname.
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Gardens and kiosks along the bay of istinye connects Emirgin to Yenikay. The bay of
Istinye, considered a miniature Golden Horn, vas surrounded by medium-size yalis
of high-rankingp is and other notables. [Fig. 128] It had a mixed population of
Greeks and Turks. The fountain called Neslipah Hanimvas built in 1782 by
Abdilhamit I vhen the mosque vas rebuilt. An earlier fountain built by Ahmet Semsi
Efendi, knovn as Istinye Qegmesi vas dated 1767. Evliya mentions three mosques,
seven mescids, a hamam and some twenty shops in this small village. 251 He also notes
the second han on the European shore after Begiktap. Ayvansarayi records four
mosques. In 1540 (H.947) Neslipah Sultan built a mescid here and established a
vakif .252 Dervip Reis Mescidi, vas built by a vealthy ship-ovner, Kaptan Dervis
Reis. The construction date is not knovn.253 KirkgUbasi Mescidi, built by Ahmet
Bey, chief of the guilds of furriers/ kirkgfbagz during the reign of Sultan
Sileyman I.254 gavu; Mescidi, vas built by a certain Mahmut avuw but it can not be
dated. 255 All these mescids vere located in their respective quarters.
The vhite clay excavated there vas used by the tile and ceramic makers of Eyup.
Hovever, the village is best knovn for it vas a caulking vharf and port vhere 1000
ships could be anchored. The inhabitants vere fishermen, small artisans and
craftsmen. The Bostancibagz Defterleri list vatchmakers, officers of customs,
gardeners, box makers and sellers, barbers, officers of the administrative command
such as provincial judges/ Halep Mollasi , a number of honorary members of Islamic
judiciary and learning as well as former high ranking officers such as Seyhi#lislam,
the kad of Galata and Sadr-i Ali Atabasisi, the aga vho vas in charge of the
2 51Evliya Qelebi, p:317
252AymasryigHadikat'W1Cevamii, p: 137.
25302, p:20.
2540z, p:44.
255AynsaayiVHadika1' W Cevami, p:137.
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vardrobes, treasurers, the stevard of the minister of foreign affairs. In the area near
the promontory called Mezar Burnu that separates Istinye from Yenikay employees
in state offices lived side by side vith established Muslim and non-Muslim families of
equal vealth and status.
M. BYZANTINE PAST
A Greek community had lived at Yenikay/Neochorio since before the conquest.
After the conquest the fishermen's village vas left in a state of destruction. It was
rebuilt by some Greeks who moved from Istanbul, and by some newcomers to the
Ottoman capital. It has been claimed that these vere families of Wallachians/
Kapakiz Ulahs from towns in Rumania and mostly from Geni Karye. Geni
converted to the prefix Yeni may explain its name, but there are also other
explanations for the naming of the village. Inciciyan argues that the village was built
in the sixteenth century and was called Neokhorion. Evliya, on the other hand, who
also dates the settlement to the reign of Sultan Snleyman I, points to the prefix
newlyeni since it vas built upon an imperial decree on fresh grounds.
During the reign of Sultan Osman II (1618-1622), the Grand Vizier and former
Grand Admiral of Sileyman I, Guzelce Ali Papa, had a mosque built in 1620
(H.1030) next to the Armenian quarters. It was rebuilt in 1670.256 Evliya mentions a
mosque called Kaptan Halil Pasa on the waterfront.257
256 AyansarayilHadikat'i1 Cevami, p:139.
257Evliya Qelebi, p:317.
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The quarter of Elha Osman was knovn after Derya Reisi Elhag Osman Aga. The
vakzf of the third mosque of the district, the mosque of Molla Qelebi, was supported
by the same pious foundation that maintained the Molla 9elebi mosque at Findikh.
According to Evliya there was a khan, a number of bachelors' rooms/bekdr odalar,
and some 200 shops in the marketplace. 258 A hundred of these shops were bakeries of
ships' biscuits/peksimetgi k&haneleri and these were located on the shore. The
number of mills indicate the extent of production of flour, and it is contrary to
information prevalent about the location of the storehouses/un kapanlarz . The ships
that sailed to the Black Sea used to get their provisions either at Galata or at Yenikay.
The Greeks living here served as agents in the provinces for Western merchants by
supplying goods from the Black Sea region where the Westerners did not have access,
and by dealing in forbidden merchandise such as wheat and ancient coins. The
population, which was directly under the authority of the Patriarchate in Istanbul, was
believed to live on fishing. There were also sailors, and sea captains who were in fact
themselves involved in trade and vere wealthy.259 Some had two or three ships.
These ships traded routinely along the Danube River, the Black Sea, and Caffa and
carried wood, barley, corn and wheat to Istanbul.
There was an important wine production at Yenikoy.260 The large number of pubs
served the sailors. It is unquestionable that the Islamic ban on liquor was strictly
observed in the Ottoman capital,261 however, neither the Muslims nor the non-
Muslims detained from the production or pleasures of it. The production and the sale
258 Ev'iya Qelebi, p:317.
2 59 Mantran, p:488ff.
260 Mantmn, p:208.
2 6 1Bagbakanhk Aivi-Hatt-i Himayun 9417 (H. 1203)
Bagbakanhk Aqivi-Hatt-i Himayn 11497 (H.1204)
Babakanhk Arivi-CevdeVBelediye 6512 (H. 1246)
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of liquor vere in fact accepted as profitable and regulated by the vakfs .262 Thus
European observers repeatedly recorded the drinking habits of both Muslims and
non-Muslims.263 Some non-alcoholic drinks, such as boza, maselles , and syrups of
pomegranate, honey, or barley vere openly sold in the pubs. Wine and raki or ouzo,
knovn as arak in the Arab provinces, vere readily available and videly consumed as
vel.264 Not surprisingly, there are numerous documents regarding the punishment
of pub ovners, closing dovn of their shops on the Bosphorus vho secretly sold vine
and raki in their sveet syrup shops, and also concerning the punishment of state the
officers vho had failed to observe the regulations. 265
According to Evliya there vere seven Christian quarters at Yenikay. The Greek
quarters vere around three churches. Aya Nikola vas grovn around the Orthodox
church of Aya Nikolaos, vhose original construction date is not knovn. It vas
burned dovnin 1772 and vas restored in 1812-1814.266 It vas reneved to its
present state in 1838. Aya Yorgi developed around the Patriarchical Church of
Jerusalem. Aya Yorgi is open to prayers only three times a year, on February 1st,
April 23rd and July 27th. The Patriarch himself used to live there.267
"Yenikeui is also remarkable as being one of the three hamlets in vhich
the Greek "festival of Fire", instituted in commemoration of the second
capture of Constantinople by the Caesars, is still permitted to be held.
262Regarding the leasehold and the licence for the production and sale of iquor for 41 pubs at
Beyoglu and 14 pubs on the European side of the Bosphorus issued by the vakf of Sultan
Ahmet Mosque:
Bagbakanhk Arivi-Cevdet/Belediye 4675 (H. 1246)
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdetVNafia 20189 (H. 1246)
2 63Among others du Loirlp-85, p:169, Montagulpp:307-308, Rycaut, Thevenotlp:61, Wbelerlp:194,
Le Bruyrip:429.
264For the particularities of beverages produced and consumed in istanbul:
Mantran, p:205-213.
2 65B abakanak Argivi-CevdeVBelediye 1067 (H. 1205)
2 66islanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Ayios Nikolans Rum Ortodoks Kilisesi"
2 67 istanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Ayios Yeorys Rum Olodoks Kilisesi"
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This singular ceremony vas formerly common in all the Greek
villages, and even in that quarter of the capital itself in vhich the nation
reside; but the privilege of promiscuous illumination has been
vithdravn, oving to the great risk of conflagration to vhich it
subjected the city; and the festival is nov held only at Yenikeui,
Therapia and Buyukdere"268
There vere also three holy vater springs at Ay' Haralambos, Ay' Yorgi and Ay'
Paraskevi. Water vas scarce in the neighbourhood until 1803 vhen Sultan Selim III's
mother built several fountains.
"Qui n'efit gsmi 'al'aspect de toutes les maisons du Bosphore, naguere
habitses par les Grecs et les Armeniens, maintenant criblses de bailles;
en voyant les palais rsduits en cendres et les farouches habitants
d'Erzeroum et de la cote des Lazzes transportant la sauvage simplicits
de leur pays dans le ssjour de l'opulence et de la civilisation."269
Evliya argued that the population of the tovn, 3000 houses in his time, vas composed
mostly of people from Trabzon. Armenians had to paint their houses black, Greeks
red. 270 The presence of Laz people of the southeast coast of the Black Sea, mostly
from Trabzon, also explains the village's involvement vith the sea. They vere also
knovn as skillful merchants. 271 "Yanaquie is a very large village, almost
approaching to a tovn, consequently, not very rural."272 After the old market and
communal boat embankment came a rov of middle-class Greek yals . From the
Bostanczbagz Defterleri in addition to those involved in small crafts and trade such as
boilers, dealer in precious stones, flour merchants, paper merchants, voolen cloth
merchants, oarsmen, physicians, timber merchants, jeveler, tovel manufacturers,
preachers, surgeons, tailors, fishermen, sugar merchants, there vere also loy-
268 Pardoe, Beauties, p:93.
269 Fontanier, p:30.
270islam Ansiklopedisi: "B ogazii", p.680.(Gokbilgin)
27 1Evliya Qelebi, p:317.
272 Herve, p:109.
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ranking officers of the Ottoman administrative command, that is to say, the regulator
of the flour supply, chief of the tailors, an associate of the guilds of carpenters, the
official agents for business vith the government, a provincial governor or a non-
Muslim community.
In H. 1033 (1624) the Cossacks attacked Yenikoy from the Black Sea. Ottoman
chroniclers tell us a great deal about this unusual attack. When Sultan Murad IV vas
absent from the capital, fighting against the Han of Tartars at Kefe, the Cossacks
landed in Sariyar vith 300 boats used in the Black Sealgayka and marched to
Yenikay, plundered the tovn and set it on fire.273 When the defense forces arrived
from istanbul under the command of Sekbanbasi and Bostancilar, the local security
forces, the Cossacks had to flee.
Similar attacks over the course of the seventeenth century affected the vealth at the
Bosphorus. Evliya claims that the Cossacks arrived vith paykas, and captured 1000
prisoners of var and booty equal to five Egyptian treasures. He also stated that after
this attack, a regiment of the janissary corps vas stationed there. 274 Hovever, the
security of the villages along the Bosphorus remained a matter of concern.
Documents record unrest, theft, and the like in these remote villages, as yell as
continuous fear of external attacks.275 The Bostanabapz Defterleri record
guardhouse and the konak of the superintendent on the vaterfront at the Molla
Qelebi quarter.276
273 Evliya Qelebi, p:318.
27 4Evliya Qelebi, p:318.
Naima, v.II, p:341.
27 5Silahdar Findikhh Mehmet AgNusretmine, p:409.
27 6The supeiinlendants of Galala vere located at Tophane, Ortakby, Kurugeyme, and Yemdkby on
the Bosphorus. Other districts, suh as Arnavuthby and Beikt on the Euiropean side, and
Oskiidar and Anadolu Kavagi on the Anatoian side, vere under the control of the Bostancibagi.
Mantmn, p:159.
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The Armenians, who had established themselves as merchants and tradesmen along
the route from Persia to Istanbul, gained influence as Ottoman trade with the East
expanded during the eighteenth century. 277 As the Armenian community in Istanbul
grev, some of its members gained influence with the Ottoman administration.
Armenians also maintained ties in European Armenian communities and sent their
sons to be educated in Western universities. As Christians, they vere preferred over
Jews as interpreters and intermediaries. Armenian families such as the Cezariyan (a
banker), Kuyumcuyan, Allahverdi, and DUzogullari, whose lucrative position of
chief goldsmith and expert in precious stones had been hereditary for two hundred
years, lived in Yenikay.
Yenik6y was the second tovn after Be;ikta; with a court on the European side. The
kadz of Yenikay, under the kadz of Galata, lived in Yenikoy himself. The
courthouse was in the garpi, next to the hamam of Iskender Papa.
The people of Yenikay used to provide soldiers at the time of the war. They were
obliged to pay 12000 guru; tax annually- the most among the villages of the
Bosphorus. They were also obliged to cut hay for the imperial horses in the meadow
of Tokat, called Albahur, on the Anatolian coast. 278
Kalender, named after a vandering dervish, was a narrow, rocky, flat plot on the
shore.279 After Damat Ibrahim Papa built the kiosk on the vaterfront in between the
last landing place of Yenikay at K6ybasi and Tarabya, the area was opened to the
27 7MantraniForeign Merchants.
278Andreasyan af1er Sarraf-Hovennsyan in InciciyanrXVIII.Asirda, p:164.
27 9Sestini, p:9.
Calender (parola Persiano, e significa una specie di Dervisci cosi chimati)...
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public. Sestini refers to the use of the kiosk as a meeting place vith Western
Ambassadors: "in questo luogo non manca la Porta di fare delle sessioni private alle
occorenze con i Ministri Esteri per affari politici, ed altro..." 2 80
During the reign of Sultan Mustafa III, Moldavali Ali AA, once the Bostancibasi,
vho became a Grand Vizier in H. 1183 (1769-1770) established a security garrison at
Kalender. 281 After these measures were taken, Kalender became a promenade/
mesire . There vas an sacred spring named after John the Baptist/ Vaftizci Yohanna,
and the ruins of three churches.
Abdnihak Sinasi Hisar asserts that "It was also a tradition of the Bosphorus to have the
real gathering place for music in front of Kalender". He describes that there vould be
three hundred boats gathered, forming a mass which changes its position
continuously. These would float around the boat of musicians which would
immediately take a central position.
"The calques and the sandals that proceeded here from almost every
village of the Bosphorus vould sail around the musicians' caique like
mobs vhirling around light without being able to leave it, and the
convoy that they formed by surrounding it in circles and by almost
sticking to it would become a mass on water like a large uniform raft.
Especially the boatmen who were closest to the musicians calque vould
hold the gunvales of the sandal or the caique next to them, stretching
out their hands a little, and would thus attach these completely to each
other and almost interlock them while levelling monotonously to keep
their sandals in a good location... "282
The ones who did not join to the convoy for some reason used took their place on their
balconies because: "after the first section is played in front of Kalender, this mass
28OSestni, p:9.
28 1 estini, p:9.
28 2HisarlBogazigi Mehtaplan, p:94.
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composed of all three hundreds of boats and caiques side by side, vould slovly let
itself to be carried avay by the current of Yenik6y and, floving vith it, vould reach
across somevhere in front of Istinye. They vould enter the bay... playing in front of
the yalis of the veil knovn..."283 Hisar gave a full account of the nature and interests
of the inhabitants of the villages according to their degree of participation in the joy
of these nights: " the Bosphorus, vhich vas the center of all kinds of specialized
activities, divided into tWo in these nights: As opposed to that part interested in the full
moon, the part of the European coast up till Kurugesme and the part after Kalender
vould remain immediately outside this enchantment..." 284 He added that:
"Actually, these nights of the full moon/mehtab vere rare pleasures.
They vould occur perhaps tvice, three times, at most four times a year.
These nights vere chosen after many long, careful calculations. June
vould still be early for the Bosphorus. Some people vould not yet be
back from Istanbul. The season vould not have yet gathered all the
peoples of the Bosphorus. After the fifteenth of September, on the
other hand, humidity vould increase. Some of those vho came vould
go back. There vould no more festivities on the sea. Cold vould start.
Fishermen vould occupy the Bosphorus. Autumn vould cry
sensitively. Because of all these music/saz vould be arranged mostly in
July, preferably August, and if the full moon/mehtab coincides in
September sometime before the 15th of the Arabic month, on the 12th,
13th and preferably 14th and sometimes 15th night. But these dates
could never be that precise. Because the musical festivities vould, of
course, require a cloudless and clear full-moon vhich depends, first of
all, on the veather..." 285
As Abdulhak Sinasi Hisar records, "...music/saz vas vitalized and spread by non-
Muslims..." it is not unusual that the music started in front of the yalis at Kaleider.
The Bostancbagz Defterleri record an uninterrupted row of yals that belonged to
the former governors of Wallachia and Moldavia and similar high ranking non-
283 HjsarIBojazgi Mehtaplan, p: 117.
284HiserBotazigi Mehtaplan, p:101-102.
28 5HisarIBotazigi Mehtaplan, p:77.
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Muslim officers of the central administration. It is vell knovn that one of the most
distinguished members of the governors of Moldavia, Demetrius Cantemir, vas
prominent in the circles interested in music. "The relations Cantemir had vith the
Phanariots, other Ottoman minorities, and Ottoman moslems emrgas in the
discussion of a topic of general interest: music. The interest in music brought various
segments of Ottoman society together through the mediation of an Ottoman minority
vith a special status, Cantemir." 286 Cantemir describes his companions in the scene
of music:
"[There vas] Kiemani Ahmed, a renegade, and Angeli Orthodox, (both
my teachers for fifteen years), and also Chelebico, a Jev, vith the
Turks, Darvish Othman, Curshunji ogli, his Scholar, Tschi ogli Sinek
Mehemmed, and bardakchi Mehemmed Chelebi, vhich tvo last, vhen
they had been taught by one Camboso Mehemmed Aga, vere
aftervards vith Ralaki Eupragiote a noble Greek of Constantinople,
instructed by me in some parts of Musick, particularly in the Theory,
and a nev method of my ovn invention of expressing the Songs by
Notes, unknovn before to the Turks, I had also for Scholars in the
Theory and Practice of Musick, Daul Ismail Effendi, first treasurer of
the Empire, and Latif Chelebi his Haznadar. By theior request, I
compos'd a little Book of the Art of Musick in Turkish, and dedicated it
to the present Emperor." 287
Beyond the Kalender gardens vere the yales of the official agents for business vith
the government, a governor of a province or a non-Muslim community, a former
Governor of Wallachia vho had several yalis in the area, and some of their
interpreters. The rest of the population vas similar to that of Yenikay, mostly
artisans and craftsmen such as surgeons, fishermen, grocers, voollen cloth merchants
and oarsmen. Their yalis extended as far as the mosque of Tarabya.
N. THREE ISOLATED TOWNS
286G6eek, p:126.
28 7Cantemir, p:151.
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Around the mosque of Tarabya vere seven Muslim houses. Other than these, the
population of the quarter on the vaterfront of the bay reaching the promontory at
Kireg Burnu vas exclusively of non-Muslim. They vere similar in vealth and status
to those of Yenikoy district: boatmen, tailors, oarsmen, physicians, surgeons, priests,
dealers in precious stones, provincial governors of the Greek aristocracy, and some
Russian or Romanian Boyar families and their interpreters.
Tarabya and Buyiukdere vere unlike all the other villages on the Bosphorus. They
alternated betveen being populous and being deserted. In vinter they vere
uninviting, open to the incessant vild vinds of the Black Sea. With the coming of
spring, their desolation ended. Every summer embassies, hotels, and private
dvellings vere surrounded by an unequalled display of gaiety. Tarabya vas
essentially a Greek village. Hovever, a small number of Turks and Armenians lived
in this festive quarter as yell. During the reign of Selim II (1566-1574), his orders to
establish a village vere carried out by the Grand Vizier Sokullu Mehmet Papa and a
grassy spot surrounded by cypresses called Servi Qemenzari on the vaterfront vas
built for the Sultan.288 At the time of Evliya, the village, vhich vas also ruined by
the attack of the Cossacks in 1624, vas reconstructed, vith 800 houses, a Muslim
quarter vith a mosque and seven Christian quarters. 289 Tarabya, unlike Yenikoy,
vas annexed to the Greek Orthodox Bishop at Terkos. After Terkos came to be
inhabited largely by Turks, the seat of the Bishop vas also moved to Tarabya. Its
mosque vas built by Osman Aga, the merchant, in the seventeenth century.
288 Evliya Qelebi, p:318.
28 9Evliya Qelebi, p:318.
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Tarabya became an important vaterfront resort in the course of the eighteenth
century. The Phanariot Beys and other vealthy Greeks had their residences built
there. Melling's engraving attest to the fact that these vere similar to the yalbs of
Ynik6y. [Fig. 129] They vara mostly thr~a stormys high and occupied a narrov
building lot. The difference vas in the narrov public quay that lay in front of the
yalzs. The same engraving also shovs a yaz vhich vas identified as the yah of
Manas. This ya, vhich vas behind a tall vall, vas located in a large garden. It
probably belonged to one of the vhealthiest in the district. Hovever, since they vere
suspected of machinating riots among the minorities, their properties vere often
confiscated and they vere put to death.
"As you approach Therapia, you come upon a long stretch of vall,
pierced in one regular line vith small square vindovs, and looking
exactly like an ill-kept manufactory; vwhile the fine stone terrace that
runs along its vhole facade, and the thickly-planted shrubberies vhich
clothe the hill behind it, have something so lordly and imposing in their
aspect, that your attention is irresistibly attracted, and your curiosity
avakened... It is the sorry remain of the Palace of Prince Calimachi,
seized by the Sultan in a fit of despotic jealousy, and converted into a
stable for the imperial stud, but so entirely disproportioned to its nev
office as to be perfectly useless -the extend being immense, and the
number of the Sultan's horses extremely limited; it has consequently
been abandoned to premature decay, and a noble object is thus blotted
from the landscape, and degraded into a uniformity.
The son of the Prince vas Dragoman to the Porte vhen the seizure vas
made; but being a Greek, his court interest availed him nothing; his
ideas vere too magnificent, and he paid the forfeit of his luxury. "290
The falling of such poverful families into disesteem and their punishments vere
indeed common practice. Ahmet Vasif Efendi records another case in 1784-1787. A
banker at the imperial mint, a certain Bedros, had attracted the attention of his
290Miss Pardoe, City, p:169.
About the misfortune of Greek families as Kalmaki, Dizoglu and ipsilanti:
Bussierre, p25.
Forie-Maun, p:285.
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supervisor by abusing his authority. An investigation at his yalz at Tarabya revealed
not only great vealth and luxury but also a built-in church.291 All his property vas
confiscated and the church vas demolished immediately.
"...on y remarque un salonia vingt-une fenstres, ce qui en France
paraitrait surprenant. Un sopha occupe tout le tour de cette grande
piece. Les jardins sont en terrasse..."292
"A cote d'une salle de bains est une autre salle, du milieu de laquelle
jaillissent, par une douzaine de tuyaux, des eaux qui retombent dans un
bassin de marbre-les bains d'etuve sont prbs de cette salle. Il m'efit 66
impossible d'y rester. "293
"Le palais de France est grand, bien distribus, mais bAti en bois, comme
toutes les constructions de ce pays: il appartenait jadis a la farnille
Ypsilanti et fut donne ' nos envoyss par le Sultan Selim..."294
The imperial kasr also stood in the place of a light house on the top of the hill at the
tip of the bay. Evliya also refers to the yal of the treasuror of customs Ali Aga
vhich once stood on Selim II's Servi Qemenzari.
"At Therapia the Sultan has both a summer-palace and a kiosque, each
touching upon the channel. The former is a plain unpretending pile,
looking extremely like a rnanufactory, scantily furnished, and but
rarely visited by its imperial ovner; but the grounds attached to it are
most magnificent, and extend over three leagues of land, the vhole of
vhich is enclosed by high valls. The ornamental timber is of the rarest
and finest description, and the entire face of the height behind the
palace is thickly and richly vooded, vhile fountains, kiosques, and
291" .Tarabyada olan yahsimn verwsinda miceddeden ilise bini ve deriunu asnm ye &vizeler ile
emli eylediki refe refte mesmfi-i padigsh-i dil-igsh olmakla miicened him&yet-i din-i miibin ve
irshe-i aceze ve mesikin niyyet-i sidikasiyle mesfinm ickesine iride-i katia-i mJilikme talluk
edip derhsl abz i habsine......ihdis etii kilise dahi mibaBeret-i mehere-i benmyan ile bir
lahzada hik ile 3ksn..."
Vasif, Tarih, v.I, p:333.
292Forie-man, p:96.
293Forie-maun, p:97.
294 Bussierre, p:23.
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terraces, abound. These gardens are generally visited on horseback, in
consequence of their great extent..."295
"The kiosque is an octagonal, brightly-painted, manly-vindoved
retreat, commanding vievs on all sides of the Bosphorus and its shores,
and overshadoved by a couple of very fine maple trees."2%
In the course of the eighteenth century foreigners vere permitted to inhabit Tarabya,
and it consequently became the occasional focus of the European aristocracy.... ove
diversi Ministri Esteri, e Famiglie Europee, e Nobilth Greca hanno le loro case di
campagnia, con giardini, e kioski, essendo residenza di un Dispota, o vescovo greco,
per il che anticamente gli apparteneva il titolo di citti, suffraganea ora di Delcon, che
e l'antico Deultum, situato nei confini della Tracia verso le Spiaggie del Mar Nero.
Fra i giardini pui grandi, e che abbiamo qualche gusto si contra quello de i signori
Culeli Armeni Cattolici, e signori di somma stima. "297
If a direct Western influence is to be sought for in the Ottoman capital in the course of
the eighteenth century, it vill probably be found in Tarabya and Binyujkdere. Western
influence starts to spread into Ottoman society in the eighteenth century after it is
approved and adopted by Ottoman dignitaries. The foreign residents and Ottoman
minorities who had always provided communication with the West, but had not
produced the same effect. Change resulted from direct contact between Europeans
and Ottomans. In the course of the eighteenth century foreign residents in Istanbul,
most familiar with the West, interacted with society at large. The English and French
embassies, after the ambassadorial residences were destroyed in the great fire of Pera
in 1854, were relocated in Tarabya and BUyUkdere. From this time on, ambassadors
only occasionally visited the city; and henceforth Tarabya and Buyukdere became
29 5Miss PaudoefBeauties, p:86, Miss PadoelCity, p:170.
29 Miss PardoelBeauties, p:87.
297 Sestli, p:10.
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very respectable places. Sveden, Naples, England, Germany, Rumania, and
Denmark also had their embassies at Tarabya; the Russian and Spanish embassies were
located at Byikdere.
The boundary betveen Tarabya and Buyukdere was marked by the promontory
called Kireg Burnu after the limekilns in the area. During the seventeenth century,
betveen Tarabya and Kireeburnu vas located the gardens of Hasan Aka. In 1748
(H. 1162) during the reign of Mahmut I, the treasuror of customs Ishak Aga who held
the former Hasan Aka Bahgesi, improved the area and built a fountain. The sacred
springs in these gardens were known as Saint Euphemia/Azize Efimya. In the
nineteenth century, under the patronage of the Grand Vizier Fuad Papa, Kireeburnu
grew substantially.
The Bostancibapi Defteri of 1791 does not record any yalis betveen Kireg Burnu,
Kefelikay and BuyUkdere. Therefore Kefelikay, the third village tovard Bnyikdere,
was probably still a small inland village at the end of the eighteenth century. Melling
illustrates an idyllic scene there. [Fig. 130] The mescid that stood in the forefront of
the picture was built by the Grand Admiral Ulug Hasan Papa at the end of the sixteenth
century.298 Kefelikay was inhabited by Turkish fishermen and was named after the
Turks of Kefe of the Black Sea vho settled there after the annexation of the
Crimea.299 Fishing ponds were laid out in its large bay. "...ove molti Turchi fanno
l'arte del pescatore, con pigliare diverse forte di pesce, di cui va abbondante tutto il
canale." 300 Together with the vegetable gardens under state tenure at BiiyUkdere,
Kefelikay belonged to the vakif of Sehzade Mosque. 301
2 98islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bojazigi", p.681.(Gokbilgi)
2 99islam Ansiklopedisi: "B oazigi", p.68 1.(Gokbilgin)
3 00 Sestini, p:11.
301islam Ansiklopedisi: "B oazigi", p.678.(G6kbigin)
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0. THOSE WHO WERE NEEDED BUT NOT WANTED IN THE CITY
The practice of constructing series of imperial gardens along the Bosphorus during
the reign of Sultan Sieyman I had been continued by Selim II, vho established
Kirkagag at Buyiikdere as a hunting grounds. This valley, vhich runs from
BuyUkdere to Fener on the Black Sea vas called Vadi-i BUzurk. 302 [Fig. 131] The
south part of the village vas inhabited by Armenians, Greeks, Ottomans and Jews.
The north vas given over to the Europeans of the embassies. The policy behind this
geographical confinement vhich prevented Europeans from mixing vith the Ottoman
population can be understood through a series of documents vhich record that
continuous efforts of the embassies to have the right to settle at Kandilli vere alvays
refused.303
BUyikdere vas the most heterogeneous village along the Bosphorus Its spacious
quay, its stately mansions, its thoroughly Western air, stamped it vith an individuality
of its ovn. Evliya mentions some thousand houses, a Muslim quarter, seven quarters
of fishermen, sailors and gardeners. 304 There vas a mosque, built by Koca Defterdar
Mehmet Papa in 1580 next to the pier, a hamam and several shops at the market
place.305 The Kara Kethida Ahmet Aga mosque vas built during the reign of Sultan
Mustafa I1.306 The fish market, the station of the imperial guards, a boathouse and
3 02Regarding the separation of gardens at B iybkdere together with Pagabahge on the Anatolian shore
from the State lands and annexed to the vakif of Sultan Mustafa III in 1761 (H. 1175).
Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdeVNafia 28953 (H. 1175)
3 03Baqbakanhk Argivi-Hatt-i Hbmayun 10176 (H. 1205) "Efreng taifesiyle elgi ve lerchmanarxa
sayfiye olarak Tarabya ve Biyikdere tahsis olundutundan Kandifli Burnu cihetinde oturmalanna
mbsaade olunmayacati hakkinda"
Bagbakanhk Argivi-Hatt-i Hihmayun 13383 (H. 1210) "Bogaziginde Kandillide Efreng taifesixdn
otunnalanna mtsaade edibmesi hakkinda"
304 Evliya Qelebi, p:318.
305 Evliya Qelebi, p:318.
30 6 islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bojazigi", p.6781.(Gokbilgin)
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some minor dockyards vere later additions. There are also several fountains from
the eighteenth century such as the fountains of Cerrah Mahmut Efendi from 1782 and
Monsieur Lapir from 1783.
Buyikdere vas the last stop on the bini4-i hkmayuns of the sultans on the European
coast. inciciyan mentions the foundation valls of an imperial kiosk vhich indicated
that in the eighteenth century it vas not a popular spot of the sultans and was already
left in ruins. It was, however, the summer resort for Europeans living in Istanbul and
was highly appreciated by them. After the station of guards in the imperial gardens of
Buyiikdere, came the mosque of Grand Admiral Cezayirli Koca Hasan Papa at a
place called Qinaralti. His yal then followed. This indicates not the fall of the
Begikta; district into disesteem, but the increasing importance of the bay at BuiiyUkdere
vbere the battle ships came to anchor in the last quarter of the eighteenth century.
The yals of Bilyikdere began inside the bay and extended up to Sariyar. The bay
was large enough to house the imperial fleet.307 [Fig. 132] The number of the yalzs
increased in number beginning in the first half of the eighteenth century. On the
shore they were not very numerous. There the sea is much calmer and the
architecture correspondingly differed from those yalzs built along the usually
turbulent waters of the Bosphorus. The yalis around the bay were built on the shore,
but beyond 9itello point, th were located behind the road. Pouqueville notes that
"the village consists of only one street, in it are several good houses occupied by
merchants, chiefly French. About the middle is the Albergo Civile, an inn open to
foreigners." 308 This district most probably welcomed the sailors as did Yenik6y.
307 B abakanhk Argivi-Hatt-i Hnmayan 9343 (H. 1204) "Firtina dolayisiyla Bojaz atzinda bulunan
donamnamn igeri gelip misaid havaya intizaen Biyiiderede kalmasina ve hava ntsaid
olmadiji ladirde Tersneye gelerek intizamna baklmasina dair"
30 8Pouqueville, p:309.
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[Fig. 133] They had auxiliary buildings betveen the road and their gardens, generally
used for such commercial purposes. Some of them had a patio betveen the two
buildings if the depth of the garden alloved. 309
Around the yalz of the Grand Admiral yazs of Muslims vho vere involved in
minor arts and crafts alternated vith those of the non-Muslims, mostly interpreters to
the foreign embassies. They had trade concessions and had acquired vealth as a
result. Procedurally, the ambassadors applied to the Porte and requested a varrant
for the person they vanted to employ. The fee for this varrant vas paid in gifts. The
varrant provided the minorities vith immunity from taxes and vith concessions.
With this varrant, the Ottoman minorities vere placed under Western protection and
acquired, for the first time, a special status beyond the control of the Ottoman
state. 310
There vere also a few ambassadorial residences at Buynkdere. The ambassador of
Denmark, Baron Hubsch, built a yalz in the central part of the promenade and turned
the area behind it into the most beautiful garden of the period. [Fig. 134] Both Sultan
Selim III and Mahmut II visited his residence. The addition of four marble columns
to the projecting hall shovs the typical change to Europeanized taste. This and the
semicircular niche on the facade became special features that differentiated the
architectural style in the yalzs of Buynkdere from others of the period. 311 [Fig. 135]
309 For a yah in B iybkdere see:Juannin in EldemrlReminiscences of the Bosphorus, p:217.
3 10 The differential trade privileges that had been given by the Ottoman stale 1o Ottoman
minorities and vestarn merchants induced the minorities with varants to engage in trade.
Ottoman minorities tried 1D get the western prolection, paid large bribes 1D the ambassadors
in istanbul for varrans. Ambassadors created fictitious consulates against the limitation and
control of these warrants by the Ottoman state.
311"BiiyikAdere contains the country houses of the Franks of Pera, and the Russian, Danish,
Swedish, Austrian, and other ministers. The facades of these mansions are most of them in the
European tasle, and range along an extensive strand a mile and a half long, in front of the sea,
which is the evening promenade of the inhabilants and visitors. Behind them are large
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"The palace of Russia I found fitted up in a style combining together the
European and Oriental tastes." 312
".. the corps diplomatique, who have houses on the plan of the East,
impro ied by their ovn taste, and European accommodation." 313
Although Bnyukdere was much more cosmopolitan and open to foreigners,
who enjoyed there more liberty than they could in the capital,314 its Muslim
population had two quarters with traditional structures. The small meydans around
the Kara Kethida Mosque (Murat Mosque) resembled a theatre setting, and a second
meydan grev around the mosque of the Grand Admiral Cezayirli Koca Hasan Papa
next to his palatial ya. There were also various hotels and pensions reaching to a
location called 9itello. The yas after Qitello point vere mostly owned by
Armenians.
"C'est la promenade ordinaire des francs qui habitent le village de
Boiouk-drs, les grecs riches, les ministres et les nsgociants strangers
viennent dans la belle saison, y staler 'al'envie leur luxe et leur
importance aux yeux du religieux musulman, qui, fidele aux prsceptes
de sa loi, paroit insensible ' leur pompeux etalage et les msprise tous
egalement."315
gardens, vith groves of plane, lime and valnut trees, overshadoving parterres of floyers ard
valuable plants."
Hobhouse, p:867.
312Pouquevile, p:308.
He also gives an account of the Danish residence and its gardens.
313Dalavay, p:142.
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"During the summer, it is the resort of a very large and mixed society. The evening promenade
by moonlight is one of the gayst scenes that can be imagined. Such an assemblage of different
nations, so many groupes of elegant women, their theatrical air and dresses, the refreshing
zephyrs, the placid surface of teh sea, covered with the boats of Greeks serenading their
mistresses, and the general harmony, all conspire to avaken the mind 1o sensations of
complacency and enjoyment."
Dallavay, p:142.
Madame Genlis, in her story entitled "La Fasrie de l'Art et de la Nature", has fixed the scene at
Bilytkdereh (sic).
3 15Lechavalier, p:64.
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During the reign of Sultan Abdi21hamit I, a carriage path had been opened through
the hunting park. There vere a number of fountains along this path that ran from the
shore to the park. The path vas repaired during the reign of Sultan Abdilhamit I by
his Grand Admiral Hasan Papa. His patronage in the area is also exmplifiad by the
construction of the Kefelikay fountain. At the end of the valley was the Babgekay
with two aqueducts, one built in 1732, the other Byzantine. The yellow clay from
there vas transported to Eyup, as that of istinye, to be used by tilemakers. There
were also ceramic workshops and a kiln on the spot.
P. RESORTS OF THE PEOPLE WITH MODEST MEANS
In the eighteenth century, inciciyan says that Sariyar vas inhabited exclusively by
Armenians until they were all converted to Islam. There was an Armenian church in
Sariyar, Surp Hagop, but it was already abandoned in the seventeenth century.
Evliya refers to two Muslim quarters, a mosque, probably the Ali Kethda mosque of
the seventeenth century, a hamam, shops, and seven Christian quarters. He identifies
the Muslim population as gardeners from Anatolia, whereas the Greeks were
fishermen, sailors and owners of numerous meyhanes. 316 Bostanccbag Defterleri,
on the other hand, calls the houses on the waterfront hanes not yalds. This distinction
between a simple houselhane and a waterside mansion/yd is crucial. That the
vocations of the people, sellers of dried fruits, shoe makers or sellers, owners of
soup-kitchens, peasants, fruit vendors, bath-keepers, were modest and local can
explain this distinction which is not seen in any other district. They were mostly
occupied in agriculture and fishing. The small Muslim population held the titles as
316 Evliya Qelebi, p:319.
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molla, gelebi, aa, and haa indicating former affiliation with the janissaries and
associations with the Islamic teaching and judicial establishment.
Yenimahalle was exclusively Greek, although there was a mosque at the landing place.
Since only family names, and no vocational titles are mentioned in the Bostanabaz
Defterleri, probably it kept its rural character and serves as a summer resort for the
middle class. The old church, rebuilt in 1799, was named after John the
Baptist/Vaftizci Yohanna. Similar to Sariyar, it had neither big yals nor a quay.
After Yenimahalle there were no settlements on either the European or the Asiatic
banks, it was of interest only to "the student of geology and the lover of myths." 317
R. DEFENCE AND MYTH
Fortifications succeeded one another at every strategic point as far as the Black Sea.
Since the conquest, the Ottomans placed a peculiar, almost superstitious, reliance on
artillery. Confidence in the impregnable capital vas justified as if there were no
military roads to Istanbul aside from the Bosphorus. The "frequency of earthworks
in the upper Bosphorus and the multitude of guns behind them constitutes a
formidable show."318
After the attack of the Cossacks, two new citadels were built both in Rumeli Kavak
and Anadolu Kavak by Sultan Murat IV.319 In 1783, Sultan Abdulhamit I had the
citadels strengthened by building new ramparts. In addition, in the course of the
3 17 Grosverior, p:19 5 .
3 18Grosvernor, p:190.
3 19This citadels vere also called Kilidilbahr or Kavakhisar.
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eighteenth century, nev castles vere built on both shores.320 The first, during the
reignof Abdthamit I, vas built by a Frenchman named Toussaint in 1783, and
repaired in 1794 by another French engineer, Monnier. The second, during the reign
of Sultan Mustafa IV, vas built by Baron de Tott, yet another Frenchman. Sultan
Selim III also built a series of nev defensive establishments vhich strengthened and
extended the pover to resist attacks from the Black Sea that vere most feared at the
time.
Rumeli Kava*, vas also the northernmost station used by the local vessels. [Fig. 136]
The village grew around the stone fortress built in 1628 to prevent further incursions
of the Cossacks. There vas a mosque called Kale Camii, also built by Murat IV in
1630, a mescid of Karakas MustafaQelebi and the mosque of Rumeli KavaV built by
Fatma Turban Sultan in 1800. But there vere no other religious or communal
establishments. The neighbourhood, vhich at the time of Evliya vere composed of
some sixty houses intramural and some more outside the valls,321 vas developed at
the time of the Abdulhanit I in order to defend against pillagers the numerous shops
that carried provisions for the sailors.
The last settlement on this shore is Fener, so-called after its poverful lighthouse. The
inhabitants of the village vere mostly Christian. So strongly vas their influence that
the ordinary language even of the Ottoman residents vas Greek. Folloving ancient
custom, every person on entering the Euxine threv into the vater a piece of money as
a propitiatory offering. Gradually Christian observances supplanted pagan usage,
3 20After Kinm vas lost to Russians a series of citadels vere built in Kilyos, Rumeli Feneri,
Gaipge, Byikiman, Riva, Anadolu Feneri, Poyraz Liman.
islam Ansiklopedisi: "B ogazigi, p.69 1.(Gokbilgin)
3 2 1Evliya Qelebi, p:320.
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and the little church of Fener vas constantly sought out by sailors offering
thanksgiving for dangers escaped, and their petitions against dangers to come.
The vinding coastline, vhere the vater is deep right up to the shore, has afforded a
refuge to mariners, anchorage to the largest vessels, security to the local fishermen
and a retreat to the aristocracy since antiquity.
"The elegant devotion of antiquity had consecrated both the shores of
the Bosphorus to the deities vho presided over the various departments
of nature: their temples vere enriched vith the votive offerings of the
grateful adventurer and the storm-beaten mariner, and their altars
smoked vith incessant sacrifices for the purpose of deprecating their
anger, or soliciting their protection."322
In the Ottoman era, it vas not the temples of the deities that offered refuge to those
escaping danger but the pleasure gardens that velcomed those vho ran avay from the
city to erect their ovn earthbound paradises.
"The European side is bordered almost vith continued buildings, the
other vith fruitful hill & orchards..." 323
"Mais laissons les mythes antiques et les faits malheuresement trop reels
des temps modernes. La poesie de la nature est li plus grande et plus
suave que jamais; aucun peuple ne peut la representer dans un symbole
mythologique, et l'histoire de l'homme s'efface devant cette oeuvre de
dieu..."324
Almost all the eighteenth and nineteenth century observers noted the tWo islands, the
Wandering Rocks/Oreke tap, as guardians on both sides of the Bosphorus at the
mouth of the Black Sea. Fable and tradition vas once again mixed vith reality in their
lengthy descriptions. Dallavay says of this point: "... At the mouth of the canal, ard
322ThoniOn, v.1, p:399323Sandys, p:42.
324Mannier, p:105.
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near the Cyanean rocks exhibits strong marks of volcanic violence, such as might
authorize a conjecture that the intercourse of the two seas vas so made. The points of
these rocks, called Symplegades, occasionally disappearing, supplied the poets vith a
fiction that they floated on the surface of the sea. Tvo of them only are nov wan; and
a votive altar placed on the almost inaccessible summit of that on the European side is
called, by a vulgar error, Pompey's pillar."325
Anadolu KavaN1, on the opposite shore, vas inhabited exclusively by Anatolian Turks
involved in commerce and agriculture. Evliya mentions some 800 houses, a mosque,
200 shops, bachelors rooms and a religious school. 326 The citadel proper housed
some 300 soldiers. There vas also a intramural mosque for them built by Kosem
Sultan in the Citadel. There vere tvo other mosques extramural, built by Midillli
Haci Ali Reis in 1593 (H. 1001) and by Elbag Mehmet Aga in 1694 (H. 1106).327 The
population of Anadolu Kavag, according to Inciciyan, vas around a thousand
although he mentions only twenty -five houses.328 The discrepancy must be
explained by the number of soldiers stationed in the Citadel rather than the size of the
households. Some 300 ships could be at anchor there at any one time, vhile they
vaited for the proper vinds sometimes for days, probably in the barracks of the
soldiers under the command of the varden of the Citadel. The former guest house
vas rebuilt in 1730 (H. 1143) by Mehmet Kethilda.
All this area vas once crovned by a number of temples for votive offerings dedicated
for Zeus and Poseidon since opening to the Black Sea vas dreadful. A stone at the
325Dallavay, p:148.
32 6Evliya Qelebi, p:320.
327islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bogazigi", p.683.(G6kbilgi)
32 8inciciyajXVIII .Asirda, p:99 .
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Genoese citadel at Yoros vas called Hizir Tap, after the legendary person in the
Islamic mythology vho is reputed to arrive and help in critical moments.
S. GARDENS: THE ASIAN SHORE
"I have before my eyes both Europe and Asia, vich delight me in
turns; and, after having contemplated the one for some time, I return to
the other vith a fresh interest, vhich alvays increases. Nature upon the
coast of Asia, according to my opinion, is of a more interesting kind
than that of Europe; the air of melancholy vhich is produced by the
pines, the ivy, and the cypresses, tend to give a most sublime beauty to
its vhole appearance. The coast of Europe is more steep, but the
continuance of the chain of the hills vhich edge it, have not that striking
interest vhich ye meet vith the opposite coast. The habitations are
numerous, but the simplicity of nature is not sufficiently allowed to
demonstrate itself."329
The vealthy man commonly passed the afternoon in the kiosque of his yah . Those
vho inhabited the European shores of the Bosphorus contemplated vith particular
pleasure the coasts of Asia.330 The peoples of the Ottoman Empire seem to place
their happiness in repose, or, rather, in a state of complete inertia. The pleasure of
rural excursions, together vith their children, slaves, music in a promenade, or the
voyage on the Bosphorus vas also greatly enjoyed. On landing they spent hours
together in the carriages/araba, dravn by oxen; vhen they reached to a particular
spot they enjoyed a banquet on the grass .
Particular locations vere visited by the peoples of Istanbul on special occasions. In
some cases intricate legends, mixed in Pagan, Christian and Islamic traditions,
surround these particular areas. The hill named after Jesus by the Genoese, converted
3 29PertusierlPictwesque, p:1 12.
330Pouqueville, p:295.
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into Yuga by the Muslims, is a good example of such legends.331 In the course of the
eighteenth century this vas a much frequented place.332 On Fridays during July and
August, peoples of the Bosphorus visited the tomb on the hill top. They vould land at
Si~tlee and valk up the hill in lines.
Dovnstream inland vas the Tokat Bahgesi. 333 The kasir dated to 1460. It vas the
first in the line of imperial gardens, and also initiated the first summer palaces, Kavak
and Eski Sultan Sarayi at Uskiidar at the time of Sultan Snleyman I. The Sultan also
built cascades on four levels at Tokat Bahgesi predating those in Kagithane . The
garden at Tokat, the hunting grounds vith a kiosk, pool, padirvan, and a hamam vas
popular at the time of Murat IV, there are two shooting pillars from this time. The
Mifredat Defteri prepared at the very beginning of Sultan Abmet III's reign
(H. 1116) recorded cotton cushions, quilts and pillovs vere brought to the kasir at
Tokat indicating short overnight stays probably vhen sultans did not vant to return
to the palace. 334 During the reign of Sultan Mahmut I, the kaszr and the pools vere
restored in 1746 (H. 1159) and called Huiayunabad. 335 Hammer describes:
"sur la cote asiatique du Bosphore, le chiteau de Tokat, que Souleiman
le Lsgislateur avait slev derrisre la montagne des Gsants, en
commemoration de la prise de cette ville, fut rendu ' son 6clat primitif
et orns de nouveaux agrermens, de jets d'eau et de nouveaux koeschks,
sans parler des bassins et des berceaux de rosiers. Vers le msme temps,
s'sleva ' Begkoz, ville situse dans l'ancienne baie d'Amykos, une
nouvelle fontaine. "Sa cupole," dit le pompeux histioriographe Izi,
dont l'emphase laisse bien loin derriere elle toute celle de ses
331Many European accounts refer to the myths that surround the Giant's Mountain. For the legends
about the cebel-i Y'&f:AyansarayilHadikat'#1 Cevami, pp:147ff.
33 2Mehmet Sait PaWa, the Vizier of Osman III, built a mescit and rooms for the superintendants,
and valed the mausoleum in 1755 (H. 1169).
33 3For a description of the garden at Tokat:
Bussiere, p:122.
334BagbaanLhk Arivi-Mifredat Defiri, n:4763, p:30.
33 5izzi,p:63ff.
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devanciers, "semblable au dome, est un diamant taillee; ses conduits
sont comme autant de langues d'o s'echappent incessamment les flots
de la vie, comie de la bouchev des beaux esprits decoulent, les sources
vivifiantes de l'sloquence.' 336
Next to the kiosk vere gardens called Ma-i cari, later transformed to Macar Burnu to
mark the location vhere the hill of Yupa reached the sea. From Macar Burnu to
Umur Yeri, Sultan Mustafa III had built a stone path along which to carry boats
unable to proceed against the current. Sutlce, in betveen, was another promenade;
the tekke of HasirizAde vas located there. At Umur Yeri, there were kilns of stone
and lime.
Servi Burnu vas a promenade for the daily visits of the Sultan. The meadow of
Beykoz, the Kasr-i Hinmayun of Beykoz and the Hinkar Iskelesi, another promenade,
were bordered by two villages, Yalikoy and Beykoz. The first one was inhabited by
the middle-class Turks such as merchants in the covered market and employees of the
state offices, and the latter had a mixed population of Turks and Armenians of similar
class. Beykoz, in Evliya's time, had some eight hundred houses, gardens and
vineyards with a market place where the mosque of Bostancibasi Mustafa Aga,
another mescid, a hamam, a religious school of Bostancibasi Ahmet Papa were
located. The modest yats were built directly on the sea and even projected over it.
The Armenian church was called Surp Nigogos. Close to the shore, there is a fountain
built by the treasurer of customs, Esseyid Ishak Aga in 1746 (H.I159), in the place of a
former Behruz Aka fountain. The ships sailing to the Black Sea had to take their
vater from there. Moreover, there were watermills and it was an important center
for flour production and storage 337 The fountain is located on the corner of a raised
platform/sofa under a plane tree. The sofa was also a open space for prayers/
3 36Hammer, V. XV, p:1 10.
337There vere also three mills vhere the flou for the imperial kitchens vere prepared.
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namargdh . The fountain faces the qibla and the facade of the sofa vas in the shape of
a iihrab. The people of istanbul used to come and stay there in tents vith carpets,
like a military encampment. Beykoz then became a summer residence for important
Ottomans.
The kad of Yoros, a representative of the Judge of Galata, resided in Beykoz. Being
subject to the kadi of Oskiidar, Beykoz vas stipulated on conditions set by the kadi
and the income of the state property there vas left to the chief astrologers for 150
akee.338
The meadov of Beykoz forked at the shore, one branch extending from Hiinkar
iskelesi to Tokat Bahgesi, the other to Yalikoy. On the hill, in betveen the fork lay
the kasir of Beykoz and its garden behind valls.339 The trees had been planted dovn
the middle of the meadov and scattered in large clumps around the river. Sometimes
they vere planted on two sides of a stone-paved path vhich distinguishes this
promenade from the others. One of these paths runs all along the Tokat garden.
Fountains and coffee shops were scattered about.
Sultaniye, was a favourite resort of Sultan Stleyman I and was named after his
favourite, Haseki Hangerli Sultan.340 The land was reclaimed from the sea. The
kaszr , hovever, is dated to Sultan Murat III (1576-1595). There was a kiosk and a
garden on the leveled bay with a fountain and a pool built in 1763-1764 (H. 1177).
Under a group of trees was a terraced platform/gifte gemen sofa. On the coast was a
kiosk named Acem K6kii referred to by Evliya Qelebi, who dates the meadow to
338islam Ansiklopedisi: "B oazigi", p.685.(G6kbilgin)
3 39 It Vas rebuilt in 1839.
340It is also said that Sullanye vwas called afler the Iranian city:
islam Ansiklopedisi: "B oazigi", p.685.(Gokbilgin)
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Bayazid II. The kiosk vas built during the reign of Murat III, after Ozdemirzade
Osman Papa conquered Gence, Sirvan, Semaki, and Tebriz and brought the dome,
vindov glass and shutters vhich vere installed in this kiosk. Evliya refers to the
Persian-style paintings depicting animals that decorated the kiosk. 341 Hammer
compares these to the vorks of Mani and Behzad, but he adds that at the time he saw
the kiosk it vas in ruins, and had been replaced by a nev kiosk built by the secretary
of foreign affairs.342 Galland, vho visited the kiosk in 1673, dated it to the reign of
Sultan Stileyman I and gave an accurate description.343 But the most descriptive
record comes from 1710 vben Loos visited these and left invaluable vievs of the site.
[Fig. 137] These are unique depictions of the daily promenades on the Bosphorus.
Sultaniye vas still popular during the time of Sultan Ahmet III. Melling, the German
architect vho undertook design and construction of some some imperial yalzs, visited
the site at the end of the eighteenth century, and found only the remains of the valls
and huge stones that once made the jetty and the harbour. Hovever, as the terraces
vere rebuilt during the reign of Selim III, the structure must have preserved its
original character until the end of the century. The continued popularity of the
Sultaniye gardens in the eighteenth century can also be deduced from the shooting
targets that vas located there during the reign of Sultan Selim III.
The Incirli Gardens, located to the south of Sultaniye Gardens vere recorded in the
register of 1657 (H. 1036).344 The tiled kiosk in the gardens vas built by Sultan
Sileyman I. Persian-style paintings decorated the valls and the vooden furniture. 345
3411 EVliya Qelebi, p:322.
342 Hammr, v. XV, p:1 10.
3 43Galland, v.I, pp:141-142.
344Erdotjaisenbu Bahgeleri, p:178.
345ErOanuisnEibul Baeleri, p:178.
After Osman Nuri Eti, Asirlar Boyunca Bojazigi, Tari D nyasi, n:-28-29.
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After the register of 1679 (H. 1090) no reference to the imperial gardens appears. 346
According to Evliya 9elebi, there were 300 houses at Incirlikay; it seems, then, that
the imperial garden had been divided up and distributed to the former high-ranking
officials of the central administration. Together vith the palace of Hezarpare Ahmet
Papa, some ex -office holders such as secretaries of foreign affairs and kazaskers, and
those who were the members of Islamic teaching and judiciary, had their palatial
yazs in incirlik6y after it was rebuilt by Tahir Aga, a companion of Sultan Mustafa
III. It was a dispersed settlement along the shore. After a series of coffee houses that
caused trouble in the neighbourhooderbab-z fisk-z fucurra bir melce were closed,
the regulations that the bostancibagis imposed decreased its popularity. 347
Papabahee was developed after Sultan Mustafa III built a religious school, a fountain,
a hamam and a mosque. Before that the population was exclusively Christian.348 A
document from 1762 (H. 1176) refers to the construction of a bakery and a mill to
serve for the houses and yalzs that were planned in the area.349
At Qubuklu, the gardens of the Sultan vere inland at Ku9ik Qubuklu. On the shore
was the imperial palace, and behind it was its hunting park. The palace was in ruins in
the eighteenth century and Qubuklu vas not inhabited. At Buyik Qubuklu, during the
Tulip Period, Damat Ibrahim Papa built a kiosk, a pool and a fountain in 1720 which
was then called Feyzabsd.350 The remains of the Binis-i Humayun are indicated by a
346Erdogandistanbul Bahgeleri, p:178 .
34 7V-sif, v.I, p:146.
348 islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bojazigi", p.685.(G6kbilgin)
34 9Bagbakanhk Argivi-CevdetVBelediye 277. 1762(H.1176)
"Botaziginde incir kbyinde Pagabahgesi denilen bostada haneler ve sahilhaneler bina
olunacatindan bir finn ve iki homslu bir definmen inrasina msat verilmsine ve Istanbula
gelecek zahireden mezkir finnada hisse aynlmasina dai"
35 0istanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Feyzabad"
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large pool and a raised platform/sofa vith a fountain. In the middle of the pool vas a
kiosk for musicians. Typically, the sofa was also a prayer space with the mihrab stone
on the side. The terraced garden at Qubuklu vas one of the first musical gardens on
the Bosphorus that took its final form at the end of the nineteenth century. Although
it displays a formal organization, with four levels separated with axial steps, the
terraced garden was one of the last examples of traditional promenades. It was
probably built by Sultan Murat III or Selim II since there are entries dealing with the
crops of the vegetable gardens in the archives from 1612 (H.991) on.351 inciciyan
mentions a palace that stood in the middle of the hunting grounds. 352 During the
reign of Sultan Abdilmecit, the minister of finances, Rifat Papa, distributed land for
free, and a quarter was then constructed.353
Kanhlica was inhabited by Turks. The mosque was built in 1559, a religious school, a
theological school, and a hamam vere built in 1570, by iskender Papa, a high-ranking
official of SIeyman I, a former Bostancibasi who later became the governor of
Egypt. The architect is claimed to be Sinan. The same Papa had built the harnam at
Yenik6y at the same time. According to Evliya there were 1200 houses in the seven
Muslim quarters of Kanlica. He also counts numerous mosques, mescids and tombs.
During the reign of Sultan Mahmut I, Kanlica gained popularity among royalty. On
the bay stood an old imperial palace and a large pool vhich belonged to Sultan
Mahmut I's binig-i hmayun , at Miribsd. He also used to visit Sadik Aga and
Huseyin Aga, two brothers, who were his companions. There were a number of
parks and promenades. The bay of Kanlica, was also called Bahai after the yalz of
Seyhulislam Mehmet Bahaeddin Efendi. This magnificent yalh was the scene of many
35 1Erdoiantistanbul Bahgeleri, p. 178.
352 inciciyan, pp:102-103.
353 islam Ansiklopedisi: "B oazigi", p.685.(Gkbilgin)
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important visits in the course of the seventeenth century. In the nineteenth century
most of the Ottoman dignitaries settled at Kanlica.354
ThreVere two exiursion spots in the vicinity of Kania. The one founded by
Kazasker Hasan Tahsin Efendi was visited on Saturdays and the other was located on
the river-mouth known as the bay.355 The bay of Kanhlica was best known for the
entertainments that took place during the full moon/mehtab . Banquets and festivities
were organized on the sea to enjoy the spectacle of yalis along the Bosphorus/
Bogaziginde bulunan cennet dsa yialan seyr under the full moon since the
seventeenth century. 356
One of the seminal examples of the yalis, the ydz of Amcazade Huseyin Papa,
occupies a prominent position before one reaches to the the citadel on the Asian shore.
In close proximity is the yd of Zarif Mustafa Papa.
Anadolu Hisari, built in 1393, is the earliest Ottoman landmark along the Bosphorus.
[Fig. 138] By Evliya Qelebi's time were some thousand houses, several mescids, a
religious school, a hamam and some twenty shops there. Dismissed Seyhlislams and
chief provincial judges retired there.357
"The discarded Bey and the disgraced Minister boast dwellings as
stately and as pfoud, but the trace of change is over all. A heavy hand
has fallen upon the edifice, and the bright colors have faded beneath its
pressure. Grass grows upon the marble terraces the vind finds its way
into the apartments through shivered glass and shattered lattices; and a
3 54Vada, Bogazigi Konuyor, islabul, 1943.
3 55 Hidiv Kasn vas built aftr 1899 (H.1317).
356For a banquet for the Austrian Embassy:
Raid, v. I, p:109.
357islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bog*azigi", p. 687. (Gfkbilgin)
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certain parade of decay, vhich leaves an impression of design upon the
mind, is palpable throughout.
But the empty residence of the exile tells a far sadder tale. There is real
and unstudied ruin; the grass and veeds are rank in the fissures of the
pavement; the hingeless shutters rattle in the vind; the mouldering roof
no longer excludes the rain, which forms a thousand discoloured
currents through the faded frescoes of the desolate and echoing
apartments; doves built in the galleries, and locusts are loud among the
garden branches; theirs is the only song that awakens the deserted
groves."358
"Du cot6 d'Asie, il y a un chAteau environns de hauts cypres, dans le
quel Sultan Ibrahim, pere de Mahomet IV qui regnoit de mon temps,
s'est tenu cachs vingt ans durant..." 359
... je vis sur le bord qui est en Asie un fort joly chasteau. .. couvert de
plusieurs arbres forts hauts qui en ostent la veus..."360
...nel mezzo a questo spazio un kiosk del Gran Signore...
"Nearly opposite to Mahomet's Tower, in the midst of a green meadov
vatered by two rivulets, and shaded with clumps of trees which give it
the appearance of a park, stands a large country seat, the property of
the Grand Signior, but inhabited by the Bostandge-Bashe, with a centre
and vings like an European mansion house." 361
Goksu vas not inhabited. According to the register of 1612 (H.991) the imperial
vegetable gardens were there.362 These gardens gave way to an imperial palace built
by the Grand Vizier Divittar Mehmet Emin Papa in 1749-1750 (H.1163), during the
reign of Sultan Mahmut 1.363 This became the third imperial promenade/ Binig-i
Humayun on the Anatolian coast. First an imperial park, G6ksu then became a public
358Miss Pardoe, p:41.
359de Bruyn, p:175.
3 60Thevenot, p:52.
36 1Hobhouse, p:865.
3 62There %as also a ceramic manufactory and mills that produced flour for the imperial kilchers.
Erdokantislanbul Bahgeleri, p:178.
363Hovever, the few remains on the sile are from the nineeenth century.
islam Ansiklopedisi: "B oazigi", p.687.(Gokbilgin)
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park vbere entertainments took place on Fridays, and in summer on Wednesdays and
Sundays as vell. [Fig. 138] It is said that it took four hours to go up and dovn the
river vith a single-pair boat/ piyades . It vas such a pleasant event that occasionally
the sultans and the heir-apparents came to vatch the people. In addition to various
entertainment points, the sacred spring at the end of the park, called Gaksu Panayiri,
vas frequented in September by the Christians and created a special attraction to the
area.
The meadov of Gaksu lay in betveen the rivers Biiyiuk Gksu and Kuiik Gaksu. The
Kuinksu Kasri, built for Sultan Mahmut I by his Grand Vizier in 1750 together vith a
fountain and a raised platform of stone/sofa serving as a prayer space, vas situated at
the point vhere the river Ku9i0k G6ksu reaches the Bosphorus. It vas reneved in
1802 and again during the reign of Sultan Abdiilaziz.. There are other other sofas,
and fountains scattered in the meadov probably indicating later imperial kiosks. 364
Abdi1hak Sinasi Hisar describes hov the ritual and ceremony vere employed
in the daily life of the people of the Bosphorus:
"In the summer, around mid-afternoon, vomen and men in separate
calques vould go for excursions... To these pleasure seekers, the real
decent Bosphorus vould start only at Begikta; and Uskidar and vould
end up at Kalender on the European coast, and at Papabahge on the
Asian coast, beyond vhich vould be considered rural. And there vere
defined places for such excursions. Everyday, passing by the bay of
Istinye, vithout entering it, you vould go up to Kalender, then row
across the opposite coast to arrive at the Bay (of Goksu), enter into the
stream passing in front of the Megruta yal [the yalz of Amcazade
36 4Eldem describes the remains of such a sofa and together with others dates it to early nirteleenh
century to the time evhen the park vws used as a shooting range. Hovever, lovards this
unfinished sofa vhich vwas probably prepaled to cany a hiosk for Mahmut II, vas another
founaain and a namazgah on both sides of the road daled to Selim III vhich reveals that the area
vas used at the end of the eighleenth century as vell.
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Huseyin Paga], rov up to the very end once or twice and come back, and
finally, you vould stop for a while in front of the Kasir of G36ksu as in a
religious meditation...- 365
Hisar then describes how the excursions vould end in the evenings:
"...coming back from the evening trips... to practice a tradition of the
Bosphorus, the caiques would gather together in front of the G6ksu
Kasri for the last time and at this very point, deciding to go back to
their own yalis, they would scatter like a suddenly broken rosary and
move apart like beads, each scattering, in the distance, to a different
quarter..."366
Between KUiksu and Kandilli was a cypress forest. Kandilli was populated by
Turks, Armenians, and few Greek families. The terraced gardens were built by
Murat III (1574-1595) together with a number of kiosks, kasirs, and rooms on the
rocks at Akinti Burnu and a mescid of Bostancilar. 367 Evliya Qelebi refers to the
location as "ba4-z irem, bag-z cenan ".368 The gardens were referred to in the
Register of 1583 (H.991). The Register from 1667 (H. 1078), however, indicated a
palatial complex at Kandilli probably built in 1650 at the time of Sultan Mehmet
IV.369 It was called Kandilli after the oil-lamp illuminations/kandil during the
festivals at the time of Sultan Murat IV. Until the eighteenth century, the palatial
grounds, the palace and its gardens were left in ruins, but the Register from 1704
(H. 1116) indicates that several parts survived. 370 Damat Ibrahim Papa had every
structure repaired together with the other Bosphorus palaces in order to impress the
foreign ambassadorial convoys. 371 The settlement grew at the time of Mahmut I,
365HisaBogazigi Mehtablan, p:47.
366Hisar1Botazigi Mehtablan, p:47.
367Naimna, v. III, p:166.
368 Evliya Qelebi, p:324.
369Babakandik Arivi-Maliye Def-erleriKuyudat Deferi, n:4445, p:79.
3 70Bagbakanhk Argivi-Maliye DeftrleriiMnfredat Defteri, n:4763, pp: 29-30.
37 1Ragid, v.V, p:160.
islanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Ferah-bad Sahilsarayi
According 1o Subhi Tarihi, identifies Ferahabad 10 be the Kandili Kasn.
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who in 1751-1752 (H.1165), after rebuilding the palace, the lots on the waterfront
vere rented to those villing to settle therelleb-i derya olan sevdil-i taraf-z
hkemayundan idareteyn de talibine ve sevaJhiiin gayr-i mahaieri yalnz icare-i
mfeccele kaydz ile ra4bet edenlere .372 This project vas undertaken toether with
the building of a mosque, hamam and shops. 373 The district was than called
NevAbid. The palace, however, once again became dilapidated in the course of the
eighteenth century and eventually it was demolished. 374 The imperial grounds were
sold again at the time of Sultan Abdilhamit I.375
A number of documents reveal that once property at Kandilli was requested by
members of embassies. However, in keeping with the policy of grouping the
foreigners together, their requests to settle in any save a few villages on the European
shore were always rejected.
Vanikoy was also called the Papaz Bahgesi or Papaz Korusu. The land was given to
Vani Mehmet Efendi in the time of Sultan Mehmet IV. When the mescid of Bostanci
was rebuilt there, the district became known after his name376 and was populated by
Muslims. Behind the mosque was a sacred spring, and next to it stood the foundation
valls of Ay' Theodosius.
Subhi Tarihi, p:176.
372izzi, p.272.
373"...hadWyik-i Sullfniyeden Kandilli-bage mevki-i ho; bir saray iken lerk olunmagla eser-i bin&
ca-be-ca bnamidi arazisi evkaf-i himayna ilhak ve 1t8ibine xikdir- kif ye icrolunmaila
muleaddid yahlar ve hamam ve dek~kin ile bir kasaba ihya olundu..."
Sem'dsni-z~de, p:162.
37 4Erdogan indicated that the destruction vas completed after the reign of Sultan Mahmut I.
Erdoganlistanbul Babgeleri, p:175-177.
375In the late nineteenth century some female members of the imperial family built yahs in the area.
islam Ansikiopedisi: "B ojazii, p.678.(G6kbilgin)
37 6islam Ansiklopedisi: "Bojazigi", p.678.(G6kbilgin)
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Kuleli Bahee was also called Narli Babee. It was one of the earlier points of attraction
for the Ottomans. The garden and the palace, established by SUleyman 1, deteriorated
over the centuries .377 Damat Ibrahim Papa carried the architectural remains of this
palace to Kagithane in 1722 (H. 1134) to be used in the construction of SadAbsd. 378
Further away was an sacred spring called Ay'Atanas, and according to Inciciyan there
were the traces of an church in the eighteenth century.
Qengelkoy's population was composed of Turks and Greeks. The imperial gardens
were established at the time of Murat IV. Inciciyan mentions that the Greek church
was rebuilt in his time. There were also ruins of another church called Aya Panaiya.
The church of Aya Yorgi stood at the border of the village. The mescid was built by
Haci Omer Efendi, and rebuilt by Saliha Sultan in the eighteenth century, and the
mosque at Hamallar Iskelesi was built by Hamdullah (Abdullah) Papa.379 There was
also a tekke of Kadiris. At Qengelkoy was the yaz of Grand Admiral Mustafa Papa,
knovnas Bag-i Ferah, built in 1727 (H. 1140).38w When the 1730 upheaval broke out,
the Grand Admiral vas in residence there .
Between Qengelkoy and Beylerbeyi was another promenade called Havuzbayi
mesiresi. The checkerboard-pattern planting of the trees recalls Balta Limani. The
remains of a pool, with sofas on two sides dates to the time of Abdilhamit I.
37 7Bagbakanhk Argivi-Maliye DefterlerilKuyudat Deftri, n:6604, p:1 1.
For the palace of Sultan Sileyman II:
Constantios, p:155-156.
Grelot, p:86.
37 8Consantios, p:156.
379isJm Ansiklopedisi: "Botazigi", p.688.(Gokbilgin)
380istanbul Ansiklopedisi: "Batiferah"
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Beylerbeyi was named after the ya1 of Rumeli Beylerbeyi Mehmet Papa who was
killed during the reign of Murat III in 1589 (H.997). The imperial structures
predating the Palace of Beylerbeyi were the SevkAbsd Kasri built at the time of Sultan
Mahmut I for his mother on the former Palace of Murat IV (1620), and the Ferahfeza
Kasri built in 1734. The imperial palace was demolished at the time of Mustafa III
and its grounds were sold to Muslims. The profit became an endowment for the
mosque built in 1760 (H. 1174) at Uskidar by Sultan Mustafa III's mother Mihrigah
Emine Sultan. The palace was abandoned vhen it could not be enlarged. Its grounds
were bordered on one side by the property of a widow, and she refused to move. 38 1
Greeks and a fev Muslim families inhabited Istavroz, one of the earliest residences
along the Bosphorus vbere Sultan Murat IV vas born and which he therefore
favoured. The daughter of Sultan Selim II, Gevher Sultan, had the first kiosk built
there. 382 Registers from 1642-1656 (H. 1052, H. 1055, H. 1063, H. 1066) record other
monumental gardens in the area.383 The Register from 1668 (H. 1079) indicates that
the structures like the valls and the roofs of the harem, the hamam and the rooms
were repaired. 384 The Mdfredat Defteri of 1704 (H. 1116) registered the parts and
the furnishings of the complex.385 Istavroz remained closed to the public for many
centuries, but finally Sultan AbdUlhamit I divided it up and added it to the village of
Beylerbeyi by selling building lots on the waterfront. 386
38 1lhe vooden Palace vas rebuilt in 1828-1830 during the reign of Mahmut II, vihich was
replaced by the present day palace in 1860. Its terraced gardens are a prime example of a
formal Ottoman garden. Its relation 1 the predating Ferahfeza and Miralem Paa gardens has
not yet been esablished. Although the palatial gardens, the terres were built later at the
time of Abdilaziz I, for an earlier description we may refer 10 Miss Pardoe.
3 82Eremya Qelebi, p:38.
ErdoganIistanbul Bahgeleri, p:175.
3 83Erdojanlislanbul Bahgeleri, p:175-177.
3 84Bagbakanhik Argivi-Maliye DefierlerilKuyudat Defteri, n:4445, p:74.
385Chapter I, section i.
3 86Mahmut II built the istavroz Sahilsarayi again on the grounds of Beylerbeyi Mehmet Papa
In the reign of Sultan Mahmut I, who preferred the Anatolian coast over the
European one, a kaszr vas built close to istavroz. At the time of Ahmet I there had
been a kasr in the same location. The nineteenth century palace was described by
Miss Pardoe:
"The Sultan's Summer Palace of Beglier Bey, on the Asiatic shore, is
the most elegant object on the Bosphorus. It is an irregularly fronted
and extensive edifice, stretching along the lip of the channel, whose
waves vash its long and stately terraces of glittering marble, and
sometimes penetrate into their latticed and mysterious recesses. The
building is of vood; and the harem presents a line of gables perforated
with long ranges of vindows secured by most minute screens of gilded
vood: the salemliek, containing the state apartments, the private
saloons of the Sultan, and the rooms occupied by the imperial
household, is an octagonal pile, of which the pointed roof is
surmounted by a crescent. supporting a star, whose richly gilded points
flash in the sunshine like lambent fire. The entire building is painted in
white and pale gold, and it has rather the appearance of a fairy-palace,
called into existence by enchantment, then the mere every-day work of
human hands."37
Allom and Walsh also provided a description of the palce at Beylerbeyi:
"...he has erected anev one, displaying a taste very different from the
former, and a design equal in beauty and arrangement to any of those
erected by European sovereigns. It consists of a centre with two
extensive vings. The long facade presents, not foundation valls of
rude masonry supporting a barbarous superstructure of vood, with
vindows darkened by dense blinds, like all the imperial palaces on the
opposite coast; but a Doric................"388
(Murat III), vhich yas then called Beylerbeyi Palace. It vas rebuilt in 1865 by Abdinlaziz.
islam Ansikiopedisi: "Bogazigi", p.689.(Gokbilgin)
3 87Miss PardoelBeauties, p:57.
3 88AllomlWalsh, v.2, p:2
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The mosque in Beylerbeyi, which initiated religious ceremonial activity along the
Bosphorus was built in 1779 by Sultan Abdilhamit 1.
"It was remarked that, he had built his new palace near Istauros, the
ancient "city of the cross". It tai been so calleI tecause constantine,
vhen he embraced Christianity, had erected here a large golden cross,
to commemorate the event of his conversion and sanguine Greeks did
not fail to seize onit as a proof of the same intention of the Sultan, that
he chose the city of cross as the site of his new palace, as if to record his
conversion. That nothing might be wanting, a report at the time was
circulated in the Fanal, that a large aerial cross, like that seen by
Constantine, had just appeared over the dome of Santa Sophia -a certain
indication that it was about to be purified from its desecration and again
considered to the service of Christ, for which it was originally
built. "389
While Kuzguncuk was the sacred grounds of the Jews, the Greeks and Armenians also
had their churches and holy places there. It was named after Kuzgun Baba, a Muslim
saint at the time of the conquest.
Papa Limani, a Muslim village, was an important port for the transfer of cattle from
Rumeli to Anatolia and was therefore also called Okiz Liman. Sultan Murat IV's
daughter Kaya Sultan had a palace and gardens there. The pier, fountain, mosque and
the gardens were built during the reign of Sultan Mustafa III by Silahdar
Abdurrahman Aga. To the north of Kuzguncuk was the Nakkap Baba Gardens, and
village established by a certain dignitary from Tabriz at the time of Sultan Selim I.
Uskidar was more like a city in the seventeenth century with seventy Muslim, eleven
Greek and Armenian and one Jewish neighbourhood. "... The promontory displays a
succession of picturesque objects, clothing its surface-kiosks, and grottos, and
38 9AlOlomWalsh, v.2, p.2.
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thickets, and hanging gardens -till they ascend to the summit, crowned with the dome
and minarets of a mosque..." 39 [Fig. 139]
Together with the former palace built in 1460, with the construction of the Kavak
Palace in 1530, the palace of Semsi Papa and the summer palace built at the time of
Sultan Sileyman I in 1555, Usktidar became the seat of imperial summer palaces at
Salacak and Harem. [Fig. 140] These structures were all said to be built by Sinan.
During the eighteenth century Serefibsd was built on the grounds of former Ayazma
Babgesi in 1720.391 The relationship between the former Uskiidar Palace, Kavak
Palace and SerefAbd is not yet clear. 392 The Mufredat Defteri of 1704 (H. 1116)
refers to part of the complex. 393 On the site of the Kavak Palace, which was
demolished in 1794, the Selimiye Barracks were built in 1800.394 A few years later,
Sultan Selim III built a kiosk, a market place, a mosque, and a hamam which grew into
an organized quarter on a gridiron plan.
"The imperial kiosque at Scutari is a lovely little edifice, built on the
very edge of the rock overhanging the Propontis, and commanding a
glorious viev... Its valls are painted in pale green; and its snov white
jalousies give to it a cheerful holiday look, which the plain but beautiful
arrangements of its interior tend greatly to heighten. It is indeed as
pretty a toy as even Imperial caprice could engender, and holds its place
worthily among the fifty-seven residences of its illustrious owner. "395
"Era questi il Palazzo, o Castello di Amurad IV con diverse abitazioni,
e kioski fatti sul gusto Chinese, che al presente si vedono sul gusto del
390Allom Walsh, p:91.
39 1A document from Topkapi Palace Archive, H.5466 locales the Ayazrna Gardens behind the kamr
of Serefab&d.
Erdogantislanbul Bahgeleri, p:172-173 .
392islam Ansiklopedisi: "istanbul", p:1214154.
Among others Bussiere, p:30, Sandys, p:38, Salaberry, p:186, Motraye, p:174 and Pardoe,
p:121 refers 1w the palace at lskdar.
3 93Bagbakanhk Argivi-Maliye DefterlerilMiffredat Defteri, n:4763, pp:17-23.
39 4Erdoianlislanbul Bahgeleri, p:171-172.
3 95Miss PardoelBeauties, p:121.
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non pi6, mentre la maggior parte sono cadenti, e minaccian di
rovina. "3%
Many of the officers of State, particularly those who are in disgrace, or
who affect privacy, live entirely at Scutari. It was also the residence of
the Persian ambassador, who, like those of the Christian powers, was
not permitted to inhabit Constantinople. He was neither settled next to
them in Galata.
A new district, called Ihsaniye for the land was bestowed as a gift to select families in
1805 (H. 1220), was separated from the Palace of Oskildar. 397
Even if we accept the prevailing Ottoman urban aesthetics that may have been
responsible for a viewer and a viewed from both directions, just as in the case of
making the imperial city around the Golden Horn, motivated by pleasure and novelty,
transformation of the Bosphorus was undertaken on fresh grounds at the turn of the
century. The decisions then taken were influenced by planning, existing patterns of
settlement, and the requirements of an ephemeral architecture, and the
transformation was achieved in several stages. The expansion on the Bosphorus
began under the patronage of Sultan Ahmet III and his Grand Vizier Damat Ibrahim
Papa (1718-1730), and continued through the imperial compulsion to (re)build and
(re)abandon royal abodes on the waterfront. The implementation of settlements by
royal decrees, confiscation and distribution of land and allotment of property all
played their part in the transformation. Although the motives for transforming the
Bosphorus and assigning different roles for the European and Asian banks were
rooted in the complex ideological and strategic needs of the central administration,
the distance from the city was equally influential. Together with the traditions that
396 Sestii, pp :21-22.
397 Bagbakanhk Argivi-Hatt-1 Himayun1 0873 (H. 1220) "Amedci hulefasindan Nuni Beyzade
Abdullah iffet Beyin flskbdarda ihsaniyede sahilhane asasindan sattii paralar tzerinde haie
yapanlan Bostancibagimn men eyledigi hakkinda"
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related particular sites to the ceremonial and hierarchical organization of the empire,
the festivals that enhanced the glory of the dynasty insured these undertakings and the
Ottoman hierarchical rule achieved them.
Through its conception, planning, and realization, the imperial iconography of the
Bosphorus emerged as a paradigm of the eighteenth century. Its endurance vas due to
the dynastic continuity. When the urban form and organization is (re )structured in a
single intervention, the loss of a central pover may allow it to revert to its earlier
state. When intervention is continuous, but fragmented, then the continuity of the
initiatives of the patronage must have been assured.
Urban projects in Western cities provided examples for vhat happens vhen dynastic
continuity is lacking. While kings or popes may have had absolute pover, their
individual reigns vere short and their sovereignty did not outlast their lives. Each
ruler turned his back upon the urban projects of his immediate predecessor partially
because of the politics of the individual royal or papal families. Conquests and short-
lived dynasties meant that many Western cities vere fragmented into a collection of
unfinished, and unrelated urban nuclei.
In contrast to this, Ottoman urban, architectural and cultural history in general have
been circumvented by a stylistic unity over times. In this case, hovever, the
periodization in pre-classical, classical and post-classical simply folloved the political
and economic state of the state. Although the Ottoman State and its officials vere the
only major patrons of architecture, the statement that political and economic
considerations must remain paramount vhen constructing any kind of periodization is
not to be readily accepted. Even vhen the State acts as the sole patron of arts, changes
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in style come about by a complex interaction betveen cross-cultural artistic trends,
bureaucratic pover struggles and the intentions of the individual executing arts.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION
There was a correlation between the emotional and intellectual environment that
created the Tulipomania ard the Baroque as forms of realistic expression looking for
immaterial and unorthodox ideas. The art of the Tulip Age was naturalistic (within
limits) in the Ottoman realm As in the architectural decoration of the Baroque, there
was a contradiction between a style which found its expression in the covering of
surfaces rather than the creation of volumes, ard the elements in it which created
movement and space. The artistic style of the Ottomans in the eighteenth century may
therefore be associated with the mood and mentality of the Baroque in terms of the
conthrdiction in the search and expression of reality if not with the similarity of
forms.
In the reconstruction of the setting of the withdrawal to the shores of the Bosphorus,
the present study sought to examine the accepted view among architectural historians
that architectural practice in the eighteenth century found a modus 1operandi that
broke with the classical Ottoman forms and moved towards Western forms. If we do
admit that institutional change in fact took place in the nineteenth century, then the
question is whether Western influence was limited to cultural adoptions as in the
previous centuries, or whether it constituted the beginning of a new architectural
period depends on whether one sees classical Cttorn culture as open to change or
not.
Is it possible that what has been regarded in the eighteenth century as a socio-political
issue in the Ottoman capital was really a stylistic issue? Do we really know that
stylistic discussions did not take place in the Ottoman realm, between the patrons of
art and architecture and the artists who worked for them? Even if insignificant
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change in the general social, intellectual and practical arena occurred, is it possible
that poetry, miniature painting and architecture may have undergone stylistic
changes? Given the very considerable confidence shown by the poet Nedim, the artist
Levni and the architect Mehmet Aga, we can assume that the Ottoman Court did not
overlook the change or transformation, even if we know nothing about the terms of
the discussion. Was breaking with the classic styles, then, merely an individual and
isolated artistic inspiration? If we choose to focus ti the changes that effected the
residential architecture, is it possible that buildings that are less the result of high art
than of building tradition may reflect stylistic changes?
It is unlikely that Ottoman history will allow direct ansvers to these questions. We
vill never know to what extent the cultural difference between the elite and the masses
in the capital had its effect on the architecture. The interaction between the
monumental and the non-monumental in the formation of a new architectural scheme
made a seasonal retreat that cannot be ascribed to either a transmitter or a receiver.
But the change that brought two spheres of Ottoman culture (highlurban and populari
provincial) together in residential architecture cannot be understood until we know
how these people expressed their thoughts, feelings and beliefs, imaginings and
aspirations. In so far as eighteenth-century residential architecture can reveal this,
however, we can begin to adress the broader issues of cultural adoptions. This can not
be left to architectural historians alone. What is at issue is a whole different
conception of how "political" and "cultural" aspects of Ottoman history are related to
one another.
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The extensive use of architectural images in Nedim's poetry of the Tulip period
indicates that Nedim vas an urban poet, absorbed in the images of a city.1 The
tradition of Sehr-engiz (eulogies to cities) had already provided Istanbul vith many
poetic images similar to those found in Arabic and Persian prose of urban poets. In
the course of the Ottoman eighteenth century, hovever, common aspects of urban life
penetrate these art forms suggesting a certain vorldliness in aspirations and
expectations, as opposed to the superficial, overly decorated style of the literature of
the Divan. The miniatures and the vall paintings of the day also broke vith tradition
in the search of a realistic expression of unorthodox topics. 2 They depicted primarily
the urban life of the elite vith particular, realistic details, but the urban environment
itself vas seen as unnatural. This can be explained in terms of the groving popularity
of the villeggiatura tradition among all classes of the capital. Withdraval to the
country along the shores of the Bosphorus allowed secular but not all-functional
activities of urban life to be concerned primarily vith leisure and amusement.
Superficiality and decoration vere also seen in material life, in objects and clothing
vhich vere incorporated in the poetry and the miniatures so as to delineate man in
relation to his environment and to others in terms of his manners, attitutes and rituals.
Evin argued that Nedim often associated material and immaterial aspects of life; h-ie
compared himself to an architect and to a veaver: as a poet he finds himself in the
material world of artisans. 3 He embellished his poems as the artisans do the work in
their shops. He enjoyed the kiosks and palaces of Istanbul.'4 as Levni's keen eye
observed the beauties and pleasures of its daily life. Human visdon, skills, taste,
aspirations were displayed in Levni's miniatures portraying architecture, sugar
1EvidNedim The Poet.
-Rendd3atihaa, RendafWalters, RendadTurkish Paitng.
-Kaplan, p:45.
4Numjxrerous images
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gardens, automatons and described by Nedim vho was astonished by the sophisticated
transformation of material involved in the making of architecture:
"Oldu aceb aceb kim terkib-i hulde kaabil
Biz b6yle bilmez idik bu unsur-i gihri"5
The change in the role of the poet and the artist from the producer of an art work to
an observer of arts is embedded in the fascination of creation. This found its best
expression in the work of the architect who built a theatretical stage setting where the
actors were also the spectators. Creation sur-passed nature and gained an immaterial
quality which then could find expression only in architectural vocabulary, for poetry
and miniature painting vere more strictly circumscribed by Islamic precepts.
The immaterial and the unorthodox were what the patron and the artist sought in
expressing the meaning of a vaterfront culture. Architecture on the waterfront was
probably propitious because it maintained a rather secular side of urban life away
from the city's center. This life on the waterfront carried a particular message in
Islamic environments: "There is not a single description in Maqrizi 's Hitat of a site
located beside the Halig or the ponds of Cairo that does not refer to the amusements
and frivolities which took place there." Behrens-Abuseif refers to the unorthodox
style of life on the waterfront in Cairo:
"Starting in the month of July, pleasure boats were an integral part of
the scene throughout the flood season. To the Cairene population, the
flood was a velcome respite from the heat and dust of the crowded city.
Multitudes of boats, described as colorfully painted an adorned with
coloured curtains, filled the waters every time the Halig was opened by
the Caliphs, the Mamluk Sultans, ard later the Pashas. The flood season
was also the time for vandering musiciars who plied the shores,
playing for an audience engaged in a not quite orthodox style of life.
5Kaplan, p:48.
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M!aqrizi vrites that there were unveiled vomen, vine, and illicit
behaviour <within the boats as vell as the houses>. His tone in such
descriptions is mixed vith fascination, and he often quotes poems of
enchantment at the same time that he expresses disapproval and
dismay." 6
In eighteenth-century istanbul, the society was involved in a way of life whose
elements individuals had to constitute from what was available outside the traditional
institutional inertia and was not in conflict with Islamic law. Given the accepted view
that arts and scholarship are most likely to flourish under patronage in times of
stability, this creative phenomenon has long been overlooked owing to the prevailing
notion that the society was in the "decline". The search for the unorthodox in Islamic
life in this study was found in the interaction between innovation and tradition in the
architectural space of the waterfront, which was discovered through the primary
sources thet dealt with the lives of people trying to find pleasure at a time of social
unrest. The archival material did not allow an investigation of possible changes in
architectural type at large, it permitted the investigation of the rapport established
between the elite and the masses, which has not yet attracted the scholarly attention it
deserves.
It is probably this point that one should start investigating the change. Variations
appear on the architectural historian's agenda, but not change. Instead, "many
investigators have tended to 'reat non-European societies, and Ottoman society in
particular, as entities that scarcely changed in the course of history. Only very
recently have researchers become aware of changes in social mores, and thereby
come to realize the importance of not assuming, without prior investigation, that an
tBehffens-Abouseif, p:10. aftr Magrizi, Hitat, I, p:368; II, pp:1'43ff., 164.
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observation made in the sixteenth century is necessarily valid for the nineteenth as
vell."7
In addition to the deficiencies of the source material, perhaps the reason why the
problem of change in art and architecture has not been confronted to avoid an endless
search for prototypes that would show what necessitated the transformation. This
attitude has its roots in the assumption that a certain type has a static definition. Once
the prototype is "chosen", one can drav coelusions from it regarding family life, use
of domestic space, relations between different groups in society, and aesthetic
principles in a transhistorical pattern that would remain unchanged over the
centuries.
This attitute is different than directing the attention to the durable aspects and
relationships of human life. Although the reproduction of these relationships is
considered to be the final result of a dynamic process, involving many struggles and
conflicts, the focus remains on the long-term trends and characteristics which are
related to material-cultural (or ecological) limitations hard to sur-pass or wither
away in a short span of time. Long-term characteristics constitute more easily
measurable criteria in defining a "society" than the theoretically complicated (and
imperfect) and therefore methodically problematic "social formation".8 The
complementary layers of the long term nentalite and short-term events, and the
incorporation of anthropological techniques in historical studies in an effort to depict
human existence in its totality is as important as the emphasis put on the longue duree
7FaroqhijlMer of Modest Substance, p:6. refers to J.C.Garcin's contribution V Palais et Maisons
du Caire, v.I, pp:213-213.
8But defining society on the basis of malerial culture alone is a sort of reductionism vhich is
contrary 1 the overall objectives of the Annales school of hisiory.
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Concentrating on narrovly limited localities and spans of time helps us to observe
human activity in its totality. This study relocated the evolution of the yah in the
domain of "innovations", "durations", "continuities", "recollections" and
"disjunctures" to search for an ansver to the quetion, "vhen doe a type change or
transform?"
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APPENDIX L ER-l MAHKEME SICILLERI
11]82197-1 (1124-1125)
Htsus-1 atiyijz-zlkrin ni-Amilinde minw aga marifetiyle istima ve fasl ve kism bu
fakire 1 taben varid olan ferman-i allye imtisalen bu fakir ve nimar * hulefasindan
aban halife ib' All ve lbrahim halife ib' Mustafa ve zeyl-I kitabda. muharreril-
esanu olan cen-mat-1 milshmin lie mahruse-i Galata muzafatindan 1stirqe riahiyesine
tabil kale-1 Bo&kmn mahallatiDdan Ba;makgl Sijcaeddin mahallesinde sakin isbu
baisill-sift Sinan veledi Kirkor nam Erme* r n mahalle-1 mezbirede vaki mt1razatin
fiha. olan menziline varilip zeyl-I kitabda, muharrelW-esarni olan cennatill- mJislinu n
huzurlarinda. akd-1 meclis-i pri kavim olundukda. rnerhum Sinan meclis-1 makud-1
mersumda. car-1 mWasiki terzi Bedros veledl Migirdig nam zimnu muvacehesinde
ijzerlre dava. ve takrin kelam 1dUp rnerkum Bedros ipbu mijsahade olunan menzilin
kuddanunda bemim 1pbu inenzilimin divan Uzerlne tulen yedi bWuk zira. ve arzen
orolti parmak tahtapW bina. ve 1hdaz etmkle eb"ye-1 mezkurem n vikilive rm-1
matarin seyalam 1;bu kadim taht6 odanun tavammn inl danuna bais olniWdur halen
hususu mezkurmesaba, olunup keDduden dalu badessual zarar-i prisi men olumok
muradundir dedikte gibbet sual merkum Bedros cevabiDda, filhakikati hal bil-cttale
mtiddel-I mecburun takrin me rufti bzre olup ebi* vTe-i rnezkure i mticeddeden bina.
ve ihdas eylerr idi di5m ber-vechi muharrer muceddeden ihdas eyledigillui 1krar ve
itiraf eyledikten sonra. n niaran-i niezburan niaijz-zlkr muhaddes olan tahtapwl
mesaha. eylediklerinde filhakika, tulen yedi buquk zira. ve arzen alti parmak talitapW
d6pimsimin niJA.dpi-i mezbur Sinanin =it-zikr tavaninin tizerine rnp-bm' olmakla
ebmi ye-1 rnezkurei'n tak.1-1 ma-i rnatarin seyelam ile tavan-i mezkurun inhidamina.
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bais oldigu azhar ve mukarrerdir diye bil-muvacebe hariri badel ihbar zarar
mezkure ebniye-i muhaddese-i mezkurenin ref-i ve kalm-i ile def olur diye
minaran-i rnezburan ve sair ebniye ve sukuk ahvaline zi-vukuf muslimin icma ve
ittifak eylediklerinde mucibince mimaran mezhuranin msahasi iHe tulen yndi huquk
zira ve arzen on altiparmak muhaddes olan tahtapupun kalm ve katasina merkum terzi
Bedrosa tenbih olunman memul vaki bit-taleb keth olundu.
42]106157-4 (1162-1164)
Mahruse-i Galataya muzafe nefsi kasaba-i Istinye muhallatrndan qavupbasi
nahallesinde sakin iken bundan akdem fevt olan pekeci-i ;ehriyari elha Mustafa
aga bin Hasan veraseti zevce-i menkuhasi Saliha binti Abdullah nam hatun ile sulbi
kebir okullari Mehmet Emin ve Huseyin aga ve Ahmet Aka ve sulbiye kebir kiziari
Fatma ve Aype ve Safiye ve Hatice hatunlara munhasira olup badehu mezbur Mehmet
Emin fevt olup veraseti validesi Meryem binti Abdullah ve li-eb erkarmndagi mezbur
Ahmet aga ve ve li-umm hempiresi Rukiye hatuna munhasira olup badehu mezbur
Huseyin aga dahi vefat edup veraseti validesi mezbure Saliha hatun ile liebeveyn
karindapi mezbur Ahmet aa ile liebeveyn hempiresi mezbur Hatice Hatuna munhasira
oldukdan sonra mezburat Fatma ve Safiye ve Meryem ve Rukiye hatunlar tarafndan
vekil oldugu zat-i mezburati narifet-i periye ile arifan Cafer aa ibni (?) ve kollukgu
molla Mehmet ibi (?)nam kimesneler ;ehadetleriyle ;eran sabit olan mezbure Fatma
hatunun sadri oglu Haseki Sultan evkafi katibi qelebi Mehmet aa ile kendi tarafindan
asil ve validesi mezbure Saliha hatun tarafindan vekil oldug.u zat-i mezbureyi marifet-
i periye ile arifan ;ahidan-i mezburan gehadetleriyle sabit olan mezbur Ahmet aga
meclis-i per-i ;erifi enverde baisil-kitab elhag Mehret aga ibni Mahmut ile zevcesi
mezbure Hatice hatun mahzarlarmnda herbiri bil-asale ve bil-vekale ikrara tam ve
takrire kelan edup muteveffa-i evvel-i mezbur elhag Mustafa agadan muntakil olup
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mahalle-i mezburede vaki bir tarafdan leb-i derya ve bir tarafdan elha Osman efendi
veresesi mtllku ve bagesi ve bir tarafdan imam molla Mustafa zevcesi yetimlerinin
bagesi ve bir tarafdan bazen haci Ahmet ve haci Ismail menzili ile mahdud
hariciyesinde iki bab k6k ve kahve odasi ve bir bab mabeyn odasi ve dahiliyesinde
fevkani *g bab oda ve bir kosk ve tahtani matbah ye camekan odasi ve kubbeteynli
hamam ve bir mikdar bapeyi ve vasatinda kask ve dort adet bir-i ma mUtemil yal
tabir olunur bir kita miilk menzilden bize isabet ve intikal eden hisse-i irsiye-i
malumemizi tarafeynden icap ye kabulu havi puruti miifsideden ari bey-i bat-i sahih-i
;er-i ile mezburat Fatma ve Safiye ve Meryem ve Rukiyenin hisselerini dartyuizotuz
kurupa ve mezburan Ahmet aga ve Saliha hatun hisselerini binelli kuruga mezburan
elhag Mehmet aga ve Hatice hatuna
alelitirakil-musavi ve temlik ve teslim eylediirmizde anlar dahi ber-vechi muharrer
istira ve temelliik ve tesellim ve kabul eyledikden sonra semenleri olan meblagini
mezkurin dortyuzotuz kuruq ve binelli kuruu mezburan elhag Mehmet aga ve Hatice
hatun yedlerinden tamamen ahz-u kabz ve beynimizde bi-kadril-hasas iktisam
eyledik. Badel yevm menzil-i mahdud-u mezkurda bizim asla ve kata alaka ve
methalimiz kalmayip mezburanelhag .ehmet aa ve Hatice hatunun alelistirakil-sevi
muilk-0 mupterasi ve hakk-i saribalari olmuqdur. Keyfe mayepaan ve yehtaran
mutasarrif olsunlar dediklerinde gibbet tasdikip-peri mavakaa bit-taleb ketb olundu.
[45]1061171-1 (1162-1164)
Husus-i atiyiUz-zikrin mahallinde ketb ve tahriri iltimas olunmagmn bu fakir bi-nefsihi
mahruse-i Galata muzafatindan Istinye nahiyesine tabi kale-i Bogazkesen haricinde
vaki saadetluAbdullah efendi ibni Mehmet apann sahilhanesine varup zeyl-i kitabda
muharrerWl-esami cemaat-i miuslimin huzurunda akd-i meclis-i per-i nebevi eyledikde
mahmiye-i Istanbulda Molla Girani kurbunda sakin sabika revnak efza-i sad.ruh-u
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merhum Ahmet efendi hazretlen* ilin maMurn-i milkerrerrAerl senmhatlil Mehmet
Hanif efendi b;azretleri rneclis-I makud-u mrsun-da ipbu baisil-kitab hala sila4or-I
;ehriyari elhi; Mehmet Pa;azade Halil bey efendi tarafindan ber-nehei pri v2
muteber-I erl tasdik  v kil miIseccellerl sabika Kibris muhassili el* Hasan z@a
ibni Mebmet mahzannda lkrara tam ve takhre kelam ediip akd-i ativijz-zlkrin
suduruna de& silk-I mWkih-nde miInsellk olup rat-Aye-1 merkumeye tabi Hijrmyun-u
abadda kain iki taraft Essad efendl hazretierl saMhanesl ve tarlalan ve bir tarafindan
Hiiamyun-u abad debistam ve bir tarafdan tarik-i am ile mabdud dahilinde ulyada d6rt
bab oda ve bir sofa ve hmmm ve bir k6pk ve lkl tahtW-serna ve dehliz ve lkl kenef ve
tabaka-I vustada d6rt bab oda ve dehliz ve abdestham ve suflada bir kargir matbah ve
bir kiler ve kenef ve lki bir-I ma ve defa bir matbah ve furun ve e;car-i milsnu reli ve
gayn mtsmireli bage ve bavlu ve haricinde tabaka-1 ulyada d6rt bab oda ve br, sofall
can-Ai bir kbpk ve lki sofa ve divarAmm ve deWiz ve tabaka-1 vustada alti bab oda ve
bir ko& ve kiler ve deWlz ve abdest am ve kenef ve tahtinda bir kiler ve lki keinef ve
-4 bir-i m ve matbah ve havlu ve e;m-i mijsr'rell bag ve bgge ve derununda tahtarA
bir k6pk ve keDef ve bir-i = ve banciye tarafindan lki adet kayikham ve debistan ve
tarlalar tarafinda taq duvarl mil nu I mWk sabilhanermi bi-ciirrAetit-tevabi ve levahik
ve kaffetW-hukuk ve murafik tarafeynden icap ve kabWu bavi pruti mijfsideden arl
bey-i bat-I sakh-i Fr-I ile miivekkilan-1 mumaileyh HaIll Bey efendlye onblnd6rtyL
kurWa bey ve terrAlk ve teslim eyledlki e ol dahi ber-vech muharrer 1;t1ra ve.
termiliA ve teselltirn ve kabz ve kabul eyledlkten sonra semem olan rnebla-I mezkur
onbind6rtyit kuru;u vekil-I mezbur el* Hasan * yedinden tamamen ahz-J! kabz
eyledim. Badelyevm balada tahrir ve tavslf olurian sal-Alhanede beluim aslave kata
alaka ve dablim kalmayip murmleyh Halli bey efendimi n mWk-ii niii;terasi ve hakk-i
ar rmutwarrifol mded-.kt.
hiolnit4qdur. KeyfOma-yp-.qaveyehta st I p gi 1
;er-I mavakaa bit-taleb ketb olundu.
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[47]107178-1 (1164-1165)
Mahruse-i Galata muzafatirdan Istinye nahiyesine tabi kasaba-i Yenik6yde Elhag
Osman mahallesinde sakin iken bundan akdem vefat eden elhag Mehmet bin Haci
Halilin veraseti zevce-i menkuhe-i metrukesi Fatma hatun ibneti Haci Hasan efendi
nam hatun ile sulbi kebir ogulari Haull aga ve Ahmet agaya ve sulbiye kebire kizi
Hafize hatuna mnhasira olup badehu mzbure Fatma hatun dahi vefat eddp veraseti
sadri ogulari mezburan Ahmet aga ve Halil aga ile sadriye kizi mezbure Hafize
hatuna mdnhasira olup badeha mezbur Halil aa dahi vefat edup veraseti liebeveyn
erkarndagi mezbur Ahmet aga ile liebeveyn kizkarindapi mezbure Hafize hatuna
badehu mezbure Hafize hatun dahi vefat edup veraseti zevc-i metruku elhag Omer aga
ibni elha Ismail ile sadriye kebire kizi Abide hatuna ve liebeveyn erkarindai mezbur
Ahmt agaya minhasira ve tashihi meseleleri
bi-hiikmil-mUnasahat-i ;eriye yUzyirmi sehimden olup sehini mezkureden sehimi
mezbur Ahmet agaya ve on sehimi mezbur elhag Omer agaya ve yirmi sehini
mezbure Abide hatuna asabeti tahakkukundan sonra mezbur haci Omer aga neclis-i
per-i perif-i enverde baisul-kitab mezbur Ahmet aa mahzarinda ikrar-i tam ye
takrir-i kelam edip miiteveffa-i evvel mezbur haci Mehmetden muntakil ve mevrus
olup mahalle-i mezkurede vaki bir tarafdan Kadri efendi ve bazen haci Selimzade ve
bazen haci bayrakdar veresesi mulkleri bir tarafdan Deli zeraasi ve bazen Mehmet
efendi ve bazen Cabizade ve bazen demirci Haci Mustafa ve bazen Ibrahin Qelebi
milkleri ve bir tarafdan Ermine hatun milk0 ve bir tarafdan tarik-i am ile mahdud
hariciyesinde iki bab fevkani oda ve bir sofa ve ahuri ve tahtani bir oda ve havlu ve
dahiliyesinde iki bab fevkani oda ve up sofa ve divanhane e kiler ve tahtani bir oda ve
matbah ye kapu ve hamam ve camekan ve hududu mezkur dahilinde tahminen on be;
d6nim bir kit'a kurum mijlk bagi miptenil bir kit'a mulk menzilden kizim mezbure
Abidenin hissesine isabet eden yirmi sehim hissesini bana ikiyuzelli kurua bey ve
yedime huccet-i periye ita etmekin ben dahi musteram olan yirmi sehmi mezkur ile
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bana isabet eden on sehim hise-i mevrusumu tarafeynden icap ve kabuld havi puruti
mfsideden ari bey-i bat-i sahih-i ;er-i ile mezbur Ahmet agaya Ugyuz yirmibep
kurua bey ve temilik ve teslim eyledikde ol dahi ber-vechi muharrer istira ve
teie11Bk vp tesim ve kabul eyledikden sonra senei olan mebla-i mekur
ugyuzyirmibes kuru mupteri-i mezbur Ahmet aa yedinden tamamen abz-u kabz
eyledim Badelyevm mrenzil ve bag-i mahdud-u mezkurda benim vchen
minel-vucuh ve sebeben minel-esbab asla ve kat'a alaka ve medhalim kalmayip
mezbur Ahmet akann irsen ve pira milku ve hakk-i sarihi olmusdur. Keyfe mayepa
ve yehtar mutasarrif olsun dedikte gibbet tasdik e -;er'i mavekaa bit-taleb ketb
olundu.
[49]1071126-1 (1164-1165)
Mahruse-i Galata muzafatindan istinye nahiyesine tabi kasaba-i Yenikayde
G'zelce Ali Papa mahallesinde sakin sabika Misir Kahire kadisi olan Qmdetul-
mevaliyU1-izam znbdet#1-fuzalaQ1-feham Kerakirzade peyh Mehmet efendi neclil-
rnerhum01-mebrur Mustafa efendi meclis-i ;er-i perif-i enverde isbu baisetbi-kitab
halile-i celile-i mikerremeleri OmmiIglsim hanm ibnetil-merhumil-mebrur
kazasker Yahyazade Ahmet efendi taraflarinda tasdike ber-nehci per vekili olan
Mehmet Qelebi ibm Hali nam kimesne mahzarinda ikrar-i tam ve takrir-i kelam edup
ilelan yedimde milkurmve hakkim olup nahalle-i mezburede vaki bir tarafdan sahil-i
bahr ve bir tarafdan bazen tarik-i am ve bazen musteri-i mezburenin milk baggesi ve
bir tarafdan mengeneci elhag Mustafa nam kimesnenin veresesi nulkleri ve bir
tarafdan benim aher milkum ve bazen tarik-i has ile rahdud olup dahiliyesinde
fevkani dort bab oda ve bir k6k ve bir kahve odasi ve cihannnma ve harem iskelesi ve
dehliz ve kenef ye tahtani bir matbah ye hamam ye camekan ve bir-i ma ve havlu ve
ecar-i musmire ve gayri musmireli bageyi ve hariciyesirde tahtani iki k6k ve d6rt
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bab oda ve sofa ve divanhane ve kUlhan odasi ve kenef ye ahur ve mukabilinde vaki
baggeyi miitemil yal tabir olunur bir kit'a miilk menzilin rubi benim ve selase-i
erba-i Ommiigulsim hanin olmakla benim olan rub-u hisse-i ;aiyami tarafeynden
icap ve kabuli havi puruti mifsideden ari bey-i bat-i sahih-i ;eri ile UmmUgiilstim
hamrma be; yiz seksen kurupa bey ve temlik ve teslim eyledigimde ol dahi ber-vechi
muharrer istira ve teslim ve kabz ve kabul eyledikten sonra semeni olan mebla-i
mezkur begyuzseksen kurupu UmmUiigulsum hamm yedlerinden bit-tamarn vel-kemal
ahz ii kabz eyledim. Badelyevm ...tahrir ve tasvif olunan yah tabir olunur milk
menzilin rub-u pai-i mubi-i mezkurunda benim asla ve kat'a alaka ve medhalim
kalmayip musteri-i mezbure Unnugulsum hann miilku musterasi ve hakk-i sarihi
olmupdur. Keyfe mayepa ve yehtar mutasarrif olsun dedikte gibbet tasdik e;-;er'i
mavakaa bit-taleb ketb olundu.
[50]109164-1 (1167-1168)
Mahruse-i Galata muzafatindan Istinye nahiyesine tabi kasaba-i Yenikoyde
Molla Qelebi mahallesinde sakin iken bundan akdem vefat eden Rabia binti Ibrahim
bin Abdullahn veraseti zevei Abdi a ga ibi Ibrahim narn kimesne ile sadriye sagire
kizi Fatmaya minhasira olup mesele-i miraslari dort sehinden olup sihami
mezkureden bir sehimi mezbur Abdi agaya ve Up sehimi sagireyi mezbure Fatmaya
asabet i tahakkukundan sonra sagire-i mezburenin tesviye-i umurunuu rtyete kibel-i
perden mensup vasisi olan babasi mezbur Abdi a-a kendi tarafindan asaleten ve sagire
mezbure tarafindan vesayeten meclis-i per-i ;erif-i enverde baisil-kitab seyyid Ali
gelebi ibmi Mustafa nam kimesne mahzarinda asalaten ve vesayeten ikrar-i tarn ve
takir-i kelam eddp rub-up ai-i benim milk-u musteram ve selase-i erba-i zevcem
miteveffiye-i mezburenin yedinde milkii olup bade ve fatiha bil-irsi;-;er yine bize
rnuntakil olup mahalle-i mezkurede vaki bir tarafdan Salih aga milki e bir tarafdan
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Anton zimmi veresesi mulkU ve bir tarfdan tarik-i has ve bir tarafdan tarik-i am ile
mahdud dahiliyesinde iki bab fevkani oda ve iki sofa ve dehliz ve kopk ve
hariciyesinde bir bab fevkani oda ve matbah ve sofa ve kenef ve tahtani bir bab oda ve
ahur v sar-i muirnire v gayri muamireli baggyi mUptamil bir kit'a miilk mnzil-i
hayr ile mdperref olmagla ahere bey olunmak Uzre yedimde olan izn-i hUccet-i
;eniyesi mucibince mUnadi yediyle suk-i sultanide badel miizayede ve inkitair-ragbet
dartyuzelli kuruga mezbur seyyid Ali Qelebi uzerinde karar eddp ziyade ile talebi
aher zuhur etmemekle ben dahi asaleten ve vesayeten menzil-i mahdud-u mezkuru
tarafeynden icap ye kabuld havi ;uruti mihfsidedn ari bey-i bat-i sahih-i peri ile
mezbur seyyid Ali gelebiye d6rtyUzelli kurupa bey ve temlik ve teslim eyledigimde ol
dahi ber-vechi muharrer istira ve temelliuk ve teslim ve kabul eyledikten sonra
semeni olan mebla-i mezkur dortyuzelli kurupu mupteri-i mezbur seyyid Ali gelebi
yedine bit-tamam ahz U Kabz eyledim. Badelyevm menzil-i mahdud-u mezkurede
benim ve kizim sagire-i mezbure Fatmarn asla ve kat'a alaka ve medhalim kalmayip
miusteri-i mezbur seyyid Ali gelebinin milk-u musterasi
ve hakk-i sarihi olmupdur. Keyfe mayepa ve yehtar mutasarrif olsun dedikte
gibbet tasdik e- ;er'i mavekaa bit-taleb ketb olundu.
[51]113/72-2 (1174-1175)
Mahmiye-i Istanbulda Sultan Bayazid-i Cedid mahallesi sakinelerinden olup sabika
Sam kadisi olan elhag Ibrahim Kadri efendinin kerime-i muhteremeleri olan fahril-
muhadderat UmmUgudlsum hanim tarafindan husus-i atiyuz-zikri ikrara vekil oldugu
zat-i mezbureyi marifet-i periye ile arifan olan Huseyin a.ga ibni Ali ve Ismail elebi
ibni Abdullah nam kimesneler ;ehadetleriyle peran sabit ve subuti vekaletine hukm-i!
per-i lahik olan peyh Abdtlbaki efendi ihnel-merkum elhag MLustafa efendi
Ar7
m9clis-i ;er-1 prif-i enverde mftwkkile-i mezbure Onun sJjm bamnun validesi
i;bu bafizebil-kitab Afife batun ibneti Abdullah tarafindan ikrar-i atiill-beyam ber-
nebci ;er-I tasdike vekil-i ;erISI olan elba; Sidleyman ibr Abdifflah narn kimesne
mabzarinda bil-vekale ikrar-i tam ve takrlr-i kelarn ediip miivekkile-I mezbure
Ummugulsurn hamma mabruse-i Galata muzafatandan Istinyede vaki bir tarafdan leb-
i derya. ve bir tarafdan, cevahirci Korya zinuni merizili ve bir tarafi iskele ve bir
tarafdan tarik-I am ile maMud da.Minde fevkam" d6rt, bab oda. ve bir sofa ve d sofah
bir kebir k6ft ve kitabhane ve fevkam' bir hamarn ve carmkan ve abdesthane ve 1ki
kenef ve tahtani i4 sofah bir kebir k6;k ve * bab oda. ve bir hamarn ve camekan ve ikI
matbah ve e =-i mijsr'rell baipe ve barici*e fevkam* * sofali k6ft ve iki bab oda.
ve bir kahve odasi ve divanham ve bir kebir sofa ve abdestbam ve kenef ve tahtaiii iki
bab oda. ve bir ko& ve ahur ve bir rx ikdar b*eyi ve sokak kapusunu rnij;termil mWk
sahilhane s1harn itibari yle yirrm'dbrt sehimden hissesi ilelan bemi m *Irnde mWk-I
mevrusum ve * sehin-den bir sebim validern mezbure Afife hatunun vv birer selum
livey validelerim nemabenan Ay;e batun ve Ununi&bibe hatun ibrieteyn Abdullalun
kezalik mWk-U mevruselerl olnm hn zikr olunan bem'm malik oldu&m yirnubir
sehim Msse-i irmyerm* validern mezbure Afife hatuna. tarafeyrden icap ve kabull haii
puruti mijfsldeden ari bey-i bat-I sat-Ah-i ;er-i ile iki bin kuru;a bey ve ternlik ve teshm
eylediffiinde ol dat ber-rmi nval-I muharreriA-I;tira ternellijk ve teslim ve kabul
evIedIkden sonra. seme' olan rwbla-I mezkur ikibin kuru;u validem mezbure
yedinden tammen abz U kabz eyledim. Badelyevin sahilham-1 mezkurde malik
oldugurn 3nrrmbep siharn I sse-i irstye-1 rwrkurnede vechen nu*nel-vucuh bamirn kat'a
alakarn ve medhallm kalmapp validern rnezbure Afife hatunun mJjlk-U milpterasi ve
hakk-i sarif- olmWdur. Keyfe myep ve yehtar mutasarrif o1sun dedlkte gibbet
tasdik e;-;er'l n-ahijl-vaki bit-Web ketb oluDdu.
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[53]114/28-3 (1175-1177)
Husus-i atiyil-beyanin mahallinde ketb ve tahriri igun savb-i perden mevlana Ahmet
efendi bin Abdullah efendi irsal olunup ol dahi mahruse-i Galata muzafatrndan Istinye
nahiyrina tabi kala-i Bogakesen haricinde Elhag Kna mahallesinde vaki halen
Suleymaniye cami perifi vakfi ruznampecisi olam imad-i erbabUl-kalem Osman efendi
ibni Mehmet Tahir efendinin zikr ve beyan cai yali tabir olunur menziline varulup
zeyli sahifede muharrerWl-esari cemaat-i muslirmin huzurlarinda akd-i meclis-i ;er-i
perif-i nebevi eyledikde mumaileyh Osman efendi meclis-i rnakud-u mersumda
mukaddema mutekalari olup halen zevce-i rnenkuhasi olan baisetiil-kitab Hanife hatun
binti Abdullah tarafindan ber-nehci ;er-i ikrar-i atiytz-zikri tasdike sabitul-vekale
vekil-i ;erisi olan Mehmet Emin efendi ibni Ahmet nam kimesne mahzarinda ikrar-i
tam ve takrir-i kelam edup
akd-i atiyuz-zikrin suduruna degin silk-i mik-u sahihimde munselik olup mahalle-i
merkumede kain bir tarafdan sipahibapi halife esseyyid Mustafa efendi m01k menzili
ve bir tarafdan leb-i derya ve tarafeyni tarik-i am ile mahdud olup hariciyesinde iki
bab fevkani oda ve bir k6k ve bir sofa ve dehliz ve tahtani bir bab oda ve kayikhane
ve kenef ve dahiliyesinde tabaka-i ulyada dort bab oda ve kebir ve sagir iki sofa ve
tahtapu ye dehliz ve vustasinda bir bab oda ve kiler ve dehliz ve kenif ye suflada bir
matbah ve bir furun ve kenef ye su limam ve mUptemilati saire malumni havi yali
tabir olunur isbu akd-i meclis olunan milk nenzilimi ve menzil-i mezkur dahilinde
mevcude olan beynimizde malumul-nevm vel-rmikdar esvab ve egya ve oda
dagemeleri ve sair beyt ve avadan-i nesahiye ve gayrisina celil ve hakir ve kalil ve
kesir ve cinle egyasi ile sekken be-sifatihi vacibini tarafeynden icap ye kabulu havi
;uruti mifsideden ari bey-i bat-i dsahih-i per-i ile zeveem mezbure Hanife hatuna be
bin kurupa bey ve temlik ve teslim eyledigimde ol dahi ber-rinval-i muharrer istira
ve temelluk ye tesellum ye kabul eyledikden sonra semeni olan mebla-i mezkur be,s
bin kurugun mutalebesinden mezbure Hanife hatunun zimmetini ibra-i am-i katiin-
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niza ile ibra ve iskat eyledim ve badelyevm menzil-i mahdud-u mezkur kemafih
hukuku ile esvab ve egya-i nevcude-i malume-i mezkuresi ile mecmuu zevcem
mezbure Hanife hatunun milk-i mupterasi ve hakk-i sarihi o1mupdur. Benim vechen
rninel-vucuh katan alaka ve methalim kalmadi. Keyfe mayepa ve yehtar mutasarrifa
olsun dedikte gibbet tasdik-i ;er-i vaki-i hali.. .mezbur mahallinde ketb ve tahrir ve
maan bahs olunan iimena-i ;er ile meclis-i ;ere gelip...vukua inha ve tahrir etmeyin
mahUvel-vaki bittaleb ketb olundu.
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APPENDIX II: GLOSSARY
A. A GLOSSARY OF THE TERMS REGARDING THE TITLES AND VOCATIONS
cloak-makers: abaci
non-Muslim vho has performed the pilgrimage to Jerusalem: acz
obsolete title given to an illiterate man; lord, master gentleman: aga
aa in charge of the vardrobe: kaftan agdsz
aga of the capital: istanbul ajasz
varden of the citadel: kale ajasi , hisar aeasi
chief of the coach drivers: arabacibage
chief cook: agbagz
aktars: attar
gardeners: baggevan
vineyard or orchard ovners: bacc
coppersmiths: bakzrcz
grocers: bakkal
fishermen: balkgz
chief of the fishermen balzkgzbag
halberdiers: baltacz
coppersmiths: bakzrcz
barbers: berber
honorific title for military man: bege
lord, a title of respect given to military man: bey
merchants: bezirgin
gardeners: bostani, bostanct
seller of dyes: boyacz
makers or sellers of fermenated barley drink: bozac
chief of the regiments of cavalry attached to the janissaries: ba1skbagz
pastrymakers: barekgi
bird (nightingale) sellers: balbadcu
armorer cebeci
chief of the foot-soldiers of the old corps of armorers: cebecibagz
surgeons: cerrah
dealers in precious stones, jevellers: cevahirci
musicians: galza
pavup: gavug
chiefs of guards incorporated vith the janissaries:
title given for an educated man, gentleman, a man of certain religious orders: gelebi
bone-setter: gkg
locksmiths: gilingir
tilemakers: genzc1
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bootmaker: gizmeci
soup-kitchenovners: gorbacz
voolen clothmakersldrapers: ghacz
clothmakers : guhadar
cloth merchants: gulcu
cloth merchant: gukzc
cloth merchants: guvalcz
[grave]diggers: gukurcu
shepherds: goban
varden of the guild of tanners: debbaglar kethfdzs
minister of thefinances: defterdar
mill ovners: dejirmenci
public criers or brokers: dellal
public-criers in the Covered Market: bedesten dellalz
broker and a (French) broker: (efreng) della1
blacksmiths: demirci
chief blacksmith: demircibagz
dervish: derv4
varden of the citadel: dizdar
carpenters: dograacz
upholsterers: degemeci
tobacco merchant: duhanc
masons: duvarc-
textilemakers, seller of muslins for turbans: dalbendci
carpenters: dalger
honorific title, often given to a person vith a medrese education: efendi
bakers: ekmekgi
person vho has performed pilgrimage to Mecca, merchant: el*ag
treasurer of the granary: ambar emini
treasurer of the corps of heralds and messengers: gavuqlar emnim
treasurer in tobacco customs: duhan gaimrzik emini
shop-keeper: esnaf
coopers: fugucu
bakers: furuncu
manure sellers: gubreci
officers of customs: gimrkga
vardens of the prison: habbas
member of the upper level of bureaucracy: hacegan
employees in state offices: divan-? h iyunda hacegan
person vho has performed pilgrimage to Mecca: hacz
grave-diggers: haffar
one vho has committed the Koran to memory: hafiz
maker or seller of carpets: halcz
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han-keepers: hanc
representatives of external accounts: dz; mhasebe halefesi
associate of the guilds of carpenters-architects: dalger aifesi
associate of the state lands held in fief by a private ovner: malikane halifesi
representative of the janissaries: yenigeri halfesi
chief associate of cavalry soldiers: sTpahi6 bahfesi
associate of the secratariat of cavalry corps: sp ahi kalemi halfesi
chief associate of the secretariat to the stevard in the grand vizier's establishment:
ket&da katemi ba halifesi
secretary at the divan of the commander-in-chief of the janissary corps:
yenigeri agasi divan katibi (kapu halifesi)
bath keepers: hamami , haancz
personal body guards of the sultan: haseki
preacher: hatip
tovelmakers: havlucu
sveetmeat sellers or makers: helvac
physicians: hekim
conjurors: hokkabaz
prayer leader: imam
fruit vendors: ncirc
silk manufacturers: spekgi
breeder of domestic fovls: Ispengect
judge of Istanbul: istanbul kadist
judge of Egypt: MZsr kadisi
judge of Rumelia: Rumeli kadst
paper merchants: kaitg
caulkers: kalafatgz
tinsmiths: kalayc
master builders, carpenter-architects: kaTfa
secretary in the numistry of foreign affairs: reis kalemi
headgearmakers: kalpakgZ
captains of the imperial fleet: kaptan
butchers: kasap
functionary of the court (vho fixes the shares of an inheritance): kassam
a maker or seller of spoons: ka§1ki
secretary in customs: gemrsk katibi
secretary to the general commanding in chief: serdarlar katibi
scribes of the svord-bearer: siahdar katibij
scribes in the central administration: mesarif katibi
mifelles katibi
kethuda katib
enderun-u humavun kitahane katibi
scribe at the divan: divan kalemri katibi
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boatmen- kayikg
chief of the ushers at the palace: drg- ali kqppiubzsz
caretakers of a mosque: kayyam
boiler maker or seller: k
boiler makers: kazgwwc
silk manufacturers: azzaz
feltmakers: kegeci
food vendors: kelleci
timber dealers: keresteci
treasurers: kesedar
treasurer of the janissary corps: yenzeri kesedaz
treasurer of the minister of foreign affairs: reis kesedn
the varden of the citadel: kale kethudas.
official agents for business vith the goverment, a governor of a province or anon-
Muslim community: kapt ketkiidasi
stevards of large households: kep ketUdasi
stevard in a great man's household: kethuda
stevard of the minister of foreign affairs: Reis kethddasz
official varden of fortresses: kugancdar kethdasi
stevard of the ;eyh#1islam: eykiisl= kethadasi
svordmakers: kdhc,
vatchmen: korucu
fermented grape juice sellers: korukga
peasants: kcy&
sellers of dried fruits: kurayemi0
box makers or sellers: kutucu
goldsmiths: kwyamca
members of the Islamic teaching and judiciary: kazzad
oarsmen: kdrekg
furriers: kfirkgi
han-keeper of the furriers: kkider hancsi
owners of a dairy:
coinmakers: Mczgcl
chief secretary: Mektapga
pressmakers for polishing textiles: nengeneci
arresting officer: Mevkzlatq
fruit vendors: miketgi
students in religious schools: 1la
chief of justice at Galata: Galata modasu
chief of justice at Aleppo: Hdiep MOilayz
chief of justice at Medine: Medine Mollast
accountants: rnahagsq
summoning officer of Anadolud Anado i mau Zii
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candlemakers: mumcu
religious teacher: maderris
religious fuctionary: muezzin
chief astrologer: Maneccimbag
second astrologer: maneccin-i sani
hardvaremakers or sellers: nalburi
shoe-smiths: nalband
ironmongers: ndabur
makers of heels on a boots: nalgacz
representative at istanbul of the Sherif of Mecca, leaders of the descendants of the
prophet: nakiblera
regulator of the flour stock: unkapamn nazrmu
minister of the porte: Liman na&zTn
minister of the fruit-house: meyvahane nazzrz
stone masons: neccar
odabaz
priests: papaz
shoemakers: Ppcu
patriarch of Jerusalem: Kudus patriki
vatchmen: pazvant (pasba )
salers or makers of ship's biscuits: Deksimetgi
merchant captains of trading vessels: re.s
secretary to the foreigh affairs: reisadkahttatb
accountant of the Sileymaniye complex: Szleymaniye rMaznangecisi
vatch makers: saatgi
chief judge of Anatolia vho ranked after the chief judge of Rumelia:
Anadolu kazaskeri Isadr- Anadolu
chief judge of Rumelia vho ranked next after the ;eyhilislam:
Rumeli kazaskeri Isadr-z Rum
boatmen: sandald
bankers: sarra
banker: zecriye sarrafi
banker vho vas the former treasurer af the state granary: anbar enini sarraf
bankers at the mint: zrpharne sarrafi
chiefs of soldiers incorporated vith the janissaries: sekbawnbaz
descendants of the Prophet: seyyid
plasterers: svacz
svord-bearers: silahdar
nobles vho held honorary titles: silahger
manufacturer of silver wire: simke
cavalry soldier: spahzi
chief of the purchaser of onions: sojanczbayz
police superintendents: subagZ
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official entrusted vith the delivery of the gifts sent to Mecca annually: serre emini
milkmen- setge
ex-office holders such as the imams in the service of the sultan: imam ehriyarzi
Ottoman household cavalry vho held honorary titles: silah§r ehriyar'
sugar merchants: gekerci
old men, head of a religious order geyh
pub ovners: girahaneci
fermented grape juice sellers: gzracz
physicians: tabib
tanners: tabak
chief of the collectors of garbage: ser-tahtelrevani
maker or seller of combs for polishing textiles: tarakgz
stone mason: tagc
messengers of the palace detailed to carry despatches betveen the porte and the
private secretary of the sultan: telhisi
interpreters: tercmn
interpreters of the embassies: terceman
slippermakers: terlikgi
tailors: terzi
chief tailor: teribagz
chief tailor of the grand admiral: kaptanpaga terzibagis
artillerymen: topgu
chief of the artillerymen: topgub~ag
flour merchants: uncu
master of a trade or craft: usta
governor of Bolu: Salm vovvdcw
oil extractors:
dealers of hankerchiefs: Y41zkq
scribes: ku uk ya&w-
scribes in the imperial treasury: /wizine-i Uinunda ba§ yazza
scribe of the bishop of Jerusalem: Kud& rahibi yawisi
chief of the scribes: yazwcbatz
chief secretary of the state offices: bq yazwc
men vho tovs a boat vhen the current is strong: yedeki
fruit vendors: yein
quilt-makers: yrcw
head of the qluiltmAers: yorgancdas
noble holding, a fief of from tventy to hundred thousand aspers of yearly value: ZCU'.7
officers of customs: duanc zazcs
B. A GLOSSARY OF TERMS REGARDING THE PARTS OF A PRIVATE PROPERTY
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ablution room:
stable or cow-shed:
granary-
pier:
vacant lot:
spring:
garden, vineyard, orchard:
garden:
gate opening to the garden:
gardener's lodge:
custom house:
kitchen garden:
gate opening to the vegetable garden:
room for listening to the nightingales:
dressing room
room for drying fruits and the like:
belvedere:
paradise-like small garden like a grove:
trellis:
jerry built room:
meadov:
fishpond:
corridor:
reception room
shop:
vater-iet:
bakery:
ablution room:
garden
house:
courtyard:
pool:
veranda:
kiosk to viev the full moon:
coffee room:
ving:
boathouse:
boathouse:
boathouss:
toilet:
pantry:
belvedere:
library:
abdtesthane
aur
anbar
aralik iskele
arsa
ayarna
bag
bahge
bahge kapist
bWgevan odasi
bazkkane
bostan
bostan kapIS-
bU1bilhane
camekw odast
cerih
cihannima
cuneyne
gardak
gtrma oda
gayir
dalyan
dekliz
divanhane
dekkan
fiskiyefuruin
gusulhane
hadika
hane
havlu
havuz
hayat
kameriye
kahve odast
kanat
kayzkhane
kara kayk limam
kayk imamz
kenef
kier
kiremidbos
kitabhane
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lodging room:
mansion
kiosk:
vineyard:
stoke-hall:
stoke-hall:
coops:
harbour:
gate opening to the harbour:
room in betveen the men's and vomen's quarters:
cistern:
large store:
dairy:
bath:
kitchen:
belvedere for full moon vieving:
pub:
staircase;:
room:
labourers' or a farmhands' lodge:
vaterside palace:
straw-rick:
palace:
cistern:
room for religious dancing:
cool roor:
hall:
gate opening to the street:
vater veil:
harbour:
lean-to roof:
projecting balcony:
pub:
pub:
balcony:
balcony:
balcony:
balcony :
paved-courtyard:
kogug
konak
kuum
kathankzdk'kadlk
kumes
liman
&iMan kqpzsz
mabeyn odasi
mahzen
magaza
mandra
masel
Matbah
mehtabiye
meyhane
nerdeban
oda
rengber odast
sahlsaray
saray
sarng
semahane
serdab
sofa
sokak kqpzs
su kuyusu
su limanz
sundurma
gahnigin
gerbethane
zraharne
tahtabog
taht-z bend
taht-. seki
taht-z sema
taglZIkA
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ARCHIVAL SOURCESBIBLIOGRAPHY I:
A. iSTANBUL, SERiYE SiCiLLERi ARiVi
(H. 1111-1112) Hiicec
(H. 1112-1115) Hicec ve Defatir-i
(H. 1122-1124) HUcec ve Defatir-i
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Defter
Kassam
Kassam
-i Kassam
-i Kassam
-i Kassam
Defatir-i Kassam
-i Kassamve Ilamat
18175
18/76
18/81
18/82
18/83
18/84
18/89
18/90
18/91
18192
18/96
18197
18/98
18/101
181102
181103
18/106
18/107
181108
18/109
181110
18/112
18/113
18/114
18/115
18/116
18/118
18/119
18/120
18/122
18/123
181124
(H. 1124-1125) Hicec ve Defatir
(H. 1126-1127) Heec
(H. 1127-1128) Hucec ve Defatir
(H. 1132-1133) Hicec ve Defatir
(H. 1133-1134) Hicec ve llamv
(H. 1135-1137) Hitec ve Defatir
(H. 1137-1138) Hilce
(H. 1143-1145) Hucec ve Ilamat
(H. 1145-1147) Hucec ve Ilamat
(H. 1148-1150) HUcec ve lamat
(H. 1153-1155) Hacec
(H. 1155-1157) Hijcec ve Ilamat
(H. 1157-1158) Htcez ve Ilamat
(H. 1162-1164) Hcec e lamat
(H. 1164-1165) Hcec e ilamat
(H. 1165-1167) Hucec ve Defatih
(H. 1167-1168) Hiicec
(H. 1168-1170) Hucec ve llamat
(H. 1171-1174) Hucec ve lamat
(H. 1174-1175) Hiicec ve Ilamat
(H. 1175-1177) Hiicec ve lamat
(H. 1177-1179) Hiicec
(H. 1179-1181) Hucec ve Ilamat
(H. 1183-1185) HUcec ve Ilamat
(H. 1186-1188) Hiicec ve Ilamat
(H. 1188-1191) Hucec ve Defati
(H. 1193-1195) Hiicec ve llamat
(H. 1195-1197) Hucec ve ilamat
(H. 1197-1200) HUcec ye lamat
Kassam ye lanat
Kassam ve ilamat
B. iSTANBUL, TOPKAPI SARAYI ARIiVi
a) documents (evrak):
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E. 1086 (122211807)Selim III Ruznamesi
E. 9408 (127511858) Boyacik6y ve Civari
E. 9436 (128311866) [#4-5] Kurugepme Zekiye Sultan Sahilsarayi
E. 9437 (18th Century) [#1-2] Bogazigi ve Kadirga Esma Sultan Sahilsarayi
E. 9444 (125411838) Harita
E. 9449 (19th Century) Kagithane ve Bazi Yerlere Plan ve Parealar-Tavan Plam
E. 9450 Bahe Plan
E. 9451 A;agi ve Yukari K6k ve Mermer Oda Plani (Dolmabahge)
E. 9452 Bir Kapi Plant
E. 9455 Yali Plam
E. 9460 (1314-13151 1896-1897) [#1-2] Bogazigi-Ortakay, [#3-8] Zekiye Sultan
Sahilsarayi
E. 9465 [#1-13] Nipantapi Sufrayya Papa Ve Hayrettin Papa Konaklari Tamir ve Have
Planlari
E. 9465/14 plan, section and facade of a konak
E. 9465115 plan, section and facade of a konak
E. 9465116 lan. section and facade of a konak
E. 9465/17 plan of a konak at Divanyolu
E. 9465/18 plan of a konak
E. 9465119 plan of a konak
E. 9465/20 plan of a konak
E. 9465121 Hayrettin Papa Konagi
E. 9465/22 Nipantapi'nda Sireyya Papa Konagi
E. 949512 Begiktag SarayindaMerner veyaMabeyn Kakii
E. 12357 (120511790-1791) Selim III Ruznamesi
E. 12358 (1168/1755) Osman III Ruznamesi
E. 12359 (1171/1757-1763) [#1-3] Mustafa III Ruznamesi
E. 12360 (1192-1203)/1778-1789) Abdulhamit I Ruznamesi
b)registers (defter):
D. 2125 (1774-1767) Esma Sultan Kadirga ve Bogazigi Saraylarinin Tarmirine Dair
D. 2333 (1730) Kaymak Mustafa Paa Yalisindaki Egya
D. 5094 Sahilhaneye Yapilan Masraf Tamirat ve Buralarda Bulunan EgyaniDefteri
D. 8486 (1212) ehremini Mehmet bey Yalisina Verilen Egya Defteri
D. 9813 (1798) Izzet Mehmet Papa'mn Bebekte Yaptirdigi Kapkun Mefrugat Defteri
D. 10719 (1767) Kadirga Limai Sahilsarayi Tamir Keeif Defteri
C. TOPKAPI SARAYI K19TOPHANESi
)Engrw v% rav D,, raph A l bua) n"Al C4 YiJ 1. L 1JVV61 AF1 1-1 U 11i
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YB 3413 Eight Engravings from Vanmour (1671-1737)Y Rijkmuseum-Amsterdam
n. 3 Viev of the Bosphorus
n.4 Viev of the Bosphorus
n. 8 Rumeli Hisari
YB 1966 Istanbul Fotograflari Albimi(GiImez Freres)
n. 95 Haut Bosphore-Quai de Bilyikdere
n. 103 Bosphore-Vue des Palais
n. 147 Rumeli Hisari
n. 150 Rumeli Hisari
YB 4811 Fifteen Engravings of istanbul from the Nordique Collection of the
Stockholm Museum (Nordiska Museet/Stockholm)
Sur l'ordre du roi de Suede Charles X Gustaf, 1'ambassadeur Claes
Ralamb entrepit en 1657-1658 un voyage a Constantinople pour
des negosiations avec la Sublime Porte.
b) Maps
YB 3851 Map of the Bosphorus (Armenian, 1791, print on textile in Venice): 1/5000
YB 3858 Map of the Bosphorus (H. 1267/1851)
YB 1776/1 Map of Istanbul and the Bosphorus (H. 1325/1907)1/100000 print Erkin-i
Harbiye-i Umumiye
H. 1858 Map of the Bosphorus (Kaminar Konstantin, H. 1228/1813)
R. 1625 Cihanntima "Sekl-i Hal-i Konstantiniyye", (Ibrahim Mteferrika
H. 114511732)
YB 3442 Atlas du Commerce Dedie Au Roi, Publie par M. Le Clerc, 1786 (made in
1785)
YB 3445 Nouvel Atlas Physique Politique et Historique de 1'Empire Ottoman
J.J.Hellert, 1844.
c)manuscripts:
Turkee Yazmalar, BostancibaN Risalesi, n. 849.
D. iSTANBUL JNiVERSiTESi KOTOPHANESi
a) maps
93406 Map: Istanbul Bogazi 1/3000
93479 Map: Istanbul/Bogaigi 1/4000
93579 Map: (1211) Istanbul and Its Environs 11365
93645 Map: (1301) Istanbul-Qiragan
93660 Map: Karadeniz Boazi-Hisarlar 112500
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b)plans
92475 Plan: Tarabya-Kalender
93412 Plan:Balta Limam Sarayi
93382 Plan:Hayrettin Iskelesi
c)photograph albums
90751 Album: B. Kargopoulo
90763 Album: B. Kargopoulo
d)manuscripts
Ibnu'l-Emin, n:2680.
Turkge Yazmalar, Bostancibai Risalesi, n:8830.
Tiirkge Yazmalar, Bostancibasi Risalesi, n:8865.
Turkge Yazmalar, Bosancibagi Risalesi, n: 8866.
F. iSTANBUL ATATORK K1OTOPHANESi
259-1 Plan d'Assurance de Constantinople, Jacq Pervititch
HB-603 Istanbul Civari ve Bogazigi Haritasi, Mahmut Egref, H. 13241
G. FATIH MiLLET KOTOPHANESi
Ali Emiri Efendi/Trh. 1033, Bostancibagi Risalesi (1206)
I. ATIF EFENDi KJTUPHANESI
Mehrnet Zeki Pakalin, Bostancibagi Risalesi, n. 127.
J. WIEN., NATIONAL BIBLIOTEK
Wien, R T, S, AB 247-35x13 n:23 Johann Baptis von Reben, 1764 Nurnberg.
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Figure I Viev of te Bosphors aiud Artadoiu Hisen iri Hmae-iAtayC (11) Thiklim
Eserleni Mujzesi- 1969 (f.62&).
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Figure 2 Viev of the Bosphorus and the two cibde, Anrdolu Hisan and Bogazkesen Hisan in
Hase- Atayi (1721), Walrs Art Gallery-W666 (f. 1a).
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Figuie 3 Viv o le Bopoa i eTu ries&A -ol iaiadBoae Hisariii
Hme- Arayz (1728), Istnbui: Topkapi Sayi Miizesi Kiiluphwnsi-2816 (f. 17b-72a).
Figure 4 Viev of the Bosphorus and the Two Citadels, Anadolu Hisan and Bogazkesen Hisan in
addition ID houses and gardens in Hamse-iAtayi (1738), London: British Library-
Or 13882 (f.68b-69a).
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Figute 5 Darcing Girl ard Four Musicians by Levndii Album (1710-1720), islnbul: Topkapi
Samyi MizesiKitiphutsi-H2164 (f.18a-17b).
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Figmr 6 PIeffoniuuc of t Egyptann in Swxnam-? Vekbz by Lemri,, i3=xbui Tophapi Smayi
Mitzei Kifthxmi-A3593 (59b).
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Figure 7 K~iftai in anwamr ard Riuba~warre (1ra),4 iswibul: istabu1 Umveisitsi
Kiktphaxtsi-T552 (f.78&).
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Figure 8 The European and Asian Castle on the Bosphorus, engraving in Franklani (1827).
C.
Figure 9 Bosphorus Tracius by Johann Baptist von Reben, Nurnberg (1764), Leiden: Universiteits
Bibbotheed te Leiden-Coll. Bodel Nijenhuis-P168 N165.
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frigmn 10 Map of j~u in i flu dtbBcpomxrby iriaExulzyun (1791), iziaubul 'pkapi
Smayt Mtmei Kitiiphanesi-YB3851.
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Figure 12 Miniatme Bosphorus at Kagithane, MissPaudoeBeauties of the Bosphorus (1840).
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Figuze 14 Genera view of t Pabwe of Sedabad at Kafthmt, erivmg in D Obwsox (1786).
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Figure 15 "Ie de Kma-Aghalh, engraving by Antant Ignace Meling (1807-1824).
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Figure 16 "Vue d'Aiai-Kavak", engraving by Anloine Ignace Melling (1807-1824).
531
Figre 17a Viev of the Upper Room at the Kasr-i Humayan of the Tersami Palae by Cormlin
Loos (1710- 1711).
532
Figure 17b View of the Room on the Ground Floor at the Kasr-i Hibmayn of the Tersane Palace by
Cornelius Loos (1710-1711).
Figure 17c Viev of a Turkish Kiosk by Cormelius Loos (1710-1711).
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Figure 18 Suluan's Bathroom in the Palace of Tersane, plan and perspectives by Conelius Loos
(1710-1711).
Figure 19 Viev of the Kasir at the Tersane Palace by Levrni, isln-bul: Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi
Kitsphanesi-A3594 (f.76b-77a).
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Figure 20 Ceremony at the Yah K6fk, engraving in Pertusier (1827).
537
Figure 21 Summer Palace on the valerfront at the Topkapi Palae, engraving in
Choiseul-Gouffier (1822).
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Figixe 22 Pilared fwade of the Be~Ik; Pakwe, exrmvfg Guffho Fenm.
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Figue 23 Imperial Procession, engraving in D'Ohsson (1788).
c '
Figure 24 Imperia1Boat, Miniature by Levd, istanbul: Topkapi Saray1 Mtzesi Kilthphanesi-
A3594 (f.141b-142a).
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Figure 25 Imperial BoaVK S-i&kai, EdemlReminiscenes of the Bosphorus, p248.
S42
Figme 26 Eighieenth Centuy Ottomu FannhowueiU as conceivd by the Eropewn dmavn for
the Dtue of Orlans Stonds Leszczynki, TschiffJtk: Geseraicht, ft~h von
J.F.Duchesxis.
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Figuie 27 "Vue G6nIale du Port de Conntinople", engavng by Antine Ignace Mellng
(1807-1824).
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Figure 28 Map of the inne Golden Horn (1845), Edemrlpriva colction.
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Figume 29 Yak of Vame Su1in at Eya)p, eirmvkig by Fhudi (185),. aftr EldemrAemiticemrew
of istnbul, PAW96
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Figure 30 Yak of Hibetullh Sulna at Eyip from "Vue G6ial duPort de Constiople",
engravin by Antiue Ignace Melig (1807-1824).
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Figiu 31 Pki of the Kadiga Pekwe, istabul: Topkapi Swayi Mtzei Arqivi-E. 9437-2.
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Figme 32 Inlerior view of the yak of Esma Suilln at Eyilp, engraving by Thomas Alom (1838).
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Figue 33 Pakis de a Sun Hadidgs", engrvig by Antoint Ignace Melling (1807-1824).
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Figr 34 Detail of Melhing's design for Negeabid from "Palais de la Sultane Hadilgs", engraving
by Antoine Ignace Mefling (1807-1824).
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Figme 35 Plan of yak of the K6eeoglu Family at Qengelk6y, afer Fldemfvik Evi, v. ,
p:190-191.
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Figuze 36 Plan of t ycdz of K6pritMi Hifcym Paqa aft Anmiolu Himan, af1r EMcnVT~k Evi,
7.11, P:190.
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Figure 37 Plan of the ydk Zarif Musfa Pap at AndoluHisan, afer EklemThk Evi, v.11, p.40.
S54
Figure 33 Decoration from the yak of Kbgeoglu Family at Bebek.
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Figure 39 Decoration from the house of the Chief Rabbi at Haskuy.
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Fiue41 Pla of tJe yak of Hadi Bey at KauMIl, afrr dekleTuk Evi, Y.I, p290.
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Figure 42 Plan of the yak of Erderun-u Htmayun Pazarbagisi Musfa Bey at Kunesne, afer
EiiemI Reminiscenes of the Bosphorus, p:78-79.
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Figux 43 Plani of te yalz of Hasip PaVa at Beylerbeyi, aftr EMdeuVllk Evi, Y.I, pp224-225.
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Figure 44 Tle mammr of dining among the Turks of quality, Aaron HiR (1709).
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Figure 45 Plan of the House of the Kavafyan Family at Bebek, aftr EMdemriTuk Evi, v.I, p:178-179.
562
Figure 46 Plan of the House of the Chief Rabbi at Haskby, afr ElemThrk Evi, v.I, p260.
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Figure 47 Plan of t House of islomat Family at Burgaz, after EMemITmrk Evi, v.I, p258.
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Figmue 46 BotazkeseLRumeli Hisan in the Map of Necip Bey, Cambridge MA- Harvard Univelity
Library Map Colection-MA1950.924.
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Figmre 51 P]oltgraph of the BotzeseijPumli Hisan by GW=i~ Frbres, is~mbiil flniveiriiesi
568
Figure 52 Viev of it B ojwaz~cnIh Hisen by Van Mour. isftbiil: Topkapi Smay Miizesi
Kiftipanei-YB3413.. n*8.
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IFigr 54 Viv of t tw citde by Gudens, afir m Reniscnc of te Bosphoru,
p:146-147.
571
Figue 55 "Vlue des aiiciens clitax d'Euiope el d' IAsie", enravwiing by Artoifie Ignee Meln
(1807-18241).
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Figure 56 View of the two citadels, engravin in Choiselul-Gouffier (1822).
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Figire 57 LudbfPlfte -LaniigPIke4 mtb& 1927 Map, Iimsbul1 itibui Btkdii
Hatih ArMi.
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Figure 58 Viev of the two citadeb, engraving in De Bruyn (1725).
575
Figure 59 Viev of the Fountain of Mekkiz&de at Seytan Akntisi from "Vut des anciens chsleaux
d'Europe et d'Asie", engraving by Antoine Ignace Melling (1807-1824).
576
Figure 60 istiny in the Map of Necip Bey, Cambridge MA: Harvard University Library Map
Colection-MA1950.924.
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Figure 61 Yenihby in t1h Map of Necip Bey, Cambrilge Mk Hawvid University Libray Map
Coection-MA1950.924.
578
Fig=ne 62 Mezar Bumu in the 1927 Map, isenbut isnbil Belediyesi Haria Arivi.
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Fiure 63 Laing Plae 1-Laning Place 4 in the 1927 Map, istnbut istanbul Beediyesi
Harif AEii.
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Figure 65 Landing Place 10-L and ing Place 16 in the 1927 Map, Islanbul- islnbuil Belediyesi
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Figm 66 Landing Place 16-Lardig Place 18 in the 1927 Map, islanbu: isnbuilBelediyesi
Harit Arivi.
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Figue 67 The plan of the Bojazkesed9Rwneli Hisa, by Gabriel (1943).
Figwe 68 "Seconde Vue du Bosphore prise & Kandilly", engraving by AntDime Ignae Meling
(1807-1824).
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Figuie 659 Viev oftihi moqe to; f ouakai auu the aydn at tIUkiidal. eli-ia-iiig by Th'i-oriw
Aloma (1838).
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Figure 70a Viev of the interior of a coffeehouse, engraving by Thomas Allom(1836).
I
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Figuxe 7b "Iltri dun Caf public sur !a Plae de Top-Hars", ergraviig by Auoirie igriae
Meing (1807-1824).
588
Figure 71 Viev of the valeifront at Yenikby, engraving by Thomas Allom (1838).
589
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Figure 72 A viev from Tarabya, engraving in PertusierlAtlas des Promenades Pittoresque (1817).
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Figui 73 "Inriieiui d'un Salon dui Palais de la Su1lane Hadidg6', soeux de Selir III". erigrvinig by
Antoine Ignawe MeUiLbng (1807-1824).
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F~vire 74 A classiftation of Turklsh House Types, EMemilbuk Evi, v.1, pp28-31.
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Figure 75 Vie-v- of housez3 in Hme-i Atay 178.3&bl aok~p 0~y Miize
Kiihiphanesi-R8 16.
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shovirg mumis, engravings in D'Ohsson (1788).
594
Figure 76b Viev of the intrior of the Goverror's House in Philadelphia shoving a muwal, eigravig
by Thomas Alom (1838).
r9
Figue 77 A scerdr, repireseato~rt fcorn the cupolt- of at uoom iii tlie ya of thit. Pavhdis fily at
Qengelkov, ofter Rerudaflaiih~m, pA 116.
-p
Figiure 78 A scenic representation from the South-Westem room in the yadz of Sadulah Papa atQengelkby,afer Eldem/K6fkler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:377.
S96
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Fig-Lue 79 A sceic represenitatbr fromj the Topp}i Palace in quartlers, afe EldorfVKU-3klei ve
Kasf1i,.i V. 11, p:376.
5%
Figure 80 A scerdc representation from the North-Easlem room in the yak of Saduflh Parra at
Qengelk6y, afler RendaTurkish Painting, p:76.
599
Figure 81 Plan of the ya of SeduMl Papa at Qeingelky, afrr EklerTirk Evi, v.I, p218.
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Figum 83 Pla of the ya of QiD iK6k at Beikta, after EdenfTuk Evi, v.II, p:188.
Figure 84 Sketh of a kiosk by Glewnus, supposed t
EldendK6kler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p216.
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be part of ft Qiaan Palae (1740), afer
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Figuie 85 VTu d'un Kiasque ere Deftrda-Bouumu et Kouzou-Thecbm~n, ex~mwin
Coiul-Gouffier (1822).
604
Figure 86a A val painltg from the Topkapi Palace, shoving a garden with a kIsk overlooking a
pool, aftr EdenThrk Baheleii, p258-259.
605
Figure 86b A vail painting from the Topkapi Palaek, shoving a garden vith a kiosk overlooking a
pool, afer EldemiTrk Bahgelei, p264-265.
606
Figum 87 EldeW s twativre xconsumion of ithe plan of t kiwk shovn in Fauvels engraving,.
EMenVlofkler ye Kasirkxi, v.H, p222.
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Figur 88 YVu du Kiwqua du Graxmi Seigneur -a Deftidef-B ounmu,. engring in
Chojseu1-Guffier (1822).
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193
Figure 89 Plan of the yah of K6prd1l Htseyin Pap at Aniadolu Hisan [recons-tnitd] afr
Eldemiirk Evi, %1.II1, p:-.198.E
bIJY
Of~
f Y~n 1~rULLL ali~ UJ iVfW) WL,~iL~l~~~Lilh aI~ =sJJI'K oveilok a pooil,
RerideJatihI~ra*.a p:95.
IL4mVNm.-7kl.
610
Figure 91 Sketch of an unkwvn kiosk by Gudenus, afler EldemyK6;kler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:294.
611
Figure 92 Eldema's teiative recorstraction of the plan of the kiosk shovn in Uudenus's sketh, after
EldemK6kler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:295.
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Figure 93 E~em's lenalve reconstruction of the Kitgiksu Kasn, after E~demIKo;Jkler ve Kasirlar
'r.II, p:247.
613
Figure 94 Plait of tie kiosk of Aynah Kayak, after Eldera'Kugkler ye Kasirlar, v.II, p".247.
614
Figure 95 Plan of the yak of cerifler Farly at Emirgi, after EldemiTfrk Evi, v. II, p:198.
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Figm-e 96Pu of the Sofa Kiosk at the Toup1kpi Palace, aftei EideffiIM~i y*§le,,eK.ai1&, p 26'J.
616
Figure 97 Plan of the yah& of the Yasinci Family at Anadolu Hisan, afler ElderMiTuk Evi, v.II,
p:76 -77.
617
Figure 98 Plan of the Yilardi Yah at Bebek, after Elderfrerdniscences of the Bosphorus, p:135.
618
Figure 99 Plan of The yak of the K6geoglu Family at Bebek, after EldernTirk Evi, v.11, p:70-71.
619
Figure 100a Plan of the Tvin Palaces at Kabat, afr EkdemTirk EviV.II, p:156.
620
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Figure 100b Plan of the Twin Palace of Beyhan Sultan at Armwvauty, afer EblemIlTuk Evi, v.II,
p:156.
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Figu~e 101 Wall paitir~g shovir a U-shped ya situatd between a river and open sea, Rerual
B atthlama, colour pl.11.
622
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Figure 102aDepition of the Sad&b&d Paae from the konak of Cllatbapi at Kasimpaga,
EldemISadiabad, p-80 -8 1.
6223
Figur 102 bDepiciionof The SadiaPa~e from the covert of abox at#ftTrpkq1Plwe
Mseum, EldengSeabdad, p80-81.
62 4
Pip=ir 103a Dpicton of te &-abid Pakc in D'Obson (1788), EMeinI~abad, p:41.
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Figmre 103b Depicton of &t SW1bQ- Pe]ke ineiinie ElderfiISdabau, p:41.
626
Figu=e 104 Viev of the shore pale at Topkapi, EMdemIK6kler ve Kasirlar, v.II, p:329.
Fig:ure lO5a T~iev of the Kioslo arM Kasrs Built for Eraeitairtmeril at te ianvexi~'GERId-efis,
engravirgs in D'OhssorL(1788).
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Figure 105b Plan of the Tomak Kasn Built for Entertainents at the Imperial Gardens
[recontrld], afer EldenVK6gkler ye Kasirlar, v.11, p229.
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Figure 106a Recontucd pla of the Kirsk of izzellid at Anavutk~y, afaer ElderdK6gkler ye
Kasirlar, v.II, p:356.
630
Figm 106aL Reconrtrmld pla of t Kiosk of Himnki Dmm at Aci B aem, aftr FMem[Koftler
ve Kamilar, V.11, p:348.
631
Figure 106a Reconstmcd plan of the Kiosk of Nisbeliye at Bebek, after EldemIK6Jhler ye
Kasirlar, v.II, p:340.
632
Figure 107 Miniature from Hamse-iArays shoving a woman seatd uMer a tree vhile her atendants
play music, Free Library of Philadelphia, Levis Oriental Miniatures T.9 (undatd), after
RendalWalters, pl:13.
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Fi gw~e 1003- Eigliteerdthcerntiy Plan sovtig tvo kioks, istanbul: Toplapi SaaiMizesi Ar4ivi-
E. .9451.
634
Figte 109 Wall paimting from a house at Haskby shoving a terraced garden composition,
Eldem/Tiirk Bahgeleri, p:235.
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Figure 110 Plw of traced gardens alng the Bosphorus, E.lemITni Babgelri, p289.
636
Figure 111 Wall paining from Topkapi Palae Harem quarters shoving a perforated garden vall,
RendalBatthlagma, p:87.
1 112 I -t jdljj U ut~i HLQ.L dbCMIU&' MgdVW by itc'ILL iVLidac PIULLig k(1807I-182L4).
{Figure 113 Wall paintirg shovirg a T shaped kiosk at the Topkapi Palace Harem quaters,
Eldem/Tirk Ba *eleri, p:2 06 .
#41
A
Figure 11 4a Wall piting shoving a L shaped kiosk at the Topkapi Palace Harem qua11ers, private
apartments of Sultan Abdihamit I, EldemVTiirk Baheeleri, p:228 .
640
Figure 11 4b Wall pamtmig showing a U shaped kiosk at the Topkapi Palace Harem quarters,
EldemiTdrk Bahgeleri, p:229.
b~41
Fgue I 14c WVYl d~dLL-LIL-, s'i~f akoka the T."opkapi PaaeHimqats
of Sultmx Abdiilamnit I, ElderjVTiiik B abWeleri, p:228.
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642
Figuie 115 Wall paitg shovirig a two-storey kiosk at the Topkapi Palace Harem quartes, Reida;
Turkish Paintng, p:77.
643
Figure 116 Vsie of atie Kicisk at Fenerbahge by Corelius Loos (1710-1711)
644
Figre 1 17a Eighlenth-century plan shoving a kkosk, isenbul Topkapi Saryi Mizesi Axii-
E.9455.
645
Fie I I 7b Wall painting from T1e Topkapi pae Harem quartrs shoving a kiosk that resembles
the plan at the Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi Arivi-E.9455, RenddBahinema, p87.
646
Figur 11 Contmfrs Pa1we in im~bul drvnbybimseff, Cantmir (1714-1716).
647
Fig e 119 "The Palace of Said PashI" by Thomas Aom(1838).
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Figme 120 "Vue du Kioskque du Bosanji-Babi " Komou-Tchechm" in Choiseul-Gouffier (1822).
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651
Figuie 123a "The Tilage of Babec on the Bosphoru" by Thomas Allom (1838).
I-,
Figure 123b "Turkish Country Houses on the Bosphorus', by W. H. Bartlett in Miss PardoelThe
Beauties (1838).
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if~sef u 'Di osphie piie & Kaiiiy", eigf~fL by Ai-UUIIie inaue mleflinhg
-~(1807-1824).
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Figuic 125 Cobuied fitgraph by Prezi~si, lenMIemkiixece5m of dhe BwoIru, pp:13 2-l33 .
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I'igmue 126 P18I of tim Paee ea t Lim=m inbL istablul UgniveIoilsi-93412.
656
U/Wi
IFiuIe 127 Plan of fth ordwxgonal d yejprnq at B oyuikby, isimbe.l Tophap Saray Mbzzi
Arivwi-E.9408.
657
Fige 4128 View of the Bayof istinye ergra by Thomas Allom (1838).
.VP
Figure 129 "Vue du Village de Tarapia", engraving by Antoire Ignace Melling (1807-1324).
b5';
4.
Figue 1,30 "V&e de K~efteli KiuI, eitgrw'ffig by AILriluc iwe Meling (1,007-1832A).
tA]b
Fig-uxr 131 "Prairie de ByukDere6, engravin by.Antoine Ignace Me~hn (1807-1O82.4).
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Figure 133 NinelentI-century photograph of
timversilsi-Album 90763165.
the promenade at Biyiikdere, istanbul: istanbul
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Figure 134a Yak of Baron Hubsch at Byiikdere, ergraving in Pertusierl Atlas des Promenades
(1817).
6t5s4
Figme 1 34b "Vim de la paxtie ceritoe dui Viage de B uyuk ere, engrar-rig by Ainte Igniace
MelbUng, (1807-1824).
FIVuR 115 "Viie de !a nalte OC~identlb- e dU Vfifte de Bt 7uk-Dere'", enkzpmvim by Anmtoie Igroex~
Mellflng (1807-13241).
666
Figure 136 "Yue des Kavaks d'Europe et d'Asi, et de l'Entrie de a Mer Noire", engmvmg in
Choiseul-Gouffier (1822).
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Figm 137 NitentHmcniy pJhograph of &b Axuiolu IHisn by Kagopoulo, isunbuti mabul
fOninmritsi-90763169.
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Figme 138 Ninetenth-centiny p~~omhof te Gbksu River by Gtbm~ Frhres, isftbul iswabul
flilive - i-
669
Figure 139 "tlsk&dar Sarayi" ergravirg in Chziseul-Gouffier (1822).
670
Figure 140 "Uskiar",erigraving by Thomas Allm (1838).
